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You know who else wanted to make work easier
for workers? Sakichi Toyoda. "...the purpose [of
TPS] should be to make someone’s work easier..."
-- Akio Toyoda. https://bobemiliani.com/akio-
toyodas-view-of-tps-a-critical-analysis/

https://bobemiliani.com/akio-toyodas-view-of-tps-a-critical-analysis/


Most people today have a negative view of
Frederick Winslow Taylor because be called
workers lazy and accused them of “soldering” –
"Underworking, that is, deliberately working
slowly so as to avoid doing a full day's work...
is almost universal in industrial
establishments" (TPSM, p. 13) – and in saying
this he disrespected workers. Not so fast! What
these critics don’t understand is the context:
Workers avoided doing the work because it
was too difficult (you can relate to that, right?).
An important goal of Scientific Management
was to make work “smooth and easy for the
workman” so that they would not resort to
soldiering. In the early 1900s, he and others
proved his hypothesis to be correct time and
time again. This misunderstanding of Taylor is
a lesson for all in the importance of
understanding the details and fact-checking.

Taylor circa 1900
Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Winslow_Taylor © bobemiliani www.bobemiliani.com



PSEMR, a predecessor to Deming's PDSA from 
1917. Better than PDSA? Perhaps. Notice the five 
items listed under Principle 3, "Execute" -- all are 
key characteristics of Toyota kaizen (which more 
people need to understand). Also note Principle 
5. See https://bobemiliani.com/book/kaizen-
forever-book/

https://bobemiliani.com/book/kaizen-forever-book/
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Print advertisements from L.V. Estes, Inc., a
Scientific Management/Industrial Engineering
consulting business between 1919-1921. What is
notable is the creativity in the advertisements
(images and text) and where the ads appeared --
in trade publications such as Factory, Industrial
Management, Bankers' Monthly, and other
periodicals targeting C-level executives. Look at
the ads very carefully. I know of no similar
advertising creativity or advertising campaign
targeting the C-level in the publications they read
with respect to Lean management. Not in the
30+ years of Lean (hint, hint).

Emiliani Comment: For decades people have said "most
business leaders see lean and kaizen as mostly a cost reduction
program." Is that still true? It seems to me that times have
changed and C-level leaders' viewpoints of Lean have changed.
They see Lean management as increasingly irrelevant, no
longer as a cost reduction program. What might advertising
look like that would make Lean management relevant to CEOs?
And where would such advertisements be placed and in what
medium?
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Balboa - soldier, explorer, pioneer ofprogress — found the great Pacific at the

end ofan untrodden path. The thousands who have since followed can not

efface his footprints.

Leadership belongs eternally to those who blaze the trail.

Founded twelve years ago , L. V. Estes Incorporated almost immediately left

the beaten path of Industrial Engineering.

It was at that time a little known profession practiced by individuals. Among

them were several now honored as pioneers inthe science of securing maximum

production with the least expenditure of time, energy , material and expense.

Too often they were termed " efficiency men " -patronizingly or suspiciously.

The vision of the six original members of L. V. Estes Incorporated included

a comprehensive engineering service, rendered by an organization , which would

surpass the service of an individual no matter how capable he might be.

Now , the Estes roster has grown from six to that of a national institution.

Clients, moved by gratitude and satisfaction , tell us our goal is reached-our

vision realized.

But the vision has grown. L. V. Estes Incorporated is still pioneering over

untrodden paths. Guided by ideals that in themselves set a standard, this

institution is leading the way through a wilderness ofunrest towardthe promised

land of a better understanding between men — toward increased output and

everlasting benefit for Capital, Management, Labor and the Public.

Inquiries for literature will receive courteous attention .
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LV -ESTES INCORPORATED

Number One

The Estes Institution

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
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ORGANIZATION · PRODUCTION CUNTROL

METHODS AND PROCESSES

COSTS AND ACCOUNTING · APPRAISALS

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

For Higher Standards
of Business Management
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TAKING ON THE PILOT
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The mightiest ship that plowsthe deep makes port with the aid

of a pilot. Hebrings to it a professional knowledge of shoals and

channels and ability to apply that knowledge in a practical way.

The captainyields nothing vital to his command in acceding to

this world -wide rule of navigation. His knowledge of his craft

remains supreme.

Akin to the captain's faith inexpert knowledge is theconfidence

which business executives — Captains of Industry — place in the

organized Industrial Engineering Service of L.V.Estes Incorporated.

The function of Estes Service is the application of professional

knowledge of scientific management asan aid to managementof

any business. It is an interpretation of principles founded on the

fixed laws of Truth and Justice.

Nation -wide achievements in a great variety of industries bear

testimony to the comprehensive knowledge of L. V. Estes Incor

poratedand the thoroughness of its application through its

practical organized service.

Interesting literature sent on request.
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Number Twom

The Function ofEstes

Service
LVESTES INCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

1505 Century Building 202 South State Street, Chicago
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THE ETERNAL ROMANCE
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n . The bazaars of ancient Bagdad and the towering stores and

spreading factories of modern America are each expressions of

BUSINESS, the Eternal Romance. The difference lies in one word

-organization .

Modern business is organized making and marketing. Modern

manufacture, buying, and selling, are on a gigantic scale due to

organized effort and they call for still greater perfection of organi.

zation , for they make demands whichno individual executive can

meet. The answer tothis need is Industrial Engineering as practiced

by L. V. ESTES INCORPORATED.

ESTES SERVICE is organized application and interpretation of the

laws ofscientific management to modern business. Its scope extends

everywhere in the field of business and to all branches of any

business. It finds the facts and applies them fairly to the end that

production is increased , costs are lowered , and products bettered,

with a direct benefit to manufacturer, workman and consumer.

A special booklet dealing with the scope of Estes SERVICE will

be mailed on request.

Number Three

The Scope of Estes

Service

LV-ESTES INCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

1505 Century Building 202 South State St., Chicago
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COSTS AND ACCOUNTING · APPRAISALS

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

for Higher Standards
of Business Management
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THE NEW ERA

Today, the world is being engulfed in another great,

purifying flood. It is a flood of strife among nations,

among classes and among men . Farsighted business men are

preparing, as did Noah,looki
ng forward to a New Era—

a worldrefined of selfishness, greed, suspicion and envy .

Right preparation demands adherence to Truth and

Justice — the basic laws of right business management.

L. V. ESTES INCORPORATED is a professional organization

whose function is to apply those principles asan aid to

modern business, and whose policy is to perform that

function with competence, reliability, and energy.

The New Era will bring newrelationships between em

ployer and employee, new methods of management, new

standards of production. The Estes policy is to promote

harmonious relationships now, to develop the individuality

of workmen , stimulate their ambition and secure their

co -operation.

An interesting phase of the Estes policy is treated com

prehensively in a booklet,“ Human Relations in Industry ,"

which will be mailed on request to anyone interested.

Number Four

The Policy ofEstes

Service

LV-ESTES INCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

1505 Century Building

202 South State St., Chicago
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The Lesson

for BusinessMen

FRANAinAmericasAchievement

-

BRITAN
CIA

America - is big enough to acknowl

edge the benefit of competent counsel.

With all her resources—all her knowledge—all her

experience, America has wisely recognized the war ex

perience of France, Englandand other nations. She has

set aside pride and prejudice to utilize willingly the

dearly bought knowledge of her allies.

This broadminded , farsighted, sound business policy

accounts for the speed and power with which America's

blow to autocracy has been delivered.

Utilize the Resources of a

Forty-Engineer Organization

Profit by your country's example. Successful firms

will not let pride in self achievement,or prejudice against

the outside viewpoint, prevent them from accepting

the counsel of experienced, industrial engineers.

The organized, supervised service of L. V. Estes, Inc. ,

makes available the knowledge and experience of more

than forty specialists, gained through many years ofprac

ticalwork in many different kindsofindustry, Employ

ment of such knowledge justifies honest pride - demon

strates true efficiency - guarantees enduring success .

Free Book — "Higher Efficiency " —is a 24-page illus

trated booklet sent without obligation to executives on

request. Please mention which of these departments

interests you most.

Factory Efficiency - Industrial Accounting

-Office Efficiency

LV-ESTESINCORPORATED

RAISEWAGESWHILE CUTTINGCOSTS

Industrial Engineers

1829 McCormick Bldg., Chicago

ESTES SERVICE

Raises the Efficiency

of FactoryOffice

ESTESSERVICE

To Solve Industrial Problems



FORESIGHT !

The Lesson of Experience

FarsightedIndustriesWill Prepare

to Share in the World's Harvest

All over the world, War has sown the

seed of the greatest crop in history — a glo

rious crop of new ideas and ideals, new

inventions and discoveries, new standards

of living and working.

But to secure its full fruitage the warning

of recent experience must be heeded .

How England Applies the Lesson

Long before the war ended, the National

Board of Trade, in England, was laying plans for

the scientific direction and encouragement of

industry, organization of production, greater effi

ciency of labor and capital, and scientific research

into raw materials and manufacturing processes.

For those firms in America who are also far

sighted enough to recognize that future interests

demand greater industrial preparedness, the

service of L. V. Estes, Incorporated, will be found

particularly profitable. This service of waste

elimination, cost reduction and increased pro

duction is rendered by an expertly supervised

staff of nearly fifty specialists in various branches

of industrial engineering.

EXECUTIVES : Higher Efficiency, a 24 -page book,

is free to you. Write for it, mentioning which

of these departments is most interesting to you:

We must all do ourbesttomake the change from

War Work to Peace Work as easy as possible.

Co -operation is the Big Thing neededNow.

U.S.DEPT. OF LABOR

Wm. B. Wilson, Secretary

A Trade Marked Service

A trademark is a badge of self

respect - a guarantee by the or .

ganization behind it to maintain

a definite quality standardon its

product, whatever that may be.

This arm emblem pictured here

marks the industrial engineer .

ing service ofL. V. Estes, Incor.

porated, andpledges to allclients

a serviceconsistent with the Estes

reputation for leadership and

record ofresults.

Factory Efficiency Industrial Accounting

OfficeEfficiency

LVESTESINCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERSESTES SERVICE

Raises the Efficiency

of Factory Office

1829 McCormick Building Chicago, III.

ESTES SERVICE

The Solution of Industrial Problems



LEADERSHIP !

YourReward for Readiness

THEENDof one raceisbutthebeginning of the

next. Leadership invites challengers.

No industrial organization can rest on its laurels

any more than can the athlete. Leaders become losers

unless they are always prepared to defend their place

with greater strides than ever .

In manufacturing concerns, needless overhead is

excess weight - a menace to fitness. Lack of co -ordi

nation between departments deters continued success .

The brain in the executive office must co -operate

completely with the hands in the shops. Output per

man must be at the maximum - wastes of time, labor

and material must be at the minimum .

L. V. Estes, Incorporated, has helped scores of

worthy firms to attain and maintain leadership . Estes

Service, rendered by over forty experienced engi

neers under a unique system of supervision, can show

you how to meet new conditions, new emergencies

and the repeated challenges of competition.

Farms, factories,mines and furnaces must

produce as well for peace as for war

Production is the key to prosperity.

U. S. DEPT. OF LABOR

W. B. Wilson, Secretary .

A BOOK FOR EXECUTIVES— "Higher Efficiency, "

a 24-page illustrated book, will be sent free on written

request of an executive. No obligation is incurred .

LV ESTES INCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

ESTES SERVICE

Raises the Elliciency

of FactoryOffice

THIS,trade-mark,pledges
to all clients of L.V.Estes,

Incorporated , an industria)

engineering service consis .

tent with the Estes reputation

for leadership andrecordof

results .

1829 McCormick Building . Chicago, I.

ESTES SERVICE

The Solution of Industrial Problems
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PROG
RESS

BetterWorkmen -Better Work -BetterWorld

THEline of all progressis through human

progress. In

tion aiming at greater output, lesswaste,

lower costs and higher quality, betterment

starts with better workmen .

So do not number your organization by hands.

Count the heads — and the hearts. Train the heads.

Win the hearts. The hands will then be capably

and faithfully used in your service.

Such progress marks those concerns which have

employed Estes Service. L. V. Estes, Incorporated ,

is an organization of skilled engineers who arealso

practical working men. Estes methods attemptno

unnatural stimulation to unusual production. Men

are never mistaken for machines.

Estes service will develop for you workers who are

willing to work, individuals who are ambitious to succeed,

employees who are better, happier, more contented

citizens.

Information for executives. A 24 page

book " Higher Efficiency " tells more about this

service. It is free to executives. Request it on

your letterhead today. No obligation incurred.

ESTESSERVICE

Raises theEfficiency

of Factory Office

,
to all clients of L.V.Estes,

Incorporated , an industrial

engineering service consis .

tent with theEstes reputation

for leadershipand record of

results .

LVESTESINCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

1506 Century Bldg ., 202 South State St., Chicago, II.

ESTES SERVIC
E

The Solution of Industrial Problems



INCREASE !

TheReward forRightEndeavor

T
O

BE
BE - able to add a floor to a building is an

accepted mark of successful growth . To add

a new building to a plant is a notable achievement.

In reality such expansion is but an outward

manifestation of progress . Building growth

depends upon business growth . It demands the

development of an organization of contented em

ployees. It requires recognition of the lessons of

experience. It calls for individual and collective

improvement.

L. V. Estes, Incorporated, has aided the growth

of industriesin practically every field by developing

strength in their organizations and by introducing

modern methods. Estes service has helped these

firms increase their business and profits by de .

creasing costs and wastes.

The Estes crganization , now consisting of a

large staff of skilled engineers, with extensive files

of valuable data, is itself a striking example of

growth as a reward for right endeavor.

To use the service rendered by this organi

zation is a definite step towards increased busi

ness and profits.

ESTES SERVICE

Raises the Efficiency

of Factory Office

EXECUTIVESI The story of L. V. Estes, Incorpo

rated, is told in "Higher Efficiency", a booklet which

will be sent you free on request .

LVESTESINCORPORATED
This trade mark pledges to all

clients of L. V. Estes, Incorpo

rated, an Industrial engineering

service consistent with the Estes

Teputation for leadership and

record of results.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

M

1506 Century Bldg., 202 South State St. , Chicago, IL.

ESTES SERVICE

The Solution of Industrial Problems



TEAMWORKI

Youn Insurance Against Labor Troubles
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TOGETHER ! The race is on.

Success depends on teamwork.

In office or factory, as in any organ

ized effort, a single element working out

of harmony is working against success.

A man merely working for his employer

andnot with his employer is a potential

weakness.

One of the results of Estes Service is

teamwork-teamwork of the mind, not

merely of the body. An Estes Engineer

must be a leader of men, inspiring volun

tary co -operation , not a master driving

to mechanical discipline.

From its large staff of such engineers L. V.

Estes, Incorporated, can select the right man to

help you secure teamwork in your organization.

And the entire Estes organization , demonstrating

teamwork, will be behind him with the knowl

edge, skill, and experience that can only be

gained by such an organization.

Information for Executives is contained in " Higher

Efficiency'' a 24 page illustrated booklet describing

Estes Service . Sent free on request.

LV -ESTESINCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

ESTES SERVICE

Raises the Efficiency

of FactoryOffice

This trade-mark pledges to all

clients of L.V. Estes, Incorpo

rated, an industrialengineering
service consistent with the Estes

reputation for leadership and

record of results.
1506 Century Bldg. , 202 South State St. , CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTES SERVICE

The Solution of Industrial Problems



CONTROL!

TheBasis of Executive
Management

PICT
URE

yourplant

your plant as seen from an airplane !

Good Management requires such mental

vision-the perspective that places each compo

nent part in proper relation to the whole.

To the army executive the airplane actually

gives such control . To the industrial executive

it typifies control — scientific over seeing.

Control in business is obtained through comprehen

sive financial and sales statistics, production reports and

scientific schedules, and accurate knowledge of costs of

operation . A system of cost control , placed in operation

by L. V. Estes Incorporated secured for one client an

increase of 15% in profits in nine months. A system

of production control , for another client, increased

output 27% and reduced costs of operation 16%.

To get the " airplane perspective” of your plant

consult men who are trained to that vision . L. V.

Estes Incorporated is an organization of such men

broad visioned, experienced engineers, competently

supervised under a system of executive control.

ESTES SERVICE

Raises the Efficiency

of FactoryOffice

Interested executives are invited to write for

" Higher Efficiency , ” a bookdescribing EstesService .

LVESTESINCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

This trad :-mark pledges to all

clients of L. V. Estes Incorpo

rated an industrial engineering

service consistent with the Estes

reputation for leadership and

record of results. 1506 Century Building, 202 S. State Street, Chicago, Ill .

ESTESSERVICE

The Solution of Industrial Problems



PRACTICAL !

Proving ManagementPrinciplesbyResults

மரற.

industry. They arethe common property

of industry - available to all. It is an encourag

LTZFILM ) ing indication of progress that the principles of

industrial management are now quite generally

known to engineers and progressive executives.

But practice of those principles—like the use

of tools — is not to be learned wholly from books.

It calls for ability, skill and experience, often

manual as well as mental .

Analysis of Estes success shows it is largely due

to the fact that Estes engineers are practicalmen .

The Estes organization is distinctive in this

respect.

The actual demonstration of which every Estes

engineer is capable, is practicalproof of the prin

ciples involved . It establishes confidence and

secures the co -operation of workmen.

That Estes Service is a practical service can be

demonstrated to interested executives by results

already obtained in hundreds of concerns.

Writefor booklet ofinformationESTES SERVICE

Raises the Efficiency

of FactoryOffice

LVESTESINCORPORATED

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

Thistrade-markpledges to all
clients ofL.V. Estes Incorpo.

rated an industrial engineering

service consistent with theEstes

reputation for leadership and

record of results .
1506 Century Building, 202 South State Street, Chicago, Ill.

ESTES SERVICE

The Solution of Industrial Problems



What Estes Service

Really Is!

t
i

In response to the popular query will help those who are not, as yet,

“ What is Estes Service? " - we have pub Estes clients to arrive at a true perspec

lished a booklet. Its title is “ The Scope tive of Estes Service. Onemay visualize

of Estes Service. ” It deals briefly with in a single reading how the Estes or

each point of the graphic outline re ganization helps institutions both large

produced below. and small to secure better organization

The
scope of Estes Service is perhaps

and greater production, per man , per

too extensive to be described adequately

machine, and per dollar invested.

in any one booklet. What Estes Service This booklet— " The Scope of Estes

really is can best be expressed by what Service " will be sent promptly, with

Estes Service does—by the results out obligation , to those interested.

which it is consistently securing for

clients. LVESTESINCORPORATED

A brief survey of

this booklet,

Supervisory Organization for

Correlating the Service of All Divisions

however,

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

Executive and

1506 Century Building

202 South State Street

CHICAGO

Division of Division of Per

Administration sonal ana Eco

and Methods nomic Relations

Division of

Industrial Engineering

Division

of

Appraisal

Division of

Costs and

Accounting

1. Engineering 1. Constructive

Appraisals for: Cost Methods.

Income Tax

Computation. 2. Association

Cost Account Cost Systems,

ing.

Insurance Ad .

justment.
3. Accounting

Financing.
Layouts .

Purchaseor Sale .

Re-capitalizing.

1. Company Polo 1. Formulation of
1. Organization.

icies. PoliciesGovern

ing Cooperative

Management 2. Graphic Executive Controt.

2. Finance and
and Improved

Capital Con

trol.
Working Condi 3. Plant, Department and Equipment

tions. Layouts.

3. Improvementof
4. Production Control.

Office Layout,
2. Organizing for

Procedure and
Cooperation

and for Select 5. Material and StoresControl.
Routine.

ion, Employ

ment, Training. 6. Quality Standards and Their

4. Sales Admini Promotion,
Maintenance.

stration and Health, Safety

Methods. and Housing of 7. Development of Equipment and

Employees. Processes.

3. Counsel and
8. Standardization of Methods and

Processes.

Supervisory Ser

vice in Connec 9. Reduction of Wastes.

tion with the

Above.

10. Incentive and Wage Payment

Methods.

2. Public Utility

Appraisals for:

Rate Investiga

tions.

Financing.

HSTES SERVICE

For Better Business Management

Í
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Watch the CostsHIDDEN

PROFITS

the Profits Take

Care of Themselves

“ In the two years since the Estes Company started work in our establishment, we made

a larger gross profit and a higher percentage of net profit than at any corresponding

time in the twenty -eight years preceding." - Statement by an Midwestern Manufacturer.

In this business there were many ways of increasing net profits which re

mained hidden for 28 years.

It is fundamental that experienced, skilled , industrial engineers, by the ap

plication to factory operations, of sound common - sense principles, can cut

operating costs and increase net profits in ways which do not appear to

owners in their full significance.

Have you considered to what extent this opportunity may exist in your

plant ?

Send for Booklet

L. V. Estes, Incorporated, has just published a remarkably readable booklet :

“ Hidden Profits.” It tells clearly what industrial engineering service is—

how money can be saved and how new directions of increasing profits can be

found by the application of methods which apply effectively to any manu

facturing business. A copy of the booklet will be mailed to interested execu

tives without charge or obligation. Please write on your business stationery.

Merely ask for Booklet No. 7866

L. V. Estes, Incorporated
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

Accountants :: Auditors :: Appraisers

202 SOUTH STATE STREET 1123 BROADWAY

CHICAGO NEW YORK CITY

Tear the address out as a Reminder to Write for Bulletin





Your Industrial Engineer

Should be Dependable

To know that the industrial engineering firm you choose

.to employ has always lived up to its profession , promises

and contracts—that statements made can be relied upon

and that work performed will quickly show its value , is a

satisfaction .

Such a firm is L. V. Estes , Inc. The following letter helps

to confirm it .

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Evanston , III .

May 13 , 1921 .

Gentlemen :

Mr. Estes has been known to us for a good many years

and has been a patron of our bank from the time his

Company was first started in 1912 .

L. V. Estes Incorporated have extended professional

service to companies with whom we are associated and

we know that their work is high class and gives satis
factory results.

In all our dealings we have found them thoroughly re

liable and honorable in the carrying out of any contracts

which they undertake .

Yours very truly ,

CHARLES N. STEVENS ,

President

Dozens of just such letters will be gladly shown to any

executive interested. We are happy to say that our clients

have kept us well supplied.

It would please us to tell you how we accomplish re

sults. A word from you will bring further information

L.V. ESTES, Incorporated

Industrial Engineers

202 South State Street CHICAGO

77



Another Reason Why

L. V. Estes , Inc. , Is in Demand

It is one thing to make a claim—but oftentimes quite another to prove it .

L. V. Estes early in his career saw that rash claims especially in his busi

ness, would only stunt the growth of a service which he knew so well to be

of great value to progressivemanufacturers.

The following letter which was written in 1916 is proof that the present

conservative policy was practised by L. V. Estes, Inc. , years ago.

THE RICHARDSON PAPER COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS

Felt Papers—Combination Boards

Lockland , Ohio

December 15, 1916

Mr. W. B. Conkey, Pres . ,

W. B. Conkey Company,

Hammond, Ind .
Dear Sir :

Your favor of the 14th to hand . In reply

will say that we regard Mr. Estes very highly .

We are very well satisfied with the work he

and his organization have done for us this

year. We feel quite sure that Mr. Estes would

not make any statements to you that he was
not confident he could “make good” on . We

are satisfied that if you do decide to employ

him, you will make no mistake even though ,

as you say, he does charge a good price for

his services .

Yours very truly ,

J. M. Richardson , President ,

JMR :CM The Richardson Paper Co.

Industrial engineering service that gets results is one of the greatest

avenues to bigger profits in business — and L. V. Estes ' service gets results .

It would please us to tell you just what we have accomplished for other com

panies in a similar business to yours — and to prove what we can do for you

L.V. Estes , Incorporated

Industrial Engineers

202 South State Street CHICAGO

53



A short article by Henry Towne (1844-1924), "the
pioneer of the Science of Management," whose
early application of "Systematic Management" in
the 1870s (see research by Joseph A. Litterer) at
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, led to his
calling for (in 1886) an engineering approach to
management that later led to Scientific
Management and Industrial Engineering. This is
another piece of history worth knowing and to
honor our forebears who had the vision to
comprehend and begin the development of
management as a science. For more info, see
https://bobemiliani.com/a-little-bit-of-
knowledge-can-be/

https://bobemiliani.com/a-little-bit-of-knowledge-can-be/
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MR.HENRY R.TOWNE, “the Pioneer of the
Science of Management," was born in Philadel

phia in 1844. He began his active career in 1862 as

draftsman for the Port Richmond Iron Works, and

during the Civil War was in charge of important en

gineering work for the gun boats of the United States

Navy at these shops. After the Civil War he became

a special student of engineering and took an advanced

course in physics at the Sorbonne, Paris. In 1868, Mr.

Towne became associated with Linus Yale in the manu

facture of locks and later in the same year, after Mr.

Yale's death, became president of the Yale & Towne

Manufacturing Company. Since 1914, Mr. Towne has

becn Chairman of the Board of that company. He was

for five years a member of the Board of Directors of

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York , is Chairman

of the Board of the Morris Plan Company of New

York , is a life member and past president of the A. S.

M. E , a past president of the Merchants ' Association

of New York , etc. , etc —THE EDITORS.

1
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The Evolution of Industrial Management
A review of the developments which have resulted, during the

past three decades, in introducing functional management and in

crystallizing empirical managerial methods into a definite and

logical science. A notable contribution to the historic record.

By Henry R. Towne
Chairman of the Board, The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.

HAVE often been told that my paper of 1886 , “ The field of work.” On this argument I based a plea for the

Engineer as an Economist,” printed in the Transac- recognition of the Science of Management. Evidently
tions of the American Society of Mechanical Engi- the time was ripe for the recognition of this plea, no

neers, was the first publication relating to Industrial matter by whom made, for almost immediately there

Management. Whether so or not, it is a fact that al- began the publication in the technical press of data and

most immediately thereafter information and data previ- discussions relating to this subject, which showed that it

ously inchoate began to take form and to find publicity, appealed to many interests, that the field was already

through the technical press and through the meetings under active cultivation, and that a great amount of

and publications of the American Society of Mechanical valuable information was even then available. During

Engineers. these years Frederick W. Taylor was conducting the

I had long noted the entire absence of any forum or studies and experiments which formed the basis for the

medium for the exchange of data and experience in the theories and rules of practice which he subsequently

field of industrial management, except as accomplished formulated and gave tothe world , and which now con

by the occasional stitute his most

interchange enduring monu

of friendly ment ; but with

visits, notwith character -

standing the vast Henry R. Towne is unquestionably the istic patience and

fund of experi
pioneer of management science. He began, as modesty he with

ence already ac
held all publica

cumulated , and
early as 1870, the systematic application at the

tion of the results

the rapid evolu Yale & Towne works, of what are now recog of his work until

tion due to new
nized as efficient management methods. In satisfied beyond

machines and

1886, his paper “ The Engineer as an Econom
question that the

processes , and to conclusions

the solving of
ist,” delivered before the American Society of

he drew were

problems present Mechanical Engineers, probably inspired Fred sound and would

ed by the increas
erick W. Taylor, then a young man of twenty, stand the test of

ing number of
practical a dopto devote his energies to the labor that formed

products. tion and use. His

I perceived that his life work.
splendid contribu

a Science
Still young at the age of seventy-seven , Mr. tions to the new

was being born ,
Towne has lived to see the world -wide accept

Science began

which as yet was with his paper on

not only unorgan ance of his industrial precepts, and the complete “ A Piece Rate

ized, but even un fulfillment of his economic prophecies.-The System " in 1895 ,

recognized Editors. and culminated in

Referring his monumental

to these facts , in
treatise on

my paper of 1886 .
“ Shop Manage

I said, “ A vast ment”

amount of accumulated experience in the art of both appearing in the Transactions of the American

workshop management already exists , but there is no Society of Mechanical Engineers. Coincidentally, Dr.

record of it available to the world in general, and each Taylor and his associates began the introduction of

old enterprise is managed more or less in its own way, " Scientific Management” in numerous industrial plants,

receiving little benefit from the parallel experience of and thus the new Science began to take form and grow .

other similar enterprises , and imparting as little of its To Dr. Taylor must always be accorded the honor of

own to ihem ; while each new enterprise , starting de being its earliest apostle and teacher, and of doing the

novo and with much labor, and usually at much cost for earliest work , in this new field, which merited the title

experience, gradually develops a more or less perfect of “ scientific .” During the following years several

system of its own, according to the ability of its man- national and numerous local organizations were formed

agers , receiving little benefit or aid from all that may for the study and promotion of the new Science , and in

have been done previously by others in precisely the same creasingly engineers and others began to specialize in it .

n e W

new

in 1903,
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These processes have continued until to -day, greatly pro- that of the industrial engineer, and is essential to the

moted and aided by the coöperation of the technical successful conduct of the latter.

press, some of which is devoted exclusively to this Early in the nineties, believing that the new science

branch of engineering. should be recognized, promoted, and taught by our tech

To one whose experience covers both the old and nical schools, I presented the subject to the late General

the new eras, the contrast between them is most interest- Francis A. Walker, then the honored President of the

ing and striking . Prior to 1886 the " military " ( as con- Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and urged him

trasted with the "functional " ) system of shop manage- to authorize the starting of a course in industrial man

ment prevailed almost universally. Under this the shop agement for his students. Doubtful at first, he finally

foreman was responsible for almost every detail of his was converted to the plan, and authorized its undertak

department, and often was an autocrat . He hired andHe hired and ing by Professor Schwamb, as a part of the course in

discharged the employees, he fixed their rates of pay, mechanical engineering. Two years later I urged the

whether day-work or piece -work , he assigned the jobs , matter on Professor F. R. Hutton, who soon became

and hehe usually favorably

directed all work impressed, and

relating to up thereupon initiat

keep of machines, ed a similar

shafting and belt
" It will probably not be disputed that the

course in the me

ing, to tool-grind chanical engineer-

matter of shop management is of equal iming, to designing ing department

and making spe
portance with that of engineering . The

of the School of

cial tools, etc. , one is a well -defined science, with a distinct Mines, Columbia

etc., within his
literature, with numerous journals and with

University .

domain . Each A few years later

mechanic
many associations for the interchange of exunder a similar course

him did the work perience ; the other is unorganized, is almost was established

assigned to him without literature, has no organ or medium for by Professor

in the way he
the interchange of experience, and is without

Spangler in the

thought best, did Towne Scientific

association or organization of any kind. There
all of his own School of the

tool-dressing, his already exists an enormous fund of information University

lathe or other
relating to such matters based upon actual and of Pennsylvania,

machine standing

most extensive experience. What is now needidle while he
in the succeeding

made any neces ed is a medium for the interchange of this ex

sary repairs to it perience.” — Henry R. Towne, " The Engineer action in most, if

or its belting, and
as an Economist,” May, 1886. — The Editors.

not all , of the

depended chiefly technical schools

on the favor of and colleges; so

his foreman for that to-day , under

his position and various names, a

advancement. Empiricism and rule -of -thumb pre course in Industrial Management has become a recog

vailed throughout. In contrast to this we
we have nized part of the curriculum in practically all of them .

to - day functional management, under which trained spe- At the present time the work thus done in the training

cialists are employed, each of whom plans and controls, of engineering students to qualify them for positions of

in all of the shops or departments composing the plant, responsibility in the management of organized industry,
the operations or " functions" assigned to him, all opera is continued and greatly promoted by the presentation

tions thus being conducted and controlled by a central and discussion of papers contributed by members and

organization, each of the various divisions of which others to numerous technical societies, and by the in

direct similar operations throughout the plant, the func- creasing coöperation of the technical press, as an ex
tion of the shop foreman , while still important, consist- ponent of which in this new and important field " In

ing essentially in giving effect to the plans and instruc- dustrial Management” is a recognized leader.
tions of the various functional managers, and to main

taining the discipline of his department. Using the
Editorial Addenda

language of the diagram , the old system divided on

horizontal lines, of location , of product, or of kind of No record of Mr. Towne's potent part in the devel

work ; whereas the new system divides on vertical lines, opment of the Science of management, can be complete
of functions, such as purchasing, employment, stock without quotations from his eloquent and feeling tributes

control, tool design, methods of work , time-studies, to Frederick W. Taylor's great achievements. Thus, in

inspection , etc.
1915 , when Dr. Taylor died , in a most impressive letter

Coincidentally with these developments the subordi- which appeared on the editorial page of the New York

nate but closely related science of " Industrial Account- Evening Post , Mr. Towne said :

ing” has passed through a similar period of evolution , " One of the world's discoverers and creative leaders

has won a recognized standing, and is furnishing a lu- has closed his career . The world is greatly enriched by

crative field of practice to a constantly increasing num- what his genius accomplished. The world is grateful

ber of specialists, whose work goes hand in hand with that he lived and for what he did ."

quickly followed

years by similar

பவாதாMAS 2013
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Prompted by this tribute, Mr. Towne was at once to perceive that in this field, as in the physical sciences,

invited to enlarge upon his theme and in a notable lead- the Baconian system could be applied, that a practical

ing article in these pages, in May, 1915, he wrote this : science could be created by following the three principles

“ Among the names of those who have led the great of that system, viz . , the correct and complete observation

advance of the industrial arts during the past thirty of facts, the intelligent and unbiased analysis of such
years, that of Frederick Winslow Taylor will hold an facts, and the formulating of laws by deduction from

increasingly high place. Others have led in electrical the results so reached . Not only did he comprehend

development, in the steel industry, in industrial chem- this fundamental conception and apply it ; he also grasped

istry, in railroad equipment, in the textile arts , and in the significance and possibilities of the problem so fully

many other fields, but he has been the creator of a new that his codification of the fundamental principles of the

science, which underlies and will benefit all of these system he founded is practically complete and will be
others by greatly increasing their efficiency and aug- a lasting monument to its founder .

menting their productivity. In addition , he has literally “The benefits of Mr. Taylor's great contributions to

forged a new tool
applied science

for the met a 1 in both the arts,

trades, which has metal cutting and

doubled, or even
industrial man

trebled , the pro “ To insure the best results, the organization
agement, will be

ductive capacity
shared increas ,

of productive labor must be directed and con

of nearly a 11 ingly by every in

metal cutting ma
trolled by persons having not only good execu

dustrial commu

chines. Either tive ability, and possessing the practical famil nity throughout

achievement iarity of a mechanic or engineer with the goods the world , by

would entitle him

produced and the processes employed, but hav
every organized

to high rank
industry ,

ing also, and equally, a practical knowledge of
among the notable and equally by

men of his day ; how to observe, record, analyze and compare the employer and

-the two essential facts in relation to wages, supplies, ex the employee."

bined give him an
pense accounts, and all else that enters into or Mr. Towne's

assured place early recognition

à mong the
affects the economy of production and the cost

of Doctor Tay

world's leaders in of the product. There are many good mechan lor's great work

the industrial arts.
ical engineers — there are also many good 'busi is also indicated

Again he wrote : in his discussion

ness men ' — but the two are rarely combined in
" Measured by of Doctor Tay

originality and
one person.”—H. R. Towne, “ The Engineer

lor's paper on

comprehen as an Economist, ” May, 1886.—The Editors. “ The Art of Cut

siveness Mr. Tay ting Metals " be

fore the Ameri

doubtedly is the Society of

most important Mechanical En

thus far contributed to the Transactions of this Society. gineers in 1907. In Mr. Towne's discussion he said :

With perfect modesty it makes no claim to sole credit " Mr. Taylor's paper on 'The Art of Cutting Metals'

for the achievements it records , awarding due praise is a masterpiece. Based on what is undoubtedly the

to all who were associated in the work , and recognizing longest, largest and most exhaustive series of experi

that the work itself was made possible by the rapidly ments ever conducted in this field , its summary of the

developing opportunities which modern materials , proc- conclusions deduced therefrom embodies the most im

esses, and machines have made available, but which pre- portant contribution to our knowledge of this subject .

viously had not been fully appreciated or utilized . To “ About 60 yearsr ago, American invention lifted one

Mr. Taylor is due all credit for being among the first to of the earliest and most universal of the manual arts

perceive these opportunities, to appreciate their possible from the plane on which it had stood from the dawn of

significance, and, with endless patience and consummate civilization to the high level of modern mechanical in

skill , maintained through 26 years with unfaltering per- dustry. This was the achievement of the sewing ma

sistence and despite all discouragements, to carry for- chine. About 30 years ago , American invention again

ward his undertaking to its successful issue. took one of the oldest of the manual arts, that of writ

ing, and brought it fairly within the scope of modern

" Mr. Taylor's other and still greater achievement mechanical development. This was the achievement of

was in the field of industrial management, for here he the typewriting machine. The art of forming and tem

was the creator of a new science where previously was pering metal tools undoubtedly is co-eval with the pass

only tradition and empiricism . Others without numbering of the stone age, and therefore in antiquity is at least

have been organizers of industry and commerce, each as old , if indeed it does not outrank, the arts of sewing

working out, with greater or less success, the solution and writing. Like them, it has remained almost un

of his own problems, but none perceiving that many of changed from the beginning until nearly the present

these problems involved common factors and thus im- time . The work of Mr. Taylor and his associates has

plied the opportunity and the need of an organized sci- lifted it at once from the plane of empiricism and tra

ence . Mr. Taylor was the first to grasp this fact and dition to the high level of modern science.

lor's paper un

can

* *



So interesting how each pioneer of progressive
management had similar ideas about the
fundamental or overarching principles that were
necessary to produce a successful new system of
management. The principles also incorporated
the goals and the needs of the time. What might
be the fundamentals principles in the next
iteration of progressive management?
"Responsibility" and "Respect for Earth"? For
more information about Frederick Winslow
Taylor see https://bobemiliani.com/a-little-bit-of-
knowledge-can-be/. For more information about
Frank George Woollard
see https://bobemiliani.com/book/principles-of-
mass-and-flow-production-book/. For more
information about Taiichi Ohno
see https://bobemiliani.com/taiichi-ohno-the-
businessman/.

https://bobemiliani.com/a-little-bit-of-knowledge-can-be/
https://bobemiliani.com/book/principles-of-mass-and-flow-production-book/
https://bobemiliani.com/taiichi-ohno-the-businessman/


Past and Future Pioneers of Modern
Progressive Management

Continuous
Improvement

Respect for
Humanity

Improvement

Cooperation

Continuous
Improvement

Bene�t for All

Scienti�c Management
ca. 1890-1940

Flow Production
ca. 1914-1930

Toyota Production System
ca. 1950-Present
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Frederick Winslow Taylor Frank George Woollard Taiichi Ohno

?

Responsibility

Respect the
Earth

Adaptive Management
ca. 202X to ?

TBD



You've got to read this article from 1923. Sounds
a lot like Toyota-style leadership, doesn't it?
(Document Source: Management, July 1923, Vo.
21, No. 6).



Management
Founded in 1913 as 100 %

The Man Who Had to Do Better

Constantly striving to improve things and conditions

found final expression in a $2,000,000 a year business

Based on an interview by E. Gould with

C. W. KIRSCH

PRESIDENT, KIRSCH MANUFACTURING CO. , STURGIS, MICH .

O

chanic's wages in them . This

skill he attained , without exactl:

serving an apprenticeship in any

particular trade , by always im

proving upon the work of other

men and displaying inventive abil .

ity.

NCE upon a time—and this

is not a fairy story -- there

was a farmer boy who was

not content to do things just well

enough to “ get by.” Whatever

he undertook, he always tried to

do it a little better than anyone

else.

If he was plowing, his furrow

had to be perfectly straight and

true , although the grain grows up

just as fine and the yield is just

as great if the furrow does waver

a little .

When he was chopping down a

tree, the two gashes he cut into

the trunk had to be exactly oppo

site each other. And if the tree

was leaning one way, it was

test of skill and a matter of study

to make it fall in a certain direc

tion.

As this boy grew up , his habit

of doing things better grew with

use. Being mechanically in

clined , he soon became sufficiently

skilled in a number of different

lines to be capable of drawing me

“ The Curtain Rod King"

Six months ago this farmer box

—now a middle aged man - com

pleted another factory unit of his

own design which is more than

just a little better than any other

factory building in the country .

It has more and better con

veniences and luxuries for its

workers ; and is better and more

thoroughly equipped with labor

saving devices and automatic ma .

chinery.

This factory with its 300 em

ployees is now doing a business

of over $2,000,000 a year in cur

tain rods—nothing but curtain

rods ! Why? Because the boy

who always had to do things bet .

ter has built a better factory and

a

37
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The attention of “ Management” was

ittracted to the Kirsch Manufac

uring Company by the report that

it had set a new precedent in wel

are activities . Investigation

showed that the company did not

}'o in for " welfare work ," as the

erm is generally understood that

he many advantages provided for

ts employees were simply the con

;rete expression of the president's

constant effort to " Do it better ."

Although Mr. Kirsch declared he

did not believe in interviews," he

jould not refuse to explain the

source of the wonderful spirit that

pervades his organization

am

prove his point he explained how

he had always been impelled to

do things better—which explained

the man , perhaps, but certainly

did not prove his point .

One-third of the cost of the new

est factory unit was put into

" fea ires" for the benefit of the

employees. Mr. Kirsch says : " ]

more interested in making

men than money .” With some

employers this is only a pose ; but

the esteem in which Mr. Kirsch

is held by his employees and his

fellow citizens of Sturgis proves

that he is sincere.

Furthermore, Mr. Kirsch thinks

in things. Ideas are concrete

with him , and his factory is the

expression of the man's constant

endeavor to make the world a

pleasanter and a better place in

which to live . If " welfare ” work

had never been thought of else.

where, the Kirsch factory would

still wonderful place in

which to work.

Therein lies the difference be

tween Mr. Kirsch and most other

men . Many others have of course

felt the same urge to do things

better , and many have obeyed that

urge to their own selfish benefit;

but few successful business med

have made that “ Do it better "

idea their religion, and carried it

into every phase of their business

and personal life .

Most men, probably would say

that such an idea was commer

cially impractical . C. W. Kirsch ,

originator and owner of a $ 2.000.

:

Employs a better type of worker

o make better curtain rods .

If kings were not in such dis

epute, it would be quite proper

co call C. W. Kirsch “ the curtain

rod king.” Under the circum

tances it would be more fitting

and undoubtedly more to his lik

ng—to present him simply as

Counder and president of the

Kirsch Manufacturing Company

† Sturgis , Michigan .

Successful men in general fall

ato two classes—those willing to

ake full credit for their success ,

nd those inclined to regard their

-chievements as only of common

-lace importance. Mr. Kirsch be

ongs to the latter class .

" Do It Better," His Creed

" Perhaps you think I have done

omething to be proud of,” he pro

ests ; “ but I haven't done a thing

ny one else couldn't do .” And to

be a
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a

000 a year business, has proved it our salesmen : ' It beats hell hou

both practical and profitable. long these freak rods of yours

“ How did I come to be recog stay on the market. ' Now they

nized as the greatest manufac
and our biggest competitors are

turer of curtain rods in the
manufacturing imitations of what

world ? I thought I saw a way to they called a ' freak rod.' ”

make curtain rods better and

Still Works at the Bench
cheaper than they were being

made. It is an engineering fact Originally Mr. Kirsch had sev

that a flat rod will support a eral partners ; but he soon found

greater weight that he and his

Over a greater partners had dif .

distance without ferent views ор

sagging than a operating a man

round rod . ufacturing estab .

“ It is also pos lishment. This

sible to use the business failed

fiat rod with sim Then , with

pler fixtures, capital of $700

making them eas and an indebted .

ier for the ordi ness of $ 3,500 , Mr.

nary m an or Kirsch under

woman to put up , took to build up

and doing less a business entire

damage to the ly his own — the

woodwork. I fig Kirsch Manufac.

ured , too, that Company

draperies would where he could

hang better on a put into practic

flat rod. So I his own ideas

started to make c . W. Kirsch, whose creed in busi- a n d ideals of in
mattersflat curtain rods. ness and personal manufac

" Do it better"

“ Other curtain turing business .

rod manufacturers thought this It was in 1907 that he began to

new type of rod was a joke . Cur manufacture his flat curtain rods

tain rods were round, always had He started making five or six

been round , and always would be patterns, but the factory is now

round . You might as well talk producing more than 100 styles

of a square foot ball . But we The experimental department is

went ahead . constantly busy making improve

“ One day a salesman from an ments, and adding to the line . Mr

old established curtain rod manu Kirsch himself has a work bench

facturing concern said to one of there ; in fact , all the special ma

ing

is : model
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ROCO

iews in new factory unit designed by Mr. Kirsch , showing swimming
ool, reception room, reading room, and combination balĩ room and

gymnasium
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was easy to understand that the

" easiest way" for him was the

one that presented the most ob

stacles and the greatest possibil .

ities .

“ There was a time in the early

struggles," continued Mr. Kirsch ,

“ that I was badly handicapped

for lack of money.

chinery has been designed by him

and his associates.

For the first three years Mr.

Kirsch found it difficult to market

his product. The jobbers would

not handle it until he had created

a demand for it . So he sent out

representatives to call directly on

the retailers . Now he has 40 trav

ing salesmen calling on the trade

and the jobbers are eager to han

dle his flat curtain rods.

The original Kirsch advertising

appropriation was approximately

$7,000 for the year. Now over

$150,000 a year is spent in na

tional advertising. Kirsch prod

ucts are handled in many of the

principal foreign markets of the

world , and world -wide distribution

is growing rapidly.

When He Needed Money

a

Taking the “ Easiest Way"

Mr. Kirsch experienced the dif

ficulties and discouragements that

always beset new business .

" How I worked! ” he says ; " and

yet I enjoyed it !

“ I lived the business — and slept

it — and ate it . I did every job

there was to be done. I have

always made it a practice never

to ask an employee to do anything

I wouldn't do, nor anything I

haven't done .

" How did I keep going? I've

made my work my play - I enjoy

it. And I always do things the

easiest way.”

He smiled as he said it ; and re

membering how he had made a

game of his boyhood labors , it

" I went to the company's stock .

holders, but they wouldn't ren .

der any financial assistance . I

went to the banks . They also

refused . I was desperate, and

hardly knew what move to make

next.

“ About this time orders began

to come in in considerable num

ber and for the first time busi

ness was really encouraging. It

became apparent to me that if the

business was to continue to grow

and develop at that present rate ,

additional funds were necessary

for expansion . I couldn't per

suade myself to give up and felt

that I had to make another her

culean effort to secure additional

working capital .

" I called up the cashier of one

of the banks ; and when he said

he would see me, I rushed down

there and into his office. I

walked over to his desk, and

said : “ Mr. Blank, I have at least

one fault, and that is , when I

make up my mind to do a thing

I never let up until it is done . '

He looked up at me and saw that

I was desperate and added :
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Well , what's on your mind now ?'

“ Then I pounded my fist on his

Besk and said to him , most em

hatically, ‘By God , I need money

and I'm going to tell you why ! '

“ He saw the frame of mind I

vas in and that the business was

really going , and was impressed .

He promised to call a special di

rectors ' meeting that night , and

asked me to bring down my order

book to show the condition and

potentialities of the business.

The Opportune Orders

“ I started for the meeting with

my order book under my arm and

che day's orders stuck in it loose

y . I wanted them to fall out

and look as large a number as

possible .

" I stopped at the post office on

ny way, and I believe it was due

co a kind act of Providence that

very salesman I had out-there

were six or seven men-had sent

n some orders. I put this mail

n my pocket.

“ Then , after I had showed the

Directors my order book, and ex

lained to them the future possi

pilities of the business , I looked

own casually at my pocket and

pulling out the envelopes said :

Oh, yes ! here's what I got in

he mail tonight. '

“ After I had submitted to

Figid , sweatbox , bank directors'

examination , and had apparently

answered their questions satisfac

torily, the cashier asked me what

security I was willing to give the

bank . I replied : ' Everything I

own on earth outside of my wife

and two babies. They loaned me

the money and we kept going."

His “ Come On " Leadership

The continued growth of the

business constantly necessitated

taking in new workers. And Mr.

Kirsch's urge to " Do it better ”

found outlet in his treatment of

his employees . He thought far

more of their comfort than of his

own .

“ In the early days I used to

come down to the factory in the

morning before breakfast and

start the fires. Then I'd sweep

out the factory and office before !

went home for breakfast. On

Sundays I came down and spent

a part of the day cleaning up the

factory , so that on Monday morn

ing it would be a pleasanter place

for my folks to work in.

“ There are two ways of con

ducting a business — the 'go on '

or driving method and the 'come

on ' or leadership method. I have

always followed the latter .

“ I used to think, years ago, that

if I ever became an employer

which wasn't likely - I wouldn't

treat my employees as I

sometimes treated .

“ The best test, and the most

easily understood method of

fair dealing with employees, is by

the contents of their pay envel

opes . They understand that lap

guage. And they know as well as

you do if they are being justly

( Continued on page 70)

was
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The Man Who Had to

Do Better

(Continued from page 42)

aid . Then try to improve their

orking conditions .

The Power of a Slogan

“ During the war we were pretty

isy keeping down costs because

e didn't raise our prices much.

ut after hostilities had ceased I

ecided my time had come .

“ When the Armistice was

gned I determined to put my

an into practice as soon as pos

ble by reducing the working

ours by eleven , corresponding to

ne eleventh month , eleventh day

id eleventh hour — the time the

eat World War was ended .

“ I called my folks together and

nounced a change from a 60

our to 49 hour week. We

dopted the slogan : ' Greater pro

iction in 49 hours than in 60

burs-Greater prosperity and

ore happiness . '

“ We had cards printed with the

ogan and put the cards in

ather cases and presented one

- each employee . And we still

old to the slogan . Our produc

on has been greater in 49 hours

an it was in 60 .

Pays in Wages, Not “ Welfare"

“ It has been my observation and

sperience, generally, that if you

o something for the other fellow

he chances are that he or she

-ill do something for you.

“ Last year when we put up this

ew factory addition , we did

everything to make the surround

ings pleasant for our employees ."

The new building contains a

white tile swimming pool ; a read .

ing room with piano, victrola and

radio ; billiard tables and bowling

alleys ; a combined gymnasium

and ballroom ; a cafeteria and din

ing room, and exceptionally at

tractive offices - in fact, it is a

question if any plant in the coud .

try provides greater social and

recreational advantages for its

employees and their families.

These things are not taken ad

vantage of, nor are they made the

excuse for keeping down wages.

On the contrary, according to the

statement of the employees them .

selves , they are paid increasingly

better wages than in other fac

tories of the kind , in spite of the

fact that the recreational facil

ities have been added .

Building Homes and Golf Courses

Mr. Kirsch has just successfully

completed a home building pro.

gram for his employees. The com

pany's architectural department

designed and supervised the con

struction of 75 homes, strictly

modern in every detail and rang.

ing from five to eight rooms.

They are being sold to Kirsch

employees for a small initial pay.

ment and the balance in accord

ance with the employee's earning

capacity, or ability to pay without

material discomfort or sacrifice.

When the discussion of a golf

course for Sturgis appeared like

ly to end in talk, Mr. Kirsch

a
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on a pair of overalls and get to

work ."

The next thing he knew the

man was back in brand new over

alls demanding a job. In a few

days nearly all the salesmen were

working on production . As a re

sult , the factory congestion was

soon relieved .

a

ietly bought a suitable tract of

ad and presented it and other

operty to the club free of

arge, provided the course was

d out immediately. Otherwise

would build it himself for his

oployees .

The club accepted his generous

Eer , and he gave much of his

ne and ability in personally su

rvising the construction of the

ub house and course. Mr.

rsch was elected first president

the country club , and held this

ice until the club was on

riving and successful basis . He

an enthusiastic and proficient

Ifer.

Employees Must Be Satisfied

-The main thing," says Mr.

rsch , “ is not that the business

ould continue to grow , but that

employees should be satisfied .

In fact , if they aren't satisfied

are convinced that

n't make them so , we insist on

eir leaving . They owe it to

emselves , to their families and

us not to continue in our em

by under such circumstances.”

How Kirsch employees feel to

ard the company was demon

cated during the period of fren

ed prosperity following the Ar

istice . The factory was 'way be

nd on production and word

ent out to the salesmen to stop

lling for the present because

e orders could not be filled on

ne.

One salesman asked : “ What

we do to help out?” Mr.

irsch answered jokingly : “ Put

d we we

“ Do Something — Even if Wrong"

One of Mr. Kirsch's working

principles is : “ Do something !

The best thing is to do a thing

and do it right . The next best

thing is to do a thing even though

there may be some question as

to whether you are right or

wrong. The unpardonable thing

is not to do anything.

“ We expect you to make mis

takes ; but if you are ever going

to learn how to do better , you

must keep trying. We expect you

to profit by your mistakes ; so

whether you are right or wrong,

do something.

“ Even if you happen to do the

wrong thing, you are ahead of the

fellow who doesn't do anything

Someone has said : 'When you

have been going down and down

and down and have reached the

very bottom, keep on going, be

cause then if you go anywhere it

has got to be up ! '

“ I have reached that point sev

eral times. I have been through

the mill . But I always kept go

ing. After all is said and done,

to keep going is the only way you

will ever reach the desired goal

the goal that is worth while striv

ing for."

n



Adverts from 1923. Yes, time study is still
applicable to every business -- even today. Don't
limit the stopwatch to time study of workers. Use
it to time study managers! Their productivity is
horrendous. 😱😱 See
https://bobemiliani.com/speed-leadership/

https://bobemiliani.com/speed-leadership/
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Time Study Never Goes Out of Style  Understand the Work Before You Improve It



Another blast from the past. From the 1920
volume of the trade magazine Factory. Does any
of it ring true today in relation to Lean
management? Yes! My comments are in yellow.
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A 1921 examination of management by Charles
Knoeppel (1881-1936). Has much changed in 100
years? Learn why management traditions prevail
https://bobemiliani.com/book/triumph-classical-
management/
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What is Management in Industry?

Placing the Blame and Fixing Responsibility

By C. E. KNOEPPEL

President, C. E. Knoeppel and Company, Inc.

W

HEN the editor asked me to give him my idea having thrown my “ hat in the ring it now becomes

of an answer to the question— “ What is man . my task to demonstrate the soundness of these conclu

agement in industry ! " I felt that my views sions or, in other words, to take charge of the prose

were sufficiently well crystallized to put them readily cution .

in writing, but it was only after a few quiet hours Granting that we may differ as regards the real and

in my den that I fully realized there was much more final purpose of industry, all will agree that it is the

to the question than I had thought. In a reflective basic foundation of our civilized existence, and that

attitude, and after a reminiscent journey through the the products of industry are the results of industrial

“ ins and outs ” of a busy career , from laborer and activities, to the end that a complete life such as ours

moulder, to consultant in industrial engineering, I saw may be properly maintained.

that my task was to point out, not what management

is , but what it is not. WHAT IS THE PRODUCT OF INDUSTRY ?

As I dreamed along in the silent processes of recall

ing and passing before my mind's eye the impressions
But in a larger sense the products of industry are

of nearly twenty years, I discovered that I was really
not the physical things we see , like an automobile , a

visualizing management from three different angles : suit of clothes, a piano, or a box of candy, but the time

first , as a worker ; second, as a part of management; of people ; the hours and minutes of those from presi

and third as a staff advisor to management. dent to subordinates, foremen , workers, and laborers,

whose joint efforts went into their making.

AN ARRAIGNMENT OF MANAGEMENT One may say that skill and effort go into the making

of products. Quite so . But starting with a given

Realizing the seriousness and the probable effect of time both skill and effort will decrease that time in

what I am about to say, nevertheless my contacts with
proportion as they are separately applied, so that it

management from these three angles convince me that
may be said that time reflects both skill and effort . If

certain specific charges are in order, namely : workers, bankers, investors, executives, salesmen and

1. That 70 to 80 per cent of the inefficiency in users of all the products of industry will but visualize

industry has been due, and is now due, to the products as “ time-composites ” that is, simply as a sum

shortcomings of management. total of hours and minutes reflecting skill and effort, a

2. That management has not realized, and does not long step will have been taken toward common ground.

now realize, that its shortcomings are the cause One may also say that a large part of what goes into

of our industrial inefficiency. a product of a plant is the material which it purchases.

3. That management has not provided , and is not
But what is that material ? What does it represent ? Is

now providing, the wisest industrial leader
it not the hours and minutes of the respective plants

ship. that pro luce it ? In the last analysis, therefore, is not

4. That management has not accepted , and is not any product a " time-result, " even to the cutting of

now accepting , to the extent possible, the best trees, the niining of copper or iron ore, the digging of

staff advice obtainable on technical and man coal , or the making of coke, or manufacturing brick ?

agerial matters. In other words is it not all human ability - skill and

5. That management has not given , and does not effort — measured in terms of 60 seconds to the minute,

now give, due consideration to the fact that it 60 minutes to the hour, and 24 hours to the day ? Fur

deals with efforts and human beings instead thermore I care but little whether this time is con

of materials and inanimate things. sumed by a worker in a red shirt, an executive in a

6. That management has felt, and now feels , that white collar, a laborer with calloused and dirty hands,

workers, bankers, and politicians are respon or a clerk with well-kept fingers ; for the fact still re

sible for the inefficiency of industry. mains that production is the consumption of time

This I know is a bitter and vigorous arraignment of necessary to convert ability into products, the same as

management, and by management I mean industrial coal is destroyed by burning , producing heat, and re

executives from presidents to foremen ; and as I said leasing gases and ash .

before I fully appreciate the significance of the This is analogous to the principle of economics that

charges and the possible extent of a backlash . But consumption of goods is the destruction of wealth, and

23
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or or

the production of goods the creation of wealth. We make real leaders in industry whose task it is to conserve ?

that we may destroy and we destroy that we may make, You cannot, of course, answer “ No," without admit

or to put it in another way, industry in its broadest ting the charges I made at the outset.

sense deals in conversions, and in exchanges of abilities

expressed as time reflecting both skill and effort. Be
PLACING BLAME AND RESPONSIBILITY

cause we cannot therefore economically convert a small

ability into a large one, or exchange a thousand hours And now having raised a reasonable doubt in your

of work for a hundred hours of work of equal skill minds, I am going to make it easy for you to place blame

and effort, the element of “ time conservation " affects and responsibility where it properly belongs. Turn

industry as does no other one factor.
for a moment to Tables 1 , 2 , and 3 and check the items

Conservation really means utilization to the fullest indicated in the proper column where you think re

extent, and as the products of industry are “ time-re- sponsibility rests .

sults" the matter of time utility is the greatest issue

before this country today , especially when we appreci
TABLE 1. INDUSTRIAL TOOLS, FACTORS, AND

FACILITIES

ate that there can be mental and physical wastes as

well as those of natural resources .

Check RESPONSIBILITY IN PROPER

COLUMN

MANAGEMENT HAS FAILED TO UTILIZE TIME

FACTORS

Executives Investors

Such reasoning leads to the statement of an im Workers

Management Bankers

portant industrial principle around which hinges my

entire discussion . It is this - Time, which reflects skill

1. Plant location ..
and effort, is a composite industrial result, the efficiency

2 . Plant layout..

of which is increased as time is conserved through in
3. Selection of equipment..

ducing greater effort or intensifying skill. Measured 4. Arrangement of equipment ..

5. Maintenance of equipment ..
against this principle management cannot be said to

6. Shapes and angles of tools...

have made the industrial success commensurate with 7. Forging and grinding of tools

8. Limits and tolerances ..
its ability and its resources. The parable of the talents

9. Feeds and cuts .

comes to mind in considering management as rendering 10. Speeds of machines .

an account of its stewardship, and this admonition 11. Jigs and fixtures.

12. Prints and specifications of

seems in order :
product....

13.For unto everyone that hath shall be given, and he shall have
Interchangeability of pro

duct....
abundance ; but from him that hath not shall be taken away even

14. Standardization of product ..
that which he hath.

15. Adaptability of product.
It behooves management to wake up ! To conserve 16. Design of product.

17. Supply of material .
effort ! To stabilize ! To intensify skill !

18. Movement of material .

The above has been written coldly and dispassion 19. Planning order of work .

20. Inspection ..
ately from my viewpoint as an engineer, of nearly

21. Facilities furnished workers.

twenty years contact with management, a contact which 22. Working conditions..

has resulted in an experience which has helped me to 23. Providing finance .

24. Building up organization .
appreciate management's responsibilities , its opportu

25. Providing methods ..

nities, its talents, and , most important of all, its short 26. Selling product...

27. Providing foreman ..
comings. It may be said that I am dealing in abstract

28. Engaging workers.

philosophy, in high -sounding theories ; but even grant

ing for the sake of argument that it is philosophy and

theory , is there anything fallacious about the funda What do the tables reveal, now that they have been

mental concept ? If not, then my statement regard checked ? Let us probe a little deeper. It is a law

ing management's failure to measure up to its oppor of physics that action and reaction are equal. Can

tunities is all I need prove to vindicate my original this law be applied to industry ? It would seem so after

contention . a study of Fig. 1 , which shows the fluctuation in the

I desire first of all to put before industrial execu production of pig -iron and paper for the 17 years from

tives this question : Have you conserved to the fullest 1903 to 1919. The questions to answer after reviewing

extent possible the time of your mental and physical this chart are : Who is responsible for the fluctuations ?

workers, the time use of your equipment, tools, and Who pays for the idleness below normal ? Who fi

facilities, the time use of your floor space, the time use nances it ?

of your materials in stock and in process , and of the It is obvious that severe losses must naturally ac

money invested by you and in you ! If your answer company the producing of goods below normal. It is

is “ Yes," how will you explain away the enormous also obvious that when producing at or above normal,

wastes in industry which we all know exist ? How will high prices must be secured to make up for the losses

you justify yourselves in shifting the blame to other sustained at these low points. It can further be seen

shoulders, and who will you acknowledge, then , as the from this study that a condition such as pictured, which
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spells an unstabilized condition in industry, can only workers, or of the bankers ? Surely the worker can

mean instability in finance, as well as instability in not be blamed for these things, for I myself know

labor.
what it is , as a moulder, to go home in wet, dirty clothes,

My conviction, in fact my prophecy is , that labor after losing my day's earnings through lack of train

is never going to be willing to do its full share in turn- ing, or lack of proper direction , or lack of proper work

ing out quantity production and using labor-saving ma

chinery to the fullest praticable extent until, through

stabilization , we work normally in industry for longer

periods, or more intensely, thereby reducing unemploy Normal Line

ment and seeking to equalize the excessive seasonal high

and low demands for labor. And I cannot blame labor

for its attitude .

To maintain the Leviathan in idleness in New York

Harbor is costing our government $ 780,000 a year.

What, then , must be the cost in industry yearly of

idle machines, idle floor space, idle cars and loco Paper

motives, and idle workers, when operating below nor

PigTrond
mal ?

It is safe to say that the losses sustained below the

normal line are sufficient to pay handsome profits and

the highest wages if the swings could be eliminated . 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919

If we produced pig-iron , coal, coke, plates, shapes, Fig. 1 THE INSTABILITY OF INDUSTRY AS SHOWN BY THE

wire products, and other basic commodities in dull FLUCTUATION IN THE PRODUCTION OF PIG-IRON AND

OF PAPER OVER A PERIOD OF 17 YEARS

times, we would not have abnormally low prices, and

TABLE 2. KNOWLEDGE OF INDUSTRIAL ELEMENTS ing conditions and facilities. Back in those years when

I was earning my living with my hands, I made up

Check Who Should TEACH IN my mind that a worker had a right to know three

PROPER COLUMN
things :

FACTORS
1. What he was expected to do .

Executives
Investors

Workers 2. How long he ought to spend in doing it .

Management Bankers 3. How much his earnings would be if he did it

right and in the time set.

1. Difficulties of financing ....
Who were my teachers in those days ? My fellow

2. Depreciation as an element

of cost.... workers and the leaders of those workers , and who else

3. Overhead burden and its ef could I have looked to when I had no control or di

fect on costs .

4. Net profits , as distinct from
TABLE 3. CAUSES OF INDUSTRIAL INEFFICIENCY

gross profits....

5. Economical purchasing.

6. Effect of credit policies on
Check Who is RESPONSIBLE IN

bad debt losses .... PROTER COLUMN

7. Effect of seasonal demand on

output and costs.... CAUSE

8. Effect of depression
Executives Investors

business ...
Workers

9. Overproduction ..
Management

Bankers

10. Fearof labor saving machin

ery .....

11. Supply and demand
1. Idle equipment.

12. Inflation and deflation . 2. Unused floor space..

3. Faulty workmanship .

4. Defective materials .

5. Low production per hour...

we would have these products when the demand came, 6. Too much work in process...

without the abnormally high prices. What would hap 7. Unbalanced inventories ...

pen if all the grain elevators and the cold -storage
8. Too frequent changes in jobs

9. High labor turnover ..

plants of the country should suddenly be destroyed ! 10. Untrained workers ..

Or to put it another way : What is to prevent us from
11. Lack of hourly standards...

12. Not enough orders at times ;

handling basic commodities the same as we handle the too many at others.

products we grow or raise and place in elevators and 13. Running out of material.

cold -storage plants !

14. Fatigue of workers ...

or or

on

or or

WHO MUST STABILIZE INDUSTRY
rection over the tools and facilities of production, when

I was unfamiliar with the elements of sound business,

Now, then , whose task is it to stabilize industry ? Is and when I was uneducated as to the principles under

it yours as industrial executives, or the task of the lying commerce and finance ?
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Could I have looked to the owners of the business over . This brings the total up to 84.67 per cent as be

for enlightenment? No, because I distrusted them and ing causes more or less within the control of manage

doubted all their promises and my natural impulse was ment, and leaving 15.4 per cent of the causes beyond

to fear them and this impulse was strengthened by the its control.

limitations and viewpoints of my mates.
To give management a real conception of the possi

Could I have looked to my foremen ? No, because bilities ahead of it , as reflected by the extent of indus

they scarcely knew more about such things than my trial inefficiency in this country, let us determine the

fellow workers or I. Moreover, we could not blame a factors in production and estimate their efficiencies.

foreman for faults and shortcomings that were con There are four factors used in producing goods

tinued through no fault of his but which originated which can be reduced to a time basis , ( 1 ) workers,

higher up and which he himself could not help . ( 2 ) machines, ( 3 ) plant as to duration and ( 4 ) ma

It is perfectly natural that workers should first seek terials. These are co -ordinated and used by or through

to obtain their education from within their own ranks. industrial executives . Assume that the efficiency as to

No influence is greater than the source of its authority, each is 50 per cent with a starting production of 100

and influence in industry will therefore be from the units. Incease the workers ' efficiency to 100 per cent

worker upward or from the executive downward and it and we will produce 200 units. Increase the machine

is going to mean a great deal to us in the future as re efficiency to 100 per cent and we will produce 400 units.

gards the direction of this influence. Increase the operation of the plant from 50 per cent to

Can the investors or bankers be blamed for our in 100 per cent of its possible hours and we will produce

dustrial shortcomings ? No, for they have no control 800 units . Increase the efficiency of material to 100

over industrial activities in the way of direction . They per cent and we will produce 1,600 units.

work through a board of directors and executives. If The starting production, 100 units, divided by the

on the board of directors, they act in advisory capaci- final production , 1600 units, equals 6.25 per cent, which

ties , they formulate new plans and policies, they con shows that the final efficiency is not the average of the

sider and vote for or against new proposals. But four efficiencies of 50 per cent each , but the product

as directors, do they execute ! Do they manage ? If
obtained by successively multiplying the four per

after leaving a directors' meeting , they actually carry centages.

out decisions of the directors, do they not do it as ex

ecutives and not as directors ? I am afraid manage WASTES REVEALED BY EFFICIENCY ESTIMATES

ment cannot brush the charges aside by a mere wave

of the hand.
Table 4 is a statement of high, medium , and low effi

ciency estimates, and is worthy of careful study. From

MANAGEMENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR BUSINESS FAILURES a study of the table it is apparent that whether

productivity can be increased 164.5 , 300.0 , or 541.0 per

As additional evidence, however, showing what man cent, waste in all three cases is considered and equated

agement is not, let me submit the reasons for failures as 100 per cent, which charges management with re

as compiled by Bradstreet's . These are given as fol- sponsibility for industrial inefficiencies or waste to the

lows : extent of 67.6 , 69.5 , or 70.7 per cent, or in round figures

70 per cent. In preparing these figures it was consid
Incompetence 38.2 per cent.

ered that of the worker's inefficiency, one-half was
Inexperience 5.6

within control and the other half within the control of
Lack of capital ..30.3

Unwise credits
management. Of the plant idleness, it was considered

1.3

that one -half was caused by strikes within the control of
Fraud 7.0

the workers, and the other half due to lack of orders,

Failure of others 1.7

within the control of management, as stabilization will
Extravagance

mean more uniform orders and less unemployment.
Neglect 1.7

From the figures above submitted the prosecuti
Competition 1.1

here states that management has not been an efficient

Specific conditions .11.3

co -ordinator ; it has not been an industrial educator to
Speculation 0.7

the extent possible ; it has not given us wise industrial

leadership ; it has not accepted the best staff advice ob
Total .100.0 per cent

tainable ; it has not properly planned the basis for

Incompetence and inexperience alone count for efficient action ; it has not supplied the best foreman

43.8 per cent of the failures. If we add fraud, ex ship ; it has not stabilized industry to the extent that

travagance, neglect, and speculation , we have a total of must come ; it has not provided solutions for industrial

54.37 per cent, which can be directly traced to lack clash and warfare. Will labor unions do these things ?

of ability, lack of education, or lack of experience, on Will employers' associations ? Will bankers or inves

the part of management. As regards lack of capital, tors ? The answer is an obvious “ No, ” for their view

case after case can be shown where wise and intelligent point is restricted and one-sided .

management has been able to secure ample financing. But management sees all sides and works with all

Money always goes where money can be made, the world groups, therefore management should do these things,

1.1
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can , and must do them , because it is best fitted to do and ability to reason and work things out in terms of

so , from the standpoint of vision and constructive im causes, and effects of facts . In advising management

agination , from training and experience, resources and in the future the engineer must become as great a factor

facilities, and from opportunities which exist or which as have been the banker and lawyer in the past .

can be made. And yet unless management does actually 5. Management must furnish a much wiser leader

take over the real direction of industrial affairs, and ship in industry, because it is the logical and natural

unless it provides the wise leadership necessary some co-ordinator of the hour of the worker and the dollar of

other group will . the investor. To do this it must prepare itself to qual

ify for this leadership by greater study of industrial

A PROGRAM FOR MANAGEMENT
matters and by acquiring the habit of looking at all

sides of the industrial question .

But feeling confident that there is enough good sense, 6. Management must develop a plan of education

constructive vision , and executive ability in the ranks which will give the workers a new and clear perspec

of management, to incline it to the first course , and real tive, which will serve to disabuse their minds as regards

izing that this criticism should be constructive in its the fallacies they now believe. To this end executives,

conclusion , let me outline in passing sentence upon and their neighbors who are executives, should hold in

TABLE 4. EXTENT OF AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR IN DUSTRIAL INEFFICIENCY

Low ESTIMATE MEDIUM ESTIMATE High ESTIMATE

RESPONSIBILITY RESPONSIBILITY RESPONSIBILITY

ELEMENT

Effici

ency Waste

Effici

ency

Effici

encyWaste Waste

Calling
Waste

IOO

Per

Cent

Man

age

ment

Men

Calling
Waste

IOO

Per

Cent

Man

age

ment

Men

Calling
Waste

100

Per

Cent

Man

age

ment

Men

PerPer

Cent

PerPer

Cent

Per

Cent

Per

CentCent Cent

4050

60

50

40

34.5 17.2 17.3

27.6 27.6

60

70

34.8

26.1

17.4 17.4

26.1

70

80

30

20

35.3 17.6 17.7

23.5 23.5 .30

Workers ..

Machines.

Plants as to Time Operated

(Idleness due to strikes and

no orders) ..

Material ...

14.765

80

35

20

21.0

13.9

12.0

13.9

12.070

85

30

15

26.1

13.0

13.0 13.1

13.0

75

90

25

10

29.4

11.8

14.7

11.8

End Efficiency .

Waste.....

15.6

84.4

25

75

37.8

62.2

100 10 )Possible Efficiency . 100

Increase in Productivity if Pos

sible Efficiency Could Be

Reached ... 541.0 . 300.0 164.5

Total ofWastes.. 145 115 85

100 100 100

Equating Wastes to 100 Per

Cent ( Wastes • Total of

Wastes ) ...

Responsibility of Management

and Men for Waste .

Ratio of Responsibility as Be

tween Management and Men .

70.7 29.3 69.5 30.5 67.6 32.4

2.41 to 1 2.27 to 1 2.09 to 1

management program and plan of action . formal meetings to which workmen should be invited .

1. Management should use the “ looking glass ” on At these meetings there should be addresses by econo

itself , very carefully indeed, before deciding on any mists, engineers, big business men , and workers, using

course of action . the “ movies” wherever possible, especially in showing

2. Management should consider the logic of the as results and relationships in graphic form .

sertion that troubles at the bottom are but a reflection 7. Management must also provide:

of weaknesses at the top . ( a ) Better organization which gives due consid

3. Management must realize that industry is not eration to directing, formulating, plan

alone a profit-making and wage-paying mechanism , but ning, serving and doing

a mechanism set up due to our progress through the ( b ) Knowledge of standard hourly productions

ages , to serve the wants of mankind, and consequently ( c ) Means of currently and graphically compar

a mechanism of service paying good profits and high
ing actual hourly results with attainable

wages.
standards

4. Management must accept the advice and construc ( d ) Proper planning and routing of work

tive plans of competent industrial engineers, as advisers ( e ) Comprehensive and accurate cost data

and counselors to executives , because of their training ( f ) Standardized working conditions
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( 9 ) Proper compensation in proportion to effort tions, abuse, incompetency, loafing, driving tactics,

and skill
threats and destructive measures. They want a “ wide

8. Management should consider advantages to be open shop ; '' open to opportunity, to ability , to skill,

gained from such factors as : to effort, to willingness to produce, and to bargaining

( a ) A research laboratory and a corps of experts in the best markets. And management had better take

to put in the best methods of manufacture steps during 1921 to make its shops “ free and wide

( b ) A drafting -room for jigs , temples , special open .”

tools , and the like
11. Management must determine and adopt ways and

( c ) A field force to study what other manufac means to stabilize industry, to make the flow of work

turers are doing
more uniform throughout the year, to get away from

( d ) A department to study industrial relations the high and low production peaks, thereby avoiding

( e ) A department to study production rates , sharp price swings either upward or downward. In

methods of planning and routing , what so doing it will do more to stabilize finance and labor

should be paid, bonus and incentive plans than any other means will accomplish . In the manu

and the like .
facture of glass, candy, macaroni, and other diverse

9. Management must furnish a better degree of fore lines, stabilization has been worked out. It can be

manship than it has ; a trained foremanship, a foreman done with profit in other lines, especially as to stable

ship made up of leaders , not drivers , who can inspire and basic commodities. Storage space and financing

their following :
will be necessary , but these were supplied in the case of

10. Management must also provide ways and means grain elevators and cold-storage plants.

whereby workers can have a voice in discussing ques 12. And finally, management must take steps to de

tions affecting their welfare. The particular plan velop a scientific relation between costs and prices, for

chosen is less important than frank acceptance of this in most cases, there is no relation between costs and

principle. Labor is becoming a factor of ever-increas prices in industry as at present conducted. In too many

ing importance and is seeking a new status for itself . cases, costs loaded with inefficiencies determine prices,

If management decides to get back at labor," without whereas prices should reflect normal plant capacities,

regard to the new order of things, then management normal overheads, normal hourly productions, and nor

is in for trouble .
mal profits. Management must provide the machinery

for showing profits and losses due to volume, profits

THE OPEN SHOP AND THE LABOR UNIONS and losses due to purchases, as separate and distinct

from profits and losses due to operation and selling.

The open shop agitation is a modern industrial scare The twelve points outlined constitute a real program

crow and affects employers and labor leaders as the indeed, but my study of the subject since thinking

proverbial red rag does the bull. about and attempting to answer the editor's question ,

If the open shop means an equal opportunity for a inclines me to the conviction that no single one of

worker to sell his labor in the best market, without them can be ignored .

prejudice on the one hand or intimidation on the other,

then it is squarely in line with sound public policy and RESPONSIBILITY CANNOT BE SHIRKED

as such the public is behind it solidly. But if it means

discrimination by the employer against any worker The pressing needs of the moment demand a full

who persists in his trade union membership, so long as consideration of my charges, the arguments advanced

the labor union policy remains clearly American , then to support them , and the constructive program ad

such discrimination is unwarranted , un -American , and vanced. What industry will be for a generation to

unsafe for industry. come depends on what management does this year and

If the labor unions propose to stand in an arbitrary next year. Its responsibility is an enormous one ; one

manner behind the applicant when he seeks work ; if that simply must not be shirked .

labor proposes to force the employer to engage him In closing let me say this to the industrial executive :

regardless of his competency ; if labor insists on stand You are the “ thinker in business, ” and leadership

ards of performance lower than can be demonstrated must come from those who can plan , organize, and put

as attainable without injury to worker, then the shoe ideas into effective action. You are the one who can

is on the other foot and the risk of insecurity and in best influence the thoughts and actions of those under

efficiency of industry settles upon the shoulders of la you, as they look to you for guidance, advice, counsel,

bor. and wise decisions. You are the only one to educate

There is no doubt that among many employers the and train , because all the resources for so doing are

open shop means a closed and exclusively non -union in your hands. Disagree with me all you want to, but

shop . On the other hand there are scheming agitators make this analysis serve as the basis for plotting the

manipulating honest workers for their own selfish ends, new course of management for the future, to the end

in demanding a strictly closed shop. Both terms are that industry may be made efficient, stable, and pro

misnomers. ductive.

The right thinking employers and labor leaders want Dare you do anything else than assume full respon

a " free " shop ; free from intimidations, discrimina- sibility for the conditions of tomorrow ?
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EN years have passed since the Committee report ment based on personal observation . Management is more and

on The Present State of the Art of Industrial
more demanding costs, a knowledge of inventories, monthly profit

and loss statements, statistics , and records of all kinds as pic
Management was presented to The American tures of events on which to base judgment.

Society of Mechanical Engineers. The request is now In the second place, management is now undergoing a definite

made for a review of the progress of management dur metamorphosis in the matter of industrial relations, and man

ing the intervening decade. Unfortunately for the agers are waking up to the fact, as a practical element in their

business, that they owemore to their employees than mere wages,
purpose of such a study, eight of these ten years were

and that whistle blow and hustle are not all there is to factory
abnormal, many of themanagement changes and inno operation .

vations introduced were of a temporary nature or were It is this belief and the spirit developing, rather than the

mere expedients, and it is difficult to separate them volume of the action up to date, which is a matter of very

from other and more permanent developments. definite progress in the past ten years of management.

The only satisfactory way to treat the review is to Ten opinions, three to the effect thatmanagementhas

base it upon the report of 1912, which waswell received retrogressed or made little or limited progress , and
and, in large measure, approved . This course has seven stating the belief that progress has been made,

therefore been adopted . and mentioning certain details of improvement, are

To obtain information on the worth -while changes grouped to present a contrasting though , in the main ,
which have taken place, letters were written to manage- favorable picture :

ment and industrial engineers, to executives of plants 1. Management (the directing group ) has retrogressed in its

in various lines of industry, and to educators familiar acceptance of the principles of management, while labor

with industrial developments. Many interviews were has materially progressed toward a broader acceptance of

held with men having industrial and managerial
these principles.

2 . I believe that very little progress has been made in the

responsibilities. The response to these requests has
adoption of scientific management principles in industries

been most generous. The author is deeply indebted for outside of metal working with a few notable exceptions.

the information received , and expresses his sincere 3. The main advance, and that lamentably slow , has been in

gratitude to all who have given aid .
putting into practice knowledge already available previous

The report of 1912 declared the new element in
to 1912.

4 . During the past ten years we have passed through the period
management to be: “ The mental attitude that con of first glamour, then the reaction of a loss of confidence,

sciously applies the transference of skill to all the and have finally evolved into the general recognition of

activities of industry.” It also quoted' and endorsed the legitimate place of a new branch of engineering art and

three regulative principles:
science - management engineering.

5 . The important steps in progress in management during the

1 . The systematic use of experience past ten years have been from unintelligent rule-of-thumb

2 . The economic control of effort management through scientific management to intelligent

3. The promotion of personal effectiveness management. The latter has advanced steadily during

the decade.
New interpretations and expanded meanings have

6 . The greatest progressive step has been toward standariza

been given to these principles, but they have in nowise tion of appliances and methods.

been weakened or superseded . One correspondent 7. The most definite progress made during the past ten years

writes : “ Note, for example, the nearly universal is the universal acceptance of the merits of specialized
production and standardization of design. These two steps

acceptance of the principles . .
have opened the way to a third simplification of method .

In answer to the question “ What steps have been 8 . The reaction from destruction and waste incident to warfare

made in the progress of management since 1912 ? ” a and reconstruction has been toward the elimination of

wide range of opinion was expressed , as shown by the waste in industry as a management function . Waste in

following sixteen quotations from correspondents'
all forms has been more closely observed than hitherto ,

especially during the past two years. This effort to do
letters. The first gives a particularly well-balanced

away with waste has led to the fixing of budgets and the

judgment of the situation : determination of cost standards.

It seems to me that management has very definitely progressed 9 . Important steps in the progress of management since 1912

in the last ten years along certain main lines. are :

In the first place, good management is more insistent today ( a ) Greater use of facts in the establishment of the

on knowledge as a basis of judgment, rather than the old judg standards by which business is conducted

( 6 ) Broader recognition of the principle that industry
_ * Presented before the joint meetings of the A. S . M . E ., S. I.E . and
Taylor Society during Management Week in New York City, Meriden , exists for service to humanity

Conn.; Elizabeth , N . J . ; Birmingham , Ala., and Davenport, Iowa, slightly ( c ) Greater appreciation of the importance of regulariza
condensed .

1 American Machinist, vol. 36, p . 857, " The Principles of Management," tion or control in the successful conduct of our

by Church and Alford . industries

277
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( a ) Wider understanding of the economic value and im

portance of the management engineer in the opera

tion of business ,

10. There has been a great increase in the use of specifications

not only to govern purchased materials but also to attain

uniformity of process, quality and cost, and thus to insure

reliability of product. Many plants now have well

equipped laboratories staffed by scientific men and some

regularly employ consulting scientists. In the larger cor

porations research laboratories are not uncommon . Few

of these departments are over ten years old and they

evidence a rapidly growing appreciation of pure science

as a tool of management.

11. The need of early and reliable figures as a mechanism of

management has caused many companies to prepare

monthly a complete statement of their business and earn

ings. A constantly increasing number of companies are

publishing annually a detailed statement of their financial

condition , and many are publishing such statements

quarterly. This voluntary publicity indicates a sincerity

and frankness, rare in management, of an earlier decade.

The final quotations in regard to progress, five in

number, discriminate between management form and

substance. Progress is indicated in both of these

aspects :

1. The biggest and most lasting accomplishment in the

inculcation of management principles is that, like

religious teaching whose significance has been for

gotten during years of prosperity, and again in

the years of depression following the war , they

developed a new significance in the minds of the

thoughtful. A principle is not established in the

actual social inheritance of the race — as a step

forward — until man has applied it to himself and

seen whether its application makes him a better

man in his social relations. So management prin

ciples are being used as yard-sticks to measure

individual industrial development. This means

that these principles are becoming a subconscious

part of themental equipment of industry, and not

only is this real progress, it is fundamental.

2 . The development and use of the Gantt chart is the

most important step of progress , because it calls

attention to the movement of facts, to the necessity

of basing decisions on facts rather than on opin

ions, and because it helps managers to foresee

future happenings.

A second important step is the change in the

method of installation from the old type, which

organized from the top down to the new type

which builds from the bottom up .

A third important step is the development of the

theory that the cost of an article includes only

those expenses actually incurred in the production

of the article, and that the expenses of maintain

ing onemachine in idleness cannot be charged into

the cost of the output of another machine. Along

with this theory came the development of a method

of arriving at costs of idleness and work .

3 . Probably the greatest progress consists in a better

understanding of the problems of management

with a particular acceptance of the facts to which

Taylor called attention , that management is an

art which may be practiced advantageously

through the application of certain principles and

the scientific method. I do not think, as yet, that

the great majority of men at the head of indus

tries have anything like an adequate understand

ing of scientific management, nor that they are

able to distinguish between form and substance

in this respect. They have, however, apparently

emerged from the attitude of opposition and mis

trust of so -called scientific management, but are

satisfied with a superficial application of the

principles of management.

4 . The important steps of progress made in manage

ment since 1912, I would say , are as follows. The

order in which they are named is not significant:

( a ) A greater appreciation of the human factor in

industry

( b ) The growing recognition that employees should have

a voice in the management as relating to those

questions that directly affect them .

( c ) The recognition of the strategic position of shop

foremen and the necessity of more carefully select

ing and training them

( d ) The increased recognition of the value of fundamental

principles

( e ) The recognition of, and in a large degree the adop

tion of, standard systems of cost accounting from

the point of view of timeliness, as a barometer

rather than history, as an instrument of produc

tion rather than a matter of finance

( f ) A great development in mechanical equipment, com

bined with improved plant layout and building

plants to fit manufacturing process

( 9 ) A marked advance in sales policies

(h ) A marked advance in substituting the trained, com

petent engineer for the old “ cut-and -dry ' type of

executive

5 . Using figures, which , after all, are most impressive,

but basing those figures purely on my impressions,

I would say that since 1912 industry has pro

gressed in management by some 30 to 40 per cent

in the appreciation of the fact that there is a

management problem aside from the old concept,

which was that the owner had simply to censor

the things that happened within his jurisdiction.

I should say that there had been a 20 to 25 per

cent endeavor to install the mechanisms of man

agement, considering in this figure the generally

known stores systems, operation studies, wage

incentive plans, etc. In some cases , as for instance

in stores control, the percentage might run a

great deal higher , but I am refraining from in

creasing my estimate, for it ismy belief that these

mechanisms that we have installed are, for the

most part, of a makeshift character, and that in

industry, as a whole, and considering only the

larger companies , I doubt if more than five or six

per cent are possessed of mechanisms at all

acceptable in the final scheme of what manage

ment should do and possess.

As to the real concept existing today of what

management is, and what conditions must be con

sidered , influenced , and co -ordinated to bring

about the situation which should exist, I doubt

if more than one- fifth or one-fourth of one per

cent of the companies in this country possess a

sidere
d
, int is, and whept existi

ng
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knowledge or even appreciation of what is real

management.

Combining and weighing these carefully prepared

statements and adding to them certain well-recognized
facts , there emerges a group of factors of varying im -

portance which mark the progress ofmanagement dur

ing the past decade. These naturally fall into 3 groups,

of which the first concerns changes in mental attitude :

1. The ancient controversy as to whether management is a

science or an art has subsided , with increased recognition

of the scientific basis of management.

2 . The attitude of opposition and mistrust toward manage

ment and the passionate antagonism to the installation of

management methods have, in general, disappeared.

3 . Among those responsible for the carrying on of industry

there has grown an appreciation of the existence of

problems of management. ( The appointment of Herbert

Hoover as Secretary of Commerce and General Dawes as

Director of the Budget reflect an appreciation by the

government of the need for management in our national

affairs. )

4 . Acceptance of the principles of management has broadened

among engineers, executives in industry, and educators.

The second group of factors of progress concerns the

application of management methods :

1. The engineering or scientific method has extended in indus-

trial cost accounting. Among the developments are uni-

form coast-accounting systems, the theory and method of

determining and applying standard costs, the methods of

determining idleness losses, forecasting of sales leading

to long -term production schedules, and the budgeting of

future expenditures.

2 . Appreciation of the possibilities and advantages of

standardization , simplification, and elimination of waste

has spread rapidly during the past two years.

3 . The demand for knowledge, facts, as a basis for judgment

has grown insistent in all good management. This has

led, among other developments, to a widespread use of

specifications and graphics as a means of recording and

communicating management knowledge. ( The first modern

book on graphics in the English language was published

as recently as 1910. The Gantt-type control chart has

been developed into its present form since 1917. )

4 . Management methods have been applied or installed in

practically every manufacturing industry , in distributing

concerns and in institutions.

The third and final group of these factors concerns

especially significant developments , which , after being

stated , are subject to explanation and comment.

1 . Management activities have broadened far beyond the
installation of those mechanisms which are usually asso

ciated with the Taylor System , and which were emphasized

in the report of 1912.

2 . Some eight or ten of the leading American engineering

schools have established courses in management since 1912.

3 . Appreciation of the importance of the human factor in

industry and attempts at its study from a fact basis have

been the most striking management development.

4 . Management engineers have declared that the service motive

must prevail in industry and that all questions concerning

human relationship must be considered in a spirit devoid

of arbitrariness or autocratic feeling .

From correspondents' replies the following thirteen

quotations have been selected :

1. I do not think that any mechanisms of management are

as yet generally accepted either in practice or in principle .

2 . I do not believe that any of the mechanisms of manage

ment are generally accepted in principle or in practice.

3. I know also that even where some of these things (mechan

isms of management) have been established and we hear about

them and might conclude that the firm using one or more of

them is quite advanced , it often is not at all so. The feature

described is only an unrelated “ stunt, ” not supported by a

complete co -ordinated system of administration and usually

begins to go to pieces not long after it is installed.

4 . There is at the present time a retrograde movement in

regard to the building up of stores and making operation studies.

However, as I see it, this is merely a temporary depression in

the curve, and I believe that the general tendency of this curve

is upward with a very slow ascending grade.

Incentive wage-payment plans have had a temporary setback

due to labor conditions caused by the war and to the reluctance

of managers , in general, to consider such plans in any other
light but of profit to the company. I do not think that the

main service, which the incentive plan can give - namely, that

of stabilizing relations between employers and employees — has

been given sufficient attention by the management.

5 . I believe that such mechanisms as balance of stores, rout

ing, operation studies, incentive wage plans, personnel work , etc.,

are generally accepted in principle, but that efforts to install

them frequently (perhaps most of the time) miscarry, and

either accomplish little or no good . This is often due to a failure

to see to it that details connected with the mechanism are fully
understood and looked after .

6 . In a general way, the mechanisms of management are

widely accepted now in principle and much less widely in

practice.

7 . Undoubtedly , good storeskeeping is becoming very gener

ally accepted . We know that unless we keep accurate records
of thematerials used we cannot get the most satisfactory results.

I think storeskeeping is accepted both in principle and practice

as well as the intelligent study of operations.

8 . I believe that balance of stores is accepted in principle

and in practice, that is, in so far as a written record of quan

tities in stores is kept in the office rather than in a storesroom ,

and that a minimum or order point is predetermined and an

order placed when it is reached . It is generally accepted in

principle , though not in fact, that an incentive wage-payment

plan is desirable and effective. It is accepted in principle that

facts are shown on charts better than in tables of figures.

9 . In principle , undoubtedly, all of the main mechanisms of

management have been thoroughly established .

10. In a great measure all of the mechanisms of manage

ment, as developed by Taylor and his immediate associates, have

been generally accepted in principle. But while they are being

widely applied , my impression is that, in the great majority

of the cases, the application is half -baked in character and the

results, while they may be satisfactory to the companies con

cerned , are far from being so satisfactory as they should be,

either to the management or to the employees. My experience

indicates that in most such cases an application , such as Taylor

would have approved, will almost invariably result in increased

production ranging from 30 to 100 per cent or more, depending

on the nature of the business.

11. The following managementmechanisms have been accepted
in varying degrees :

Stores Control. In principle and practice very generally .

Operation Standardization . ( a ) In technical aspects , generally
in principle, fairly so in practice . ( b ) In personal aspects

fairly accepted in principle, to a limited extent in practice.

[By ( a ) I mean speeds, feeds, equipment, tools, etc. ; by (6 )

motion and time studies of human elements .

Wage-Payment Incentives. Generally in principle and in prac
tice so far as indirect labor is concerned . But little appli

cation has been made to indirect labor.

MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS

To secure information as to the use of management

mechanisms, the question was asked — What ( if any )

mechanisms of management do you consider as gen

erally accepted ( a ) in principles, (b ) in practice ?
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of mechanisms of management. The facts brought

forth are presented in Tables 1 to 6 , inclusive. Table

1 records the results for 16 metal trades plants where

the entire questionnaire was used ; Table 2 is from

12 metal trades plants where a condensed questionnaire

was used ; Table 3 is from 8 boot and shoe shops ; Table

4 is from 9 men 's ready -to -wear clothing shops ; Table

5 is from 6 printing establishments ; Table 6 is a sum

mary for the 51 plants studied .

Turning to Table 6 and arranging the eight mechan

TABLEI. REPORTOF THE RESULTS FOR SIXTEEN METAL

TRADE PLANTS 1

Name of Industry : Metal Trades. No. of Questionnaires: 16
=

Quest
Mechanisms of Management None Inadequate Good Reference

K7

K13

U4

U4.9

1. Selection and placement . .

2 :2 .
Incentive wage plan . .. . . .

Planning centralized :

( a ) Routing, order of work

(6 ) Schedules,machine as
signments . . .

4 . Time study . . . . . . . . . . .

5 . Cost control. . . . . . . . .

Idle time analysis :

(a ) Men .
6 ) Machines. . . . . . . . . . .

7 . Purchase control. . . . .

8 . Balance of stores.. .....

N
o
w

coto A
O
A

e
r
a
n
o

OC
O
N
T

D
O
O

c
o
n

c
e
r
c
o

U5 . 6 . h

U4. ef
U7

U8

HAHA Oco

U11

U11, 120 . Dallicc 01 STOICS . . . . . . .

1 The wide diversity in kinds of work, varying from machine-shop to shipyards, must
be borne in mind , also a wide variation in size of plants.

Cost Accounting. Generally accepted both in principle and

practice .

Selection and Training of Employees. Fairly well accepted as to
principle , but little in practice.

Purchasing Control. Generally as to both principle and practice.

Scheduling and Planning. Fairly well accepted in principle .

Limited in practice in some industries, well established in
others.

12. I find mechanismsbeing accepted one by one - in short, a

full realization of the part they are to play in the scheme as

a whole. That is to say, I will find a company suddenly appre-

ciative of the value of operation studies. It will thereupon

proceed to organize to make operation studies, and for the time

being in its new enthusiasm it pursues what threatens to be.

come a hobby rather than a part of its business. This pursuit

at times leads into the installation of other mechanisms. It

begins to recognize, from the operation of studies, that a

balance of stores is essential, and that a wage incentive is desir

able . I find, however, that this progress is accidental rather
er

than planned.

13. Mechanisms of management, such as are discussed in the

1912 Report, are generally accepted in principle, but poorly
carried out in practice in the majority of establishments. On

the other hand , a few , representing the best organizations, have

developed these things to a degree which serves as a valuable

guide.

Planning and control are used more and more extensively in

plant operation. The tendency of the majority, however, is to

try to gain the benefits of more intensive control through partial

makeshifts which record past accomplishments instead of actually

planning the work. The importance of control, in fact, in in

creasing production through elimination of idle time, men, and
machinery, is not yet recognized except in a few markedly suc-

cessful establishments. The developments along these lines are

being undertaken frequently through inexperienced , low - grade

men, who adopt mechanisms as such , instead of developing

existing methods on fundamental principles.

Balance of stores is accepted almost universally in principle

and widely used in practice. Accountants have been quick to

recognize its advantages, and have made it an essential part

of their accounting mechanism . On the other hand , two of the

most vital features for assisting in the control of production the

column of " stores apportioned " and the entering of “ mini-

mum ” quantities of each item permissible, are apt to be omitted.

The development of time study and job analysis, while wide
spread , has been unsatisfactory ; piece rates are more and moro

universal, but their determination is still largely on a basis of

past performance, aided by time studies which simply record

these performances in more detail instead of analyzing the

operations and determining the methods and units which will

give most satisfactory results . There is still lack of apprecia

tion of the fact that the chief aims of time study and job

analysis must be :

1 . To resolve the operations into such units that they can be

recombined to provide for all variables

2 . To take advantage of this unit study to eliminate unnecessary

operations, substitute improved methods, and remove defects

in equipment and in control

3 . To enable the workman to earn more money, often with less

effort

4 . To indicate means for improvement in quality and practicable

methods for making the improved quality routine

To these statements of the acceptance of manage

ment mechanisms it is possible to add a few quan -

titative facts. It will be recalled that the field reports

of six industries , given in the Report of the Committee

on the Elimination of Waste in Industry of the Feder

ated American Engineering Societies , were based on

an extensive questionnaire. The replies in four of

these industries— metal trades , boot and shoe manu

facturing, men 's ready-to -wear clothing manufactur
ing, and printing — have been studied to show the use

TABLE 2 . REPORT OF TWELVE METAL TRADES PLANTS

WHERE A CONDENSED QUESTIONNAIRE WAS USED1

Name of Industry: Metal Trades. No. of Questionnaires: 12

Quest
Mechanisms of Management None Inadequate Good Reference

0000 No. 13
No. 10

No. 19

No. 19

ment . .

2. Incentive wage plan . ..... .

3 . Planning centralized :

(a ) Routing, order of work /

(6 ) Schedules,machine as

signments . .

Time study . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cost control. . . . . . . .

6 . Idle time analysis :

(a ) Men . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .

(6 ) Machines. . . . .

7 . Purchase control” . . .

8 . Balance of stores . . . .

r
o
o

0
6

N
N
C
H
A

G
E
O
A

HAC
O
O

No. 19

No. 19

No. 18

No. 22

No. 4

No. 4

1This is additional information from 12 plants assayed more briefly than the 16 of
Table 1 . A condensed questionnaire was used .

Purchase Control as such was not covered in the condensed questionnaire, but this
estimate wsa based on the general stock and stores systems; whether there were maxima

and minima in stores, and a controlof raw material all through .

isms in the order of the number of plants in which they

are installed in some form , we have :

Selection and Placement

Incentive Wage Plan

Balance of Stores

Purchase Control

Cost Control

Planning ( routing, scheduling)
Time Study

Idle -Time Analysis
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change is becoming evident. In the early days of man

agement themechanisms concerned the physical means

of production . They were originated by the executives

and were ordered into the shop.

At a later date , as emphasized in the report of 1912,

the value of methods which concerned the worker was

appreciated . Training was the first to have any wide

Rearranging in the order of the number of plants

where the installation is good, we have :

Balance of Stores

Incentive Wage Plan

Purchase Control

Selection and Placement

Planning (routing , scheduling )

Time Study

Cost Control

Idle- Time Analysis

The weight of opinion and fact brings the conclu

sion that certain mechanismsofmanagementhavemade

TABLE 3. REPORT OF EIGHT BOOT AND SHOE SHOPS

Nameof Industry: Boot and Shoe Mfg. No.of Questionnaires: 8

TABLE 5. REPORT OF SIX PRINTING ESTABLISHMENTS

Name of Industry: Printing. No. of Questionnaires: 6

Quest

Mechanisms of Management None Inadequate Good | Reference

K7
Quest

Mechanisms ofManagement |None | Inadequate Good | Reference

K13

U4

- U4g

U5, 6, h
U4,

WCO
NS K7

K13

U4

U4, 8

-

1. Selection and placement . .
Incentive wage plan? . .. . .

3. Planning centralized :
(a ) Routing, order ofwork

(6 ) Schedules , machine as

signments . . .

Time study . . . . . . . . . . .

Cost control. . . . . . . . . .

Idle time analysis :

( a ) Men . . . . . . .

(6 ) Machines . . . . .

7 . Purchase control.

8. Balance of stores . . .

A
W
N

e
r
c
e
r
c
o

e
r
r
o

N
O
O

N
O
N

O
N

U7

1 . Selection and placement . .

2 . Incentive wage plan . . . . .

3 . Planning centralized :

( a ) Routing, order of work |

(6 ) Schedules, machine as

signments . . . . . .
Time study . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cost control. . . . . . . . . .. .

Idle time analysis :

(a ) Men . . . . . . . .

(6 ) Machines . . . . . .

7 . Purchase control. . .

8 . Balance of stores . . . . . .

acco

w
w
w

e
c
H
A
O
O

-

A
W
N

O
O
O

U5, 6 , h

U4, 3, f

U7

U8

U3

U11

U11, 12

co

See footnotes Table 3 .

S
w
o
o
n

U8

U3

U11
U 1 .

TABLE 6 . SUMMARY FOR THE FIFTY -ONE PLANTS

STUDIED, FOUR INDUSTRIES

Not important, as skilled operatives are always available .
Union control very strong in this industry.

TABLE 4 . REPORT OF NINE MEN 'S READY- TO -WEAR

CLOTHING SHOPS

Name of Industry : Men 's Ready-to-Wear Clothing Mfg. No. of Ques
tionnaires: 9

Boot

and

Shoe.

No. of

Plants

Men 's Print

R . M . ing.

Cloth - No. of

ing Plants

Metal
Trades.

No. of

Plants

Totals

51

Plants

28

Mechanisms of

Management
Quest

Mechanisms of Management |None Inadequate Good Reference I
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l

K7

K13

U4

1. Selection and placement'. . ]

2 . Incentive wage plan ?. . . . .
Planning centralized :

(a ) Routing, order of work

(6 ) Schedules, machine as
signments .

A

w
w

w
o
e
r

N
N
N

U49

N
o
c
c
o

e
r
e
s

N

U5, 6h

K13

U4, ef

. . . . . . .

i
n

0 25 26

8 12 31

15 14 22

20 11 20

4 . Time study .

5 . Cost control. . . . . . . . .

Idle time analysis :

(a ) Men . . . .

(b ) Machines. . . . . . . . .

7 . Purchase control.. . ... . . .

8 . Balance of stores . . . . . . .

u

G
e
r
o
o

w
w

Ec
o
w
o
o US

U3

U11

U11, 12

1. Selection and

placement.. . .10 6 2 0 4 5 0 5 1 0 10 18
2 . Incentive wage

plan . . . . . . . . . 008 4 2 3 11 4 3 9 16
3 . Planning cen

tralized . . . . . . 4 0 4 | 4 2 3 3 2 1 4 10 14
(a ) Routing, or

der of work . 4 1 4 2 3 5 0 1 13
(6 ) Scheduling,

machine as

signments. . . 3 3 2 3 2 4 3 2 1 5 8 15

4. Time study . . . . . 5 2 1 3 3 3 5 0 1 8 3 17

5 . Cost control. . . . 1 34 2 5 2 3 2 1 6 9 13

6 . Idle timeanalysis

(a ) Men . . . . . . . 710 6 3 0 5 0 1 21 0 7
b ) Machines. . . 710 81013031 15 1 12

7 . Purchase control 1 4 3 31 5 3 2 1 4 5 19

8 . Balance of stores) 1 1 3 1 5 4 1 1 3 5 20

-
-

ܗܝܒ
ܗ

ܘ

14 15 22

21 8 22

12 19 20

39 4 8

33 3 15
11 12 28

11 8 32

ܗ

COW
A

See footnotes Table 3.

decided headway in acceptance, both in principle and

from an assay of four industries the importance of

application yields two groups :

1 . Balance of Stores

Incentive Wage Plan

Purchase Control

Selection and Placement

2 . Cost Control Planning

Idle - Time Analysis Time Study
In the installation of such mechanisms a significant

spread trial. But the attitude was still the developing

or forcing of a mechanism from the top downward.
Within the decade under review , another attitude

has been adopted in a few instances. It seeks to make

the foremen and even the workers consciously parties
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to the development of the plans before they are put

into effect. It endeavors to arouse interest, to inspire

achievement, to release creative energy. Its effect is

to install methods and mechanisms from the bottom

upward with celerity and improvement in personnel

relations.

THE HUMAN FACTOR IN INDUSTRY

The report of 1912 presented the human factor in

industry, with particular emphasis on the responsi.

bility of managers and executives to train their

workers, and the same thought was prominent in the

discussion . According to the comment of the Com

mittee in its closure, one of the striking characteristics

which had already gripped attention was “ the presence

throughout the discussion of a human spirit in keeping
with the best trend of thought toward social justice, ”

and “ the development that has taken place within the

last few years leading to a new appreciation of the

needs and rights of employees."

Henry P . Kendall, in his discussion of the report,

outlined the operation of an employment department

which he had initiated . The employment man inter

viewed applicants , selected workers by tests, placed

them in positions for which they were fitted, required

medical examinations, kept records of each employee,

kept in touch with the foremen in regard to the depart

ment skill and earning power of the employees, had

charge of discipline and discharge, and gave advice,

suggestions, and sympathy to the workers.

These disclosures in outline foreshadowed a great

wave of industrial relations work which swept through

American industry after the outbreak of war. The

movement received its impetus from the demand for

workers in a time of extreme shortage, and was in

fluenced by emotionalism and social theory. With the

return of a labor surplus in 1921 the unsound features

have disappeared , leaving but vestiges of the methods

and devices which were initiated in such profusion .

The present situation as regards personnel work is
work is

appreciation that personnel problems exist, recognition

that their solution is a responsibility of management,

and a growing realization that job analysis, selection ,

placement, and training can be put on a scientific basis.

the fact that the development of the relationships of

employer and employed is a responsibility of manage

ment.

Management engineers, as a group , have declared

that the service motive must prevail in industry, that

everything planned and done must be directed to secur

ing the worthy result of producing useful goods with

a minimum expenditure of time, material, and human

effort. One of the clearest statements was written by

Henry L . Gantt a few weeks before his death :*

We have proved in many places that the doctrine of service,

which has been preached in the churches as religion , is not only
good economics and eminently practical, but because of the

increased production of goods obtained by it, promises to lead

us safely through the maze of confusion into which we seem to

be headed , and to give us that industrial democracy which alone

can afford a basis for industrial peace.

this disinterested purpose has been accepted as an

ideal for the entire engineering profession , by becom

ing the challenging thought in the preamble to the con

stitution of the Federated American Engineering So

cieties.

Within the last two years joint activities have been
originated among these and other societies . with

promise of benefits to all who are connected with man

agement. Included are : Development of a manage

ment literature ; standardization of management

graphics; and development of methods for the measure

ment of management.

MANAGEMENT RESULTS

THE RISE OF WORKS COUNCILS

The report of 1912 stated that the results of good

management had been : “ A reduced cost of product,

greater promptness in delivery , with the ability to set

and meet dates of shipment; a greater output per

worker per day with increased wages; and an improve
ment in the contentment of the workers. " There was

no evidence at that time that goods had been reduced

in price to the consumer.

To a degree this evidence has now been supplied .

There are examples where good management has held

down prices during a period of inflation , and reduced

prices as soon as business conditions changed. These

acts benefited the consumer. Therefore the manage
acts ben
ment movement has earned its economic justification .

Management, as developed through a generation of

effort, stands today as a great body of knowledge and

practice, to facilitate the operation of industry and

the conduct of business. Through organization it

determines policies, plans basically over long periods

of time, and fixes impersonal relationships ; through

preparation it plans in detail how , when , and by whom

work is to be done; through direction it initiates and

maintains the processes of production and distribution .

Here, then , is a tremendous, hitherto unknown

engineering tool. What is it for ? The twofold answer

is a spur to every engineering and industrial executive.

Industry and business, as developed in modern civili.

zation ,must continue, else infinitemisery will overtake

the human race. Management is the agency by which

community, state, and nation shall endure.

" Organizing for Work," p. 104 .

Associated in thought, though not necessarily a part

of any employment or industrial relations plan , is the

rise of works councils in American industry . Several

hundred have been established during the past decade.

In August, 1919, there were 225 ; in February , 1922,

approximately 725 . Their development has been in

response to a desire on the part of the workers for a

means of expressing their beliefs and wishes in regard

to matters arising in employment, and on the part of

the management for a means of communicating with

their employees and gaining and holding their con

fidence and good -will. The movement but emphasizes

2 Trans. Am . Soc. M . E., volume 34 , p. 1208.

3 See Reports of the National Industrial Conference Board.
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Waste, Industrial 62 ( 0048 )

The Elimination of Waste in Industry

An Abstract of the Summary Report of a Special Committee of

American Engineering Council

The first investigation under the direction of the field investigations ; the third , statistical reports

American Engineering Council was a study into giving a general background for the recommen

the wastes and restrictions in industry. This was dations offered . As a general interest will center

suggested by Herbert Hoover at the time of his on the summary report this alone has been ab

inauguration as President of the American Engi stracted below . The matter omitted has been

neering Council. A committee of eighteen engi- largely cumulative evidence and explanation . The

neers was appointed in January, 1921, and a sum- eighteen engineers who form the committee are :

mary of their report was presented to the Erecu J. Parke Channing, chairman ; L. W. Wallace,

tive Board of the Council on June 3. The final vice -chairman ; L. P. Alford , George D. Babcock,

report was approved and released for publication Wm . R. Basset , F. G. Coburn , Morris L. Cooke,

on July 15. It is a document of about 140,000 Harrington Emerson, Ira N. Hollis, Herbert

words, divided into three sections : the first , the Hoover, Edward Eyre II unt, C. E. Knoeppel, Robt.

summary report of the committee as a whole ; the Linton, Fred J. Miller, II . V. R. Scheel, Sanford

second , the reports of the engineers who made E. Thompson, John H. Williams, Robert B. Wolf.

I

tions drawn from those facts were made by him on the

basis of his expert knowledge and the composite ex

perience and knowledge of the entire committee.

PLAN OF STUDY, QUESTIONNAIRE, EVALUATION SHEET

N making the studies upon which this report is

based and in preparing the report itself there has

been no purpose or desire to place blame upon any

individual, group , or class . It is believed that the

wastes revealed are the inevitable result of methods,

tactics, practices, and relationships of long standing in

industry, and the committee has merely desired

dicate the main opportunities for eliminating waste

and to show whose opportunity or responsibility it

may be to adopt proper measures for such elimination .

No attempt has been made to write an academic

definition of waste or to speculate in regard to ultimate

savings. For the purpose of this report no attempt has

been made to consider all economic wastes. Rather, in

the committee's investigations industrial waste has

been thought of as that part of the material , time, and

human effort expended in production represented by

the difference between the average attainments on one

hand and the performance actually attained on the

other as revealed by the detailed reports. In assay

ing waste in industry the committee has undertaken

to evaluate this difference. The limitations of the study

are indicated in the following tabulation :

The plan of study followed in each of these six

branches of industry was this :

At the outset the members of the committee prepared

an analysis of those factors and operations in industry

in which waste might be expected to be discovered .

provided a comparison was made between average

practice and the best known practice. From this

analysis a trial questionnaire was prepared to secure

information and quantitative data to permit of com

paring the record of one plant with another. This

trial questionnaire was then used in making a study of

one plant in each industry. The results of these trial

studies were then brought together, compared, reviewed

by the committee and, as a result , a revised question

naire and an evaluation sheet were prepared , to be

used in making the final field studies .

The individual reports forming the third section of

this complete report differ in character from the field

studies , inasmuch as each is a survey of conditions

generally, rather than a study of any one plant or

branch of industry. They were compiled from exist

ing information , and each is signed by the one respon

sible for it . They, therefore, support from a broader

point of view many of the specific findings presented

in the field reports , and thus give a more general back

ground for many of the recommendations offered .

NO. OF PLANTS

No. of PLANTS FURNISHING

INVESTIGATED ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION

BRANCH OF INDUSTRY

73 33
Building Industry ..

Men's Ready Made Clothing

Manufacturing

Boot and Shoe Manufacturing..

Printing

Metal Trades .

Textile Manufacturing .

34

19

1716

13
THE SOURCES AND CAUSES OF WASTE

Each engineer who made a field investigation was

thoroughly acquainted with the industry he studied and

the choice of the facts to be presented, and the deduc

Four Aspects of Waste in Industry. Waste in in

dustry is attributable to :

1. Low production , caused by faulty management

of materials , plant, equipment, and men.

71
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2. Interrupted production, caused by idle men , idle In every industry studied there are outstanding

materials, idle plants, idle equipment. examples of good management but the bulk of the in

3. Restricted production , intentionally caused by dustry does not approximate this standard . In the

owners, management, and labor. clothing industry, for instance, one plant was rated by

4. Lost production, caused by ill health , physical the engineers 57 points higher than the worst one

defects, and industrial accident. studied and 42 points better than the average.

Responsibility of Management Management has The following table gives a comparison for each in

the greatest opportunity and hence responsibility ? for dustry studied of the total number of points assessed

eliminating waste in industry. The opportunity and as waste in the best plant investigated , compared with

responsibility of labor is no less real though smaller the average of all the plants :

in degree. The opportunity and responsibility charge

able to outside contacts cannot be so clearly differ

POINTS AS Points
entiated or evaluated. The relative measure of these

SAYED AGAINST ASSAYED AS

is shown by the quantities in the following table which THE BEST The AVERAGE Ratio :

come from the composite evaluation sheets in the en
INDUSTRY PLANT OF ALL BEST

STUDIED
gineers' field reports :

PLANTS

STUDIED AVERAGE

TO

Points Points

RESPONSIBILITY ASSAYED AGAINST

TOTALS

INDUSTRY MANAGE

MENT
LABOR

OUTSIDE

CONTACTS

Points:

63.78

53.00

57.61

40.83

28.66

49.20

Points Points

Men's Clothing Mfg.

Building Industry .

Printing

Boot and Shoe Mfg ..

Metal Trades..

Textile Mfg .

Points

26.73

30.15

30.50

12.50

6.00

28.00

1 :2

1:12.

1 :2

1 : 3

1 :4142

1 :212

Men's Clothing

Mfg .

Building Industry '.

Printing.

Boot and Shoe Mfg

Metal Trades ...

Textile Mfg .

48.33

34.30

18.00

30.25

23.23

24.70

10.50

11.30

16.25

4.75

2.55

4.70

4.95

7.40

23.36

5.83

2.88

19.80

63.78

53.00

57.61

40.93

28.66

49.20

From the preceding table are derived percentage

values for each of the agencies against which respon

sibility is assessed , as follows :

It must not be assumed that these points or ratios

are valid in comparing the waste in one industry with

that in another. They are useful only in making a

comparison of waste in plants within the industry

where they were assessed. Further, the quantities dis

closed by the evaluation sheets are only a part of the

findings dealt with in this report.

These tables present the consensus of opinion of the

engineers engaged in field studies to the effect that the

average of management is much below the standards

set by certain individual executives who have achieved

notabļe success.

RESPONSIBILITY ASSAYED AGAINST

INDUSTRY MANAGE

MENT LABOR

OUTSIDE

CONTACTS

Per cent Per cent Per cent
WASTE CAUSED BY Low PRODUCTION

Men's Clothing Mfg

Building Industry ..

Printing

Boot and Shoe Mfg ..

Metal Trades...

Textile Mfg .

75

65

63

73

81

50

16

21

28

11

9

10

9

14

9

16

10

40

The quantities presented above justify the following

statement : Over 50 per cent of the responsibility for

these wastes can be placed at the door of management

and less than 25 per cent at the door of labor, while the

amount assayable against outside contacts is least of all .

1 The term "management" as used in this part of the report refers to the

agency (owners or managers ) which exercises the management function

in industry . This function is defined in a report approved by the Manage
ment Division of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers as :

" Management is the art and science of preparing, organizing,

and directing human effort applied to control the forces, and to

utilize the materials of nature for the benefit of man ."

? The " responsibility ” of a given agency as here used does not mean

moral responsibility as ordinarily understood, but only that responsibility

which arises from the undeniable fact that a given cause of waste can be
removed only by a particular agency ... “ We measure responsibility not

by the thing done, but by the opportunities which people have had of
kuoving better or

3 The relative responsibilities have been evaluated in " points.". A theo
retical total of 100 points represents all possible waste. As no plant is , or

could be, entirely wasteful, the number of points assigned in any case
must be less than 100 .

• Adjusted by field engineer to a basis comparable with the other field

evaluations.

* By " outside contacts " is meant the public, trade relationship and other

factors .

Faulty Material Control. In certain industries the

waste of materials is a serious drain on production ,

a fact which is revealed by a comparative study of

plants in the same field . The methods of control which

are common in the shoe industry account for the great

est loss in shoe production with the possible exception

of seasonal demand and production . Firms leave it to

the cutters to economize in leather. Where standards

are in use , waste frequently occurs through careless

ness and lack of training of cutters. The loss from

idleness in shoemaking, occasioned chiefly by waiting

for work and material, is estimated to be some 35 per

cent of the time.

The average contractor has no calendar of operations

except the dates of starting and finishing a job . He

largely regulates deliveries of materials by visits to

the job, or through statements received from the job

superintendent. Haphazard methods of planning re

sult in delays for want of material, or in burdening the

job by an oversupply of material. The same practice

results in frequent layoffs, causing dissatisfaction , the

loss of good mechanics, and a high labor turnover. Still

worse .
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another waste from inadequate material control comes Faulty Labor Control. With perhaps two or three

from the speculative purchasing of raw materials . In exceptions, shoeshops have no departments maintain

the clothing industry gambling in cloth is common . ing modern personnel relations with the employees. The

Faulty Design Control. The defective control of cost of training an inexperienced man for cutting up

design results in a major waste, since it prevents per leather in a well-managed shop is $576 ; for a semi

standardization of product. In the building trade, for experienced man , $450 ; and to install an experienced

example, while the standardization of dwellings and man in a different shop costs $50 . For the average

other types of buildings is not generally practicable, shop these figures are unquestionably low .

yet certain details are entirely capable of standardiza The average labor turnover for the year 1920 in the

tion . Standardization of the thickness of certain walls metal trades plants covered (wherever records were

might mean a saving of some $600 in the cost of the kept, which was the case in less than half of the plants )

average house. Standardized millwork, such as win was 160 per cent - figured in most cases as the ratio

dow frames, doors, and other similar items, would between the number of separations '' and the average

reduce the cost . number of employees on the pay -roll. The highest

In the printing trades there is wide variation in flat turnover was 366 per cent.

bed cylinder presses ; there are more than 600 types The building trades have given little consideration

of folding machines. Formerly each type foundry cast to the subject of labor turnover . In construction work

its type on a more or less different body, and although it is particularly difficult to estimate the extent, be

the exchange from the old system to the point system cause the actual percentage of turnover constantly

involved an expenditure of some $ 3,000,000 by the type varies as the building progresses and the number of

founders, it is universally conceded that this expendi men is increased and later decreased.

ture has been saved many times over . Such an example Ineffective Workmanship. Still another loss result

points the way to further efforts . ing in low production arises from inefficient workman

There are approximately 6,000 brands of paper ; 50 ship . For much of this management is responsible

per cent of which are more or less inactive . The through failure to provide opportunities for educa

duplication of brands serves no useful purpose and ties tion or special training. Management cannot, however,

up money in unnecessary stock . do more than provide these facilities, and experience

Faulty Production Control. The lack of adequate has shown that it is difficult to interest workmen in

methods of production control is evident in every in training courses which are designed to increase ef

dustry studied . It is one of the outstanding weak fectiveness. Further, much ineffective workmanship

nesses. From shop records it is found that the average arises from lack of interest in work or lack of pride in

loss in clothing factories during running time, not in good workmanship .

cluding shutdowns, is between 30 and 35 per cent. If Faulty Sales Policies. The cancellation of orders is

we call 80 per cent running time the maximum read a condition peculiar to certain industries. It is espe

ily attainable, this means a possible increase of nearly cially acute in the clothing industry. Purchasers buy

20 per cent in productive capacity , and a similar in ing on long-time contracts return unsold goods at the

crease in plant capacity. Fixing the value of annual end of the season , and claim and receive credit. In

output in the men's ready -made clothing industry at normal seasons cancellations have ranged from 3 to 14

$ 600,000,000 it should be relatively easy to save three per cent, and returns from 5 to 11 per cent in the

quarters of a million dollars a day, an increase of 40 average shop. In abnormal years, like 1920, cancella

per cent in effectiveness. tions have reached 33 per cent and returns 18 per cent.

The lack of production control is not a question of

large versus small plants . In the metal trades , for WASTES CAUSED BY INTERRUPTED PRODUCTION

example, the engineer declares that the size of the

plant does not necessarily determine its efficiency, for Idle Men . The amount of idleness or unemploy

some of the large plants as well as some small ones ment in industry can only be evaluated through rough

show a large waste factor. estimates. There is no national machinery for collect

Lack of Cost Control. The majority of industrial ing the facts . But in the best years, even the phenom

plants lack a knowledge of costs and have no cost con cnal years of 1917 and 1918 at the climax of war -time

trol. Therefore, there is no adequate method of judg industrial activities, when plants were working to

ing fairly and accurately when improvements are capacity and when unemployment reached its lowest

needed and when waste is occurring. Not having the point in 20 years, there was a margin of unemploy

facts prevents prompt correction of defects . The above ment amounting to more than a million men . This

conditions are disclosed , for example, in the report on margin is fairly permanent ; seemingly one or more

the metal trades. wage - earners out of every 40 are always out of work .

Lack of Research . While certain industries are During periods of industrial and business depres

ahead of the rest in plant research, the need for more sions, unemployment reaches its highest peak . Such

intensive research activity is apparent in every indus depressions appear more or less regularly at 7- or 10

try. One industry which is backward in this respect year periods and each brings its increase in unem

is clothing . In the majority of men's clothing plants ployment and wastage of the productive capacity of

nothing approximating research is practiced to im industry . In January, 1921 , a nation - wide survey of

prove materials, processes, equipment, or product. employment made by the U. S. Employment Service of
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the Department of Labor showed that there were that for which they were built . A printer secures a

6,070,648 workers then employed in industry as com contract and buys a machine to do the work economic

pared with 9,402,000 in January of 1920, a decrease of ally. When the work comes up for contract next time ,

3,331,352 or approximately 35.5 per cent. This survey if some other printer secures it, it invariably means

covered 35 states and 182 industrial cities and centers another special machine. One concern paid $ 17,000

and may be considered as fairly reflecting conditions for a special press for printing a trading stamp. On

at that time. losing this job, the press was scrapped , and later sold

In addition to minimum and climacteric unemploy for $ 2,000 . The contract in the meantime had been

ment, many essential industries show a high unem awarded to three other printers in succession and each

ployment or idleness once a year or oftener. Practi in turn had purchased a new press which he had to

cally all industries are in a sense seasonal. To pre scrap or later use disadvantageously.

sent a few examples : The clothing worker is idle about It has not been possible in this assay to estimate the

31 per cent of the year ; the average shoemaker spends amount of idle equipment, nor the accompanying waste

only 65 per cent of his time at work ; the building trade through maintenance and depreciation charges.

workman is employed only about 190 days in the year

or approximately 63 per cent of his time; the textile WASTE DUE TO RESTRICTED PRODUCTION

industry seemingly has regular intervals of slack time;

during the past 30 years bituminous coal miners were Restrictions by Owners and Management. Some of

idle an average of 93 possible working days per year. the evils of restricted production are chargeable to

Another form of unemployment comes from open owners and management. In the building trades, con

conflict between management and labor . Here it should tractors, builders, and supply dealers have restricted

be said that in the past , at least, the amount of waste production by maintaining high prices, collusion in

from the general run of strikes and lockouts through bidding, and unfair practices . At times there has been

loss of wages and curtailment of production has been collusion between employers and labor, tending to raise

less than is popularly supposed. Since most strikes oc prices unduly. The waste from these causes has not

cur in seasonal employments, it can be deduced that been measured in this study.

output is not necessarily penalized , for it is often Restrictions by Labor. Restrictions of individual

possible to make up the losses incurred by strikes output for which workers are responsible are susceptible

through increased production at other times. The year of measurement. On the one hand, when workers are

1912 , with 47 per cent of the entire labor force out on scarce the less conscientious workers become independ

strike and with an average loss per man of 40 days , ent and slacken speed. On the other hand, the dread

showed an increased output of coal per man per day of unemployment is so pronounced that employees en

and per year, and six days ’ more employment than in gaged in seasonal enterprises frequently restrict pro

1911 , which was relatively strikeless . duction to make employment last longer ; some work

Idle Material. The waste of idle material through ers , moreover, through consideration of their fellow

deterioration, obsolescence, and carrying charges is employees, limit production to provide work for them .

large , particularly where there are great inventories of Important restrictions of output by employees can

both raw material and finished goods. Unbalanced only result from collective action . In the building

production is another notable cause of idle materials trades, for instance, some painters' unions do not per

and consequent waste. Examples of avoidable waste mit of the use of a brush wider than 41/2 in . for oil

such as the following are fairly common : paint, although for certain classes of work a wider

A shoe factory having a capacity of 2,400 pairs of brush is more economical. Plumbers ' and steamfitters '

shoes a day could turn out for a considerable period unions prohibit the use of bicycles and vehicles of all

only 1,900 pairs because of shortage of needed racks. sorts during working hours. Members of those unions

Another factory had 50,000 pairs of shoes tied up in in some sections of the country demand that all pipe

the fitting room instead of the normal 15,000 because up to 2 in . shall be cut and threaded on the job .

of congestion of operations. The tools of the engineer are standard weights and

Idle Plants and Equipment. Unsound production measures, scientifically established . Many unions now

policies result in wasteful overequipment. Clothing oppose the use of such standards. Practically all of

factories are built 45 per cent larger than is necessary ; the printing unions oppose these devices. The restric

printing establishments are from 50 per cent to 150 tion of the number of apprentices is a common rule.

per cent overequipped ; the shoe industry has a capac The engineer in the building trade notes that restric

ity of 1,750,000 pairs of shoes a day , and produces tion of apprentices in many cases seems extreme and

little more than half that number ; throughout the unfair. All such restrictions, so far as they prohibit

metal trades, standardization of products would per the use of the best and most efficient machines, con

mit of large reductions in plant and equipment. stitute limitations of output. The actions of most

Standardization of machine sizes would make pos unions, however, are confined to the restriction of the

sible the use of one machine for a greater variety of use of machinery rather than its prohibition .

different jobs. The printing industry illustrates this The rule requiring that members of one craft union

point also . A common sight in any large printing shall not encroach upon the work of another results in

establishment is expensive machines covered up and large waste and little benefits. Unions frequently re

out of use, or inefficiently used for purposes other than quire three or four skilled employees to perform vari
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ous operations on a plain job which a single worker such as are already in successful use in the industries

could satisfactorily do by himself . Union carpenters and plants investigated .

are forbidden to lay bricks , union plumbers are for

bidden to do carpentering work, and so forth. RESPONSIBILITY OF MANAGEMENT

A union rule in the newspaper printing industry re

quires that all advertising matter coming into the plant Organization and Erecutive Control. Planning and

in electrotype form must be reset by the compositors. control should be adopted as fundamentals of good

This useless work is sometimes done weeks after the
management. For the most part they have not as yet

advertisement has appeared .
penetrated the mass of American industry .

The following instances further illustrate restriction
Production Control. Conscious production control

of output through divisions of labor. Carpenters' tends to reduce or eliminate waste by shortening the

helpers are prohibited from using carpenter tools, re
total time of production. It insures that material is

quiring carpenters to do such work as stripping forms delivered where needed , whether it be material in pro

from concrete . Experience shows that helpers can do
cess or a finished product ready for shipment. Mate

this more economically and as well. Brick masons in rial schedules should be installed and used .

sist on washing down and pointing brick work when
Balancing Productive Capacity and Demand. Pro

laborers could do it more economically. ductive capacity should be conservatively based upon a

careful study of normal demand .

WASTE DUE TO Lost PRODUCTION
Development of Purchasing Schedules. There

should be the same careful co -ordination of purchasing

Nl Health . A report on national vitality pro functions and control of material purchased and not

pared in 1909 for the National Conservation Commis yet received as is given to that already in the plant.

sion , appointed by President Roosevelt, estimated that Elimination of Cancellations and Curtailment of

there were then about 3,000,000 persons seriously ill at Returns. The practice of cancellation of orders be

all times in the United States. This meant an average tween manufacturer and mill, and between manufac

annual loss per person of 13 days owing to illness. It turer and customer, should be eliminated, and there

was estimated that 42 per cent of this illness was pre should be a curtailment of the privilege of returning

ventable, and that such prevention would extend the goods ordered and received .

average life by over 15 years . Since that report was Correlation of Production Schedules with Sales

issued , an evident reduction in illness has been accom Policies. Production schedules should be based on a

plished , so that today an estimate of between 8 and 9 carefully formulated sales policy determined from an

days is probably nearer the fact . intensive study of markets.

In discussing public health conditions there is no In many factories, losses of labor and material in

clear distinction between the standing of the 42,000 ,- spoiled and defective work are unwarrantedly high .

000 persons classed as gainfully employed in the United The indirect losses, which are harder to detect and

States and those specifically engaged in industry. The measure, are often greater than the direct losses .

42,000,000 men and women gainfully employed prob Maintenance of Plant and Equipment. Plant and

ably lose on an average more than 8 days each an equipment must be maintained continually in working

nually from illness disabilities , including non -indus condition .

trial accidents — a total of 350,000,000 days . Uniform Cost Accounting. Generally accepted sys

Defective Vision and Defective Teeth . Special at tems for finding costs should be established in each

tention has been given in recent years to the question American industry. In controlling production and in

of defective vision and to that of defective teeth . It is judging fairly and accurately when and where progress

estimated that 25,000,000 workers have defective vision and improvement are being made, the lack of a good

requiring corrections. A very large proportion of cost control system is necessarily a source of waste.

workers have defective teeth and mouth infection and Methods of Wage Payment. Methods of wage pay

workers have defective teeth, mouth infection and other ment should be adopted, equitable and just in their

physical defects which reduce their effectiveness. basis, stimulating to effort on the part of the worker

Industrial Accidents. In 1919 there occurred in in and insuring a proper relationship between effort put

dustry about 23,000 fatal accidents, about 575,000 non forth and results achieved by all who participate in

fatal accidents causing four weeks or more of disability , the enterprise.

and 3,000,000 accidents causing at least one day's dis Standardization of Product Products should be

ability. Figures for 1918 were about 13 per cent higher, standardized consistent with progressive development

and the estimated time lost 296,000,000 days . of manufacturing.

Standardization of Materials. Materials should be

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WASTE standardized to the fewest practicable kinds, sizes, and

ELIMINATION grades.

Standardization of Equipment. At least the details

In preparing this third part of the summary , the of equipment, including machines and tools, should be

committee endeavored to interpret responsibility in standardized so as to permit of the widest interchange

terms of what might be done to eliminate waste in in ability and maximum usefulness consistent with im

dustry. The policies and methods recommended are provements in design and inventing.
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Performance Standardization . Performance stand- couraging and supporting the efforts for elimination

ards should be developed as a valuable aid to planning of waste. Bodies such as local chambers of commerce

and production control. . and other civic and community associations can bring

Management and Workers. Management has a influence to bear through local conferences with the

definite responsibility in selecting, upholding, and different branches of industry.

maintaining personnel.

Prevention of Accidents. Management has a definite
OPPORTUNITY OF TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

responsibility to prevent industrial accidents. With

regard to methods there is an abundance of in Trade associations should be formed in those indus

formation . tries lacking comprehensive organizations. Trade as

Research . Industrial research should be consist sociations should promote programs for the stand

ently carried on , both in the individual plant and by ardization of cost accounting methods, the introduction

associations. of standardized material specifications, the establish

ment of production standards, and the standardization

RESPONSIBILITY OF LABOR of equipment, and of finished products.

Increasing Production. In discharging its respon
OPPORTUNITY FOR GOVERNMENTAL ASSISTANCE

sibility for eliminating waste in industry, labor should

co -operate to increase production .
National Industrial Information Service. A na

tional industrial information service should be estab
Standardization of Work. Labor should co -operate

lished to furnish timely, regular, and complete in
to prepare for and even demand the determination of

formation on current production , consumption , andand use of performance standards.

available stocks of commodities, supplementing the
Rules Regarding Restrictions. Labor should change

its rules regarding restriction of output, unreasonable

work of private agencies.

A National Statistical Service. A national statis

jurisdictional classification and wasteful methods of

tical service should be established and maintained cov

work , thereby removing some sources of waste .
ering employment requirements and conditions

Improving Health and Reducing Accidents. Labor

is responsible no less than management for improving throughout the country.

the health of the workers and for preventing accidents.
Principles for Adjustment and Settlement of Labor

Improving Industrial Relations. Inasmuch as the
Disputes. A body of principles for the adjustment of

organization of personnel relationships in industry can
labor disputes should be accepted which can be devel

oped with experience.

only be accomplished through the co -operation of both

Public Health Policy. A national policy regarding
employer and employee, labor should assist in such

work of organization and in maintaining and utilizing
public health should be accepted and put into effect .

The reports dealing with health , prepared in connec
the structure developed .

tion with this study by a group of physicians, indicate

the importance of maintaining the health of industrial

RESPONSIBILITY OF OWNERS
workers as a factor in production and as a means of

eliminating one form of waste. These reports also

The owners of industry through the banking func declare for an aggressive, continuous, national public

tion or otherwise share in the responsibility for elimi health policy.

nating waste in industry. They have the duty particu National Program for Industrial Rehabilitation .

larly of assisting in stabilizing production,
The national program for industrial rehabilitation

should be encouraged.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PUBLIC Nation -Wide Program of Industrial Standardization .

A nation -wide program of industrial standardization

Need of Public Interest. In the study of industrial
should be encouraged by the government in co-opera

waste, there can be no setting apart of the public as a tion with industry . In the standardization of design

separate group . The public comprises all groups, and of product, methods of procedure, and number of

the public's responsibility for eliminating waste is models, there rests a large opportunity for the reduc

large. A campaign to increase the productivity of in
tion of waste .

dustry cannot be conducted without widespread inter Revision of Federal Laws. Where Federal laws in

est and support. terfere with the stabilization of industry they should

Style Changes. In certain industries the consuming
be revised in the interests of the whole people.

public is to a degree responsible for seasonal fluctua

tions because of the eagerness with which it accepts DUTY OF ENGINEERS

or adopts changes in style .

Distribution of Demand . The public can assist in The duty of engineers is a part of all the re

stabilizing industry by accepting a sensible distribu sponsibilities previously stated in different recom

tion of demand throughout the year. mendations. It is peculiarly the duty of the engineers

Community Co -operation With Industry. Public to use their influence individually and collectively to

and semi-public agencies can assist by definitely en eliminate waste in industry .
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Has

" Scientific Management"

MadeGood ?

By

C. BERTRAND THOMPSON

“Scientific management” has been much discussed and ap

plied to many concerns since the Eastern rate case hearing

attracted wide-spread attention to it during 1910. A most

important effect of the discussion and the publicity which

have followed the hearing has been the scattering of these

applications of " scientific management ” among a remark

ably broad and diversified list of industries . And now busi

ness men in general are curious to know how “ scientific

management” is getting on , whether it has made good.

Of the inen intimately associated with Frederick W. Taylor ,

Mr. Thompson is probably the best equipped to make a

critical analysis of the accomplishments of the Taylor sys

tem of scientific management. So he has made a study for

SYSTEM of the results obtained in this country . His inves

tigation , which he discusses in this article , and the one to

follow in System for December, required a large part of the

last four years . Of course it will be understood that the

expression " scientific management” as used in these articles

is restricted to the Taylor system itself or, as Mr. Thomp

son expresses it , to its derived forms

F?

VOR thirty -five years the late Fred the last fourteen years of his life he and

erick W. Taylor devoted all his his co -workers made the new movement

genius and all his energy to the the subject of a definite propaganda.

development of that type of management Since the Eastern rate case hearing, in

which came to be known as " scientific 1910 , the term " scientific management"

management.” For more than twenty has been a popular expression . Everybody

years he was continuously engaged in has heard of it , and a few know what it

applying his methods to various kinds of is . Now that Mr. Taylor's personal par

manufacturing establishments, and during ticipation in this work is at an end , it is

451
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THE OUTPUT OF THIS KIND OF WORK HAS BEEN INCREASED

AS MUCH AS 300 %

Types of industry which do not call for any marked degree of technical knowl

edge frequently show astonishing increases in output when placed under

“scientific management.” These increases have run as high as three hundred

per cent. These women are assembling spark plugs. A careful standardization of

their movements enables them to work quickly and accurately. The porcelains

are taken from a compartment - C- with the right hand and the shells from

another - A - with the left, the bushings are in a bin - B - and the assembled

plugs are placed in a rack - D- ready for tightening and the final inspection

pertinent to inquire into the exact present to me is 145. This does not exhaust

status of its development. How many the list , however, as there are some cases

plants are using the Taylor system of in which the client is unwilling that his

industrial management today ? What are connection with this movement shall be

the results? Has the system made good ? known, and others in which consultants

To get answers to these questions I are reluctant to give information . There

have spent a large part of the last four is an uncertain number of such instances ,

years investigating personally all the in- probably small , in which either the work

stallations of the Taylor system of indus- has been completed or is still in process .

trial management in the territory between Of these 145 applications, four are to

Maine, Maryland and Chicago, covering municipal work, including three instances

twelve states . In addition to personal of consultation and one in which an expert

inspections of the plants involved , there trained in " scientific management" is at

were many conversations with owners , the head of a department of public works.

managers, experts, investigators and Five deal with railroad and steamship

workmen . companies ( exclusive of repair shops,

The total number of applications of which are classed as industrial ), and 136

" scientific management" definitely known with industrial plants; 122 factories (in
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1

- AND THE PRODUCTION SECURED FROM HAND OPERATIONS

IMPROVED FROM 60 % TO 100 %

The application of "scientific management” to hand operations has shown vari

able results. The extraordinary differences in effectiveness between workers is

undoubtedly largely responsible for these variations . The output of bindery

operators, for example, has been increased from ten per cent to about three

hundred per cent. These men are at work in the packing department of the

General Electric Company. The arrangement of the materials and the tools

which they use in packing and marking has been carefully studied in order to

make all their motions as effective as possible

cluding the repair shops of four railroads) this should allay any question as to

have been assisted, and also four public whether or not " scientific management"

service corporations , three building and is applicable to other types of manufac

construction companies, one department turing plants than machine shops:

store, one bank, four publishing houses , Agricultural implements ; aluminum

and one professional society . castings; automobiles; banking (clerical

These 122 factories and repair shops work) ; blank book making ; bleaching ;

constitute practically one per cent of the bookbinding ; book cloths ; boxes (paper) ;

12,784 plants which in 1909 employed box machinery; brass castings; brass

more than one hundred wage earners. products; bricklaying; building; canning ;

The number of men in these plants , as chains; clothing (men's , women's, and

nearly as I can estimate, is about forty- children's) ; composing machines ; concrete

eight thousand , constituting a trifle over construction ; conveyors ; cordage ; corsets ;

one per cent of the 4,115,843 employed department stores ; desks ; dyeing and

in 1909 in plants employing over one hun- finishing (textiles) ; earthwork ; electric

dred wage earners. apparatus ; elevators ; engines ; envelopes ;

Following is a list of the eighty odd foundry machines and supplies ; furniture ;

industries involved . A careful study of gas ; glass ; gun carriages ; handkerchiefs ;
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HAS BEEN USED

hardware; hoists ; iron castings ; iron and I have talked with many leading depart

steel tools ; light (electric ) ; lithography; ment store managers on this subject and

locomotives ; lumber ; machine tools; could a tale unfold which would be exceed

motors ; municipal engineering ; musical ingly interesting , but somewhat aside from

instruments; optical goods; ordnance ; the subject of this article. What we are

paper ; paper pulp ; power plants ; print- after now is the result of the industrial

ing ; printing presses ; publishing; pumps; applications of the Taylor system .

railroad cars; railroad operation (steam Everyone is familiar with the type of

and electric ); railroad repairs; registers; scientific study illustrated in Mr. Taylor's

rifles; roller bearings; sashes and doors ; characteristic case of Schmidt, the pig

saws; scales ; scientific and professional iron handler, who was investigated, tabu

instruments ; ship building; ship repairs; lated and reduced to a law by two engi

shoes ; silk goods; neers of national rep

stationery ;steamship utation and two col

operation ; steel cast
WHERE " SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT"

lege students. So

ings and forgings ; elaborate are the

steel products, heavy ; scientific procedures

145 applications in eighty odd industries :

structural iron ; tex described by Mr.

tiles; textile machin 84.1 % to factories ( including the repair shops
Taylor in his books

of four railroads).

ery; typewriters ; 3.4% to railroad and steamship companies that a suspicion has

valves and steam fit (exclusive of their repair shops ). arisen that in some

tings; watches; wire 2.8% to municipal work .
cases the interest in

2.8% to public service corporations.

goods ; and wire perfecting a method
2.8% to publishing houses .

weaving machinery. 2.0 % to building and construction companies.
by mathematical and

A reader of SYSTEM 0.7% to a department store . experimental means

may be struck with 0.7% to a bank. would tend ' to over

the fact that to date
0.7% to a professional society .

shadow the interest

there is only one de in reducing expense

partment store on or increasing output .

this list of applications. It is true that , However, a study of the work of the

although the administration of many successful practitioners of " scientific man

department stores is far behind that of agement” shows that their investigations

modern factories , little has been done in have always been guided by financial

this field . considerations. As a matter of fact, in

The actual selling of goods presents a the most conspicuous cases , as in Mr.

problem so complex and with so many Taylor's experiments on metal- cutting,

variables as to raise a question about the they have paid for themselves through

practicability of a complete application savings. This coincidence of technolog

of all the present methods of " scientific ical and pecuniary advantage was evident

management.” However this question in every plant I investigated.

may be answered , the administration of a This analysis of the results actually

department store includes many factors obtained by " scientific management" may

besides the selling of goods - such as their well follow two topics: ( 1 ) , the develop

purchase, receipt , storage, handling, pack ment of the various details of administra

ing and delivery - which are essentially tion ; and (2 ) , the final effect on the

the same as the corresponding factory profits of the business as a whole. It is

problems ; and costs relating to them are conceivable that isolated instances of im

susceptible to similar treatment. In one provements in the output and quality

department store , to the writer's knowl may be very striking , while nevertheless

edge , a beginning has been made on this the total result may not be substantially

side of the problem . better, or may even be worse.
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THE PRODUCTION OF SOME WORKERS INCREASES 200%

The most substantial improvements to result from “scientific management” have

been secured in machine shop work, where the highly technical nature of the

factors involved has given special warrant for the assistance of expert investi

gators. Nothing is more common than instances of two-fold and three- fold

increases in output from the same machine and the same workman , according

to Mr. Thompson's investigation among plants which have adopted "scientific

management.” Increases of even from seven to ten times are not rare . With

machines other than machine tools, however, the increases have not been so large

The real test of the success of a system expenditures and returns which alone

of management, in other words , is not to provide the basis for a final appraisal.

be found in isolated examples of good The most complete and frank discussion

work on administrative details, but rather of total results is found in the reports of

in its net effect on the business as a General Crozier , chief of ordnance in the

whole. For obvious reasons it is difficult American army, on the operation of the

to get accurate information on this ques- Taylor system in the government arsenals

tion from private plants. An investigator which show, during one year :

is struck with the fact that while the
Savings from improved shop man

managers of private concerns are , as a agement and the premium system ... $ 240,461.93

rule, very free in their discussions of these Savings resulting from the use of

single instances of improvement, they

surplus stock .. 122,789.61

are reluctant to give the larger figures of Total of savings... $ 363,251.54
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One private concern , manufacturing The gross results, of course , are not

molding machines, reports that its prod- always so favorable as those obtained

uct is now three times what it was before in these plants. There have been partial

it adopted " scientific management,” while successes and unquestioned failures, to

its total force has remained the same. say nothing of one curious example, a

Another is producing slightly more than textile machine shop, which, at the end

it did six years ago with a little over of three years, apparently showed a fail

two- thirds the force it then had . ure, but to which a sudden access of

Another plant manufacturing automo- energy brought a complete and strik

biles under the Taylor system reports it ing success.

is saving seven hundred and fifty dollars Of the 107 industrial plants for which

per car; while still another factory of information on this point is available,

this type, in which the application of the and in which the work has progressed

system has extended only over one year, far enough to warrant the formation of a

reports already a saving of one hundred judgment, fifty - eight may be called com

dollars per car. Another plant , which had plete successes, fifteen partial successes .

passed its dividends for several years , and thirty -four failures. Twenty -nine of

found itself in a position, partly as the these thirty -four failures are connected

result of the development of the system , with forms of management derived from

to declare a dividend of eighteen per cent. the Taylor system , which amounts to 38.6

A structural iron concern reported that per cent of the applications of such forms.

the total cost of installing the system , Five are connected with the original Taylor

eighteen thousand dollars, was recovered forms, which represents 9.4 per cent of the

by it from savings effected within three applications of these original types. Of

years. The results of the application of the seventeen cases now to my knowledge

" scientific management" to the Santa Fé in process, there is good reason to suppose

Railroad are hotly disputed, but on the that fifteen will be partial or complete

whole it seems clear that considerable successes, and that two will probably

economies were accomplished. result in failures .

RECORD OF “ SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT" IN 107 PLANTS

COMPLETELY SUCCESSFUL, 58

PARTLY

SUCCESSFUL, 15

FAILURES. 34

WHAT " SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT” HAS ACCOMPLISHED

This chart shows graphically the gross results obtained from " scientific manage

agement” in 107 industrial plants. Fifty-four and three - tenths per cent of these

cases were successes, fourteen per cent partial successes, and thirty -one and

seven-tenths failures . Thirty -eight and six -tenths per cent of the failures used

forms derived from the Taylor system and 9.4 per cent the Taylor forms
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WHAT " SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT" HAS DONE

MACHINE SHOP WORK :

Output increased 200 per cent to 300 per cent

frequently .

Output increased 200 per cent to 1,000 per cent
in some instances.

Stocks of materials on hand reduced .

BRICKLAYING :

Output increased 200 per cent to 300 per cent

MACHINES (other than machine tools ):

Payroll decreased .

Output increased from 30 per cent to 100 per cent.

HAND OPERATIONS:

Output increased 10 per cent to 300 per cent.

Valuable material conserved.

Quality of output bettered .

STOCKS OR MATERIALS :

Reduced one-tenth in many cases.

(Materials decreased 33 per cent, output in

creased 50 per cent, in one instance .)

Reductions in the varieties of materials carried

by means of standardization .

Development of better materials through stand

ardization.

ROUTING OF WORK IN PROCESS :

Uniformly improved (an automobile manufac

turer reports a saving of $750 on each car )

INSPECTION OF COMPLETED WORK :

Uniformly helpful to both processes and the

final product.

EQUIPMENT:

More satisfactory equipment frequently devel

oped .

SELLING :

Little done in distributive fields yet (one small

concern has applied “ scientific management"

to its selling activities with success , however ).

FINAL PROFITS:

Saved three arsenals $ 323,251.54 in a year.

Increased output of a plant making molding

machines 300 per cent.

Increased output of another plant slightly and

cut its force 30 per cent.

Saved one automobile concern $ 100 on each car

and another $750

Helped a concern which had not been paying
dividends to pay 18 per cent.

TOTAL RESULTS (out of 107 industrial plants ):

54.2 per cent complete successes .

14.1 per cent partial successes .

31.7 per cent (29 of these connected with derived

forms of "scientific management " ) failures.

17, also , in process (of these 15 will probably be
complete or partial successes ) .

LABOR :

Wages never lower than customary .

Wages increased 10 per cent to 70 per cent for

from 50 per cent to 85 per cent of the em

ployees affected, in cases where " scientific

management" has been in operation three

years or more.

Health not lowered .

Accidents not increased .

Stability of payroll increased.

Thrift and sobriety probably increased, though

in a few instances tendency toward extrav

agance and dissipation increased.

Employees developed to the promotion pointfaster.

Personal effectiveness of employees increased .

Technical effectiveness of employees broadened .

An analysis of the causes behind the On the other hand , even more failures

failures show a noticeable concentration are due to the managements themselves.

about two factors: ( 1 ) , the personality Chief among the causes arising from this

of the consulting engineers ; and (2 ) , the source has been the spasmodic way in

personality of the managements. Several which owners, without due investigation

failures are due to the inexperience and or realization of what the development

incompetence of the so-called “ experts" of " scientific management” means, have

in charge; others to the experts ' lack of rushed into it only to begin to vacillate

adaptability to new conditions or to the before the engineers had had time to

personality of the owners; and still others produce any substantial results .

to an unwillingness on the part of the In a considerable proportion of the

experts to familiarize themselves person failures there has been marked dissension

ally with shop operations. in the managements, notably in certain

In at least two cases the experts spoiled instances where the foremen have for a

their chances of success by indulgence in long time enjoyed practical control of the

impractical and expensive experiments. business. This condition is fostered also

In one instance the wholesale importation by absentee control, or control by finan

of outside men, although it was made ciers or lawyers who are unacquainted

necessary , it is true , by the unwillingness with the practices of industrial manage

of the management to provide men from ment, and who are , therefore, unable to

its own staff, was a large contributing adjust the inevitable difficulties which in

factor . almost every case arise between subordi
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nate officials and the "scientific manage- organization, as happened in a garment

ment" experts. factory. In but once instance , at least

There must be mentioned also a few to my knowledge, has the threat of labor

cases where the sheer incompetency of difficulties been even partially responsible

the managements made success under any for failure, and here the situation was so

system impossible . complicated with financial troubles – in

In a fairly large proportion of instances, 1907 – and the viewpoint of an unsympa

failure was due to the financial inability thetic management , that it is difficult now

of the owners to carry through the de to determine precisely what weight should

velopment they had begun. Occasionally be given to this factor.

this has been due to lack of foresight , As may be expected , these causes of

but , in the majority of cases , the super- failure have, in practically every case ,

vening of a period of severe business de- operated in combinations of two or three

pression , such as occurred in 1907 and or more . The striking fact to be drawn

between 1913 and 1914 , is to blame. from the investigation is that , with one

In one or two instances this difficulty possible exception , the failures have been

has been complicated by the cessation of due entirely to the experts or the managers

sales of the product manufactured , due and owners , or both , and never to difficulty

either to a change of public taste, as in the with workmen - and this without regard

case of a factory making bicycle roller to whether or not the workers were or

bearings , or to the weakness of the selling ganized .
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TYPICAL WORKERS IN A SCIENTIFICALLY MANAGED PLANT

It is difficult to determine in detail the extent to which the interest, loyalty,

sobriety, thrift and ambition of employees is increased under “ scientific manage

ment.” The advocates of " scientific management " feel that such an increase is

the natural and usual result of their methods. Mr. Thompson reports that if one

judges from a rapid personal inspection of employees at work under "scientific

management,” there can be no question of their closer application to their tasks.

These ten workmen, who are apparently both vigorous and capable , work under

"scientific management” at the Philadelphia plant of the Link-Belt Company

Let us turn now to the development of ance of expert investigators. Nothing is

the various details of administration and more common than instances of two-fold

the share of " scientific management ” in and three-fold increases in output from

improving them : the same machine and the same workman .

As might be expected, the most sub- Increases of from seven to ten times are

stantial improvements brought about by not rare .

" scientific management” have been made On the other hand, a type of industry

in machine shop work, where the highly which would not appear to call for any

technical nature of the factors involved considerable degree of technical knowledge

has given special warrant for the assist- -bricklaying – has shown equally aston
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ishing results . With machines other delays due to the absence of necessary

than machine tools, however, it has not materials have been practically eliminated .

appeared practicable to secure such large In some cases the variety of materials

increases in efficiency, except in the di- carried has been reduced ninety per cent .

rection of reducing the number of men In almost all cases the quantities of

tending one machine or of increasing the certain materials on hand have been re

number of automatic machines tended by duced and of others increased , to meet

one man. the demands as shown by the record

It is not uncommon to find a man who of the issues from the stocks . Occa

previously tended two gear-cutting or sionally , as in the case of several large

screw machines now taking care of five; machine shops, this has made on the

while on the other hand I have seen whole a substantial reduction in the

machines , which formerly required the quantities and value of the materials

attention of three men, now adequately on hand and of the space occupied.

cared for by two. With the ordinary run One manager said that he now carries

of industrial machines, semi-automatic one-third as much material , but does fifty

and each tended by one operator, increases per cent more business. In some plants ,

of output appear to range from thirty however, investigation has shown that the

per cent to one hundred per cent - the storage facilities and the quantities of

majority being , so far as I have been materials carried were utterly inadequate,

able to find, nearer the lower limit . and this has led in such cases to important

The application of these methods to enlargements in the storage space, includ

hand operations has shown variable re- ing even the addition of new buildings

sults . The extraordinary differences in and the increase of capital investments.

effectiveness between different workers The increases of capital were not propor

handling the same operations are already tional , however, to the increases in space ,

well known to managers.
as the changes meant in such cases a

Examples are furnished by certain types greater concentration in storerooms of

of workers . The time study and instruc- materials previously scattered over the

tion methods of " scientific management” operating area of the plant . This was

have increased their output from ten per accompanied by a standardization of the

cent to about three hundred per cent materials and a reduction in the number

the majority of the cases lying between of varieties carried , which resulted in an

sixty per cent and one hundred per cent increase in the quantity of the standard,

Instances have been found , as in the case but a decrease in the total of all the mate

of gold laying in a bookbindery , where rials on hand.

economy in the use of material and Other important results are found in

quality of output were more important improvements of the product and a stand

than production increases. These factors ardization of materials and equipment,

have been taken into consideration, the The inspection , routing and cost systems

bonus arranged accordingly, and the de- characteristic of " scientific management”

sired improvement in economy and quality have certain accomplishments to their

attained . credit, too . Then there is also the big

Other details of the Taylor system of question of the effect of " scientific manage

" scientific management, ” though less spec- ment ” on workmen . All of these factors

tacular , have been highly effective. The must be carefully considered before a com

characteristic handling of materials, in- plete answer can be given to our question :

cluding their purchase, receipt , inspection , Has " scientific management" made good ?

storage , issuance and control , has led to There is not room to consider them at

important consequences . In all instances length here , so I will put them over to

of successful applications of the system, the December issue.



THE SECOND OF TWO ARTICLES ON WHAT THE TAYLOR SYSTEM OFFERS MANAGER AND WORKER

HAS “ SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT"

MADE GOOD ?

Does it give prompt deliveries , a better product,

improved equipment? Does it raise wages ,

increase proficiency and hold the men ?

By C. BERTRAND THOMPSON Illustrated with PHOTOGRAPHS

THIS article, likethe one by Mr. Thompson pub ness. Many plants , such as certain type

lished in System for November , is based on an

investigation of practically every installation of the
writer factories, manufacture parts for

Taylor system of scientific management in this stock , doing only their assembling on

country. Because the attention which has been order. In such cases the routing of parts

attracted to " scientific management” since it first

obtained widespread notice five years ago has
is easily standardized and administered ;

come from many industries, this investigation was and the routing of the assembly work is

necessarily extended. It occupied an important almost equally simple .

part of Mr. Thompson's time for about four years ,

and took him into twelve states. In analyzing the
On the other hand , several plants were

vastamount of detailed material that resulted , found which manufacture from the begin

Mr. Thompson has fortunately been able to draw
upon first-hand experience, for he is one of the ning to the end almost exclusively on

men who were intimately associated with Frederick order , with the specifications varying for

W. Taylor, and has himself installed " scientific
each job . Repair shops are extreme il

management” in several plants . In future issues

SYSTEM plans to give the experiences of some busi
lustrations of this . In such cases the rout

ness men with " scientific management ” and J. S. ing system is necessarily elaborate and

Runnells, president of the Pullman Company, has

promised the first of these articles for an early issue.

complex , and yet even in these it is valu

able, in the opinion of the managers, for

the very reason that the variety and com

N LAST month's article under this plexity of the orders makes all the greater

heading I analyzed the extent to the danger of unnecessary losses.

which the Taylor system of scientific As a routing system usually involves

management has been applied and told of the preparation of separate job tickets,

thegross results obtained . I also described inspection orders , and move orders ” for

some of the effects the system has had on each operation , its complexity is again

specific industries and the use of materials . influenced by the relative length of the

This information helps to answer our separate operations . In one plant , or

question : Has the Taylor system of scien part of a plant, for instance, the piece or

tific management made good ? But we the lot may be at a given machine for

also require facts on other detailed effects from four hours to ten days. If this condi

of " scientific management, ” and above tion predominates, the number of orders

all data showing how it reacts on work to be written and handled is relatively

men . This article is intended to supply small - as in machine shops , usually .

this information .
On the other hand, operations on indi

The routing systems prescribed by " sci- vidual orders and at each machine may

entific management,” for instance , occur in be very short , ranging from twenty min

many and varying degrees of elaborate utes down to two or three minutes, as

I

662
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in a stationery concern or a plant manu has unquestionably saved him seven hun

facturing small electric apparatus on dred and fifty dollars per car. In other

order . Where operations of this type plants the testimony varies (according to

predominate, the amount of clerical work the type of industry) as to whether or

necessarily is relatively great . not the routing system alone has been an

This has, in fact , presented one of the economical institution ; but where these

most serious problems that “ scientific plants have gone on to the development

management” has had to solve . There is of task and bonus plans , they are unani

usually a choice between an expensive mous in their assertion of its value as

completeness of control and a relatively an indispensable accessory to those fea

inexpensive but risky incompleteness . tures of management .

Evidence of the effectiveness of routing Mr. Taylor had developed , and used

systems installed under “ scientific manage- successfully in practice, a thoroughly

ment” is to be found in every instance modern cost system before most of the

where the installation has been fully de present cost accountants were born ;

veloped . Work goes through with a speed and today the cost system characteristic

and a certainty unknown to former types of his system is at least abreast of the

of administration . times, if not ahead of them. " Scientific

One automobile manufacturer , who has management," however, lays such stress

developed the stores and routing systems on the primary importance of improved

of “ scientific management, ” but not the production , and the secondary impor

task and bonus plans , says that the rout tance of the cost statistics relating to

ing system alone - a most elaborate one - production , that it does not talk of its

" SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT " ENABLED THIS WORKMAN TO FOLD THREE SHEETS FOR EVERY ONE

HANDLED IN THE OLD WAY . MR. THOMPSON FINDS THAT THE WORKERS DO NOT USUALLY QUES .

TION THE MANAGEMENT'S RIGHT TO A SHARE OF THEIR INCREASED PRODUCTION
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cost system as an independent entity . to have marked the development of " sci

In a very few instances it has provided entific management” methods. Thus, in

a cost system alone for a client , and one instance , an American plant manu

apparently to the client's satisfaction . facturing roller bearings, which heretofore

This same emphasis on production has had been unable to compete with Euro

led , unfortunately , to a neglect of the pean makes, has so improved the quality

highly important field of distribution . It of its product as to secure a foothold for

has been pointed out many times that it in spite of the foreign competition .

those principles characteristic of scientific Some of the most interesting results of

management ” which have proved them "scientific management” have been the

selves capable of such successful applica- outcome of its characteristic policy of

tion to production , might - and should - standardization of materials and equip

be extended with proper modifications to ment. First among these must be men

cover the fields of selling and financing. tioned the discovery of high -speed steel

Important results have followed from by Mr. Taylor and Mr. Maunsel White.

the application of the inspection system This discovery was a by - product of

which has developed under " scientificman their effort to standardize the tools with

agement , " with its emphasis on preventive, which the task was to be performed.

rather than remedial , inspection. Another Many illustrations of the same type of

result has been a substantial improve- accomplishment, on a smaller scale, might

ment of the product which seems always easily be given. It is sufficient to say,

however, that almost everyplant now using

" scientific management ” in its original

form has reduced its main material re

quirements to specifications, and that in

many cases these specifications are for

materials standardized and improved to

meet particular requirements.

Concurrently with the standardization

of materials has gone a standardization

of equipment.

The work of Mr. Taylor and Mr. Barth

on the standardization of cutting tools,

of belting and of machine design is char

acteristic and famous.

This work is , of course, still going on ;

and each new industry, and even each

new plant, is presenting opportunities,

brought out by time study, for the con

tinuous modification and improvement of

equipment. The aim here is always to

increase the capacity and endurance of

the machine and the ease with which it

is handled by the operator.

This extends also to small equipment,

such as trucks and hand tools. Usually ,

however, these efforts have been directed

BUNDLING MACHINE OUTPUT IN A MASSACHU
almost exclusively toward the immediately

SETTS FACTORY INCREASED FIFTY TO ONE HUN .

productive side of the plant , while the
DRED PER CENT UNDER SCIENTIFIC METHODS

equipment for clerical work has been com

paratively neglected, apparently because
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“ SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT” DEMANDS FAR -SIGHTED PURCHASING AND ACCURATE STOREKEEPING

SO THAT NO ORDER NEED WAIT ON MATERIALS. THIS STOREROOM WAS ERECTED TO MEET

THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE TAYLOR SYSTEM

17 21:11.97

its contact with the profits is often in to anything like completion, the bonus

direct, principle was being effectively applied ,

Thus far we have been discussing the re In practice it was found that where

sults of “ scientific management ” from the the system had been in operation three

point of view of the employer. A move years or more, from fifty per cent to

ment, however, which has already affected eighty -five per cent of the employees were

over sixty-eight thousand employees (in- earning bonuses ranging from ten per cent

cluding about twenty thousand in trans to sixty or seventy per cent. In addition

portation activities, in addition to the to this there was at least one plant ,

forty -eight thousand in industrial plants) , using the Taylor differential piece rate ,

and which bids fair to extend to a much in which the low rate is ten per cent

greater number, must be considered with above that prevailing in the community,

equal care from the point of view of its , while the high rate is forty -three per cent

influence and effect on the workman. higher .

First , as to wages. In no case that I It is pertinent to inquire , however,

could find were the basic rates lower than whether the increased wages , due to in

those customarily paid in the industry and creased output, are obtained at the cost

locality involved. In every case where the of the health of the employees. This

development of the system had progressed question has been fully investigated and
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seen

the conclusion reached that not only is the greater proportion of accidents during

their health unimpaired, but that, on the these nine months occurred among the

contrary, the conditions under which day workers.”

maximum efficiency is secured have led The extent to which the interest , loy

to improvements in health . alty , sobriety, thrift and ambition of

The investigation at the Watertown employees are increased, as is claimed by

arsenal was unable to find any case of the advocates of " scientific management"

injuries to health traceable to " scientific to be the natural and usual result of their

management." Since that investigation , it work , is difficult to determine in detail .

has been alleged that there has been an If one judge from rapid personal in

increase of accidents at the Watertown spection of employees at work under

arsenal . The analysis made by General " scientific management," there can be no

Crozier shows, however, that the increase question of their closer application and

in accidents has been among those who deeper interest in the tasks they are doing.

are not yet working on the task and This interest extends beyond their own

bonus provisions of " scientific manage work to that of the management.

ment.” Indeed , among those who are op Inasmuch as the success of the worker

erating under the Taylor system he found, in earning the bonus depends partly on

on the contrary, a decreased number of the smoothness with which the admin

accidents. istrative department is conducted , the

This point is so important that it is foremen and other executives receive nu

worth while to give General Crozier's state merous and forceful suggestions on this

ment regarding it : “ Careful record of all score if anything goes wrong. I have

accidents is kept at the arsenal. Most of often workmen reminding their

the accidents occur in the machine shop. " bosses, ” in no uncertain terms, of their

During the fiscal year ended June 30 , 1912, failure to live up to their managerial

the total number injured in this shop was responsibilities. In fact , the authority of

thirty -four, of which five , or 14.7 per cent, the operators within their own sphere is

were working on premium at the time . one of the outstanding peculiarities of

“ During the fiscal year ended June 30 , a plant using “ scientific management.”

1913 , fifty-seven persons were injured in

the machine shop , of which thirteen, or HOW THE TAYLOR SYSTEM OF SCIENTIFIC MAN

22.8 per cent, were premium workers . AGEMENT AFFECTS THE LOYALTY OF EMPLOYEES

During these two years the number of

workmen employed in the machine shop Perhaps the most striking evidences of

remained about the same, but the amount loyalty of employees under "scientific man

of premium work increased nearly four- agement” are the length of time they

fold . That is , while the amount of pre remain with their plants and the relative

mium work increased about three hundred infrequency of changes in the payrolls .

per cent , the percentage of accidents to With reference to sobriety, experience

premium workers increased only 8.1%. has shown that immoderate drinkers are

“ During the nine months from October incapable of standing up to the work ,

to June, 1913, thirty - three machinists with the result that they have gradually

were injured , ten of whom , or approxi- eliminated themselves from plants using

mately thirty per cent, were premium " scientific management. ” Thrift and ambi

workers. During this same period 44.8 tion are qualities which can not be created

per cent of the work in the machine shop by “scientificmanagement," but the oppor

was premium work . It thus appears that tunity for their exercise may be provided

the percentage of accidents among the by a favorable environment , an environ

premium workers was less than the per ment including high wages and a recog

centage of premium work ; that is , that nition of superior ability. Such an en
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SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF MATERIALS AND WASTE DICTATED THE ARRANGEMENT OF THIS BINDERY

THE GLASS SCREENS PROTECTING THE DESKS AT WHICH GOLD LEAF IS APPLIED EFFECT A LARGE

SAVING OF GOLD EACH YEAR

* 124 * 21131112111 -IKHL

vironment is provided by “ scientific man One might be led to infer from the

agement," and my observations confirm amount of discussion in the newspapers

those of other investigators to the effect that there has been considerable trouble

that the favorable conditions are being between “scientific management ” and or

taken advantage of . ganized labor. A brief strike at the Water

One is forcibly struck by the notable town arsenal , a few years ago , brought

increase in the personal efficiency of oper about by a failure to observe the instruc

atives who have worked for any length of tions of the “scientific management” ex

time under " scientificmanagement's " task pert in charge, provided the opportunity

and bonus plans. This is the logical re for making the Taylor system an official

sult of the intensified personal instruction and quasi-political issue .

given to them by the management. This led to numerous congressional and

Another logical consequence of this in- other investigations , and to legislation

struction has been the development of aimed at the use of the stop watch and

employees to the promotion point faster the payment of bonus in government

than it was possible to find openings for plants. All the evidence shows that the

them . This condition has occasionally net result of the use of the stop watch

been met by finding them better paid · has been a great improvement in the

and higher positions in other plants. conditions of the work , the comfort , the

Another characteristic result has been health and the satisfaction of the operator;

the broadening of the technical proficiency while the advantage of the bonus to the

of the employee. This follows from the competent worker is too obvious to call

method, sometimes pursued with " scien- for comment.

tific management," of training men in The fact is that in private plants ,

several varieties of work , in order to be where it has not been practical to make a

able to exchange them from one depart- political issue of “ scientific management , '

ment of the factory to another to meet there has been no trouble with organized

seasonal fluctuations The possibilities of labor. There are union men in a very

this policy have not , however, by any large proportion of the plants now operat

means been exhausted . ing under the Taylor system of scientific
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management and those systems derived count of the satisfaction of the employees

from it . with the conditions of their work.

The management asks no questions In a plant , where “scientific manage

regarding their affiliations , and the men, ment” was fully developed and in complete

organized or otherwise, make no com operation , the management, for reasons

plaints about their work, except such as unconnected with the system or with

would arise naturally and normally in working conditions , has itself authorized

the daily operation of any plant. Even and aided the organization of its em

the apparent disproportion between the ployees. In the great majority of appli

increased output , amounting in some cases cations, however, there is no attention

to one hundred per cent, and the increased paid to the question of whether or not

wages, amounting in the majority of in the employees are unionized ; and the local

stances to thirty per cent , is not made the unions, conversely, have ignored the de

subject of dispute, as the men are gen- velopment of " scientific management."

erally intelligent enough to admit the cost

of the new system to the management A WORD ABOUT SOME OF THE FAILURES CHARGED

and to agree to the necessity of dividing AGAINST " SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT"

profits with the management, which takes

the risks . Every day one hears that "scientific

While it is true that , with the single management" has been tried in So-and

exception of the Watertown incident , So's plant , and that it either started a

there has been no strike connected with strike or put the company into bank

the development of the Taylor form of ruptcy, or was thrown out after a trial .

scientific management , it must be ad Investigation shows almost invariably that

mitted that there have been a few in the plant mentioned never used anything

stances of “ labor troubles” in connection in the slightest degree resembling " scien

with the installation of certain derived tific management.'

forms , due in general either to the bung In any discussion of the subject it is

ling of a subordinate on the job , as in highly important that " scientific manage

the case of a plush mill , or to the irrec ment” plants be identified by their re

oncilable attitude of the union leaders, lation to Mr. Taylor, the originator and

as in the case of the engineers on the founder of the Taylor system . If the

Santa Fé . In other plants there have system in the plant was developed by

been conferences in a few instances be Mr. Taylor personally, or by any of his

tween the management and the repre assistants or co-workers while associated

sentatives of local unions concerning the with him , then the Taylor system may be

details of administration , and arrange held responsible for the results ; other

ments satisfactory to both sides have wise not.

resulted . When this qualification is kept in mind,

an impartial investigator must admit that ,

HOW “ SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT" IS EXTENDED from the viewpoint of the employer,

TO DEPARTMENTS USING ORGANIZED LABOR the employee or the public , the Tay- .

lor system is a demonstrated success.

In a few cases the extension of " scientific If one takes into account its indirect

management" from unorganized parts of as well as direct results , including the

the plant to other departments highly greatly stimulated interest of manufac

organized has been delayed on account turers in modern methods and of the

of the fear of opposition from the unions. public in general efficiency, it will be in

In several instances the efforts of labor creasingly realized what a potent factor

organizers to unionize departments using in modern industrial development Mr.

" scientific management” have failed on ac Taylor's work has actually been .



Frederick Winslow Taylor describes how to
change a business from traditional management
to Scientific Management, based on his
experience doing so in steel and paper
companies in the mid-1880s to 1890s. This is an
excerpt of his famous 1903 paper, "Shop
Management," republished in 1912. Taylor's
entire 143 page "Shop Management" paper can
be found here (pages 1337-1480)
https://archive.org/details/transactionsof24amer
/page/1336/mode/2up?view=theater
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of living naturally rises in the same propor many lines of trade it costs more to sell than

tion , and nobody is economically any better to produce , and still more in interest on the

off. When production , however , increases capital invested , which is just as necessary

along with wages, the cost of living is held as labor itself . It cannot be denied , how

down and labor is more prosperous. So also ever, that good wages help consumption far

when more is produced for the same wages, more than excessive profits in a few hands,

the cost of living drops , to the manifestand, to maintain a steady market and a good

advantage of all labor. The real interest of demand for all the products of industry, let

labor lies , therefore, in the maximum pro us hope that capitalists and the captains of

duction and the most advantageous distribu- industry will eventually realize that it pays

tion of wealth to the proletariat . But the to be liberal to the lower ranks of labor, and

maximum production can be brought about so build up a higher type of citizenship ,

only by unequal distribution , which supplies which will produce and consume a larger

the necessary incentive to bring out the best portion of the good things of life . To this

effort of the individual worker in every form end Scientific Management is moving, and

of active business life . The proletariat is motion study , as a part of it , is helping the

too prone to think that he is the whole thing good work along :-Wilfred Lewis, in Engi

in the production of wealth , whereas in neering, Jan. 5 , 1912 .

Changing from Ordinary to Scientific

Management

1

BY FREDERICK W. TAYLOR

Before starting to make any radical and employee through “high wages and a

changes leading toward an improvement in low labor cost , ” the gradual selection and

the system of management, it is desirable , development of a body of first - class picked

and for ultimate success in most cases neces workmen who will work extra hard and

sary, that the directors and the improvement receive extra high wages and be dealt with

owners of an enterprise shall be made to individually instead of in masses ; and that

understand, at least in a general way, what this this can only be accomplished through

is involved in the change. They should be the adoption of precise and exact methods,

informed of the leading objects which the and having each smallest detail , both as to

new system aims at , such , for instance , as methods and appliances, carefully selected

rendering mutual the interests of employer as to be the best of its kind . They

should understand the general philosophy of
The following article is made up of excerpts

from Mr. Taylor's paper, “ Shop Management,” which the system and should see that, as a whole,

was read before the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers in 1903. This paper is the foundation of it must be in harmony with its few leading

the entire Scientific Management movement, and

every article on Scientific Management which has ap ideas, and that principles and details which

peared in the last few years is either anamplifica
tion of some portion of the paper or an illustration are admirable in one type of management

of some of the truths contained in it. We have been

asked many times within the past couple of years have no place whatever in another. They

what is involved in the change from ordinary system
of management to Scientific Management. We feel should be shown that it pays to employ an

that the answer can best be given in the words of

Mr. Taylor himself, and we have, therefore,gathered especial corps to introduce a new system just

together in the accompanying article the various

paragraphs of Mr. Taylor's paper which bear on this as it pays to employ especial designers and

very important phase of Scientific Management. —
workmen to build a new plant ; that, while aEditor.

SO

1
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new system is being introduced , almost through a series of object-lessons . They

twice the number of foremen are required must be convinced that a great increase in

as are needed to run it after it is in ; that all speed is possible by seeing here and there

of this costs money, but that , unlike a new a man among them increase his pace and

plant , returns begin to come in almost from double or treble his output . They must see

the start from improved methods and ap- this pace maintained until they are convinced

pliances as they are introduced , and that in that it is not a mere spurt; and, most im

most cases the new system more than pays portant of all , they must see the men who

for itself as it goes along ; that time , and a “ get' there ” in this way receive a proper

great deal of time , is involved in a radical increase in wages and become satisfied. It is

change in management, and that in the case only with these object-lessons in plain sight

of a large works, if they are incapable of that the new theories can be made to stick .

looking ahead and patiently waiting for from It will be in presenting these object-lessons

two to four years , they had better leave and in smoothing away the difficulties so that

things just as they are, since a change of the high speed can be maintained , and in

system involves a change in the ideas , point assisting to form public opinion in the shop,

of view and habits of many men with strong that the great efficiency of functional fore

convictions and prejudices , and that this can manship under the direction of the planning

only be brought about slowly and chiefly room will first become apparent .

through a series of object-lessons, each of In reaching the final high rate of speed

which takes time , and through continued rea which shall be steadily maintained , the broad

soning ; and that for this reason , after de- fact should be realized that the men must

ciding to adopt a given type , the necessary pass through several distinct phases, rising

steps should be taken as fast as possible, from one plane of efficiency to another until

cne after another , for its introduction . They the final level is reached. First they must

should be convinced that an increase in the be taught to work under an improved sys

proportion of non -producers to producers of day work. Each man must

means increased economy and not red tape, learn how to give up his own particular way

providing the non -producers are kept busy of doing things , adapt his methods to the

at their respective functions . They should many new standards and grow accustomed

be prepared to lose some of their valuable to receiving and obeying directions covering

men who cannot stand the change and also details large and small which in the past

for the continued indignant protest of many have been left to his individual judgment.

of their old and trusted employees who can At first the workmen can see nothing in all

see nothing but extravagance in the new of this but red tape and useless and im

ways and ruin ahead. It is a matter of the pertinent interference, and time must be al

first importance that , in addition to the lowed them to recover from their irritation ,

directors of the company, all of those con 1.ot only at this but at every stage in their

nected with the management should be given upward march. If they have been classed

a broad and comprehensive view of the gen- together and paid uniform wages for each

eral objects to be attained and the means class , the better men should be singled out

which will be employed . They should fully and given higher wages so that they shall

realize before starting on their work and distinctly recognize the fact that each man

should never lose sight of the fact that the is to be paid according to his individual

great object of the new organization is to worth . After becoming accustomed to di

bring about two momentous changes in the rection in minor matters , they must gradually

men. learn to obey instructions as to the pace at

Their real instruction, however, must come which they are to work, and grasp the idea,
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first, that the planning department knows old system to the new , slowly at first, and

accurately how long each operation should rapidly as public opinion in the shop swings

take ; and second, that sooner or later they around under the influence of proper object

will have to work at the required speed if lessons. Throughout a considerable part of

they expect to prosper. After they are used the time, then , there will be two distinct sys

to following the speed instructions given tems of management in operation in the

them , then one at a time they can be raised same shop ; and in many cases it is desirable

to the level of maintaining a rapid pace to have the men working under the new

throughout the day. And it is not until this system managed by an entirely different set

final step has been taken that the fullmeasure of foremen , etc ., from those under the old .

of the value of the new system will be felt The first step, after deciding upon the type

by the men through daily receiving larger of organization , should be the selection of a

wages, and by the company through a mate- competent man to take charge of the intro

rially larger output and lower cost of pro - duction of the new system ; and the manager

duction . It is evident, of course, that all should think himself fortunate if he can get

of the workmen in the shop will not rise such a man at almost any price, since the

together from one level to another. Those task is a difficult and thankless one and but

engaged in certain lines of work will have few men can be found who possess the

reached their final high speed while others necessary information coupled with the

have barely taken the first step. The efforts knowledge of men , the nerve, and the tact

of the new management should not be spread required for success in this work. Theman

out thin over the whole shop. They should ager should keep himself free as far as

rather be focussed upon a few points, leav- possible from all active part in the introduc

ing the ninety and nine under the care of tion of the new system . While changes are

their former shepherds. After the efficiency going on it will require his entire energies

of the men who are receiving especial assist to see that there is no falling off in the

ance and training has been raised to the de- efficiency of the old system and that the

sired level, the means for holding them quality and quantity of the output is kept up.

there should be perfected , and they should The mistake which is usually made when a

never be allowed to lapse into their old ways. change in system is decided upon is that the

This will, of course, be accomplished in the manager and his principal assistants under

most permanent way and rendered almost take to make all of the improvements them

automatic , either through introducing " task selves during their spare time, with the

work with a bonus" or the " differential common result that weeks, months and years

rate ." Before taking any steps toward go by without anything great being accom

changingmethods the manager should realize plished. The respective duties of the man

that at no time during the introduction of ager and the man in charge of improvement,

the system should any broad , sweeping and the limits of the authority of the latter

changes be made which seriously affect a should be clearly defined and agreed upon ,

large number of the workmen . It would be always bearing in mind that responsibility

preposterous, for instance, in going from should invariably be accompanied by its cor

day to piece work to start a large number responding measure of authority . The worst

of men on piece work at the same time. mistake that can be made is to refer to any

Throughout the early stages of organization part of the new system as being " on trial."

each change made should affect one work - Once a given step is decided upon, all parties

man only , and after the single man affected must be made to understand that it will go

has becomeused to the new order of things, whether anyone around the place likes it or

then change one man after another from the rot. In making changes in system the
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things that are given a " fair trial” fail, while task of the organizer will be that of select

the things that "must go," go all right. ing and training the various functional fore

To decide where to begin is a perplexing men who are to lead and instruct the work

and bewildering problem which faces the re - men, and his success will be measured prin

organizer in management when he arrives in cipally by his ability to mould and teach

a large establishment. In making this de- these men . They cannot be found, they

cision, as in taking each subsequent step, the must be made. They must be instructed in

most important consideration which should their new functions largely, in the beginning

always be first in the mind of the reformer, at least, by the organizer himself ; and this

is "what effect will this step have upon the instruction to be effective, should be main

workmen ?” Through somemeans ( it would ly in actually doing the work . Explanation

almost appear some especial sense ), the and theory will go a little way, but actual

workman seems to scent the approach of a doing is needed to carry conviction . To il

reformer even before his arrival in town. lustrate : For nearly two and one-half years

Their suspicions are thoroughly aroused, and in the large shop of the Bethlehem Steel Co.,

they are on the alert for sweeping changes one speed boss after another was instructed

which are to be against their interests and in the art of cutting metals fast on a large

which they are prepared to oppose from the motor-driven lathe which was especially fit

start. The first changes, therefore, should ted to run at any desired speed within a

be such as to allay the suspicions of themen very wide range. The work done in this

and convince them by actual contact that the machine was entirely connected, either with

reforms are after all rather harmless. Such the study of cutting tools or the instruction

improvements then as directly affect the of speed bosses. It was most interesting

workmen least should be started first. At to see these men, principally either former

the same time it must be remembered that gang bosses or the best workmen , gradually

the whole operation is of necessity so slow change from their attitude of determined and

that the new system should be started at as positive opposition to that in most cases of

many points as possible, and constantly enthusiasm for, and earnest support of, the

pushed as hard as possible. A start can be new methods. It was actually running the

made at once along all of the following lathe themselves according to the new meth

lines : od and under the most positive and definite

If the works is a large one, the man in orders that produced the effect. The writer

charge of introducing the system should ap- himself ran the lathe and instructed the first

point a special assistant in charge of each of few bosses. It required from three weeks

the above functions, just as an engineer de- to two months for each man . Perhaps the

signing a new plant would start a number of most important part of the gang boss's and

draftsmen to work upon the various ele- foreman 's education lies in teaching them

ments of construction . Several of these to promptly obey orders and instructions

assistants will be brought into close contact received not only from the superintendent

with the men , who will in this way gradual- or some official high in the company, but

ly get used to seeing changes going on and from anymember of the planning room whose

their suspicion , both of the new men and the especial function it is to direct the rest of

methods,will have been allayed to such an ex - the works in his particular line ; and it may

tent before any changes which seriously af- be accepted as an unquestioned fact that no

fect them are made, that little or no de- gang boss . is fit to direct his men until af

termined opposition on their part need be an - ter he has learned to promptly obey instruc

ticipated. The most important and difficult tions received from any proper source ,
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whether he likes his instructions and the along well -planned lines , with all of the ele

instructor or not, and even although he may ments needed for success, and yet which

be convinced that he knows a much better fails to get either output or economy. There

way of doing the work. The first step is must be some man or men present in the

for each man to learn to obey the laws as organization who will not mistake the form

they exist, and next , if the laws are wrong, for the essence , and who will have brains

to have them reformed in the proper way. enough to find out those of their employees

In starting to organize even a compara- who "get there, " and nerve enough to make

tively small shop, containing say from 75 to it unpleasant for those who fail, as well as

100 men, it is best to begin by training in to reward those who succeed . No system

the full number of functional foremen, one can do away with the need of real men.

for each function, since it must be remem Both system and good men are needed, and

bered that about two out of three of those after introducing the best system , success

who are taught this work either leave of will be in proportion to the ability, consist

their own accord or prove unsatisfactory ; ency and respected authority of the manage

and in addition , while both the workmen ment.

and bosses are adjusting themselves to their There has never been a strike by men

new duties , there are needed fully twice the working under this system, although it has

number of bosses as are required to carry been applied at the Midvale Steel Works for

on the work after it is fully systematized. the past twenty years ; and the steel busi

Unfortunately, there is no means of se ness has proved during this period the most

lecting in advance those out of a number of fruitful field for labor organizations and

candidates for a given work who are like- strikes . And this notwithstanding the fact

ly to prove successful . Many of those who that the Midvale Company has never pre

appear to have all of the desired qualities , vented its men from joining any labor or

and who talk and appear the best , will turn ganization . All of the best men in the com

out utter failures, while on the other hand pany saw clearly that the success of a la

some of the most unlikely men rise to the bor organization meant the lowering of their

top. The fact is , that the more attractive wages in order that the inferior men might

qualities of good manners , education , and earn more, and, of course, could not be

even special training and skill , which are persuaded to join .

more apparent on the surface, count for less · The labor unionsparticularly the trades

in an executive position than the grit, de- unions of England — have rendered a great

termination and bulldog endurance and ten- service, not only to their members, but to

acity that knows no defeat and comes up the world , in shortening the hours of labor

smiling to be knocked down over and over and in modifying the hardships and improv

again . ing the conditions of wage-workers.

The first of the functional foremen to be Some method of disciplining the men is

brought into actual contact with the men unfortunately a necessary element of all sys

should be the inspector ; and the whole sys tems of management. It is important that

tem of inspection , with its proper safeguards a consistent , carefully considered plan should

should be in smooth and successful opera be adopted for this as for all other details

tion before any steps are taken toward stim- of the art . No system of discipline is at all

ulating the men to a larger output ; other- complete which is not sufficiently broad to

wise an increase in quantity will probably cover the great variety in the character and

be accompanied by a falling off in quality. disposition of the various men to be found

Of all the farces in management the great- in a shop.

est is that of an establishment organized The writer does not at all depreciate the
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value of the many semi-philanthropic and for their employers. They are, however ,

paternal aids and improvements, such as of distinctly secondary importance, and

comfortable lavatories, eating rooms, lecture should never be allowed to engross the at

halls , and free lectures, night schools, kinder- tention of the superintendent to the detri

gartens, baseball and athletic grounds, vil ment of the more important and fundamen

lage improvement societies and mutual bene tal elements of management. They should

ficial associations, unless done for advertis come in all establishments, but they should

ing purposes. These all tend to improve and come only after the great problem of work

elevate the workmen and make life better and wages has been permanently settled to

worth living. Viewed from the managers' the satisfaction of both parties. The solu

standpoint they are valuable aids in making tion of this problem will take more than the

more intelligent and better workmen, and in entire time of the management in the aver

promoting a kindly feeling among the men age case for several years .

The Science of Management in Practice --'IV

Symbols — A System Described and Its Uses Outlined

BY FREDERIC A. PARKHURST 2

4-A. VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF SYMBOLIZING . sary to know whether the house is an old

The prime object of any system of sym
mansard design , an early colonial type, or

a modern tenement structure in order to
bolizing is to provide a character which will

assist in the prompt identification of any identify it. The address enables us to direct

unit . The second object is to use a charac
one to this house to find it ourselves with a

ter flexible enough to include all branches

minimum of effort. The symbol should en

of a business , within its scope. The present
able one to identify an article or unit with

opportunities for the use of a practical, com

just as little effort. So , bearing in mind the

essential factor of identification , it is obvious
prehensive scheme of symbols are unlimited.

The author maintains, adverse criticism
that the greatest practical use will be obtained

to the contrary, that a symbol is an identifi
from that scheme of symbols which is found

cation mark first and foremost. The char
ed upon the simplest rules , with as few char

acter must positively differentiate one arti
acters as possible and which has the least

variations.

cle or unit from some other. If a simple

and not too cumbersome symbol could be de
The different schemes of symbols which

vised which would instantly tell by its form

have been developed from time to time may

or character what it represented , it might be be classed under the following general head

ideal , but so far all efforts along such lines ings :

have proved impractical. If we know the 1. Dewey Decimal System.

number of a house on a given street , for ex
2. Mnemonic System.

ample, 360 West 59th Street , it is not neces
3. Arbitrary System . A modification

of this might be called the
I ( opyright, 1912, by The Technical Literature Co.

? Production Engineer , Ferracute Machine ( 'o. , Group System .

Bridgeton , X. J.
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You could substitute the words "TPS" or "Lean"
for "Scientific Management." Written 109 years
ago, it still rings true today.



A Thought on Scientific Management

BY A DISCIPLE

Managers and level-headed business men pensate for the energy and time expended.

are prone to believe that Scientific Manage- But when the light is seen in one case, he

ment cannot be applie 1 with benefit in their should shift to another problem , and after

particular business. There can be no ques- he has attempted three or four different ones,

tion as to their sincerity . Honest men are there should be a return to the first. A

always open -minded , and will be glad to further study of this former problem will

alter any opinion , based cn inadequate or indicate to the student that he has mademis

incorrect information . The belief that Scien - takes in his first attempt, not necessarily se

tific Management is not suited to their prob- rious, but rather that his data were not com

lem is based on inadequate or incorrect in - plete and accurate , and that, as a conse

formation . quence, the conclusions based thereon , must

There are two methods by which one be revised.

may be converted to believe in this new It will not require a great deal of study

doctrine. One is the good old method of on the part of a sincere seeker after truth ,

Faith . The other is study and experiment. to show him that there are many little

The Disciples do not anticipate accessions things which come up, for which he is not

by Faith . But the way to an understand - able to apply the correct formula . He real

ing is becoming easier as the literature of izes that he needs instruction from one who

the subject increases. The recent article by knows, and when this time arrives, he will

Mr. Hathaway on time study will be a great have come to a mental attitude for further

help to any one wishing information . But development.

do not expect too much from reading . It U ntil one actually takes a watch and con

will be easier learned , as is chemistry, by cientiously studies some particular problem ,

experiment. it will be extremely difficult for him to ac

Few will be able to comprehend the ap- cept the principles involved . It is not usual

plicability of the principles without actually for one to accept, on faith alone, facts such

trying concientiously to apply them . One as are stated by disciples of Scientific Man

who wishes to study the subject, should se- agement. One must understand these prin

lect a simple problem and undertake, as a ciples or accept them on faith , before they

preliminary, a motion study of this prob- can be adopted as truth . They cannot be

lem . There is a very clear distinction be- understood without study of the most ele

tween motion study and time study, as ap- mentary parts. It would be no more un

plied by experts. Any one who will make reasonable to expect a student to understand

the effort may experiment with motion the conclusions of higher mathematics, of

study and, by continued experimenting, can those arrived at in the chemical labora

learn wherein the operating of the particu - tory, without preliminary study of elemen

lar problem may be improved . A small im - tary principles, than it would be to expect

provement will furnish an illustration of the men to understand the details of Scientific

principle involved , but the student must not Management, and its applicability to a par

expect that, without experience, he will be ticular problem , without an understanding

able to obtain results which will fully com - of motion study, or elementary time study.
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Scientific Management was the first systematic
approach to valuing labor. Dr. Lillian Gilbreth's
seminal work, "The Psychology of Management,"
extended that perspective. It was the result of
her doctoral work at the University of California
circa 1908-1911. The work would be published
two years later as a book (she struggled to find a
publisher because nobody would publish a book
written by a woman; had to use her initials
instead of first name to get the work published).
You can read the book
here https://www.google.com/books/edition/Th
e_Psychology_of_management/_H1oCAHKiHAC?
hl More on Dr. Gilbreth here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lillian_Moller_Gilb
reth
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The Psychology of Management '-I

BY L. M. GILBRETH

The Psychology of Management, as here dustrial , as well as the academic, world,

used , means the effect of the mind that is almost every man is a teacher.

directing work upon that work which is di
Value of Management. — The second ques

rected , and the effect of this undirected and

tion demanding attention is , Of what value

directed work upon the mind of the worker. is the study of management ?

Value of Psychology.-- First of all , what The study of management has been omit

is there in the subject of psychology to de ted from the student's training until com

mand the attention of the manager ? paratively recently , for a very different rea

Psychology , in the popular phrase , is " the
son than was psychology . It was never

study of the mind. ” It has for years been doubted that a knowledge of management

included in the training of all teachers, and would be of great value to anyone and .

has been one of the first steps for the student everyone, and many were the queer schemes

of philosophy; but it has not , usually, been
for obtaining that knowledge after gradu

included among the studies of the young
ation . It was doubted that management

scientific or engineering student , or of any

could be studied otherwise than by observa

students in other lines than philosophy and
tion and practice.I Few teachers , if any, be

education . It is well recognized that the lieved in the existence or possibility of a

teacher must understand theworking of the teaching science of management Manage

mind in order best to impart his information
ment was assumed by many to be an art ;

in that way that will enable the student to by even more it was thought to be a divinely

grasp it most readily. It was not recognized testowed gift or talent , rather than an ac

that every man going out into the world quired accomplishment. It was common be

needs all the knowledge that he can get as
lief that one could learn to manage only by

to the working of the human mind, in order going out on the work and watching other

not only to give but to receive information managers, or by trying to manage, and not

with the least waste and expenditure of en
by studying about management in a class

ergy , nor was it recognized that in the in room or in a text-book ; that watching a

good manager might help one , but no one

i Copyright, 1912 , by L. M. Gilbreth .
could hope really to succeed who had not

InCharles Babbage, “ Economy of Manufactures," " the knack born in him ."

preface, p. v.
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With the advent of Scientific Manage- himself. It is useful, practical , commercially

ment, and its demonstration that the best valuable .

management is founded on laws that have 3. This knowledge is to be had now . The

been determined , and can be taught, the men who have it are ready and glad to im

study of management in the class-room as part it to all who are interested and who will

well as on the work became possible and pass it on . The text-books are at hand now.

actual.
The opportunities for practical experience

Value of Psychology of Management.- in Scientific Management will meet all de

Third , we must consider the value of the mands as fast as they are made.

study of the psychology of management . " 4. The psychology of ( that is , the mind's

This question , like the one that precedes place in ) management is only one element

it , is answered by Scientific Management. It of management ; one of numerous variables.

has demonstrated that the emphasis in suc 5. It is a division well fitted to occupy the

cessful management lies on the man , not on
attention of the beginner, as well as the

the work ; that efficiency is best secured by
more experienced , because it is a most ex

placing the emphasis on the man , and modi- cellent place to start the study of manage

fying the equipment , materials and methods ment. A careful study of the relations of

to make the most of the man . It has further psychology to management should develop

recognized that the man's mind is a con
in the student a method of attack in learning

trolling factor in his efficiency, and has , by his selected life work that should help him

teaching, enabled the man to make the most to grasp quickly the array of facts that the

of his powers. In order to understand this other variables , as treated by the great man

teaching element that is such a large part of agers , bring to him .

management, a knowledge of psychology is
Definition of Management.- " Manage

imperative; and this study of psychology as
ment," as defined by the Century Dictionary,

it applies to the work of the manager or the is “ the art of managing by direction or reg

managed , is exactly what the “psychology ulation .”

of management" is . This same authority differentiates an art

Five Indications of the Value of Psychol- from a science in an interesting manner . In

the definition are included the two follow
ogy. — In order to realize the importance of

the psychology of management. it is neces
ing statements : ( 1 ) An art is “ a system of

sary to consider the following five points :
rules and traditional methods for facilitating

1. Management is a life study of every science is “ an art that rests upon a science. ”

the performance of certain actions." ( 2 ) A

man who works with other men . He must

The first definition of " art" is a definition

either manage, or be managed, or both ; in

of the older type of management. The sec

any case , he can never work to best advan

tage until he understands both the psycho -end defines scientific management. Manage

ment includes both thoughts.

logical and managerial laws by which he

Change in the Accepted Meaning.- "Man
governs or is governed .

agement,” until recent years, and the em

2. A knowledge of the underlying laws of

management is the most important asset that phasis placed on Scientific Management,

was undoubtedly associated, in the average

one can carry with him into his life work ,

mind, with the managing part of the organ

even though he will never manage any but

ization only, neglecting that vital part—the
Halbert P. Gillette , Paper No. 1 , American Society best interests of the managed, almost en

Gillette and Dana. “ Cost Keeping and Manage- tirely. Since we have come to realize that
ment Engineering," p . v ,

*F. B. Gilbreth , “ Motion Study," p. 98 . management signifies the relationship be

SF. W. Tavlor, " The Principles of Scientific Man
tween the managing and the managed inagement" ( Harper & Bros. ) , p. 144.

of Engineering Contractors .
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doing work, a new realization of its import- tures of Scientific Management into the

ance has come about. Army and Navy — and such features are be

The Three Types of Management. - Weing incorporated steadily and constantly—is

may divide all management into three types : raising the standard of management there

( 1 ) Traditional , ( 2 ) Transitory, and ( 3 ) to a high degree.

Scientific .?
The Names " Driver" and "Marquis of

Traditional Management, the first, has Queensberry" Unfortunate.- The name

been variously called “Military,” “ Driver,” “ Driver ” suggests an opposition between

the “ Marquis of Queensberry Type,” “ In- the managers and the men, an opposition

itiative and Incentive Management,” as well which the term " Marquis of Queensberry "

as “ Traditional” management.
emphasizes . This term “ Marquis of Queens

Definition of the First ( Traditional) berry" has been given to that management

Type. - In the first type the power of man which is thought of as a mental and physi

aging lies , theoretically at least , in the cal contest, waged " according to the rules

hands of one man , a capable " all-around" of the game. These two names are most

manager. The line of authority and of re valuable pictorially, or in furnishing oratori

sponsibility is clear , fixed and single . Each cal material . They are constant reminders

man comes in direct contact with but one of the constant desire of the managers to get

man above him . A man may or may not all the work that is possible out of the men ,

manage more than one man beneath him, but they are scarcely descriptive in any sat

but , however this may be , he is managed by isfactory sense , and the visions they sum

but one man above him. mon , while they are perhaps definite, are

The Name " Military” Inadvisable . The certainly , for the inexperienced in manage

direct line of authority suggested the name

ment, inaccurate .

" Military," and at the time of the adoption
The term " Initiative and Incentive," is

of that name it was probably appropriate as
used by Dr. Taylor, and is fully described by

well as complimentary.' Appropriate in the him.10 The words themselves suggest , truly,

respect referred to only , for the old type of that he gives the old form of management

management varied so widely in its manifes- its due. He does more than this. He points

tations that the comparison to the procedure out in his definition of the terms the like

of the Army was most inaccurate. " Mili
nesses between the old and the new forms.

tary ” has always been a synonym for " sys The only excuses for the term “ Tra

tematized," " orderly," " definite, " while the ditional,” since Dr. Taylor's term is avail

old type of management was more often able , are its brevity and its descriptiveness.

quite the opposite of the meaning of all The fact that it is indefinite is really no

these terms . The term “ Military Manage- fault in it , as the subject it describes is

ment, ” though often used in an uncompli- equally indefinite. The " fringe” ll of this

mentary sense, would , to -day, if understood, word is especially good. It calls up ideas of

be more complimentary than ever it was in information handed down from generation

the past. The introduction of various fea- to generation orally—the only way of teach

ing under the old type of management. It
F. W. Taylor, “ Shop Management," | 16, Am. Soc.

M. E. paper No. 1003. recalls the idea of the inaccurate perpetua

F . B. Gilbreth , “ Cost Reducing System ," Chap. I.

$Morris Llewellyn Cooke, Bulletin No. 5 of The tion of the unthinking custom , and the

CarnegieFoundation for the Advancement of Teach
"myth " element always present in tradition

' F. W. Taylor, " Shop Management," | 234 , Am. Soc.
—again undeniable accusations against the

10F . W. Taylor, " The Principles of Scientific Man
agement, " pp. 33-38 .

old type of management. The fundamental

11 The ideas called to mind by the use of a given
idea of the tradition , that it is oral, is the

word.- Editor.

ing, p . 17 .

M. E. paper No. 1003.
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essence of the difference of the old type of Scientific Management. It is not as neces

management from science , or even system, sary to stop to define it here, as it is to dis

which must be written . cuss the definition , the principle, and the

Definition of the Second Type of Man- underlying psychology, at length later .

agement. - The second type of management The name " scientific ," while in some re

is called " Interim , " or " Transitory ," man spects not as appropriate as are any of the

agement. It includes all management that is other names, has already received the stamp

consciously passing into Scientific Manage- of popular approval . It describes exactly,

inent and embraces all stages, from manage as has been said , the difference between the

ment that has incorporated one scientifically older forms of management and the new .

derived principle , to management that has Even its " fringe” of association is , or at

adopted all but one such principle. least was when first used , all that could be

Definition of the Third Type of Manage- desired ; but the name is , unfortunately , oc

ment. — The third form of management is casionally used indiscriminately for any sort

called “ Ultimate, ” “ Functional, ” or “ Scien- of system and for schemes of operation that

tific " management, and might also be called are not based on time study . It has gradu

—but for the objection of Dr. Taylor—the ally become identified more or less closely

" Taylor Plan of Management." This differs with

from the first two types mentioned in that it 1. The Taylor Plan of Management.

is a definite plan of management synthesized 2. What we have defined as the “ Transi

from scientific analysis of the data of man tory" plan of management.

agement . In other words, Scientific Man
3. Management which not only is not

agement is that management which is a sci- striving to be scientific, but which confounds

ence , i. e . , which operates according to “ science” with “ system .”

known, formulated , and applied laws.12

Both its advocates and opponents have

Preferable Name of the Third Type of been guilty of misuse of the word. Still, in

Management.-- The name " ultimate” has ,
spite of this , the very fact that the word

especially to the person operating under the
has had a wide use , that it has become

transitory stage, all the charm and inspira- habitual to think of the new type of manage

tion of a goal. It has all the incentives to
ment as " scientific,” makes its choice advis

accomplishment of a clearly circumscribed
able . We shall use it , but restrict its con

task . Its very definiteness makes it seem
tent . With us " Scientific Management " is

possible of attainment . It is a great satis
used to mean the complete Taylor plan of

faction to one who, during a lifetime of
management, with no modifications and no

managing effort, has examined one offered deviations .

improvement after another to be convinced

that he has found the right road at last .

Relationship Between the Three Types of

The name is , perhaps , of greatest value in Management.- From the foregoing defini

attracting the attention of the uninformed , tions and descriptions it will be clear that

the three types of management are closely

and, as the possibilities of the subject can

related . Three of the names given bring out

fulfil the most exacting demands, the atten

tion once secured can be held .
this relationship most clearly . These are

The name " functional " is the most de

Traditional ( i. e. , Primitive ) , Interim , and

scriptive, but demands the most explanation. Ultimate . These show , also, that the rela

The principle of functionalization is oneof tionship is genetic, i. e . , that the second form

the underlying, fundamental principles of
grows out of the first, but passes through to

the third. The growth is evolutional .

12Henry R. Towne's Introduction to " Shop Manage

ment" (Harper & Bros. ). Under the first type , or in the first stage
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of management, the laws or principles un 2. The structure of Scientific Manage

derlying right management are usually un ment ;

known , hence disregarded. 3. The relation between the various ele

In the second stage the laws are known ments of Scientific Management;

and installed as fast as functional foremen 4. The psychology of management in gen

can be taught their new duties and the re eral , and of the three types of management

sistance of human nature can be overcome.13 in particular.

In the third stage the managing is op Underlying Ideas and Divisions of Scien

erated in accordance with the recognized tific Management. — These underlying ideas

laws of management. are grouped under nine divisions , as fol

Possible Psychological Studies of Man- lows : ( 1) Individuality ; ( 2 ) Functionaliza

egement. In making this psychological tion ; ( 3 ) Measurement ; ( 4 ) Analysis and

study of management, it would be possible Synthesis ; ( 5 ) Standardization ; ( 6 ) Rec

to take up the three types as defined above , ords and Programs ; ( 7 ) Teaching ; ( 8 ) In

separately and in order, and to discuss the centives ; and ( 9 ) Welfare.

place of the mind in each , at length ; but
It is here only necessary to enumerate

these divisions . Each will be made the sub

such a method would not only result in need

less repetition , but also in most difficult com- ject of a chapter.

These divisions lay no claim to being any

parisons when final results were to be de

duced and formulated .
thing but underlying ideas of Scientific

It would , again , be possible to take up the Management that embrace varying numbers

various elements or divisions of psychologi- of established elements that can easily be

cal study as determined by a consensus of subjected to the scrutiny of psychological

psychologists, and to illustrate each in turn
investigation .

from the three types of management; but
The discussion will be as little technical as

the results from any such method would be
is possible, will take nothing for granted ,

apt to seem unrelated and impractical , i. e . ,
and will cite references at every step . This

it would be a lengthy process to get results
is a new field of investigation , and the ut

that would be of immediate, practical use in
most care is necessary to avoid generalizing

from insufficient data .

managing.

Derivation of Scientific Management.

Plan of Psychological Study Used Here.
There has been much speculation as to the

-It has , therefore, seemed best to base the
age and origin of Scientific Management.

discussion that is to follow upon arbitrary The results of this are interesting, but are

divisions of Scientific Management, that is,

not of enough practical value to be repeated

1. To enumerate the underlying principles here. Many ideas of Scientific Management

on which Scientific Management rests. can be traced back , more or less clearly and

2. To show how far the other two types directly , to thinkers of the past ; but the

of management vary from Scientific Man- Science of Management, as such , was dis

agement. covered , and the deduction of its laws ,

3. To discuss the psychological aspect of or " principles," made possible when Dr.

each principle.
Frederick W. Taylor discovered and applied

In this way the reader can gain an idea Time Study. Having discovered this , he

of
constructed from it and the other funda

1. The relation of Scientific Management mental principles a complete whole.

to the other types of management ;
Mr. George Iles , in that most interesting

13F . W. Taylor, " The Principles of Scientific Man and instructive of books, “ Inventors at

agement," p . 123 .

14Doubleday, Page & Co. Work , " ' 14 has pointed out the importance of
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measuring devices and methods to develop- of the individual , not only as an economic

ment in any line of progress or science . unit but also as a personality , with all the

Contemporaneous with , or previous to, the idiosyncrasies that distinguish a person.

discovery of the device or method , must 4. Scientific Management fosters individ

come the discovery or determination of the uality by functionalizing work.

most profitable unit of measurement which 5. Measurement, in Scientific Manage

will , of itself , best show the variations in ment, is of ultimate units of subdivision .

efficiency from class . When Dr. Taylor dis 6. These measured ultimate units are com

covered units of measurements for determin- bined into methods of least waste.

ing, prior to performance, the amount of any 7. Standardization under Scientific Man

kind of work that a worker could do and the agement applies to all elements.

amount of rest he must have during the 8. The accurate records of Scientific Man

performance of that work, then , and not agement make accurate programs possible of

until then , did management become a science. fulfilment.

On this hangs the science of management.15 9. Through the teaching of Scientific

Outline of Method of Investigation . - In Management the management is unified and

the discussion of each of the nine divisions of made self-perpetuating.

Scientific Management, the following topics 10. The method of teaching Scientific

must be treated : Management is a distinct and valuable con

1. Definition of the division and its under tribution to education .

lying idea .
II . Incentives under Scientific Manage

2. Appearance and importance of the idea ment not only stimulate but benefit the

in Traditional and Transitory Management. worker .

3. Appearance and importance of the idea 12. It is for the ultimate as well as im

in Scientific Management. mediate welfare of the worker to work under

4. Elements of Scientific Management Scientific Management.

which show the effects of the idea . 13. Scientific Management is applicable to

5. Results of the idea upon work and all fields of activity , and to mental as well as

workers. physical work .

These topics will be discussed in such 14. Scientific Management is applicable to

order as the particular division investigated self-management as well as to managing

demands. The psychological significance of others .

the appearance or non-appearance of the
15. It teaches men to co-operate with the

idea , and of the effect of the idea , will be management as well as to manage.

noted. The results will be summarized at 16. It is a device capable of use by all .

the close of each chapter, in order to furnish
17. The psychological element of Scientific

data for drawing conclusions at the close of Management is the most important element.

the discussion .
18. Because Scientific Management is

psychologically right , it is the ultimate form

Conclusions to be Reached . These con

of management.

clusions will include the following :

19. This psychological study of Scientific

1. "Scientific Management" is a science .

Management emphasizes especially the teach

2. It alone , of the Three Types of Man
ing features .

agement, is a science.

20. Scientific Management simultaneously
3. Contrary to a widespread belief that

a . Increases output and wages and lowers

Scientific Management kills individuality, it
costs .

is built on the basic principle of recognition
b . Eliminates waste.

15F. W. Tavlor, “ The Principles of Scientific Man
c. Turns unskilled labor into skilled .

agement, " p . 137 .
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d . Provides a system of self-perpetuating trained and the apprenticeship -trained

welfare .
worker.

c. Reduces the cost of living.
g. Forces capital and labor to co -operate

f . Bridges the gap between the college- and to promote industrial peace .

( To be continued .)

The Principles of Industrial Lighting --III

Industrial Lighting Requirements and the Reflector ( continued)

BY THOMAS W. ROLPH

REFLECTORS tion of the light. These three effects — re

The illumination requirements of industrial flection ; refraction , and impedance-combine

lighting would be but poorly met, did we
and interact to form all the phenomena on

not have reflectors to aid us . A considera which reflectors are based .

tion of the types of reflectors available , their

characteristics and relative advantages forms

a logical sequence to a consideration of the

illumination requirements. Before taking up

the reflector proper, however , it is well to

consider the fundamental light-activities on

which reflectors are based .

When a ray of light strikes or passes into

a solid body there are three changes which

it may undergo . These are reflection, re

fraction and impedance . Reflection always

follows the law that the angle of incidence is

equal to the angle of reflection. Reflection

may be regular or irregular, and Fig. 6 illus

trates the two types . In both cases the above

law is followed , but in the case of irregular

reflection the irregular surface causes light

to be incident at many different angles , re

sulting in a spreading of the reflected light.

Any matte surface will give irregular reflec

tion . Refraction , or the bending of a light

ray on its passing from one medium into

another of different density, follows a law

which requires the extent of this bending to

vary with the angle of incidence and the rela

tive densities of the two media . Imped

ance , as the name implies , refers to resistance

to the passage of light through a medium .

Its only effect is the partial or total absorp FIG . 6 - REGULAR AND IRREGULAR REFLECTION

Regula
r

Reflect
ion

Irregula
r
Reflecti

on
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The Psychology of Management - II

BY L. M. GILBRETH

INDIVIDUALITY We hear much in the talk of today of the

For our purpose , we may define the study " psychology of the crowd,” the " psychology

of individuality as a consideration of the of the mob , ” and the “ psychology of the

individual as a unit with special characteris- type, " etc. , but the mind that is being meas

tics . The recognition of individuality is the ured, and from whose measurements the

subject of this chapter. The utilization of laws are being deduced and formulated , is

this individuality in its deviation from class , at the present the individual mind.19

is the subject of the chapter that follows , The psychology which interested itself

Functionalization . particularly in studying such divisions of

Individuality as Considered by Psychol- mental activity as attention , will , habit , etc. ,

ogy. — Psychology has not always emphasized emphasizes more particularly the likenesses

the importance of the individual as a unit

of minds . It is necessary to understand

for study. Prof. Ladd's definition of psy- thoroughly all of these likenesses before one

chology, quoted and endorsed by Prof.
can be sure what and how important the dif

James, is “ the description and explanation of
ferences are, because it is the differences

states of consciousness , as such. ” 16 " By states
that are most often actually utilized by man

of consciousness, ” says James, "are meant agement. These must be determined in or

such things as sensation , desires , emotions ,
der to compute and set the proper individual

cognitions, reasonings , decisions , volitions , task for the given man from standard data

and the like." This puts the emphasis on
of the standard , or first -class, man.

such divisions of consciousness as " atten In any study of the individual , the follow

tion," " interest" and " will."
ing facts must be noted :

With the day of experimental psychology
( 1 ) The importance of the study of the

has come the importance of the individual individual , and the comparatively small

self as a subject of study ,17 and psychology amount of work that has as yet been done

has come to be defined, as Calkins defines in that field . ( 2 ) The difficulty of the study ,

it , as a " science of the self as conscious . " ' 18 the necessity for great care , not only in the

study itself , but in deducing laws from it .

Copyright, 1912 , by L. M. Gilbreth .

16William James, " Psychology, Briefer Course , "
( 3 ) The necessity of considering any one

individual trait as modified by all the other

1Hugo Münsterberg , " American Problems," p . 34 .

18Mary Whiton Calkins, " A First Book in Psy
traits of the individual . ( 4) The importance

chology," p . 1 . of the individual as distinct from the type.

19James Sully, “ Teacher's Handbook of Psycholo.
Individuality Seldom Recognised Under

gy," p. 14 .

p. 1 .
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Traditional Management. — Under Tradition- on the other hand, the foreman was a " good

al management there was little or no sys- driver," the men might be pushed to the

tematized method for the recognition of in - utmost limit of their individual undirected

dividuality or individual fitness.20 The work - speed , regardless of their welfare.

er usually was, in the mind of the manager, Little Individual Teaching Under Tradi

one of a crowd, his only distinguishing mark
tional Management. - Not having a clear idea

being the amount of work which he was
either of the present fitness and the future

capable of performing. possibilities of the worker, or the require

Selecting Workers Under TraditionalMan - ments of the work , no intelligent attempt

agement. - In selecting men to do work, could be made at efficient individual teach

there was little or no attempt to study the ing. What teaching was done was in the

individuals who applied for work. Themat form of directions for all, concerning the

ter of selection was more of the process of work in general, the directions being given

" guesswork " than of exact measurement, by a foreman, the holding of whose position

and the highest form of test was considered often depended more upon whether his em

to be that of having the man actually tried ployer made money than upon the way his

out by being given a chance at the work men were taught or worked .

itself.
Cause of These Lacks Under Traditional

In the most progressive type of Tradition -
Management.— The fault lies not in any de
M

al Management there was usually a feeling, sire of the managers to do poor or waste

however, that if the labor market offered ful work , or to treat their workers unfairly ,
even temporarily a greater supply than the but in a lack of knowledge and of accurate

work in hand demanded, it was wise to methods for obtaining, conserving and trans

choose those men to do the work who were
mitting knowledge. Under Traditional Man

best fitted for it, or who were willing to agement no one individual knows precisely

work for less wages. It is surprising to what is to be done; seldom knows how it

find in the traditional type, even up to the
can best be done, never knows how much

present day, how often men were selected
work each individual can do.21 Understand

for their strength and physique, rather than
ing neither work nor workers, it can not ad

for any special capabilities fitting them for
just one to the other so as to obtain the least

working in , or at, the particular line of work waste. Having no conception of the import

to be done. Under Traditional Management ance of accurate measurement, it has no

the output of the men was not usually sep - thought of the individual as a unit.

arated, nor was the output recorded sep
Individuality Recognised Under Transitory

arately, as can be done even with the work
Management. — Recognition of individuality

of gangs.
is one of the principles first apparent under

Few Individual Tasks Under Traditional
Transitory Management. This is apt to

Management. - Seldom , if ever, was an indi
demonstrate itself first of all in causing the

vidual task set for a worker on day work , or
outputs of the workers to " show up" separ

piece work , and even if one were set, it was
ately , in recording these separated outputs,

not scientifically determined . The men were
and in rewarding each worker for his indi

simply set to work alone or in gangs, as the
vidual output.

work demanded , and , if the foreman was
The benefits of introducing these features

overworked or lazy , allowed to take practi
first are that the worker, ( 1 ) seeing his in

cally their own time to do the work . If,
dividual output, is stimulated to measure it,

2H . L . Gantt, "Work, Wages and Profits," p . 52. and ( 2 ) receiving compensation in accord

* F . W . Taylor, " Shop Management" (Harper & ance with his output. is satisfied : and ( 2 )

Bros. ) , p . 25.
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observing that records are necessary to de to do his particular work most successfully,

termine the amount of output and pay , is and that every single one of these variables, as

glad to have accurate measurement and the related to the others, may in some way affect

other features of Scientific Management in- his output and his welfare in doing his as

troduced. signed work, the importance of taking ac

Individuality a Fundamental Principle of count of individuality in selection is appar

Scientific Management. - Under Scientific ent .

Management the individual is the unit to be
Method of Selection Under Ultimate Man

measured. Functionalization is based upon agement. — Under Ultimate Management, the

utilizing the particular powers and special minds of the workers — and of the managers,

abilities of each man . Measurement is of too — will have been studied , and the results

the individual man and his work. Analysis recorded from earliest childhood . This rec

and synthesis build up methods by which the ord , made by trained investigators, will en

individual can best do his work. Standards able vocational guidance directors to tell the

are of the work of an individual , a standard child what he is fitted to be, and thus to help

man, and the task is always for an individ- the schools and colleges to know how best

ual , being that percentage of the standard
to train him ; that is to say , to provide what

man's task that the particular individual he will need to know to do his life work,

can do. Records are of individuals , are made
and also those cultural studies that his vo

in order to show and reward individual ef
cational work may lack, and that may be re

fort. Specific individuals are taught those quired to build out his best development as

things that they , individually , require. In an individual .

centives are individual , both in cases of re Thus the field of Scientific Management

wards and of punishments, and , finally, it is
can be narrowed to determining and prepar

the welfare of the individual worker that is ing standard plans for standard specialized

considered , without the sacrifice of any for
men , and selecting men from competent

the good of the whole. applicants to fill these places .

Individuality Considered in Selecting

As will be shown at greater length under

Workers. Under Scientific Management in
" Incentives," Scientific Management aims in

dividuality is considered in selecting work
every way to encourage initiative . The out

ers as it could not be under either of the

line here given as to how men must , ulti

other two forms of management. ( 1 ) The

work is more specialized, hence requires mately, under Scientific Management,bese

lected , serves to show that, far from being

more carefully selected men. ( 2 ) With

" made machines of," men are selected to

standardized methods comes a knowledge to
reach that special place where their individ

the managers of the qualifications of the
“standardmen ” who can best do the work uality can be recognized and rewarded to the

greatest extent .

and continuously thrive . ( 3 ) Motion study ,

in its investigation of the worker , supplies
Selection Under Scientific Management

a list of variations in workers that can be To-day .—At the present day, the most that

utilized in selecting men.22
Scientific Management can do, in the aver

Variables of the Worker . — This list now age case , is to determine the type of men

includes 50 or 60 variables , and shows the needed for any particular kind of work, and

possible elements which may demand con
then to select that man who seems, from such

sideration . When it is remembered that the observations as can be made, best to conform

individual selected may need a large or small to the type . The accurate knowledge of the

proportion of most of the variables in order requirements of the work and the knowledge

of variables of the worker, make even a cur
F. B. Gilbreth , “ Motion Study," p. vii.
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sory observation more rich in results than
Effect on Athletic Contests . - Also , with

it would otherwise be. Even such an appar- this separation of the work of the individ

ently obvious observation as that the very ual under Scientific Management comes the

fact that a man claims that he can do the possibility of real , scientific, “ athletic con

work, implies desire and will on his part to tests . " The athletic contest, which proves

do it that may overcome many natural lacks itself so successful in Traditional Manage

-even this is an advance in recognizing in- ment, even when the men are grouped as

dividuality . gangs and their work is not recorded or

The result of this scientific selection of the thought of separately, proves itself quite

workman is not only better work, but also , as efficient or more efficient under Sci

and more important from the psychological entific Management, when the work of

side, the development of his individuality . It the man shows up separately . It might

is not always recognized that the work itself be objected that the old gang spirit , or it

is a great educator , and that acute clever- might be called " team " spirit , would disap

ness in the line of work to which he is fitted pear with the separation of the work . This

comes to the worker.
is not so , as will be noted by a comparison

Individuality Developed by Separating to a baseball team , where each man has his

Outputs .—Under Scientific Management the separate place and his separate work and

work of each man is arranged either so that where his work shows up separately with

his output shows up separately and on the separate records, such as " batting average "

individual records , or, if the work is such and "fielding average.” Team spirit is the

that it seems best to do it in gangs, his ef- result of being grouped together against a

ficiency can often be so recorded that the in common opponent , and it will be the same

dividual's output can be computed from the in any sort of work when the men are so

records without the old method of determin- grouped, or given to understand that they

ing by averaging the outputs of the gang. belong on the same side .

Purpose of Separating Outputs. — The
The following twelve rules for an Athletic

primary purpose of separating the output is Contest under Transitory System are quoted

to see what the man does , to record this , and
as exemplifying the benefits which accrue

to reward the man according to his work ;
from Individuality : 1. Men must have a

but this separating of output has also an
square deal. 2. Conditions must be similar.

individual result , which is even more im

3. Men must be properly spaced and placed .

portant than the result aimed at , and that
4. Output must show up separately . 5. Men

is the development of the individual .
must be properly started . 6. Causes for de

Under Traditional Management and the lay must be eliminated . 7. Pacemaker must

usual “ day work , ” much of the work is done
be provided . 8. Time for rest must be pro

by gangs and is observed or recorded as of
vided . 9. Individual scores must be kept

gangs. Only now and then , when the work

and posted . 10. “ Audience" must be pro

of some particular individual shows up de vided. 11. Rewards must be prompt and

cidedly better or worse than that of his fel
provided for all good scores - not for win

lows, and when the foreman or superintend- ners only. 12. Appreciation must be shown.”

ent , or other onlooker , happens to observe
This list shows the effects of many funda

this , is the individual appreciated , and then
mental principles of Scientific Management,

only in the most inexact, unsystematic man
but we note particularly here that over half

ner. Under Scientific Management, mak
the rules demand as a prerequisite that out

ing individual output show up separately al
puts be separated.

lows of individual recording , tasks , teaching

and rewards.
23 F. B. Gilbreth , " Cost Reducing System . " Chap. III .
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None of the benefits of the Athletic Con- the same time the work of all other persons

test are lost under Scientific Management. is separated , cut away and put aside , and

The only restrictions placed are that the men he can locate the man who is delaying him ,

shall not be grouped according to any dis- by, for example, not keeping him supplied

tinction that would cause hatred or ill feeling, with materials . The man has not only an

that the results shall be ultimately beneficial opportunity to concentrate, but every possi

to the workers themselves , and that all high ble incentive to exercise his will and his de

scores shall win high prizes .
sire to do things . His attention is concen

As will be brought out later under " In- trated on the fact that he as an individual

centives," no competition is approved under is expected to do his very best . He has the

Scientific Management which speeds up the moral stimulus of responsibility. He has

men uselessly, or which brings any ill feel- the emotional stimulus of competition . He

ing between the men or any feeling that the has the mental stimulus of definiteness. He

weaker ones have not a fair chance . All of has , most valued of all , a chance to be an

these things are contrary to Scientific Man- entity rather than one of an undiscriminat

agement, as well as contrary to common ed gang. This chance to be an individual ,

sense , for it goes without saying that no man or personality, is in great contradistinction

is capable of doing his best work permanent to the popular opinion of Scientific Manage

ly if he is worried by the idea that he will ment, which believes it turns men into ma

not receive the “ square deal, ” that some one
chines.

stronger than he will be allowed to cheat or With the separation of the work comes

to domineer over him , or that he will be
not only the opportunity for the men to

speeded up to such an extent that while his
see their own work , but also to see that of

output will increase for one day, the next others , and there comes with this the spirit of

day it will decrease because of the effect of imitation, or the spirit of friendly opposi

the fatigue of the day before .
tion , either of which , while valuable in itself ,

The field of the contests is widened, as
is even more valuable as a stimulus, putting

separating of the work of the individual life into the work such as there never could

not only allows for competition between in- be when the men were working together,

dividuals , but for the competition of the in
more or less objectless, because they could

dividual with his own records. This com
not see plainly either what they were doing

petition is not only a great , constant and help- themselves, or what others were doing.

ful incentive to every worker , but it is also

an excellent means of developing individ- them the greatest opportunity to develop . It

Separation of the output of the men gives

uality.

gives them a chance to concentrate their at

Advantages to Managers of Separating tention on the work in hand, because it

Output.-- The advantages to the managers of

is not necessary for them to waste any

separating the work are that there is a chance
time to find out what that work is . Their

to know exactly who is making the high work stands out by itself ; they can put their

output, and that the spirit of competition whole minds to that work ; they can become

which prevails when men compare their out interested in that work and its outcome , and

puts to their own former records, or others, they can be positive that what they have

leads to increased effort.

done will be appreciated and recognized, and

Advantages to Workers of Separating Out- that it will have a good effect, with no pos

put - As for advantages to the men : sibility of evil effect, upon their chance for

By separation of the individual work , not work and their chance for pay and promo

only is the man's work itself shown, but at tion in the future. Definiteness of the boun
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daries, then , is not only good management his work has permanence, but also for com

in that it shows up the work and that it al- parison of his work not only with his own

lows each man to see and each man over record , but with the work of others . The

him or observing him to see exactly what value of these comparisons, not only to the

has been done — it has also an excellent 'ef- management but to the worker himself, must

fect upon the worker's mind.
not be underestimated. The worker gains

Individuality Developed by Recording Out- mental development and physical skill by

put Separately. — The spirit of individuality studying these comparisons.

is brought out still more clearly by the fact Advantages to Worker of Making His

that under Scientific Management, output is Own Records. These possibilities of mental

recorded separately . This recording of the development are still further increased when

outputs separately is , usually, and very suc the man makes his own records . This leads

cessfully, one of the first features installed in to closer attention , to more interest in the

Transitory Management, and a feature very work, and to a realization by the man of

seldom introduced , even with unconsciousness what the record really means, and what

of its worth , in day work under Traditional value it represents . Though even a record

Management. It is one of the great disad that is made for him and is posted where he

vantages of many kinds of work, especially can see it, will probably result in an increase

in this day , that the worker does only a small in his earnings , no such progress is likely

part on the finished article , and that he has to occur as when the man makes his own

a feeling that what he does is not identified record , and must be conscious every moment

permanently with the success of the com of the time exactly where he stands.

pleted whole.

Possibilities of Making Individual Rec

With the feeling that his work is re ords. - Records of individual efficiency are

corded comes the feeling that the work is comparatively easy to make when output is

really worth while , for even if the work separated. But even when work must be

it - elf does not last , the records of ii arc done by gangs or teams of men, there is pro

such as can go on .

vision made in Scientific Management for re

Records Give Individuals a Feeling of cording this gang work in such a way that

Performance. — With recorded individual out either the output or the efficiency or both , of

put comes also the feeling of permanence, of each man shows up separately.

credit for good performance. This desire be done in several ways, such as, for ex

for permanence shows itself all through the ample, by recording the delays caused by

work of men in Traditional Management, each man , and from this computing individu

for example, in the stone cutter's art , where al records. This method of recording is

the man who had successfully dressed the psychologically right , because the recording

stone from the rough block was delighted of the delay will serve as a warning to the

to put his own individual mark on it , even man , and as a spur to him not to cause de

though he knew that that mark probably lay to others again .

would seldom , if ever, be noticed again by The forcefulness of the " don't" and the

anyone after the stone was set in the wall . " never " have been investigated by educa

It is an underlying trait of the human mind tors . Undoubtedly the "do" is far stronger,

to desire this permanence of record of suc but in this particular case the command de

cessful effort, and fulfilling and utilizing this duced from the records of delay to others is,

desire is a great gain of Scientific Manage necessarily , in the negative form , and a

ment .

study of the psychological results proves

It is not only for his satisfaction that the most instructive .

worker should see his records and realize that Benefits to Managers of Individual Rec

This may
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ords. — The value of the training to the fore- copies ofwhich may be given to the workers

men , to the superintendents and to theman - themselves, allow the worker to carry home a

agers higher up, who study these records, as record and thus impress his family with what

well as to the timekeepers, recorders and he has done. Too often the family are unable

clerks in the time and cost department who by themselves to understand the value of the

make the records, is obvious. There is not worker's work , or to appreciate the effect of

only the possibility of appreciating and re- his home life , food, and rest conditions upon

warding the worker , and thus stimulating his life work , and this entire strong element

him to further activity ; there is also, es- of interest of the worker's family in his

pecially in the transitory stage, when men work is often lost. .

are to be chosen on whom to make time Relation of Individual Records to Scien

study observations, an excellent chance to tific Management in General. — Any study of

cornpare variousmethods of doing work and records of an individual's work again makes

their results. clear that no one topic of Scientific Manage

Incentives with Individual Records. — The
ment can be noted without a consideration

greatest value of recorded outputs is in the
of all other elements. The fact that under

appreciation of the work of the individual scie
the individual Scientific Management the record with which

that becomes possible. First of all, apprecia -
as the man most surely and constantly com

t

tion by the management, which to the work
petes is his own, as provided for by

er must be the most important of all, as it
the individual instruction card and the

means to him a greater chance for promo
individual task ; the fact that under Sci

tion and for more pay. This promotion
entific Management the man need be in

and additional pay are amply provided for
no fear of losing his job if he does

by Scientific Management, as will be shown
his best ; the fact that Scientific Man

later in discussing Incentives and Welfare.
agement is founded on the “ square

deal” - all of these must be kept constantly
Not only is the work appreciated by the

in mind when considering the advantages of
management and by the man himself, but

recording individual output, for they all
also the work becomes possible of appreci

have a strong psychological effect on the
ation by others. The form of the record as

man's mind. It is important to remember
used in Scientific Management, and as in

troduced early in the transitory stage, makes
that not only does Scientific Management

provide for certain directions and thoughts
it possible for many besides those working

entering the man's mind, but that it also
on the job, if they take the pains to consult

eliminates other thoughts which would sure
the records posted in a conspicuous place

ly have a tendency to retard his work . The
on the work, to know and appreciate what

result is output far exceeding what is usu
the worker is doing. This can be best illus

ally possible under Traditional Management,
trated, perhaps, by various methods of re

because drawbacks are removed and stimuli
cording output on contracting work - out

added.
of-door work .

The outcome of the records and their re

The flag flown by the successful contest
lated elements in other branches of Scientific

ants in the athletic contests, showing which
Management, is to arouse interest. Interest

gang or which individual has made the larg
arouses abnormally concentrated attention ,

est output during the day previous, allows
and attention is the cause of genius. This

everyone who passes to appreciate the at
again answers the argument of those who

tainment of that particular worker, or that
claim that Scientific Management kills indi

group of workers.
viduality and turns the worker into a ma

The photographs of the " high -priced men," chine.
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Individual Task Under Scientific Manage Card. — This individual task is embodied in

ment. — Individuality is also taken into con - an individual instruction card . In all work

sideration when preparing the task . This where it is possible to do so , the worker is

task should always be for an individual, even given an individual instruction card, even

in the case of the gang instruction card. It though his operations and rest periods are

usually recognizes individuality , in that also determined by a gang instruction card.

( 1 ) It is prepared for one individual only . This card not only tells the man what he is

when possible. to do, how he can best do it, and the time

( 2 ) It is prepared for the particular indi- that it is estimated to take him to do it, but

vidual who is to do it. it bears also the signature of the man who

The working time, as will be shown later , is made it. This in order that if the worker

based upon time-study observations on a stan - cannot fulfil the requirements of the card

dard man , but when a task is assigned for a he may lose no time in determining who is

certain individual, that proportion of the to give him the necessary instructions or help

work of the standard or first- class man is that will result in his earning his large

assigned to that particular given man who wages. More than this, he must call for

is actually to do it, which he is able to do . help from his assigned teachers, as is stated

It is fundamental that the task must be such in large type on a typical instruction card , as

that the man who is actually put at it, when follows : “ When instructions cannot be car

he obeys orders and works steadily, can do ried out, foreman must at once report to

it ; that is , the task must be achievable, and man who signed this card."

achievable without such effort as would do The signature of the man who made the

mental or physical injury to the worker . card not only develops his sense of individu

This not only gives the individual the prop- ality and responsibility, but helps to create a

er amount of work to do , recognizes his par - feeling of inter-responsibility between the

ticular capabilities and is particularly adapt- workers in various parts of the organization .

ed to him , but it also eliminates all dread The Gang Instruction Card . — A gang in

on the score of his not being appreciated , in struction card is used for such work only as

that the worker knows that if he achieves or must be done by a group ofmen all engaged

exceeds his task he will not only receive the at the work at once, or who are working at a

wage for it , but will continue to receive that dependent sequence of operations, or both .

wage, or more, for like achievement. The This card contains but those portions of the

rate is not cut. Under the " three-rate with instructions for each man which refer to

increased rate system ,” which experience those elements which must be completed be

has shown to be a most advanced plan for fore a following element, to be done by the

compensating workmen, the worker receives next man in the sequence, can be completed.

one bonus for exactness as to methods, that Because of the nature of the work, the gang

is, if he does the task exactly as he is in - instruction card must be put in the hands of

structed to do it as to methods; and a leader , or foreman, whether or not it is

an extra bonus if he completes his task in also in the hands of each of the individuals.

the allotted time. This not only assures ad- The amount of work which can be required

equate pay to the man who is slow , but a as a set task for each individual member of

good imitator, but also to theman who, per- the gang , the allowance for rest for over

haps, is not such a good imitator, and must coming fatigue, the time that the rest peri

put attention on the quality rather than the odsmust occur, and the proper pay, are ful

quantity of his performance. ly stated on the individual instruction cards.

Individuality Emphasised by Instruction Methods of Teaching Foster Individu
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ality. — Under Scientific Management teach swered by asking and answering the follow

ing is not only general , by " Systems” or ing questions :

“ Standard Practice ," but also specific. Spe ( 1 ) When , where, how, and to what extent

cialized teachers, called , unfortunately for is individuality considered ? ( 2 ) What con

the emphasis desired to be put on teaching , sideration is given to the relation of the mind

" functional foremen," help the individual to the body of the individual ? ( 3 ) What is

worker to overcome his peculiar difficulties. the relative emphasis on consideration of in

1 his teaching not only allows every worker dividual and class ? ( 4) To what extent is the

to supplement his deficiencies of disposition, individual the unit ? ( 5 ) What considera

or experience , but the teachers ' places give tion is given to idiosyncrasies ? (6) What

opportunities for those who have a talent is the effect toward causing or bringing

for imparting knowledge to utilize and de- about development, that is , broadening, deep

velop it. ening and making the individual more pro

Individual Incentive and Welfare. - Final- gressive ?

ly , individual incentive and individual wel Extent of Consideration of Individuality.

fare are not only both present , but interde- ( 1 ) Under Traditional Management con

pendent . Desire for individual success , sideration of individuality is seldom present ,

which might lead a worker to respond to but those best forms of Traditional Manage

the incentive till he held back perhaps the ment that are successful are so because it is

work of others , is held in balance by interde- present. This is not usually recognized, but

pendence of bonuses. This will be explain- investigation shows that the successful man

ed in full in the chapters on Incentives and ager, or foreman, or boss, or superintendent

Welfare. succeeds either because of his own individu

SUMMARY.
ality or because he brings out to good ad

Result of Idea of Individuality upon vantage the individual possibilities of his

Work. - To recapitulate : Under Traditional men. The most successful workers under

Management, because of its frequent neglect Traditional Management are those who are

of the idea of individuality, work is often un allowed to be individuals and to follow out

systematized , and high output is usually the their individual bents of greatest efficiency,

result of " speeding up ” only, with constant instead of being crowded down to become

danger of falling off in quality and injury to mere members of gangs , with no chance to

men and machinery. think, to do , or to be anything but parts of

Under Transitory Management, as

puts are separated , separately recorded , and Under Transitory Management, and most

as the idea of Individuality is embodied in fully under Scientific Management, the spir

selecting men, setting tasks , the instruction it of individuality, far from being crowded

cards , periods of rest , teaching, incentives out , is a basic principle, and everything pos

and welfare , output increases without undue sible is done to encourage the desire to be a

pressure on the worker. personality .

Under Scientific Management, with the Relation of Mind to Body.—Under Tra

various elements which embody individuality ditional Management, where men worked in

fully developed , output increases, to the wel the same employ for a long time , much con

fare of worker, manager , employer, and con sideration was given to the relation of the

sumer, and with no falling off in quality. mind to the body. It was realized that men

Effect upon the Worker .-- The question of must not be speeded up beyond what they

the effect upon the worker of emphasis laid could do healthfully ; they must have good

upon individuality , can , perhaps , best be an sleeping quarters and good , savory and ap

the gang
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petizing food to eat , and not be fatigued un cal work, especially in small organizations,

necessarily, if they were to become success it was more or less because it was not pos

ful workers. More than this , philanthropic sible for the managers to organize the vari

employers often attempted to supply many ous individuals into classes or gangs. In the

kinds of comfort and amusement.
transitory stage the emphasis is shifting . Un

Under Transitory Management the physi- der Scientific Management the emphasis is

cal and mental welfare are provided for most decidedly and emphatically upon the

more systematically. individual as the unit to be managed, as has

Under Scientific Management considera- been shown.

tion of the mind and body of the workman,
Individual as the Unit .-Under Tradition

and his health , and all that that includes , is al Management the individual was seldom

the unit .
a subject for scientific study and for scien

Under Transitory Management

tific administration . As shown later, it elim
the individual is the unit , but there is not

inates all discussion and troubles of so
much emphasis in the early stages placed

called " welfare work ," because the interests upon his peculiarities and personalities . Un

of the employer and the worker become iden
der Scientific Management the unit is al

tical , and everything that is done becomes
ways the individual , and the utilizing and

the concern of both .
strengthening of his personal traits, special

Scientific Management realizes that the ability and skill is a dominating feature .

conditionof the body, affects every possible ditionalManagementthere is either no con
Emphasis on Idiosyncrasies. - Under Tra

mental process . It is one of the great ad

sideration given to idiosyncrasies, or too

vantages of a study of the psychology of
wide a latitude is allowed. In cases where

management, that the subject absolutely de

mands from the start, and insists on, in every
no consideration is given , there is often eith

er a pride in the managers in " treating all

stage of the work, this relationship of the

men alike," though they might respond bet
body to the mind, and of the surroundings,

ter to different handling, or else the individ
equipment, etc. , of the worker to his work.

ual is undirected and his personality mani
It is almost impossible, in management, to

fests itself in all sorts of unguided direc
separate the subject of the worker from that

tions , many of which must necessarily be

of his work, or to think of the worker as

not working, except in such a sense as " ceas
wasteful, unproductive, or incomplete in de

velopment. Under Scientific Management,
ing from work ," " about to work," " resting to

overcome fatigue of work,” or “ resting dur- functionalization ,as will be shown; provides

for the utilization of all idiosyncrasies and ef

ing periods of unavoidable delays." The re

ficient deviations from class , and promotion
lation of the worker to his work is constant

is so planned that a man may develop along

ly in the mind of the manager . It is for

this reason that not only does management is encouraged and developed constantly.

the line of his chief ability. Thus initiative

owe much to psychology, but that psychol

Development of Individuality .-- The de

ogy, as applied to any line of study , will ul

timately be recognized as owingmuchto the velopment of individuality is more sure un

der Scientific Management than it is under

science of management.

either of the other two forms of manage

Relative Emphasis on Individual and Class. ment, (a ) because this development is rec

-Under Traditional Management the gang, ognized to be a benefit to the worker and to

or the class, usually receives the chief em the employer and ( b ) because this develop

phasis. If the individual developed , as he ment , as a part of a definite plan, is provid

undoubtedly did , in many kinds of mechani- ed for and perfected scientifically.

( To be continued .)
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by the use of the automatic con- is made as simple as possible and The automatic controller saves all the

troller follows:
the ordinary motor inspector can machinery that receives its power from

1. Reduction in electrical repairs . understand it , there is liable to be a the motor as well as the motor itself .

The use of automatic controllers cuts loss of time in the end due to the 3. Increased capacity. The auto

down the abuse of the motors and greater length of time that is taken matic controller allows the motor to

hence lessens the number of burnt in locating any trouble, which may work at its maximum efficiency at

out armatures, broken shafts, etc. more than take up the amount of all times and this in conjunction with

Of course one point must be borne time saved by the reduction in the the reduction in time lost in break

ir mind in this respect , and that is number of breakdowns.
downs increases the output of the

that unless the automatic controller 2. Reduction in mechanical delays . plant .

The Psychology of Management-III

BY L. M. GILBRETH

OF

FUNCTIONALIZATION few functions as possible to perform . to be hard to find, and those with 6 ,

Definition of Functionalisation . If practicable, the work of each man 7 and 8 are almost impossible to

get.”A function, says the Century Dic- in the management should be con

Yet , under Traditional Managetionary , is “ The fulfilment or dis- fined to the performance of a single

charge of a set duty or requirement;

leading function . " ment, these general qualities and

exercise of a faculty or office, or

A study of functionalization as many points of specific training

were demanded of the foreman . Dr.

power of acting ; faculty ; that power

applied to management must answer

of acting in a specific way which ap

the following questions: 1. How is Taylor has enumerated the qualifica

pertains to a thing by virtue of its the work divided ? 2. How are the tions or the duties of a gang boss

special constitution ; that mode of workers assigned to the work ?
3. in charge of lathes or planers.27

action or operation which is proper
What are the results of the work ? Careful reading of this enumeration

to any organ, faculty, office struc- 4. What are the results to the will show most plainly that thede

worker ? mands made were almost impossible

ture , etc.” Functionalization as here

Traditional Management Seldom of fulfilment.28

used means the state of being di
Functionalises. Under Traditional Another list which is interesting

vided into functions, or being func

tionalized.
Management the principle of func- is found in “ Cost Reducing Sys

In investigating the principle of tionalization was seldom applied or tem ,” a long list of the duties of the

understood. Even when the man

functionalization as embodied in
ideal superintendent or foreman in

various forms of Management, we ager tried to separate planning from construction work.29

must note that, while Management performing, or so to divide the work

AND
DUTIES

can , and does under Scientific Man- that each worker could utilize his QUALIFICATIONS

FIRST-CLASS FOREMAN
agement, attempt to functionalize special ability, there were no perma

A first -class foreman must havework as far as possible, it will be nently beneficial results, because

impossible to come to ultimate re

there was no standard method of bodily strength ; brains ; common

division . sense ; education ; energy ; good

sults until a psychological study of

The Work of the Foreman Not health ; good judgment ; grit; man

the requirement of the work from
ual dexterity ; special knowledge ;the worker, and results of the work Properly Divided . — The work of a

foreman was not divided, but the tact , and technical knowledge. He
on the worker is made. 24

well-rounded man , as Dr. Taylor must be able to concentrate his mind

Functionalisation in Management.

- “ Functional Management

says, was supposed to have : 1 . upon small things ; able to read

sists ,” to quote Dr. Taylor, “ in so

Brain ; 2. Education ; 3. Special or drawings readily ; able to visualize

technical knowledge, manual dex- the work at every stage of its prog

directing the work of management
terity or strength ; 4. Tact ; 5 .4. Tact ; 5. ress , and even before it begins; a

that each man from the assistant

superintendent down shall have as
Energy ; 6. Grit ; 7. Honesty ; 8. master of detail ; honest ; master of

Judgment, or common sense , and 9. at least one trade .

1Copyright, 1912 , by L. M. Gilbreth . Good health . His duties consist of considering

Münsterberg , " American
Dr. Taylor says : " Plenty of men broad policies; considering new ap

25Gillette and Dana: " Cost -keeping and who possess only three of the abovewho possess only three of the above plicants for important positions ;

2004Shop Management." Harper edition , qualities can be hired at any time for considering the character and fitness

[ 221 , p . 96 .
laborer's wages . Add four of these of the men ; determining a proper

27 " Shop Management," Harper edition ,

11221-231 , pp. 96-98 .
qualities together, and you get a day's work ; determining costs ; de

Paper No. 1002 , 19 . higher -priced man . The man com- termining the method of compensa

2»Compare H. P. Gillette, " Cost Analysis bining five of these qualities begins tion ; determining the sequence of

con

Prob24 Hugo

lems," p . 35 .

25Compare H. L. Gantt, A. S. M. E.

ring ," pp. 1-2 .
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events for the best results ; disciplin- specialist ; this could be done better work to be done, the worker who

ing the men ; dividing the men into by a cheaper man , and it takes more seemed to the manager to be the best

gangs for speed contests ; fixing of his time than he ought to devote fitted was set at that kind of work.

piece and day rates ; getting rid of to it . For example, if there was a partic

inferior men ; handling relations The theoretical defects of the old ular heavy piece of work, he might

with the unions; hiring good men ; type of management, often seen be- say , “ Let A do it because he is

installing such methods and devices fore the advent of the trained en strong. ” If there was a particularly

as will detect dishonesty ; instructing gineer on the work, include : Sine piece of work to be done, he

the workman ; keeping the time and Lack of planning ahead. 2. An over- might say, “ Let B do it because he

disciplining those who are late or worked foreman . 3. No function- is specially skilled.” If there was a

absent; laying out work ; looking alizing of the work. 4. No stand- piece of work to be done which re

ahead to see that there are men ards of individual efficiency. 5. Un- quired originality, he might say,

cnough for future work ; looking measured individual outputs. 6. No “ Let C do it for the reason that he

ahead to see that there is enough fu- standard methods. 7. No attempt at is inventive and resourceful" ; but,

ture work for the men ; making teaching . 8. Inaccurate directions . in most cases , when the particular

profits; measuring each man's effort 9. Lack of athletic contests . 10. No job on hand was finished, the

fairly ; obtaining good results in high pay for extra efficiency. II . worker selected to do it returned to

quality ; paying the men on days Poor investigation of workers' spe- other classes of work, and such spe

when they are discharged ; paying cial capabilities . cial fitness or capability as he pos

the men on pay day ; preventing sol In spite of the fact that under sessed was not systematically util

diering ; readjusting wages ; retain- unfunctionalized management theized, nor automatically assigned to

ing good men ; seeing that all men foreman has far more to do than his special function , neither was

are honest ; seeing that men are he can expect to do well , the aver- such experience as he had gained

shifted promptly when breakdowns age foreman thinks that he belongs systematically conserved . More

occur ; seeing that repairs are made to a class above his position . This over , no such study of the work to

before breakdowns occur ; seeing is partly because the position is so be done had been made as would

that repairs are made promptly after unstandardized that it arouses a prove that the assignment of that

breakdowns occur ; seeing that the sense of unrest, and partly because particular worker to the work was

most suitable man is allotted to each he has to spend much of his time at right. The psychology of this was

part of the work ; seeing that the inw -priced functions . entirely wrong ; not only had no

work is not slighted ; setting piece Under the feeling of enmity, or , such study of the general and par

work prices ; setting rates ; setting at least , of opposition , which often ticular characteristics , traits , facul

tasks ; supervising timekeeping ; exists, openly or secretly , between ties , and talents of the man been

teaching the apprentices; teaching the average Traditional Manage- made as would prove that he was

the improvers; teaching the learners. ment and the men , the foreman the right man to be assigned, but the

In studying these lists we note : must ally himself with one side or mere fact that he possessed one qual

1. That the position will be best the other. If he joins with the men , ity necessary for the work, if he

filled by a high and rare type of he must countenance the soldiering really did possess it , was no sign

2. That the man is forced to which they find necessary in order to that the other qualities which he

use every atom of all of his powers maintain their rates of wages. Thus possessed might not make him the

and at the same time to waste his the output of the shop will seldom wrong man to be chosen . Even if

energies in doing unimportant, pay- increase, and his chance for appre- the man did happen to be assigned

reducing, routine things, many of ciation and promotion by the man to work for which he was particu

which could be done by clerks . 3. agement will probably be slight and arly suited , unless provision were

That in many cases the work as slow . His position as boss , com made to keep him at such work

signed for him to do calls for quali- bined with that of ally of the men. only, to keep him well supplied with

fications which are diametrically op- is awkward . work, to allow him time for rest ,

posed to each other. 4. That psy If he allies himself to the man- and to provide proper pay , he could

chology tells us that a man fitted to agement, he must usually become a not utilize his capabilities to the ful

perform some of these duties would driver of the men if he wishes to lest extent .

probably be mentally unfitted for increase output. This condition will Transitory Management Func

performing others in the best pos never be agreeable to him unless he tionalises. - Under Transitory Man

sible way that they could be per- las an over -supply of brute in- agement, management becomes grad

formed. 1 stincts .
ually more and more functionalized .

Work Not Well Done. — Not only The Workers Not Best Utilised. With separated outputs and separate

does the foreman do under Tradi- Under the best types of Traditional records , the worker's capabilities be

tional Management a great deal of Management we do find more or come apparent , and he can be as

work which can be done by cheaper less spasmodic attempts at the func- signed to the standardized positions

men , but he also wastes his time on tionalization of the worker. When which gradually evolve . Every

clerical work in which he is not a there was any particular kind of recognition of individuality carries

nian .
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with it a corresponding functionali- do , with teachers to help them , and particular place in the field of knowl

zation of men and work . a standard wage according to per- edge in which the foreman must

Functionalisation a Fundamental formance as a reward . There are specialize. 2. The change in the

of Scientific Management. With but three things expected of them : type of criticism expected from the

Scientific Management comes the I. Coöperation with the manage- foreman . 3. The far greater em

realization that only with close study ment in obtaining the prescribed phasis placed on duties as a teacher.

and with functionalization can that work , method and quality. 2. The Basis of Division into Functions.

provision and assignment of the exercise of their ingenuity in mak- -Under Scientific Management

work which is best for both work ing improvements after they have divisions are made on the basis of

and worker be obtained . The prin- learned the standard prescribed underlying ideas. Functions are not

ciple is applied to every part ofman- practice . 3. The fitting of them- classified as they are embodied in

agement, and results in : 1. Separ- selves for higher pay and promotion. particular men , but men are class

ating the planning from the per Functionalised Foremanship . - The ified as they embody particular

forming 2. Functionalizing fore- work that under Scientific Manage- functions. This allows of standard

3. Functionalizing workers. ment is usually done by one man , ization , through which alone can

4. Assigning competent workers to the foreman, is subdivided into eight progress and evolution come quick

fitting work . or more functions. These functions est . It is comparatively easy and

Separating the Planning from the are assigned to the following func- simple to standardize a function.

Performing.–The emphasis on sep- tional foremen : 31 It is extremely difficult and complex

arating the planning from the per PLANNING DEPARTMENT to standardize an individual. This

förming in Scientific Management 1. Order-of- work and route man . standardizing of the function , how

cannot be overestimated . It is a 2. Instruction card man .
ever , in no wise stunts individuality.

part of Dr. Taylor's fourth principle 3. Cost and time clerk . On the contrary , it gives each in

of Scientific Management: " Almost 4. Disciplinarian . dividual a chance to utilize his

equal division of the work and the PERFORMING DEPARTMENT particular faculty for obtaining the

responsibility between the manage 5. Gang boss.
greatest efficiency, pleasure and

ment and the workmen .''30 The
6. Speed boss. profit.

greatest outputs can be achieved to 7. Repair boss. Place of Operation of the Func

the greatest benefit to managers and 8. Inspector. tions. - Four functions of the eight

men when the work is divided , the Each of the above functions may find their place in the planning de

management undertaking that part be in charge of a separate man , one partment. The other four are out

of the work that it is best fitted to man may be in charge of several on the work. This division is , how

do, the workmen performing that functions, or several men may do ever , largely a matter of convenience .

part which they are best fitted to do . the work of one function , the work In the descriptions that follow , each

The Work of the Planning De- being divided between them in some function is represented as embodied

partment.--It has been determined
cases by further functionalizing it , in one man , this aiding simplicity

by actual experience that the line of and in others by separating it into and clearness in description.

division most agreeable to the man- similar parts. Which of these con The Order -of -Work and Route

agers and the workmen, and most ditions is most effective depends on Clerk.- The Order-of-Work and

productive of co-operation by both , the size of the job , or the nature of Route Clerk lays out the exact paths

as well as most efficient in producing the job to be done . The important of each piece of work, and deter

low costs , is that which separates question is not the number of men mines the sequence of events and a

the planning from the performing. doing the planning, but the fact that general outline of performance.3:

Under Scientific Management the every foreman, so far as is possible , With the requirements of the work

Planning Department relieves the is assigned to the special kind of in mind, the most efficient day's

men of determining : 1. What work work that he is best fitted to do with work for each worker is determined .

is to be done. 2. The sequence in the greatest elimination of unneces The paths and sequences of trans

which it is to be done . sary waste. portation are outlined by means of

method by which it shall be done. Changes in the Functions of the route charts and route sheets show

4. Which men shall do it . 5. The Foreman.-A foreman , under Scien- ing graphical and detailed directions ,

time that it shall take . 6. The tific Management, must have three which are the means by which the

exact quality of product. 7. The qualifications .qualifications . He must be : 1. A foremen of the other functions are

amount of additional pay that shall specialist at the work that he is to enabled to co-operate with other

be given for doing it . do. 2. A good observer , able to note foremen and with the workers.

Work of the Workers. The men minute variations of method, work , The work of this function requires

are simply given standard tasks to and efficiency. 3. A good teacher. á practical man , experienced on the

20 " The Principles of Scientific Manage A comparison of these qualifica- 'class of work to be executed, who is

31 “ Shop Management," Harper edition ,

tions with those of the foreman also familiar with the theories of

1245. p . 104 .

32For an excellent example of graphical
under Traditional Management, will Scientific Management in general ,

routing.

Plants," Chap. VII.

show as important changes : 1. The and the work of the other foremen

3. The

ment.” p . 37 .

see Charles Day, " Industrial
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in particular, and who has the upon the men of the manner of the Changes in Disciplinarian's Func

faculty of visualization and well- discipline and of the disciplinarian, tion Under Scientific Management.

developed constructive imagination. and because of the fact that the dis- - All this is changed under Scientific

He must also have at his command ciplinarian is the functional foreman Management. The disciplinarian is

in systematic form and available for of the four in the planning depart- a specially appointed functional fore

immediate use, records of previous ment who comes in most personal man , and has few other duties except

experience. contact with the workers, all of the those that are directly or indirectly

The Instruction Card Clerk.- The other foremen , and the superin- connected with discipliaing. He is

Instruction Card Clerk prepares tendent. in touch with the requirements of

written directions for the workers the work , because he is in the Plan

Defects of Disciplining Under

as to what methods should be used Traditional Management. — Under ning Department; he is in touch

in doing the work, the sequence of Traditional Management, the dis- knows which men should be em
with the employment bureau , and

per formance of the elements of the ciplining is done by the foreman ;

method ,the time that each element that is, the punishment is meted out ployed; he has a determining voice

should take for its performance, the by the man who has charge of all
in deciding elementary rate fixing

time allowed for rest for overcom and should always be consulted be
activities of the men under him .

ing fatigue caused by its perform- This is actually , in practice and in
fore wages are changed or a re

ance, and the total elapsed time theory , psychologically wrong.
assignment of duties is determined.

If

All of these are great advantages
allowed for performing all of the there is one man who should be in

to him in deciding justly and apwork on the instruction card in order
a state of mind that would enable

to obtain the unusually high addi- him to judge dispassionately, it is
propriately punishments and pro

tional wages as a reward for his the disciplinarian . The man to be but also for the foremen and the
motions, not for the workers alone ,

skill and co-operation .
disciplined is usually guilty of one

managers.
The work of this function requires of six offenses : I. An offense

the best available ( but not neces- against an employee of a grade disciplinarian keeps a record of each

Duties of the Disciplinarian.-- The

sarily the fastest ) , practical ex- above him . 2. An offense against

man's virtues and defects ; he is in
perienced man in the trade described, an employee of the same grade. 3. position to know all about the man ;

who also has had sufficient experi- An offense against an employee of
where he comes from ; what his

ence in motion study and time study a grade below him .a grade below him . 4. Of falling

natural and acquired qualifications

to enable him to write down the short in the quality of his work. 5 .

best known method for doing the Of falling short in the quantity of ities and special fitness are ; what his
are ; what his good points, possibil

work described, and also prophesy- his work . 6. An offense against the

ing the correct time that the work system ( disobeying orders ) , falling All that it is possible for the man

wages are , and his need for them.

and rest from its resulting fatigue down on schedule, or intentionally agers to know of the men is to be

will take. He must supplement the not co-operating.

concentrated in this disciplinarian .

instruction card with such sketches ,
The employee over him, or the He is , in practice, more the counsel

drawings and photographs as will foreman , to whom he is supposed to
foreman, to whom he is supposed to and advocate of the worker than an

best assist the worker to visualize have done some injustice , would be

his work before and during its in no state of mind to judge as to shown when it is said that his chief
unsympathetic judge, as has been

performance.
the man's culpability. In the case

function is that of “ diplomat” and

Function of Time and Cost Clerk . of an offense against an employee " peacemaker.” His greatest duty is

—The work done by the Time and of the same grade, the best that the to see that the “ square deal ” is meted

Cost Clerk calls for accuracy and a injured employee could do would out without fear or favor to em

love of statistical detail . It will be to appeal to his foreman , who ployer or to employee.

help him if he knows the trades oftentimes is not an unprejudiced
Importance of Psychology in Dis

with which he is co-operating, but judge , and the multiplicity of whose ciplining. – Not only does the posi

he will be promoted fastest who has duties give him little time to give tion of disciplinarian under Scien

a knowledge of the theory of man- attention toattention to the subject of dis- tific Management answer the psy

agement, coupled with the theory and ciplining. chological requirements for such a

practice of statistics and account
If the offense is against quantity function, but also the holder of the

ancy , for the true costs must include or quality of work, again the old- position of disciplinarian must un

knowledge of costs of materials , and fashioned foreman , for lack of time , derstand psychology and apply, at

the distribution of the overhead and for lack of training and proper least unconsciously , and preferably

burden of running expenses and standards of measurement, will find consciously, the known laws of

selling
it almost impossible to know how psychology if he wishes to be

Function of the Disciplinarian.— guilty the man is , and what form successful.

The function of the Disciplinarian of punishment and what amount of The disciplinarian must consider

must be discussed at length , both punishment or loss of opportunity not only what the man has done, and

because of the psychological effect for progress will be appropriate . the elation of this act of his to his
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other acts ; he must also investigate of the person to be disciplined, the The position of disciplinarian re

the cause and the motive of the act , necessity for sharp discipline, and quires a man who has a keen sense

for on the cause and motive, in for that particular sort of disciplinefor that particular sort of discipline of justice , who has had such ex

reality , depends more than on the which may require the element of perience as to enable him to smooth

act itself . He must probe into the shame in it , must all be considered . out difficulties until all are in a

physical condition of the man as re He must be able to discover and note frame of mind where they can look

lated to his mental acts . He must whether the discipline should be upon their own acts and the acts of

note the effect of the same kind of meted out to a ringleader, and others calmly. He must be able so

discipline under different conditions ; whether the other employees, sup- to administer his duties that each

for example, he must note that , on posed to be blameworthy, are really decision inspires the realization that

certain types of people disciplining only guilty in acquiescing, or in fail- he acted to the best of his knowl

in the presence of other people has ing to report one who has really edge and belief .edge and belief . He must be one

a most derogatory effect, just as re- furnished the initiative .. He must who is fearless , and has no tendency

wards before people may have a differentiate acts which are the re to have favorites . He must have a

most advantageous effect. Upon sult of followingfollowing a ringleader clear knowledge of the theories of

others, discipline that is meted out blindly from the concerted acts of Scientific Management, in order that

in the presence of other people is disobedience of a crowd, for the he can fill the position of enforcer

the only sort of discipline which has "mob spirit" is always an element to of its laws .

the desired effect. The sensitiveness be estimated and separately handled. ( To be continued )

Steam Boiler Efficiency and the Most Economical

Method for Absorbing Heat from

Gases of Combustion

The cost of generating steam con ture of the gases approaches that of 300 days per year, and using $ 3.00

sists of ( 1. ) the expense for fuel; the steam and water within the coal , the limit is reached when the

and ( 2. ) the expense for interest, boiler, a point is reached where the temperature difference between the

depreciation , labor and other fixed heat absorbed will no longer pay the gases and the steam is reduced to

charges upon the boiler, boiler set- fixed charges upon additional boiler 285 deg . F.

ting , grate , draft apparatus and fit- surface . Assuming steam at 150 16. gage

tings . If the amount of boiler sur This limit will depend upon the pressure, corresponding to a tem

face employed to develop one boiler price of fuel, the charges upon perature of 366 deg. F. , the lowest

horse power be increased, the boiler surface and the proportion of temperature to which it will pay to

amount of heat recovered from each the whole time that the boiler is reduce the flue gases under the

pound of fuel will , within the limits used . According to Fig . 2 , for above conditions is 650 deg. F. Ref

of ordinary operation , also increase plants operating 10 hours per day, erence to Fig. I shows that it will

and the gases will be discharged to

the stack at a lower temperature.

See Fig. 1 .
F

However, as the cost of steam is
800!

re luced by increasing the efficiency

of heat absorption, the fixed charges
7009

on the boiler and its appurtenances

are raised . The rate at which heat

600 !

is absorbed by any element of the

boiler surface depends upon the

temperature difference between the
sool

contents of the boiler and the gases

of combustion in contact with that 4001

part of the boiler. If the heat ab

sorbed by any particular part of the 23001

boiler is worth more than the fixed

sa.ft.ofBoiler surface per boilés Horse PowerDeveloped

charges corresponding, that particu

lar element of heating surface is FIG . 1-CHART SHOWING FLUE GAS TEMPERATURES CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT

RATES OF DRIVING BOILER HEATING SURFACE . EACH POINT

paying for itself . As the tempera
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SHORTAGE LIST
Form FAP 52a

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.

Sheets, Sheet .. DATE 191

ORDER-OF-WORK CLERK'S Record of JOB

- The following LIST includes ONLY those pieces which are not yet completed or

ready to . This job is SCHEDULED for.. ... to start .............191....,

and SHIPMENT has been promised for
.191...

UNCOMPLETED OPERATIONS

ARTICLE SYMBOL
DPWI PF MP

Quan

tity

PURCHASE

or JOB No.

E

-

FIG . 31 – SHORTAGE LIST- (Size 9 x 12 in . )

-

3S

clerk to fill out his shortage list for giving both the work number and the marily a graphical one and as fast

each particular job. This need not machine or bench at which the work as each operation is completed the

necessarily be done immediately after is to be done. The order-of-work schedule clerk sees that the com

the start of the job unless it is a clerk then checks these lists over pleted operation is blocked off on the

rush order or for extremely early de- daily and in connection with the erec- shortage list . It is only necessary to

livery. The shortage list is in- tion chart showing the planning for glance quickly over the different lists

tended to show only those pieces the next succeeding several weeks is to tell what proportion of operations

which are not completed and ready able to tell exactly what parts are is uncompleted. Reference to the

to assemble or ship . The items being delayed or which are behind in planning board immediately shows

thereon are made up from the sched- completion. With this information the layout for the future work in

ule cost sheet and the condition of before him , it is a simple matter to volved on each job . After the parts

each item is noted at the time the refer to the planning board and by shown on the shortage list are com

shortage list is made out . The area re- sorting the work orders at the pleted and ready for assembling or

to the right of each item is blocked various machines and benches insure shipment, the shortage list may be

off in colored pencil up to the first the completion of the tardy opera- destroyed , as it will not again be re

uncompleted operation. Each oper- tions in ample time for the schedule quired .

ation listed has a separate column requirements . This record is pri ( To be continued .)

[
]

The Psychology of Management - IV

Functionalization ( continued )

BY L. M. GILBRETH

The Gang Boss. - The duties of the prescribed method and to follow the instruction card in regard to

the gang boss are to see that the the orders of the planning depart- speeds, methods of operation , quality

worker has plenty of work ahead , toinent implicity. and quantity.

see that everything that he will need The Speed Boss.-The speed boss He must be proficient in the art

with which to do the work is at is responsible for the methods of of imparting his knowledge to other

hand, and to see that the work is doing work with machinery. He workiren , and at the same time be

actually " set," or placed , and per- has charge of overseeing the work, able to secure the prescribed outputs

formed correctly . and teaching the worker , during the and quantities. He need not be the

This position calls for a practical entire timethat the work is being fastest worker in the shop, but he

demonstrator, who must himself be done. He must be prepared con- should be one of the most intelligent

able and willing actually to prepare stantly to demonstrate at any time workers and best teachers , with a

and help on the work. It calls par not only how the work is done, but keen desire to co -operate both with

ticularly for a man with teaching also that it can be done in the speci- the workers and with the other fore

ability , with special emphasis on fied time. This position calls for a

ability to teach with great exactness man who is able personally to carry The Repair Boss. — The repair

cut the detailed written orders of boss has charge of the plant and
1Copyright,'1912, by L, M. Gilbreth

inen .
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its maintenance . He must have the least expenditure of time, effort est joints will make the plaster ad

a natural love of order and of or expense. here the best .

cleanliness, and a systematic type of Functionalising the Worker. - Un Wastefulness of Individual Plan

mind . The position calls for a man der Scientific Management, the ning . - Even if it were possible so to

with an experience that will enable worker as well as the foreman, is arrange the work of every worker

him to detect liability of breakdowns a specialist. This he becomes by that he could be in close proximity

before they actually occur. He must being relieved of everything that he to the equipment for planning and

be resourceful in repairing unex- is not best fitted to do, and allowed could be given the training needed,

pected breakdowns in an emergency, to concentrate upon doing, accord- individual planning for " small lots "

and be able at all times to carry outing to exact and scientifically derived with no systematized standardiza

literally the directions given on the methods, that work at which he is tion of planning -results would be an

instruction cards of the planning de- an expert.33 economic waste that would cause an

partment. Relieving the Worker of the unnecessary hardship on the worker,

The Inspector. — The function of Planning . – The planning is taken the employer and the ultimate con

inspector under the scientific or away from the worker, not because sumer . Individual planning could

Taylor plan of management is most it is something too choice, sacred or not fit the broad scheme of planning,

important, especially in connection entertaining for him to do, or some and at best would cause delays and

with the "first inspection .” During thing which the managers desire to confusion, and make an incentive to

the manufacture of the first piece, do themselves, but because it is best , plan for the individual self, instead

and after , the inspector passes and for the workers themselves as well of planning for the greatest good of

reports upon it before the worker as for the work, that the planning be the greatest number.

proceeds . Here the worker gets a done by specialists at planning. Again , even if it were possible to

return in person for each successive Master Planning a Life Study- plan best by individual planning,

act on the first piece he makes under The best planner is he who — other there is a further waste in chang

a new instruction card, or a new things being equal—is the most in- ing from one kind of work to an

worker under an old instruction genious, the most experienced and other. This waste is so great and so

card. Ambiguity of instructions, if the best observer. cbvious that it was noticed and

present, is thus eliminated, and The art of observing is founded recognized by the earliest manu

wrong actions or results are cor on a study of fundamental elements. facturers and economists .

rected before much damage to In order that planning may be donc Hardship to the Worker of In

material has been done and before best , the entire sequence of opera- dividual Planning . – To obtain the

much time and effort have been tions must be laid out previous to most wages and profits there must

wasted. The first erroneous cycles starting work , so that the ideas of be the most savings to divide . These

of work are not repeated , and the value of every element of every sub- cannot be obtained when each man

worker is promptly shown exactly division of the process of working plans for himself ( except in the

how efficiently he has succeeded in may be corrected to act most effi- home trades ) , because all large

determining the requirements of his ciently in relation with each and all modern operations have the quantity

instructions . of the subsequent parts and events of output dependent upon the

The inspector is responsible for that are to follow . This planning amount of blockades , stoppages and

the quality of the worl :
He ful- forwards and backwards demands an interferences caused by dependent

fills the requirements of Schloss , who equipment of time, study and mo sequences. It is not, therefore,

says , in speaking of the danger (un- tion study records such as can be possible to obtain the most profit or

der some managements) that the used economically only when all the most wages by individual planning.

foreman will sacrifice quality to planning is done in one place, with Planning is a general function, and

speed , if he gets a bonus for quantity one set of records. The planner the only way to obtain the best re

“ The best safeguard must be able to see and control the suits is by organized planning, and

against this serious danger would be whole problem in all of its aspects. in seeing that no planning is done

found in the appointment of a dis
For example, the use that is to for one worker without proper con

tinct staff of inspectors whose duty be made of the work after it is com sderation of its effect upon the out

it should be to ascertain, as the work pleted may entirely change the puts of all the other nen .

[:roceeds , that the stipulated stand- methods best used in doing it . Thus ,
Provision for Planning by All un

ards of excellence are at all times the face of a brick wall that is to der Scientific Management. — Much

scrupulously maintained.” This posi- be plastered should not have the has been said about the worker's

tion of inspector requires an obser- nicely ruled joints required on a " God -given right to think, " and

vant man who naturally is inclined face that is not to be plastered. On about the necessity for providing

to give constructive rather than the contrary , the roughest, ragged- cvery worker with an opportunity to

destructive criticism . He should be think .

process necessarily produces in the work

a man who can co -operate with the man a degree of excellence and rapidity in Scientific Management provides

workman and foreman to rescue con
his particular department, which is never

the fullest opportunities for every

demned or damaged material with bage, "Economy of Manufactures," p.172.
ecute many different processes . " -G. Bab

man to think, to exercise his mental

of output :

33 " The constant repetition of the same

possessed by a person who is obliged to ex
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faculties, and to plan : ( 1 ) In do- found advantageous to give a trick vides that all increase in output shall

ing the work itself , as will be shown bicycle rider the preference. be actual gain .

at length in chapters that follow ; There is no other reason why the
Under Scientific Management,

and ( 2 ) outside of the regular man for the short job should not be functionalization results in increased

working hours, but in connection fitted as well to his work as the man quantity of output,34 with maintained

with promotion in his regular work. for the long job , except the all - im- and usually increased quality.35 This

Scientific Management provides portant reason of cost for special results in decreased cost. The cost

always, and most emphatically, that preparation. Any expense for study is sufficiently lower to allow of in

the man shall have hours free from of the workers must be borne ulti- creased wages to the employees, a

his work in such a state that he will mately both by worker and manage- further profit to the employer, and a

not be too fatigued to do anything. ment, and it is undesirable to either maintained, or lowered , selling price.

Furthermore, if he work as directed , that expense should be incurred This means a benefit to the con

his number of working hours per which will not be ultimately repaid . sumer .

day will be so reduced that he will The Long - Time Job . - The long It may be objected that costs can

have more time each day for his time job allows of teaching ; there- not be lowered , because of the num

chosen form of mental stimulus and fore , the men for it may be care
ber of so - called " non -producers” pro

improvement. fully studied . Usually that man
vided for by Scientific Management.

Functionalising the Work Itself.- should be chosen who, with all the in answer to this it may be said that

The work of each part of the plan- natural qualifications and capabilities there are no non -producers under

ning and performing departments for the job, except practical skill , Scientific Management. Correspond

may be functionalized , or subdivided, requires the most teaching to raise ing work that under Scientific Man

as the result of motion study and lim from the lower plane to that agement, is done in the planning de

time study. The elementary timed highest mental and manual plane partment, must all be done some

units are combined or synthesized which he is able continuously to fill where and in a less systematic

into tasks made to fit the capabilities successfully. In this way each man manner, even under Traditional Man

of specialized workers. It is then will be developed into a worker of agement.36 The planning depart

necessary to : ( 1 ) List the duties great value to the management and ment simply does this work more

and requirements of the work ; ( 2 ) to himself.
efficiently, with less waste. More

Decide whether the piece can be The man who is capable and al- over, much work of the planning

best handled as one, or subdivided ready skilled at some work is thus department, being founded on ele

into several further subdivisions , or available for a still higher job, for mentary units, is available for con

stant use . Here results an enormous
functions, or even subfunctions , for which he can be taught. Thus the

two or more function specialists . long job affords the greatest oppor- saving by the conservation and

For the sake of analysis , all work tunity for promotion . The long
utilization of planning effort.

may be considered as of one of two job justifies the expenditure of
Also, standard methods are more

classes : ( 1 ) The short - time job ; money , effort and time by manage- apt to result in standard quality and

( 2 ) The long -time job. These two ment and men , and is the ideal field in fewer rejections of output that is

divisions are handled differently , as for the application of scientific below the requisite standards than

follows : selection and functionalization . is the case under Traditional Man

The Short- Time Job .-On the
agement.

SUMMARY

short-time job that probably will

Effect of Functionalisation upon

the
never be repeated , there is little op Effect of Functionalisation upon

Worker . - Under Traditional

portunity and no economic reason the Work. Under Traditional Management, even if the worker

for specially training a man for its Management, there was little or no often becomes functionalized, he

performance. The available man best definite functionalization . If the
seldom has assurance that he will be

suited to do the work with little or quantity of output did increase , as
able to reap the harvest from re

no help should be chosen to do it. the result of putting a man at that maining so ; and even so, neither

The suitability of the man for the work for which he seemed best fitted , data nor teaching are provided to

work should be determined only by there was seldom provision made for enable him to fulfill his function most

successfully.
applying simple tests, or, if even seeing that the quality of product

these will cause costly delay or more was maintained by a method of con
Under Transitory Management the

expense than the work warrants , the structive inspection that prevented worker becomes more and more

man who appears suitable and who downward deviations from standard functionalized as the results of mo

most desires the opportunity to do quality, instead of condemning large 31H. L. Gantt, “Work, Wages and Prof

the work can be assigned to it . quantities of the finished product .

If the job is connected with a new Under Transitory Management, part ofthe skill, dexterity, and judgment
with which it is anywhere directed, or ap

art , a man whose habits will help the department of inspection is one

division of labor." - Adam Smith, "Wealth

him can be chosen . For example, of the first functions installed . This

in selecting a man to fly, it might be assures maintained quality, and pro- Producers' in Manufacturing Plants," Ma

chinery, Nov. , 1906 , p. 134 .

its, " p. 19 .

35 The greatest improvements in the pro

ductive powers of labor, and the greater

plied , seem to have been the effects of the

of Nations," pp. 2-4 .

36H. K. Hathaway, " The Value of 'Non
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tion study and time study make clear stantly , are placed on other work. Iran , but his efficiency as a teacher

the advantages of specializing the The slow , unskilled worker who has is also increased by the fact that he

worker. difficulty in learning, may be put knows and understands the workers

Effects upon the Scientifically upon work requiring less skill , or whom he is there to teach .

Managed Worker. - Under Scienti- where speed is not required so much All Men are Pushed Up - Scienti

fic Management the effects of func as watchfulness and faithfulness. fic Management raises every man as

tionalization are so universal and so 'The worker who is slow , but ex- high as he is capable of being raised ;

far-reaching that it is necessary to ceptionally skilled, has the oppor- it does not speed him up . but

enumerate them in detail . tunity to rise to the position of pushes him up to the highest notch

Worker Relieved of Everything the functional foreman, especially in which he can fill . Shop experience

but His Special Functions.--Func- the planning department, where has shown that the demand for effi

tionalization , in providing that every knowledge, experience and resource- cient men in the planning depart

man is assigned a special function, fulness, and especially ability tofulness , and especially ability to ment is greater than the supply ;

also provides that he be called upon teach , are much more desired than also, that men in the planning depart

to do work in that function only, re- speed and endurance. Thus there ment who fit themselves for higher

lieving him of all other work and re- are places provided, below and above, work can be readily promoted to

sponsibility. Realization of this that can utilize all kinds of abilities. positions of greater responsibility,

elimination has a psychological effect

" All -Round " Men are Utilised.- either inside or outside the organiza

on action and habits of thinking 31
The exceptional man who possesses tion.

YearsPlaces are Provided for Special- executive ability in all lines and of Productivity
Pro

ists .-Functionalization
utilizes men

balance between them all , is the ideal longed.--Under functionalization the

with decided bents, and allows each man for a manager, and his special number of years of productivity of

man to occupy that place for which " all-round ” ability would be wasted all , workers and foremen alike , are

he is fitted.38 Assignment to func- in any position below that of aany position below that of a increased. The specialty to which

tions is done according to the capabil- manager. the man is assigned is his natural

ities and desires of those who are to Stability Provided For .-Every specialty , thus his possible and profit

fill them.
man is maintained in his place by able working years are prolonged, be

Specialising is Encouraged. It is his inter-responsibility with other cause he is working at that for

most important to remember that the men. Ifhe is a worker, every man's which he is naturally fitted .

man with any special talent39 ( or work is held to standard quality by Moreover, as the work of teach

talents ) , individuality, or special fit- lhe inspector, while the requirements ing is one at which the teacher be

ness is much more sure , under and rewards of his function are kept comes more clever and more valuable

Scientific Management, of obtaining before him by the instruction card as time goes on, the functional fore

and retaining the place that he is man , the rate fixer and the disciplin- man has that much more chance to

fitted for than he ever could have arian .
become valuable as years go by.

been under Traditional Management;
Promotion and Development Pro Change in the Worker's Mental

for , while many fairly efficient men vided For . – Functionalization pro- Attitude. The work under function

can be found who can fill a general vides for promotion by showing every alization is such as to arouse the

position , a man with the marked man not only the clearly circum- worker's attention and hold his in

desirable trait necessary to fill a dis- scribed place where he is at work, terest.co But the most important

tinct position requiring that trait but also by showing him the definite and valuable change in the worker's

will be one of few, and will have his place above him to which he may feelings is the change in his attitude

place waiting for him . be promoted, and by teaching him toward the foremen and the em

One-Talent Men Utilized.-- With how he can fill it . This allows him ployer. From " natural enemies" un

functionalization, who lack to develop the possibilities of his best der typical Traditional Management,

( jualifications for the position which self by using and specially training these all now become friends, with

they may at the start endeavor to
those talents which are most marked the common aim , co -operation, for

fili, may be transferred to other posi- in him.
the purpose of increasing output and

tions where the qualities they lack
Functional foremanship allows a wages and lowering costs.. This

are not required. If a man has but a larger number to become foremen , change of feeling results in an ap

single talent , Scientific Management
and to develop the will and judg- preciation of the value of teaching,

provides a place where that can be ment which foremanship
implies. and also in promoting industrial

litilized . Men in the Organization Pre- peace.

( To be continued .)

For example, men who cannot pro- ferred to Outsiders.—Men in the

duce the prescribed output con- organization are preferable to out
At about 3600 deg. F. almost all

siders as functional foremen and for known substances are plastic, molten,

promotion. Not only, does a worker's or gaseous, and are conductors of

**M . L. Cooke, "Bulletin No. 5 of The knowledge of his work help him to electricity . Magnetism ceases

become more efficient when he is exist at a temperature of about 1500

** H . L.Gantt, “Work, Wagesand Prof- promoted to the position of fore- deg. F.

men

31Gillette Dana, " Cost -keeping and

Management Engineering,” p. 11 .

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching," p. 15 .

29Adam Smith, " Wealth of Nations," p. 5 .

to

its," p. 120 .
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The Psychology of Management'-- V

Measurement

BY L. M. GILBRETH

Measurement Important in Psy- est possible time in which a partic- Taylor has emphasized the fact that

chology. — Measurement has always ular operation can be performed the average workman does not know

been of importance in psychology ; under the simplest and most favor- either his true efficiency or his true

but it is only with the development able circumstances.43 capacity. The experience of others

of experimental psychology and its Scientific Management cannot has also gone to show that even the

special apparatus , that methods of hope to furnish psychology with skilled workman has little or inac

accurate measurements are available either data or methods of measure curate knowledge of the amount of

which make possible the measure ment. It can and does, however, output that a good worker can

ment of extremely short periods of open a new field for study to experi- achieve at his chosen vocation in a

time. These enable us to measuremental psychology, and shows itself given time . ** The average manager

the variations of different workers as willing to furnish the actual work- is usually even more ignorant of the

to their abilities and their mental and ing difficulties or problems, to do capacity of the workers than are the

physical fatigue, 1 to study mental the preliminary investigation, and to rien themselves.48 This is because

processes at different stages of men- utilize results as fast as they can be of the prevalence of “ soldiering,"

tal and physical growth ; to compare obtained. and the actual necessity for it, under

different persons under the same con Measurement Important in Man- some forms of management, for the

ditions, and the same person under agement. The study of individual- worker's best interest . Even when

different conditions ; to determine the ity and of functionalization has made the manager realizes that soldiering

personal coefficient of different plain the necessity of measurement is going on, he has no way, especially

workers, specialists and foremen, for successful management. Meas- under ordinary management, of de

and to formulate resultant standards . urement furnishes the means for ob- termining its extent.

Methods of Measurement in Psy- taining that accurate knowledge up Under Traditional Management

chology. - Prof. George M. Stratton , on which the science of management there was little measurement of a

in his book " Experimental Psycholo- rests , as do all sciences -- exact and man's capacity. The emphasis was

gy and Culture," says : " In mental inexact.“ Through measurement, entirely on the results . There was,

measurements there is no pretense methods of less waste are deter- it is true, in everything beyond the

of taking the mind's measure as a mined and standards are made pos- most elementary of Traditional Man

whole, nor is there usually any im- sible ; and management becomes a agement, a measurement of the re

mediate intention of testing even science as it derives standards , and sult . The manager did know, at the

some special faculty or capacity of progressively makes and improves end of certain periods of time, how

the individual . What is aimed at is them , and the comparisons from much work had been done. This was

the measurement of a limited event them , accurate . an important thing for him to know.

in consciousness, such as a particu The great problem of measure If his cost ran too high , and his out

lar perception or feeling. The ex ment in management is determining put fell too low, he investigated. If

periments are addressed , of course, how many hours should constitute he found a defect , he tried to remedy

not to the weight or size of such the working day, and at what gait it ; but much time had to be wasted

phenomena, but usually to their dur- the men can work and continuously in this investigation , because often

ation and intensity.12 The actual thrive. The solution of this problem he had no idea where to start to

laboratory work in time-measure- involves the study of the men, the look for the defects .

ment, however, has been narrowed work , and the methods , which study He might investigate the men, he

down to determining, not the time must become more and more special- might investigate the methods, he

in general that is occupied by some ized , but the underlying aim is to might investigate the equipment, he

mental action , but rather the short- determine standards and individual might investigate the surroundings,

capacity.45 and so on, and very often in the1 Copyright, 1912, by L. M. Gilbreth .

Münsterberg, “American
Capacity. — There are at least four mind of the Traditional manager,

lems,” p. 34 .

M. Stratton , “ Experimental Psy views of a worker's capacity : 1. there . was not even this most ele

chology and Its Bearings upon Culture,"

What he thinks his capacity is ; 2. mentary division . If things went
13 Ibid, p . 38.

44 M. L. Cooke. Bulletin No. 5 of The What his associates think his capac- wrong , he simply knew that " Some

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching , p. 7 . ity is ; 3. What those over him think thing is wrong somewhere," and it
45 H. L. Gantt, " Work , Wages and Pro

fits ," p. 15 . his capacity is ; 4. What accurate was the work of the foremen to find

46 "Shop Management" ( Harper Edition ) ,
129 , p. 25 . measurement determines his actual out where the place was, or so to

47 H. L. Gantt, A. S. M. E. Paper No.

928, 16 . capacity to be . speed up the men that the output

** "Shop Management” ( Harper Edition ) ,
Ignorance of Real Capacity .-- Dr. should be increased and the cost low

41 Hugo Prob

42 G.

p. 37.

161 , p. 33 .
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man .

ered . Whether the defects were time study as the methods of meas- unusually long periods ; ( c ) able to

really remedied, or simply concealed urement. get every thought out of a simple

by temporarily speeding up, was not Measurement is a most necessary written sentence ; ( d ) keenly inter

seriously questioned. adjunct to selecting the workers and ested in his work ; ( e ) accurate ; (f)

Transitory Management Realizes the managers and to assigning them possessed of infinite patience.

Value of Measurement. - One of the to the proper functions and work. The observer should , preferably ,

first improvements introduced when They cannot be selected to the great- have the intimate knowledge that

Traditional Management gives place est advantage and set to functional comes from personal experience of

to the transitory stage is the meas- ized work until ( a ) the unit of the work to be observed , although

urement of the separated output of measurement that will of itself tend such a man is often difficult if not

individual workers. These outputs to reduce costs has been determined ; impossible to obtain .

are measured and recorded. The ( b ) methods of measurement have The position of observer illustrates

records for extra-high outputs are been determined ; ( c ) measurement another of the many opportunities of

presented to the worker promptly , has been applied ; and ( d ) standards the workman for promotion from the

so that he may have a keen idea for measurement have been derived . ranks to higher positions when they

constantly of the relation of effort Under Scientific Management, are capable of holding the promo

to output , while the fatigue and the Measurement Determines the Task. tion . Naturally , other things being

effort of doing the work is still —An important aim of Measurement equal, no man is so well acquainted

fresh in his mind . under Scientific Management is to with the work to be observed as he

The psychology of a prompt re determine the Task, or the standard who has actually done it himself, and

ward will be considered later at amount of any kind of work that a if he have also the qualifications of

length , but it cannot be emphasized first -class man can do in a certain the worker, he will be able to go at

too often that the prompter the re- period of time . The “ standard once from his position in the ranks

ward , the greater the stimulus . The amount" is the largest amount that to that of observer, or time study

reward will become associated with a first- class man can do and contin
The observer must also famil

the fatigue in such a way that the uously thrive .
iarize himself with the literature re

worker will really get , at the time, The " first-class" man is the man garding motion study and time study,

more satisfaction out of his fatigue who can eventually become best fit- and must form the habit of recording

than he will discomfort. This rec ted , by means of natural and ac- systematically the minutest details

ord of efficiency is often so present- quired capabilities , to do the work . observable. The effect upon the man

ed to the workers that they get an The " certain period of time” is that making the observation of knowing

excellent idea of the numerical meas which best suits the work and the that his data , even though at the

ure of their efficiency and its trend . man's thriving under the work . The time they may seem unimportant,

This is best done by a graphical amount of time allowed for a task can be used for the deduction of vital

chart. consists of three parts : 1. Time laws, is plain. He naturally feels

The records of the outputs of actually spent at work. 2. Time for that he is a part of a permanent

others on the same kind of work rest for overcoming fatigue . 3. scheme, and is ready and willing to

done concurrently, or a correspond- Time for overcoming delays . put his best activity into the work .

ing record on work done previously , Measurement must determine what Unbiassed Observation Necessary.

will show the relative efficiency of any percentage of the task time is to be -In order to take observation prop

worker as compared with the rest . spent at work, and what at rest , and erly , the investigator should be ab

These standards of comparison are must also determine whether the rest solutely impartial, unprejudiced, and

a strong incentive and, if they are period should all follow the complet- unbiassed by any preconceived no

shown at the time that such work ed work, or should be divided into tions. Otherwise, he will be likely

done, they also become so closely parts , these parts to follow certain to think that a certain thing ought

associated not only with the mental cycles through the entire work to happen. Or he may have a keen

but the bodily feeling of the man period . desire to obtain a certain result to

that the next time the work is re Qualifications of the Observer or conform to a pet theory . The elim

peted , the thoughts that the same Measurer. - The observer should be ination of any charting by the man

effort will probably bring greater re a man selected for the position on who makes the observations, or at

sults, and that it has done so in the account of his special natural fitness least its postponement until all ob

past with others, will be immediately and previous experience. The nat- servations are made, will tend to de

present in the mind . ural qualities of the successful hun crease the dangers of unconscious ef

Measurement is Basic under Sci- ter , fisherman , detective, reporter and fect of what he considers the prob

entific Management. Under Scien- woodsman for observation of min- able curve of the observations should

tific Management, measurement is ute details are extremely desirable . be.

basic . Measurement is of the work, Other natural qualifications re As has been well said , watching

or outputs, of the methods, the tools , quired to an efficient observer are the curve to be charted before all of

and of the worker, with the individ- that of being ( a ) an " eye worker” ; the data have been obtained develops

ual as a unit and motion study and ( b ) able to concentrate attention for a distinct theory in the mind of the
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investigator and is apt to “ bend the that he can perform a cycle of pre- that under them general welfare is

curve” or, at least , to develop a feel- scribed standard motions automatic- considered ; the objections to such

ing that if any new or special data ally, without mental concentration . study will vanish .

do not agree with the tendency of This enables him to devote his entire Motion Study and Time Study De

the curve—so much the worse for mental activity to deviating the one fined.—Motion study is the dividing

the reputation of the data for re desired variable from the accepted of the elements of the work into the

liability.
cycle of motions. most fundamental subdivisions possi

Observed Worker Should Realize The difficulty in motion study and ble , studying these fundamental

the Purpose of the Measurement.- time study is not so often to vary units separately and in relation to

The observed worker should be the variable being observed andthe variable being observed and one another ; and from these studied ,

made to realize the purpose and im- studied , as it is to maintain the other chosen units , when timed , building

portance of the measurement. The variables constant . Neither skill nor up methods of least waste .

observing should always be done appreciation of what is wanted is Time study consists of timing the

with his full knowledge and hearty enough alone . The worker who is elements of the best method known,

co -operation. He will attain much to be measured successfully must ; and, from these elementary unit

improvement by intelligent co - opera 1. Have the required skill ; 2. Un- times, synthesizing a standard time

tion with the observer, and may, derstand the theory of what is being in which a standard man can do a

in turn, be able to be promoted to done ; 3. Be willing to co-operate . certain piece of work in accordance

observing if he is interested enough Accurate measurement of individ- with the finally accepted method .

to prepare himself after hours . uals , in actual practice, brings out Motion study and time study meas

No worker should ever be ob- the fact that lamentably few persons ure individual capacity or efficiency

served , timed and studied surrepti are accustomed to be, or can readily by providing data from which stand

tiously. In the first place , if the be, measured. It has been a great ards can be made. These standards

worker does not know that he is be- drawback to the advance of Scienti- made, the degree to which the indi

ing observed, he cannot co -operate fic Management that the moment afic Management that the moment a vidual approaches or exceeds the

with the observer to see that the measurer of any kind is put on the standard can be determined .

methods observed are methods of work, either a device to measure out Motion study and time study are

least waste. Therefore, the motion put or a man to measure or to time devices for measuring methods. By

study and time study records that reactions, motions, or output, the their use, old methods are "tried

result will not be fundamental stand- majority of the workers become out," once and for all , and their rela

ards in any case and will probably suspicious. Being unaccustomed tosuspicious. Being unaccustomed to tive value in efficiency, determined .

be worthless. being measured , they think, as is By their use , also , new methods are

In the second place, if the worker usually the case with things to which " tried out. ”

discovers that he is being observed we are unaccustomed, that there is Any new method suggested can be

secretly , he will feel that he is being something harmful to them in it . tested in a short time. Such ele

spied upon and is not being treated This feeling makes necessary much ments of it as have already been

fairly. Even should the worker thus explanation which in reality should tested , can be valued at the start, the

observed not think that he was being not be needed . new elements introduced can be mo

watched in order to force him , at a Motion Study and Time Study tion studied and time studied , and

later time, to make higher outputs, Are the Methods of Measurement waste eliminated as far as possible ,

after he has once learned that he is Under Scientific Management. - Un- with no loss of time or thought.

being watched secretly, his attention der Scientific Management, the meas Comparison of Methods Fosters

will constantly be distracted by the uring is done by motion study and Invention . — The value of such com

thought that perhaps he is being time study, which measure the rela- parative study can be seen at a

studied and timed again . He will be tive efficiency of various men , of glance. When one such method after

constantly on the alert to see possible various methods, or of various kinds another is tried out, not only can one

observers.
result in of equipment, surroundings, tools, tell quickly what a new method is

" speeding him up , " but the speed etc. Their most important use is as worth, but can also determine what

will not be a legitimate speed that measuring devices of the men . They it is worth compared to all others

results to his good as well as to that have great psychological value in which have been considered . This

of his employer. that they are founded on the “ square is because the study is a study of ele

Worst of all , he will lose confi- deal ” and the men know this from ments, primarily, and not of methods

dence in the “ squareness” of his em
the start . Being operated under as a whole. Not only can suggested

ployer. Hence he will fail to co laws, they are used the same way on methods be estimated, but also new

operate , and one of the greatest ad all sorts of work and on all men . methods which have never been sug

vantages of Scientific Management As soonAs soon as the men really under- gested will become apparent them

will thus be lost . stand this fact , and realize ( 1 ) that selves through this study. Common

An Expert Best Worker to Ob- the results are applied to all men elements, being at once classified and

serve. — The best worker to observe equally ; ( 2 ) that all get an ample set aside , the new ones will make

for time study is he who is so skilled compensation for what they do ; ( 3 ) themselves prominent, and better

This may
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methods for doing work will suggest of to-day are of vital importance alone may be misleading, or put an

themselves, especially to the inven- years after.
incentive on the workers to give an

tive mind. Specialised Study Imperative. - As undesirable result .

Time and motion study are meas
an illustration of the field for special The rule is, always select that unit

uring devices for ascertaining theized investigation which motion study of output that will, of itself , cause

relative merits of different kinds of and time study present , we may take a reduction in costs .

equipment, surroundings and tools . the subject of fatigue . Motion study For example : In measuring the

Through them, the exact capacities and time study aim to show , to re- output of a concrete gang, counting

of equipment or of a tool or ma view : 1. The least fatiguing method cement bags provides an incentive to

chine can be discovered at once , and of getting least waste. 2. The length use more cement than the instruction

also the relative value in efficiency. of time required for a worker to do card calls for . Counting the batches

Also motion study and time study a certain thing. 3. The amount of of concrete dumped out of the mixer,

determine exactly how a tool or a
rest and the time of rest required to provides an incentive to use rather

piece of equipment can best be used . overcome fatigue . smaller quantities of broken stone

Dr. Taylor spent years in determin- and sand than the proportions call

The Scope of Time and Motion

ing the percentage of rest that should for, -- and, furthermore, does not put

Study Is Unlimited. It is a great beallowed in several of the trades , the incentive on the men to spill no

misfortune that the worker does not

understand, as heshould , that mo- beginning with those where themak- concrete in transportation; neither

tion study and time study apply noting of output demands weight hang- does it put an incentive to use more

only to his work,but also to the working on the arms; but there is stilla lumps for Cyclopeanconcrete.

Measuring the quantity actuallyof the managers. In order to get great amount of investigation that

results from thestart
, it often hap- could be done to advantage to deter- placed in the forms puts no incen

pens that the work of the worker is mine the most advisable percentage tive towatch bulging forms closely.

While measuring outputs by allthe first to be so studied, but when of rest in the working day of differ

ent lengths. Such investigation these different units of measurements
Scientific Management is in full

would probably show that many of would be valuable to check up accu
operation , the work of the managers

our trades could do the same amount racy of proportions, accuracy of

is studied exactly to the same extent ,
of work in fewer hours , if the quan stores account , and output records ,

and set down exactly as accurately

the most important unit of measureas the work of the worker himself. tity and time of rest periods were

scientifically determined . ment for selection would be , " cubic

Detailed Records Necessary. Again , there is a question of the feet of forms filled ," the general di

Motion study and time study records length of each rest period. It has mensions to be taken from the latest

must go into the greatest detail possi- been proven that in many classes of revised engineer's drawings.

ble. If the observations are hasty , work, and especially in those where

misdirected or incomplete they may the work is interrupted periodically
SUMMARY.

be quite unusable and necessitate go, by reason of its peculiar nature, or Results of Measurement to the

ing through the expensive process by reason of inefficient performance Work . - Under Traditional Manage

of observation all over again . Dr. in one of the same sequence of de ment, even the crudest measurement

Taylor has stated that during his pendent operations, alternate work- of output and cost usually resulted

earlier experiences he was obliged to ing and resting periods are best . in an increase in output. But there

throw away a large quantity of time There is to be considered in this
was no accuracy of measurement of

study data, because they were not in connection, however, the recognized individual efficiency, nor was there

sufficient detail and not recorded disadvantage of reconcentrating the provision made to conserve results

completely enough to enable him to attention after these rest periods. and make them permanently useful.

use them after a lapse of a long Another thing to be considered is Under Transitory Management

period from the time of its first use . that the rate of output does not de- and measurement of individual out

No system of time study , and no in- cline from the beginning of the day, put, output increased and rewards

dividual piece of time study , can be but rather the high point of the curve for the higher output kept up the

considered a success unless by its representing rate of production is at standard .

use at any time, when new , or after
a time somewhat later than at the Under Scientific Measurement,

a lapse of years, an accurate predic- starting point.
measurement of the work itself de

tion of the amount of work a man Selection of Best Unit of Meas- termines : 1. What kind of workers

can do can be made.
urement Necessary and Important. are needed ; 2. How many workers

All results attained should invari- -Selecting the unit of measurement are needed ; 3. How best to use them ;

ably be conserved , whether they ap- that will of itself reduce costs is a Motion Study and Time Study meas

pear at the moment to be useful or most important element in obtaining

valuable or not . In the past it has maximum efficiency.49-50 This is sel

been found in time study , as in the dom realized . Where possible, sev

investigations of all other sciences , eral units of measurements should

that apparently unimportant details be used to check each other.52 One

49 R. T. Dana , " Handbook of Steam

Shovel Work ," p . 161 .

50 H. P. Gillette, Trans. A. S. E. C. , vol .

I, p. 71.

51 F. W. Taylor, A. S. M. E. Paper No.

1119 , 168 .

52 Hugo Münsterberg , " American Prob

lems , p. 37 .
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more

urement : 1. Divide the work into it does under Scientific Management, is the outcome of co-operation be

units; 2. Measure each unit ; 3. Study the relative results of various people tween him and the management. His

the variables, or elements, one at a doing the same kind of work. But own judgment assures him that it is

time; 4. Furnish resulting timed ele- it does not, itself , show the worker the best , up to that time, that they,

ments to the synthesizer of methods how to obtain greater results without working together, have been able to

of least waste . putting on more speed or using up design.

The accurate measuring devices activities . But when the 3. The worker's reasoning powers

which accomplish measurement un worker's methods are measured, he are developed. Continuous judging

der Scientific Management prevent begins to see , for himself, exactly of records of efficiency develops high

breakdowns and accidents to life and why and where he has failed . class , well developed reasoning

limb. For example : ( 1 ) The main Final Outcome Beneficial to Man powers .

tained tension on a belt bears a close agers and Men . - Through measure 4. The worker fits his task , there

relation to its delay periods . ( 2 ) ment in Scientific Management, man fore there is no need of adjustment,

The speed of a buzz planer deter- agers asquire : ( 1 ) Ability to select and his attitude toward his work is

mines its liability to shoot out pieces men , methods, equipment, etc.; ( 2 ) right.

of wood to the injury of its operator, Ability to assign men to the work 5. There is elimination of soldier

or to injure bystanders . Scientific which they should do, to prescribe ing, both natural and systematic.53-54

Management, by determining and the method which they shall use , and All Knowledge Becomes the

standardizing methods and equip to reward them for their output suit- Knowledge of All. — Two outcomes

ment, both , provides for uninterrupt- ably ; ( 3 ) Ability to predict. On this may be confidently expected in the

ed output. ability to predict rests the possibility future , as they are already becoming

Effect on the Worker . — Under of making calendars , chronological apparent wherever Scientific Man

Traditional Management there is not charts and schedules , and of planning agement is being introduced : The

enough accurate measurement done determining sequences of events, etc. , worker will become more and more

to make its effect on the worker of which will be discussed at length willing to impart his knowledge to

much value. Under Transitory Man- later . others . When the worker realizes

agement, as soon as individual out
Ability to predict allows the man- that passing on his trade secrets will

puts are measured, the worker takes agers to state “ premature truths,” not cause him to lose his position or,

more interest in his work, and en which the records show to be truths by raising up a crowd of competitors,

deavors to increase his output . when the work has been done. It lower his wages, but will , on the

Under Scientific Management must not be forgotten that the man contrary, increase his wages and

measurement of the worker tells : agers are enabled not only to predict chances of promotion, he is ready

( 1 ) What the workers are capable what the men , equipment, machinery, and willing to have his excellent

of doing ; ( 2 ) What function it will etc. , will do, but what they can do methods standardized.

be best to assign them to and to themselves . Measurement of Individual Effi

cultivate in them.
The Effect on the Men is That the ciency Will Be Endorsed by All.

This accurate measurement in- Worker Co-operates.-- 1. The work- The worker will ultimately realize

creases the worker's efficiency in that er's interest is held . The men know that it is for the good of all , as well

it enables him to eliminate waste . that the methods they are using are as for himself, that individual effi

" Cut and try" methods are eliminat- the best.
The exact measurements ciency be measured and rewarded.

ed . There is no need to test a dozen of efficiency of the learner - and un It has been advanced as an argu

methods, a dozen men , a dozen sys- der Scientific Management a man ment against measurement that it

tems of routing, or various kinds of never ceases to be a learner - give discriminates against the " weaker

equipment more than once , —that one him a continued interest in his work . brother," who should have a right to

time when they are scientifically tried It is impossible to hold the attention obtain the same pay as the stronger,

out and measured . This accurate of the intelligent worker to a method for the reason that he has equal

measurement also eliminates disputes or process that he does not believe needs for this pay to maintain life

between manager and worker as to to be the most efficient and least and for the support of his family .

what the latter's efficiency is .
wasteful .

Putting aside at the moment the

Efficiency Measured by Time and Motion study and time study are emotional side of this argument,,

Motion Study . - Time and Motion the most efficient measuring devices which is undoubtedly a strong side

Study ( a ) measure the man by his of the relative qualities of differing and a side worthy of consideration ,

work ; that is , by the results of his methods. They furnish definite and with much truth in it , and looking

activities ; ( b ) measure him by his exact proof to the worker as to the solely at the logical side, it cannot

methods; ( c ) measure him by his excellence of the method that he is do the " weaker ” brother any good in

capacity to learn ; ( d ) measure him told to use . When he is convinced , the long run , and it does the world

by his capacity to teach . lack of interest due to his doubts and
(Continued on page 121. )

Now measurement by result alone dissatisfaction is removed .

is very stimulating to increasing ac 2. The worker's judgment is ap
Taylor, “ Shop Management"

( Harper Edition ) , 46 , p. 30 .

tivities, especially when it shows , as pealed to . The method that he uses 34 F W. Taylor, "A Piece Rate System ,"

A. S. M. E. Paper No. 647 , 122 .

53 F. W.
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It will be seen that the extra heat grow rapidly in popularity and far- better part of wisdom in many cases

ing main in the power house adds sighted managements will no doubt to install such a type of machine,

no complication. In future power prepare themselves for this develop- notwithstanding the fact that no

house plans , it will be desirable to ment. When coal prices rise , this heating system may exist at present

immediately have designs so state of affairs will be hastened . The or be immediately projected. More

ranged that this new bleeder propo automatic bleeder turbine unit costs over, with a unit of this construction ,

sition may at any time be introduced but approximately 772 per cent more its properties should possess no

without any material alteration . As than the standard condensing ma- small value as it should suffer least

a public utility , district heating may chine, and it may, therefore , be the from obsolescence.

ar

The Psychology of Management'-- VI

Analysis and Synthesis

BY L. M. GILBRETH

" Analysis,” says the Century Dic- of analysis and of synthesis.55 Upon ducted so successfully that scientifi

tionary, " is the resolution or separ the degree and perfection of the an- cally determined and timed elements

ation of anything which is com alysis depend the permanent value can be constructed into standards.

pound, as a conception , a sentence, and usefulness of the knowledge As everything that is attempted in

a material substance or an event , in- gained. Upon the synthesis, and the line of analysis and synthesis un

to its constituent elements or into what it includes and excludes , de- der Transitory Management is done

its causes.”
pends the efficiency of the results de- scientifically under Scientific Man

“ Synthesis ” is “ a putting of two ducel. ogement, we may avoid repetition by

or more things together ; composi Under Traditional Management, considering Scientific Management

tion ; specifically, the combination of analysis and synthesis are so seldom at once .

separate elements or objects of present as to be negligible . Success · Relation of Analysis and Synthesis

thought into a whole, as of simple or failure are seldom if ever so in Scientific Management to Measure

into compound or complex concep studied and measured that the causes ment and Standardization . - Analy

tions , and individual propositions in are well understood. Therefore no sis considers the subject that is to be

to a system .”
standards for future work that are measured — be it individual action or

Use of Analysis and Synthesis by of any value can be established . It output of any kind—and divides it

Psychology . - Analysis is defined by need only be added that one reason into such a number of parts , and

Sully as follows : " Analysis” is why Traditional Management makes parts of such a nature, as will best

" taking apart more complex pro
so little progress is because it makes suit the purpose for which the mea

cesses in order to single out for spec no analyses that are of permanent surement is taken . When these sub

ial inspection their several constitu value . What data it has are avail- divisions have been measured ,

ent processes. ” He divides elements able for immediate use only . Prac- synthesis combines them into a

of thought activity into ( a ) Analy- tically every man who does the work whole.56 Under Scientific Manage

sis : Abstraction ; ( b ) Synthesis: must " start at the beginning,” for ment, through the measurements

Comparison. Speaking of the latter hirrsclf. If this is often true of en- used, synthesis is a combination of

he says : "The clear , explicit detach tire methods, it is even more true of those elements only which are neces.

ment in thought of the common ele Clements of methods. As elements Sary, and which have been proved to

ments which comparison secures, al are not studied and recorded separ- te most efficient. The result of the

lows of a new reconstructive sys ately, they are not recognized when synthesis is standardized , and used

thesis of things as made up of parti- they appear again , and the resultant intii a inore accurate standard dis

cular groupings of a number of gen waste is appalling. This waste is in- places it.

eral qualities."
evitable with the lack of co -opera Under Scientific Management an

Any study of management which

tion under Traditional Management alysis and synthesis are methods of

aims to prove that management may
and the fact that each worker plans determining standards from avail

be , and under Scientific Management

the greater part of his work for able knowledge ; measurement fur

himself .

is , a science , must investigate its use
nishes the means. It is the duty of

Division of output appears early the analyst to divide the work that

Copyright , 1912 , by L. M. Gllbreth. in 'Transitory Management, but it is he is set to study into the minutest

55 H. Le Chatelier, Discussion of A. S.

M. E. Paper No. 1119, p. 303 . usually not until a late stage that divisions possible . What is possible

5* H. L. Gantt, “ Work , Wages and Profits, "
motion study and time study are con- is determined by the time and money

1

p . 35.
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that can be set aside for the investi In practice the process of division It is not enough that the worker

gation .
continues as long as it can show it should understand the methods of

The Nature of the Work Must self to be a method for cost reduc- measurement. He can get most

Determinc the Amount of Analysis ing : Work may be divided into pro- from the resultant standards and

Practicable. — In determining the cesses ; each process into subdivi- will most efficiently co -operate if he

amount of time and money required, sions; each subdivision into cycles ; understands thè division into ele

it is necessary to consider : ( 1 ) The cach cycle into elements ; each ele- rents to be studied .

cost of the work if done with no ment into time units ; each time unit The Synthesist's Work Is Selec

special study ; ( 2 ) how many times into motions , and so on , indefinitely, tion and Addition .—The synthesist

the work is likely to be repeated ; toward the indivisible minimum.57 studies the individual results of the

( 3 ) how many elements that it con At any of these stages of division analyst's work , and their interrela

tains are likely to be similar to ele- the results may be taken as final for tion , and determines which of these

ments in work that has already been the purpose of the study, and the should be combined , and in what

studied ; (4 ) how many new ele- operations , or final divisions of the manner , for the most economic re

ments that it contains are likely to work at that stage , may be meas
Sult His duty is to construct that

be available in subsequent work ; ( 5 ) ured . To obtain results with the crimination of the elements which

the probable cost of the work after least expenditure of time, the opera- will be most efficient.

it has been studied , ( a) the cost of tions must be subjected to motion But the most important part of the

doing it , and ( b) the cost of the in- study before they are timed, as well synthesist's work is the actual elimi

vestigation ; (6 ) the loss , if any, from as after. This motion study can be nation of elements which are useless

delaying the work until after it has accurate and of permanent value and the combination of the remain

been studied ; ( 7 ) the availability of only in so far as the divisions are ing elements in such a way that a

trained observers and measurers, an final. The resulting improved oper- far better method than the one anal

alysts and synthesists ; and ( 8 ) the ations are then ready to be timed . yzed will result .

available money for carrying on the Ultimate Analysis the field of The result of synthesis is the basis

investigations . These questions at Psychology . — When the analyst has for the task ; it becomes the stand

least must be answered before it is proceeded as far as he can in divid- aril that shows what has actually

possible to decide whether studying the work into prime factors , the been done, and what can be expected

shall be made or not , and to what problem continues in the field of psy- to be repeated . It is important to

degree it can be carried . It is ob- chology. Here the opportunities for note the relation between the task

vious that in all observation in the securing further data become almost and synthesis . When it becomes

industrial world, cost must be the limitless . generally understood that the " task "

principal determining feature . Once It is the justification for analysis under Scientific Management is nei

the cost can be estimated , and the to approach the ultimate as nearly as ther an ideal which exists simply in

amount of money that can be al- possible , that the smaller and more the imagination, nor an unachievable

lowed for the investigation deter- difficult of measurement the division high estimate of what can be ex

mined, it is possible at least to ap- is , the more often it will appear in pected, but is actually the sum of

proximate satisfactory answers to various combinations of elements. observed and timed operations , then

the other questions. How closely The permanence and exactness of much objection to it will cease.

the answers approximate depends the result vary with the effort for As is the case with most objections

largely on the skill and experience obtaining it . to Scientific Management, or its ele

of the analyst.
Qualifications of an Analyst.To ments, ignorance is the chief obsta

The greater number of times the be most successful , an analyst should cle to the introduction and success

work is to be repeated , the less the liave ingenuity , patience , and that of ihe task idea . This ignorance is

ultimate cost . The more elements love of dividing a process into its prevalent among managers as well

contained similar to elements already component parts and studying each as workers. Scientific Management

determined , the less the additional separate part that characterizes the can and does succeed even when the

cost, and the less the time necessary. analytic mind . The analyst must be workers are ignorant of many of its

The more elements contained that capable of doing accurate work and fundamental principles , but it will

can be used again , even in different orderly work. never make the strides that it should

work , the less the ultimate cost . The To get the most pleasure and until every man working under it , as

better trained the analyst , the less profit from his work he should real- well as all outside, understand why

the immediate or additional cost and ize that his great , underlying pur- it is doing as it does, as well as

time. Much depends on the amount pose is to relieve the worker of un what is done.. This educational

of previous data at hand when the necessary fatigue, to shorten his campaign could find no better start

investigation is being made, and on work period per day , and to increase ing point than the word " task ," and

the skill and speed of the analyst in the number of his days and years of the “ task idea .”

using these data . higher earning power. With this The Word Task is Unfortunate.58

87 F. B. Gilbreth , “ Cost Reducing System." realization will come an added in- - The Century Dictionary, among

** James M.Dodge. Discussion of A. S.

M. E. Paper No. 1119, p. 284. terest in his subject, five definitions, defines " task " as
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it .

" work undertaken ; an undertaking.” down of time, effort and fatigue un Management has been called

Only this meaning covers in any der the scientifically derived meth- largely a matter of transportation .

way what is meant by the task in ods .
It may be " transportation ” or mov

Scientific Management. Definition of Task as Used in ing of materials, revolution of parts

The ideas included in the other Scientific Management. - The task of fixed machinery, or merely trans

four definitions are most unpleas- under Scientific Managementdiffers portation of parts of one's body in

ant. The thought of labor ; the from the task under Traditional manual movements. In any case ,

thought that labor is imposed ; the Management in that ( 1) the tools the laws governing transportation

thought that the imposition is defi- and surrounding conditions with apply to all . This view of manage

nite ; that duty makes it necessary which the work shall be done are ment is most stimulating to the

that it be done ; that it is burden- standardized ; ( 2 ) the method in mind. A moving object attracts

some ; that it is toilsome—these are
which the work shall be done is

attention and holds interest. Work

pre

most unfortunate ideas and have scribed ;( 3) the time that the work that is interesting can be accom

been associated with the word so shall take is scientifically deter- plished with greater speed and less

long in the human mind that it will mined ; (4 ) an allowance is made fatigue. Thinking in terms of the

be a matter of years before a new for rest from fatigue ; and ( 5 ) the methods of Scientific Management

set of associations can be formed quality of the output is prescribed . as the most accurate and efficient in

which will be pleasant , and which When to this is added the fact that transporting the finished output and

will render the word “ task ” attrac the method is taught, and that the its “ chips, "6" will be a great aid

tive and agreeable to the worker and reward is ample, fixed, prompt and towards attaining the best results

to the public in general . assured, the attractive features of possible by means of a new view

However, there seems to be no the task under Scientific Manage- point for constructive criticism .

better word forthcoming, and one
ment have been made plain .

Qualifications of the Synthesist.-

can follow the example of the mas The synthesist must have a con

Task Idea Applies to Work of structive mind, for he determines the
ters in management, who have ac

cepted this word , and have done Everyone. — Under Scientific Man
sequence of events as well as the

their best to make it attractive by agement there is a task for every rrethod of attack . Hemust have the

the way they themselves haveused member of the organization , from ability to see the completedwhole

the head of the management to the which he is trying to make, and to

Opinions as to a preferable word
worker at the most elementary regard the elements with which he

will doubtless vary, but it is self- work. This is too often not known, works not only as units, but in rela
or not appreciated by the worker, tion to each other. He must feel

evident that the word “ task ” has al

who feels that what is deemed best that any combination is influenced
ready become so firmly established

in Scientific Management that any

for him should be good for every

not only by the elements that go into

The mental attitude will never it , but by the interrelation betweenattempt to change it would result in

confusion . It is far better to con
be right till all understand that the

them . This differs for different

centrateon developing a new set of task idea will increase, efficiency combinations asina kaleidoscope.

as:cciations for it in as many mind:
when applied to any possible kind of

The synthesist must never be

work. With the application of the thought of as a destructive critic.
as possible.

task idea to all will come added

Decided Advantage to the Use of
He is , in reality, a conserver of all

co-operation . that is valuable in old methods.

the Word Task . - Perhaps in one

way it is fortunate that the use of
Task Idea Applies to the Work of Through his work and that of the

the word " task ” does coincide more
the Organisation . — The work which analyst, the valuable elements of

or less with the use of that word is to be done by the organization traditional methods are incorporated

standard methods. Theseunder Traditional Management. Un- should be considered the task of the into

der Traditional Management the task organization , and this organization standard methods will doubtless be

task is studied before individual improved as time goes on , but the
is the work to be done. It may be

just as well that the same word
tasks are set. The methods used in valuable elements will be perma

should be used under Scientific Man- determining this organization task nently conserved .

agement, in order that both the
The valuable inventions referredare analysis and synthesis , just as in

worker and the investigator may
the case of the individual task. to as the result of measurement are

The individual tasks are the work of the synthetic mind . It
realize that, after all , the work that

is to be done is in its essentials exact
sidered as elements of the organiza- discovers new, better methods of

The problem is to doing work, and this results in thely the same. With this realization tion task .

from the beginning, the mind of the determine the best arrangement of invention of better means, such as

worker or investigator may be the
these individual tasks , the best tools or equipment.

Relation of Invention to Scientificmore predisposed to note the elimi- schedule and routing. The individ

nations of waste and the cutting val task may be thought of as Management Important. — There has

something moving that must be been much discussion as to the rela

* F. B. Gilbreth , "Motion Study."
gotten out of the way.

tion of invention to Scientific Man

one.

con

$ 0 James M. Dodge.
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agement . It has been claimed by of percentage of rest for overcom
SUMMARY

many otherwise able authorities that ing fatigue ; ( 2 ) law of classifica Effect of Analysis and Synthesis

many results credited to Scientific tion of work according to percentage on the Work. As the outcome of

Management are really the results of of fatigue caused ; ( 3 ) laws for
analysis and synthesis is standard

new machinery, tools or equipment making high-speed steel; (4 ) laws ization, so the effect of them upon

that have been invented.º1 Scientific relating to cutting metals; ( 5 ) laws
work is standard work. Quantity of

Management certainly can lay no that will predict the right speed , feed

claim to credit for efficiency which and cut on metals for the greatest output can bepredicted ; quality of

output is assured .

comes through inventions neither output ; ( 6 ) laws for predicting

suggested nor determined by it . maximum quantity of output' that a Effect on the Worker. The effect

But the inventions from whose re man can achieve and thrive , and ( 7 ) of analysis and synthesis upon the

sults Scientific Management is said laws for determining the selection worker is to make him realize that

to have borrowed credit are usually of the men best suited for the work. the methods which he is using are

not only direct results of Scientific Having constructed the standard right, and that, because of this , his

Management, but probably would tasks and standard methods, which work must be of value . The more the

not have sprung from any other are new, the synthesist must remem- worker is induced to co-operate in

source for years to come.
ber to introduce his new task or the determination and the combina

method with as few new variables as tion of elements, the more will he

Synthesist a Discoverer of Laws. possible. He should so present it that share with the investigators the

-It is the synthetic type of mind all the old knowledge will come out satisfaction in getting permanent

that discovers the laws. For
to meet the new, that all the brain results. The outcome of this co

ample , it was Dr. Taylor , with the paths that have already been made operation will , again , result in more

aid of a few of his specially trained will be utilized , and that the new perfect future results, and so on ,

co-workers , who discovered the fol- path will lead out from paths which progressively .

lowing governing laws : ( 1 ) law are well known and well traveled .

( To be continued. )

ex

The Selection of Mill Sites

BY ALBERT L. SCOTT

es

The importance of location is be- able conditions of working and living facturing conditions , the mill will

coming more generally recognized for the operatives will bring in contain in its location the essentials

as successful manufacturing grows profits for the mill , none the less real of success . Lack of means,

more difficult, and will continue to be because they are indirect. Too fre- pecially in new mills, is a frequent

of commanding interest as long as quently mills are located with too lit- cause of improper or inadequate

one site varies from another in op- tle regard to outside physical con- provision for the future, but every

erating value. Just as in other ditions , to say nothing of proper effort should be made to so finance

things , there are general maxims housing for the employees. Plenty the mill as to provide an adequate

developed as a result of experience, of land should go with an ideal mill site .

which if followed will reflect favor- site . The location should be, if pos There are three features to be con

ably upon the success of the manu- sible , high and sightly, so the breezes sidered in locating a mill. One is its

factory, and which , if disregarded , of heaven may blow over it and the general location ; the second is its

will tend to lessen its profits. last rays of sunlight reach it . These situation in some particular town or

What is the object of a mill ? Pri- advantages are more obtainable now country spot, and the third is the par

marily , to make money for its owur than formerly, since , in these days of ticular and exact location on a plat

ers, and all other considerations are electric transmission and economical of ground. It is true that the requis

generally sacrificed to that. But in steam units , sites are possible for ites of a good mill site vary from

addition , thought must be given not mills which a generation ago would generation to generation and even

only to making money per se, but not have been feasible , owing to from decade to decade, but in every

also to that more indirect form of limitations of water power or water period the three general features

money making, care for the health supply. mentioned above must be considered ,

and comfort of the operatives. A In choosing a mill site, the manu- even though the conditions which

healthful mill location and comfort- facturer must not only keep abreast made a site · attractive at one era

of the times , but he must look into might make it valueless at another.

1 Abstract of a paper read before the the future. As many general ele

meeting of the National Association of Cot. GENERAL LOCATION

Manufacturers, New London , Conn. , ments of success as possible should

* Treasurer, Lockwood, Greene & Com be centered in the mill site, so that It would seem upon first thought

pany, Boston, Mass.

61 Engineering (London ) , Sept. 15, 1911. notwithstanding changes in manu- as if this question of general mill

ton

Sept. 9-11 , 1912 .
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location should be given most pains- making some particular class of ever , conspicuous examples of a con

taking thought. On the contrary, I goods. Once started , the tendency trary policy, but in all such cases the

doubt whether any part of mill lo was to continue to make the goods occasion for the move is largely to

cating is more subject to prejudice with which the employees were fa- tap new sources of labor and secure

or accident. miliar. better operating conditions . Such

For a particular industry that the
LOCATION IN A PARTICULAR TOWN

mills brave the dangers of divided

writer has in mind the general re

OR COUNTRY COMMUNITY

management in order to secure other

gion between Knoxville and Chat advantages .

tanooga, Tenn. seemed on the whole, The second feature of mill loca

the best in the country ; but because tion is placing it in some particular PARTICULAR LOCATION ON A CER

TAIN SITE

of the distance from New York and town or community after its general

the fact that the manufacturer and location has been determined. There But it is in the matter of the par

selling agent wished to live in New is more elasticity of thinking in this ticular location upon a spot that the

England, the ideal general location part of mill location than in the least prejudice comes in , and here

was not utilized . former. A Southern manufacturer questions are usually decided abso

Formerly there were wide diver- residing in Spartanburg, let us say, lutely on their merits . Occasionally

gences in legal hours of labor, gen- might forego operating a mill in that too great regard is paid to some one

eral legislation , wages, etc. , between particular city in his general section , particular feature of mill location to

different sections. But the diver- if conditions were more favorable in the subordination of others . At one

gences are tending to equalize . The Georgia , but he would hardly build time most mills were driven from

hours of labor are no longer in South a new mill in Maine, in another gen- water wheels and it was necessary to

Carolina than in New England and eral section . In other words, the locate them on low ground near the

labor legislation is remarkably simi- town location is generally in the same water, no matter how dark or inac

lar in many states , both North and general section as are the other mills cessible the site might be . So

South . Aside from local conditions of the company or in which the man- wedded are we to precedent and

peculiar to some part of a general agement resides. things that were, that even to -day

section , the tendency is for inanufac In choosing a particular town for mills are occasionally located on low

turing conditions to approach an
a new mill the personality of the ground because of nearness to water,

equilibrium . The South , owing to management comes in , since gener- when every other consideration makes

its warmer climate, can probably ally the founder of the mill wishes for a different site . In general , ex

always pay less wages than New it near his home. This is especially cept for bleacheries or finishing

England , New York State or Phila- true in sections of the country where plants, or a mill where unusual quan

delphia . She has secured this ad- the chief mill executive lives at or tities of water are used, it is easier

vantage up to the present, at least,
near the mill rather than in some to bring water to a mill than it is to

accompanied by a lower general central city , a system of mill man- bring a mill to water, and in these

standard of efficiency in her plants . agement which to the writer's mind days of electric transmission , vastly

It seems clear that the decision as
has much to commend it . easier to bring power to a factory

to the general locality may be very
The residence of the chief mill ex- than the factory to a dam site .

largely a matter of personal prefer- ecutive in the same community as In making a specific location of

ence or of accident, although now his mills, tends to strengthen the the buildings on any mill site there

with the development of a given in- bond between management and op- are a few great principles to be ob

dustry the limits of the general sec erative . The management can also served . The first, at this time , is to

tions of the country where manufac- throw its influence on the side of law be near an adequate supply of suit

turing is , in a large way carried on and order and good citizenship , a able labor . This transcends all other

are fairly clearly defined . feature much needed in mill commu- considerations whatsoever, and all

The decision as to the general loca- nities . The prevalence of law and other questions are subordinated to

tion once made, however, the manu order in a community is one of the it . Water can be brought long dis

facturer cannot entirely humor his great factors in a mill's success , and tances , goods, cotton and coal can

fancy as to the kind of goods he will should be carefully considered when be hauled , but labor absolutely must

make. For certain classes of goods , any particular town is under discus- be had. Sometimes it is not well to

nearness to the seashore is advanced sion as a mill location . For this locate a mill too near the homes of

as an advantage on account of nalu reason and to protect the mill from the operatives if the site be low or

ral humidity thus secured . This law suits and excessive taxation it hot or unhealthful. It may pay to

argument does not appear very im- is often a very good thing for a mill move a little to get better working

portant, however, since artificial hu- to be built at or near the home town conditions. But whatever decisions

midification has become so highly of the chief executive . In the case are made should be made with an

developed an art . In general , cer- of existing mills desiring to enlarge, eye single to that one thing, an ade

tain communities seem to be adapted a site is generally chosen near the quate supply of suitable labor with

to certain lines of manufacturing, existing plants, especially if labor operating conditions such that the

probably because the town started conditions warrant. There are , how- works will run well .
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Possibly next after the question of best results. An undeveloped site cation which influences the fate of a

labor supply comes the question of seen through underbrush or trees or mill, and the merits of the particular

adequate transportation . A mill covered with buildings presents to location are so welded with the ac

should be easily accessible , not only the average man but few theoretical tivities of the management that it is

for freight but for passengers. A aspects . It is quite customary there next to impossible to separate them .

mill easy to get to will generally before to call in at this point an engi- But given able management the mil)

better managed than an inaccesible neer to map out the property and to located with a far-seeing eye to the

property. It should have adequate put the theory of mill location into future , with proper consideration to

side track facilities , if possible con actual practice . A complete survey healthfulness and ease of operation ,

necting to more than one railroad . should be made, showing outlines of will assuredly pass a plant not so

Coal should be unloaded by gravity the property, highways, water sup- fortunately placed.

and cotton and goods transported by ply, sewers, lights, etc. If much

cars as far as possible. The cheap water is to be used, its handling must A report of the Boston Manufac

est way for a mill to move freight is be worked out .be worked out. If the mill is to be
turers' Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

to have the railroad do it . run by a steam plant, reservoirs for June, 1912 , shows a total of 74

Next in importance come light , must be located , coal trestles deter- fires in the selected risks which this

air and drainage . A mill should, if mined , side tracks decided upon. company insures. The total fire loss

possible, be on an elevation . Its This may be done by securing accu in the 63 cases where the property

broad sides should face north and rate levels at frequent intervals all
was protected by automatic sprink

south so as to give the freest en over the site and then carefully lo- lers was $ 11,013.00, or an average

trance to light from the south , and cating mill, warehouses, power plant, of $ 175.00 per fire. In the il cases

also to catch in warm weather the water supply, sewerage , side tracks where the property was not protected

prevailing breezes . The drainage village streets , etc. , all on a prelim- by automatic sprinklers the losses

should be away from the mill , for inary outline plan based on the in- aggregated $ 41,131.00, or an average

the easy care of sewage and surface formation gained in the survey . It of $ 3739.00 per fire. The ratio

water and to minimize danger of is only by some such method that shows that the average loss where

disease . A mill should , among other the plant may be seen as a whole, its there were no sprinklers was more

things, look well. The employees future development planned, and than 21 times the loss where sprink

like to work in a good looking en false steps , so far as possible, avoid- lers were installed .

terprise. Sun, air and sightly loca- ed . It is the experience of every mill

tion operate on the feelings of the engineer that more trouble in admin
In a paper entitled “ High-speed

operatives like clean windows and istration or costs of construction or Electrical Machinery ," read by F.

paint . It helps create esprit de difficulties in extension comes from H. Clough before the Rugby En

corps.
poor planning at the beginning of gineering Society , the author draws

Last in importance , I should place the enterprise than from any other attention to the fact that on account

nearness to water. Water is indeed one source .
of the large volumes of air passing

an absolute essential to a mill , but

TRANSPORTATION

through all high-speed machinery,

it is distributed so prodigally that and also the large number of small

it is practically omnipresent. It is Competition in railway service is air ducts , there is a great tendency

generally therefore near by and cali
desirable but often hard to secure, for dirt to accumulate inside the

be easily brought to the mill in quan- especially in New England . Ar- machine, and in nearly all cases

tities sufficient for our present econ- rangements should be made with the filters are now used , which clean the

omical power plants. As compared railroad in advance as to rates on air of suspended dust before it

to the other qualifications for a suc- coal , cotton and goods, the mill site passes into the machine. The

cessful mill site , immediate nearness should be chosen so as to make side amount of air will vary with the

to it is unimportant . Water should tracks for coal and cotton available size , speed , and type of machine in

always be brought to the mill, if with a minimum of trucking and a question . It is stated that it will be

from a moderate distance , and reser- point should be chosen with con found that about 6000 cu . ft . of

voirs , if necessary for condensing venient passenger schedules to the air per min . will be required for

and fire protection, constructed, nearest center . This latter point is a 1000 -K.W . alternator with an

rather than sacrifice a sightly loca more important than most people efficiency of 94 per cent , and the air

tion to go to a stream level . Very think. A mill hard to get to, no passages both inside the machine and

frequently a mill can be placed near matter how ideal its particular loca- in the ducts must be proportioned

water or springs and still be on high tion may be, is always at a disad to carry this amount of air .—The

ground. That is an ideal which vantage with some easily accessible Engineer ( London ) .

should always be sought for. mill. Any of you who have had to

Even when these general consider- administer an inaccessible mill will Pyrometer tubes made of alundum

ations are clearly in the mind of the recognize the truth of this statement . ( fused silica ) are more refractory

management, it is not always easy It is probably not so much the and have a higher heat conductivity

to secure the exact location to bring general location as the particular lo- than porcelain or fire-clay tubes.
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The Psychology of Management --VII

Standardization

BY L. M. GILBRETH

“ A standard ” says the Century can lay no claim to being perfect . It time study will ultimately do, affects

dictionary, " is that which is set up can never nearly approach perfec- the minds of the management until

as a unit of reference ; a form, type, tion until the elements are so small the workers are given directions as

example, incidence, or combination that it is practicable to test them psy to methods to be used , and the in

of conditions accepted as correct and chologically and physiologically . centive of extra pay for following

perfect and hence as a basis of com, Purpose of Standardization . — The directions.

parison . A criterion established by purpose of standardizing is the same “ Systems” Show an Appreciation

custom , public opinion or general under all types of management ; of Psychology .—The " systems," or

consent ; a modelº1.” We must note that is , it is the elimination of waste. collections of written directions, that

particularly that the standard is a In much progressive Traditional are evolved at this stage have a per

" unit of reference,” that it is a Management there is an apprecia- manent value . This is especially

" basis of comparison , " and that it is tion of the necessity of standardiz- true when the directions , often called

" a model.” These three phrases de- ing tools and equipment, that is to " rules, " contain the reason for the

scribe the standard in management, say , of having these on the " dupli- rule . There is a decided awakening

and are particularly emphasized by cate part system ,” that assembling to the importance of psychology in

the use of the standard in Scientific may be done quickly and repairs this appeal to the reason of the

Management.
made without delay. · The manager worker. He is not affronted by

Standards Derived from Actual notices some particularly successful being forced to follow directions for

Practice. — Management derives its man, or method, or arrangement of which he is given no reason and

standards not from theories as to tools , equipment, or the surround- which he has no reason to believe

best methods, but from scientific ings , and decides to have a record have beenbeen scientifically derived .

study of actual practice62 As al- made thereof that the success may These rules, in a certain typical case,

ready shown, the method of deriv- be repeated . These records , if made are stated in simple language , some

ing a standard is ( 1 ) to analyze the in sufficient detail , are valuable . The in the form of commands, some in

best practice known into the smallest difficulty is that so often the man the form of suggestions, and are ob

possible elements ; ( 2 ) to measure making the records does not observe viously so prepared as to be under

these elements ; ( 3 ) to synthesize all the variables . Hence the very stood and obeyed by the workers

the necessary standard elements into elements which caused the success with the least possible amount of

the standard ; and (4 ) to adopt the may be overlooked entirely.
effort , opposition and time . As

least wasteful elements as stand Under Transitory Management ample opportunity is given for sug

ard elements . Standardization Becomes Constantly gestions , the worker's attention and

A standard remains fixed only un More Important. - Not until motion interest are held , and any craving he

til a more perfect standard displaces study and time study have been in- may have for self-expression is

it . The data from which the stand- troduced can the full benefits of gratified.

ard was derived may be reviewed be- standardization be attained . But as Relation of Systems to Standards

cause of some error, because a fur soon as the Transitory Stage of Should be Emphasized . - The work

ther subdivision of the elements Management appears , the import- er is too often not made to under

studied may prove possible, or be ance of standardization is realized . stand the relation of systems to

cause improvements in some factor This is brought about largely standards . The average worker

of the work, i. e. , the worker, ma- through the records of individual does not object to a system , because

terial , tools , equipment, etc. , may outputs , which constantly call atten- he realizes that it is a collection of

make a new standard desirable . tion to the necessity of making avail- his best , least wasteful methods of

Psychology a Final Appeal as to able to all the methods, tools and doing work . When he can be con

Permanent Value of Any Standard. equipment of the most successful vinced that standards are only effi

—The standard under management workers.
cient elements of his own methods

even under Scientific Management, The rules which embody success- scientifically studied and combined,

ful practice become more profitable his natural opposition to them will
1 Copyright, 1912 , by L. M. Gilbreth.

61 Compare R.T. Dana and W. L. Saund as the necessity for more detailed be overcome.

ers, " Rock Drilling ," chap. xvi .

62 The idea of perfectionis not involved recording of all the variables be Perhaps one thing that makes

comes possible. An appreciation of typical " systems " so attractive is the

negie Foundation for the Advancement of
what scientific motion study and personal note that they contain. IlTeaching, P. 6 .

in the standard of Scientific Management.

See M. L. Cooke, Bulletin No. 5 of the Car
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lustrated with pictures of successful production cost , as service would be system in use by Scientific Manage

work that the workers themselves on a railroad if each locomotive en ment, leads to swift identification of

have done, often containing pictures gineer were his own train de- the subdivision of the classification

of the men themselves that illustrate spatcher, determining at what time to which it is applied , and to elimi

successful methods, with mention of and to what place he would go . nation of waste in finding and re

the names of men who have offered There is a distinct place for initia- membering where to find any par

valuable suggestions or inventions , tive in Scientific Management, but ticular thing or piece of information

they make the worker feel his part that place is not outside of the plan- desired . By it may be identified

in successful results . They conserve ning department, until the planningning department, until the planning " the various articles of manufac

the old spirit of co-operation between department's method has been proved ture and papers relating to it ,

the master and his apprentices. to be fully understood by achiev- well as the operations to be per

The conditions of modern industry ment. The standards must be madement. The standards must be made formed on each piece and the vari

make it extremely difficult to con- by the men for whom this work is ous charges of the establishment."

serve this feeling . Scientific Man- set aside , and they must be followed
These mnemonic symbols save ac

agement is successful not only be absolutely by the worker . He isHe is tual motions and time in speaking

cause it makes possible a more willing to follow them , under Scien- and writing, and save time in that

effective co -operation than has ever tific Management, because he real- they are so designed as to be readily

existed since the old “master -and- izes that a place for his suggestions remembered . They also save time

apprentice" relation died out, but is supplied , and that, if his sugges- and effort in that the mind accus

also because it conserves in the sys tions are accepted , they will be in- tomed to them works with them as

tems the interim channel for per- corporated into the new standards collective groups of ideas , without

sonal communication between the which must then be followed by all stopping to elaborate them into their

various members of the organiza- thereafter. more detailed form ,

tion .
It is important to note that stand

Relation Between the Standard

One great problem which those ardizing is applied to the work of Man, the First - Class Man, the Given

introducing Scientific Management all . This , if understood by all , will Man and the Task . — The standard

have to face, is exactly how to make do away with all question of dis man is the ideal man to observe , and

the worker understand the relation crimination or the lack of a “ square with whom to obtain the best motion

of the new type of management to deal.” It will make the worker feel study and time study . He is the

the old . The usefulness of the ready to follow his standard exactly , fastest worker , working under the

written system in use in most places just as he knows the manager is direction of the man best informed

where it is planned to introduce following his .
in the particular trade as to the mo

Scientific Management as a means of
Standardization conserves indi- tions of best present practice , being

making the worker understand the vidual capacity by doing away with timed by a time-study expert.

transition has , perhaps , not been ap- the wasteful process of trial and
The " first-class man" under Scien

preciated . The development of the error of the individual workman . Ittific Management is the man who is

standard from the system is easy develops individuality by allowing best fitted by nature and by train

to explain . This being done, all the worker to concentrate his initia- ing to do the task permanently or

parts of Scientific Management are tive upon work which has not before until promoted.

so closely related that their inter- been done, and by providing incen The " given man " is the man who

relation can be readily made ap- tive and reward for inventions . is actually put to work at the task ,

parent . Under Scientific Management Nofic Management No- whether or not he is well fitted for

It is the worker's right, as well menclature is Standardized . Under its performance.

as privilege, to understand the man Standardization in Scientific Man The " task ” is that percentage of

agement under which he works , and agement the standardization of the the standard man's work which the

he only truly co-operates , with his nomenclature -- the names and the given man , to whom the task is to

will and judgment as well as with terms used , must be noted . The be assigned, can do continuously and

his hands , when he feels that his effect of this upon the mind is ex thrive, which he can do easily enough

mind is a part of the directing mind. cellent , because the use of a word
to win his bonus without injuring

Successful Standardization De- very soon becomes a habit—its as- himself, temporarily or permanently,

mands Complete Conformity to sociations become fixed. If differ- in any way.

Standards. — The entire organization ent names are used for the same Writing, the Standard Means for

from the highest to the lowest must thing — that is , if different names are Conveying Information . - Under

conform to standards. It is out of used indiscriminately, the thing it- Scientific Management, and even in

the question to permit the deviations self becomes hazy, in just such a the early stages of Transitory Man

resulting from individual initiative . degree as it possesses many names . agement, writing is the standard

Individual initiative is quite as ob- The use of the fixed term , the fixed means of conveying information .

jectionable in obtaining the best re word, leads to definiteness always . All orders , without exception , should

sults—that is , high wages and low Just so , also, the mnemonic symbol be in writing. This insures that the
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" eye workers" get their directions Directions, Pay Allowance and related units of instruction, holding

in the most impressive form ; does Time Allowance Essential. The the attention as a complete unit

away with the need of constant oral instruction card under Scientific against distraction ,-and a complete

repetition ; eliminates confusion ; in- Management must contain direc- resting place between subdivisions

sures a clear impression in the mind tions, and state the pay allowance that permits the mind to relax and

of the giver as well as of the re- and time allowance. Directions as wander without losing complete

ceiver of the order as to exactly to how the work shall be done elim- grasp of each unit as a whole.

what is wanted ; and provides a rec inate waste by cutting out all wrong Detailed Instructions Educative.

ord of all orders given . Putting methods and by exactly prescribing The greater the perfection of the

the instructions in writing in no way the right method. The setting of a detail of the instruction card , the

precludes utilizing the worker's natu- time in which the work is to be greater the educative value of this

ral aptitude to learn by imitation , done, is a great stimulus to the plan of management.

for he also always has the oppor- worker, and is also necessary , Those inexperienced in Scientific

tunity to watch and imitate the work- because upon the attainment of this Management have complained that

ings of the functional teachers as set time depends the ability of the the detail of instruction cards is

well as his scientifically taught fel
managers to pay the bonus to the tiresome. The advantages of the

low -workers. worker, and also to maintain detailed instruction card are more

The Instruction Card the Stand- schedule, or time table , that will than might appear on the surface .

ard Method of Conveying Instruc- make possible the maintaining of Not only does the man whose atten

tions as to the Task . — The records necessary conditions for others , in
necessary conditions for others , in tion is easily distracted keep to his

of the work of the standard man turn , to earn their bonuses. It can
work better if he is told every pos

are contained in data of the motion not be too often emphasized that sible detail , but also the cards when

study and time study department. the extra wages are paid to the men filed can be taken out again , and

These records, in the form in which out of the savings , and are abso- every detail and item of the method

they are to be used by the man who lutely dependent upon the fact of reviewed at length and revised if

is to perform the task , are , for the there being savings . It is only when necessary . The experienced worker

benefit of that man , incorporated in the worker does the work within who gets to know the instruction by

what is known as the instruction the time prescribed , that the man
rote is not bothered by extreme

card . agers do save enough to warrant detail. On the contrary, he grasps

The instruction card is a set of the payment of the extra wages that it at a glance, and focuses his mind

directions for the man , telling him compensate the man for doing the upon any new feature and upon the

what he is to do, how he is to do stipulated quantity of work .

speed and exactness of muscular

it , how long it should take him to The instruction card contains a
action needed for compliance with

do it , and what he will receive for statement of the wage or bonus that the card .

doing it , and giving him an oppor- will be earned for the complete per Language of Instruction Card

tunity to call for and obtain assist- formance of the task set therein , Important. — The language of the

ance the instant that he finds he thus furnishing an incentive at the instruction card is of sufficient

cannot do it, and to report back to time that the work is done .
importance to warrant careful con

the managers as to how he has suc Standard Division of Instruction sideration . It would be helpful if

ceeded in the performance. Card Necessary. There are many
the instruction card clerk and the

There are three types of instruc reasons for dividing an instruction
man who is to use the instruction

tion cards which may be described card in the present standard way :
cards were both masters of English ,

as follows :
( a ) To reduce the amount of time but this is hardly to be expected .

Type 1.-Largely geographical study observation necessary ; ( 6 ) To The best substitute for such special

telling: ( a . ) Where to work ; ( b . ) reduce the difficulties of synthesizing English training is a “ system ” for

From whom to take orders ; ( c . ) the time - studied element; ( c ) to the use of the instruction card clerk

What to do.
locate quickly just where the worker that will give him some outline of

Type 2. - Typical engineer's speci- needs help and instruction to enable English , which will , by degrees ,

fication, telling : ( a . ) Results desired ; him to achieve his task ; ( d ) To make his wording terse , simple

( 6. ) Qualities of products.
keep up the interest of the worker by and unambiguous. He should be

Type 3.-A list of elementary, having short time elements with impressed with the value of short

step -by-step instructions, subdivided which to measure his relative ability ; sentences, and of sentences that will

into their motions , with time allowed ( e ) To present the subject -matter of require no punctuation other than a

for each timable element, preferably instruction in such natural subdivi- period at the end. The short sen

for each motion, and a division be- sions that resting places are auto
tence is the most important step

tween ( a . ) Getting ready ; ( b . ) matically provided, which allow the toward brevity, conciseness and clear

Making or constructing ; ( c . ) Clear- mind to recover from its absorption thinking.

ing up . This is the only type used in each subdivision ; this provides The second most important fea

by Scientific Management. definite stopping places between co- ture is that the instruction card
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clerk always uses the same wording this atmosphere of possibility and be compensated, in a measure, by

for the same instructions . Repeti- ease around him, and the suggestive planning ahead in great detail . In

tion of phrasing is a virtue , and the power of this is strong.
this way, there is absolutely no time

use of the same word for the same Proper Placing of Workers Elim- left to be wasted in " decision of

thing and the same meaning repeat- inates Distracted Attention . - Work- choice. ” The worker goes from one

edly is very desirable . The wording, ers must be placed so that they do step to another. As these steps are

phrasing and sentencing should be not see intermittently moving objects arranged logically, his mind does

standard wherever possible . AfterAfter out of the corners of their eyes . not tend to wander away, but keeps

a short time a phrase or sentence In the early history of man it was on in an uninterrupted sequence to

that is often repeated will be recog- continuously necessary to watch for the goal.

nized as quickly as will a word or a first evidence of things behind one, Standard Equipment Important.

letter. Men who cannot read or or at a distance , in order to be safe As for equipment , the phenomena

write at all are comparatively few. from an enemy. From generations of habits are one of the most import

Men who can read and write but of survival of the most fit there ant features of the psychology of

little are many. It is entirely pos have developed human eyes most management and the possibilities of

sible to teach such men standard sensitive to moving objects that are the elimination of unnecessary waste

groupings, which they can recog seen out of the corner of the eye . resulting from taking advantage of

nize on the instruction card and use Even civilized man has his attention this feature is possible only when

in a very short time. distracted quickest, and most, by the equipment, surroundings and

Just as mnemonic symbols save those moving objects that he sees methods of the worker are standard

time and effort, so standard phras- the least distinctly , and furthest to ized . Therefore the insistance upon

ing aids toward finding out what is one side from the direction in which standardization , even down to the

to be done, and remembering how he is looking.
smallest things , is vital for achiev

it is to be done . Both of these There is a great difference in this ing the greatest output.

can be accomplished if the standard- power of sensitiveness of the cor For example , suppose the keys of

ization is so complete that directions ners of some workers' eyes from the monotype machine, piano or

can be read and remembered almost that of others . The first move of typewriter were not located perma

at a glance®4 To be most effective, Scientific Management is to place nently in the same relative position .

directions should be in the impera- and arrange all workers, as far as Consider the loss of time in not

tive form, and in specific terms. possible , in such a position that noth- being able to use habits in finding

As for the form and shape , as ing to distract them will be behind each key . Such an arrangement

Dr. Taylor says , " anything that will them, and later to see that the eyes sounds ridiculous on the face of it ,

transmit ideas by sketch or wording of workers are tested, and that yet it is a common practice for

will serve as an instruction card.” those whose eyes are most sensitive many operators , especially of mono

He advises , however , that advan- may be placed accordingly .
type machines , to make a complete

tage be taken of the saving in time The necessity of removing all mental decision as to the muscles

to be gained by having the instruc- things which will distract the atten- and fingers with which they will

tion cards as nearly alike as possible. tion is as great for the brain worker strike the desired key.

They may, for convenience sake, for the shop or construction Imagine the records of output of

vary as to length, but in width, rul- worker. All papers , in fact, everyworker. All papers , in fact, every- a typist who was using a different

ing, spacing and wording they thing except that on which the keyboard every day, if there were

should be standard . worker is working, that attract the that many kind of keyboards . It is

Standard Surroundings Valu- eye , and hence the attention, should easy for anyone to conceive the

able. Standard environment, be cleaned from the desk. The cap- great advantages of standard key

surroundings , of the worker are ability of being distracted by the boards for such machines, but only

valuable for two
( 1 ) presence of other things varies in those who have made a study of

Because they directly increase out all workers .
output of all kinds of workers can

put, by eliminating everything which Benefits of Eliminating " Decision fully realize that similar differences

might distract attention or cause of Choice .” — There is always time in sizes of output are being pro

needless fatigue; by assisting in lost by “ decision of choice. ” The duced by the workers of the country

the attainment of more output, elimination of this is well illustratedelimination of this is well illustrated for lack of similar standardization

by having the best possible sur by the bricks piled on the packet, of working conditions and equip

roundings for greater output. (2) which decide for the bricklayer ment.

Because, knowing that everything which brick is next, making an obvi Utmost Standardisation Does Not

has been done to make his work ous sequence ; hence the saving of Make " Machines” of the Workers

possible and easy, the worker feels time of decision regarding motions , Operating Under It. - To those who

also the saving coming from the believe that standardization makes63 C. B. Going, " Methods of the Santa

Fe," p. 66 .
play for position . Oftentimes a machines out of the workers them

64 For desirability of standard signals, see

handicap of slow mental action can selves, attention is called to the
Work," p. 32 .

as

or

reasons :

R. T. Dana's "Handbook of Steam Shovel
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absence of such effect upon the typ- ling the tool upon the three dimen as will add to the quantity of qual

ist compared with the scribe , the sions of the work that the tool can ity of output will , directly or indi

monotype and linotype operator as do in a given time, is astounding @7. rectly, be borne by the management,

compared with the compositor, and More important from the psycho- just as it now bears the expense for

the mechanical computing machine logical point of view, is the effect equipment and tools. These essen

operator as compared with the arith- upon the mind of the worker of see- tials being supplied, and the underly

metician.
ing such unstandardized equipment ; ing dignity and importance of stand

Standard Methods Demand Stand- of having to stop to select the par- ardization understood, the worker

ard Tools and Devices.-- Habits can ticular tool that he desires , and thus will gladly conform , and supply the

not be standardized until the devices having his attention distracted from minor accessories .

and tools used are of standard pat- his work ; and of knowing that his It is of the utmost importance

terns. It is not nearly so essential act of judgment in so selecting is of that such standardization, when

to have the best tools as it is to have no permanent value , as the next adopted , should apply to the cloth

standard tools . Tools once adopted time he needs a similar tool he willing of all , managers as well as

as standard should not be changed probably have to reselect. employees. When the old pride in

until the improvement, or greater Standard Clothing Crying the " crafts" returns , or when effi

efficiency from their use , will com Need.—There is a great need to-day ciency is as universal in the indus

pensate for the loss during the per- for standardization in the field of trial world as it is in the world of

iod of forming new habits in order clothing. The idea prevalent thatThe idea prevalent that sport, then one may look for results.

to handle strange tools . Good hab- wearing apparel is attractive only The effect which such standard

its are as difficult to break as bad when it is different,” is unfortu- ized clothing would have on the

ones,the only difference being that natein its influenceuponthecost of physical and mental well-being of

one does not usually desire to break the wearers can scarcely be over
living. How much more unfortu

good ones . Naturally, if a nate is it when it affects the mind estimated . Fatigue would be elim

device is introduced , what was an of the worker, and leads him to inated , and the old “ joy in working"?

excellent habit for the old device lookuponstandardworking clothes might return. Not being based

becomes, perhaps, a very bad habit with distaste. upon looks alone, though the esthetic

for the new device. There must

come a time before the manipula- nothing more disheartening than a

To a careful observer, there is appeal should not be neglected, the

worker's ability to work more and

tion of the new device has become a

study of workers' clothes, especially would be the criterion.

better with greater content of mind

habit when output will go down and the clothes of women workers. Too

costs will go up. It is necessary, Standard Methods . Eliminate

warm clothes where work requiring Fatigue. - Standard methods elimin
before introducing this device , to

high temperature is done, with no

investigate whether the ultimate ate fatigue. All methods should,

reduction of costs willbe sufficient provision for adding needed wraps therefore,as far as possible,be

trip
to allow for this period of lower where the worker must stand at made up of standard elements

production . It is not fair , however, her task for hours at a time ; tight under standard conditions, with

to the new device or method really waists and ill-fitting skirts, where andthey should be standardizedstandard devices and appliances,

to consider its record until the use

every muscle should have free play from the standpoint of all of our

of it has become such a habit with

--these are but examples of hun

the workers as was the use of the dreds of places where reforms are as to color, shape, size ,

old device . weight, location, position and sur

needed.

No one who has not made a study face texture, that the worker may

Little or no blame attaches to the grasp at a single thought, by means

of cutting tools can realize the cry

worker for this state of affairs

ing need for standardizing in that of each or all his senses, that no

Seldom, if ever, does the manage- special muscles or other fatiguingfield . Dr. Taylor says, writing in

the revised “ Shop Management of ment attempt to standardize work processes need be operated to

1911; " Hardly a shop can befound ing clothes. Moreover, the under- achieve the standard result desired.

in which tools made from a dozen lying idea is not made clear that such

It must be remembered that all

clothes bear no resemblance to the work should be so arranged that the
different qualities of steel are not

meaningless uniforms which are the muscle that moves the position or
used side by side, in many cases

with little or no means of telling resemble rather the blouse or pina- pupil, should not be operated except

badge and symbol of service. They shape of the eye or the size of its

one make from another " 66. The

fore of the artist, the outfit of the when necessary.

effect of the slightest variation in when necessary. Care in planning

submarine diver or the fireman .

the shape or the method of hand
can oftentimes standardize condi

Under Ultimate Management the tions so as to relieve these and other

65 F.W. Taylor, “Shop Management" p. most efficient clothing for any kind muscles, which grow tired easily, or

Taylor, " shop Management” of work will be standardized. The transfer this work to other muscles

expense of such articles of clothingMetals," A. S. M. E. Paper No. 1119. which are not so easily tired. Not

senses

285 ; (Harper edition ) , pp. 123-124 .

F. W.

(Harper edition ) , pp . 124-125.

67 F. W. Taylor, on the Art of Cutting
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Applying the Science of Manage

ment to Selling

only do the reactions from such his bonus ; and ( 3 ) there is no fear vides for concentration upon that

standards require less bodily effort of criticism or discharge for using one sensation and elimination of all

but it also requires less mental his own faulty judgment.
cther thoughts or desires .

effort to work under methods which Scientific Management Has The method of attack of Scien

are standardized. Therefore, both

Therefore, both Standard " Method of Attack . " - tific Management is to eli ninate all

directly and indirectly , the worker We must note next the Standard possible bodily and mental exertion

benefits by the standardization. " method of attack ” in Scientific —to cut down motions, to cut down

Scientific Management provides Management. It is recognized that even sensations and such mental acts

and prescribes rest for overcoming sensations are modified by those as visualizing. The object is , not

fatigue of the worker more scien- that come before, by those that so much to eliminate these motions

tifically and economically than he come simultaneously, and by those and these sensations, and this vis

could possibly provide it for him that follow . The psychic effect of ualizing from the life of the worker,

self . The additional fatigue from each and every kind of sensation as simply to use up less energy in

handling additional weights causes depends upon what other sensations producing the output . This allows

fatigue to increase with the weight, have been experienced , are being the worker extra supply of

but not in direct proportion to the experienced at that time, or will energy upon which to fall back to

extra weight handled . When the presently be experienced. The sci- produce greater output and to get

correct weight of the unit to be entific manager realizes this, and greater wages . If his energy is not

handled has been determined , addi- provides for

provides for the most desirable all utilized in his working hours,

tional weight will cause fatigue sequence of sensations . Then hav- then there is that much more left

greater in proportion than the extra ing seen , to the best of his ability for him to enjoy his own leisure

weight handled.
that the sensation occurs at the time time.

If possible , rest from fatigue is which he desires it to occur, he pro ( To be continued .)

so arranged as to interfere with

work the least . The necessary rest

periods of the individuals of a gang

should come at that period of the

cycle that does not cause any allow

ance to be made for rest in between

the performance of the dependent

operations of different members of

BY J. GEORGE FREDERICK 1

the gang. Such an arrangement will It is now known that selling is con that they possessed a species of

enable the worker to keep a sus- siderably more of a concrete science mysterious “black art” in selling .

tained interest in the work .
than old -time sales managers and

Manufacturers soon learned two

Under Scientific Management salesmen have believed it. This is things about this old method : ( 1 )

Quality Is Standardized . — Scien- largely due to the fact that the ap that any time such salesmen became

tific Management determines exactly plication of broad education to the dissatisfied , they could seriously in

what quality as well as what quan- modern commercial problems has jure the business , because they got

tity of work is needed, and the
driven out the exaggerated ego which it more on a personal basis than on

method prescribed is that one not was the prominent part of salesman the merit of the goods ; and ( 2 ) that

only of lower costs , but which fits ship in the past .
they had no accurate measurement

the particular need of the particular One definite cause of the greater whatever of the ultimate possibilities

occasion most accurately.
application of science to selling has of a given piece of territory, nor a

Workers are kept under pressure been that the extension of markets
real estimate of the measure of a

for quality, yet the pressure is not throughout the broad length of the salesman's ability.

irksome , because the worker under- - land has made it necessary to have This was due, too, to the fact that

stands exactly what quality is intelligent planning from a central
salesmen rendered no reports ; that

desired , and what variations from
source, and to have it done with the prospects were not recorded at the

exactness are permitted .
utmost pains and analysis. In the home office ; that the relative " ten

All dimensions on the drawings old days, salesmen were simply given sile” strength of a given piece of

of work should have either a letter samples, a circle was drawn around territory (meaning its respective

or symbol or plus or minus sign . a sales territory and they were told power, or consumption possibilities

There is much to be said about the to go and produce results. The re or competitive situation was not

effect this has on the worker . ( 1 ) sult was that frequently these sales known . This sort of condition sim

It gives him immediate knowledge men believed that their own peculiar ply had to break the houses which

of the prescribed quality demanded ; personal genius was wholly respon
content with moderate

( 2 ) he does not have to worry as sible for any success they had, and
amount of success, but they are now

to the maximum variation that he
being replaced in many cases with

can make without interfering with The Efficiency Magazine.
newer concerns with newer and more

were a

1 Vice - Pres. The Business Bourse ; Editor
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The Psychology of Management --VIII

Records and Programs

BY L. M. GILBRETH

a

Definition of Record .—A record is without relation to their causes, on upon which to write any ideas as to

" something set down in writing or work that is not to be repeated, have improvements. These suggestions

delineated for the purpose of pre- little value . Cost records, as such , are received , and, if accepted , are

serving memory ; specifically a regis- usually represent a needless , useless rewarded .

ter ; an authentic or official copy of expenditure of time and money. It C'nder Scientific Management such

any writing, or an account of any must be emphasized that Scientific

suggestions become more valuable ,

fact and proceedings, whether public Management can in no way be identi

for they are based upon standards.

or private, usually entered in a book fied with " cost keeping, " in the
If accepted , they signify not only a

for preservation ; also the book con sense that that is understood to mean

real , but a permanent improvement.
taining such copy or account. ' * 68 recording unrelated costs. Under

Their greatest value, however, is in

Few Written Records Under Tra- Scientific Management costs are a

the stimulus that they furnish to the

ditional Management. - For the pur- by-product of the system , not a direct worker, in the information that they

poses of this preliminary study, em- product.
furnish the management as to which

phasis will be laid on the fact that Records Must Lower Costs and

workers are interested , and in the

the record is written . Under Tradi- Simplify Work . — The quantity of

spirit of co -operation that they

tional Management there are practi- records made depends on the amount,
foster.

cally no such labor records. What diversity and state of development of
The worker receives not only a

records are kept are more in the na the work done . No record should

ture of “ bookkeeping records.” In be made which does not, directly or
money reward , but also publicity,

for it is made known which worker

many cases , under Traditional Man- indirectly, actually reduce costs or
has made valuable suggestion.

agement, not even such records of increase efficiency. The purpose of
This indicates that the worker has

profit or loss from an individual piece the records is to simplify work .

of work were kept, the manager in Only when this is recognized , can the

shown good judgment. His interest

extreme cases “ keeping his books in records made be properly judged. held to his work, and the habit of

is thus stimulated , his attention is

his head,” and having only the Numerous as they may at times seem
initiative comes to him . That this

vaguest idea of the state of his to be, their number is determined

habit of initiative can be fostered ,

finances. absolutely by the satisfactory man
is shown by the fact that in many

Importance of Records Realised
ner in which they : ( 1 ) Reduce costs ;

sorts of work the same man con

Under Transitory Management.- ( 2 ) Simplify work ; ( 3 ) Increase

stantly makes suggestions. It be

The recognition of the value of rec- efficiency.
comes a habit with him to look for

ords is one of the first indications of Records of Work and Workers.

the new way, and as he is constantly
Transitory Management. Since this Records may be of the work or of

rewarded, the interest is not allowed

stage of management has Scientific the worker , 69 that is to say , of ma
to diminish .

Management in view as " a mark to terial used , tools used , output pro

come to ," the records evolved and duced, etc. , or of individual efficiency, Records of Good Behavior.

used are not discarded by Scientific in one form or another. Records of Records of good behavior are incor

Management, but are simply per- efficiency may be of workers, of fore- porated in the " white list ” file. The

fected. Therefore, there is no need men , and of managers, and a record white list file contains the names of

to discuss these transitory records , may be made of any man in several all men who have ever been em

except to say that, from the start , capacities ; for example , a record is ployed who merit a recommendation ,

quality of records is insisted upon kept of a functional foreman in the if they should go to work for others ,

before quantity of records. form of the work of the men who are and would deserve to be given work

Under Scientific Management under him . Another record might as possible , if they came

there are no “ bookkeeping records” be kept of him as a worker himself ; back. This white list file should be

kept of costs as such . Instead , there for example, the time may be taken filled out with many details , but even

are " time and cost records, " so that it took him to teach others their if it contains nothing but a record of

called , of the efficiency of perform- duties , or the time to learn what was the names, and the addresses where

ance . From these, costs can be de to be done on any new work, etc. the men can be reached when new

duced at any time. Items of cost Records of initiative are embodied work starts up , it has a stimulating

in the suggestion card . Even under effect upon the worker. He feels

€8Century Dictionary. advanced Traditional Management again the element of permanence ;

TSH. L. Gantt, A. S. M. E. Paper No.
the cards are furnished to the men there is a place for individuality, and

as soon

1 ('opyright 1912, by L. M. Gilbreth .

1002. 1 2 .
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desired conditions — the records put, and especially through charts of this is seldom fully appreciated ; for

not only does the manager have the tail . We need only further discuss in the same line of work. Further,

satisfaction of actually having this the making of records, and their he gains accuracy , he gains judg

list , and of using it , but a 'feeling that effects. ment, he gains a method of attack .

his men know that he is in some way
SUMMARY

He realizes that, as the managers

recognizing them, and endeavoring
Results of Records to the Work.11

are more or less recorders, he, in

to make them and their good work — The results of recording are the recording himself, is vitallyconnect

permanent. ed with the management. It is ,
same under all forms of manage

Records of Achievement. - Rec after all , more or less an attitude of

ment, if the records are correct .

ords of achievement vary with the
mind which he gains by making out

amount and nature of the work done . kept. Under Traditional Manage- of this attitudeof mind, and of the

Output increases where records are
these records himself. It is because

Such records are , as far as possible ,
ment there is the danger that pres- value which it is to him, that he is

marked upon programs . Wherever sure for quantity will affect quality , made to make out his own record

possible the worker makes his own
especially as no exact records of the

records. Even when this is not ad
under the ultimate form of manage

resultant quality are kept . Under

visable, he is informed of his record
Transitory and Scientific Manage- involve a sacrifice of the time in

ment, even though at times this may

at as short intervals as are practic
ment, quality is maintained or im- which he must do it.

able. ?

Records Made on the “ Exception ords set the standard, and because this connection the far-reaching psy
proved , both because previous rec

We cannot emphasize too often in

Principle.” — Much time is saved by following records exhibit the quality . chological effect upon the worker of

separating records for the inspec

tion of the man above, simply having Records. — Through records of out- efficiency of methods . The value of

Self-Knowledge Attained through

exact knowledge of the comparative

him examine the exceptions to some

,

;

such records, the worker way, if he example, we are familiar with the

which are exceptionally good, or the
be naturally observant, or if he be examples where the worker has been

records which are exceptionally bad.
This not only serves as a rewardto taught to observe , gain a fine knowl

flattered until he believes that he

the man who has a good record, and edge of himself .
cannot make mistakes or do ineffi

The constant exhibit of cause and
punishment for the man who has cient work. This is most often

effect of the relation of output to, found where the glowing compli
had a bad record , but it also enables

.

for example, the drinking of alco
the manager to discover at once what ments to the manufacturing depart

holic beverages ; to smoking ; to food ment, found in the advertising pages
is wrong and where it is wrong, and

values ; to nutrition ; to family wor- of the magazine and in the praises

to remedy it .

The value of the exception prin- ries, and to other outside influences. sung in print bythe publicityde

In fact, the effects of numerous dif
ciple can hardly be overestimated .

partment, oftentimes end in an indi

ferent modes of living are shown vidual overconfidence.
It would be of some value to know

This

of exceptionally good or poor work, promptly to the worker in the forn . justified self-esteem is soon shattered

of records .

even if the cause were not known. At by accurate records.

Two things should here be noted :

least one would be made to observe On the other hand, hazing of the

the sign post of success, or of dan
( 1 ) The necessity of having more new worker and the sneers of the

ger. But, under Scientific Manage- accurate records of the worker and jealous, accompanied by such trite

ment , the cause appears simultane- the work, that the relation of cause expressions as “ You can't teach an

ously with the fact on the record ,
to effect may be more precise and old dog new tricks," have often de

thus not only indicating the proper authentic. ( 2 ) The necessity for so stroyed self - confidence in a worker

method of repeating success , or
training the worker, before , as well who, in the absence of accurate rec

avoiding failure, in the future, but
as after, he enters the industrial ords of his efficiency, is trying to

also showing, and making clear , to world, that he can better understand judge himself at new methods . The

the worker himself, the direct rela- and utilize the lessons taught by his jibes and jokes at the new man at

tion of cause to effect.
own records and those of others . the new work, and especially at the

The records mentioned above are Educative Value of Worker Mak- experienced efficient man at unfa

only a few of the types of records ing His Own Record . — Under Scien- miliar work , cease, or at least are

under Scientific Management. Dis tific Management in its most highly wholly impotent, so far as discourag

cussion has been confined to these, developed form , the worker makes ing the man is concerned , provided

because they have the most direct his own records on his return cards the worker sees by the records of a

effect upon the mind of the worker and hands them in . The worker thusand hands them in . The worker thus true measuring device or method,

and the manager . Possible records not only comes to realize , by seeing that his work compares favorably

are too numerous, and too diverse, them and by writing them down with others of the same experience ,

to be described and discussed in de- what his records are , but he also real- done under the same conditions.

izes his individual position to -day " Program " is defined " as " A

Management Engineering . " p . vii.
compared to what it was yesterday, method of operation or line of pro

L. Gantt, A. S. M. E. Paper No.

TeCentury Dictionary.
and compared to that of his fellows cedure prepared or announced be

un

70Gillette and Dana. "Cost-Keeping and

71H.

1002. p. 1336 .
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forehand . An outline or abstract of a machine, for example, would not ment. Standardized routing designs

something to be done or carried out.” change his position enough to be the shortest paths , the least wasteful

The word " program ” has two considered between various pieces of sequence of events, the most efficient

meanings in management. work except to rest from fatigue. speed, the most fitting method . The

( 1 ) The work , as it comes to the The word “ routing " is used figura- result is more and better work.

management to be done. tively as regards the worker. He is Results of Programs to the

( 2 ) The work as it is planned out considered as transported by the Worker . - A program clarifies the

by the managers, and handed over management through the day's workmanagement through the day's work mind, is definite.mind, is definite. The Traditional

to the worker to be done. But, whether the work or the worker, worker was often not sure what he

Program as here used is a plan for or both, move, programs must so had better do next. The worker

doing work — the plan which the plan the progress of each in detail under Scientific Management knows

planning department lays out and for as many days ahead as possible, exactly what he is to do, and where

hands over for the workers to do. that the most efficient outcome will and how he is to do it.

Under Traditional Management ensue. The attention is held , and a field

No Accurate Program Is Possible. Routing of Work . — The work is of allied interests is provided for

Under Traditional Management the routed through schedules of mate- possible lapses , as are also methods

plan is at best a repetition of records rials to buy, schedules of material for recalling attention .

of unscientifically planned work . to handle , and schedules of labor to The program provides for a look

The most that the managers can do be performed. The skilled worker ahead. This ability to foresee also

is to lay out the time, after consulting finds all the materials for his work leads to a feeling of stability. The

previous elapsed time records, in ready and waiting for him when he knowledge that there is a large

which they hope and expect the arrives at the task , this being pro- amount of work ahead , ready to be

various parts of the work tobe done. vided for by programs made out attacked with no delay , eliminates

Methods are not prescribed, so there many tasks ahead. anxiety. This allows of concentra

is no assurance that the calendar will Routing of Workers. — The work- tion on the work in hand and a feel

be followed, for the times are set byers themselves are routed by means ing that, this work being properly

guess or , at best, by referring to old of the route sheet, route chart, pin done, one is free to turn to the next

unscientifically made records. plan and bulletin board. The de- piece of work with the absolute as

Under Transitory Management vices for laying out the work of the surance that what has been done

Calendars Can Be Designed . — Under workers appeal to the imagination will be satisfactory.

Transitory Management, with the in as well as the reason. The route Importance of This Relation.

troduction of records of how the chart is a graphical representation of The relation between records and

work has been done best at various a large river, starting with the small programs in the various types of

times , come methods and a possibil- stream — the first operation gather- management is most important, for

ity of a more exact calendar. There ing to itself as the tributaries the the progress from one type to an

is some likelihood under Transitory various other operations till it other may be studied as exemplified

System of the work being done on reaches its full growth , the completed in the change in these relations.

time , as the method has been con work .
In order to understand more plain

sidered , and, in many cases, is The pin plan, with each pin or ly the complexity of this relation , we

specified. flag representing a worker, or work will not confine ourselves here to the

Under Scientific Management Ac- place, and following his progress on narrower definition of a record as a

curate Calendars Possible . — Under a plan of the work, presents a bird's written account, but will consider it

Scientific Management programs are eye view in miniature of the entire to mean a registering of an experi

based on accurate records scientific- working force ; and the bulletin ence in the mind , whether this ex

ally made and standardized, and a board , with its card that represent presses itself in a written record or

calendar may be made that can be work ahead , not only eliminates ac not. A program will , likewise , be a

conformed to with exactness . tual delay of shifting from one task mental plan .

Programs a Matter of Routing.- to another, but also permits studying Many Possible Types of Records

The problems of a program under out one task while doing another , and Programs. In order to under

Scientific Management are two, both and destroys all fear of delay be- stand the number of different types

problems of routing. ( 1 ) To route tween jobs. of records and programs that can be

materials to the work place. ( 2 ) To Results of Progress to the Work. made for a worker, the table here

route the worker to the placed -Under Traditional Management with that follows may be examined .

materials. the tentative calendar might cause It exemplifies twelve possible records

At first glance it might seem sim- speed , but could not direct speed. and twelve possible programs .

pler to consider the worker as static Under TraditionalTraditional Management, Interrelation of These Types.

and the materials as in motion. The elimination of waste by prescribed There will usually be a fundamental

" routing " of the worker is really methods and routing will increase difference, at the outset, in the minds

often not a question of motion at all , output. This increase becomes of the man working for himself and

as the worker, if he were operating greater under Scientific Manage- the man working for others, for the

.
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TABLE 1. — TWELVE POSSIBLE RECORDS AND PROGRAMS THAT CAN BE MADE

FOR THE WORKER

1. Unconscious record .

2. Conscious record , not written.
1. Man working for himself ...

3. Written record .

4. Standardized record .

I (a) Made by man.
1. Unconscious record .

6 ) Made by manager.I. Records.

a . - One of a gang 2. Conscious record , not $ ( a ) Made by man.

written .
16) Made by manager.

2. Man working for

another.
3. Written record .

ſ (a) Madeby man.

b .-Individual 1 (6 ) Made by manager.

output.
s (a ) Madeby man.4. Standardized record.

Tb) Made by manager.

1. Unconscious program .

2. Conscious program .

1. Man working for himself . ....

3. Written program .

4. Standardized program .

(a) .

(6) Made by manager.
II . Program .

a . - One of a gang. 2. Conscious program, ( a)

not written . 16) Made by manager.

2. Man working for
S ( a ) Made by man.

another. 3. Written program. 76) Made by manager.

b.-Individual

output . ( a)

1. Unconscious program . { Made by man.

an a con

man working for himself will be of what it will be possible to do, and each other. The second half of this

a more independent cast of thought . how he had best do it . With the chart is similar, but treats of pro

There will be no question as to the standardized record comes the stand- grams, as many variables enter in

man's output showing up separately , ardized method . here.

unless he chooses to prevent this by When we consider the man work When we consider that each type

having others work with him. ing for another, he may either be of record bears a relation to each

Neither will there be any ques- one of a gang, or one whose work type of program , the complexity of

tion but that, if a record is is considered as that of an individual . the problems involved become appar

made, he makes it himself . There In either case , any of the four sorts ent. This will be better shown in

would be four kinds of records of records can be made of his work Table II.

unconscious record, that have been already described for Illustrations of This Complexity.

scious record not written , a written the man working for himself. Each -Table II represents the man work

record and a standardized record . one of these records may be made ing for himself , with subdivisions

The " unconscious record ” would be, by the man, or by the management ; under it showing the possible rela

in reality , no record at all . Some- ' for with the man working for an- tionships between his record and his

where in the man's mind there would other, naturally the second mind, program . We find that these are

be a record of what he had done, that of the other, or the manager, ten , reaching all the way from the

but, except as a " fringe of conscious- enters in , and a great many more unconscious record and unconscious

ness , ” it would not particularly influ- combinations are possible. program of the migrating transitory

ence his program. What we mean For example, there might be an laborer to the standardized record

by a " conscious record ” would be unconscious record made by the man and the standardized program of the

more of a set habit , the man know- and a conscious record, or a written capitalist who manages himself scien

ing that he had done the work in a record, made by the manager. There tifically .

certain way.
This would begin to might be a conscious record made by Each one of these represent a dis

influence, more or less , his program , the man , but an unconscious or a tinct psychological stage. The pro

and also his knowledge of his capac- written record made by the manager, gression may not be regular and

ity for work. With a written record etc. There are too many combinaThere are too many combina- smooth as is here given ; it may be

would come a thorough knowledge tions made to be here considered.
a jump, possibly even from one to

on his part of what he had done and Each one of these combinations nine. It may, however, be a slow

how he had done it , and we must would have a definite and a different progression from one stage to an

note that with this written record effect, both upon the mind of the other , largely to be determined by

comes the possibility for some sort man , and upon the mind of the man the type of mind that is considered ,

of a set program , the man knowing ager ; and also upon their relation to and the opportunities for develop
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uncon

TABLE II .-POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE RECORD Not until these are all discovered , de

OF A MAN WORKING FOR HIMSELF AND HIS PROGRAM scribed and standardized, the pro

! 1. Unconscious record, unconscious gression noted, and standard pro

1
gressions outlined, can methods of

program.

2. Conscious record, unconscious least waste be adopted .

program .
The Program Derived from the

3. Unconscious record, conscious Record.—Having considered the var

ious records and programs and their
program .

4. Conscious record , conscious pro
relation , we will now consider the

four stages of the record : ( 1 ) un
gram.

5. Unconscious record , written pro
conscious, ( 2 ) conscious , ( 3 ) writ

1. - Man working for himself . ....
ten, and ( 4 ) standardized, and trace

gram .

6. Written record, unconscious pro
the derivation of the program from

each stage. ( See Table IV. )
gram.

7. Conscious record , written pro
Unconscious Records Mean In

gram,
definite Programs.–First , then , sup

8. Written record , conscious pro pose that the records are

gram ,
scious. What does this imply ? It

9. Written record, written program . implies in the first place that the

10. Standardized record , standard worker has no idea of his capacity ;

ized program. never having thought of what he has

done, he has no idea what can be

ment along scientific lines which are made through these steps, either tak- done, neither has he a comparative

afforded . ing one step after another slowly idea of methods , that is , of how to

The chart does not indicate , as or making the various possible do it. It is impossible for a definite

perhaps it should, the fact that the jumps - long and short .
program to be laid out by such a

relationship between an unconscious If Table III had no other purpose , worker ; that is to say, no predictions

record and an unconscious program it would be useful to suggest to the by him as to the time of completing

is slight, while the relation between student the wide tracts which still the work are possible. Neither could

a written program and a written rec remain for study and development.
a method be derived by him from

ord is very close indeed . In Table It must not be thought that any of his previous work.

IV this will be indicated .
the steps omitted from this chart are

Note here the alarming amount of

waste . All good methods which the

TABLE III .
worker may possibly have acquired

are practically lost to the world , and

1. One of a gang - unconscious rec

perhaps also to him . Not only this ,

ord, unconscious program, on but all bad methods which he has

part of both manager and man .
fallen into will be fallen into again

II .-Man working for another.... and again , as there are no warning

N. - Individual output-standardized
signs to keep him out of them.

record and program, known to , As there is no possibility of an

or made by, both manager and accurate chronological chart, the

worker may undertake more than

he can do, thus delaying work which

Elimination of Waste Possible. not in existence. Every single pos

Table III, that of the man working sible combination of record and pro
should have been done by others.

sible combination of record and pro- On the other hand, he may under

for another, attempts to do no more gram is in existence to-day, and must

than indicate the first and last steps
estimate his capacity , and be left

be studied by the manager of men . idle because work he should have

of a long series, beginning with the

man - one of a gang, an unconscious
TABLE IV.

iecord, and an unconscious program ,

Program cannot be definite .
on the part of both the manager and I. Record unconscious .

Method is indefinite.

the man , and going down to the final

stage of individual output, with the
Program becomes more definite.

II. Record conscious.

written record and program known Method becomes more definite.

to both manager and man. It would Program yet more definite.

be a most interesting problem to
III . Record written .

Method definite .

work out the various steps stretching

Program standardized , i. e . ,

between these two, and the various

IV. Record standardized , Results predictable .

ways in which progression might be
Method standard .

*

man.

-
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done has been assigned to others. Standard Records Permit of Programs Become Records. - Un

Either of these leads to a sense of Standard Programs. - In the last der Traditional Management the rec

insecurity, to wavering attention , to case , the record is standardized , ord that follows a program may ap

“ hit -or-miss” guess-work, “ rule -of- that is , the result of the method of
that is , the result of the method of pear very different from the pro

thumb methods.” etc. , which are the processes of analysis and synthesis. gram. Under Scientific Management

signs of Traditional Management. Through this process, as has been the record that follows a program

shown, the reason for success is dis most closely resembles the program.

With Conscious and Written Rec

covered and rendered usable. The Improvements are not made between

ords Come Definite Programs.-- We
programs becomes standard, results the program and the following rec

turn now to the case where the rec

can be predicted accurately , and ord — they find their place between

· ord is conscious, that is , where the methods by which these results can the record and the following pro

worker keeps in mind exactly what
be best obtained are also standard . gram. Thus programs and records

he has done . With this conscious

It may at first escape notice that
record the idea of capacity develops .

may be grouped in pairs, by similar

The man realizes what he can do .

these standardized records, of the ity, with a likelihood of difference

ultimate or scientific management
between any one pair (one program

So also, the idea of method develops,
and the man realizes how he can do type, imply not a greater rigidity, plus one record ) and other pairs.

Result the Worker . - The

the work. Third , there comes gradu. but a greater elasticity. This because

of the nature of the elements of the
greatest effect, on the worker, of

ally an idea of margin ; that is , of a these relations of record to program

possible way by which capacity can
records, which may, in time , be com

be increased for a higher speed , or
bined into a great number of differ

under Scientific Management, is the

ent, predictable programs.
confidence that he gains in the judg

methods can be slightly varied to
ment that is an outcome of Scientific

meet any particular deviation in the
Results of Relations Between Rec- Management. When the worker

work to be done.

ords and Programs on the Work. sees that Scientific Management

From this ability to estimate ca The most noteworthy result of the makes possible accurate predictions

pacity , and to plan the method closer relations between records and of times , schedules, tasks , and per

ahead, comes the ability to lay out a programs which appear during the formances; that the methods pre

more definite program . When the evolution of Scientific Management, scribed invariably enable him to

record becomes written , the exactness is the fact that they cause constant achieve prescribed results, his con

of the program increases . Methods simplification. The more carefully fidence in Scientific Management

also become written , and, though records are standardized , the simpler grows. So also does the manager's

accurate prediction is not possible, becomes the drafting of the pro- confidence in Scientific Management

such prediction is more and more gram . As more and more records grow ; and in this mutual confidence

nearly approached. This increasing become standard , the drafting of in the system of management is an

accuracy in the work of Transitory programs becomes constantly an other bond of sympathy.

System in all its stages .
easier and cheaper process. ( To be continued .)

Standard Speeds and Feeds on Machine Tools

The speeds and feeds used on ma first and only attempt to reduce ma- job should take and to set a definite

chine tools in this country have been chine work to a scientific basis. In task for the worker. Comparatively

largely revised in the past ten years. the " Art of Cutting Metals ” were little has been done as yet on a scien

Two causes have contributed to this : presented those standard shapes of tific investigation of milling tools,

The invention of high-speed steel lathe and planer tools which had but the idea of setting tasks, based

which made obsolete every machine been developed as the most efficient, on known performances, has ex

tool in the world, with the conse- and the speeds and feeds at which tended to milling machines, and in

quent necessity of redesigning all these tools would give the maximum fact to all other classes of work.

tools sufficiently strong and with production. These tools not only The idea of task management is

such speed and feed mechanisms as revolutionized machine-tool practice firmly established in this country .

would enable the utmost advantage but started the revolution in indus- Its growth abroad has been relatively

to be taken of the new tool steel ; trial management with which every slower, but it is now taking root.

second, the publication of " On the reader of INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING The importance of establishing

Art of Cutting Metals," which is now familiar, for with a standard standard feeds and speeds is well

recorded the experimental work of lathe or planer tool , used in a stand recognized , and an article in a re

Taylor, which extended over a quar- ardized machine tool it became pos- cent number of The Engineer ex

ter of a century, and which was the sible to predict how long a given emplifies this fact . The article in
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recommended. This intensity under is 2 to 4 foot-candles . With local- color goods, excepting that the next

localized -general illumination is ob- ized -general illumination, this in- larger size lamp is used.

tained for 36-in . goods by means of tensity can be secured with a 60 For inspecting textiles , an inten

one 60 -watt tungsten lamp with ex
watt tungsten lamp in an extensive sity of 5 to 10 foot-candles is re

tensive reflectors suspended from reflector suspended at the intersec- quired . In the woolen mill , the

the middle of each loom in the

weave alley , and a 40 - watt tungsten

tion of the weave alley and the aisle Perching operation on light goods

lamp with extensive reflector from between alternate machines. For requires a lighting intensity of 8 to

15 foot -candles, secured by localized

the middle of the warp alley . For weaving 74-in. goods, a single tung- general or general illumination in

54-in . goods a 40 -watt tungsten sten filament 40-watt lamp in an ex
which a 100 -watt tungsten filament

lamp is retained in the warp alley as tensive reflector suspended at the lamp with intensive reflector from

above, but the single 60-watt tung- end of the weave alley , between each each perching frame is used . For

sten lamp is replaced by two 60- pair of machines, will accomplish the perching the dark goods , the illumin

watt lamps suspended over each end same results. For weaving dark ating intensity should range from 10

of the loom, on the weave side . The goods , a lighting intensity of from to 20 foot -candles . A 150 -watt

same arrangement is recommended 3 to 5 foot-candles is required . This tungsten lamp with an intensive re

for weaving silk goods. In the cot- is accomplished under localized- gen- flector is placed ' over each perching

ton mill weaving light goods the il- eral illumination by means of the frame.

luminating intensity recommended same arrangement as given for light ( To be continued . )

The Psychology of Management'--IX

Teaching under Scientific Management

BY L. M. GILBRETH

" Teaching" is " the act or busi No Specified Time for, or Source The consensus of opinion would

ness of instructing ." 73 Synonyms are of, the Teaching. - Under Tradition- seem to prove that an apprentice of

" training " and " education . " " To al Management there is no particular only a generation ago was too often

teach ” is defined as : ( 1 ) " To point time in which this teaching goes on- hazed, was discouraged from appeal

out, direct, show ” ; “ to tell , inform , no particular time allowed for the ing to the workers near him , or to

instruct, explain ; ( 2 ) to show how worker to ask for the instruction , nor his foremen for assistance or advice ;

( to do something ) ; hence, to train ; is there any particular source from was unable to find valuable literature

( 3 ) to impart knowledge or prac- which he obtains the instructions. for home-study on the subject of his

tical skill to " ; " to guide in learning. There is , moreover , almost every trade. The experience of many ap

educate." hindrance to his getting any more prentices was, doubtless, different

“ To educate ” means " to instruct, instruction than he absolutely must from this, but the mental attitude of

to teach methodically , to prescribe have in order to do the work. The the journeymen who were the only

to ; to indoctrinate.” “ To educate," persons to whom he can appeal for teachers must have tended toward

says the same authority, " is to de- further information might discharge some attitude of doubt or hesitancy

velop mentally or morally by instruc- him for not already knowing. An im- in the apprentice .

tion ; to qualify by instruction and portant fact bearing on this subject Mental Attitude of the Worker

training for the business and duty is that it is not to the pecuniary ad- Teacher . — Under the old plan of

of life .” antage of any particular person to management, the apprentice must ap

Under Traditional Management
give this teaching. If the man be a pear to the journeyman as more or

fellow -worker, he will want to do less of a supplanter. From the em

No Definite Plan of Teaching. - Un

his own work without interruption. ployee's standpoint it was most de
der Traditional Management there is

either no definite schemeofteaching Ile regards his particular skill as sirable that the number of appren

more or less of a trade secret , and tices be kept down , as an over- supply

by the management itself, or prac- desires to educate no more people of labor almost invariably resulted in

tically none . In the very highest ex

amples of the traditional plan the than necessary to be as clever as he a lowering of wages. The quicker

is . Of course, the worker neces- and better the apprentice was taught ,
learner may be “ shown how ," but

this is not usually done in a syste- sarily improves under any sort of the sooner he became an active com

maticway, and under so-called Tra. teaching, and if he has a receptive petitor. There seldom existed un

or an inventive mind, he must prog- der this type of management many

ditional Management is seldom in

ress constantly, either by teaching staff positions to which the workers

the form of written instructions.

himself or by the instruction, no mat- could hope to be promoted, certainly

1Copyright 1912 , by L. M. Gilbreth .

ter how haphazard.78Century Dictionary . none where they could utilize to the
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fullest extent their teaching ability. Moreover, no standard division and spends upon the studying, and to the

There was thus every reason for a assignment of work allowed of plac- amount of receptive power which he

journeyman to regard the teaching ing apprentices at such parts of the naturally has.

of apprentices as unremunerative, work that quality could be given The worker has these incentives

irksome, and annoying. third place . No standard require to follow the systems: ( 1 ) He is

Attitude of the Learner . — Thements had determined the worker's required to render reasons in writing

attitude of the typical learner was
fitness as a teacher , nor the specialty for permanent filing, for every dis

frequently one of hesitancy and self . that he should teach, and no incenthat he should teach, and no incen obedience of system .
obedience of system . ( 2 ) As soon

distrust , if not of fear, though con- tive held his interest to the teach as work is placed on the bonus basis,

ditions were so varied as almost to ing. These standards the worker the first bonus that is given is for .

defy classification . One type of ap- teacher could not provide for him . doing work in accordance with the

prentice was expected to learn merely self , and the wonder is that the prescribed method,

by observation and imitation . An- teaching was of such a high character
Even before the bonus is paid, the

other was practically the chore boy as it was. worker will not vary for any slight

of the worker who was assigned to Under Traditional Management, reason, if he positively knows at the

teach him . A third was under no teaching of adults was slight. There time that he must account for so

direct supervision at all , but was ex was little incentive either to teacher doing, and that he will be considered

pected to “ keep busy,” finding his or to learner, and it was difficult for to have " stacked his judgment"

work by himself . A fourth was put an adult to change his method . " against that of the manager. Being

through a severe and valuable train- Moreover, it would be difficult forMoreover, it would be difficult for called to account for deviations gives

ing by a martinet teacher. a worker using one method to per- the man a feeling of responsibility

It is greatly to the credit of the suade one using another that the
for his act , and also makes him feel

worker under this type of manage- first worker's method was the better, his close relationship with the

ment that he was, in spite of all there being no standard . Even if
managers.

drawbacks , occasionally a painstak. the user of the better method did
There is, under this type of man

ing teacher, to the best of his lights . persuade the other to follow it , the

He insisted on application , and es
final result might be the loss of some

agement, no set time for the study

of the systems.

pecially on quality of work. He un
valuable elements of the poorer

selfishly gave of his own time and method that did not appear in the
Systems Are Inelastic .—Being

skill to help the apprentice under better.
written, these systems have all the

him. Unfortunately, through no Teaching More Important Under disadvantages of anything that is

fault of the worker- teacher, the Transitory System . — Under Transi- written. They require considerable

teaching was usually done accord- tory Management the importance of adaptability on the part of the man

ing to wrong methods. Quality of teaching becomes at once more ap who is using them . He must con

resulting output was so emphasized parent. This, both by providing for sider his own mind and the amount

that neither speed nor correct mo the teaching of foremen and journey of time which he must put on study

tions were given proper considera men as well as apprentices, and by ing ; he must consider his own work,

tion .
the providing of written systems of and the adapting of that method to

The reason for this was that the instructions as to the best practice . his work while still obeying instruc

worker had no training to be a The worker has access to all the tions. In the case of the system

teacher. First, he had no adequate sources of information of Tradi- being in great detail , he can usually

idea of his own capabilities , and of tional Management, and has , besides find a fairly detailed description of

which parts of his own method were these, in effect, systematically de what he is going to do and can use

fit to be taught. Secondly , he did not rived standards to direct him . that. In the case of the system being

know that correct motions must be
The use of written systems enables

not so complete, if his work varies ,

insisted on first, speed next, and every worker to receive instructionevery worker to receive instruction he must show intelligence in vary

quality of output third ; he did not at any time, to feel free to ask it , ing the system , and this intelligence

know that if the motions were pre
and to follow it without feeling in

often demands a knowledge which

cise , the quality would be first
. any way humiliated.

he does not have, and knows not

Further, he had no pedagogical
where to obtain .

The result of the teaching of these
training. The time necessitated by the

Lack of Standards an Underlying methods. If the written systems are

systems is a decided improvement in

worker's laying out details of his

Fault. - All shortcomings in the old
method is taken from the total time

used exclusively as a source of teach

time teaching may be traced to lack of his working day, and cuts down
ing, except for the indefinite teachers

of standards. The worker had never his total product. Moreover, if no
of the Traditional Management, the

been measured , hence had no idea of record is kept of the details of his

iinprovement becomes definitely pro- planning, the next worker on the
his possible efficiency. No standard

portioned to the time which the man

methods made plain the manner in same kind of work must repeat ire

which the work should be done. B. Gilbreth, “ Bricklaying System , ” investigation.
74F .

[ 1541-595.
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new .

Teaching Most Important Under ing all grew up to meet needs, as Bad Habits the Result of Undi

Scientific Management. — Teaching did the other elements of Scientific rected Learning . - Even worse than

is a most important element under Management.
the waste of time would be the dan

Scientific Management, not only be
ger of acquiring habits of bad

cause it increases industrial effi
Change from Teaching Under methods; habits of unnecessary mo

ciency, but also because it fosters Traditional Management. - Mr. tions; habits of inaccurate work ;

industrial peace.15
Gantt says, " The general policy of habits of inattention . Any or all of

As we have seen, Scientific Man- the past has been to drive ; but the these might develop. These are all

agement has as a basic idea the neces
era of force must give way to that prevented under Scientific Manage

sity of divided responsibility, or func- of knowledge, and the policy of the ment by the improved methods of

tionalization . This, when accom
future will be to teach and to lead , teaching,

panied by the interdependent bonus, to the advantage of all concerned ." 77
Valuable Elements of Traditional

creates a need to teach and a need This " driving " element of Tradi

Management Conserved . - There are,

to learn . Scientific Management tional Management is eliminated by

Scientific Management.

however, many valuable elements of

separates the planning from the per
the old Traditional system of teach

forming in order to centralize and So also is eliminated the old be- ing and of management which should

standardize knowledge in the plan- lief that the worker must go through be retained and not be lost in the

ning department, thus making all the all possible experiences in order to
For example, the greatest

knowledge of each available to all . acquire judgment as to best methods. single cause of making men capable

This puts at the disposal of all more If the worker must pass through under the old plan was the foreman's

than any could have alone. The im- all the stages of the training of the unconscious ability to make his men

portance of having this collected and old - fashioned mechanic — and this is believe, before they started a task ,

standardized knowledge conveyed to seriously advocated by some, he inay that they could achieve it .

the worker can not be overestimated . fail to reach the higher planes of

Through this knowledge the worker knowledge afforded by training un
It must not be thought that because

is able to increase his output, and der Scientific Management, by rea

of the aids to the teachers under Sci

thus insure the lowered costs that son of sheer lack of time. If, there. entific Management the old thought

provide the funds with which to pay fore , by artificial conditions caused of personality is lost . The old ability

his higher wages , to increase his by united agreement and collective

to convince a man to the belief that

potential as well as actual efficiency, bargaining, workmen insist upon

he can do a thing, to inspire him

and best to co-operate with other having forced upon them the old- with confidence in his foreman, the

workers and with the management. school training , they will lose just confidence in himself, and a desire

Importance of Teaching Element

so much of the benefits of training to do things, is by no means lost ,

the Best Claim to Permanence of under those carefully arranged and and must be most carefully preserved

Scientific Management. — Upon the carefully safeguarded processes of under Scientific Management.

emphasis which it places on teaching industrial investigation in which Scope of Teaching Under Scien

rests a large part of the claim of modern science has been successful. tific Management. — Under Scientific

Scientific Management for perman- To refuse to start in where others Management teaching must cover :

ence.76 We have already shown the have left off, is really as wasteful ( 1 ) Teaching of right methods

derivation of the standards which as it would be to refuse to use of doing work ; ( 2 ) Teaching of

are taught. We have shown that mathematical formulas because they right habits of using the right

the relation between the planning have been worked out by others. It methods.

and performing department is based might be advocated that the mind
The teacher must so impart the

largely on means and methods for would grow by working out every knowledge that judgment can be ac

teaching. We have only to show possible mathematical formula be quired without the learner, being

here that the teaching is done in ac
fore using it, but the result would obliged himself to experience all the

cordance with those laws of psycho- be that the student would be held elements of the judgment.

logy that are the laws of pedagogy. back from any further original in

The methods of teaching under vestigation . Duplicating primary in The needs for this teaching have

Scientific Management were not de- vestigations might be original work been stated , but may be recapitu

vised in response to theories of edu- for him , but it would be worthless later here : ( 1 ) The worker may

cation . They are the result of actual so far as the world is concerned. The not observe his own mistakes. ( 2 )

experience in most successfully get.

same is absolutely true in manage- The worker has no opportunity

ting work done . The teachers, the ment. If the worker is held back under the old industrial conditions

methods and the devices for teach- by acquiring every bit of knowledge to standardize his own methods.

for himself, instead of taking the ( 3 ) The worker must know stand

work of others as the starting point, ard practice. ( 4 ) Waste can be

Engineering Magazine, April , 1911 , p. 141 .

H. L. Gantt, A. S. M. E. Paper No. 928 , the most valuable initiative to the eliminated by teaching. ( 5 ) Right

77H. L. Gantt, “ Work , Wages and Profits ," world will be lost . habits can be instilled ,

1

15H . K. Hathaway , " Prerequisites to the

Introduction of Scientific Management,"

p. 372 .

p. 116 .
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can

c.

Sources of Teaching Under Scien- method of attack of the instruction division of the management. This

tific Management. The sources of card cannot fail to have some good proof of the “ square deal,” in re

teaching under Scientific Manage- effect, even upon such workers as cording his output, and of the con

ment if the worker chooses to use do not consciously note it. " 8 fidence in him , cannot fail to enlist

them, are : ( 1 ) Friends or relatives ; Systems are Reasons and Explan- his co-operation.

( 2 ) Fellow workers ; ( 3 ) Literature ' ations. - Systems are collections of Oral Instruction Comes from the

of the trade ; ( 4 ) Night schools and detailed reasons for, and explana- Functional Foremen . — The func

study ; ( 5 ) The management. tions of , the decisions embodied in tional foremen are teachers whose

Methods of Teaching Under Sci- the directions of the instruction business it is to explain, translate

entific Management. — The methods cards. There is a system showing and supplement the various written

of teaching under Scientific Man- the standard practice of each kind instructions when the worker either

agement are :
of work.

does not understand them, does not

( 1 ) Written Methods, including :
Under really successful manage- know how to follow them, or makes

a. Instruction cards telling what is ment, it is realized that the worker mistakes in following them .

to be done and how . b . Systems,
is of an inquiring mind, and unless Oral instruction under Scientific

explaining the why. c . Drawings,
this inquiring tendency is recog- Management has at least four ad

charts, plans, photographs, all illus- nized, and his curiosity is satisfied, vantages over such instruction under

trating methods. d . Records made
he never do his best work. Traditional Management: ( 1 ) The

by the worker himself.
Unless the man knows why he is instructor is capable of giving in

(2 ) Oral methods, including the doing the thing, his judgment will struction . ( 2 ) The instructor's spe

teaching of the functional foremen .
never reinforce his work . He may cialty is giving instruction. ( 3 )

conform to the method absolutely, The instruction is a supplement to

( 3 ) Object lessons, including a.
but his work will not enlist his zeal written instructions . ( 4 ) The in

Exhibits. b . Working models.

unless he knows just exactly why struction comes at the exact time

Demonstrations by the

d . Worker demonstrates under super- manner prescribed. This giving of
the teacher. he is made towork in the particular that the learner needsit.

The successful teacher must un

vision.

the " why" to the worker through the derstand the minds of his men, and

Ultimately, the elements of all system , and thus allowing his reason must be able to present his informa

methods are derived from a study to follow through all the details, tion in such a way that it will be

of workers. The worker should be and his judgment to conform ab- grasped readily . Such knowledge

enabled to realize this. Only when solutely , should silence the objec- of psychology and pedagogy as he

he feels that he is a part of what is tions of those who claim that the possesses he may acquire almost un

taught , and that the teachers are a
worker becomes a machine, and that consciously ( 1 ) from the teaching

means of presenting to him the un
he has no incentive to think at his of others; ( 2 ) from his study of

derlying principles of his own ex work. On the contrary , it will be instruction card and systems, and

perience, will the worker be able seen that this method furnishes him ( 3 ) from actual practice in teach

to co-operate with all his energy.
with more viewpoints from which ing.

Instruction Cards are Directions . he can consider his work.
The advantages of a study of

-Instruction cards are direct in The instruction cards are supple- psychology itself , as it applies to

structions for each piece of work, mented with drawings, charts , plans the field of teaching in general, and

giving, in most concise form, closely and photographs— any or all , in of teaching in the industries in par.

defined descriptions of standard order to make the directions of the ticular, are ' apparent . Such study

practice, and directions as to how instruction cards plainer . must, in the future, become more

each element of the standardized Stereoscopic photographs are es and more prevalent.

task is to be performed. pecially useful in helping non-visu Advantage of Functional Fore

These instruction cards not only alizers, and in presenting absolutely man Teacher over Teacher in the

teach the worker directly how best new work . The value of the stereo- Schools.- The functional foreman

to do his work, but also teach him scopic photograph as an educator teacher has an advantage over the

indirectly how to become a leader, is as yet but faintly appreciated . teacher in the schools, in that the

demonstrator, teacher and func Self-Made Records Educative.- gap between him and those he

tional foreman . Study of them may The educative value of the worker's teaches is not so great. He knows,

lead to an interest in, and a study making his own records has never because he remembers, exactly how

of , elements, and to preparation for been sufficiently appreciated. Dr. the worker must have his informa

becoming a member of the plan- Taylor insists upon this procedure tion presented to him. This gap is

ning department. The excellent wherever possible. Not only does narrowed by functionalizing the oral

the worker learn from the actual teaching, by using it merely as a

W. Taylor, “ Shop Management, ” marking in of the spaces reserved supplement to thewritten teaching,

for him , but he also learns to feel and by supplementing it with object

$ H . K. Hathaway, Engineering Magazine,

April , 1911 , p. 144. himself a part of the record -making lessons .

"H. L. Gantt, A. S. M. E. Paper No. 928 ,

p. 342 .

TF .

1289 ( Harper edition , pp. 127-128 ) .
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The teacher must have an intimate such a model, which is especially ally right, that it leads to mental de

practical knowledge of the art or valuable where the workers do not velopment and improvement. Under

trade that he is to teach. The most speak the same language as the Scientific Management, teaching ( 1 )

profound knowledge of psychology teacher, where many workers are to C'ses and trains the senses. ( 2 ) In

will never be a substitute for the perform exactly similar work , or duces good habits of thinking and

mastery of the trade as a condition where the memory , the visualizing acting. ( 3 ) Stimulates attention .

precedent to turning out the best and the constructive imagination are ( 4 ) Provides for valuable associa

craftsmen . This is provided for by so poor that the model must be tions. ( 5 ) Assists and strengthens

securing teachers from the ranks of referred to constantly. Models nat- the memory. (6 ) Develops the im

the workers.80 urally appeal best to those who take agination. ( 7 ) Develops judgment.

He must have more than the tradi- in information easiest through the ( 8 ) Utilizes suggestion.
(9 ) Uti

tional knowledge of the trade that he eyes .
lizes “ native reactions.” ( 10 ) De

is to teach ; he must have also the
Object Lessons May Be Demon- velops the will.

knowledge that comes only from sci- strations by the Teacher. — The
Teaching Under Scientific Man

entific investigation of his trade. teacher may demonstrate the method agement Trains the Senses. - Scien

This knowledge is ready and at hand to the worker. This also is a suc- tific Management, in teaching the

in the standards of Scientific Man- cessful method of teaching those man aims, so far as possible, to

agement that are available to all for who speak a different language , or train all of his senses. Not only

study. of explaining new work , though it does each man show an aptitude for

The teacher must also have an
calls for a better memory than does ' some special sense training ,82 but at

intimate acquaintance with the rec the " working model.” The model, certain times

ords of output of the method he is however, shows desired results; the stronger than another. At the time

sense may be

to teach as compared with those of demonstration , desired methods. that a certain thing becomes of in

methods held in high esteem by the

Demonstration Method the Chief terest , and becomes particularly in
believer in the old methods; for it Method of Teaching by Foremen.

Method of Teaching by Foremen.- teresting to one sense , that sense is
is a law that no teacher can be

The demonstration method is the particularly keen .

efficient in teaching any method in chief method of teaching by the Scientific Management cannot ex

which he does not believe, any more
foremen under Scientific Manage- pect, without more detailed psycho

than a salesman can do his best

ment, and no method is rated as logical data than are as yet avail
work when he does not implicitly standard that cannot be successfully able, to utilize these periods of sense

believe in the goods that he is selling demonstrated by the teacher at any predominance adequately .

The best teacher is the one who is time on request.
and does, aim to utilize such senses

an enthusiast on the subject of the
If the worker is of the type that as are trained , and to supply de.

work itself, who can cause conta
can learn only by actually doing the fects of training of the other senses .

gion , or imitation of his state of work himself, he is allowed to dem The importance of sense train

mind, by love of the problems them

onstrate the method under super- ing can scarcely be overestimated.

selves .
vision of the teacher.81 Through his senses , the worker takes

The most valuable teacher is one

Under Scientific Management all in the directions as to what he is

who can arouse his pupils to such a

of these forms of teaching are to do , and on the accuracy with
state of interest in the economic

values of the methods of Scientific available constantly. The instruc- which his senses record the impres

Management, thatall other objects tion card and accompanying illus- sions made upon them , depends the

trations are given to the worker be- mental model which he ultimately

that would ordinarily distract or hold

fore he starts work, and are follows, and the accuracy of his criti
their attention will be banished from

placed that he can consult them cism of the resulting physical object

their minds. They will then remem

ber each step as it is introduced, easily at any time during the work . of his work. Through the senses,

and they will be consumed with in- So, also , if object lessons are used, the worker sets his own task, and

terest and curiosity to know what they are given before work com- inspects his work.

The relative training given to thefurther steps can be introduced that mences, and repeated when neces

sary. various senses depends on the nature
will still further eliminate waste .

Object Lesson May Be a "Work The teacher is constantly available of the work. When the ear is the

ing Model. ” — The object lesson may

for oral instruction, and the sys- tester of efficiency, as it often is with

be a " fixed exhibit" or a “ work tems are constantly available for an engineer, emphasis is laid on

training the hearing. In work
ing model" of the work that is consultation .

to be done. Successful and eco
Methods of Teaching Under Scien- where touch is important, emphasis

nomical teaching may be done with tific Management Psychologically is on such training as will develop

Right. - In order to prove that that sense.93

ENGINEERING, June, teaching under Scientific Manage As Many Senses as Possible Are

82C . S. Myers, M. D. , " An Introduction to ment is most valuable, it is neces- Appealed T0. – Scientific Manage

Experimental Psychology ," Chap. V. p. 73.

KF . B. Gilbreth . “ Bricklaying System ,” sary to show that it is psychologic- ment has made great progress in

Chap. I, the Training of Apprentices.

It can ,

81W. D. Ennis, " An Experiment in Motion

Study," INDUSTRIAL

1911 , p . 462 .
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as we

appealing to as many senses as pos- tion with which our acts are per- often enough to drive out the old

sible in its teaching. formed .” Again he says ( page 144 ) , images, and to enable all men who

In teaching, Scientific Manage. “ The great thing, then , in all educa- desire, to settle down and concen

ment has , in its teachers, animate tion, is to make our nervous system trate upon what they are doing .

and inanimate, great possibilities of our ally instead of an enemy ; as Through the standards the bad

appealing to many sènses simultan- it is to fund and capitalize our ac habit is broken by the abrupt ac

eously. The instruction card may be quisitions, and live at ease upon the quisition of a new habit. This is at

( 1 ) read to oneself silently - eyes interest of the fund. For this we once practiced , is practiced without

appealed to ; ( 2 ) read to oneself must make automatic and habitual, exception , and is continually prac

aloud - eyes and ears appealed to , as early as possible, as many useful ticed until the new habit is in con

also muscles used trained to repeat; actions can , and guard trol.88

( 3 ) read aloud to one-ears ; ( 4 ) against the growing into ways that These same standards, as pre

read aloud to one and also read are likely to be disadvantageous to sented in teaching, allow of the

silently by one-eyes and ears ; ( 5 ) us , as we should guard against the speediest forming of habits, in that

read aloud, and at the same time plague.” repetition is exact and frequent, and

copied-eyes, ears, muscles of mouth, These quotations demonstrate the is kept so by the fact that the

muscles of hand ; ( 6 ) read to one, importance of habit. How deep worker's judgment seconds that of

while process described is demon- these paths of discharge are , is illus the teacher. The chief function of

strated ; ( 7 ) read to one while pro- trated by the fact that often a Ger- the teacher during the stage that

cess is performed by oneself . man , having spent the early years of habits are being formed is the in

These are only a few of the pos- his school life in Germany, will , stilling of good habits.

sible combinations, any of which even after learning to speak, read , Methods of Instilling Good Hab

are used , as best suits the worker write and think in English, find it its . — The teacher instills good hab

and the work.84
difficult to figure in anything but its by insisting on : ( 1 ) Right mo

Untrained Worker Requires Ap- German. tions first, that is , the correct num

peal to Most Senses. — The value of . The aim of teaching under Scien- ber of correct motions in the proper

appeal to many senses is best real- tific Management, as has been said, sequence. ( 2 ) Speed of motions

ized in teaching an inexperienced is to create good habits of thinking second , that is , constantly increasing

worker. His senses help to remind and good habits of doing. speed. ( 3 ) Constantly improving

him what to do, and to “ check up ” Standards Lead to Right Meth- quality .89

his results . ods of Thinking and Acting.-- The Benefits of Teaching Right Mo

In the case of work that must be standards of Scientific Management, tions First. — Through teaching right

watched constantly, and that in as presented to the worker in the in motions first, reactions to stimuli

volves continuous processes, it may struction card , lead to good habits, gain in speed. The right habit is

prove best to have directions read in that they present the best known formed at the outset . With the con

to the worker. So, also, the gang method of doing the work. They stant insistence on these right hab

instruction card may often be read thus aid the beginner, in that hethus aid the beginner, in that he its that result from right motions,

to advantage to the gang, thus al- need waste no time searching for there will come, naturally, an in

lowing the next member or group right methods, but can acquire right crease in speed, which should be

of members to rest , or to observe, habits at once. They aid the worker fostered until the desired ultimate

while directions are taken in through trained under an older, supplanted speed is reached. The result of ab

the ears only. In this way time is method, in that they wage a win- solute insistence on right motions will

allowed to overcome fatigue, yet the ning war against old - time, worn-out be prescribed quality, because the

work is not halted . methods and traditions . Old motor standard motions prescribed were

Importance of Habits.-Prof. images, which tend to cause mo chosen because they best produced

William James says, “ An acquired tions , are overcome by standardovercome by standard the desired result.

habit, from the physiological point images, which suggest, and pass Concentrating the mind on the

of view, is nothing but a new path. into, standard motions . The spon next motion causes speed of mo.

way of discharge formed in the taneous recurring of images under tions . Under Scientific Manage

brain , by which certain incoming the old method is the familiar cause ment, the underlying thought of se

currents ever after tend to escape. ' of inattention and of being unable to quence of motions is so presented

And again , " First, habit simplifies get down to business, and the real that the worker can remember them ,

our movements, makes them accu cause of the expression " You can't and make them in the shortest time

rate, and diminishes fatigue,86 87 and teach old dogs new tricks. ” On the possible . The standard methods,

habit diminishes the conscious atten- other hand, the spontaneous recur- being associated from the start with

Compare with an actor learning a part . rence of the images of the stand- right habits of motion only, cause

$5 " Psychology " ( Briefer Course ) , p. 134.

84“ Psychology" ( Briefer Course ) , p. 138 . ard method is the cause of the an almost automatic response . There

87William James, “ Psychology" ( Advanced

Course ) , p. 112 .
greater speed of movement of the

are no discarded habits to delay re

"sprof. Bain, as quotedin James's47:sy- experienced man , and these images sponse.

SF. B. Gilbreth, “ Bricklaying System ,” of the standard methods do recur
( To be continued .)

" 85

pp. 18 and 19.
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FIG . 4 - THE LENTZ GOVERNOR

energy of motion as soon as the I.H.P. per hour with an average combination of an engine with boiler,

slightest change of load ( and conse steam pressure of 145 lb. gage, an superheater , condenser , air pump,

quently of speed ) occurs. As the average superheat of 47 deg. F. , and feed -water heater and feed pump, is

inertia forces and the centrifugal a back pressure exhaust of 2 lb. a compact, high-class and self-con

forces act in the same sense, their This performance gives a Rankine tained power plant which is exten

combination produces a governor of efficiency of practically 76 per cent. sively used in isolated plants in Eu

a very sensitive and instantaneous A tandem compound engine care- rope and South America. On ac

action .
fully tested gave the following re count of its compact arrangement

sults . The first test with saturated and the absence of any piping and

It is possible to change the speed

of the engine while in motion by steam , 170 lb. gage boiler pressure, losses incurred by it,the economy of

ineans of a radial pin which presses

and 26 in . vacuum, gave 366 I.H.P. these engines is remarkable. Tests

against the governor spring and with asteam consumption of 12.3 1b . by Prof. Grassmann,of the Techni

changes its tension. This pin is per I.H.P.-hour. The second test , cal College of Carlsruhe, Germany,

with the same conditions as before of a 200 - H.P . unit showed a steam

moved by means of a shaft and hand

but with superheated steam of 150 consumption of 7.4 lb. and a coal

wheel at the end of the lay shaft .

deg. F. showed a steam consumption consumption of 0.92 lb. per B.H.P.,

Extensive tests have been carried of 10.4 lb. per I.H.P. per hour. figures which probably stand as

out on a Lentz simple engine having These results were obtained from an world records . The mechanical effi

a 15-in . diameter cylinder and 21- entirely new engine within two days ciency of the engine was 93 per cent

in . stroke. This engine showed a of first running . and the combined efficiency of boiler

steam consumption of 19.2 lb. per The Lentz semi-fixed engine, a and superheater 82 per cent.

The Psychology of Management - X

Teaching under Scientific Management ( continued )

BY L. M. GILBRETH

Oftentimes the power to refrain absolutely sure of his method will agement educate hand and muscle ;.

from action is quite as much a sign not be tempted to make those extra the education of hand and muscle

of education and training as the motions which , after all , are merely trains the mind ; the mind improves

power to react quickly from a sen an exhibition in his hand of the va- the standards . Thus we have a com

sation . Such conduct is called , in cillation that is going on in his brain , plete cycle.

some cases , “ steady nerves." The as to whether he really is handling Judgment Results with No Waste

forming of right habits is a great an object in exactly the most effi- of Time. - Judgment is the outcome

aid toward these steady nerves. The cient manner or not. of learning the right way, and know

man who knows that he is taught " The education of hand and mus- ing that it is the right way. There

the right way, is able almost auto- cle implies a corresponding training is none of the lost time of "trying

matically to resist any suggestions of reasoning and will ; and the out ” various methods that exists un

which come to him to carry out co-ordination of movements ac- der Traditional Management. This

wrong ways . So the man who is companies the co-ordination of power of judgment will not only en

1Copyright, 1913 , by L. M. Gilbreth . able the possessor to decide correct

90M. W. Calkins, " A First Book in Psy

The standards of Scientific Man- ly as to the relative merits of differchology," p . 354 .

thoughts ." 90
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ent methods, but also somewhat as líanagement, is constantly furnished ber of the organization realizes that

to the past history and possibilities by the collection of jobs ahead on upon his individual co - operation de

of different workers. the bulletin board . The lasks pileu pends, in part , the stability of Scien

This, again , illustrates the wisdom . up ahead upon this bulletin board tific Management, because it is based

of Scientific Management in promot- provide a neeued and reauy change on universal co -operation. This pro

ing from the ranks, and thus provid- for the subject of attention or inter- vides an intensity and a continuity

ing that every member of the organi- est , which conserves the economic of interest that would still hold, even

zation shall, ultimately, know from value of concentrated attention of though some particular element

experience how to estimate and the worker upon his work . Such fu- might lose its interest.

judge the work of others. ture tasks furnish a sufficient range Scientific Management Restricts

Habits of Attention Formed by of subjects for wandering attention Associations.-By its teaching of

Scientific Management. — The good to rest the mind from the wearying standard methods, Scientific Man

habits which result from teaching effect of over -concentration , or agement restricts association, and

standard methods result in habits of forced attention . The assigned task thus gains in the speed with which

attention . The standards aid the of the future systematizes the stream associated ideas arise.93 Insistence

mind in holding a " selective atti- of attention , and an orderiy scheme on causal sequence is a great aid .

tude, " 91 by presenting events in an of habits of thought is installed . This is rendered by the systems

orderly sequence. The conditions When the scheme is an orderly shift- which give the reasons and make

under which the work is done, and ing of attention, the mind is doing its the standard method easy to re

the incentives for doing it , provide best work, for without such a defi- member.

that the attention shall be " lively nite orderly scheme for shifting the Scientific Management Presents

and prolonged ." attention and interest, the attention Scientifically Derived Knowledge

The Instruction Card Creates and will shift to useless subjects and the to the Memory. - Industrial memory

Holds Attention. As has been al- result will be scattered. is founded on experience, and that

ready said in describing the instruc Incentives Maintain Interest. — The experience which is submitted by

tion card under Standardization, it knowledge that a prompt reward will teaching under Scientific Manage

was designed—as a result of inves- follow success , stimulates interest. ment to the mind is in the form

tigations as to what would best se The knowledge that this reward is of scientifically derived standards.

cure output—to attract and hold the sure, concentrates attention and thus These furnish ( a ) data that are cor

attention. Providing, as it does, maintains interest. rect ; ( b ) images that are an aid in

all the directions that an experienced In the same way, the assurance of acquiring new habits of forming effi

worker is likely to need , he can con- promotion , and the fact that the cient images; ( c ) standards of com

fine his attention solely to his work worker sees those of his own trade parison, and constant demands for

and his card, and usually, after the promoted , and knows it is to the ad- comparison ; ( d ) such arrangements

card is once studied, to his work vantage of the management, as well of elements that reasoning processes

alone. The close relations of the as to his advantage, that he also be are stimulated ; ( e ) conscious, effi

elements of the instruction card af- promoted, also maintains interest in cient grouping ; and ( f) logical asso

ford a field for attention to lapse the work. The interest is extended ciation of ideas .

and be recalled in the new elements to the work of others , not only by Best Periods for Memorizing Util

that are constantly made apparent. the interrelated bonuses, but also byised.-As for education of themem

Oral Individual Teaching Fosters the fact that every man is expected ory , there is a wide difference of

Concentrated Attention . — The fact to train up a man to take his place opinion among leading psychologists

that under Scientific Management before he is promoted .
in regard to whether or not the

oral teaching is individual not only Close Relationship of All Parts of memorizing faculty as a whole can

directly concentrates the attention of Scientific Management Holds Inter- be improved by training ; but all

the learner upon what he is being est . — The attention of the entire or agree that those things which are

taught, but also indirectly prevents ganization , as well as of the indivi- specially desired to be memorized

distraction from fear of ridicule of dual worker, is held by Scientific can be learned more easily , and more

others over the question , or embar- Management and its teaching be- quickly under some conditions than

rassment in talking before a crowd. cause all parts of Scientific Manage- under others.

The Bulletin Board Furnishes the ment are related , and because Scien For example, there is a certain

Element of Change.-In order that tific Management provides for scien- time of day, for each person , when

interest or attention may be held, tifically directed progression . Every the memory is more efficient than

there must be provision for allied member of the organization knows at other times. This is usually in

subjects on which the mind is to that the standards which are taught the morning, but is not always so .

wander. This, under Scientific Ly Scientific Management contain the The period when memorizing is

" James Sully: “The Teacher's Handbook permanent elements of past suc easiest is taken advantage of, and ,

of Psychology," p. 113.
cesses, and provide for such develop- as far as possible, new methods and

matter of appealing to what is known to

interest ; for example, to a known ambition. ment as will assure progress and new instruction cards are passed out

"G. M. Stratton, “Experimental Psychol

ogy and Culture," p . 42. success in the future. Every mem- at that time when the worker is

52Attracting the attention is largely a
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naturally best fitted to remember so to arrange his memory material Judgment the Result of Faithful

what is to be done. as to utilize it better." Endeavor. - Judgment, or the " mental

Individual witferences Respected.
Scientific Management Provides process which ends in an affirmation

-It is a question that varies with Material for Images. - As or negation of something ," 46 comes

different conditions whether the sev- shown under the discussion of the as a result of experience, as is ad

eral instruction cards beyond the one appeals of the various teaching de- mirably expressed by Prof. James :

he is working on shall be given to vices of Scientific Management, pro- “ Let no youth have any anxiety

the worker ahead of time, that he vision is made for the four classes about the upshot of his education,

may use his own judgment as to of imagination of Calkins: ( 1 ) whatever the line of it may be. If

when is the best time to learn, or visual, ( 2 ) auditory, ( 3 ) tactual, and he keep faithfully busy each hour

whether he shall have but one at a
( 4 ) mixed. of the working day, he may safely

time, and concentrate on that. For Scientific Management realizes leave the final result to itself. He

certain dispositions, it is a great help that one of the special functions of can with perfect certainty count on

to see a long line of work ahead. teaching the trades is the systematic waking up some fine morning to find

They enjoy getting the work done, exercising and guiding of imagina- himself one of the competent ones

and feeling that they are more or
tions of apprentices and learners . of his generation in whatever pur

less ahead of record. Others be- As Prof. Ennis says, " Any kind of suit he may have singled out. Si

come confused if they see too much planning ahead will result in some lently, between all the details of

ahead, and would rather attack but good,” but to plan ahead most effec- his business, the power of judging

one problem at a time. This funda- tively it is necessary to have a well- in all that class of matter will have

mental difference in types of mind developed power of constructive iin- built itself up within him as a pos

should be taken advantage of when agination. This consists in being session that will never pass away.

laying out material to be memorized. able to construct new mental images Young people should know this truth

Aid of Mnemonic Symbols to the from old memory images ; in being in advance. The ignorance of it has

Memory. — The mnemonic classifica- able to modify and group images of probably engendered more discour

tions furnish a place where the past experiences, or thoughts, in agement and faint-heartedness in

worker who remembers but little of combination with new images based youths embarking on arduous careers

on imagination and not on exper than all other causes put together.” 97

a method or process can go and re
Under Scientific Management this

cover the full knowledge of that ience. The excellence of the image

which he has forgotten . Better

arrived at in the complete work is judgment is the result of teaching of

still , they furnish himtheequivalent dependent wholly upon the training standards that are recognized as such

still, they furnish him the equivalent in image-forming in the past. li by the learner. Thus much timeis

of memory of other experiences that

he has never had, and that are in mic system of forming standard Scientific Management can

there has not been a complete econo- eliminated, and the apprentice under

work

such form that he can connect this habits of thought, the worker may
with all the assurance as to the value

with his memory of his own personal have difficulty in controlling the of his methods that characterized the

experience.
trend of associations of tho :ight seasoned veterans of older types of

The ease with which a learner or images, and difficulty in adding en management.

skilled mechanic can associate new, tirely new images to the groups of The judgment that is supplied by

scientifically -derived data with his experienced images and the problem Scientific Management is also used

memory because of the classifications to be thought out will suffer from as a spring toward action.98 Scien

of Scientific Management, is a most wandering of the mind. The result tific Management appeals to the rea

important cause of workers being will be more like a dream than a son, and workers perform work as

taught quicker and being more in- well-balanced mental planning. It is they do because , through the Sys

telligent under Scientific Manage- well known that those apprentices , tems and otherwise, they are per

ment than under any other type of and journeymen as well—are the suaded that the method they employ

management. quickest to learn , and are better is the best.

The . results of cultivating the learners, who have the most vivid The Power of Suggestion is Util

memory under Scientific Manage- imagination. The best method of iced.99—The dynamic power of ideas

ment are cumulative. Ultimately, teaching the trade, therefore, is the is recognized by Scientific Manage

right habits of remembering result one that also develops the power of ment in that the instruction card is

that aid the worker automatically imagination.
put in the form of direct com

**Wm . James, “ Psychology " ( Advanced Scientific Management assists pro- mands100 which naturally lead to im

Course ) , vol. I , p. 667.

ductive or constructive imagination mediate action . So, also, the teach

* James Sully," The Teacher's Handbook by providing standard units or ing—written , oral and objective, as

97 **Psychology" ( Briefer Course ) , p. 150 . images from which the results may such , can be directly imitated by the

98Compare W. D. Scott, “ Influencing Men

be synthesized. It also, through the learner.101

* ' Ibid , chap. iii. unity of the instruction card, allows The worker is expected to follow

100W. D. Scott, " The Theory of Adver

of imagination of the outcome from the suggestion of Scientific Manage

101 W. D. Scott, “ Increasing Human Effi the start.
ment without delay, because he be

98A First Book in Psychology," p. 25 .

of Psychology, " p. 290 .

in Business," chap. ii.

tising," p. 71 .

ciency in Business," p. 41 .
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lieves in the standardization on which that he may be sure of advancement by showing, through its teaching,

it is made, and in the management with age and experience, and (4 ) glimpses of the possibilities that exist

that makes it . But the systems af- that he is sure of the “ square deal .” for further scientific investigation .

ford him an opportunity of review- Thus such fear as he has, has a good The insistence on standard methods

ing the reasonableness of the sug- and not an evil effect upon him . of less waste arouses a curiosity as

gestion at any time, and his con It is an incentive to co-operate will to whether still less wasteful meth

structive criticism is invited and re- ingly. Its immediate and ultimate ods cannot be found.

warded. effects are advantageous. This curiosity is useful as a trait

The suggestion must be followed Love or Loyalty . — The worker's of the learner, the planner and the

at the time it is given, or its value knowledge that the management investigator. It can be well utilized

as a suggestion is impaired. This is plans to maintain such conditions as . by the teacher who recognizes it in

provided for by the underlying idea will enable him to have the four as the learner, by an adaptation of

of co-operation on which Scientific surances enumerated above leads to methods of interpreting the instruc

Management rests, which molds the love, or loyalty, between the workers tion card that will allow of partially

mental attitude of the worker into and employers.105 Far from Scien- satisfying, and at the same time fur

that form where suggestions are tific Management abolishing the old ther exciting, the curiosity.

quickest grasped and followed.102 personal and sympathetic relations In selecting men for higher posi

" Native Reactions. " - Prof. James
between employers and workers, it tions and for special work, curiosity

enumerates the “ native reactions” as gives opportunities for such relations as to the work, with the interest that

as have not existed since the days is its result, may serve as an admir
( 1 ) fear, ( 2 ) love, ( 3) curiosity,

(4 ) imitation, ( 5 ) emulation, (6 ) of the guilds and the old apprentice- able indication of one sort of fitness.

ambition , ( 7 ) pugnacity, ( 8 ) pride,
This curiosity, or general interest, is

Mr. Wilfred Lewis, in describing usually associated with a personal
( 9) ownership, ( 10) constructive

ness.103 These are all considered by the installation of Scientific Manage- interest that makes it more intense

Scientific Management. Such
ment in his plant, says : “ We had, in and more easy to utilize.

Imitation. - It was a popular cus
might have a harmful effect are sup- effect , been installing at great ex

planted, others are utilized .
pense a new and wonderful means tom of the past to look down with

The native reaction most utilized for increasing the efficiency of labor, scorn on the individual or organiza

in the benefits of which the work- tion that imitated others. Scientificby the first managers of armies and in the benefits of which the work

ancient works of construction was
man himself shared, and we have to- Management believes that to imitate,

that of fear. This is shown by the day an organization second I believe with great precision, the best, is a

ancient rock carvings , which portray
to none in its loyalty , efficiency and work of high intelligence and indus

what happened to those who dis- steadfastness of purpose." 107 This trial efficiency.

same loyalty of the workers is plain Teaching under Scientific Manage

obeyed.101

in an article in INDUSTRIAL ENGIN- ment induces both spontaneous and

Fear of personal bodily injury is EERING on " Scientific Management deliberate imitation . The standard

not usual under modern Traditional
as Viewed from the Workman's ization prevalent , and the conformity

Management, but fear of less pro- Standpoint,” where various men in a to standards exacted, provide that

gress , less promotion, less remunera- shop having Scientific Management this imitation shall follow directed

tion , or of discharge, or of other
were interviewed.108 After quoting lines .

penalties for inferior effort or effi- various workers' opinions of Scien Under Scientific Management the

ciency, is still prevalent .
tific Management and their own par- worker will spontaneously imitate

Under Scientific Management the ticular shop, the writer says : “ Con- the teacher when the latter has been

worker may still fear that he will versations with other men brought demonstrating. This leads to de

incur a penalty, or fail to deserve a out practically the same facts .out practically the same facts . They sired results . So, also, the worker

reward, but the honest , industrious are all contented . They took pride imitates, more or less spontaneously ,

worker experiences no such horror as in their work, and seemed to be es his own past methods of doing work.

the old-time fear included . This is pecially proud of the fact that they The right habits early formed by

removed by his knowledge ( 1 ) that were employed in the Link- Beltwere employed in the Link-Belt Scientific Management insure that

his task is achievable, ( 2 ) that his shops.
the results of such imitation shall

work will not injure his health , ( 3 ) The manner of teaching under be profitable. Deliberate imitation

Scientific Management fosters such is caused more than anything else
102F . W. Taylor, " The Principles of Scien

tific Management," p. 26 .
loyalty . Only through friendly aid by the fact that the man knows if

103 "Talks to Teachers," chap. vii .

104Knight's " Mechanical Dictionary, " vol. can both teacher and taught prosper. he does the thing in the way direct

105For examples see W. D. Scott, " In
Also , the perfection of the actual ed his pay will be increased.

creasing Efficiency in Business," chap. iv .
workings of this plan of management Such imitation is also encouraged

his chabray, above Ipabaigno.Apprentice- inspires regard as well as respect for by the fact that the worker is made

"Proceedings

Congress of Technology, 1911." p. 175. the employer. to believe that he is capable, and has

108INDUSTRIAL

Curiosity. - Scientific Management the will to overcome obstacles . He1910, p. 377 .

18 * The Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia , Pa . arouses the curiosity of the worker knows that the management believes

" 109

iii , p. 2204 .

107Wilfred Lewis, of the

ENGINEERING, November,
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he can do the work, or the instruction great driving force . It is a wonder- ownership is conserved in him in an

card would not have been issued to ful thing that under Scientific Man- identical manner.

hiin . Moreover, he sees that the agement this force is aroused not Constructiveness. Every act that

teacher and demonstrator is a man against one's fellow -workers, but the worker performs is constructive,

promoted from his rank, and he is against one's work . The desire to because waste has been eliminated,

convinced, therefore, that what the win is aroused against a large task , and everything that is done is up

teacher can do he also can do ,110 which the man desires to put behind building. Teaching nakes this clear

It is of immense value in obtaining him . Moreover, there is nothing to the worker. Constructiveness is

valuable results from imitation that under Scientific Management which aiso utilized in that exercise of initi

Scientific Management provides forbids an athletic contest. While ative is provided for. Thus the in

standards . Under Traditional Man- the workers would not , under thethe workers would not, under the stinet, instead of being weakened,

agement, it was almost impossible ultimate form , be allowed to injure is strengthened and directed.

for a worker to decide which man themselves by overspeeding, a friend Importance of Training the Will.

he should imitate. Even though he !y race with a demonstration of pug- — The most necessary and most com

might come to determine, by constant nacity which harms no one is not plex and difficult part of Scientific

observation , after a time which man
frowned upon .

Management is the training of the

he desired to imitate, he would not Pride.-- Pride in one's works is will of all members of the organiza

know in how far he would do well aroused as soon as work is function tion. Prof. Read states in his Psy

to copy any particular method. Re- alized . The moment man has chology five means of training or in

cording individually measured out something to do that he likes to do , fiuencing the will. These are : 111 “ 1.

puts under Transitory Management and can do well , he takes pride in it . The help furnished by supplying the

allows of determining the man of So, also , the fact that individuality mind with a useful body of ideas ;

high score, and either using him as and personality are recognized , and 2. The building up in the mind of

a model or formulating his method that his records are shown, makes the proper interests, and the habit

into rules. Under Scientific Man- pride serve as a stimulus. The out of giving the attention to useful and

agement the instruction card fur come of the worker's pride in his worthy purposes ; 3. The establish

nishes a method which the worker work is pride in himself. He finds
ment of a firm association between

knows that he can imitate exactly that he is a part of a great whole, ideas and actions, that is , the for

with predetermined results . and he learns to take pride in the mation of a good set of habits; 4 .

Imitation , as provided for by entire management - in both himself The strength of purpose or power

teaching under Scientific Manage and the managers, as well as in his of imitation ; 5. The matter of disci

ment, and the admiration for the own work . pline."

skillful teacher or the standard imi

Ownership . - It may seem at first
Teaching under Scientific Manage

tated naturally stimulate emulation . glance thatthe instinct of ownershipment does supply these five func

This emulation takes three forms : is neglected and becomes stunted un tions and thus provides for the

1. Competition with the records of der Scientific Management, in that strengthening and development of

others ; 2. Competition with one's all tools become more orless stand- the will

.

own record ; and 3. Competition with ardized and the man is discouraged Apprentices are Easily Handled.

the standard record . from having tools peculiar in shape – Teaching apprentices is a com

Ambition is Aroused . - The out
or size , for whose use he has no war

paratively simple proposition, far

come of emulation is ambition . This
rant except long familiarity. simpler than under any other type

ambition is stimulated by the fact Careful consideration shows that of management. Standard methods

that promotion is so rapid , and so Scientific Management provides two enable the apprentice to become pro

outlined before the worker, that he opportunities for the worker to con ficient long before his brother under

sees the chance for advancement serve his instinct for ownership : ( 1 ) the old type of teaching could . The

himself, and not only advancement During working hours, where the length of training required depends

that means more pay, but advance- recognition of his personality allows largely on how fingerwise the appren

ment also that means a chance to the worker to identify himself with tice is .

specialize on that work which he his work, and where his co -opera
Older Workers Must Be Handled

particularly likes . tion with the management makes him With Tact. With adult workers

Pugnacity. — Pugnacity can never identified with its activities ; ( 2 ) the problem is not so simple. Old

be entirely absent where there is Outside the work . He has, under
wrong habits, such as the use of in

emulation. Under Scientific Man- Scientific Management, more hours effective motions, must be eliminat

agement it is used to overcome not
away from work to enjoy. owner

ed. Physically, it is difficult for the

persons, but things. Pugnacity is a ship, and more money withwhichto a lult worker to alter his methods.

110Compare with the elderly colored wo acquire those things that he desires Moreover, it may be most difficult

school, where the teacher to change his mental attitude, to con

The teacher must make clear to
vince him that the methods of Scien

nigger can do this nigger can do." him both these opportunities, as he tific Management are correct. A

111 “ An Introductory Psychology," pp. 297
readily can , since the instinct of ( Continued on page 76. )

to own .

man who took her sons from a northern

was white, in

order to send them to a southern school

having a colored teacher, that they might

feel, as they looked at him , " What that

303 .
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The Psychology of Management --XI

Incentives

BY L. M. GILBRETH

case

Definition of Incentive. - An " in- tive," and the incentive which util. opposite of being at rest. This be

centive" is " that which moves the izes this secondarily, through some ing true , punishment is just as sure

mind or stirs the passions ; that which set reward or punishment " indirectly an incentive to action as is re

incites or tends to incite to action ; incentive. ” This, at first sight, may ward. The man who is punished,

motive, spur ." 112
seem a contra lictory use of terus- iu,

every
will be led to some

Importance of the Incentive. — The it may seem that the reward would sort of action . Whether this really

part that incentive plays in the do- be the most direct of incentives; results in an increase of output or

ing of all work is enormous. This yet a moment's thought will cause not, simple determines whether the

is true in learning, and also in the one to realize that all the reward punishment is a scientifically pre

performance of work which is the can possibly do is to arouse in the scribed punishment or not. If the

result of this learning ; manual work, individual a natural instinct which punishment is of such a nature that

and mental work as well . The busi- will lead him to increase his work . the output ceases because of it , or

ness man finishes his work early that The indirect incentives divide that it incites the man punished

he may go to the baseball game; the themselves into two classes , reward against the general good, then it does

boy at school rushes through his and punishment. not in any wise cease to be an active

arithmetic that he may not be kept Reward and Punishment. - A re thing, but it is simply a wrong and

after school; the size of the piece- ward is a " return, recompense, the unscientifically assigned punishment,

worker's pay depends upon the fruit of one's labor or works; prof- that acts in a detrimental way.

quantity and quality he can produce. it,” with synonyms, “ pay, compensa Soldiering Alone Cuts Down

These all illustrate the importance tion , remuneration , requital and ret Activity . - It is interesting to note

of the incentive as an element in the ribution ." 112 Note particularly the that the greatest cause for cutting

amount which is to be accomplishei word " retribution , " for it is this as down output is related more close

Two Kinds of Incentives . — The pect of reward, that is , the just out- ly to a reward than a punishment.

incentive may be of two kinds: ( 1 ) come of one's act , that makes the Under such managements as provide

It may be a return , definite or in- reward justly include punishment. no adequate reward for all , and no

definite , which is to be received when The word “ reward" exactly ex adequate assurance that all can re

a certain portion of the work is presses what management would ceive extra rewards permanently

done ; ( 2 ) It may be an incentive wish to be understood by the incen- without a cut in the rate , it may be

due to the working conditions them . tive that it gives to its men to intive that it gives to its men to in- advisable for the worker's best in

selves . crease their work. terests to limit output in order to

For example: Two persons en " Punishment" is " pain , suffering , keep the wages up, and soldiering

gage 1 in the same sort of work , start loss , confinement, or other penalty results . It is plain , however , that

a race to see who can accomplish the inflicted on a person for a crime or soldiering here is the result of a cut

most in the shortest space of time, offense by the authority to which the ting down of action, and it is self

or who can produce the best quality . offender is subject," with synonyms, evident that anything which cuts

The incentive may be in the form " chastisement, correction , discip- clown action is harmful, not only to

of some definite aim or goal which line."'112 the individual himself, but to society

is understood by the worker him The word punishment is most un at large .

self, or it may be in some natural ir : - fortunate when applied to what Nature of Rewards and Punish

stinct which is roused by the work, Scientific Management would mean ments. Under all types of manage

either consciously to the worker, by a penalty , though this word also ment, the principal rewards consist

consciously to the man who is as is unfortunate . There is , however, of promotion and pay , pay being a

signing the work, consciously to no better word to cover the general broad word used here to include reg

both , or consciously to neither one. meaning. Furthermore, the idea ofmeaning. Furthermore, the idea of ular wages, a bonus, shorter hours,

In any of these cases it is a natural pain and suffering , which Scientific other forms of remuneration or re

instinct that is being appealed to , Management aims to and does elim compense ; anything which can be

ard that induces the man to do more inate , is present in some of the olderinate, is present in some of the older given to the man who does the work

wik, whether he sees any material forms of management. Therefore to benefit hion and increase his de

rez : rd for that work or not . the word punishment must stand . sire to continue doing the work.

Definitions of Two Types.-We There can be no doubt that a re Punishments may be negative, that

may call the incentive which utilizes ward is an incentive . There may is , they may simply take the form of

the natural instinct, " direct incen . well be doubt as to whether a pun no reward ; or they may be positive,

ishment is an incentive to action or that is , they may include fines , dis
1 Copyright, 1913 , by L. M. Gilbreth .

112 Century Dictionary. not. To be active is certainly the charge, assignment to less remuner
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ization of conditions, of instructions. ting no reward . To-day, under
Tra-

pride in his work , as did many of

ative or less desirable work , or any These fixed adjectives describe the Direct Incentives Not Scientifical

other thing which can be given to reward of Scientific Management , l. Utilised .-- As for what we have

the man to show him that he has positive, predetermined, personal, called direct incentive , the love of

not done what is expected of him fixed , assured and prompt. A few racing was often used under Tradi

and, in theory at least, to lead him of these, or none , might apply to the tional Management through athletic

to do better. reward under · Traditional Manage- contests . The faults in these were

· Nature of Direct Incentives.- ment.
that the men were not properly

Direct incentives will be such native
Reward a Prise Il'on by One Only. studied, so that they could be prop

reactions as ambition,prideand pug -If this reward of promotion or erly assigned and grouped ; care was

. nacity ; will be love of racing, love
pay was given to some one under not always exercised that hate should

of play , love of personal recogni- Traditional Management, it usually not be the result of the contest ; the

tion ; will be the outcome of self
meant that others thereby lost it ; it contest was not always conducted ac

confidence and interest.
was in the nature of a prize which cording to the rules of clean sport ;

The Reward Under Traditional
cne only could attain , and which the men slighted quality in hastening

Management U'nstandardised. As
the others, therefore, would lose ,

the work , and the results of the ath

with all other discussions of any
and such a lost prize is , to the aver

letic contests were not so written

part or form of Traditional Manage
age man, for the time at least , a

down as to be thereafter utilized.

ment, the discussion of the incentive dampener on action . The rewarding Love of play may have been devel

under Traditional Management is of the winner, to the loss of all of oped unconsciously, bụt it was not

vague from the very nature of the
the losers , has been met by the work

often studied . Love of personal

subject. “ Traditional" stands for men getting together secretly , and recognition was probably often util

vagueness and for variation , for the selecting the winners for a week or ized, but not scientifically. Neither

lạck of standardization , for the lack
more ahead, thus getting the same

was there anything in Traditional

of definiteness in knowledge,in proc- reward out of the employer without Management to develop self- confi

ess , in results . The rewards under
the extra effort.

cience , or to arouse and maintain in

Traditional Management, as under terest in any set fashion . Naturally,
Punishment Under Traditional

all types of management, are promo
if the man were in a work which

tion and pay. It would be an almost Management Wrong in Theory. he particularlyliked, which under

The punishment, under Traditional Traditional Management was a mat

unthinkably poor system of manage

ment, even under Traditional Man- Management, was usually much more

ter of luck, he would be more or less

agement, which did not attempt to
than negative punishment; that is to

interested in it , but there was no

provide for some sort of promotion say, the man who was punished scientificway of arousing or hold
of the man who did the most and usually received · much more than

ing his interest. Under Traditional

best work ; but the lack of standard- simply the negative return of get
Management, a man might take

ofthe workitself, and ofreward, ditional Management, punishment the old bricklayers and masons,who

makes it almost impossible not only consists of : ( 1 ) Fines, which are
would set themselves apart , after

to give the reward, but even to de- usually cutting down of wages , the

part deducted remaining with the in , and cut bricks for a complicated

hours if necessary , lock themselves

termine who deserves the reward .

Under Traditional Management, the company; ( 2 ) Discharge ; ( 3 ) As
arch or fancy pattern ; but such pride

reward need not be positive , that is , signment to less pleasant or less de
was in no was fostered through the

sirable work .

it might simply consist in the nega

This assignment is
efforts of the management.

tion of some previously existing dis- done on an unscientific basis, the
Pugnacity was aroused, but it

advantage. It need not be prede- man being simply put at something might have an evil effect as well as

termined . It might be nothing def- which he dislikes , with no regard as
a good, so far as the management

to whether his efficiency at that

inite. It might not be so set ahead had any control. Ambition , in the

that the man might look forward to particular work will be high.
same way , might be stimulated, and

it . In other words, it might simply Results Are Unfortunate. The might not. There is absolutely noth

be the outcome of the good, and in punishment, under Traditional Man- ing under Traditional Management

nowise the incentive for the good. agement, usually is meted out by to prevent a man being ambitious,

It need not necessarily be personal . the foreman , as one of his many gratifying his pride, and gratifying

It could be shared with a group , or duties. He is apt to be so person- his pugnacity in a right way, and

gang , and lose all feeling of person- ally interested, and perhaps involved at the same time being interested

ality . It need not be a fixed reward in the case , that his punishment will in his work. There was nothing,

or a fixed performance; in fact , if satisfy some wrong notions , im- however, under Traditional Manage

the management were Traditional, it pulse of anger , hate, or envy in ment which provided for definite and

would be almost impossible that it him , and will arouse a feeling of exact methods for encouraging these

would be a fixed reward . It might shame, wounded pride, or unappre- good qualities , seeing that they de

not be an assured reward, and in ciation , in the man to whom punish- veloped in a proper channel, and

most cases it is not a prompt reward. ment is given . which provided for scientifically util
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izing the outcome again and again. Characteristics of the Reward dustrial peace, and for all the extra

Pay for Performance Provided Rewards, under Scientific Manage- activities which will come when in

Torby Transitory Management. meut are : dustrial conditions are peaceful.

Under Transitory Management, as ( a ) l'ositive ; that is , the reward The personal reward' is a strong

soon as practicable, one bonus is must be a definite , positive gain to incentive toward initiative, towards

paid for doing work according to the the man , and not simply a taking the desire to make the most of one's

method prescribed. As standardiza- away of some thing which may individuality. It is an aid toward

tion takes place , the second bonus have been a drawback. the fecling of personal recognition.

for completing the task in the time ( b ) Predetermined ; that is , be From this personal reward come all

set can be paid . As each element fore the man begins to work it must the benefits which have been con

of Scientific Management is intro- be determined exactly what reward sidered under individuality.113

cuced, incentives become more ap- he is to get for doing the work . The fact that the reward is fixed

parent, more powerful, and more as ( c ) Personal; that is , individual, is a great eliminator of waste, both

sured. a reward for that particular man for to the man and to the manager. Not

Lirect Incentives More Skillfully that particular work .
only does the man concentrate bet

C'sed . With the separating of out ( d ) Fixed, unchanged . Ile must ter under the fixed reward , but the

fut and the recording of output get exactly what it has been deter reward, being fixed , need not con

separately, love of personal recogni- mined beforehand that he shall get . stantly be redetermined.

ticn grous, self-confidence grows, ( e ) Assured ; provision must be The assured reward leads to con

interest in one's work grows. The made for this reward before the man centration, even perhaps more

aihletic contest is so conducted that begins to work , so that he may be than the fact that the reward is de

Love of speed, love of play, and love positive that he will get the reward termined . In case the man was not

of competition are encouraged ; the if he does the work . The record of sure that in the end he would get

Worker constantly feels that he can the organization must be that re the reward, he would naturally spend

indulge in these, as he is assured wards have always been paid in the a great deal of time wondering

of " fair play." past, therefore probably will be in whether he would or not. More

Incentives Under Scientific Man the future. over, no immediate good fortune

agement Constructive. - Psychologi ( f ) The reward must be prompt ; counts for much as an incentive if

cally and ethically, it is most im as soon as the work has been done, there is a prospect of bad luck fol

portant that it be understood that the man must get the reward . This lowing in the immediate future.

Scientific Management is not in any promptness applies to the announce Need for Promptness Varies.

sense a destructive power.
Only ment and the receipt of the reward. The need for promptness of the re

that is eliminated which is harmful, The man must know at once that he ward varies. If the reward is to be

or wasteful , or futile ; everything has earned the reward. given to a man of an elementary

that is good is conserved , and is Positice Reward Arouses Interest type of mind, the reward must be

utilized as much as it has ever been and Holds Attention . The benefit immediately announced and must be

used before, often much more than of the positive reward is that it actually given very promptly, as it

it has ever been utilized . The con arouses and holds attention . A ' fine is impossible for anyone of such a

structive force ,fcrce, under Scientific example of a reward that is not type of intellect to look forward very

Vanagement, is one of its great life positive is that type of " welfare far.114 A man of a high type of in

principles. This is brought out very work” which consists of simply pro- tellectual development is able to wait

plainly in considering incentives uir viding the worker with such sur a longer time for his reward, and the

der Scientific Management. WithWith roundings as will enable him to element of promptness, while acting

the scientifically determined wage , work decently and without actual somewhat as an incentive, is not so

and the irore direct and more sure disconfort. The worker, naturally, necessary .

plan of promotion , comes no dis feels that such surroundings are his Under Scientific Management,

cording of the well- grounded incen- right, and in ro sense a reward and with the ordinary type of worker on

tives of the older types of manage- incentive to added activity. The re manual work , it has been found

ment. The value of a fine person- ward must actually offer to the most satisfactory to pay the reward

ality in all who are to be imitated worker something which he has a every day, or at the end of the week ,

is not forgotten, the importance of right to expect only if he earns it ; and to announce the score of output

using all natural stimuli to health something which will be a positive as often as every hour. This not only

ful activity is appreciated. Scientific addition to his life . satisfies the longing of the normal

Management uses all these, in so far The predetermined reward allows mind to know exactly where it

as they can be used to the best out l'oth manager and man to concen stands, but also lends a fresh im

come for workers and work , and trate their minds upon the work . petus to repeat the high record .

supplements them by such scientific- There is no shifting of the attention there is also , through the prompt

ally derived additions as could never while the worker wonders what the P. Gillette . " Cost Analysis Engi .

have been discovered under the olier reward that he is to receive will be .
W. Taylor, A. S. M. Paper

types. It is also a strong factor for in No. 647 , 19 33 and 59 .

113 HT

neering. " P. 3 .

114 F. E.
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reward, the elimination of time the very nature of the plan the re promotion, and ( 2 ) pay. Under

wasted in wondering what the re wards are possible of achievement Scientific Management promotion is

sult will be, and in allaying sus by all ; any one man , by winning, in assured for every man , and , as has

pense . Suspense is not a stimulus no way diminishes the chances of been said , this promotion does not

to greater activity, as anyone who the others. thereby hold back others from hav

has waited for the result of a doubt Rewards of Management Resem ing the same sort of promotion.

ful examination can testify, it being ble Rewards of ll'orkers.- So far There is an ample place, under

almost impossible to concentrate the the emphasis, in the discussion of Scientific Management, for every

mind on any other work until one reward , has been on the reward as man to advance.115 Not only is the

knows whether the work which has given to the worker, and his feeling promotion sure, thus giving the man

been done has been completed satis toward it . The reward to the man absolute assurance that he will ad

factorily or not.
agement is just as sure . It lies in vance as his work is satisfactory ,

There are many kinds of life work the increased output, and therefore but it is also gradual.116 The promo

and modes of living so terrible as to the possibility of lower costs and of tion must be by degrees , otherwise

make one shudder at the thoughts greater financial gain. It is as posi- the workers may get discouraged .

of the certain sickness, death , or tive ; it is as predetermined , because from finding their promotion has

disaster that are almost absolutely before the reward to the men is fixed come faster than has their ability to

sure to follow such a vocation. Men the management realizes what pro- achieve, and the lack of attention,

continue to work for those wages portion that reward will bear to the due to being discouraged, may be

that lead positively to certain death , entire undertaking, and exactly what contagious. It is therefore of vital

because of the immediateness of the profits can be obtained. It is a fund- importance that the worker be prop

sufficient wages, or reward. This amental of Scientific Management erly selected , in order that, in his

takes their attention from their ulti- that the management shall be able advancement and promotion , he shall

mate end. Much more money would to prophesy the outputs ahead. It be able to achieve his task after hav

be required if payment were post- will certainly be as personal, if the ing been put at the new work . He

poned, say , five years after the act , management side is as thoroughly must be advanced and promoted in

to obtain the services of the air- systematized as is the managed ; it a definite line of gradual develop

man , or the worker subject to the will be as fixed and as assured, and ment, in accordance with a fully

poisoning of some branches of the it certainly is as prompt, as the cost preconceived plan . This plan should

lead and mercury industries. records can be arranged to come to be definitely worked out and set

If the prompt reward is incentive the management every day, if thatthe management every day, if that down in writing, similar to the plan

enough to make men forget danger is desired . on the instruction card of one of his

and threatened death , how much Results of Such Rewards. — There tasks.

more efficient is it in increasing out are three other advantages to man Promotion Jay Be to Places

put where there is no such danger ! agement which might well be added Il'ithin or Without the Business.

There are cases where the prompt here . First , that a reward such as In many lines of business, the busi

reward is not to be preferred, because this, attracts the best men to the riess itself offers ample opportunity

the delayed reward will be greater , work ; second, that the reward, and for promoting all men who can

or will be available to more people. the stability of it , indicates the sta " make good " as rapidly as they can

Such is the case with the reward bility of the entire institution , and prepare themselves to positions over

that comes from unrestricted out thus raises its standing in the eyes others, and to advancement; but un

put. of the community as well as in its cier Scientific Management provision

For example, the immediacy of the own eyes; and third, that it leads is made even in case the business

temporarily increased reward caused the entire organization, both man does not offer such opportunities.117

by restricting output has often led aged and managing, to look favoraged and managing, to look favor- This is done by the management

the combinations of working men · ably at all standardization . The finding places outside their own or

to such restriction, with an ultimate standardized reward is sure to be ganization for the men who are so

loss of reward to worker, to em attractive to all . As soon as it is trained that they can be advanced.

ployer, and to the consumer . realized that the reason that it is at While at first glance it might seem

Rewards Possible of Attainment tractive is because it is standardized , a most unfortunate thing for the

by All . — Every man working under the entire subject of standardization management to have to let its men

Scientific Management has a chance rises in the estimation of every one, go , and while, as Dr. Taylor says,

to win a reward. This means not and the introduction of standards it is unfortunate for a business to

only that the man has a " square can be carried on more rapidly , and get the reputation of being nothing

deal” , for the man may have a with greater success . but a training school , on the other

square deal under Traditional Man Rewards may be divided into ( 1 ) hand, it has salutary effect upon the

agement in that he may have a fair men to know that their employers

115 Hugo Diemer. “ Factory Organization
chance to try for all existing re and Administration," p. 5 . are so disinterestedly interested in

wards. Under Scientific Manage
No. 1115 , p. 723 . Paper them that they will provide for the

ment there is more than this . By 117 F, W, Taylor, ‘ Shop Management, " ( Continued on page 121. )

116 James M. Dodge, A. S. M. E.
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The Psychology of Management--XII

Incentives (continued )

BY L. M. GILBRETH

a

Subdivisions of “ Pay” .— Under ( 3 ) Industrial co -operation. tra output, but, as Dr. Taylor says

“ Pay ” we have included eight head It is only necessary to quote him (117, “ A Piece Rate System " ), this

ings: ( 1 ) Wages ; ( 2 ) Bonus; ( 3 ) here as to the relationship between sort of speeding up is absolutely lack

Shorter hours ; ( 4 ) Prizes other than these different forms, where he says ing in self-sustaining power. The

money; ( 5) Extra knowledge; ( 6 ) . ( p. 11 ) , “ The two leading forms of moment that this rewarded foreman

Method of attack ; ( 7 ) Good opin- industrial remuneration under the is removed, the rate of work will

ion of others ; and ( 8 ) Professional Wages system are time wages, and again fall down . Therefore, day

standing
piece wages . Intermediate between wage has almost no place in ulti

Relation Between Wages and these principal forms , stands that mate, scientifically managed work.

Bonus. - Wages and bonus are close . known as task wage, while supple Piece Work Provides Pay in Pro

ly related . By wages we mean mental to these two named methods, portion to Work Done. — Piece Work

fixed sum , or minimum hourly rate , we find those various systems which is the opposite of time work, in that

that the man gets in any case for will here be designated by the name under it the man is paid , not for the

his time, and by bonus we mean ad- of Progressive Wages ." 118-119 time he spends at the work, but for

ditional money that he receives for

achievement of method, quantity or
Day Work Never Scientific.-- " The the amount of work which he ac

quality. Both might very properly
simplest of all systems,” says Dr. complishes. Under this system , as

be included under wages, or under Taylor in “ A Piece Rate System ” long as the man is paid a proper

money received for the work, or op- (110 ), while discussing the various piece rate and a rate high enough to

portunities for receiving money for

forms of compensation, " is the Day keep him interested , he will have

Work plan , in which the employees great inducements to work. He will
work, as the case might be . In the

are divided into certain classes , and have a chance for individuality, a
discussion of the different ways of

paying wages under Scientific Man
a standard rate of wages is paid to chance for competition, a chance for

each class of men.” He adds: “ The personal recognition . His love of

agement, there will be no attempt

to discuss the economic value of the
men are paid according to the posi- reasonable racing will be cultivated .

various means ; the different methods tion which they fill, and not accord- His love of play may be cultivated .

All of these incentives arise be
will be simply stated , and their ing to their individual character,

Theenergy , skill and reliability."
psychological significance will be , as

cause the inan feels that his sense of

far as possible, given .

psychological objection to day work justice is being considered ; that if

the task is properly laid out , and theBefore discussing the various kinds is that it does not arouse interest or

of wages advised by the experts in effort or hold attention, nor does it price per piece is properly deter

Scientific Management, it is well to inspire to memorizing or to learn- mined, he is given a “ square deal”

ing
in being allowed to accomplish as

pause a moment to name the various

sorts of methods of compensation It will be apparent that there is great an amount of work as he can ,

no inducenient whatever for the man
with the assurance that his reward

recognized by authorities . David F.

Schloss, in his " Method of Industrial to do more than just enough to re

will promptly come to him.

Remuneration , ” divides all possible tain his job , for he in no wise shares Piece work becomes objectionable

ways of gaining remuneration into in the reward for an extra effort, only when the rate is cut . The mo

the following three classes :
which goes entirely to his employer. ment the rate is cut the first time,

( 1 ) The different kinds of wages : “ Reward,” in this case , is usually the man begins to wonder whether

( a ) time wage ; ( b ) piece wage ; ( c) simply a living wage — enough to in- it is going to be cut again , and his

task wage ; (d ) progressive wage; spire the man if he needs the money attention is distracted from the work

( e ) collective piece wage ; ( f) col- enough to work to hold his position , by his debating this question con

lective task wage ; ( g ) collective pro- but not enough to incite him to any stantly . At best, his attention wan

gressive wage ; ( h ) contract work ; extra effort. ders from one subject to the other,

and ( i) co -operative work. It is true that, in actual practice , and back again . It cannot be con

( 2 ) Profit sharing. through the foreman or some man in centrated on his work . After the

authority, the workers on day work rate has been cut once or twice

Making in Shop and Factory Management, " may be " speeded up" to a point and it is sure to be cut unless it has

where they will do a great deal of been set from scientifically derived

work ; the foreman being inspired, elementary time units—thecompensating workmen . see C. B. Going.

of course, by a reward for the ex loses his entire confidence in the

1 Copyright, 1913 , by L. M. Gilbreth .

118 See also C. U. Carpenter, "Profit

pp. 113-115 .
119 For an extended and excellent account

of the theory of well -known methods of

" Principles of Industrial Engineering,"

chap . viii .

man
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stability of the rate, and, naturally, perfectly fair, provided that the man tific relation to what they have got

when he loses this confidence, his agement keeps its part of the con ten , if the workmen share regard

work is done more slowly, due to lack tract and pays the agreed wage.. less of individual deserts , this , as

of further enthusiasm . On the con In proceeding, instead of follow Dr. Taylor says ( [27 , " A Piece Rate

trary , as long as it is to his advant- ing the order of Schloss, we will System " ) , is the most serious de

age to do the work and he is sure follow the order, at least for a time, fect of all , in that it does not allow

that his reward will be prompt, and of Dr. Taylor in " A Piece Rate for recognition of the personal mer

that he will always get the price that System " ; this for two reasons : first, its of each workman . If the re

has been determined as right by him for the reason that “ A Piece Rate wards are remote , the interest is

and by the employers for his work , System ” is later than Schloss's book ; diminished.diminished. If the plan makes no

he can do this work easily in the in the second place, we are following provision for bad years , it cannot

time set . As soon as he feels that the Scientific Management side, in be self -perpetuating. If the work

he will not get it , he will naturally distinction to the general economic men have no means of knowing if

begin to do less , as it will be not side laid down by Schloss. the agreement will be carried out,

only to his personal advantage to The Gain Sharing Plan . - The they will be constantly wondering

do as little as possible, but also very Gain Sharing Plan was invented by whether it is being carried out, and

much to the advantage of his fellows, Mr. Henry R. Towne, and used by their attention will wander .

for whom the rate will also be cut . him with success in the Yale & Towne The Premium Plan .-The Pre

Task Wage Contains No Incentive works. This is described in Paper mium Plan is thus described by Mr.

to Additional Work. — What Schloss No. 341 , read before the American Halsey : " The time required to do

calls the Task Wage would , as he Society of Mechanical Engineers in a given piece of work is determined

well says, be the intermediate be- 1888, and also in the “ Premium from previous experience, and the

tween time or day wage and piece Plan , ” Mr. Halsey's modification of workman, in addition to his usual

wage ; that is , it would be the assign- gain sharing, described by him in daily wages, is offered a premium

ing of a definite amount of work to Paper No. 449, entitled “ The Pre for every hour by which he reduces

be done in definite time, and to be mium Plan of Paying for Labor," that time on future work, the amount

paid for by a definite sum . If the read before the American Society of of the premium being less than his

task were set scientifically, and the Mechanical Engineers in 1891. In rate of wages . Making the hourly

time scientifically determined, as it describing the Profit Sharing Plan , premium less than the hourly wages

must naturally be for a scientific Mr. Halsey says : " Under it , in ad- is the foundation stone upon which

task, and the wage adequate for dition to regular wages , the employ- rest all the merits of the system. ”

that work , there would seem to be ees were offered a certain percent Dr. Taylor comments upon this

nothing about this form of remuner age of the final profits of the busi- plan as follows : " The Towne-Hal

ation which could be a cause of dis It thus divides the savings sev plan consists in recording the

satisfaction to the worker . Natural- due to increased production between quickest time in which a job has

ly, however, there would be absolute- employer and employee. ” been done , and fixing this as a stand

ly no chance for him to desire to go Objections to the Gain Sharing ard . If the workman succeeds in

any faster than the time set , or to ac- Plan . - We note here the objections doing the job in a shorter time, he is

complish any more work in the time to this plan : First , “ The workmen still paid his same wages per hour

set than that which he was obliged are given a share in what they do not for the time he works on the job ,

to , in that he could not possibly get earn ; second , the workmen share re and, in addition, is given a premium

anything for the extra work done. gardless of individual deserts ; third , for having worked faster, consisting

Worth of Previous Methods in the the promised rewards are remote ; of from one- quarter to one -half the

Handling. It will be noted in the fourth , the plan makes no provision difference between the wages earned

discussion of the three types of com for bad years ; fifth , the workmen and the wages originally paid when

pensation so far discussed, that there have no means of knowing if the the job was done in standard time."

nothing in them that renders them agreement is carried out." Without Dr. Tavlor's discussion of this plan

unscientific . Any one of the three discussing any further whether these will be found in “ Shop Manage

may be used, and doubtless all are are worded exactly as all who have ment," 1979-91.

used in works which are attempting tried the plan might have found Psychologically, the defect of this

to operate under Scientific Manage- them , we may take these on Mr. system undoubtedly is that it does

ment. Whether they really are Halsey's authority and discuss the not rest upon accurate scientific time

scientific methods of compensation psychology of them . If the work- study, therefore neither manage

or not, is determined by the way men are given a share in what they ment or men can predict accurately

that they are handled . Certainly , do not earn , they have absolutely no what is going to happen . Not being

however, all that any of these three feeling that they are being treated able to predict, they are unable to

can expect to do is to convince.the justly. This extra reward which is devote their entire attention to the

man that he is being treated justly. given to them , if in the nature of a work in hand , and the result cannot

If he knows what sort of a contract present, might much better be a pres be as satisfactory as under an as

he is entering into the contract is ent out and out . If it has no scien- signed task based upon time study.

ness .
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The discussion of this is so thorough Management, is not always under- largest amount of work of a certain

in Dr. Taylor's work, and in Mr. stood by the workers. When a work- kind that can be done in a day . Un

Hulsey's work, that it is unnecessary er is enabled to make three or four der the differential rate system , if

to introduce more here. times as much output in a day as a workman finishes 20 pieces per

Profit Sharing .–Before turning he has been accustomed to , be may day, and all of these pieces are per

to the methods of compensation think that he is not getting his full fect , he receives , say , 15 cents per

which are based upon the task, it share of the " spoils ” of increased piece, making his pay for the day

might be well to introduce here men efficiency unless he gets a propor- 15X20- $ 3.00. If , however, he

tion of “ Co -operation ,” or “ Profit tionately increased rate of pay. It works too slowly and turns out only ,

Sharing,” which, in its extreme should, therefore, be early made clear say , 19 pieces, then instead of receiv

form , usually means the sharing of to him that the saving has been ing 15 cents per piece he gets only

the profits from the business as a caused by the actions of the manage 12 cents per piece , making his pay

whole, among the men who do the ment, quite as much as by the in- for the day 12X19=$2.28, instead of

work. This is further discussed by creased efforts for productivity of $ 3.00 per day. If he succeeds in fin

Schloss, and also by Dr. Taylor in the men . Furthermore, a part of the ishing 20 pieces—some of which are

“ A Piece Rate System ” ( 1932-35 ) ; savings must go to pay for the ey- imperfect — then he should receive a

also in “ Shop Management” ( 1173- tra cost of maintaining the standard still lower rate of pay, say 10 cents

77 ) , quoting from “ A Piece Rate conditions that make such output or 5 cents per piece , according to

System ."
possible. The necessary planners circumstances, making his pay for

The objections to co -operation and teachers usually are sufficient the day $ 2.00 or only $ 1.00 , instead

says Dr. Taylor, lie ( 1 ) in the fact as object lessons to convince the of $ 3.00 . ”

that no form of co-operation has workers of the equity of not giving This system is founded upon

been devised in which each individ- all the extra savings to the workers. knowledge that for a large reward

ual is allowed free scope for his It is realized that approximately men will do a large amount of work.

personal ambition ; ( 2 ) in the re one -third of the extra profits from The small compensation for a small

moteness of the reward ; and ( 3 ) in the savings must go to the employer, amount of work - and under this

the unequitable division of the prof- about one-third to the employees, system the minimum compensation

its . If each individual is not allowed and the remainder to maintaining is a little below the regular day's

free scope, one sees at once that the the system and carrying out further work - may lead men to exert them

entire advantage of individuality and investigations. selves to accomplish more work .

of personal recognition is omitted. This once understood , the satisfac- This system appeals to the justice

If the reward is remote, we recog- tion that results from a co-operative , of the men , in that it is more nearly

nize that its power diminishes very profit -sharing type of management an exact ratio of pay to endeavor.

rapidly ; and if there can not be will be enjoyed.. Task Work with a Bonus.- The

equitable division of the profits, not The five methods of compensation Task Work with Bonus system of

only will the men ultimately not be which are about to be discussed are compensation , which is the invention

satisfied, but they will, after a short all based upon the task , as laid down of Mr. H. L. Gantt , is explained

time, not even be satisfied while they by Dr. Taylor ; that is , upon time in “ A Bonus System of Rewarding

are working, because their minds study and an exact knowledge by the Labor," Paper No. 923 , read before

will constantly be distracted by the men and the employers of how much the American Society of Mechanical

fact that the division probably will work can be done . Engineers, December, 1901, by Mr.

not be equitable, and also by the fact Differential Rate Piece Work the Gantt . This system is there de

that they will be trying to plan ways Ultimate Form of Compensation.— scribed as follows :

in which they can get their proper Dr. Taylor's method of compensa . " If the man follows his instruc

share. Thus, not only in the ulti- tion , which is acknowledged by all tions and accomplishes all the work

mate outcome, but also during the thoroughly grounded in Scientific laid out for him as constituting his

entire process , the work will slow Management to be the ultimate form proper task for the day, he is paid

down necessarily , because the men of compensation where it can be a definite bonus in addition to the

can have no assurance either that used, is called Differential Rate lay rate which he always gets . If ,

the work itself , or the output , have Piece Work . It is described in " A however, at the end of the day he

teen scientifically determined. Piece Rate System ,” 1950-52, as fol . has failed to accomplish all of the

Scientific Management Embodies lows :
work laid out, he does not get his

Valuable Elements of Profit-Shar “ This consists , briefly, in paying bonus, but simply his day rate . "

ing . – Scientific Management a higher price per piece , or per unit , This system of compensation is ex

bodies the valuable elements of prof. or per job, if the work is done in plained more fully in Chapter VI

it sharing, namely, the idea of co the shortest possible time and with- of Mr. Gantt's book, " Work, Wages

oneration, and the idea that the work out imperfection, than is paid if the and Profits," where he explains the

ers should share in the profit. work takes a longer time or is im- modification now used by him in the

That the latter of these two is perfectly done. To illustrate : Sup- bonus.

properly emphasized by Scientific pose 20 units, or pieces , to be the The psychological advantage of the

em
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This is very
task with a bonus is the fact that lus to endeavor to perform that the case might be .

the worker has the assurance of a method which will enable him easiest closely associated with the second

living wage while learning, no mat to achieve the accomplishment of reason , and that is , that the bonus

ter whether he succeeds in winning the task that pays the highest wage. comes from the savings caused by

his bonus or not . In the last anal- The day rate assures the man of a the plan of management, and that

ysis, it is “ day rate” for the un- living wage.living wage. The middle rate pays it is necessary that the workers as

skilled , and “ piece rate” for the him a bonus for trying to learn. The well as the management shall see

skilled, and it naturally leads to a high rate gives him a piece rate that everything possible tends to in

feeling of security in the worker. when he is skilled. crease the savings. It is only as

Mr. Gantt has so admirably ex Three Rate with Increased Rate the worker feels that his bonus is a

plained the advantages, psychologi- System . — Lastly, the Three Rate part of the saving, that he recog

cal as well as industrial, of his sys- with Increased Rate System , consists nizes the justice of his receiving it ,

tem , that it is unnecessary to go exactly of the foregoing, with the that it is in no wise a gift to him ,

farther, except to emphasize the fine addition that, as the man can in- but simply his proper share , accord

feeling of brotherhood which under
crease his output, with continued ex ed not by any system of philan

lies the idea , and its expression. perience, above that of the task , he thropy, or so -called welfare work,

The Differential Bonus System.- receives a differential piece rate on but simply because his own personal

The Differential Bonus System of the excess quantity, this simply mak- work has made it possible for the

Compensation is the invention of Mr. ing an increasing stimulus to exceed management to hand back his share

Frederic A. Parkhurst, and is de- his previous best record.
to him .

scribed by him in the November, All Task Systems Investigate Loss Users of any Task System Appre

1911 , number of INDUSTRIAL EN- of Bonus. - Under all these bonusciate Other Task Systems. It is of

GINEERING, ( p. 342 ) . He describes forms of wages, if the bonus is not great importance to the workers that

it as follows :
gained the fact is at once investi- the users of any of these five meth

" The time the job should be done gated , in order that the blame may ods of compensation of Scientific

in is first determined by analysis rest where it belongs. The blame Management are all ready and glad

and time study . The bonus is then may rest upon the workers, or it to acknowledge the worth of all these

added above the day work line . No may be due to the material, which systems. In many works more than

bonus is paid until a definitely de- may be defective, or different from one , in some all , of these systems

termined time is realized . As the standard ; it may be upon the super- of payment may be in use . Far

time is reduced, the bonus is in . vision ; or upon some fault of the from this resulting in confusion , it

creased ." management in not supplying the simply leads to the understanding

Three Rate System .—The Three material in the proper quality, or se that whatever is best in the partic

Rate System of Compensation is the quence ; or upon a bad condition of ular situation should be used . It

invention of Mr. Frank B. Gilbreth , tools or machinery, or upon the in- also leads to a feeling of stability

and consists of day work , i . e . , a struction card . The fact that the everywhere, as a who has

day rate , or a flat minimum rate , missing of the bonus is investigated worked under any of these systems

which all who are willing to work is an added assurance to the work founded on time study can easily

receive until they can try themselves man that he is getting the “ square pass to another. There is also a

out ; of a middle rate , which is given deal,” and enlists his sympathy with great gain here in the doing away

to the man when he accomplishes the these forins of bonus system , and his with industrial warfare .
.

work with exactness of compliance desire to work under them . The fact Shorter Hours and Holidays Ef

to prescribed motions, according to that the management will investi- fective Rewards.- Probably the

the requirements of his instruction gate also allows him to concentrate greatest incentives, next to promo

card ; and of a high rate , which is
upon output, with no worry as to tion and more pay , are shorter hours

paid to the man when he not only the necessity of his investigating and holidays. In some cases, the

accomplishes the task in accordance places where he has fallen short. shorter hours, or holidays, have

with the instruction card , but also also . proven even more attractive to the

within the set time and of the pre Necessity for Workers Bearing worker than the increase of pay.

scribed quality of finished work. This Loss.-In any case , whether the In " Shop Management," ( 165 , Dr.

The advantage of this is , first of blame for losing the bonus is the Taylor describes a case where chil

all , that the man does not have to worker's fault directly or not , he dren working were obliged to turn

look forward so far for some of loses his bonus. This for two rea
their pay envelopes over to their

his reward , as it comes to him just sons : In the first place , if he did parents intact. To them , there was

as soon as he has shown himself not lose his bonus he would have no no particular incentive in getting

able to follow the prescribed meth- incentive to try to discover flaws be more money ; but when the task

ods required accurately. The first fore delays occurred. He would, was assigned , if they were allowed

extra reward is naturally a stimulus otherwise, have an incentive to al to go as soon as their task was com

toward winning the second extra re- low the material to pass through pleted, the output was accomplished

ward. The middle rate is a stimu- his hands defective or imperfect , as in a great deal shorter time. An

man
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other case where shorter hours were tack will enable one to do better in ment that there shall be as few fines

successfully tried , was in an office all lines, not simply in the line at as possible. Both management and

where the girls were allowed the en which one is working, and will ren men realize this, which leads to in

tire Saturday every two weeks, if the der one's life more full and rich , dustrial peace, and also leads the

work was accomplished within a set will be appreciated only by those ofwill be appreciated only by those of managers, the functional foremen ,

amount of time. This extra time a wide experience.
and in fact every one, to eliminate

for shopping and matinées proved Acquired Professional Standing a the necessity and cause for fines to

more attractive than any reasonable Powerful Incentive.-- Just as the as great an extent as is possible .

amount of extra pay that could be success of the worker under Scien Assignment to Less Pleasant Work

offered. tific Management assures of such ad Effective Punishment. Assignment

Desire for Approbation an Incent- miration by his fellow workers as to less pleasant work is a very ef

ire. — Under Individuality were dis- will serve as an incentive toward fective form of discipline. It has

cussed various devices for develop further success , so the professional many advantages which do not show

ing the individuality of the man , standling attained by success in on the surface. The man may not

such as his picture over a good out- Scientific Management acts as an in
Scientific Management acts as an in- really get a cut in pay, though his

put or record . These all act as re centive to those in more responsible work be changed, and thus the dam

wards or incentives. How success- positions . age he receives is in no wise to his

ful they would be, would depend As soon as it is recognized that purse, but simply to his feeling of

largely upon the temperament of the Scientific Management furnishes the pride. In the meantime, he is gain

man and the sort of work that is only real measure of efficiency, its ing a wider experience of the busi

to be done. In all classes of society , close relationship to professional ness , so that even the worst disad

arrong all sorts of people , there is standing will be recognized, and the vantage has its bright side.

the type that loves approbation. This reward which it can offer in this line Discharge to be Avoided Wherever

type will be appealed to more by a will be more fully appreciated. Possible.-- Discharge is , of course ,

device which allows others to see Punishments Negative and Posi available under Scientific Manage

what has been done than by almost tive. - Punishments may be first neg . ment, as under all other forms, but

anything else . As to what this de- ative, that is , simply a loss of prom- it is really less used under Scientific

vice must be , depends on the intel- ised rewards. Such punishments, es Management than under any other

ligence of the man . pecially in cases of men who have sort , because if a man is possibly

Necessity for Co-operation once had the reward, usually will available, and in any way trained,

Strong Incentive.-- Under Scientific act as the necessary stimulus to it is better to do almost anything to

Management many workers further activity . Punishments may teach him , to assign him to differ

forced by their co-workers to try to also be positive : such things as fines, ent work, to try to find his possi

earn their bonuses, as " falling down assignment to less pleasant work, or bilities , than to let him go , and have

on " tasks , and therefore schedules. as a last resort , discharge. all that teaching wasted as far as

may force them to lose their bonuses Fines have been a most success the organization which has taught it

The fact that, in many kinds of ful mode of punishment under Scien- is concerned .

work , a man falling below his task tific Management. Under many of Moreover, Scientific Management

will prevent his fellows from work. the old forms of management the realizes that discharge may be a

ing, is often a strong incentive to fines were turned back to the man grave injury to a worker. ( For

that man to make better speed . For agement itself , thus raising a spirit seriousness of discharging an ap

example, on a certain construction of animosity in the men, who felt prentice, see C. B. Going, "Methods

job in Canada , the teamsters were that everything that they suffered of the Santa Fe," p . 114. ) As Mr.

shown that, by their work, they were was a gain to those over them. Un- James M. Dodge, who has been most

cutting down working opportunities der Scientific Management all fines successful in Scientific Management

for cart loaders, who could only be are used in some way for the benefit and is noted for his good work for

hired as the teamsters hauled suffi of the men themselves. All fines his fellowmen , eloquently pleads , in a

cient loads to keep them busy. should be used for some benefit paper on “ The Spirit in Which Sci

Value of Knowledge Gained an fund , or turned into the insurance entific Management Should Be Ap

Incentive to a Few Only . - Extra fund .
fund. The fines , as has been said, proached,” given before the Confer

knowledge, and the better method of are determined solely by the discip- ence on Scientific Management at

attack learned under Scientific Man- linarian , who is disinterested in the
linarian, who is disinterested in the Dartmouth College, October , 1911 .

agement, are rewards that will be disposition of the funds thus coldisposition of the funds thus col- “ It is a serious thing for a worker

appreciated by those of superior in lected . As the fines do not in any who has located his home within rea

telligence only . They will , in a way, way benefit the management, and in sonable proximity to his place of

be appreciated by all , because it will fact rather hurt the management in employment and with proper regard

be realized , through what is learned, that the men who pay them , no mat for the schooling of his children , to

that more pay or promotion is re ter where they are applied, must feel have to seek other employment and

ceived ; but the fact that this extra more or less discouraged, it is , natur- readjust his home affairs, with a loss

knowledge and better method of at ally , for the benefit of the manage
ally, for the benefit of the manage of time and wages.of time and wages. Proper manage

are
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Efficiency Engineering Applied

to Mining

ment takes account not only of this

fact , but also of the fact that there

is a distinct loss to the employer

when an old and experienced em

ployee is replaced by a new man , who

must be educated in the methods of BY GLENVILLE A. COLLINS

the establishment. An old employee

has, in his experience , a potential If a man who is prepared to look carefully kept records , taken by a

value that should not be lightly dis- closely and observe broadly starts trained man, over long periods of

regarded, and there should be , in in Canada and zig- zags from camp time. It is not a matter to be decided

case of dismissal the soundest of to camp to southern Mexico, tak- off-hand , either by labor-unions or

reasons , in which personal prejudice ing time casually to inspect mines, by directors.

or temporary mental condition of the mills and smelters , he will be piti The usual first -class workman will

foreman should play no part. Con- fully impressed by the great differ- prefer to remain at his old system of

stant changing of employees is not ence in customs, and the general work and wages rather than work at

wholesome for any establishment waste of labor, time and money maximum speed unless the increase

and the sudden discovery by a fore- throughout the country He will of pay is sufficient and permanent.

man that a man who has been em so seldom observe a dollar's worth
For this reason it is not wise to

ployed for a year or more is “ No of results given in exchange for a make sudden or ill -advised changes,

Good," is often a reflection on the dollar spent that he will form a
as the workmen then lose confidence

foreman , and more often still , is poor opinion of operating -efficiency in the system . It should never be re

wholly untrue. All workingmen , and management. This highly scien- ferred to as a trial system , intimat

unless they develop intemperate or tific department , requiring an amount ing the probability that it might not

dishonest habits , have desirable value of skill and executive ability equaled be a complete success . The thing to

in them , and the conserving and in- in few , if any, of the professions, cer
do is to be absolutely sure, then do it ,

creasing of their value is a duty tainly falls short of the standard es- regardless of the opinions of work

which should be assumed by their tablished in our greater manufactur- men . As soon as they begin to see

superiors."
ing industries.

the practicability of increasing their

Punishment Can Never Be En.
It is easily said that this is due to earnings and comforts , their opposi

tirely Abolished . - It might be asked the diversity of conditions in mining, tion will cease , and they will become

why punishments are needed at all milling and smelting. But on second highly enthusiastic and thrifty .

under this system ; that is , why posi- view it must be admitted that there As soon as the workman begins to

tive punishments are needed. Why is room for tremendous improve- realize that he is dealt with as an in

not merely a lack of reward for the ments in nearly every mining-organ- dividual, with growing opportunity

slight offenses, and a discharge if it ization . The proposal of such im- consistent with his energy and intel

gets too bad ? It must be remem- provements is often met by the argu- lect , he leaves the ranks of organized

bered , however, that the punishments ment that any mine is but a tem shiftlessness and becomes an am

are needed to insure a proper appre- porary affair , yielding such profits bitious worker. This is also of great

ciation of the reward. If there is no
as to make efficiency -work of no con

advantage to the employer, as a pro

negative side, the beauty of the re sequence ; but any business which is
cess of elimination which often de

ward will never be realized ; the man profitable and worth doing at all is velops extraordinary talents, other

who has once suffered by having his worth doing on a basis which gives wise locked up within a sullen breast.

pay cut for something which he has the greatestreturn on the investment. The majority of manual laborers

done wrong, will be more than ready
It is the purpose of this paper to naturally make their task as easy as

to keep up to the standard . In the advocate throughout the industry , possible , eventually doing only that

second place , unless individuals are high wages for workmen and low which they are forced to do . If an

punished , the rights of other individ- labor-costs to the employer, or what energetic workman is put with the

uals will , necessarily, be encroached is generally known to manufacturers rest on gang- work at day-wages, he

upon. When it is considered that

as the “ Taylor System .” This system gradually realizes that he is doing

under Scientific Management the is entirely feasible to the mining in
more work for the same pay, and in

man who gives the punishment is the dustry, through careful study and time slows down to the normal pace

disinterested disciplinarian, that the record of the time required to per- of the gang.

punishment is made exactly appro- form certain work.

priate to the offense, and that no

This may be exemplified by work

The exact percentage to be gained I have

advantage from it comes to any one
men tramming ore-cars .

under this system by such terms of often seen them , on leaving the

except the men themselves , it can be

payment that a workman will do his muck - pile at the face, mount the

understood that the psychological best, can be determined only from

basis is such as to make a punish
truck and take advantage of the

ment rather an incentive than 1Extract from a paper presented at a
usual down - grade and quick time to

detriment.

the dump, and then , after dumping

( To be continued.)

the car, sit down on the pile from

a

meeting of the Spokane Local Section of

the American Institute of Mining Engi

neers, and published in the Bulletin of the

Institute , Sept., 1912 .
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The Psychology of Management'--Concluded

Welfare

BY L. M. GILBRETH

or

“Welfare” means " a state or con or which he likes to such an extent average Traditional Management, it

dition of doing well ; prosperous or that he is willing to do enough of it was not only not provided for, but

satisfactory course or relation ; ex to develop him physically. There was rather doubtful . A man had

emption from evil” ; in other words, fore under Traditional Management, very little chance to develop real

well-being. Today it is also often there is no way of knowing that good personal responsibilities, in that there

used as an adjective , to describe health and increased strength will was always some one over him who

work which is being attempted for result from the work, and we know was watching him , who disciplined

the good of industrial workers . In that in many cases poor health and him and corrected him , who handed

the present discussion of welfare , depleted strength have been the out in the reports for him , with the re

both meanings of the word will be come of the work. So far as phy- sult that he was only in a very slight

included. sical improvement is concerned, it sense a free agent. Only men higher

A discussion of welfare as the re came rather in spite of than because up—the foremen and the superin

sults of work divides itself naturally of Traditional Management, in the tendents — could obtain real develop

into three parts, or three questions: Sense at least that the management ment from personal responsibilities.

What is the effect upon the phy- had nothing to do with it , and had Neither was there much develop

sical life ? absolutely no way of providing ment of responsibility for others, in

What is the effect upon the men
for it.

the sense of being responsible for

tal life ? No Directed Mental Development. personal development of others.

What is the effect upon the moral --As regards mental development Having no accurate standards by

life ? under Traditional Management, there which to judge, there was little or

Under Traditional Management being no fixed habits , no specially ºno possibility of appreciation of the

No Physical Improvement. - In gen- trained habit of attention, no stand- relative standing of the men , either

eral , under Traditional Management, ard , there was no way of knowing by an individual of himself, or by

there is not a definite physical im- that the man's mind was improving. others of his ability . The manage.

provement in the average worker. Naturally , all minds improve merely ment taught self -control in the most

In the first place, there is no provi- with experience. Experience must rudimentary way , not at all .

sion for regularity in the work. The be gathered in , and must be emThe be gathered in , and must be em- There was no distinct goal for the

planning not being done ahead, the bodied into a judgment. There is average man , neither was there any

man has absolutely no way of know- ' absolutely no way of estimating what distinct way to arrive at such a goal ;

ing exactly what he will be called the average need in this line would it was simply a case , with the man

upon to do. There being no meas be, it varies so much with the tem- lower down, of “making good " for

ure of fatigue, he has no means of perament of the man . Again , it any one day and getting that day's

knowing whether he can go to work would usually be a thing that the pay.

the second part of the day, say , with man himself was responsible for , “ Square Deal” Lacking . – Perhaps

anything like the efficiency with and not the management; certainly the worst lack under Traditional

which he could go to work in the not the management in any imper- Management was the lack of the

first part of the day. There being sonal sense . Some one man over " square deal." In the first place ,

no standard, the amount of work an individual worker might be large . even the most efficient worker un

which he can turn out must vary ly responsible for improving him in- der this form of management was

according as the tools , machinery tellectually. . If this were so , itso , it not sure of his place . This not only

and equipment are in proper condi- would be because of the tempera- meant worry on his part, which dis

tion , and the material supplies his ment of the over -man , or because of tracted his attention from what he

needs. his friendly desire to impart a men- did , but meant a wrong attitude all

In the second place, there are no tal stimulus; seldom , if ever , be- along the line. He had absolutely

excellent habits necessarily formed . cause the management provided for no way of knowing that, even though

The man is left to do fairly as he its being imparted. Thus, there was he did his best, the man over him ,

pleases, if only the general outcome absolutely no way of predicting that in anger, or because of some entirely

be considered sufficient by those over wider or deeper interest, or that ulterior thing, might not discharge

him. There may be a physical de- increased mental capacity, would him , degrade him or fine him . So

velopment on his part , if the work develop.
also the custom of spying, the only

be of a kind which can develop him , Moral Development Doubtful.- sort of inspection recognized under

1 Copyright, 1913, by L. M. Gilbreth . As for moral development under the Traditional Management of the most
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elementary form , led to a feeling on will. The " will to do ” becomes definite Transitory Management is

the men s part that they were being stunted, unless the pay is large constantly changing. In the discus

constantly watched on the sly , and enough to lead the man to be willing sion of the various chapters , and in

to an inability to concentrate . This to undergo abuses in order to gei showing how individuality, function

brought about an inability to feel the money. There is nothing, more- alization , measurements, and so on ,

really honest, for being constantly over, in the aspect of the manage were introduced, and the psychologi

under suspicion is enough to poison ment itself to lead the man to have cal effect upon the men of their be

even one's own opinion of one's in a feeling of confidence either in him- ing introduced, welfare was more or

tegrity. Again, being at the beck self or in the management, and to less unsystematically considered.

and call of a prejudiced foreman have that moral poise which will Welfare Work Under Transitory

who was all -powerful, and having no make him wish to advance.
Management Is Usually Commend

assured protection from the whims With the likelihood of suspicion, able .-As to welfare work under

of such a man , the worker was hate and jealousy arising, and with Transitory Management, much could

obliged , practically for self-protec- constant preparations for conflict, of be said , and much has been said and

tion, to try to conciliate the fore- which the average union and eni written. Typical welfare work un

man by methods of assuming merit: ployers ' association are the embodi- der Transitory Management deserves

that are obvious, on the surface . He ment, real capacity is naturally not nothing but praise . It consists of

ingratiated himself in the favor of increased, but is rather decreased , such work as building rest rooms for

the foreman in that way best adapted under this form of management, ani the employees, of providing for

to the peculiarities of the character. we may ascribe this to three faults : amusements, of providing for better

of the foreman , sometimes joining ( 1 ) To lack of recognition of in working conditions, of helping to

societies, or the church of the fore- dividuality — men are handled mostly better home conditions, in providing

man , sometimes helping him elect as gangs, and personality is sunk , some sort of a welfare worker who

some political candidate or relative ; ( 2 ) To lack of standardizationi. can talk with the employees and ben

at other times , by the more direct and to lack of time study , that fund- efit them in every way, and act as

method of buying drinks, or taking amental of all standardization , result- their representative in conferring

up a subscription for presenting the ing in absolute inability to make a with the management.

foreman with a gold watch , " in ap- measured , and therefore scientific , There can be no doubt that an

preciation of his fairness to all” ; judgment; and immense amount of good has been

sometimes by consistently losing at ( 3 ) To the lack of teaching ; to done by this welfare work, both posi

cards or other games of chance. the lack of all constructiveness. tively, to the employees themselves ,

When it is considered that this same These three lacks , then , constitute and indirectly , to the management,

foreman was probably, at the time, a strong reason why Traditional through fostering a kinder feeling.

enjoying a brutal feeling of power, Management does not add to the wel- There is, however, a flaw to be found

it is no wonder that no sense of con fare of the men .
in the underlying principles of this

fidence of the “ square deal" could Little Systematised IV'elfare Worl welfare work as introduced in

develop. There are countless ways Under Traditional Management Transitory Management, and that is

that the brutal enjoyment of power As for welfare work, that is , work that it takes on more or less the as

could be exercised by the man in a which the employers themselves plan pect of a charity, and is so regarded

foreman's position . As has already to benefit the men , if under such both by the employees and by the

been said, some men prefer promo work be included timely impulses of employer. The employer naturally

tion to a position of power more the management for the men , and prides himself more or less upon do

than anything else . Nearly all cle- the carrying of these out in a morethe carrying of these out in a more ing something which is good, and

sire promotion to power for the ex or less systematic way, it will be the employee naturally resents more

tra money that it brings, and occa true to say that such welfare work or less having something given to

sionally a man will be found who has existed in all times, and under him as a sort of charity which he

loves the power, although uncon all forms of management. The kind- feels is his by right.

sciously, for the pleasure he obtains hearted man will show his kind The psychological significance of

in lording over other human beings. heart wherever he is , but it is like- this is great . The employer, feeling

Under Military Management, there wise true to say that little systewise true to say that little syste- that he has bestowed a gift , is nat

is practically. no limit to this power, matic beneficial work is done under urally rather chagrined to find it is

the management being satisfied if the what we have defined as Traditional received either as a right, or with a

foreman gets the work out of the Management.
feeling of resentment. Therefore

men . The men , having practically Definite Statements as to Welfare he is often led to decrease what he

no one to appeal to , are obliged to Under Transitory Management Diffi. might otherwise do , for it is only an

receive their punishment always from cult to Make. It is almost impossi- unusual and a very high type of

the hands of a prejudiced party . ble to give any statement as to the mind that can be satisfied simply

Being under such an influence as general welfare of workers under with the doing of the good act with

this, there is little or no possibility Transitory Management, because , out the return of gratitude. On the

of the development of an intelligent from the very nature of the case , other hand , the employee, if he be a

·
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man of pride , may resent charity dardized, the worker acquires phy- erly performed and the reward re

even in such a general form as this, sical habits that are fixed ; ceived . As only those who show

and may , with an element of right ( 6 ) Are taught120, therefore they themselves capable of really receiving

ness, prefer that the money expended are not remote, but come actually the reward are considered to be prop .

be put into his pay envelope instead . and promptly into the consciousness erly placed , ultimately all who re

If it is simply a case of better work- and into the action of the worker. main at work under Scientific Man

ing conditions, something that im ( C) Are retained, because they are agement must attain this habit of

proves him as an efficient worker for standard habits, and because the re attention .

the management, he will feel that wards which are given for using ( b ) Habit of method of attack .

this welfare work is in no sense them make it an object to the workerthem make it an object to the worker This not only enables the worker to

something which he receives as a to retain them . do satisfactorily the things that are

gift, but rather something which is ( d ) Are reinforced by individu- assigned to him, but also has the

his right , and which benefits the em- ality and functionalization ; that is to broadening effect of teaching him

ployer exactly as much as it benefits say , the worker is considered as an how to do other things, i . e . , show

him, if not more . individual, and the possibilities are ing him the " how " of doing things

Another fault which can be found studied before he is put into the and giving him standards which are

with the actual administration of work ; therefore, his own individu the outcome of mental nabits, and

welfare work, is the fact that it often ality and his own particular function by which he learns to measure.

disregards one of the fundamental naturally reinforce those habits 2. - General mental development is

principles of Scientific Management, which he is taught to form . These provided for by the experience which

in that the welíare workers them- habits, being scientifically derived, the worker gets not only in the gen

selves do not train enough persons add to physical improvement. eral way in which all who work must

to follow in their footsteps, and thus 3. - Physical development: gain experience, but in the set way

make welfare self -perpetuating. ( a ) Is fostered through the play provided by Scientific Management.

Scientific Provision for Welfare element, has been scientifically stud- This is so presented to the worker

Under Scientific Management. — Un- ied , and is utilized as far as possible ; that it becomes actually usable at

der Scientific Management general the same is true of the love of work, once . It not only allows him to judge

welfare is provided for by the effect which is reinforced by the fact thatwhich is reinforced by the fact that others, but provides for self-knowl

that the work has on physical im- the man has been placed where he edge, which is one of the most val

provement , viz : ( 1 ) the regularity will have the most love for his work. uable of all of the outcomes of

of the work ; ( 2 ) habits ; and ( 3 )
( b ) Is insured by the love of con

Scientific Management. He becomes

physical development. test, which is provided for not only mentally capable of estimating his

I.-As for the regularity of the by contest with others, but by the own powers and predicting what he

work, we have : constant contest of the worker with himself is capable of doing. The

( a ) The apportionment of the hisown previous records. When he outcome of this mental development

work and the rest. Under Scientific does exceed these records he utilizes
is ( a ) wider interest ; ( b ) deeper

Management, work time and rest

time are scientifically apportioned . sically, as well as otherwise, to capabilities.

powers which it is for his good phy- interest; and ( c ) increased mental

This means that the man is able to
utilize . The better method of attack would

come to each new task with the same
This regularity, combined with necessarily provide for wider inter

his work he gainshabits of regularity, good habits and physical develop- est. Thefact that any subject taken

ment, results in good health , in- up is in its ultimate final unit form ,

( b ) The laying out of the work. creasedstrengthand a better appear- would certainly lead to deeper inter

The standards upon which the in To these three results all est ; and the exercise of these two

struction cars are based , and the
scientific managers testify .

faculties leads to increased mental

method of preparing them assure Mental Development. — Welfare capabilities.

regularity.
under Scientific Management is also

Moral Development. - Moral de

( c) The manner of performingthe work. Every time that identical provided for by Mental Develop- velopment under Scientific Manage

ment.
ment results from the provisions

This we may discuss under

work is done, it is done in an iden- habits, and under general mental de made for cultivating ( 1 ) personal

tical manner.
velopment.

responsibility ; ( 2 ) responsibility for

The resulting regularity has an
1.--As for habits we must con others ; ( 3 ) appreciation of standing ;

excellent effect upon the physical
sider : ( 4 ) self - control; and ( 5 ) " square

welfare of the worker.
ness .”

( a ) Habits of attention . Under

2. - Habits under Scientific Man

Scientific Management, as we have
1. - Personal responsibility is de

agement: shown, attention must become a
veloped by :

( a) Are prescribed by standards. habit. Only when it does become a ( a ) Individual recognition. When

The various physical habits of the habit, can the work required be prop the worker was considered merely as

man, the motions that are used , one of a gang, it was easy for him

Gantt, " Work, Wages and
having all been timed and then stan Profits," pp. 115 and 121. to shift responsibilities upon others.

ance.

120 H L.
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When he knows that he is regarded under this system, than associating general "squareness” of the entire

by the management and by his mates it with the pay envelope. plan of Scientific Management,

as an individual, that what he does
3. - Appreciation of standing is

( 2 ) The idea of brotherhood is

will show up in an individual record, fostered by: fostered particularly through the re

and will receive individual reward
( a) Individual records. Through sponsibility for others, through the

or punishment, personal responsi- these the individual himself knows feeling that grows up that each man

bility necessarily is developed .
what he has done, his fellows know , is dependent upon all others, and that

( 6 ) The appreciation which comes and the management knows. it is necessary for every man to train

under Scientific Management. This ( 6 ) Comparative records, which up another man to take his place

appreciation takes the form of re- showeven those who might not make before he can be advanced. It comes

ward and promotion , and of the re- the comparison exactly how eachthe comparison exactly how each about that the old caste life, which

gard of his fellow workers ; there- worker stands , with relation to his so often grew up under Traditional

fore , being a growing thing, as it is mates, or with relation to his past Management, becomes abolished , and

under Scientific Management, it in- records ..
there ensues a feeling that it is pos

sures that his personal responsibility This appreciation of standing is sible for any man to grow up into

shall also be a growing thing, and well exemplified in the happy phras- any other man'splace. The tug-of

become greater the longer he works ing of Mr. Gantt : “ There is in“ There is in war attitude of the management and

under Scientific Management. every workroom a fashion, or habit men is transformed into the attitude

2.- Responsibility for others is of work, and the new worker follows of a band of soldiers scaling a v , all.

provided by the inter -relation of all that fashion, for it isn't respectable Not only is the worker pulled up,

functions. It is not necessary that not to. The man or woman who but he is also forced up from the

all workers under Scientific Man- ignores fashion does not get much
bottom122.

agement should understand all about pleasure from associating with those ( 3 ) The " will to do " is so fos

it. However, many do understand, that follow it , and the new member tered by Scientific Management that

and the more that they do under- consequently tries to fall in with the not only is the worker given every

stand, the more they realize that sentiment of the community121.” incentive, but he personally becomes

every one working under Scientific 4 .-- Self -control is developed by : inspired with this great desire for

Management is more or less depend ( a ) The habits of inhibition fos- activity, which is after all the best

ent upon everyone else. Every tered by Scientific Management; that and finest thing that any system of

worker must feel this, more or less,
is to say, when the right habits are

work can give to him,

when he realizes that there are eight formed, necessarily many wrong Inter- relation of Physical, Mental

functional bosses over him , who are habits are eliminated. It becomes a and Moral Development. - As to the

closely related to him , on whom he is part of Scientific Management to in- inter- relation of physical , mental and

dependent, and who are more or less hibit all inattention and wrong hab- moral development, it must never be

dependent upon him . The very fact its , and to concentrate upon the forgotten that the mind and the body

that the planning is separated from things desired.
must be studied together123 , and that

the performing, means that more
( b ) The distinct goal and the dis- this is particularly true in consider

men are directly interested in any one tinct task which Scientific Manage. ing the mind in management . For

piece of work ; in fact, that every in- ment sets, which allows the man to the best results of the mind, the body

dividual piece of work that is done hold himself well in control, to keep must be cared for and provided for

is in some way a bond between a his poise and to advance steadily. fully as much as must the mind, or

great number of men , some of whom
5.— " Squareness.” This square- the best results from the mind will

are planning and some of whom are
ness is exemplified first of all by the not and cannot be obtained .

performing it . This responsibility attitude of the management. It pro Successful management must con

for others is made even more close
vides, in every way, that the men are sider the results of all mental states

in the dependent bonuses which are given a “ square deal,” in that the upon the health, happiness and pros

a part of Scientific Management, a
tasks assigned are of the proper size, perity of the worker, and the quality,

man's pay being dependent upon the and that the reward that is given is quantity and cost of the output. That

work of those who are working of the proper dimensions and is as is to say , unless the mind is kept in

under him . Certainly nothing could sured.

the right state , with the elimination

bring the fact more closely to the
Moral Development Results in of worry, the body cannot do its best

attention of each and every worker Contentment, Brotherhood and the work, and , in the same way, unless

" Will to Do .” — The three results of the body is kept up to the proper

this moral development are ( 1 ) standard , the mind cannot develop.

contentment ; ( 2 ) brotherhood ; and Therefore, a really good system of
123 William James , " Psychology ” (Ad

a " will to do . "
management must consider not only

( 1 ) Contentment is the outgrowth these things separately , but in their

Accident" ; Les Méthodes du Laboratoire of the personal responsibility, the inter-relations, and this Scientific

appliquées à l'Etude directe et pratique appreciation of standing, and the Management does. The ultimate re
des questions ouvrières," etc.

121 " Work , Wages and Profits, " pp.

154-155 .

122 F. W. Taylor, “ Shop Management"

( Harper ed . ) , p . 76.

vanced Course ) , vol. ii , p . 372 .

124 See remarkable work of Dr. A. Im

bert , “ Evaluation de la Capacité de

Travail d'un Ouvrier avant et après un
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sult of all this physical improve- lead to elimination of that most gutter or repairing it if necessary ,

ment, mental development and moral wasteful of all warfare, industrial the footwalk shown at E was pro

development is increased capacity, warfare. Such will be the future vided . The railing F was added as

increased capacity not only for work , of Scientific Management, whether it a guard . With this gutter design ,

but for health, and for life in gen- win universal approval, universal dis- either the gable sheeting or the roof.

eral . approval, or half -hearted advocacy ing may be repaired independently

Welfare Work an Integral Part today.

of Scientific Management. – Strictly When the day shall come that the

speaking, under Scientific Manage- ultimate benefits of Scientific Man

ment, there should be no necessity agement are realized and enjoyed,

for a special department of welfare depends on both the managers and

work. It should be so incorporated the workers of the country ; but, in

in Scientific Management that it is the last analysis, the greatest power

not to be distinguished. Here the towards hastening the day lies in the

men are looked out for in such a way hands of the workers. SPACE

under the operation of Scientific To them Scientific Management

Management itself that there is no would desire to appeal as a road up

necessity for a special welfare and out from industrial monotony

worker. This is not to say that the and industrial turmoil. There are

value of personality will disappear many roads that lead to progress .
1

under Scientific Management, and This road leads straightest and surest ,

that it may not be necessary in some and we can but hope that the work

cases to provide for nurses, for phy. ers of all lands, and of our land in

sical directors , and for advisors . It particular, will not wait till necessity

will , however, be understood that the drives, but will lead the way in that

entire footing of these persons is true " Brotherhood” which may some

changed under Scientific Manage- day come to be.

ment. It is realized under Scientific

Management that these persons and

their work benefit the employers as
A LEAK -PROOF GUTTER

much as the employees . They must Trouble with leaky skylights and

go on the regular payroll as a part gables led the author to devise the

of the efficiency equipment. The gutter shown in the accompanying

workers must understand that there illustration . This construction was

is absolutely no feeling of charity, used in connecting a wing to the

or of gift, in having them ; but that main shop of the West Steel Casting

they add to the perfectiveness of the Co. , Cleveland, and has now success

entire establishment.
fully withstood the test of snow CROSS-SECTION OF BUILDING, SHOW.

CONCLUSION

ING NOVEL GUTTER CONSTRUC.

storms, sleet , and heavy rains , with
TION

The results thus far attained by out a drop of leakage having escaped

Scientific Management justify a pre- from the opening, C. The main shop of each other. Of course this con

diction as to its future. It will ac and the new wing are each about 52struction leaves an opening in the

complish two great works :
ft. wide and about 25 ft . high in the roof of the shop, but in foundries

1. It will educate the worker to clear under the trusses . As shown such ventilation is not objectionable

the point where all workers will be in the illustration, the iron sheeting at any time of the year. — Thos. D.

fitted to work, and to live.
of the roof at A is not carried down West, in The Iron Trade Review .

2. It will aid the cause of indus- to a connection with the siding of

the gable at B, and, therefore, an To drill chilled cast iron , a con

It will put the great power of open space is left at C. Under the temporary states that the piece should

knowledge into every man's hands. open space C is placed the gutter D. be laid on a forge , the spot to be

This it must do, as it is founded on The opening C is about 3 in , wide, chilled covered with sulphur and the

co -operation, and this co-operation and the gutter, which is constructed blast applied slowly until the sulphur

demands that all shall know and shall of No. 18 gage sheet metal , is 12 in . in is burned off. The chill will then be

be taught. With this knowledge will width . The gutter has a fall of 6 in . drawn and the piece can be drilled .

come ability to understand the rights in the width of the building, and at

of others, as well as one's own. " To the lower end is connected with a The total production of all kinds

know all is to pardon all." 6-in . downtake which runs the water of pig iron in 1912 was 29,727,137

Necessity for co-operation , and into the city sewer.
gross tons, an increase of about 26

trained minds : these two can but For convenience in cleaning the per cent over that of 1911 .

L

trial peace.



When people have a new management model to
monetize, such efforts are required to be at odds
with the facts. You can find F.W. Taylor's seminal
paper, "Shop Management," here
https://archive.org/details/transactionsof24amer
/page/1336/mode/2up

https://archive.org/details/transactionsof24amer/page/1336/mode/2up


Many people think Scientific Management had no science at all. That is
because it was not created in a highly formalized scientific way with respect to
discrete hypothesis statements and testing (same is true for the early decades
of TPS). That does not mean there were no hypotheses and no testing. In fact,
there was plenty of that. For example, time study and improved work methods
(the foundation of Scientific Management) proved the hypothesis that work
could be made much more efficient (meaning, productive – higher output per
unit input). Another hypothesis what that work could be made easier for
workers and flow more smoothly. Another hypothesis was that workers would
do work the new way if they could make more money. Another hypothesis
was that costs could be made lower by hiring non-productive workers -- a staff
of engineers to analyze work. Another hypothesis was that study and
experimentation (science) was superior to "rule of thumb." Another hypothesis
was that harmony would produce better business results than discord. Another
hypothesis was that cooperation (teamwork between management and
workers) would yield better business results. Another hypothesis was that
workers and managers restrict output when it suited their interests. Another
hypothesis was that workers should be trained to develop their skills and
capabilities to produce better work. Another hypothesis was that standards
would result in more economical production. Another hypothesis was that a
company could have both high wages and low costs. In the 1880s, it was
revolutionary to formulate and test these hypotheses -- all of which were found
to be true (and which we take for granted today). To understand the wide range
of hypotheses that Frederick Winslow Taylor tested in real businesses, read his
seminal work, "Shop Management," published 1903.

Image source: Wikipedia

What Problem Was Frederick Winslow Taylor Trying to Solve? 
How to Increase Productivity

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 24, 1903 1337-1480. © bob emiliani www.bobemiliani.com



Most people think Taylor was a driver of workers. The fact is he advocated for “abandoning the
military type of organization,” long in existence, that did drive workers. Taylor was more
concerned about managers than workers because productivity could not be improved if managers
did not change their way of thinking. Taylor said:

Source: “The Taylor and Other Systems of Shop Management: Testimony of Mr. Frederick Winslow Taylor,” 
Hearings Before Special Committee of the House of Representatives to Investigate the Taylor and Other 

Systems of Shop Management Under Authority of H. Res. 90, Volume 3, 25 January 1912, pp. 1395

Isn’t that the same problem that we have today?
Under such circumstances, is it credible to think that Taylor et al. alienated workers from their work?
Given most managers’ satisfaction with the status quo (military type of organization), work in
hierarchical systems, coupled with division of labor, is intrinsically alienating to greater or lesser extents,
and thus has everything to do with managers and nothing to do with Taylor who, after all, was trying to
connect workers to their work and improve the service of business in society. Remember, when people
have a new management model to monetize, such efforts are required to be at odds with the facts.

What Problem Way Frederick Winslow Taylor Trying to Solve? 
How to Increase Productivity

“...nine-tenths of the trouble with those of us who have been engaged in helping
people to change from the older type of management to the new management — that
is, to scientific management — that nine-tenths of our trouble has been to 'bring' those
on the management's side to do their fair share of the work and only one-tenth of our
trouble has come on the workman's side. Invariably we find very great opposition on
the part of those on the management's side to do their new duties and comparatively
little opposition on the part of the workmen to cooperate in doing their new duties.”

© bob emiliani www.bobemiliani.com



What did workers think of Scientific
Management? Did they feel they were
dehumanized and turned into machines? Here
are two short articles, one from 1910 and the
other from 1915. For more on workers'
perspective, see
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/professor-bob-
emiliani-660a72170_clarence-bertrand-
thompson-audits-107-companies-activity-
6786455361579700225-j624/

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/professor-bob-emiliani-660a72170_clarence-bertrand-thompson-audits-107-companies-activity-6786455361579700225-j624/


1

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT AS VIEWED

FROM THE WORKMAN'S STANDPOINT

What the Men Thought of the Methods Used in a Shop That Increased Its

Production by Modern Methods of Handling Men

In the past few months therehas appeared is then given an instruction card telling him

in the columns of INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING exactly how to do the work, and the time re

considerable material on the scientific man- quired for each piece if the instructions are

agement of labor, its effect on the efficiency followed. If the man does each piece in the

of the shop , and the benefits that will accrue time specified or less , he is given a certain

to all hands by the adoption of its principles, price per piece. If he takes longer than the

rather than by adherence to the older type time specified, he is given another, and much

of “military" management. Much that has lower, price per piece. This is what Mr.

been written dealt with the question from the Taylor calls the “differential rate piece” plan

employer's side . Stress was laid on the fact of payment , and is the principal method used

that he could increase the quality and quan in the Link-Belt shops .

tity of his product without the addition of It was the writer's privilege, recently , to

new machinery. It was also stated that spend considerable time in the Philadelphia

scientific management would totally eliminate plant investigating the workings of the sys

labor troubles ; of this last statement many tem of management there used , and its

owners and managers are probably skeptical , effects. As he was at one time , several years

and perhaps with reason . It does, at first ago , and before the present scheme of man

sight, appear improbable that a workman agement was installed , employed in this same

could be required to turn out from two to plant , he was able to compare with some ac

three times as much work as formerly , and curacy the results obtained under the old

have him remain contented at the same time. and new systems.

A skeptic of such a statement is fairly en The officials of the company were most

titled to proof. We are now prepared to emphatic in their statements as to the value

offer it .
of the new order of management, which has

In proving the statements as to the con now been tried for over five years . From his

tentment of the worker, the employer's word knowledge of previous conditions in the

need not be accepted . We can safely take shop, which even in the earlier days was

his statements in regard to increase of prod- one of the best managed in the country, the

uct, and of quality of work, but for proof writer could see that from the employer's

that the methods used to obtain this increase standpoint scientific management was an un

are not burdensome we must go to the men qualified success . He, however, was most

themselves . This the writer has done . curious as to its effect on the men .

The Link- Belt Company, having shops at immediately suggested by the superinten

Philadelphia , Chicago and Indianapolis , dent that he get the information at first hand

operates these shops wholly under the prin- from the men themselves. He was allowed

ciples of scientific management. In the main , to wander around the shop and question

the so-called “ Taylor System ” is in use. the men at will .

Modifications of the original system have It is interesting to note that the men do not

been found advisable . One of the fundaOne of the funda- know of any particular system of manage

mental principles of scientific management ment in the shop . They know that if they

is that all planning of the method of doing a do what is expected of them the earning

job shall be done by a man , or men, especial- rate is high, and if they do not, the earning

ly trained for the work, and not by the man rate is much lower . They refer to differen

at the machine. Another is that the mini tial rate system as " two -rate piece work . ”

mum time required to do a certain piece of Invariably all conversations with the men

work be accurately determined . The man led back to the subject of the pay envelope,

It was
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was

and in every case the man volunteered the thought it would , all we have to do is 'to

information that it was the amount ofmoney tell the gang boss . He puts it up to the

he received on pay day that interested him . office, and they make a new rate on the job.

He did not object to working in any particu The mistakes are always on the company and

lar way desired by the boss, provided that not on us, if we do as they want us to ."

he was able thereby to receive a fatter pay It will be well to keep in mind the above

envelope. He soon learned that he could paragraph. It will explain to a great extent

turn out the greatest amount of work by fol the duties of the “ demonstrator” to appear

lowing the instructions given him , rather later.

that by trying methods of his own. There The workman was then asked if he had

fore, as one workman put it, " I'm doing the to work much harder at piece work than he

work so as to get the most money, and the would if the whole shop was on day work ,

boss's way is the best way I know .'
to which he replied in the affirmative. “ But,"

The writer talked with many of the men . he added, " it's this way : it is rather steadier

The burden of the talk of all was the same; than liarder . I'm after the coin ; I'm going

they had to work steadily ; they had to pay to work where I can get the most. If I

strict attention to business ; they had to fol could get more over at Midvale1 than I can

low the instructions given to them ; but, they here, I'd quit and go over to Midvale, even

made more money than they could in any if I had to work harder than I do here. I

other shop ; the bosses helped them ; the com don't mind the work. I getmore money for

pany treated them square , and you could not doing it than I would if I was on day work

drive them out of the shop with a club . some place else , so I'm staying right here as

A typical interview was that with one of long as I can make good.” This statement

the lathehands. This man , at day work , was led to the question as to how soon a new

rated at 28 cents per hour. He stated that man was expected to "make good” at the

on the " two- rate piece work ” his earnings necessarily high pace that was the standard

were as high as 43 to 45 cents per hour. in the shop. It transpired that plenty ofop

Questioned as to how much more he turned portunity was given to become accustomed to

out at piece work than if he on day the existing conditions. New men are put

work he said , “ I don't know . You see it's on day work for from four to six weeks,

been a long time since I was on day work ,
until they catch the spirit of the place. They

and on piece work we don't slow down any,
are then put on piece rate, and the incompe

for then we might get into the low rate , and tent automatically weed themselves out. If

we would make but little more than we do they cannot maintain the standard set, they

on day work .” Asked then if he was not make a very low rate per piece, and possibly

afraid that if he made high wages the rate earn less than they would at day work in a

would be cut, he replied , " No, the company's shop where the average speed of working

square. They never cut the rate. If they
If they is lower. They therefore leave of their own

make a mistake and we made a little more
accord , and it is seldom necessary to dis

than they wanted us to , they take their medi- charge a man for inefficiency. Consequently ,

cine and there's no kick coming." And be it all the men average up to a high standard,

known that when you have got a workman probably much above that found in most

to say that the company is square, you have shops in Philadelphia .

obtained the last word on the subject. There The man was then bluntly asked if he

is no higher praise possible. And the square would rather be on piece work than on day

ness of the company is one of the most im- work — they are sometimes put on day work

portant factors in scientific management. We if the job has not been standardized, or if no

shall have more to say on this later. time-study of its conditions has been made

“ But,” continued the workman , " if they —and he replied, " If you saw the long face

make a mistake the other way, they fix it.
on a fellow on day work for a week you

If they give us a job and figure on taking wouldn't ask that. Why, his pay envelope

two cuts over it, and we find the casting looks so thin that you'd think there was noth

is made large, so that we have to take ing in it.” From which it may be inferred

three cuts, or is hard so that we can't run that the piece work system , if conducted

as fast or take as heavy a cut as they want right, is not the unmixed evil it is often

us to , or if anything happens that they didn't claimed to be by somemisguided persons.

think ci, so that it takes longer than they Midvale Steel Works, an adjoining plant.
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were

The man was next questioned as to spoiled installed and it was decided that a certain

work. It developed that if he spoiled a piece to be made in quantity should be manu

piece, he was expected to replace it on his factured on this machine. The rate setter

own time— i. e. , he was not paid for the had had no opportunity to run the machine

time required to make the new piece . He in question or to make any time-studies on

was also asked if there was much work it . However, from his knowledge of how

spoiled . This subject was deemed important, the job had been done in other machines

as it has been claimed by opponents of ad and from his general knowledge of machine

vanced systems of management that the high work, he put a timeof 23 minutes on the job .

speed required of the men is subversive to
The card was issued to the workman early

accuracy. The workman pointed out , clearly the next morning giving instructions for this

and forcibly, that he spoiled very little work. job and showing him the time in which it

In the first place, he couldn't afford to . In should be performed . The demonstrator

the second place, in order to make the high was prevented by illnessshowing up at the

fate he had to attend very strictly to his ma shop the next morning. The next day , when

chine, and he did not allow his attention to he appeared , he found considerable trouble

be distracted while he was working. His in the shop . The man to whom the job had

instruction card told him plainly what to do , been assigned declared that it was impossible

and if he followed instructions he could not to do it in 23 minutes . He had appealed to

go wrong This testimony was later con the gang boss and to the superintendent who

firmed by the superintendent , who stated that were powerless to change the time set in the

the quality of work was much higher than absence of the rate-setter. The workman

it formerly was. In answer to a question was naturally very much disturbed . The

as to whether he was any more fatigued at superintendent and the gang boss

the end of the day than formerly, when he somewhat stirred up, as the man was one of

did not have to maintain such high speed , the the best workmen in the shop and they de

man said he did not think he was. He said sired to aid him . They suggested that the

that he was kept so busy all day that he did rate-setter either revise the rate or convince

not have time to think of being tired . Quit- the workman that the job could be done in

ting time came before he thought it was near the time allowed . The rate-setter, who now

due. Finally , the man expressed himself as became the demonstrator, after a short con

being thoroughly satisfied with his job , and versation with the workman , said that al

convinced that he was much better off than though he had never run the machine , he

before the company began to pay him the was sure that he ( the demonstrator ) could

way it was now doing. do the work in the time allowed . The work

Conversations with other men brought out man offered to bet him that he could not do

practically the same facts . They are all con it in three trials . The demonstrator took

tented . They took pride in their work, and him up and started in . On the first trial he

seemed to be especially proud ofthe fact that made the piece in 2312 minutes ; on the sec

they were employed in the Link-Belt shops. ond trial he made in 22 minutes ; and on the

Mention has been made in one ofof the
third trial in 19 minutes . The man who had

previous paragraphs of the duties of the been closely watching the motions of the

“ demonstrator ." It is necessary under the demonstrator, then told him to get away

system used in the Link-Belt shops that when
from the machine, that if he could do it in

the time in which a piece of work is to be
23 minutes , he was sure that he ( the work

performed is fixed and the instruction card man ) could . On his first trial he made the

bearing this time is issued to the workman, piece in 21 minutes and subsequently, re

the company be prepared to demonstrate
duced the time to 17 minutes , which is now

to any workman that the work can be done
about what he usually requires on this job .

in this time . The writer had related to him The rate-setter declared that 23 minutes

by the demonstrator an incident which show was a very bad estimate on his part, and

ed the value of this provision . The demon that if he had known the machine better, it

strator in this case also happened to be the would probably have been lower .

man who sets the rates on all the work in the In many shops the temptation in this case

shop. would have been to cut the rate so that

The incident related by the demonstrator the man would have been regularly required

was as follows : A new turret lathe had been to do the work in 17 minutes. The fact that

NOVEMBER, 1910
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this has not been done shows that the com maximum rate , attained under probably ex

pany thoroughly appreciates the necessity of ceptional conditions, the ordinary rate to be

acting fairly by its men and maintaining a attained under any and all conditions. Be

rate when it has once been made. The fact cause they thoroughly understand the neces

that the company maintained this rate and sity of keeping faith with the men is one of

others of like class, convinces the men that the reasons why the Link - Belt Company is

they have nothing to fear by working at their able to retain in its employ such a large body

maximum pace and turning out the greatest of exceptionally finemechanics, while work

possible quantity of work . They know that ing them at a much swifter pace than is the

in no case will they be compelled to call the case in most every other shop in the country.

SCHEDULING LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR WORK

ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

A Method of Handling Engines in the Shop Which Made For Economy and

Produced Results

The Canadian Pacific Railway has adopted ways be clearly placed . Inasmuch as the

at its Angus shops in Montreal, a system of erecting shop must receive from the various

scheduling locomotive repairs, so that it can departments, such as the boiler shop , foun

be definitely determined in advance just when dry, machine shop , and stores, the various

an engine sent into the shop for repairs can parts of the engine in a certain sequence , a

be placed back in service. It has done more delay in one department, which is required

than this, for incidentally in scheduling the to have its part placed on the engine at an

engine through the shop, it has eliminated carly date, will nullify all the good work of

friction between departments by squarely every other department, and may delay the

placing the responsibility for delays ; it has completion of the engine for a considerable

definitely assigned to each department a period. The Canadian Pacific suffered from

task , to be done on a certain day, and has these repair troubles like every other rail

issued instructions as to how this task can road, and a couple of years ago engaged the

best be performed in the shortest possible services of Mr. H. L. Gantt to supervise the

time; it has thereby reduced the cost of re reorganization of the Angus shops. This re

pairs ; it has shortened the time that an en organization, while as yet uncompleted, has

gine is out of commission, thereby saving to already progressed to a point where there is

the road the loss it would otherwise sustain a marked improvement in the conduct of the

due to the loss of the engine's services ; in locomotive department.

short, it has raised the efficiency of the entire The system in use ties together absolutely

plant a measurable degree. the various departments concerned . When

Locomotive repairs are a perplexing prob an engine comes into the shop, it is known in

lem on all railroads. The time that an en advance what must be done on it , and the

gine is in the shop represents a dead loss to date on which it must be delivered back to

the road. While it is desirable to cut this the operating department. Before a stroke

time down to the lowest possible limit, it is of work is done, every operation that must

yet necessary to make the repairs in such a be gone through is determined, and not only

manner that the intervals between trips to that, but who shall have charge of that oper

the shop shall be as long as possible. Con- ation , and when it shall be completed. The

sequently, any means which will enable the work is laid out so that the man responsible

most complete overhauling to be done in the for the scheduling of an engine through the

shortest time, is the most efficient. Due to shop can tell, literally , at a glance just where

the fact that many separate departments are each piece is, when it went there, and when

involved in locomotive repairs, delays in it will be delivered to the erecting shop. He

putting the engine back on the road are liable can also tell when each portion of the en

to occur, and the responsibility cannot al- gine will be assembled , when it will be tested

NOVEMBER , 1910
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THEtwo men inCASEY'S an
8wers to the

questions on which

the accompanying

article is based are

typical of hundreds

of others sent by

thoughtful employ

ees . He reads two

Boston newspapers.

He also takes two

trade publica

tions and one mag

azinedevoted to

fiction . He has read

some histories dur

ing the last two

years

which Casey is
most interested are

Louis D. Brandeis

and Samuel Gom

pers. He is among

the minority group

of the employees

who knew of good

will in the commer

cial sense - he de

fines it as: “ A guar

antee of honest val

ue for money re

ceived and strictly

square, honest

dealings with con
fidence "

THIS
HIS is Thomas Casey, foreman of the cutting room of the

Regal Shoe Company's plant in Whitman , Massachusetts. Before

he was selected to be a foreman , he worked as a cutter. Casey is

forty -seven years old and has been married twenty -five years . During

the past twenty years he has saved nearly seven thousand dollars.

Casey takes a keen interest in labor activities and as a result is well

known among the men in the factory

" I think that a few more dollars spent tell : Whether they knew anything about

on common labor would bring my em- Frederick W. Taylor and his method of

ployers more returns on their high-priced shop management, what they thought

labor. I mean it would pay to give one about scientific management, and whether

man $1.75 or $2 to help three or four they would object to time studies of their

men that get $3 . This would increase work . The men were almost unanimous

the output of the three- dollar men to a ly in favor of scientific management .

greater extent than the cost of one two- Ninety - five per cent of them spoke well

dollar man ." of it . Most of them qualified their

In an effort to bring out definitely just approval , however , with an admonition

what contact the men have had with that scientific management be directed

scientific management, as well as their by practical men and fitted to practical

attitude toward it , they were asked to conditions when applied.

System, The Magazine of Business, September 1915, Vol. XXVIII, No. 2
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When it came to the question of time tendency to speed up or slow down until

studies , the men were not as unanimous as they worked in unison with machines of

they were in regard to scientific manage- this type.

ment. Over sixteen per cent of them In order to ascertain the opinion of the

flatly objected to time studies. One man men in regard to working conditions and

stated that “ time studies have done much surroundings, they were asked : ( 1 ) If

to queer "scientific management.” A num- bright , clean , sightly surroundings, music

ber, however, mentioned that they had or pleasant odors aided them to work

been making time studies on themselves. better ; ( 2 ) if they were spending consider

able time trying to overcome distractions

- noises , audible talking , and the like ; and

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT (3 ) whether they believed a noise to which

they had become accustomed disturbed

Although but five per cent of the em or retarded their work . It has been

ployees reported that they knew nothing shown, of course , that even after a worker

about scientific management, seventy- has become accustomed to a noise , an

seven per cent were unacquainted with effort must be made in order to overcome

the name of Frederick W. Taylor. And it when working within earshot of it .

seventy -eight per cent had not heard of It was thought, however, to be worth

the Taylor system of shop management . while to ascertain if the employees ' per

One of the men , in reply to the question sonal beliefs agree with the demonstrated

about Frederick W. Taylor, replied : " I facts .

know but one Taylor, and he was foreman The answers showed that they do not ,

at our plant . He was under bigger heads , in a great many instances . Nearly seven

and it was under their system that he ty per cent of the employees asserted that

worked . He thought more of his men a noise to which they had become accus

than he did of his job .” But the per- tomed did not retard their work . A few

centage who did know about Frederick of the men , however, correctly held that

W. Taylor and his management methods even noises with which they were familiar

gave fairly comprehensive replies, as disputed with their work for their atten

this typical answer illustrates : tion.

“ Taylor developed the system of analyz Even more interesting results were

ing motions of operators with the object obtained in regard to distracting noises.

of establishing one standard method of The replies indicate that no less than

performing a given task with the least thirty -eight per cent of the employees be

number of motions, and, hence, in the lieve that they are spending considerable

shortest possible time." time overcoming the annoying effect of

A number of questions were asked that audible talking and similar noises.

would reveal the attitude of the men

toward various equipment problems. It

has been shown that a machine which SURROUNDINGS IN WHICH THEY WORK

operates in a rhythmic manner in a

good many instances reduces wasted An overwhelming majority of the em

motions to a minimum . In order to dis- ployees agree that attractive surround

cover the reaction of this problem on ings help them to do better work . But

employees themselves , the men were thirteen per cent specified that music did

asked to express their opinion. Over not aid them , and sixteen per cent re

eighty-nine per cent of them agreed that ported that pleasant odors were of no

machines with which they work in a assistance.

rhythmical manner are the best. Sixty The employees were asked several

per cent stated that there would be a questions drawn up with a view to dis

ܕܙ

THE OPINION OF THE MEN IN REGARD TO THE
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WHAT the MEN ARE THINKING ABOUT

THIS is an analysis of the employees'replies to a number ofSystem's questions,

In several instances there were scattering answers which could not be computed

under definite headings. These replies were included in the totals from which the

average percentages given below were computed, but they are not listed. The last

two sets of percentages represent the replies to a request to the employees to select

from among nine widely known names those in which they are most interested and

to answer this question : " What is good will ? ”

YES NO FAVOR
DO NOT

FAVOR

KNOW NOTH IN DOUDT

ING ABOUT CONCERNING

95% 5 %

83.7 %

Vone

16.3 %

78.3 %

77 %

60.2% 4.8% 3.6 % 27 7 %

46.7%

(2.7 % felt that modern machinery favors

women in offices and men in factories)

10.9 %

( 13 % excepted music ; 16.1 % excepted

music and agreeable odors)5.9 %

MANAGEMENT

Scientific

Time studies .

Taylor system

Frederick W '. Taylor

PROFIT SHARING

Ford Plan .

EQUIPMENT

Does modern machinery faror the employ

ment of women ? . 50.6%

Do you think machines with which you

work in a rhythmical way are the best

and reduce waste motions to a minimum ? 89.1 %

Do bright , clean, sightly surroundings,

music or agreeable odors help you to do

your work better ? .. 94.1 %

WORKING CONDITIONS

Do you find that you are spending con

siderable time trying to overcome distrac

tions – noises, audible talking and the

38.9%

Do noises to which you hare become ac

customed disturb you ? ... 31.4 %

Should erecutires be on the time clock ? 62%

Do you think that a rhythmic sound

would lead you to speed up or slow down

until you worked in unison with it ? ....

EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Are you studying to improve your earn

ing power ?. 49.3%

MAN MOST INTERESTED IN

Edison , Thomas A .. 46.3 %

Ford , Henry 35.9 %

Brandeis, Louis D.. 6.5%

Gompers, Samuel 5.7 %

Smith , Adam . 3.29

Redfield, W. C. 2.19

Shoued knowledge of what “good will "

means ( in a commercial sense) . 58.4%

like ? .... 61.1 %

68.6%

31% 4 %

60 % 36.6% 3.4 %

(11.8 % did not supply information on

this topic)38.99%

41.6%

covering their knowledge on definite which they were giving attention in an

business activities and their attitude effort to improve their earning power. It

toward problems more or less external developed that forty -nine per cent of the

to business . One of these questions re- employees were studying, although the

quested them to describe any studies to studies were not , in a number of instances,
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THE following analysis shows the type of reading matter preferred bythe em

plovees. SYSTEM asked them to specify what books they had read during the

last two years and to list the newspapers and magazines which they read regularly.

It is interesting to notice that while a considerable percentage of the employers

are reading books concerned with the war, history and economics, the employees

do not mention books dealing with these subjects. Since many of the men read

literature in several of the fields listed , these percentages refer to proportions of the

entire group interested in each field

NEWSPAPERS

Daily papers . 97.4 per cent

MAGAZINES

Fiction ...

Business, technical and trade.

Reviews and current events .

Travel, geographical and outdoor .

Socialistic

Rural

None..

94.0 per cent

63.4 per cent

19.4 per cent

10.0 per cent

6.1 per cent

1.2 per cent

3.8 per cent

BOOKS

Novels.

“ Classics'

Scientific

Very few .

Business subjects .

Bible ..

None .

38.9 per cent

19.4 per cent

9.0 per cent

7.7 per cent

6.2 per cent

3.0 per cent

22.2 per cent

HOW ONE MAN INCREASED HIS WAGES OVER

FIFTY PER CENT WITHIN SIX WEEKS

connected with their daily work - one Frederic W. Upham , president of the

man reported that he is preparing to be Consumers Company, pointed out in

a “ state embalmer.” Another said : “ After last month's SYSTEM the importance of

returning home from work, for three every employee dealing with customers in

nights a week , and for three hours each such a manner that good will towards

night , I go to school in hopes of bettering their employers' concerns would result .

myself.” In order to ascertain if the average em

ployee knows what the expression “ good

will” means when used in a commercial

sense , a question on the point was asked .

It was found that only forty-one per cent

A third mentioned the handsome re- of the employees knew what good will

turns he had obtained from his efforts signified commercially. From among this

to improve his earning power. minority , however, some very interesting

He said :
definitions of good will were obtained .

“ For the last six weeks I have been Here are two examples :

attending a night class in tool design , " An imaginary value of much elas

three nights a week , and at the present ticity . ' '

writing am starting on a job of that kind , “ In my case good will is that unknown

having increased my wages by sixty -six quantity that makes me pass from other

and two -thirds per cent." equally good stores, that I may buy from
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" PUNCHING THE CLOCK "

one particular establishment. It is a four per cent of the employees think that

sense of value or service received , or per- department heads should not punch the

haps personal reasons for desiring to clock , and give reasons to support their

spend my money where I feel I am belief. Five of these reasons follow :

known .”

The employees were asked what maga

zines and newspapers they are interested

in , and what books they had read during

the last two years , in an effort to find out “ A department head or an executive

what general topics claim most of their should prove the inefficiency of the clock

attention . The answers establish that system by being always ahead of time."

almost sixty-four per cent of the employees " Department heads should not punch

are reading business , technical and trade the clock because it submerges individu

publications. Practically all of them ality .”

read daily newspapers some as many as " If a man is big enough to hold the

four – and only 3.8 per cent are not position of department head he should be

reading magazines . considered big enough to be away from

Novels are the most popular type of the clock .”

book among the employees , although “ The executive's value is not measura

nearly twenty per cent read standard ble by the time he spends in the shop ,

works or classics. Three per cent read office or at his desk .”

the Bible. Twenty-two per cent have not " Department heads should not punch

read any books during the last two years . the clock because it is presumed they are

The complete details of the reading done efficient and reliable , and it would be

by employees are tabulated in the table inconsistent with the dignity of their

on page 236. positions to put them on the clock ."

The books read by some of the men are Finally , in order to discover the scope

of interest . For example, one man has of the executives ' grasp of typical business

read during the last two years works by subjects , they were asked :

Thomas Paine, Rousseau, Voltaire , Spen " Assuming that your company needs an

cer , Huxley , Haeckel, Serviss and Larkin . addition to its factory, costing $ 150,000 ,

Another lists Milton's Lycidas, L'Allegro, and that it has a surplus of $ 100,000 on

Il Penseroso, Tennyson's Idylls of the deposit drawing three and one-half per

King, and Shakespeare's Macbeth. A cent interest , that it can make money

third has confined himself to Dickens and earn nine and three -fourths per cent and

Homer ; a fourth has read : Darwin's borrow on its notes at four per cent,

" Origin of Species" and Spencer's " Spon- what method of capitalizing the addition

taneous Generation " and Cesare Lom- would you recommend ? ” Thirty-eight

broso's works on criminology . per cent of the executives said they would

The names of nine widely known men borrow on four-per-cent notes; and thirty

and women were listed in one of the per cent decided that they would use the

questions, and the employees asked to surplus first and then borrow .

designate those in whom they are most So much for the cross section of the

interested. The answers to this question attitude of over ten thousand employees

indicate the type of achievement in which toward practical management problems.

the employees are interested . They are How it compares with a similar indication

tabulated in the table on page 235. of the opinion of two hundred and fifty

Another question asked whether or employers can be ascertained from

not department heads should " punch SYSTEM for October, which will contain

the clock ,” if their subordinates were on pages assembling the results obtained

a time-clock registration system . Thirty- from the poll of the employers.



A familiar dilemma -- work, wages, and profits --
solved by Scientific Management. James Mapes
Dodge was the Art Byrne of his day. He was
president of the Link-Belt Company. "Dodge's
personal involvement and personality made this
happen. He had offered the workers special
arrangements and incentives to accept Taylor's
changes, which won him much respect and trust
from the workers." Learn more about Mr. Dodge
here https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Mapes
_Dodge

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Mapes_Dodge
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Industrial Management'

Scientific Management as Related to the Plant or Industry in Its Entirety

BY JAMES MAPES DODGE?

return

My experience in Scientific Man tion in the selling price of the ma compensation and to the proprietor

agement dates from before the time chines ; thereby producing so much as net profit , and increasing the

when Mr. Frederick W. Taylor pub- saving to the consumer . Voreover, monetary
to each without

lished his epoch -making paper on this company, which had lost money any change in these percentages, or

“ The Art of Management,” some before the introduction of Scientific without either party benefiting to

ten years ago . Having enjoyed the Vanagement, was now and had been the detriment of the other.

intimate friendship of this gentleman , making a good profit ; that from a con No business has a fixed percentage

and being in close touch with his dition of strife and in harmonious or amount of profit connected with

work , I watched with great interest relations before the introduction of it . The net gain of any establish

the introduction of the Taylor Sys- Scientific Management there had ment fluctuates from many causes.

tem in our Philadelphia plant, which come about the friendliest of feelings Of course , every line of business is

was done at the same time that the between the management, workmen affected by general trade conditions.

system was introduced in the works and outsiders." Thus, national depression causes in

of the Tabor Manufacturing Com I might add that this statement at dividual curtailments of profit,

pany , Philadelphia.
These two the present date would apply in sub whereas national prosperity augments

plants were the first ones to adopt the stance to a number of establishments individual gains, but , quite independ

Taylor System in its entirety, and in in the United States . I had the ent of either of these general or

both it was successfully introduced, pleasure of going over this paper national conditions, Scientific Van

and has now been working for a num with Mr. Taylor, and would state agement manifests itself by increas

ber of years . that it met with his hearty approval. ing the profits of a business at all

I quote from the sworn testimony Scientific Management, in its pres times - in good times by increasing

before a special committee of the entation to the world , of necessity was them beyond what we may call the

House of Representatives of the exploited as a codification of the best normal or average, and in bad times

United States , investigating the known details having to do with the by preventing the curtailment of

“ Taylor” and other systems of shop industrial worker in the shop pri- profit as much as might otherwise be

management in 1912. Two members marily, and his correlated workers the case .

of the special committee of three are in the office secondarily , and accom If an establishment is conducted

now members of the Cabinet of the plishing what has been admirablyplishing what has been admirably both in its manufacturing and execu

President of the United States . designated as “ the transference of tive departments in an unscientific

" I had full opportunity to see," skill . " As time moved on , these two manner, it is obvious that its net

in speaking of a manufacturing plant groups of individuals have received profits are not so great as they would

operating under the Taylor System , the greater share of attention sepa be if the management were under

one of the witnesses before that com rately, and of necessity, in order to the highest type of scientific direc

mittee testified , " all of the books and establish a working basis , this course tion and control . In other words,

fgures, and nothing was more im was the only one open to Mr. Fred there is an augmentation of profit

pressive to me than the fact that erick W. Taylor and his followers. through proper management of the

this company with approximately During this period of about ten establishment as a whole, and it goes

the same number of men and ma years' duration a most important without saying that this condition

chines as was used under the old phase of the subject, while well calls for co -operation in the highest

system , was turning out three times known and prophetically recognized degree between all those connected

the production ; that it was giving by Mr. Taylor, has not been promi- with the plant . This co -operation

73 per cent higher wages to workmen ; nently exploited in the literature of will result in increasing the profits,

that it had made a 25 per cent reduc the movement. and therefore the concern will have

1An address to the joint meeting of the Verein
No more fitting opportunity than to its credit more money than it

I eitscher Ingenieure and the American Society of
Nechanical Engineers, at Leipsig, Germany, June the present one could possibly be otherwise would , and it is from the

afforded to present this view of the

2 Past - President , The Americ in Society of Me
division of this extra profit that the

chanical Engineers, Chairman of Board , Link - Belt subject, which is that Scientific

Company, Philadelphia.
owners and operatives can rightfully

Management in its highest develop- obtain reward for their joint effort

orders were from four days to three ment has to do with the plant or and general betterment.

weeks behind, the box shop is now industry in its entirety , increasing To illustrate , I might say that a

delivering boxes to the factory , from the earning power without disturbing certain concern is making a net profit

one hour to five days in advance of the percentage of the gross profit of $ 100,000 a year. The

the time they are needed . which goes to the wage earner ers feel that they should have an

24 , 1913 .

wage earn

as
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increase in wages. The management mistrust and consequently industrial change their view and earnestly

is well satisfied , considering the in disagreement, the result of which we desire to assist each other.

vestment and the effort they make all know only too well. If, on the Obviously, if the workingman de

that $ 100,000 net profit is none too other hand, the management of an sires more wages under existing con

much, and if anything, is too little . establishment is all that can be de ditions, whatever he obtains in excess

Each side feels that the other should sired in the matter of its accounting, of his present compensation must be

give way, the wage earners that part selling and advertising, and other deducted directly from the profits of

of this $ 100,000 should be handed departments, and the shop is behind the concern , and if the proprietor

over to them in the shape of wage either because of obsolete machinery feels that he must for his own comfort

increase, while the proprietor believes or inefficient, untrained and dis increase his profits, and his vision

that the workingmen are already re satisfied operatives , the same results reveals to him only the total of his

ceiving too much and that their may be looked for, that is , discon- pay-roll , from which he proposes to

wages should be curtailed and the tent, mutual distrust and strife . extract enough to make him happy,

profit to the management increased If , however, the fact is recognized then both are grievously at fault , and

above the $ 100,000 mark . that neither employer nor employee are working hopelessly in the wrong

It is beyond the scope of human is alone to be benefited by the intro direction .

knowledge to decide whether the duction of Scientific Management, If , however, the employer will

balance between the employer and but that it is essentially and neces recognize that each of the names on

the employee is exactly right or not . sarily a matter of mutual good , en his pay -roll represents a human

All that we can judge by is the aver lightenment and co -operation, it puts manufacturing unit, entitled to a

age . If we could tell what the aver a new phase on the matter. fair and living return on its physical

age earnings are in a given line of In its essence , Scientific Manage- and mental investment, and in addi

industry, and what the average ment involves a complete mental tion thereto a reasonable profit to

profits are , we might assume that revolution on the part of the working cover other things besides food ,

these figures , having been arrived men engaged in any particular estab- clothing and shelter, a proper frame

at through a long period of time and lishment or industry-a complete of mind will be established mutually

experience, are nearly , if not, in fact, mental revolution on the part of to give that which is most desired,

exactly right. How is it possible for these men as to their duties toward the highest reasonable and proper

either side to secure greater com their work , toward their fellowmen, recompense for effort and investment.

pensation without working hardship and toward their employers. And If this mental attitude can be made

to the other ? It would seem that it involves an equally complete men permanent in both the employer and

there is only one possible solution , tal revolution on the part of those on employee, and each recognizes the

and that is to increase the net gain the management's side — the foreman, necessity of increasing the output

by increasing the output, thus en the superintendent, the owner of the in order to increase the net gains,

abling the employers to increase their business, the board of directors - a then Scientific Management comes to

earnings and also the wages of their complete mental revolution on their its own and the greatest good that it

employees. It is obvious that if this part as to their duties toward their is possible for it to bestow can be

is done the percentages , representing fellow -workers in the management, given to all , and the artificial barrier

wages on the one hand, and net earn toward their workmen , and toward all between the employer and employee

ings on the other, need not be radi- of their daily problems. And with removed for all time .

cally changed for either side in order out this complete mental revolution The practical method of obtaining

that be an increased on both sides Scientific Management this most desirable end is for Scien

return to both , because the amount cannot exist . tific Management to act as a medium

to be apportioned has been increased . If the employer feels that Scientific between the class of employers and

This is what Scientific Management Management is merely a method byManagement is merely a method by the class of employees and to train

can accomplish and is accomplish ng which he makes his workmen exert and educate them both at the same

today .
themselves very much harder, and time. The first lesson is that mutual

The very foundation of Scientific entirely to his own gain, he had confidence can take the place of

Management is increasing prosperity better abandon all consideration of mutual distrust , and this effort car

by intelligent co-operation . It is the subject and stick to his present ries with it the first change of mental

known to all that industrial unrest methods, or else go out of business. attitude . The employer must un

comes from the lack of agreement as If, on the other hand, the working- derstand that the fact of his outrank

to what shall be the division of the man feels that Scientific Manage- ing the employee does not necessarily

earnings of an establishment . ment is simply an ingenious scheme mean that he possesses all of the

Bad management and exploitation to exhaust him physically, and per necessary knowledge and experience

of an industry hold down the profit, mit all his other conditions to remain needed in directing him properly .

and if at the same time the workers as they are , he too is in an unfortu In other words, he must not think

feel that they are doing their best nate intellectual state . It is neces that because he is in a commanding

and should receive more wages, we sary for both of these interested position there is nothing for him to

have a condition leading to mutual groups to realize that they must learn . On the other hand, the em

there may
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ployee must change his mental atti- this general subject have pointed out next provide him with every proper

tude and realize that the title of very properly that the military idea facility for performing his work, as

workingman, machinist, pattern does not represent the best form of the soldier is provided with proper

maker, or whatever it may be , does industrial or civil management. Its clothing, equipment and firearms ,

not give him a universal knowledge idea is based on military methods, and without which it would be ridic

of his trade, but that the employer in which under the best conditions ulous and unjust, and if avoidable,

may have useful knowledge to impart a man is carefully trained from the really criminal for the commanding

to him . In turn the employer may position of private , step by step , officer to make demands upon him .

acquire useful and desirable informa until he attains the highest rank , For instance in a shop, bad water and

tion from the workingman . Scien- having mastered the details of each light , insufficient ventilation , lack of

tific Management is the clearing step in the ladder of advancement. proper heat, bad tools, etc. , all con

house standing between them , the The science of war is a very highly spire to render it impossible for the

principal work of which is to make developed one, so that a mentally workman to do himself or his em

this demonstration so clear that both diligent officer can add to his per- ployer justice . Nevertheless, in

sides will appreciate it and under- sonally acquired knowledge by means many cases everything is demanded

stand it . After this is accomplished, of literature on the subject, and con and facilities are woefully lacking,

nothing is left but the arranging of sequently be eminently fitted to making it therefore impossible for

the mechanical and clerical details, command and lead . the employee to respond satisfac

which can be readily and satisfac
Such an educational possibility , torily .

torily done.
except in very rare instances, does

Now, if scientifically attempted,

The next result is that the employer not exist in industrial and commercial
and with the proper sympathetic

and employee mutually understand development.
development. While a few of those

regard , it soon becomes apparent to

and aid each other, and Scientific in commanding positions in indus

the workingman that the information

Management, although present and trial life have risen from the ranks,
that is given him, with a view to

ever pervading, ceases to be apparent a large percentage attack the prob- aiding him in the performance of

because it has been absorbed by both lem from the top , and consequently
hiw work, is correct and in advance

sides and continues to do its bene
have but a theoretical knowledge of possibly of what he has known

ficial work without exciting comment . the conditions surrounding the em

before . This is an important step

This condition actually does prevail ployee and of his mental attitude. inspiring confidence. Then, if the

in all the shops and establishments Placed in the position of command ,
tools are properly selected , and sup

in which Scientific Management in they are apt to assume that the posi- plied him , his environment made

its entirety has been introduced and tion carries with it all necessary
comfortable , and his whole endeavor

has become an organic part of the knowledge, and therefore that blind
surrounded by rational aid , this feel

establishment. In other words, were obedience is to be demanded and
ing of confidence and regard for his

a stranger to visit a shop in which accorded . The
workingman feels employer becomes a fixture in his

Scientific Management has been in that he is in possession of knowledge
mind and being. If, while this is

full operation for a few years, and which his employer possibly has not ,

going on , honest effort is made by the

ask anyone in the establishment, and that the employer makes mis

and that the employer makes mis- employee to perform his work , the

with the possible exception of a few takes not only in the instruction employer is impressed with respect

having the upkeep of the system which he may impart but also in

for the workman , and this respect

directly in charge, what system , if failing to surround the workmen with

and a growing confidence in him gives

the employer and the employee a
any , they were working under, he proper facilities wherewith to meet

might be surprised to find that none the demands of his work. In this
better understanding and a high

of the clerical or productive force case the employee loses respect for

appreciation of their mutual values

knew that there was any special the man ostensibly over him and is

in the success of the establishment.

After these conditions are brought

system in vogue, since they had be stung with the injustice of the situa

so accustomed to the condi tion. In the absence of the harmon
about, all else is easy, and simply calls

for an expenditure of time, patience

tions, and so well satisfied with them , izing influence of Scientific Manage

that the name of the system under

and a desire to aid and assist . The

ment, the two parties never under

which they were working would be stand each other sufficiently to real

details of Scientific Management so

of no importance, and if ever known, ize that their interests are identical, time-study, and all that goes with it,

far as methods of time-keeping, pay,

had been forgotten . and not opposed to each other.

have been ably presented, and I do

It is well to bear in mind that this What then should be the attitude
not deem this the proper time to say

question of mental attitude is a mat of both sides ? The employer should
more in regard to these details of the

ter of much more importance than pay as high wages as is properly problem . It is sufficient to say that

is commonly supposed , since Scien- possible and should make the em no one of these details is absolutely

tific Management stands in direct ployee physically comfortable, giving essential . All may be modified, pro

contrast with the older or what has him sanitary surroundings , which vided that in making the modifica

been aptly called the Military Sys are the first requisite to physical and tions positive conflict with other

tem of Management. Writers on therefore mental comfort. He should details is not developed.

come
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Prerequisites to Scientific Management

Men , and the MisleadingA Symposium which considers the Attitude of Management and

Effect of Wrong Standards

THE ATTITUDE OF MANAGE- changes and inconveniences of devel- vicar says that at seventy -two pru

MENT AND MEN1 oping Scientific Management begin dence is likely to be our only virtue

to affect them . Too much impor- leit . Prudence, another word for
BY HENRY P. KENDALL 2

tance cannot be given to this feature. caution , is likely to occupy a dispro

Attitude and Support of Manage

General Survey and Outline of the portionate place in the minds of many

ment. - One of the most important Work.-Insufficient time, as a rule , installing the work. Mr. Taylor has,

things which the devotee of Scientific is taken to make a general survey of in a number of conversations , im

Management has to do in endeavor- the manufacturing problems, and pressed upon the writer the fact that

ing to have it installed in his particu- then to plan out a theoretical outline task and bonus must be started early,

lar plant, is to get the managemert,

or chart of just the way the Scien- because when that is once done, it

as far down as the foremen, it pos- tific Management is going to be de- adds the extra stimuli to getting the

sible, to really believe that it is some
veloped, and the form in which its other things working right.

thing which is going to help the possible phases will shape up. Too There is another thing which is

business, and help their own indi

often we feel that such a system absolutely essential, and the lack of

vidual work ; that it is fundamentally must apply, and it is only necessary which is likely to decrease the en

right, and that it is possible to de
to construct the paraphernalia and thusiasm and energy which have al.

velop it in the business, even though then to make it work . We have re ready been worked up to a certain

they cannot see the direct application cently been working on a little differ- pitch . That is, the ability to bring

of it . Weeks or months . spent in

ent plan in connection with one plant things to pass when the preparatory

doing this will help tremendously which is having Scientific Manage- work has been done. It is quite pos

when the work is once under way,

ment installed and in which even the sible for a man to have the parapher

but it is always a handicap to the workmen themselves are hardly nalia of routing several months after

men doing it when there are those
aware that it is going in . We have the time when the routing should be

higher up that they feel are not in taken plenty of time to study, formu- come a fact . The ability to take the

sympathy. Also the opportunity is late and develop the theoretical ap- 'men in hand, set them to work down

given to foremen and superintendents plication of the system , and then are to a point where it becomes a fact

to get the ear, and more or less sym- applying this in spots , each time and an actual power and force in the

pathy, of those higher up, who are building with an idea of the whole. establishment, is a quality which

in the other camp, so to speak.
In every business where there are should be developed, and the devel

The Proper Mental Attitude of many departments, and much com opment of which is absolutely neces

Foremen and Office Men.—The men- plexity in the manufacturing, this sary to the success of Scientific Man

tal attitude of those who are among plan is not absolutely feasible, but it agement.

the earliest to feel the effect of any seems to me that more and more at In the training of salesmen, by the

change is important. A lot of work tention should be paid to doing this so-called salesmanship schools, they

goes slowly because the men's minds thorough, careful, preliminary con bring out the fact, when possible,

develop slowly or not at all . Some structive work .
that a salesman should work the cus

foremen have taken the aititude that
Difficulties of Installing.-- Scientific tomer up by thoroughly well-recog

the thing must be right if the man Management creates in its advocates nized and legitimate methods to a

agement believe it is so, and that it is

a spirit of intolerance of a thing point where he is ready to make a

up to them to so thoroughly post which is not exactly right.
which is not exactly right . This decision . Then, if the salesman can

themselves that they will believe it
reacts on the mind of the person in- not discover that time, and bend him

also ; and some men have had a real stalling it , in making him over-cau self quickly to making the customer

struggle to develop the right mental tious or hesitating in starting prac- decide, he can easily , by a continua

attitude in themselves, when the tical work, or in starting task and tion of his tactics , work the customer

spirit that prompted it was the spirit bonus, for instance , until he has right down on the other side of the

of loyalty to and faith in the con- everything else done. And in look- bill in full retreat, and lose his whole

cern . Oftentimes this spirit of loy- ing for everything else to do, he can opportunity of securing the decision

alty and faith in the concern becomes find so many little things that the to purchase.

a vanishing point when the actual main thing, the task and bonus, is That is true also in installing

1 A paper read before the Society to Pro likely to wait an undue length of Scientific Management. There is a

time. time when the preparatory work , the

Plimpton Press, Norwood ,

In the " Vicar of Wakefield , ” the interest and enthusiasm of the help

mote the Science of Management, March

21 , 1913 .

2 Manager ,

Mass.
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ferent plants, but there is one which trained men so that they may at least ratio , it is seldom that an increase in

mation bywhich the workman is gov- tunately, however, many of the pidity of corrosion . Well-annealed

ers, should be at once turned into how it is to be done, in such a man the one of total cost and total pro

effective operation, and if the prep ner that a small and intelligent shop duction .

aratory work is carried too far, the force can do the work quickly and The other idea which we must

interest wanes, and it is just so much economically. In the former case combat is that high wages necessarily

harder to get it going again . this ratio is smaller, and according produce high costs. Inasmuch as the

to the standard, indicates efficiency, total labor cost on a manufactured

THE MISLEADING EFFECT OF while in the second case it is much article is seldom more than twenty

WRONG STANDARDS larger, indicating by the same stand- per cent of the whole cost, including

ard, a shop which is run inefficiently. fixed charges and selling expense, an

BY H. L. GANTT .?
By the same standard the superin- increase in wage cost of ten per cedit

In .considering what action it is tendent who has replaced ten work- adds only two per cent to the cost

necessary to take to pave the way
for men by an automatic machine has of the article. Inasmuch as an in

the introduction of Scientific Man- made his shop less efficient. crease in wages of ten per cent, if

agement, the first idea that strikes given in the proper manner, will in

Also, the superintendent who uses variably increase the output in a
us is to catalog the obstacles which

a skilled workman , a man who can

we are likely to meet in the work. perhaps do three times as much as
much greater ratio, thereby bringing

These obstacles are different in dif- the ordinary worker, to teach the un
down the fixed charges in the same

is common to almost all manufac- do twice as much work, is making a
wages, if made to depend upon ser

turing establishments. It is particu- mistake. Such action increases his
vices rendered, does not actually re

larly evident in such plants as are
duce the total cost of the article pro

non -productive expense, for an in
duced.

controlled by owners or financiers at
structor is usually put in the non

a distance, who take their informa- productive class, and diminishes his
To summarize : As a preparation

tion and advice from their expert productive expense, sending up the
for the introduction of Scientific

cost accountant . Not long ago I said ratio, which is used by the financier Management wemust first counter

to an assembly of business men , that
act the misleading influence of wrong

as an indication of inefficiency. Too

we had had during the past fifteen often this ratio is considered of more
standards, and next take the proper

years an epidemic of cost accoun- importancethanthe actual cost. Ex- steps to get those in authority to see

tancy in this country, and if we had amples of this kind of criticism might man well for a large production, for
that we can afford to pay the work

had an epidemic of Asiatic cholera be multiplied almost indefinitely , and

instead during that space of time the they are most common where expert most invariably be more than offset
the additional wages we pay will al

detrimental effect on our industries accountants have had the fullest

could hardly have been greater . This sway. Manyof ourlargecorpora- by the reduction in fixed charges per

is stating the case mildly.
.

tions having come under the domina

For purposes of accounting, many tion of the financier and his right

accountants arbitrarily divide people hand man — an expert accountant
Aluminum of high purity is less

in a factory into producers and non
readily acted upon than that of lower

are forcing themselves into a con

producers; they assume , for instance, ditionofinefficiency bythe strict purity. The presence of sodium and

that the clerk who collects the infor- application of this standard. For copper in the metal increase the ra

,

erned , and the draftsman who makes smaller establishments have not fallen
metal is more resistant to corrosion

the design, are non-producers, while under this hypnotic influence and are the corrosion of aluminum is a pro
than unannealed metal. In general

the man who operates a machine tool still trying to make advances by in

is a producer. They assume also troducing automatic machinery and
cess of oxidation, and, as a matter

that the factory in which the ratio bị training their workmen, ignorant months to water or salt solutionsof fact , metal exposed for several

of non- producers to producers is of the fact that they are breaking all months towater or salt solutions

the smallest is the one which is the rules which some accountants
from which the dissolved air has

being operated most efficiently. In hold so sacred. been expelled undergoes no corro

other words, that factory which
sion whatever. The normal course

has a small office force , and which
If, therefore, we wish to promote of corrosion excluding the action of

sends incomplete information to efficient operation , we must first coun- acids and alkalies, is thus a trans

the shop, to be bungled by a large teract any such influence which may formation of aluminum into alumina ,

number of workmen, is more effi- have been established in the works, which separates as a flocculent pre

ciently operated than the factory in and change the viewpoint of those cipitate without any of the aluminum

which a large and intelligent office in authority so that they may see passing into solution .-G. H. BAILEY.

force sends into the shop exact in .: clearly that this ratio bears no rela

formation of what is wanted , and ' tion whatever to the efficiency with Brass wood -screws are made with

which the work is done, and that the out any lead in the brass mixture, in

only available test by which we can order that the neads may be formed

Broadway,

measure the progress in a factory is by upsetting.

1 An address to the Society to Promote

the Science of Management, Mar. 21 , 1913 .

2 Consulting Engineer, 149

New York .
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special arrangement of boiler, economizer

pipes , superheaters in exhaust, etc. , 50 per

cent of the waste heat should be recoverable.

Taking the efficiency of conversion at 80

per cent, four pounds of steam should be

generated per B.H.P. of capacity( 12,000 X

0.50 X 0.80 = 1,185 4 ) . The steam

cylinder used would be similar in type to

that of the two-cycle gas engine - i. e., with

no exhaust valves , and similar to that of

the Stumpf unidirectional engine ( see p . 32 ,

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, July, 1910 ), the

jacketing of the ends being done by exhaust

gas . Such a cylinder will give 1 B.H.P.

from 12 lb. steam . This gives a power from

the steam cylinder of one -third that of the

gas cylinder, and consequently reduces the

consumption for total effective power to

9,000 B.T.U. per B.H.P.-hour, or less than

for the economical gas engine alone, which

requires 9,500 B.T.U. per B.H.P.-hour.

The total cost should be less , for we have,

taking approximate prices ] English . — Ed.) of

gas engines at $25 per I.H.P. and steam en

gines at $ 15 , three - quarter gas engine at a

reduced cost ( lower pressures), say , $20 per

I.H.P., one-fourth steam cylinder ( less

special crank and valve drive, but including

exhaust boiler ) at $ 15 . The approximate

comparison then per I.H.P. is : Gas engine,

$25 ; steam engine, $ 15 ; compound engine,

$ 18.75 . A gas engine with an auxiliary

steam cylinder has other advantages outside

economy. It is an excellent method of start

ing the engine, or for marine work for re

versing, and it provides a means for the gas

engine taking a considerable overload, so

that considerable progress may be looked for

in this direction in the near future, as well

as in other and more novel forms, as the

Humphrey, turbine, Brayton engines, etc.

AN OBJECT LESSON IN EFFICIENCY

The History of a Plant for Which Scientific Management Spelled the Difference

Between Success and Failure

BY WILFRED LEWIS 2

Public attention has recently been drawn acter . The machines were built on contract

very pointedly to the subject of Scientific to our designs and the activity of the com

Vanagement, and the Tabor Mfg. Co. , of pany was directed chiefly toward their sale

which the writer is president, has frequent and demonstration. I soon found a number

ly been cited as an illustration of what has of details in which the designs could be im

already been accomplished along the lines proveri, but as a promoter of sales , I was

laid down by Frederick W. Taylor . entirely out of my element. I proposed,

Prior to my connection with the Tabor therefore, that we should have a shop of our

Mfg. Co. in 1900, the whole of my active own and begin to realize whatever profit

business life had been devoted to the cause there might be in manufacturing.

of efficiency in machines, and I believe with

CONDITIONS UNDER MILITARY MANAGE

some measure of success, but I had yet to

learn the value of good management in the

development of men , and the greater impor At this time I was advised by my well

tance in business life of efficiency in men wishers to keep an open shop and keep down

as against efficiency in machines. the number of clerks or non -producers. Suc

As then organized and conducted in 1900 , cess , I was told , depended upon the ratio

the business was rather commercial in char
of producers to non - producers in any well

managed concern . Draftsmen were recog

1A paper read at the Congress of Technology, Boston , nized as a necessary evil, the fewer of whom

April 10. 1911 ,
the better, and one good superintendent to

" President, Tabor Mfg. Cu . , Philadelphia.

MENT

MAY, 1911
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rear .

lay out the work and keep it moving through were sent to me as they were written and

the shop was considered quite enough. In Mr. Taylor himself gave some personal at

fact , to the casual observer , we had hardly tention to the introduction of his system .

enough work to keep a good man busy and The enormous amount of detail involved re

we did not appreciate the need of better shop quired , however, the constant attention of a

management until our growing business be trained expert and we were fortunate at the

gan to show increasing losses. Before we outset in securing the services of Mr. Barth,

were aware of any dissatisfaction , also , and one of Mr. Taylor's assistants in his reorgan

within a year of the opening of our shop, ization of the Bethlehem Steel Co. We had

we were surprised by a general strike for nothing in the nature of system that fitted

higher wages and shorter hours. Our un in or was worth preserving, and Mr. Barth

guardedness or lack of management had en was obliged in the first place to lay the

couraged our men to combine against us foundation for the structure he proposed to

and make unreasonable demands. We were This meant a lot of preparatory work

then paying them more than they earned for which there was no immediate use and

and they insisted upon having still more, from which no return could be expected un

which simply meant ruin to the company in
til other features were introduced.

a shorter time. Our strike was compromised
THE BEGINNING OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGE

by the concession of shorter hours at the
MENT

same pay, the men agreeing to turn out the

same amount of work per day. There was
In the meantime the business had to go on,

no difficulty about their doing this , and for while those engaged in running it were sub

a time, I believe they kept their promise, but jected to more or less inconvenience by the

a day's work was then with us, as it is now
changes proposed, and these led to a good

with nearly the whole world of industry, a deal of irritation and dissatisfaction in cer

very variable and indefinite result for a giv tain quarters. In fact, it was not long before

en expenditure of time or money. We had a revolt began to be felt which was not con

no standard by which a proper day's work fined entirely to the shop . At this crisis Mr.

could be fixed except the very shaky and Taylor recognized the futility of attempting

misleading one of the best that had been to reorganize a house divided against itself

done before , and having, as we were now
and insisted upon his right to direct the in

well aware, an organized resistance against troduction of his system according to agree

any increase in output or efficiency to meet,
ment without obstruction or interference in

the outlook for the company was not encour
the shape of adverse criticism , and for a time

aging
the good work went on without active op

position perhaps, but certainly without the

FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
hearty good will most needed from within .

At the same time we knew that machines Mr. Barth was obliged , as he proceeded in

had been built by others for less than they his work, to call for more and more assis

were costing us, and we felt confident that tance , and as new men were added to our

a way could be found out of our difficulties. planning department, the cost of the new

But we were obliged to sell stock and bor system began to draw so heavily upon our

row money for several years, until it seemed resources that for a year or two we seemed

unreasonable to expect any further financial to be actually losing ground, and we certain

aid . Fortunately my good friend, Taylor, ly would have been obliged to suspend but

who was then writing his remarkable essay for the grit and determination of Mr. Tay

on " Shop Management," came again to our lor, who had the courage of his convictions

assistance and offered to loan us more money and carried us through the storm which cul

if we would agree to put in his system of minated in the resignation and withdrawal of

management. We were only too glad to do the opposing forces .

this, without having any conception of what From this time forward conditions began

it really was or would finally mean to us. to improve, and the work began to bear

Accordingly the money was advanced and in fruit. It was not long before we ceased to

due time the installation of the Taylor sys lose money , broke even and began to gain .

tem was begun. A better spirit prevailed , better wages were

Advance sheets from “ Shop Manage- earnel, and production increased so rapidly

ment,” which was read before the American that I was lost in astonishment at the potency

Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1903 , of the engine gratuitously placed in our

MAY, 1911
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lands. We had in effect been installing at the only practical type of management for

great expense a new and wonderful means any business.

for increasing the efficiency of labor , in the But who knows, when he has an open

benefits of which the workman himself shop, to what extent it may be filled by

shared , and we have to -day an organization conspirators ready to take advantage of the

second I believe to none in its loyalty , effi first opportunity to make unreasonabl
e
de

ciency and steadfastnes
s
of purpose . Its loy- mands, and how can loyalty be fostered and

alty was tested a year ago at the time of encouraged throughout all departments of a

the general strike when the streets of Phila diversified business ? How comes it also that

delphia were filled with thousands of idle a large increase in the force of non-pro

men bent upon inducing others to join them . ducers can be made to effect such an enor

Out of the 150 then employed , but one man mous increase in output ?

failed to resist the pressure , and hewas paid

off without regret as one of our least effi
THE RESULTS OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT

cient workers. In 1910 the Tabor Mfg. Co. turned out

two and one-half times as much value in

I have given the above brief history of my

experience to emphasize the adverse condi finished product as it ever did under the old

tions under which the Taylor system was
régime with the same force . Formerly for

installed and carried on to a successful con
every ten men engaged as producers, or “ chip

clusion . I do not believe so much opposi
makers," as Mr. J. M. Dodge defines them,

tion will ever be encountered by others, be
we had not more than one man connected

cause carping criticism has been subdued, if
with the shop as a non - producer. Now we

not yet silenced , and successful methods are
have fewer men at the machine with three

sure to be emulated ; but more or less resis
times as many non -producers turning out

tance is always to be anticipated , because practically three times as much work, be

any change, however slight in management,
cause as prices are lower to - day than they

may be taken as a reflection upon previous
were five or six years ago and two and one

methods of reaching the desired end, and
half times the value means about three times

therefore as personal to the advocate of
the product.

discarded ways and means.
To explain in detail these anomalous re

The suppression of personal pride and
sults would carry me far beyond the limits

prejudice, with the disposition to seize and
of this paper and call for the elucidation of

adopt the best ideas to be found anywhere,
a system which had better be studied at first

hand in the admirable series of articles by

has been a great help to the scientific habit

of thought under which the Taylor system
Mr. Taylor now appearing in the American

of scientific management has been built up
Magazine and the Principles of Scientific

and will continue to grow . Differences of
Management” just published by Harper &

opinion may arise and different conclusions
Brothers . At the same time the type of

may be drawn from the same evidence , but
management under which we are working

a body of fundamental principles has already

should be seen in operation to be fully ap

been established by Mr. Taylor which may
preciated , and I must confess that in the

beginning, eight years ago , I gathered very
safely be taken as the nucleus for a new

science of management. As in any other
little about it from my perusal of the ad

science these fundamental principles must be
vance sheets on " Shop Management." The

fact is that the system is so engrossing and

subjected to rigid analysis and demonstrated
calls for so much undivided attention that

in a practical way by successful perform

ances, seeking always “ truth for authority gaged in meeting customers, providing for

it is almost futile for any one actively en

and not authority for truth ."

their wants and collecting accounts , to un

The advice given me eleven years ago dertake its installation single -handed. The

about keeping an open shop and weeding out
reorganization should therefore be left to an

the non -producers was good orthodox busi
expert who is not hampered by the neces

ness gospel at that time , and it would no

doubt still be endorsed to-day by 95 per cent .

sity of running the business .

of the manufacturers in this country, who DIFFICULTIES WITH THE MEN

would also subscribe to the principle of one It is not an easy matter to start any in

supreme authority delegated and subdivided novation in an open shop full of union men,

among subordinates on the military plan , as and , as might be anticipated, the appearance

MAY, 1911
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of a man with a stop watch and tally sheet ready for its immediate performance as soon

was at first very irritating and strenuously as the job upon which he is engaged has

opposed by the workmen. So also was the been completed. He also gives the necessary

suggestion of a bonus for the successful per instructions about setting the work , explains

formance of an allotted task . But the kick the drawings and teaches the workman how

ers were gradually converted or discouraged, to set his work when necessary. This man

better discipline wasas established and a few has nothing to do with the running of ma

of the men were soon earning 30 per cent. chines and does not interfere at all with the

more wages than they could command else speed boss who also has supervision in his

where.
function over the same men as the gang boss

In the beginning the men were suspicious and sees that each machine is run at its prop

and disinclined to believe that a good per er speed with feed and cut as per written

formance was not to be the signal for a cut
instructions. He also teaches the workman

in price, but they have since learned by ex and gives him such practical assistance as

perience that prices are fixed bythe manage may be needed . An inspector also helps the

ment upon definite knowledge of all the time same set of men and sees that the work done

elements involved in any piece of work and
is of the right quality and that the first piece

that the time allowed will not be changed made is up to the standard in all dimensions,

so long as the method employed remains the
fit and finish . He also makes further inspec

same. In this way the management demon tion from time to time to see that the stand

strates its loyalty to the workmen and they ard is maintained. An over -zealous speed

in turn are glad of an opportunity to demon
boss in his desire for a large output may

strate their loyalty to the management, as
impair the quality of the work done by ex

they did last year.
ceeding the speed limit, and there is there

We pay better wages for fuller and bet
fore the possibility of a conflict between the

ter results performed in a definite way , and
speed boss and the inspector, but the in

yet there is no driving in the ordinary sense

spector's requirements must be fulfilled and

of the word . The tasks assigned to the
such a conflict cannot fail to be salutary.

workmen are easily within their ability to
because rapidity of production when accom

perform and when new work is given out,

panied by inferior results is never to be die

as occasionally happens, at cay rates, before
sired, and in almost all cases some method

the time on the job has been set , nobody
is found by which high speed can be main

wants to take it because there is no bonus
tained and the best quality preserved. It

attached for its quick and accurate perform- rarely happens that the superintendent or

manager is called upon to adjust a difficulty

between the two functional foremen .

FUNCTIONAL FOREMANSHIP 126 Cool in the various parts required to

But our wonderful increase in prosluction make a complete machine the stock keeper

is not ( lue entirely to rapidity of perform
sces that all the parts for a group of ma

ance , for in some instances very little gain
chines are in hand ready to go together be

in that direction has been made. A great
fore work is begun upon any one of them

deal is due to the functional foremen whose
and the whole group is finished at the same

time.

duty it is to prepare and guide the way of

every piece of work going through the shop.
THE IMPROVED STORES SYSTEM

The old notion that a man cannot serve two

masters or take orders from more than one To avoid delays incident to materials which

superior is denied by the new philosophy should be ordered in advance , the store room

which makes it possible for a workman to must carry a sufficient amount of stock to

have as many bosses as there are functions cover the time required for replacements,

to be performed. There is no conflict of and this is cared for by a store keeper and

authority unless the functions overlap and his clerical assistants in an automatic way.

even there, such conflict as may arise is salu- Formerly it was necessary for the superin

tary and to the interest of the company. A tendent to bear in mind or to look ahead to

gang boss, for instance, covers one class of see what was wanted in advance , but with

machines or work , and it is his business to many thousand parts going through the shop

see that every man is provided with at least at once, important details, sometimes few

one new job with all the tools and fixtures and sometimes many, were invariably over

ance .
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looked , which meant delay and disappoint- chine shop and here also one of our great

ment to the customer and very often the can est improvements has been made. Former

cellation of orders . Now a balance of stores ly each workman was inclined to accumu

is kept in the planning department by which late his own assortment of tools and fix

new orders are placed as soon as the stock tures which were stowed away in dark corn

on hand falls below a certain established ers and kept in disorder and confusion .

minimum kept plainly in view against every Now everything comes in perfect order ( and

detail. This minimum may vary as condi the best of its kind ) from the tool room as

tions change and it is fixed by the discretion required and goes back again when the job

of the manager of the planning department for which it was taken out is finished . Tools

in consultation with the sales department. are ground to standard forms and not to

suit the whims of individual workmen and

THE PLANNING ROOM the tool room is responsible for the condi

tion of all tools sent out.

In the planning department, which is to

the shop what the drawing room has been
THE DRAFTING ROOM

for many years to the superintendent, every The drawing room is perhaps of all de

new machine is charted to show the progress partments less affected by the new order of

of the work through the shop and every piece things than any other, and yet there is an

is provided with an instruction card for its indirect effect due to the atmosphere of

proper manipulation , showing the machine activity which pervades the whole plant.

upon which it is to be made, the tools and Here the work is by its very nature more

fixtures required , the feeds and speeds to be or less original and, of course , no time can

used, the sequence of operations and the be set for the completion of that which is

time allowed in detail for each and every not definitely known, and which grows into

elementary movement. As these operations shape by a process of trial and error, until

are performed they are checked off in a something satisfactory is attained. Design

route file from which can be seen at any ing is not therefore amenable to time study,

time the exact condition of the work and and, depending largely as it does upon in

the time remaining for its completion. spiration, there is no superior intelligence

An order -of-work clerk directs the prog to direct its progress . It is in the nature of

ress of the orders to be filled in accordance original research which flourishes and bears

with a schedule prepared by the manager in its best fruit under adverse criticism .

consultation with the sales department and good ( esigner is like a goo1 composer, his

he has before him in miniature a view of the work is creative and full of harmonies, and

whole shop , showing every machine or vise, being an artist in his line he cannot be held

the work being done on each, the work ready to a time schedule. In original work , the in

to be done and the work ahead in the shop, centive, therefore, must come from within

but which has not yet arrived at the ma rather than from without, and this is gen

chine. This is a large board or wall plate, erally inborn with the ability to create .

which shows also what machines are manned Copyists on the other hand , who always need

and where a man can be conveniently shift direction , might be brought under the domi

ed when there is no work ahead at his par nation of time study and in many clerical

ticular machine. By this means all of the operations this has been done, but we have

work in the shop is kept moving in proper not yet attempted to fix tasks in tracing or

balance at a normal rate of speed, men are bookkeeping, and we do not pretend to say

taken on or laid off as the exigencies of busi that our development is by any means com

ness may require , and no loss is sustained by plete .plete. We have progressed , however , to a

the usual tendency of workmen to relax point which makes further progress com

when orders are falling off and work ahead paratively easy, and in the face of stubborn

is hard to find. At such times we are , of opposition we have firmly established a suc

course , obliged to curtail production, and the cessful business upon the principles of

situation being apparent to all , no complaint Scientific Management as laid down by Mr.

is made against a reduction in time, which Taylor. This means increased production

we always prefer to a loss of well-trained and higher wages at a lower cost , and con

tains the key to the solution of the labor

A well -equipped tool room in charge of problem . Labor is marle to share in the in

a competent man is a sine qua non in any ma creased production realized, and the reward

men .
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of labor is made to depend upon the in chine shops about three to one, and I think

dividual effort put forth in production. The it is not unreasonable to expect that the

Taylor system makes more room on top and same habit of thought as applied by him to

gives a better chance to rise . Men thus the every-day hand work of men will

schooled in efficiency are qualified for better eventually result in doubling the average

service and learn to measure more accurate output of labor with comparatively little in

ly the value of time. crease in the physical effort required . The

The scientific habit of thought as applied margin for improvement varies, however, so

by Mr. Taylor to the production of high- greatly in different trades and countries that

speed steel , has resulted in speeding up ma an accurate estimate cannot well be made.

THE STRENGTH OF OXY -ACETYLENE

WELDS IN STEEL'

BY HERBERT L. WHITTEMORE

8

Oxy -acetylene welding, or as it is also perfect contact, when they are fused to

known, autogenous welding, has been used gether without the addition of any material.

successfully for the following purposes : The second , used for thick plates , consists

( 1) Welding tanks and sheet metal work in fusing into a groove formed by the beveled

of all descriptions. ( 2 ) Welding frame plate edges, material similar to that in the

joints for automobiles , making a rigid struc- plates . The thickness generally given as the

ture all in one piece . ( 3 ) Adding metal dividing line between the two methods is

where needed, usually in small quantities . 14 in .

( 4 ) Repairing boilers by either welding The method of preparing and testing speci

cracks , patches, etc. , or by adding metal

where grooving or pitting has occurred. ( 5 )

Bonding of electric traction rails by fusing

the copper bond to the rails . (6 ) Repairs

of all kinds made necessary by breakage .

The experiments described below were un

dertaken to secure information in regard to

the strength and other physical properties of

oxy- acetylene welds in steel. Although the

work was limited to a small range in the

thickness of the steel plates , an attempt was

made to determine the effect of other va

riables , such as thoroughness of fusion ,

forging and heat treatment, and flame regu

lation , which might have an effect on the

welds. The apparatus used was part of the

equipment of the Laboratory of Applied FIG. 1. - ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS.

Mechanics of the University of Illinois. All

the work of welding and testing was done mens to show the strength of welds is shown .

by the writer . A Fouché blowpipe was used , in Fig. 2. A plate of steel was cut into

and the entire apparatus was arranged as in strips A , B, C, etc., and from the ends of

Fig. 1 . each strip test pieces were cut which were

There are two methods of making auto tested in tension to give the strength of the

genous welds. The first, suitable for thin plate material . The cuts are shown in Fig.

plates , requires that the edges be brought into 2 ( a ) , by broken lines lengthwise of the

strip. The two parts were then welded to

1Condensed from Bulletin No. 45 of the Engineering
Experiment Station, University of Illinois , Urbana, Ill. gether and the welded strip cut across the
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"Fakirs" (or "fakers") was a term used 100+ years
ago to describe incompetence -- people who
lacked the knowledge and qualifications to do a
job properly. These two short articles report on a
common problem in the early 1900s: managers,
incompetent for running down the business, hire
efficiency engineers who are likewise
incompetent, usually because they would not pay
for someone who was competent. Sound
familiar? Leaders of The Efficiency Society, as well
as The Taylor Society, were very concerned about
the competency of improvement consultants
(both members and non-members). Today there
is no similar concern expressed by any Lean
organization that I know of.
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Fakir Managers  Fakir Consultants

Source: Bulletin of the Efficiency Society, Vol. 1, No. 3, December 1912
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Fakir Managers  Fakir Consultants

Source: Bulletin of the Efficiency Society, Vol. 2, No. 4, April 1913
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The great Henry Gantt, in few words, tells it like it
is. He is sharply focused on workers' wages,
health, and well-being. Managers talking about
efficiency does not improve efficiency, changing
habits does. Learn more about Mr.
Gantt https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Gantt

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Gantt


© bob emiliani www.bobemiliani.com Source: Bulletin of the Efficiency Society, Vol. 2, No. 6, June 1913

Conditions Necessary for Efficiency
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Conditions Necessary for Efficiency

Source: Bulletin of the Efficiency Society, Vol. 2, No. 6, June 1913



It is well-documented that Frederick Winslow
Taylor was a modest man and also a very
generous man. Here are two examples of his
modesty, which reflect the reality that
innovations in management are actually the
result of evolutionary change and the
contribution of ideas made by many people.



© bob emiliani www.bobemiliani.com Source: Greater Efficiency, Journal of Efficiency Society , Inc., Vol. 3, No. 5 February 1914

Community vs. Individual Knowledge



Frederick Winslow Taylor's insistence on
abandoning the management of organizations in
the style of the military -- what I refer to as
"classical management." You can find F.W.
Taylor's seminal paper, "Shop Management,"
here https://archive.org/details/transactionsof24
amer/page/1336/mode/2up More on classical
management here
https://bobemiliani.com/book/triumph-classical-
management/

https://lnkd.in/dZUbtmg
https://bobemiliani.com/book/triumph-classical-management/
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Some Excerpts from F.W. Taylor’s Shop Management Paper (1903)
Abandon the Military Type of Organization in Industry in Favor of Specialization and Teamwork

Source: Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 24, 1903. 1337-1480
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Editorial from 1911 about the "new science" of
Scientific Management. An excellent summation!
Learn more about the famous Eastern Rail Road
Company Freight Rate Case before the United
States Interstate Commerce Commission in 1910
which propelled Scientific Management to global
prominence https://www.google.com/books/edit
ion/Evidence_Taken_by_the_Interstate_Commer
c/U5DVAAAAMAAJ and future Supreme Court
Justice who was the attorney representing the
plaintiffs (and who coined the name "Scientific
Management").

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Evidence_Taken_by_the_Interstate_Commerc/U5DVAAAAMAAJ
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WHAT IS SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT, AND

WHAT DOES IT DO ?

The Freight Rate Hearings at Washington Showed What Scientific Management

Has Done for Many Industries — A Definition

and an Explanation

When in June last we announced our opin- deemed that the time was ripe for this . The

ion that INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING could do prominence which the subject has attained

no more important work than devote its en within the past three weeks, however, makes

ergies to the furtherance of scientific man it essential that a rather full definition of

agement, we had no idea of the importance scientific management be given, together

the subject would obtain in a short six with a statement of how it will apply not

months. When Mr. Brandeis startled the only to machine shops but to other industries ,

country with his announcement that the rail such as contracting and even to the railroads

roads could save at least a million dollars a themselves. The reports in the daily papers

day by the adoption of scientific manage of the hearings at Washington were more or

ment, and by the expression of his intention less unsatisfactory to one who was earnestly

to present this as the reason why freight seeking to learn what this new science is

rates should not be advanced , we realized and how it works . This was but natural.

that INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING had taken a The reports were transmitted by men totally

stand on a subject of the utmost importance unfamiliar with the subject, working under

to the manufacturers of this country . The the stress necessary to get their copy in for

attention that has been attracted to scientific the afternoon editions, and these reports

management by the hearing at Washington were edited by men who knew as little as

in regard to freight rates has justified our the reporters and were under the necessity

position in the matter, and we are naturally of pruning the reports to fit the exigencies

gratified that this journal was the first and of space in the edition just going to press .

only one to have the courage to take its stand The editor of INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

on the advancement of a practically new in a letter to the New York Times on Decem

science . ber 2 wrote in part as follows regarding

During the past six months we have print scientific management:

ed a great deal of material in regard to the In every operation of doing work there are

various phases of scientific management. two functions - planning and performance. The

On reviewing the work we have done, how planning consists in , say, machine shop work ,

ever , we find that we have never at any

of selecting the machine in which the work is

to be done, choosing the tool to use in the ma

one time stated just what scientific manage chine, determining the sequence of operations,

ment involves in its entirety . We had not the speed of the machine, the depth and thick

JANUARY, 1911 )
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man .

man

ness of cut, and a number of other considera

tions. Under the usual form of management,

planning as well as performing is usually left

to the workman or to a badly overworked fore

The work is laid out and done largely

according to precedent or tradition in the way

the work or some job nearly like it was done

by someone else .

Scientific management separates sharply the

planning and performance. Few workmen

know the full capability of their machine , and

are therefore unable to plan their work to the

best advantage. Under scientific management

men specially trained for the purpose plan all

work and issue definite written instructions to

the men for its performance. These instruc

tions are not based on guesswork , on traditions,

or on precedent. They are the results of care

ful studies made on the fundamental operations

necessary to the performance of a given piece

of work, which determined the most economi

cal way to do it , the best tools to use , the speed

at which the best results could be obtained , the

proper sequence of operations, and the mini

mum time required for each fundamental oper

ation , including that necessary to place the

work in the machine, to remove it , and adjust

it . All these things are made matters of rec

ord , and from these records the man who does

the planning draws up his instructions to the

workman, giving him at the same time a state

ment of the time required.

The skilled workman thus has but to follow

the instructions in order to duplicate the results

required by the planning department. In its

highest form , scientific management provides

the stimulus for the workman to duplicate these

results by giving him a rate of pay greater than

the usual rate of his class when he does the

work in accordance with the time allowed , and

giving him a much lower rate when he does

not accomplish the task as laid down . It is

noteworthy that few men fail to obtain the

higher pay when they have been properly in

structed.

It should be noted that , although the work

man receives more money in a given period of

time, the employer benefits to a much greater

degree . The cost per unit of product is less ,

and the work being done quicker, the capacity

of the factory is increased without the expendi

ture of a dollar for new machinery. These are

not idle dreams. They are hard facts , based on

experience. Witness the testimony ofJames M.

Dodge, of H. K. Hathaway, of Henry M.

Towne, of H. V. Scheel , of Frank B. Gilbreth,

and other men before the Interstate Commerce

Commission , and the articles and editorials in

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING the past summer.

Scientific management involves more than plan

ning of the work , however, in its last analysis .

It involves a study of men , of materials, and

of tools; a standardizing of tools and equip

ment, and an investigation of their qualities and

capacity. It involves motion study, to discov

er what motions made by the men are unneces

sary and therefore wasteful , and a rectification

of the conditions which make for useless mo

tions. I refer you to the work of Gilbreth , who

reduced the motions of a bricklayer in laying

one brick from eighteen to six , as one of the

great examples of what motion study will do ;

and bricklaying is an art so old that the brick

layers of 4000 years ago worked almost the

same as the men of today. I personally know

of a case where the output of a man in a ma

chine shop was quadrupled by motion study, and

the man was considered a good machinist who

used the best methods of his trade.

Summed up in a few lines , scientific manage

ment might be termed “ applied common sense.”

It requires a to do only that work for

which he is best suited , but requires him to do

that work at his greatest efficiency. It requires

that he shall not do that work for which by

training or environment he is unfitted and

which someone else can do better than he . It

requires that the conditions be made right for

the greatest efficiency of the worker , this in

cluding not only the tools he works with, but

his surroundings, his pay, and everything else

which affects his work.

The world owes a debt of gratitude to Fred

W. Taylor, the man who reduced the principles

of management to a science, and who almost

single -handed for a quarter of a century worked

on in the face of opposition and discouragements

that would have appalled an ordinary man . It

is a cause for gratification that Mr. Taylor's re

ward has come while he is yet among us.

Regarding this letter , Mr. Fred W. Tay

lor stated that it was an excellent short

résumé of the subject of scientific manage

ment. We can, therefore, accept it as a

fairly accurate definition of the science. The

New York Times, commenting editorially on

this letter on December 4, said in part :

By rule o ' thumb a man could unload two

tons of pig iron an hour, for which his em

ployer paid him 16 cents an hour. An observ

er, who had never handled a pound of pig iron ,

saw that the tracks in the foundry might be

laid so that each bar need be carried not more

than ten feet . By trial he saw that the average

man unloading could move at a greater aver

age speed . He saw that several of the physi

cal movements used to transfer a bar from car

to pile were unnecessary, consuming time and

energy. In these three respects he established

" units of efficiency,” taking care, also , to pro

vide a system of rest intervals to prevent fa

tigue. He then declared a standard of unload

ing pig iron at the rate of seven tons an hour

to be easily practicable , and recommended a

wage scale of 2.7 cents a ton , or 19 cents an

hour, for the men who conformed to this stand

ard . Under a sliding upward scale of wages,

men were found willing and able to handle con

tinuously ten tons an hour, for which service

each received 27 cents . The increase in output

was fivefold that under the rule o ' thumb : the

wages paid were seven -tenths greater, and the

laborers were physically and financially better
off.

Gangs shoveled with the same shovel such

different materials as coal , coke , iron ore , sand,

and line. A man who had not seen much shov

eling done , but with trained powers of obser

vation , determined that for each material

shovel which would hold 22/2 pounds - a fair

a
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men

weight for the average laborer - should be of and their testimony was universally to the

special size and shape . Then a set of neces

sary movements was devised with reference to
effect that scientific management has reduced

physical leverages and speed. It was found ,
the cost of finished product notwithstanding

too , that a pile of lime or sand should be at the fact that raw material cost more, that

tacked at the top , and of coal at the bottom. output was increased, that quality of work

Having fashioned the standard shovels, and de

vised the units of speed , movement, and weight ,
was improved, that higher wages were paid,

he found that the new method and a system that the men were more contented and that

of bonuses increased the efficiency of the shov scientific management had been a benefit in

eling gangs 150 per cent. every direction . Among the witnesses were

For forty centuries the bricklayer stooped to representatives of companies building hoist

pick up his bricks. The " efficiency engineer" ing and conveying machinery, molding ma

devised platforms on jacks raised by boys to

the level of the growing wall . Under the rule chines, metal saws, locks , and other products

o ' thumb the bricklayer for ages turned his brick involving machine work ; representatives of

any or all of three ways to find the face , tested the printing and bookbinding industries, rep

the good bricks , picked up and threw down the
resentatives of cotton mills using labor that

defective ones , which had to be lowered from

the height to which they had been raised , and
could not speak English, contractors han

turned his trowel to tap each good brick into dling unskilled labor , and men who had actu

the mortar. Boys now sort the bricks on the ally installed scientific management in cer

ground , piling the good ones face forward upon

the platforms, and the brick sinks of its own

tain departments of the railroads. The edi

weight into a new consistency of mortar. Brick
tor of the Engineering Magazine testified as

layers got $5 a day. Gilbreth enabled them to to what had been done on the Santa Fé Rail

earn $6.80 a day, at the same time trebling their road by scientific management; and the edi

efficiency. tor of INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING told what

Such methods kill rule o' thumb wherever
had been done for the Canadian Pacific Rail

introduced. They are not respecters of per

sons or of professions or of trades. They are
way by scientific management, substantially

usually introduced by outsiders
who as related in the article " Scheduling Loco

"know nothing about the business.” motive Repairs on the Canadian Pacific Rail

The last paragraph of the Times editorial way , ” and the attitude of labor toward scien

hits the nail squarely on the head, so far as tific management, as shown in the article

the railroads and other skeptics are con “ Scientific Management as Viewed from the

cerned . It has been the invariable experi Workman's Standpoint,” both published in

ence of men familiar with the workings of these columns last month .

the science of management when talking In view of what has been done in these

with managers in different industries that diverse industries including railroads, he is

these managers would agree that scientific , a bold man indeed who will say that scien

management was a beautiful thing, that it tific management is inapplicable to any in

would work wonders when applied to some dustry. It is with a great deal of amuse

other industry, but that it would be a total ment, therefore, that we read the hysterical

failure in their particular case. They took protests of the various railroad organs

the ground that having been in business for against the doctrine advanced at Washing

many years they knew more about it than ton . It is an old, old story to those who

any outsider could possibly know . It has know scientific management, and we venture

invariably happened that when these men , to say that within a few short years these

sometimes against their will , permitted the journals will wish that they could expunge

scientific manager to apply his principles to from the records the remarks they are print

their business that they learned that the out- ing today.

sider could teach them more than they ever Let us examine some of the testimony pre

thought it was possible to know about any sented at Washington to see wherein scien

business . tific management applies to varied industries.

As an indication of the wide application The first witness was H. K. Hathaway, of

of the principle of scientific management, it the Tabor Manufacturing Co. , maker of

is only necessary to refer to the testimony molding machines. The product of the com

introduced at Washington before the Inter pany is about fifty per cent standard ma

state Commerce Commission to show whyterial,put through the factory as a manu

railroad rates should not be raised . There facturing proposition . The remaining fifty

were introduced representatives of industries per cent comprises special machines built to

as widely different as could well be imagined specification, Manifestly, the work done in
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1

this plant is a sufficient answer to those men Towne Manufacturing Co., Stamford, Conn . ,

who will grant that the principles of scien- maker of the well -known Yale lock , said in

tific management might apply to a concern part :

where every job is similar to every other one, The effect of the introduction of the system

but not to a shop where every job is different. ( of scientific management. - Ed.) into the two

Here is a shop where work of both kinds departments where we have it, representing, per

is going on at the same time . What were
haps, about 40 per cent of our total product,

has been to increase the efficiency of men and

the results in the Tabor Company's plant ? of machines, so that , at the present time , we

Mr. Hathaway testified that the number of are getting an output from the same amount of

machine operators in the shop had decreased
floor space and the same machine tool equip

from 105 to 70, that the output of the shop
ment at least 25 per cent greater than we had

before the introduction of thesystem . We have

was doubled at least. He furthermore testi reduced our labor costs . We have reduced

fied that whereas formerly there was more what are commonly known as the overhead or

or less trouble all the time with union labor,
indirect elements of cost, which are greater

than labor, in many cases . We have effected a

in the general strike which affected Philadel
total reduction , varying with different articles,

phia last spring, but one or two men failed of from 10 to 40 per cent in final cost . We have

to come to work, while in a shop employing improved the quality of the product , and we are

several thousand men , directly across the
making better profits.

street, nearly fifty per cent of the men en
In all we have accomplished what we regard

as the greatest advance in our manufacturing
gaged in the strike. He further testified that

operations that we have made in the forty years

since the installation of scientific manage of our history, by getting better products , high

ment the company's business had become er efficiency from the workmen, and higher earn

sharply competitive, and that they were en
ing power of the workmen , increased the output

of the machine and per square foot of factory

abled to meet competition with reduced floor space occupied , and a substantial reduction

prices and yet maintain a wider margin of in cost, which we think has only begun - we see

profit than before. an indefinite future of progress in this direc

Mr. James M. Dodge, chairman of the
tion—and an improvement in the quality of our

product.

Link -Belt Co. , Philadelphia, followed Mr. The panic of 1893 affected our industry, in

Hathaway and described the installation of common with all others, and more severely ,

scientific management in the shops of his
perhaps, than the average. We found ourselves

confronted with a largely reduced production ,

company at Philadelphia, Chicago and In
with resulting increase in the ratio of our fixed

dianapolis. The Link-Belt Co. manufac charges to our sales , with a falling market , and

tures hoisting and conveying machinery of no opportunity for advancing prices to recoup

every description. This is all built to specifi ourselves ; and with the only hope for salvation,

cation and practically every job going tion of costs of product. That we sought by
in that sense, lying in the direction of a reduc

through the shop is different from every studying our methods of production and aim

other one. Mr. Dodge testified as to the ing to increase the efficiency of our plants, our

attitude of his men toward the system of
machines, and our workmen. We accomplished

more , under the stress of that competitive con
management, for which we refer the reader

dition , in the next three or four years than we

to the article noted above , “ Scientific Man had in the preceding ten years , I think ; and ac

agement as Viewed from the Workman's complished results which have been lasting and

Standpoint," and as to the reduced cost of from which we are still deriving great benefit.

Indeed, they form the foundation of what fol

production . He stated that although raw lowed in later years .

material cost more, the price of the product It is a long cry from the making of locks

to the ultimate consumer had decreased
or hoisting machinery to the weaving of

steadily since scientific management was in cotton goods. Yet scientific management

stituted in his shops. The methods adopted
was shown to apply equally well to this in

in putting the work through were described dustry. Mr.H. V. Scheel, of the Brighton

by Mr. Dodge, but as the article " Methods of
Mills, Passaic, N. J. , has been engaged for

Management that Made Money ," published about two years in the installation of scien

elsewhere in this issue, outlines these meth- tific management at that plant. Mr. Scheel

ods, we will not refer further to them here .
has to handle operators who usually are un

These two witnesses showed what scientific
able to speak English . He told how an in

management has done in establishments ma
vestigation was conducted to ascertain the

king heavy machinery. Let us see how it
causes of delays in the weaving of a cer

will apply to lighter work.
tain grade of cotton duck used in automobile

Henry R. Towne, president of the Yale & tires . Although the Brighton Mills had
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previously operated under a system of man cordance with the methods devised , after a .

agement considered just as good as that in scientific study of the problems had been

any works of a similar character , the investi- made, although this tended to increase their

gation revealed many places where improve output. They, however , looked on the bonus

ments could be made, notably in the sched as somewhat in the nature of a bribe, and

uling of work from the time the raw cotton for some little time would have nothing to

arrived in the factory up to the time when do with it . The bonus was kept in an

it was delivered to the looms as filling ma envelope separate from the regular pay en

terial for the fabric . After perfecting a velope and was not forced on the men, but

schedule for the cotton through the various they were told it was waiting for them in

departments, and removing all the obstacles the office and that they could have it when

to the adherence to this schedule , Mr. ever they wanted it . After two or three

Scheel was ready to lay a definite task for a weeks the men began to ask for their bonus ,

singie workman on one of the looms. This and before long they were all accepting it .

man was to receive a bonus for the fulfill A rather amusing fact was brought out in

ment of the task. The first trial demon- that the regular pay day was on Saturday ,

strated that there were still other conditions while the bonus was given to the men on

to be made right before the man could earn Wednesday. It was stated that they thought

his bonus . When these were rectified the more of the bonus than they did of their

man easily earned the bonus on a task which regular pay envelope, coming as it did in

called for nearly double the amount of cloth the middle of the week when funds were low.

from the looms that had formerly been ob Information of much the same character

tained . This man was then made an in was offered by Mr. Kendall , of the Plimpton

structor to teach the other non-English speak- Press , Boston, a book printing and binding

ing workmen how to perform their tasks so institution .

as to earn bonuses . Mr. Scheel introduced Up to this point all the testimony offered

charts showing how the men earned a bonus, concerned what might be termed establish

irregularly atfirst, but gradually improving ments under one roof. The railroads were

until at the end of few months every man
contending, as was evident from the line of.

in the department was turning a greatly in
cross - examination adopted by their counsel ,

creased amount of cloth every day, and earn that while scientific management might apply

ing considerably higher wages than formerly .
to such establishments it was a very different

The total cost of the cloth per yard,despite proposition on outdoor work such as the

higher wages, was less . The same methods
railroads had. Frank B. Gilbreth , contractor ,

were followed here and the same principles New York , was put on the standto tell what

applied as in the other industries . Individual
scientific management had done in his work .

outputs of the men were recorded , time
Mr. Gilbreth had done work for railroads

studies and investigations of methods were
and employed the same type of labor as did

made and the work planned out in advance
the railroads and had them in widely scat

exactly as had been done in the Tabor, Link
tered groups , a condition similar to railroad

Belt and Yale & Towne shops . The methods
work. Heshowed that it was a comparative

were the same but the product was different.
ly simple matter to increase the output, raise

It has often been objected that union labor. the wages and at the same time reduce the

would offer an insuperable obstacle to the cost of unskilled labor by such a simple ex

installation of scientific management in any pedient as placing the men so that their out

institution which it dominated. Nothing put could be measured individually and re

could be farther from the truth . Probably corded separately , thus introducing the ele

one of the strongest unions in the United ment of competition. He described the won

States is the typographical union , particular derful results obtained by motion study,

ly that branch in New York City . Mr. John summing up in a short talk the substance of

R. Williams, a printer of New York, told

his serial article " Economic Value of Motion

how he had partially installed scientific man Study in Standardizing the Trades," publish

agement in his printing establishment . The ed in INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING April to

men were suspicious at first and declined to September, 1910. He related how the quality

take the bonus which they earned over and and quantity of work of all kinds, brick

above their regular wages . They had no work, concrete work, carpentering, excava

particular objection to doing the work in ac ting, pile driving, etc. , had been benefited by

JANUARY, 1911
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the application of the principles of scientific Although I profess to no experience in that

management. He explained concisely that
field , I have had the same opportunity that any

whereas in a manufacturing plant perma
citizen has to come in contact with it , as a busi

ness man and otherwise. In addition to that, I

nently established and located, scientific have a pretty large acquaintance among railroad

management might require two or three men and have frequently discussed with them the

years for its complete installation, on con problems that they are working out in this

tracting work, comprising a series of com
direction , so that I have some general knowl

edge . It seems to me that there are almost as

paratively short jobs in one location after
great possibilities for self help on the part of

another and often with entirely new sets of the railroads as there are and have been proved

men , no such amount of time could be allow to be on the part of manufacturing industries.

ed. There are, however , certain fundamental
They have a great many problems that are

principles which can beapplied immediately similar and some that are identical. Takethe

and which have the effect of doubling output whichare quite a largeelement in their organi

within a very short space of time. It is the zation and in their total outlay. They have pre:

refinements and not the fundamentals of cisely the same conditions as exist in any ma

scientific management that require the ex

chine shop , or carbuilding shop , which is devo

ted to a similar work of a general kind.

penditure of a great amount of time and I have no doubt whatever that the systems

money . which are being so successfully developed now,

Henry L. Gantt described how he had ap

in many private establishments , for increasing

the efficiency of machines and of men , in ma

plied some of the principles of scientific
chine shops and foundries, and woodworking

management to the repair and building of establishments , can be utilized and availed of in

locomotives on the Canadian Pacific Rail the corresponding shops of the railroad com

way , substantially as described in these
panies, especially the large ones .

But I see other directions in which , it seems

columns last month, and Harrington Emer to me , the railroads are far behind the times

son , following , told what he had accom in these matters, and in several directions . One

plished on the Santa Fé road by the appli of them is in the effort to utilize modern me

cation of the principles of scientific manage
chanical skill and ingenuity and experience in

ment there and how the road had effected

every productive industry that I am familiar

with, and I know something about quite a num

a saving of approximately $ 5,000,000 in three ber of them . Inventive ability and experience

years . Mr. Emerson's work was described have developed wonderful changes in the last

very completely in the Engineering Magazine, twenty-five years, in the last ten years, in the

substitution of better machines , machines that

March -July , 1909, and we refer readers to
are largely automatic, in many cases , and in

that publication for a complete accoumt of it . the more intelligent application of human labor,

It is not our intention here to argue that
even to machines which are unavoidably not au

tomatic .

the railroads should or should not adopt
In every mechanical industry there is a con

scientific management or should or should stant effort to study this problem , and to

not raise their freight rates . We have achieve further success in it . In fact , I think

summed up the testimony presented at Wash
most people who have been in touch with it

ington because it shows, as no other evi

feel that, with all the wonderful things that

have been accomplished , we have only made a

dence ever presented at one time has shown, beginning, and that greater results are surely

that scientific management is applicable to before us in the future.

all trades and every industry. Management On the part of the railroads, I fail to see any

is a science, whose laws are as immutable as
corresponding effort. I do not see that the

those of gravitation . A man who says that

railroads have awakened to the existence of

these conditions, so far as relates to their em

the principles of this science will not apply ployment of manual labor in the performance

to his particular calling is merely exposing of the work of the railroads is concerned. And

his own ignorance of the subject. The
manual labor constitutes a very large part of

trained observer from outside can often see
the expenditures of every railway, in the han

dling of freight, of baggage, of the manipula

faults to which the insider has become so ac tion of traffic, and so on — it is all manual labor.

customed that he thinks that they are cor Whatever may be possible in the way of

rect and possibly the only way of accom
handling baggage mechanically, a vastly great

plishing his object. As an example we may

er field exists in the possibilities of handling

freight mechanically. It is done already by

refer once more to the railways . Mr. Towne some of the great coal carriers , and to some

was asked if in his opinion there were any extent in the handling of coal, and, in a few

phases of railway work in which scientific cases that I have seen, in the handling of sand ,

materials that will flow , like sand and coal.
management would prove beneficial. We

But no effort has been made that I know of

quote from his testimony as follows :
to apply mechanical methods to the handling
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use.

of the vast volume of merchandise which the Under the functional system , on the con

railroads handle at every terminal onto their trary, the management of one room will be

platforms, from the platforms to their cars, covered by four , five, six , and in some cases

back again from the car to the platform , and even ten, different persons , the responsibility

from the platform to the truck , or whatever of each of whom runs on functional lines . One

else it is carried away in . Millions of tons of man will have to do with the employment of

material, taking the country as
a whole, are help . Another with the adjustment of wages

moved every day, and moved by the crudest and piece rates ; another with the allotment of

kind of labor. I am absolutely sure , as to some work , its distribution to the different men and

cases—I believe in a great many cases - prob machines, and another with the ascertainment

ably in all of the great terminals, that mechan of labor costs , and so on . The functional sys

ical appliances could be successfully availed of, tem, where it has been availed of intelligently,

at least for some part of that work ; probably is proving itself over and over again to be the

for a great part . But so far as the public sounder system of the two. That higher or

knows, no effort has been made in that direc intensified skill results in the ascertainment of

tion whatever. better methods, in the successful application

I see another field, drawing an inference of those improved methods, to the operation

from my own experience as a manufacturer, in in the plant where the functional system is in

which I believe that the railroad companies

have not gone far , and some have not ventured We can see that if the railroads are not al
at all ; and that is in what has come to be

ready fully availing themselves of the function

known under the nomenclature of this modern

scientific industrial system as functional man
al system there must be a very great oppor

agement. I can illustrate , or explain that in a
tunity for them to do so. They could do that

few words, best by reference to a factory or
in their office work, in their great central ad

workshop of the average kind and size.
ministrative offices, which each one of the large

Under old conditions , what was sometimes
systems has to maintain , and in the subordi

referred to as the military system prevailed,
nate offices, which many or most of them main

in which the foreman or superintendent of
tain at other points , and throughout the opera

each department or room was responsible for
tive system , wherever a large number of men

everything done in that room—the discipline, are gathered together under one control and

the adjustment of wages , the allotment of work, for a combined result .

the instructions to the workmen as to what
If an outsider can see these possibilities

they were to do, and how they were to do it ,

the inspection of the product of the workmen , for the railroads in the adoption of scientific

and , in fact, everything pertaining to the man management, is it not fair to assume that

agement of the work in that room was con

centrated in the hands of one person , possibly
an outsider, albeit a trained expert observer ,

having some assistants. could see equal possibilities for any industry ?

THE ART AND PRACTICE OF GRINDING '

A Symposium Showing the Field and Methods of the Most

Recent of Machine Shop Processes

THE FIELD FOR GRINDING

BY C. H. NORTON

Grinding in various forms has been known curacy is not required grinding should not be

to man from the very beginning of history, done.

yet it is doubtful if many engineers have a The intelligent use of grinding, however,

clear conception of the field for metal grind- yields such large returns that it warrants

ing. Experience ( as a specialist ) covering careful study by the very best engineering

twenty-five years has taught the writer that
and scientific minds and a place in the

the usual thought of grinding is that it is a courses of our technical schools.

slow , tedious , expensive , but sure method of
The results thus far attained warrant a

obtaining accuracy , and that where great ac
change of the world's idea of grinding, and

Compiled from two papers presented at the December instead of using it as a synonym for slow

(1910 ) meeting of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers.
ness , tediousness and drudgery, it should be
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This should sound familiar to Lean practitioners.
Note that the understanding of waste was not
exactly the same then, in 1915, as now.
Nevertheless, the basic idea remains to make
work easier by eliminating waste -- and it applies
to managers as well as workers.





Between 1912 and 1916, there was a wide range
of understandings of what Scientific
Management was resulting in varied definitions --
much as has been the case with Lean
management. Defining Scientific Management
became important as it came under severe
criticism from labor unions and politicians. This
1916 article by Professor Horace Drury parses a
definition of Scientific Management that allows
for its future evolution -- and it sounds a lot like
Toyota management.



A Definition of Scientific Management.

I..

URING work extended over the past three years

the writer has been confronted by the question :

What is scientific management ? The best that he

could do was to go back to the fact that "scientific

management” was a slogan chosen by a certain group about

October, 1910, and by them impressed upon the public as

the name of their industrial system. The term, in its historical

origin , was little more than a proper name descriptive of those

ideals and practices sometimes called the Taylor System. The

other day, however, while the writer was attending the Phil

adelphia meeting of the Society to Promote the Science of

Management, a bit of conversation convinced him that a vast

gain might now be made by recognizing in these words a new

and more general meaning. To pass on to others this new

definition and the reasons for its significance is the object of

the present writing.

The danger in prescribing for the entire scientific-manage

ment movement the precise vision of its founder is that it

might mean stagnation or death. Great as was Mr. Taylor's

service, he could not know all that the future would bring.

Progress and its accompanying change of opinion are bound

to eliminate , gradually, his technique, and impair the worth of

his concrete achievements . Even his followers—not to men

tion the world at large — will eventually find themselves in a

new position , from which anything finished today will seem

obsolete . If scientific management is to be identified with

the finished system of today, a few years hence it will be

nothing more than a historical incident - an incident that had

an interesting and important part to play—but yet only an

incident.

It sometimes happens, however, that out of a man's con

crete achievements the public wills to select a central princi

ple for perpetuation . Such an eventuality is the one consid

eration that might lead us to anticipate for scientific manage

ment a lasting life . If Taylor's formula can be reduced to

one that will admit of growth , if scientific management can

Efficiency Society Journal, Volume 5, No. 1, January 1916, p. 54
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be defined as some basic principle , from which successive gen

erations may draw their own fresh applications ,—then pos

sibly it will prove to be the nucleus of a real science . Should

we seek in scientific management a thought that merits such

a singling out ?

The situation would seem to warrant it . Scarcely five years

have passed since the name " scientific management" was first

daringly launched . Yet today it has already won a respect

able standing and is pronounced by practioner and outsider

alike without quaver and without apology. Almost all sus

picion of bluff has been removed by the continued seriousness

and frankness of the system's leading votaries . A widespread

sense of its importance is attested to by works in economics,

by periodical literature , popular and scientific, and by debates

before Congress. The public , or a large section of it , is al

ready eager to avail itself of the essential spirit in scientific

management.

But has the scientific -management movement an essence or

aim capable of being dissociated from the old moorings and

linked up with new and wider ideas ? Can the old bottle

hold new wine ? Recent events suggest that this may be the

case . For quite a time there has been a partial splitting off of

factions more or less antagonistic to the strictly Taylor group.

If , however, conflicting ideas can be tolerated , and their ex

ponents not completely banished, this very condition will

prove an ideal one for growth . In the end, the movement

will be the richer for freedom to wander, for a genuine strug

gle between divergent tendencies , for the survival of the fittest .

Now the present indication is that a unity can be found

in scientific management great enough to include all these

groups . Men as widely divergent in their views as Emerson

and Gilbreth honored the memory of Taylor by their pres

ence at the Philadelphia memorial meeting . Gantt could see

merit in the same achievements that were praised by the

Philadelphia group. While these leaders of industrial reor

ganization may not always have thought highly of one an

other's ability or genuineness, they feel at least the fellowship

of men struggling for the same goal .
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There are other hopeful and rather convincing signs of

growth, for instance, as a certain subtle shifting of emphasis

within the original group towards a more humane and social

ized interpretation of Taylor's maxims. But the most crucial

question now is as to whether this promise for a great future

can be put upon a solid basis . Can scientific management,

indeed, be so defined as to permit of universal adoption and

development ? In this crisis, Mr. G. D. Babcock has brought

forth a definition of scientific management which seems to us

to clear away the mists . The reader is accordingly invited to

consider as a solution of the problem outlined above Mr.

Babcock's formula :

Scientific management is that kind of management which con

ducts a business or affairs by STANDARDS established by facts or

Iruths gained through systematic observation, experiment, or

reasoning.

Here is a definition concise and yet smoothly worded . It

lifts scientific management out of the realms of personality

and accident to an enduring position . See how the movement

surrenders all its peculiarities and becomes in reality science

applied to management !

The opening words carry us to the field . Scientific Manage

ment is that kind of management which conducts a business or

affairs. The field , evidently, is the unbounded field of action .

Not alone with factory operation or gang direction , but with the

entire world of affairs are we concerned . The science of army

management, of political management, of the management of re

ligion-all these are possible branches. Mr. Babcock thus

yields to the general demand for a scientific management in

all sorts of places .

But management in any field to be scientific must pass a

test . It must be conducted by standards. We have emphasized

the word " standards” in the definition above because this is

the one point in the whole of it upon which attention should

be focused . A definition of a pure science would put the

emphasis upon the facts or truths . But in the case of the

science of action , the emphasis must be put upon the means by

which fact is to be translated into result. It is only by finding
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out the best way in which work can be done and by erecting this

as a standard , that management can be acted upon by science.

How else could method, or excellence, or science be made effec

tive ? The discovery of the best method , its use by all , this is

the essence of scientific management.

That the standards must be established by facts or truths hard

ly needs to be urged . It was standards established by fact that

was the kernel of Mr. Taylor's practice and teaching. Fact is

the very atmosphere of science.

The closing limitation , however, deserves attention . The

facts or truths must be gained through systematic observation,

experiment, or reasoning. Mr. Babcock has been exceptionally

thoughtful in including observation , experiment, and reasoning

among his ways of acquiring knowledge. This specification is

so rich and flexible as to include and suggest any legitimate

method.

It should be noted that the word " systematic" clinches

matters and guarantees that only such setting of standards as

is based on adequate effort will bear the name of scientific.

“ System ” is a word that may mean many things . Perhaps,

however, it marks the distinction between the scientific and

the unscientific better than any other test .

The nature of scientific management as here defined may

be brought out more clearly by reference to a pyramid con

struction devised by Mr. Fred W. Jones.

Sevente for thanagement

Standards

Facts or Truth

System

As in the definition , so in the diagram, scientific manage

ment is represented as resting upon standards. The standards

are based on facts or truths . The facts or truths are gained

through systematic observation, experiment, or reasoning.

The pyramid representation is a fortunate one in that it per

mits the basic elements to bulk large — as, indeed, they should .

Scientific management, though the crown and aim of the

whole system, is a simple idea as compared to the many stan
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dards set under it . Each standard , again , can be set only after

many facts have been gathered. Each fact ascertained is the

product of a great system , a system whose human represen

tatives and material implements constitute the real body of

the whole arrangement. As in the diagram, system is the

starting point and the support of the whole.

II .

Here two questions arise to demand further consideration :

First , does the above definition , in fact , account for the prin

ciples brought forward by Taylor ? and second, if so , does

this analysis also correctly picture the great science of man

agement of the future ?

In regard to the first question, it can be shown that out of

some such general idea as that outlined above arose, and nec

essarily arose, all the larger elements of method identified

with the Taylor name- and, indeed, with the scientific -man

agement movement everywhere. One cannot set tasks or im

pose standards unless the conditions of work - machines, ma

terials, etc. - have first been standardized . Accuracy in this work

is impossible without some form of time study . The standards

are not all that they might be if they are not based on Motion

Study. The Instruction Card, or something analogous, is nec

essary as the only rope that can bind together the discovery of

the standard and its application on the job. Routing and sched

uling and systems for the handling of supplies are simply the

results of standards applied to the movement of materials. Selec

tion of workmen, when it is fully developed , will be the applica

tion of standards to employment. "High pay for success , loss

in case of failure" had for its object the enforcement of stand

ards ; and this , too, if generalized so as to run "personal interest

in the attainment of standard ,” was inevitable . The system of

functional management was the Taylor answer, and a very good

answer, to the " how " of systematic action.

These are the earmarks, in a general way, of Taylor's work ;

and they are common to all the schools of efficiency. Every

one of them has and always will necessarily follow where an

active manager is imbued with the spirit set forth in the

definition .
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In regard to the future, and the extent to which the ulti

mate science of management will develop along the lines here

outlined -- this will probably depend chiefly on the extent of

the field for setting standards . Of willingness to introduce

standards , there will doubtless be no lack . To the extent that

there is profit, men are going to be set aside for standard de

termination , or will be encouraged to devote a part of their

time to this task . But as to the readiness with which the

methods of business and affairs, including human agents, can

be brought under such a system , it may be predicted that

much will depend on the business or the circumstances.

Where machinery is largely automatic , or work is routine ,

standards of some kind appear almost of their own accord ,

and they might as well be scientific as unscientific . There are,

however, still many situations in life which demand a differ

ent response from any other situation . It is in proportion to

man's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to a strange

situation that he is a real man and a valuable member of so

ciety and industry . This higher sort of activity can never be

standardized ; it is better than standardization , as genius — we

are tempted to say—is better than science . The greater the

part of the population that can act with this freedom, the

more efficient all will be.

Nevertheless, even in the case of the most self-directed per

son , there runs along beside the conscious and thought-out

activity much that is automatic and routine-in fact , it is the

greater part of all activity . Here scientific management has

a proper field . Even where individual preference might dic

tate an independent course , standardization is often desirable

for the sake of co-operation with others . We may conclude ,

therefore , that in a broad way standards of a greater or less

degree of refinement are possible and desirable throughout

a very large part of life.

Turning to Taylor's ideal of a definite task assigned for

every workman , with high pay for success , which was the first

kind of a standard in which he was interested and which was

always very fundamental to his mind , the emphasis which

the science of management will lay upon this will depend very
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largely on the industrial organization of the future . Coul

industry be so democratically organized and control so local

ized that every individual would be in business for himself

as it were, then this side of the scientific management of the

past would in the future have no pertinence . Should labor co

partnership or labor interest in the success of business be ex

tensively developed , it would lose much of its importance . On

the other hand, should there be periods of greater centrali

zation , should industry tend to be organized on a larger and

more inflexible scale , the determination and enforcement of

this type of standard would become of the utmost importance .

It would constitute the gearing that would hold the wheels

of industry together.

As to the development of functional management, something

of this sort follows from our definition and from the general

idea of science in management. Could there be a science with

out the scientist ? Some provision must be made almost ne

essarily for the specialization of certain individuals to look

after certain ends of the work or of the investigation . But

the details of the arrangement are rather optional .

Details , we may now generalize , are in all the phases of

scientific management a fit subject for controversy. But the

general aim and larger methods of the system apparently

constitute the essential basis of all scientific method in the

future .

III .

That it should have been Mr. Taylor, a man of our own

day, who should have first brought forth these fundamental

principles , may seem to some incredible. In the great society ,

however , Mr. Graham Wallas points out that scientific man

agement would have been impossible except under conditions

which have come into existence only during the last generation,

namely, the standardization of iron , cotton , tools, machines, etc. ,

so that the conditions of work are exactly equivalent at different

times and places . Those familiar with the story of Mr. Taylor's

work know that he, himself, had to take the last step in bringing

this state of affairs into existence , by bringing standardization

down to that final stage of perfection where it was possible to

set fair tasks and impose exact methods.
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Now, without doubt, earlier men grasped something of

Taylor's idea . But the time was not ripe for the full develop

ment of the principle ; and a careful tracing of the lines of

causation shows that it was actually through Taylor that the

modern movement was started. You can take almost any

efficiency engineer and trace the lineage straight back.

Thus it indeed fell to Taylor to bring forth the ideas listed

above. He it was who first won distinction by the persever

ance and ingenuity with which he attacked the problem of

the management of factories . He it was whose achievements

aroused the world to the idea of high standards for workmen

both as to the amount of the performance and as to the meth

od employed . The very idea of determining such a standard

was to most persons a revelation and a surprise . He it was

who emphasized fact as over against theory, truth as over

against rule of thumb. Taylor it was who carried all these

things through with the thoroughness of science , winning for

his greatest work the degree of Doctor of Science and the

Presidency of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers .

Yet, in spite of the past, the principles which Mr. Babcock

has so splendidly stated did not belong to Mr. Taylor. They

belonged to him no more than does graviation belong to Sir

Isaac Newton. Research as to graviation is in order at any

time. And so have the industrial and social leaders of today

and tomorrow the right and the duty to strike out afresh to

apply the principles of science to life . Mr. Taylor and his fol

lowers could not monopolize the principles ; they are desirous of

giving away the name. Whoever can is welcome to take up the

fight for scientific management.

The chief opportunities for the enrichment of scientific man

agement are in the progressive setting of more accurate and

improved standards, in the enlargement of vision so as to take

into account more fully the well-being of the worker, and in

the perfection of organization . Here is a task ambitious

enough for a world of effort. May we look forward to a

scientific management, efficient in its results , democratic in its

administration, and considerate of every human interest in its

aims. HORACE B. DRURY.

The Ohio State University .
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Motion Study In Office Work

A Lecture by W' . H. LEFFINGWELL, of L. V. Estes , Inc. , Chicago .

OTION STUDY, as I use the term, has a pretty

broad application in office work .

It refers , not alone to the motions of the hand

and body, but, if I may use the phrase , the motions

or efforts of the brain .

TAYLOR's Four PRINCIPLES.

Frederick Winslow Taylor, the father of Scientific Manage

ment, in his work, continually emphasized the fact that Scien

tific Management does not consist solely of the various mechan

ical features that he used, but summed up his whole philosophy

of management into four principles :

First - Making a science of business .

Second - Scientific selection of the workman .

Third- The task idea with a large bonus.

Fourth - Intimate cooperation between the management and

the men .

It is these four principles that I have always tried to keep

in mind in my work, not any particular cut and dried plan .

The first principle , “ Making a Science of Business , ” is quite

a large enough order for one lecture and I shall confine myself

to it . I shall not get very far into the subject , at that and I only

hope to give you a few ideas on the office side of management

to think about .

THE Two PARTS OF MOTION STUDY.

Motion Study consists of two parts :

First - A study of those motions that precede the particular

operation about to be studied, of which there are two kinds :

( a ) Mental Motions.

( b ) Physical Motions.

Second - A study of those motions that are contained in the

operation, of which there are also two kinds :

( a ) Mental Motions.

( b ) Physical Motions.

That is to say, it is often necessary to go back and analyze

the operation of the opening of the mail to find out why the

goods were not shipped on time .

Efficiency Society Journal, Vol. 6, No. 12, December 1917, pp. 618-633
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Motion study, in other words, is analysis. No chemist would

undertake to make an analysis , from the facts on the surface.

He must dig deeper, he must get down to elemental things to

get the truth .

BAD SURROUNDINGS.

Let me illustrate . I was recently called in consultation by

the proprietor of a large mail order company in Chicago . I had

heard of this company for years but had never been inside of

the door. I was asked to tell why it was difficult to retain em

ployes for any length of time , tho wages paid were standard .

I was also asked why the efficiency of those retained was so low.

Five minutes ' inspection of the office gave me the answer

It was an overcrowded , badly ventilated , poorly lighted office.

Employes were asked to work on a balcony which had a tem

perature of about 90 degrees . When I talked with the manager

about these things , he said they were not important, he called

me in to show him how to get increased efficiency. He also

added that as soon as he could afford it , he was going to get

a new building .

I said to him : " When you get your new building , call on

me. Then I can , perhaps , help you . Now , I cannot . You ask

employes to work under conditions which are repellant to them,

while other houses give them fair wages with good light and

ventilation thrown in . A hardy geranium plant would die in

an environment like this , why should you expect human beings

to work in it ? "

Not all offices, of course, are as bad as this one, but since

good air , good light and space are necessary for good work, it

has always been a mystery to me why office managers do not

insist on the very best there is . It certainly pays .

THE OFFICE LAY-OUT.

Then, there is the lay-out to be considered . ·

It is one of the most common things to find an office laid

out without regard to the work to be done. Just the other day,

I was called in to inspect the plans of a new office for a com

pany employing seventy -five clerks . There were windows on

two sides, eighteen of them. The plans showed five private
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offices to contain one person each. These five had thirteen of

the windows. This left five windows for seventy clerks. These

clerks were bookkeepers , stenographers , bill clerks and others,

whose work would compel them to use their eyes the entire day .

In the five private offices, five gentlemen would sit at their desks,

talking with visitors more than half of the time ! Is that com

mon sense ?

Another common thing is to find an office so laid out that

the work in its progress travels back and forth many times ,

crossing and recrossing the room . Because a letter or an order

weighs a fraction of an ounce , little attention is paid to this

waste . It must be remembered, however, that it takes nearly as

long to carry an ounce 100 feet as it does ten pounds . The ideal

office is laid out like the ideal factory , raw material in one end

and finished product out of the other. It not only can be done,

but is done . In fact , some offices are laid out on a plan where

the paper travels down this route on a conveyor belt . How near

does your office approach this ideal ?

GETTING ORDERS OUT ON TIME.

Another instance of studying the motions that precede the

operation is the analysis of office routine.

In one large company I was called in to tell them how to

ship the orders the same day they were received . They were

rushed to death , apparently , working overtime every night, yet

the orders for each day could not be handled in that day. I

made a great many changes in this office, but perhaps the most

important change was in the manner of opening the mail . It

was opened by one of the officers of the company. He had

done that when the company was small and he continued in the

same rut . He was down there early in the morning and started

work sooner than any of the others . - A big batch of orders

would come in in the first mail .

First a clerk would put all of the letters through a cutting

machine and then deliver them to this officer. The officer would

go through this batch , taking the letters out of the envelope ,

and slowly , deliberately reading each one from start to finish .

Now, he would come across a doubtful account and call to the

bookkeeper to look it up in the ledger. Then , he would get
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a nice bunch of orders from the star salesman and tell the good

new's to one of the other officers. The clerks meanwhile would

be busy on the orders left over from yesterday . About nine

or nine -thirty, they would finish yesterday's orders and by that

time the officer would have a nice lot ready for them . About

eleven or twelve o'clock the superintendent would come tearing

down stairs to see whether or not he could have just a few

orders . Yes , here are some that had just been finished . In the

afternoon another mail arrived and the same procedure was

gone through . About five o'clock the boss would go around to

see how many clerks could arrange to stay down and work

awhile.

What we did there was simple. First we put a couple of

girls on the mail opening job and had them come down a half

hour earlier than the rest of the clerks . They made it their

particular business to open the mail--not to read it . They

were supposed to do this at the rate of 300 an hour. They did

it . One hour cleaned it all up . When the clerks arrived there

was a batch of orders ready to begin on - today's not yesterday's .

- From then on , they flowed in a steady stream right through the

credit department , order department and into the factory . Let..

ters went to the various correspondents or to the officers,

according to their importance. There is no more overtime work

there now and orders are shipped the same day they are received .

A THOROUGH ANALYSIS NECESSARY.

You may gather from what I have said so far , that we go

into an office, glance about for a few minutes and give the

answers right off the reel . There are many people who believe

that this is the procedure. They credit us with some sort of

magic powers of observation or intuition . But the real facts

of the matter are that every bit of this investigation and

analysis is hard work . Of course the fact that we are doing

this work all the time , that we are constantly learning new ideas

from the large and small companies that we visit , gives us an

advantage over the ordinary observer - at least we know what

to look for . Beyond a few surface indications, however , we have

to dig for all we get and dig pretty hard .

If this were not so it would mean that either efficiency men
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were monumental fakirs or office managers short-sighted fools .

And , while some of you may be inclined to believe the first, I

am decidedly not inclined to credit the office managers with

foolishness — as a rule . Of course , there are some very important

exceptions to both rules:

No, we have to dig , and to dig deep .

Let me tell you how we do it .

GETTING A WORKING HYPOTHESIS .

First we make a general analysis of the whole office and

its systems. This analysis is made in writing and often accom

panied by charts. The purpose of this written analysis is to give

us a working hypothesis, and to prevent us from going off on a

tangent. It is just possible that the work in one department

may be entirely revolutionized and done with a minimum of

labor, but after this is done it would not work in with the

general scheme at all .

All businesses are not alike . In fact , the old argument : " My

business is different" is strictly true . Very seldom are two

businesses in the same line alike as to methods.

On the other hand, just because your business is different,

is no reason why the methods you use are the very best .

Assume nothing. Investigate . What you find to be the

facts are the facts .

As I said before, this analysis gives us a working hypothesis.

Four HOURS OF LABOR FOR EACH ORDER.

Some of the things we find in these general analyses are

really remarkable. Let me give you an example .

In one office recently examined there were seventy-seven

clerks . First examination of surface indication showed that

everyone was apparently working as well as in the average

office. The first thing we examined was the quantity of work to

be done. We found that all of the clerks were working either

on orders, on work that the orders created , or work that created

orders . In other words, if only half as many orders were

received one month as in another, there would be about one-half

as much work. We found that the average number of orders

received daily, over a period of one year , was 154. The average
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items per order , three . This figured out just four hours of

clerical work for an order, or eighty minutes an item !

Now, one of the outstanding reasons for the division of

labor in modern industry is to shorten the over-all time required .

Can you imagine any system so complicated that it would take

one clerk four hours to do all of the clerical labor on one order ?

Just picture yourself in an office, receiving the mail, opening up

the letter , registering the order, making out the order forms,

making out the invoices , making out the bill of lading, entering

the order on the books, sending a statement at the end of the

month, receiving the remittance, crediting the payment, and

balancing the account . Do you believe that that would take you

four hours ? You do not. Neither did the manager of this office.

On this basis , a large mail order house receiving say 20,000

orders a day would require 10,000 clerks . As a matter of fact ,

one large company in Chicago who gets 20,000 orders a day,

with an average of six items each ( twice as many items as the

other company mentioned ) handles them with 1,500 clerks . This

is about 36 minutes an order or 6 minutes an item as compared

with 240 minutes an order or 80 minutes an item .

Now , do not tell me that this company was a back number.

Is a matter of fact , it was a rapidly growing firm with a wonder

ful sales department.

I will not weary you with an explanation of where we found

that waste, but you can depend upon it that we not only found

it but corrected it and today that company is handling its orders

with an average of one hour clerical labor. They have not as

yet reached the mail order company's standard but feel pretty

good about what they have accomplished.

The point I wish to convey in this example is that you can

tell nothing at all from surface indications. Anyone looking at

these clerks, no matter how expert , could not have detected more

than ten or fifteen per cent waste . · Yet analysis showed that the

office was not twenty-five per cent efficient.

How Long DOES IT TAKE YOU ?

When you go back to your office today, find out how many

clerks work directly or indirectly on orders. Count all of those

in the sales department, the accounting department as well as
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the order department. Get your average daily orders . Find

out how many minutes per order you are paying for . If it is

• more than one hour , you will find it extremely profitable to

find out the reason , for undoubtedly there is a big waste there.

In one company that I know of , orders are handled with a

total expenditure of fifteen minutes of clerical labor each !

After we have our working hypothesis, it is next necessary to

make the detailed analysis. We analyze each operation , in

writing as before . What does this show us ? First it shows us

whether or not the best method is being used .

FINDING THE RIGHT METHOD.

It is a remarkable fact that there are dozens of methods in

use for every operation in the office. All of them cannot be

right. It is our business to find the right one . This finding

of the best method is an important part of our work and here

our broad experience helps a lot .

In a certain large mail order company there is in operation

a very clever order system . Instead of copying the order , the

items for each department are clipped and pasted on a sheet ,

one sheet for each department covered by the order . It is a

wonderful scheme but very limited in its application . However,

I have studied it carefully and know every detail. The other day

we found a large wholesale drug company in a northwestern

city using this same system . Someone had told them about it

and they tried it out . There was great confusion . It was not

working at all . It did not take me long to find that they had

copied only the mere outlines of the system and knew nothing

of its details. Nor did it take me long to make it work satis

factorily.

We have no cut -and - dried plan for the simple reason that

such plans would not work in all places . We find the best

method by careful analysis.

It is not at all uncommon to find possibilities of cutting the

labor in two by merely changing the general method .

DUPLICATION OF EFFORT.

Duplication of labor is another thing we look for . In one

case we found a certain record being kept in one department of
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a large woolen mill, that cost $ 7,000 a year to keep . Practically

this same information was being kept in a slightly different

manner in another department. The elimination of this dupli

cation saved the company $7,000 a year.

ELIMINATING DUPLICATION SAVED $ 13,000.

In another case we found certain information being written

five times for every order. In the primitive way this informa

tion would have been written twelve times but this company

had advanced to a multiple billing system and by carbon process

nade seven writings in one. We studied the operation carefully

and finally did the five remaining operations by a duplicator

system in one writing. This alone saved this company $ 13,000

a year, Look in the advertisements of the manufacturer of this

device and you will find the figures stated authoritatively . It

was the duplicator that did the work all right, but it was the

analysis that showed that there was a job for it .

Mixing MECHANICAL WORK With JUDGMENT WORK.

A common error we find in offices is mixing work which

requires judgment with merely mechanical work . In the example

mentioned in the beginning of my talk , the officer of the com

pany did much mechanical work in order that he might do a

little work requiring his judgment and experience. It is pretty

hard to get some people out of a rut that they have been in for

years and it sometimes takes a lot of tact and diplomacy.

In one example we recently discovered a clerk was paid $52

a week because he was the only one in the office who knew all

of the various prices the company was quoting its customers

for its product . He also knew how to make the computations

necessary in order to make out an invoice. We put all that

he knew on paper and found that it was indeed very little , so

we added a great deal more to it . We made a card system of

prices quoted on the visible index system . We made tables of

computations. Now the work is done by a $ 12 -a -week girl even

better than it was done before , with an annual saving of $2,000 .

The $ 52 -man is now the office manager and doing work that

is really worth the salary he is getting.
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FEW OPERATIONS ARE PROPERLY DIVIDED.

Very few operations are properly divided, so as to entirely

separate judgment from the mechanical features . Take book

keeping for example. In some of the large companies the

accounting is so subdivided that an ordinary clerk with only

sufficient intelligence or knowledge to copy or to add on an

adding machine , can do the work . In other places a bookkeeper

must be an accountant and know the ways and wherefores for

every step that is taken .

DIVIDING THE BOOKKEEPER'S WORK.

For example. In one place there were three bookkeepers and

one assistant bookkeeper besides a chief accountant who directed

the work. Each of the bookkeepers did his own entering, posting,

balancing and statement work . The combined weekly salaries of

the four was $ 108. There was not enough work for four but

the way the work was done it was necessary to have four good

all -around bookkeepers. In this firm we divided the work.

First , we made a copy of the invoice for the sales record which

made all of the charges without extra expense . Next, we made

a copy of the daily deposits on a typewriter, balanced these with

the cash and thereby got a record of the credits. Next we had

these charges and credits posted on the ledger by a carbon copy

system , in which the original was the statement and the duplicate

the ledger sheet . A daily net balance of each account was taken ,

a proof sheet of postings was made and balanced with con

trolling accounts, so the books were always in balance. This

work , thus simplified, was finally done by two $ 15 a week clerks ,

the books in daily balance and a net saving of $78 a week to the

company or over $ 4000 a year.

“ Do It Now "! --- A Bad MOTTO .

A number of years ago , some bright genius invented the

motto “ Do it Now " and for a while every office had a half dozen

of these mottos hanging about. Like all generalizations, it was

only half true . Many managers and many clerks , however , fol

lowed the advice literally. That motto perhaps is the cause of

more waste in this country than any other one phrase or senti
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ment. It was probably intended to prevent procrastination , but

it violated one of the fundamental principles of efficiency — that

of grouping like things together and doing them at one time .

When you make that examination of the length of time taken

in your office to handle an order you will undoubtedly be sur

prised . Make another test . Take an average order, follow it

thru from one operation to another with a stop watch and find

the net amount of time taken on an average order and you will

probably find it very much less than the total time paid for .

Why ?

The answer is that all orders are not the average kind . You

will find dozens of irregularities creeping in . It is these irregu

larities that cause the waste of time . you
make further exam

ination you will probably find that these irregularities are handled

on the " Do it Now " plan. If they were grouped and handled

at one time you would make a great saving .

For example, I found one clerk go into the vault to consult

old records six times in one hour. How much time would he

have saved if he went in but once for the entire six ? How

many times do you interrupt yourself and your stenographer in

handling the morning's mail to dictate a letter ? I know one

manager that takes an entire morning to handle twenty letters

ind another that handles them all at once and does his twenty

in one hour.

If

MAKING TABLES DO THE WORK OF FIGURING.

How many years ago is it that you bought your first interest

able at the stationery store ? I bought ming over twenty years

ugo . Is there any saving in such a table of computations ? If

there is have you made tables of all the similar computations

that you have in your offices ? Computing machines are all

right-fine things in their place . But in many cases , a table ,

requiring about an hour to make, will do the work much more

quickly and with greater accuracy. A simple thing isn't it ?

Not a new idea either. Yet we hardly ever go into an office

without finding occasion to suggest several such tables to handle

.nuch of the work that is at present being handled on computing

nachines or in many cases by the mental manual process.
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THE SPECIALIST.

The specialist is another great cause of waste . This is a

man who has learned what he knows about the business thru

years of training. To replace him would mean to train another

person a similar period. The knowledge he holds is important

to the welfare of the company, yet it is all in his head . If he

dies tomorrow , that knowledge goes with him . Our constant

.aim is to eliminate the necessity for specialized knowledge. We

find it in every company we go in . It can be eliminated in

99 per cent of the cases. When it is once eliminated the man

agement breathes a great deal easier .

STUDY THE MOTIONS.

Let us now turn to the motion study as applied in the opera

tion itself .

There are three important things to be studied and con

sidered in every operation :

First , the Posture.

Second, Fatigue involved .

Third, the problem of concentration .

The PostURE .

The first question, the posture, is one of the most important,

yet is one that can only be solved by continual teaching. Very

few people either sit or stand correctly and especially is this very

pronounced in office work. An erect posture permits free and

uninterrupted circulation of the blood . A person who sits or

stands erectly , will not tire easily . If he does not tire easily he

will produce much more than one who does . A person who sits

all humped up, with sunken abdomen will tire much more easily

and naturally will not produce as much. Erect postures, however ,

are only possible when the body is developed properly. Exercise

of the muscles of the back and abdomen are needed and natur

ally this can not be done in the office . Only by constant teaching

can high ideals of posture be obtained .

Aluch depends, however, upon the kind of equipment the

clerks work with. You buy desks and chairs of a standard

height but you cunnot hire clerks of a standard size . There are

many things that can be done to remedy these faults, such as
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raising or lowering the height of the chair or desk . Standing

desks are also responsible for bad postures. The bookkeeper is

commonly supposed to stand at a standing desk , but more than

half of his time he is perched on a high stool that is neither

comfortable nor adjusted at a comfortable height .

THE ELIMINATION OF FATIGUE .

The question of the elimination of fatigue is also important.

Much of this is tied up with the question of posture but in addi

tion there are many things that can be done after the posture

is corrected .

For example . The elbows of a typist should be on a level

with the keyboard. If they are not , it is necessary for the

muscles of the operator's arm to be unduly strained in holding

the hands up ; more force is required and in general much fatigue

is developed. A person operating a numbering machine or a

rubber stamp will do more work with less fatigue if the top of

the numbering machine is at or below the level of the elbow than

if it is above that level . In one case the output of an operator

was increased 15 per cent . by the simple expedient of lowering

the table six inches .

In one case that came to my attention there were ten girls

working on index files. Each box of cards weighed nine pounds.

These boxes were placed in a large cabinet . It was necessary

for the girls to get up from the desk , go to the cabinet , take a

box out , put it on the desk , look up the card , put back the box in

the cabinet . This was done about 150 times a day by each girl .

In the course of a day's work she lifted 2,700 pounds, yet she

only handled 150 cards . By substituting a tub desk for the cab

inets , all necessity for handling the card trays was eliminated and

three girls handled 500 cards each a day without lifting any

thing but the single cards . By eliminating fatigue , three girls

did what was formerly done by ten .

CONCENTRATION NECESSARY.

The problem of concentration is more difficult. It is very

important. Lack of concentration is the cause of most errors

in office work.

Few people realize that it is the effort to concentrate which
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causes most of the fatigue in mental work . In manual labor

there is always some outside object ; the machine , the work in

the machine, the tool , or the object worked upon, that rivets the

attention . It is thus comparatively simple to hold the mind on

the work. In fact , in some operations it is very difficult to get

the mind off the work. In office work, however, we are dealing

with pieces of paper and abstract ideas . It requires a distinct

effort to hold the mind on these abstract lines and any outside

attraction quickly draws the attention away. Loud talking,

shouting from one end of the room to another, loud sneezing, or

any other spasmodic noise immediately draws the minds of all

clerks in the room from their work . Many minutes in the aggre

gate are wasted in this manner when a little common sense

would avoid them .

The greatest factor in obtaining concentration , however, is

getting an interest in the work. Getting clerks interested is a

problem of management that we have continually to solve . It is

obtained by getting a good esprit de corps . One of the best ways

to cultivate this interest is by the measuring of the work, and

matching the records of one clerk with another.

THE FACTOR OF DECISION .

The importance of decision in office work is also much under

estimated . It is commonly supposed that the only person who

has to make decisions is the executive. Far be it from me to

depreciate the value of quick decisions on the part of an execu

tive, but I really believe that if the power of decision were

doubled on the part of the clerks , the aggregate value would be

much greater

Let me explain what I mean by decision in office work by a

common example in sport. In a game of baseball , three men are

on base and the batter bunts the ball . What would happen if

every man on the team was not alert and capable of deciding in

a tenth of a second just what he should do . Suppose each man

were to go thru a long mental process in coming to his decision ,

would you call that good ball playing ? You would not . Well,

when you go back to your office watch a few clerks . Watch

them pick up a letter, study it thru carefully, make several false

starts and finally , with a great show of deliberation , finish the
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task . Then , figure out with a stop watch if you have one , or

guess at it if you have not , just what proportion of time was

devoted to doing the work and what proportion to deciding. In

one case I doubled the output of some mail readers in a mail

order company by merely teaching them to decide instantly to do

things they knew very well how to do. Whenever you see a

clerk pondering for a long time over a problem that he has per

formed hundreds of times before , you can pretty well make up

your mind that he is " wool-gathering". Get him to take an in

terest in the work, get his mind on his job, teach him to decide

just as quickly as the pitcher on a baseball nine has to decide

and you will double or triple his output without requiring any

more effort on his part .

IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT.

In all motion study, the importantce of little things is to be

considered. It is the proportion that counts, not the length of

time taken for the motion. If I were to carry a piece of paper

across this room and back it might take as much as a minute .

Yet , if I only did that once or twice a day in the course of my

work , it would only mean that I used up one or two minutes in

that kind of work which might be eliminated . I would call that

an unimportant thing. If , however, the false motion I performed

required only a hundreth of a minute and I made ten thousand

of those motions a day , the waste would be one hundred minutes ,

a very large proportion of the day.

In one operation , that of stamping letters , there are thousands

of clerks who do the work with from four to six motions, when

only two are necessary. What is more important, the separate

motions of the two -motion operation can be performed much

more rapidly than those of the four motions. The problem is to

find the necessary motions and teach every one to use exactly

these and no others .

TEACHING

After we have made our analysis , our motion studies and

have standardized operations, the next thing is to teach the clerks

to perform these operations at the rate of speed required. This

does not, as is commonly supposed, result in making the work of
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the clerks harder, but it always results in getting more work

done.

It is not at all an uncommon thing to see two clerks working

side by side, doing the same work, getting the same pay, while

the output of one is double that of the other . Now, in such

cases , it is evident that there is an injustice being done to someone .

MEASURING THE WORK UNCOMMON .

The most common thing, however, is to find an office manager

who has no idea whatever how much time it takes to perform

any operation in his office. If this same office manager bought

merchandise he would insist upon counting and weighing it but

so long as a clerk agrees to be in on time and not leave the office

before quitting time he is satisfied . What that clerk does , does

not seem to count, so long as it is not too much below the gen

eral average.

WHAT IS YOUR OUTPUT ?

Do you know how many letters your stenographers can write

in a day ?

Do you know how many they do write ?

How many entries can a bookkeeper post in a day ?

How much can a bill clerk do ?

Do you know any of these things ?

If not , you had better find out right away, if you are at all

concerned with the amount of your pay roll .

After we standardize the methods we set a task and expect

the clerk to perform that task . But , we do not leave him by

himself to learn how to do it . We teach him. This teaching is

itself standardized . We get not only a highly trained crew of

clerks working but we perpetuate these methods in written

standards, so that the management can continue the training

process after we are gone.

In getting high standards of work done, emulation is one of

the strongest factors . We suggest that the records of those who

have made high marks be published. If this is done, it isn't long

before all the other clerks are striving for similar marks. This

injects a new interest in the work .

An incentive is necessary for good work and though the in
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centive of emulation is very powerful, in all fairness it is import

ant to pay a money incentive also . You cannot expect clerks to

do from 50 to 100 per cent . more work for the same money as

they formerly received .

BONUS PLANS USED.

We use a bonus plan . We set a task and whether or not the

clerk reaches it , he gets his regular salary . If , however, he makes

an extra effort and reaches the high standard he is rewarded

by additional money.

Of course , it is much more difficult to arrange office work on

a bonus plan that manual labor for the reason that it is so much

harder to measure . Because it has been difficult, few houses have

made any attempt to do it . Those who conquer the difficulty

realize a large reward to which they are justly entitled .

It can be done , it is being done and some day it will be only

the slow , easy-going, contented manager who hates to get out of

a rut , that will attempt to run an office without measuring the

work his clerks do .

Motion study in office work is an accomplished fact . Its pos

sibilities have never been wholly learned. Yet rarely do we find

an office in which it is impossible to save at least 10 per cent . of

the payroll . In some instances savings of 50 per cent . are pos

sible. In one department of one of the largest companies in the

United States , work formerly done by 25 people was, under effi

ciency methods, done by 5 .

A DIFFICULT LABOR MARKET.

In these days of a difficult labor market, it is becoming more

and more difficult to secure sufficient people to accomplish the

work to be done. Especially is this true in office work . Con

servation of energy will save the day. We are now wasting en

tirely too much effort in industry.

Hoover asks us to save the food we ordinarily waste in order

that we may feed the boys who are fighting for us . Let us save

the energy that is being wasted today and we can not only feed

what we have but supply more if they are needed.

How much energy are you wasting in your office ?



Industrial Engineering curricula at nine
universities circa 1920. Notice the wide range of
topics covered, from engineering to production
to business -- "Management Engineering."
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Existing Courses in Management Engineering

By COLLINS P. BLISS

Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, New York University

Analysis of the positions held by the graduates of new courses to educate executives. The Society

engineering colleges shows that only fifteen to of Industrial Engineers has also planned such a

eighteen per cent stay in technical work . The course . At the convention of that society held in

major portion enter widely different pursuits, Pittsburgh in October, 1920, Professor Bliss pre

although many seek positions of executive or man sented a brief address comparing some of these

agerial responsibility . This situation, and the courses. He has now expanded that address into

need of industry for trained intelligence to direct a comprehensive paper showing the make-up of

and operate its complex activities, has caused a eight courses and giving the time allotted to each

number of the engineering schools to establish general group of subjects and to each study.

С

ALVIN COOLIDGE, when Governor of Massa trained men more can be accomplished in less time.

chusetts ,once said : " Our prosperity comes from Moreover, greater co -operation with those that produce

our industry and our industry cannot flourish is at least one of the signs of the times likely to be

unless it is directed with the highest intelligence. Far displayed for the next decade.

more in the future than in the past will this intelli

gence call for sound training in science and in its in THE INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

numerable applications to industry.” And yet , despite

this need, many large manufacturers admit their in “ Industrial Engineering ” seems to be the title most

ability to secure properly trained men to carry out the generally adopted to designate those courses which en

details of executive planning and of production. deavor to train men for constructing, operating, and

Those studies which most of our technical schools are managing that which the professional engineer has de

able to cover in four years are purely the essential signed . Other designations such as : Administrative

fundamentals of the usual courses in civil, mechanical, Engineering, Business and Engineering, Engineering

electrical, and chemical engineering. In fact the basic Administration , and Executive Engineering, all seem

engineering training today in all types of technical to point towards the substitution of subjects that might

courses is either civil or mechanical. In the early days be generally termed " economic ” for the more highly

of engineering, however, the first courses instituted specialized technical ones . The kind of graduate such

were designated as " civilian " engineering in contra courses are planned to produce is one who shall possess

distinction to " military ” engineering. But now the the qualifications of an executive trained for engineer

cry is heard on every side for that type of training ing rather than for business. In other words, in terms

which will furnish men skilled in the art of using of a definition promulgated by the Educational Com

that which the civil or mechanical engineer has built , mittee of The Society of Industrial Engineers, “ the

and in a manner to produce the greatest results at the training of the industrial engineer should fit him to

least cost . For the lack of a better name we are calling direct and control as an executive all of the agencies

this training " Management Engineering,” and to meet and forces of productivity." For the purpose of this

the industrial awakening not far distant in this country paper and its place of publication the term “ Manage

and but a little further remote all over the world, it is ment Engineering " has been adopted .

within the province of the educators of this country to In a paper by Prof. W. H. Timbie of the Massachu

rise to the emergency and prepare for the market that
setts Institute of Technology , read before a recent

which the market demands.
meeting of The Society for the Promotion of Engineer

ing Education , we find the following :

THE DEMAND FOR TRAINED MEN

It is these men who in the last analysis must direct the

operation of the nation's industries. For our industries cannot

There is probably at the present time no technical compete with those of other countries unless they are conducted

school that has not revised its curriculum in the last by men who have large vision, intimate knowledge of manufac

few years, and this has come about as a result of the turing details, and a thorough training in science and scientific

lessons learned from the intensive training called for

methods. Manufacturing must be conducted on a sound financi:t)

basis, which means that processes of production must be so
by the government during the war.

managed that the total cost of the finished article will be low

The invasion of an army of men from the industrial enough to compete with the products of foreign factories. For

walks of life, the everlasting production of those four this task the service of an engineer who has a thorough knowl

years of supremacy of essential industries and above edge of manufacturing processes are invaluable and his duties

multifarious. He must not only be familiar with the best
all the indisputable fact that " trained ” men were the

methods of production, but he must thoroughly understand

only ones wanted have all worked together to show the
scientific research , in order that he may take advantage of new

schools and colleges of engineering that by the use of discoveries and continually better his methods of production.

13
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A feature introduced by nearly all of the institutions each subject there seems to be a trend in three

offering these new courses is a plan of co -operative directions :

work involving direct contact with industrial plants,
1. Studies looking towards training of a broad

and even those which have not adopted a definite co
executive character .

operative plan require their students to spend four or
2. Those taking up the details and methods of

eight weeks during each summer acquiring experience
production.

in those lines which either cannot be taught in college,

3. Courses along business and commercial lines .

through lack of time and facilities, or which are pecu

What weight has been given to each of these three

liar to manufacturing and industrial enterprises.

While most of the co -operative courses in this coun
aspects of the economic substitutions can only be ar

try, from the inaugural one at the University of Cin

rived at by a tabulation of the time allotted to courses

lassed under these heads. This has been done and

cinnati to the most recent ones at Massachusettes In

the results are given in the following schedules in the
stitute of Technology, the Harvard Engineering

School , and New York University, are not confined to
preparation of which an effort was made to so group

the various courses given at the seven technical schools
courses in Industrial Engineering alone, they show

selected that the dominating subjects may be appar
a tendency of the time in making a part of their re

ent in each curriculum .

quirements some form of practical instruction to be ob

tained only in direct contact with industry itself . But

whether the two weeks' period of alternate work at the

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

college and at the industry as introduced by Dean
Engineering Administration

Schneider, or the three months ' interval of work in
GENERAL SUBJECTS

each between the end of sophomore year and beginning
Mathematics

of senior year, as tested for ten years at the University Analytical Geometry

of Pennsylvania, is the best for final adoption by all
Calculus

may still be open to argument.
Differential Equations

Language

English and History

CO -OPERATIVE WORK A FEATURE OF THE COURSE Written and Oral Reports

Engineering Addresses

Science
Still another plan is in operation between the

Chemistry
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Lynn

Physics

Works of the General Electric Company, where thir Military Science

teen weeks are spent in the industry and eleven weeks

at the institute alternately for the last three years of
GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

a five-year course in electrical engineering.
Mechanical Engineering

New York University has a plan confined solely to
Drawing and Descriptive Geometry

Machine Tool Work

its course in Industrial Engineering where at the end Mechanism (Kinematics)

of the sophomore year the student spends half his Machine Design

time for the remaining twenty - four months of his
Engineering Laboratory

course at the industry and half at the university in
Heat Engineering Electives

Civil Engineering

alternate periods of four months each , the longest Analytical and Applied Mechanics

term yet attempted under the co -operative plan . A fifth Materials of Engineering

year is spent in elementary research or in the investiga. Hydraulics

Electrical Engineering

tion of industrial problems either at the university or
Elements of Electrical Engineering

at the industry or partly at both . The usual B. S. Central Stations

degree is given at the completion of the four-year term Electrical Laboratory

and the degree of I. E. at the end of the fifth year un
SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

der the above arrangement.
Human Relations

Under each of these methods of introducing the stu
Industrial Relations

dent to the great field outside of the college walls, Labor Problems and Sociology

whether this contact be worth more by reason of a short
History of Industry

Production
interval or a long one, the fact remains that his educa

Accounting
tion is broadened and his ability to think and act for

Industrial Organization

himself increased. Statistics

Business Management

TYPICAL COURSES IN MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
Cost Analysis

Marketing

Sales, Advertising and Trade under

As to the content of those courses now being given “ Business Management”

Finance and Law
under the general title of Industrial Engineering by a

Political Economy

half-dozen or more of our leading universities , while
Business Law

the general aim is the same it is variously emphasized .
Banking

From an analysis of the actual class hours devoted to Securities and Investments

9
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1

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE

Industrial Engineering

GENERAL SUBJECTS

Mathematics

Trigonometry

Analytical Geometry

Calculus

Language

English Composition

Argumentation

Public Speaking

Modern Language

Science

Physics

Chemistry

Military Science

Modern Economic History

GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

Mechanical Engineering

Engineering Practice

Drawing and Descriptive Geometry

Water and Heat Power Engineering

Mechanical Laboratory

Civil Engineering

Mechanics and Structural Design

Strength of Materials and Metallurgy

General Contracting2

Electrical Engineering

Fundamentals of Electricity

Generation

Transmission

Industrial Applications2

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

Human Relations

Psychology or History of Industryi

Labor Management

Social Science

Administrative Engineering Problems1

Production

Engineering Economics

Industrial Management

Cost Accounting

Shop Equipment and Management2

Machinery and Processes

Marketing

Sales and Advertising Statistics

Transportation2

Finance and Law

Business Administration

Business Finance

Business Law

Specifications and Contracts

1 Junior Electives .

2 Senior Elcctives.

GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

Mechanical Engineering

Shopwork ( Forge, Foundry, Machine, Woodworking )

Kinematics of Machinery

Drawing and Descriptive Geometry

Heat Engineering and Power Plants

Machine Design

Mechanical Laboratory

Civil Engineering

Elementary and Applied Mechanics

Engineering Materials

Mill Building Design

Metallurgy of Iron and Steel

Electrical Engineering

Dynamo Machinery

Industrial Electrical Applications

Electrical Engineering Laboratory

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

Human Relations

Principles of Industrial Engineering

Psychology

Social Service

Political Parties

Production

Accountancy and Industrial Accounts

ientific and Shop Management

Factory Planning and Inspection Trips

Industrial Management and Organization

Time and Motion Studies

Marketing

Briefly treated under “ Industrial Management”

Finance and Law

Engineering Law and Contracts

Principles of Economics

Money and Banking or Commerce Subjects

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Industrial Engineering

GENERAL SUBJECTS

Mathematics

Language

Science

Physical Laboratory

Engineering and Industrial Chemistry

GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

Mechanical Engineering

Power Generation

Machine Elements

Engineering Thermodynamics

Mechanical Laboratory

Machine Design and Analysis

Civil Engineering

Metallography

Mechanics

Strength of Materials

Electrical Engineering

Direct and Alternating Current

Electrical Laboratory

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

Human Relations

Public Assets of Business

Labor Problems

Production

Principles of Accounting

Factory Cost Analysis

Business Statistics

Factory Management and Equipment

Manufacturing Processes

Analysis of Productivity

Selected Industries

YALE UNIVERSITY - SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL

Administrative Engineering

GENERAL SUBJECTS

Mathematics

Algebra

Trigonometry

Analytical Geometry

Calculus

Language

English Literature

Report Writing and Composition

Public Speaking

Modern Languagel

Science

Physics

Chemistry

History and Government
3 All general subjects covered in 3.year college couise.
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Marketing

No separate course given

Finance and Law

Principles of Money and Banking

Business Law

Corporation Finance

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Industrial Engineering

GENERAL SUBJECTS

Mathematics

Algebra

Trigonometry

Analytical Geometry

Calculus

Language

Rhetoric and Composition

Technical Writing

Survey of Scientific Literature

Public Speaking

Modern Language or American Government

Science

Physics

Chemistry

Military Science and Hygiene

GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

Mechanical Engineering

General Engineering Practice

Drawing and Descriptive Geometry

Applied Kinematics

Heat Power Engineering

Mechanical Laboratory

Civil Engineering

Analytical and Applied Mechanics

Properties of Materials

Hydaulics and Hydraulic Motors

Electrical Engineering

Direct Current

Alternating Current

Industrial Applications of Electricity

INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS

Human Re'ations

Psychology or Modern Language

Industrial Relations and Employment

Economic or Administrative Problems ( Thesis )

Production

Bookkeeping and Accounting

General and Cost Accounting

Factory Organization

Industrial Engineering

Shopwork and Methods

Marketing

Advertising and Selling

Trade and Transportation

Economic Geography

Finance and Law

Business Organization

Principles of Economics

Engineering and Commercial Law

Science

Physics

Chemistry

GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

Mechanical Engineering

Shopwork ( Forge, Foundry, Machine )

Machine Design

Heat Power Engineering

Civil Engineering

Surveying

Mechanics

Mechanics of Material

Hydraulics

Electrical Engineering

Direct Current

Alternating Current

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

Human Relations

Psychology

Industrial Employment

Personnel Administration

Production

Industrial Statistics

Cost Accounting

Shop Methods

Time and Motion Studies

Marketing

Advertising ( To be treated under Sales Management )

Sales Engineering

Sales Management

Transportation and Foreign Trade

Finance and Law

Credit and Banking

Corporation Finance

Business Law

Contracts and Specifications

PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Industrial Engineering

GENERAL SUBJECTS

Mathematics

Algebra

Trigonometry

Analytical Geometry

Calculus

Language

English or Modern Language

Science

General Chemistry

General Physics

Military Science

Personal Efficiency (Hygiene )

GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical and Machine Drawing

Shopwork (Woodworking, Forge, Foundry, Machine)

Kinematics and Machine Design

Engines and Boilers

Power Plants and Transmission

Heating and Ventilating

Mechanical Laboratory and Seminar

Civil Engineering

Analytical Mechanics

Electrical Engineering

Elements of Electrical Engineering

Industrial Lighting

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

Human Relations

Measuring Mental Ability and Achievement

Psychology (General and Educational)

Safety Engineering and First Aid

Labor Problems and Sociology

Human Nature and Industry

Fundamental Laws and Principles of Human Relations

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

Industrial Engineering

GENERAL SUBJECTS

Mathematics

Algebra

Trigonometry

Analytical Geometry

Calculus

Language

English

Report Writing
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summer in one institution and in term time in another,

there is naturally a slightly unfair weighting of total

hours. This, however, is not serious enough to nullify

general comparisons, which is all that is attempted in

this presentation

Production

Employment Management

Time and Motion Studies

Shop Course in Manufacturing

Industrial Equipment

Factory Layout and Management Systems

Cost Accounting

Industrial Engineering

Marketing

Salesmanship

Finance and Law

Elementary Economics

Business Statistics

A PROPOSED MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING COURSE

COURSE PROPOSED BY THE SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERS

Industrial Engineering

GENERAL SUBJECTS

Mathematics

Algebra

Trigonometry

Analytical and Descriptive Geometry

Calculus (Optional )

Language

English

Composition and Literature

Public Speaking

Modern Language ( Optional )

Science

Physics

Chemistry ( Industrial Applications)

Hygiene and Physical Culture

GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

Mechanical Engineering

Drawing

Machine Design

Mechanical Laboratory

Elementary Power Engineering

Civil Engineering

Properties of Materials

Strength of Materials

Electrical Engineering

Covered in Physics

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

Human Relations

Psychology (Optional or P. G. )

History of Industry

Philosophy of Industry

Production

Statistics and Statistical Control

Factory Organization and Management

Cost Analysis

Shop Practice ( Principles )

Marketing

Industrial Relations

Finance and Marketing (Optional or P. G. )

Finance and Law

Principles of Economics

Business Law (Optional or P. G. )

Economic Problems of Industry

The last course tabulated is a rearrangement of that

proposed by a special committee at the Philadelphia

convention of The Society of Industrial Engineers in

March, 1920. The publication of this course has ac

complished a good deal in that it has brought forth

comment from various educators as to what really

ought to be taught in the training of an industrial

engineer.

One says, “ I have no quarrel with any one who

wishes to give a course under the head of Business

Management or a similar title, but I do hold that if

any engineering course is given it should contain the

fundamentals of engineering, such as calculus , applied

mechanics, heat engineering, machine design , etc. I

realize also that some men who have not this engineer

ing training may make excellent managers and I shall

be very glad to pass such men over to such schools as

will give them training in management, but I will ob

ject to having their training called engineering and to

their receipt of degrees in engineering. ”

Another writes, “ I believe that the foundations of

a course in Industrial Engineering should include

psychology -- principles of human behavior - as well as

engineering and economics. Since the detailed course

outlined is not heavier than our course in mechanical,

electrical, and chemical engineering, I believe the com

mittee's suggestion does not fully utilize the possibilities

of a four -year undergraduate course in Industrial En

gineering of grade to correspond with the engineering

courses now given in technical schools of the first

class .

Still another comments as follows : “ First, I do not,

agree at all that calculus should be optional. As a mat

ter of fact, it is not possible for the student to study

intelligently a number of the courses listed in your

scheme unless he has a knowledge of calculus , unless

indeed he is prepared to study these subjects ‘ parrot

fashion ,' which , as you are well aware, is not the proper

method. My second objection is that I find no mention

of analytic mechanics. Analytic mechanics is the key

stone of the arch of an engineering course , and further

more, again , without mechanics many of the subjects

that you have listed further along in the course would

have to be given in an exceedingly crude and ele

mentary fashion . In other words, I think the course

lacks the two subjects which are most important in the

training of an engineer .”

The quotations given represent opinions at three

typical institutions, viz .: Pennsylvania State College ,

Purdue University, and Cornell University. So far as

the course criticized is concerned , it would seem that

if the word " optional” be stricken out and the sub

ject of analytical and applied mechanics be added, the

The class hours given in the schedules represent as

nearly as possible the actual time spent in lecture room

and laboratory excluding all preparation hours.

Moreover, no summer work has been included in the

figures, as comparative values between institutions -

der the co-operative plan and those not under the plan

would have no significance. Under the heading “ Gen

eral Engineering Subjects," where shopwork or sur

veying , for example, are given entirely during the
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proposed curriculum would not differ in essentials from most representative in the column of “ General Sub

those with which it is compared.
jects,” Yale University under the “ General Engineer

Referring to Table 1 , in the four subdivisions under ing Subjects," and New York University under the

the heading “ Specific Subjects,” there seems to be the “ Specific Subjects.”

widest variation in percentages under “ Production, ” It is the opinion of the writer that in the usual en

with the one exception of Purdue University, under the gineering courses at most of our technical schools, the
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Fig. 1 CHART SHOWING THE NUMBER OF CLASS HOURS DEVOTED TO INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS

AT THE SEVEN INSTITUTIONS LISTED IN TABLE 1

The author is indebted to Professor Gano of the University of Cincinnati for assistance in plotting this chart

TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF THE NUMBER OF HOURS DEVOTED TO INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS

GENERAL SUBJECTS GENERAL ENGINEERING SUBJECTS SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

INSTITUTION Mathematics Language Science Mechanical Civil Electrical
Human

Relations Production Marketing

Finance

and Law

Total

Class

Hours

Class Per Class Per Class Per Class Per Class Per Class Per Class Per Class Per Class Per Class Per

Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent Hours Cent

Mass. Inst. of Technology .

Penn . State College.....

180

270
6.6
8.4

8.7

10.0

690 25.0

375 11.7

790

870

28.6

27.2

220

300

8.0

9.4

150

210
5.4

6.6

70

150

2.5

4.7

240

585

8.7

18.3

180

120

6.5

3.8

2760

3195

240

270

451

200

902240 9.0 10.8 17.4 90 3.2Sheffield Scientific School..
Columbia University :.

New York University .

University of Pittsburgh ..

Purdue University

AVERAGE........

210

240

330

7.3

8.8

15.0

225

156

60

7.9

5.8

3.0

465

1354

660

504

240

22.9

18.6

10.8

15.51

645

600

570

612

495

24.2

17.7

20.0

22.6

22.5

285

225

225

444

120

10.6

6.6

7.8

16.4

5.5

90

150

180

180

75

3.5

4.3

6.2

6.6

3.4

135 5.0

120 3.5

180 6.3

108 4.0

460 20.8

270

1050

295

132

330

10.0

31.0

10.0

4.8

15.0

210

168

30

165

165

120

168

60

6.2

4.8

4.2

6.2

2.7

2675

3390

2875

2712

2200

6.2

1.3

245 8.7 214 7.6 438 655 23.2 260 9.2 148 5.1 175 6.7 415 14.6 124 4.4 142 5.0 2829

Modern Economic History. ?History and Government. $Six -Year Course — 3 years' Industria I Engineering.

* This figure represents hours given in the three- year course in addition to those inthe preliminary college course .

5This figure is made up of the bours indicated plus the average of the hours in the " General Subjects” for the sake of comparing all four -year courses .
Class Hours based on credit hours multiplied by 15.

heading of “ Human Relations. " The decisions of The curricula are too much alike , and the colleges of engi

Society of Industrial Engineers’ Committee on curric- neering ought to be more distinctive in the courses they

ulum would indicate that those institutions having the offer and not all do practically the same thing. It would

highest percentages under " Human Relations and seem that The Society of Industrial Engineers through

" Production develop more nearly the ideal course. " its special committee has performed a creditable piece of

In Table 1 the percentages under the three main head- work in calling attention to the fact that industrial

ings indicate that the University of Pittsburgh is the engineering education has at least started right.
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discussions, and excursions combined with classroom

instruction and parallel with shop and drafting office

experience

Finally, a working knowledge of the systems used in

the clerical, purchasing, storekeeping, accounting,

sales, patent, and shipping departments, since they are

so closely interwoven with the engineering department

systems, will assist the draftsman very materially in

determining “ why, ” “ when, ” “ where,” and “ what,

and arriving at the " how " in numberless cases that

frequently come up for disposition .

Management engineering. Education 658(07)

A New Course in Management

Engineering in England

By R. POLIAKOFF

Assistant Professor of Mechanical Technology,

Technical Institute, Moscow, Russia

N the July number of MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING,

of

Unemployment

Exchange

Credit and Interest

Distribution

7. Organization of Industry and Commerce

Competition

Localization

Combinations

Company Formation

Foreign Trade

8. Industrial Finance

Gold and Paper Money

Inflation

Index Numbers

Banking

Company Funds

Foreign Exchange

D. TECHNIQUE OF MANAGEMENT

9. Type of Management

Departmental

Functional

Committee

10. Employment

Selection

Education

Training

Discipline

Works Regulations

11. Routine

Planning

Progressing

Graphical and Statistical Control

Cost Accounting

Time and General Offices

12. Experimental

Processing

Rate Fixing

Time and Motion Study

Fatigue

E. PERSONAL

13. Incentives

Time, Piece, Premium Plans

Sliding Scale

Profit - Sharing

Co -Partnership

Promotion

14. Working Conditions

Security of Tenure

Sick Benefits

Pensions

Holidays

Safety and First Aid

Hygiene and Sanitation

Welfare, Canteens, etc.

15. Interrelations

Internal Publicity

Personal Contact

Community Interests

Works ' Committees

Spheres of Activity

Relation to Management

16. Education

Continuation Education

Apprenticeship Schemes

General Adult and Vocational Training

17. Recreation

Cultural

Sports

Handicrafts

From the above it can be seen that the program is

complete , and taking into account the general interest

in management engineering which is felt now both in

this country and in Europe, one cannot fail to notice

that the new Department of the Manchester College

has developed a very complete program .

in management engineering in use in American univer

ties and technical schools. Similar courses are being

introduced abroad. As an example, the Municipal Col

lege of Technology in Manchester, which is considered

one of the best schools for higher technical education

in England, has opened recently a new Department of

Industrial Administration which in the words of the

college authorities has the following objects :

1. To investigate all problems relating to industrial manage

ment and to collect and co -ordinate the information ob

tained with a view to assisting in the building up of a

science of industrial administration .

2. To put all knowledge so gained at the disposal of the busi

ness community and in particular to organize classes and

lectures for managers, workers, and students.

The subjects to be studied in the department will be

as follows :

A , INDUSTRIAL HISTORY

1. Medieval Guilds

Statute of Apprentices

Domestic System

Colonial Expansion

2. Industrial Revolution

Mechanical Inventions and Improvements

in Transportation

3. Factory Legislation

Trade Unions and Employers ' Associations

Co -Operative Movement

Health Insurance

Unemployment Insurance

B. LABOR ASPIRATIONS

4. Trade Unions

Conciliation and Arbitration

National Industrial Councils

Trade Boards

5. State Socialism

Guild Socialism

Syndicalism

Communism and Bolshevism

C. ECONOMICS

6. General Principles

Production

Labor and Machinery

1



Lean practitioners can relate to this article. Like
Taiichi Ohno, Henry Gantt grew tired of "men of
accounts" (accountants) who made "production
conform to the ideals of an accounting system,"
thus diminishing the work of those who possess
the capability of making goods efficiently. At on
top of that, some "men of accounts" claimed to
be "efficiency engineers" yet still possessed "the
minds of bookkeepers." Sound familiar? Learn
more about Mr. Gantt here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Gantt

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Gantt


Making Goods Versus Making Records

By H. L. Gantt.

ORE than twenty years ago our industries reached a

point where much better methods of accounting and

record keeping were needed than those which the

people then directing them had been able to devise.

They naturally called to their assistance men who had experience

in accounts -- bookkeepers, certified public accountants and va

rious other kinds of accounting experts. Unfortunately, few of

these men who were trained in figures had had any experience in

production. Their activities had been almost entirely confined to

merchandising. The result was that they devised schemes of

accounting and record keeping that did not meet the needs of the

manufacturer, and at length thinking men began to realize that

they could not greatly improve their industries by figures that

were not related to the productive process .

About this time the word " efficiency " came into prominent

notice, and the new idea was heralded as a sovereign cure for all

the evils that existed . Naturally , many accountants simply

changed their title to efficiency engineer, bought stop watches

and started on a new campaign . The result in many cases was a

further complication of the problems of production, for they

were still accountants , and had the minds of bookkeepers whose

prime object is to balance accounts . Systems of manufacturing

devised by such people were made to conform to systems of ac

counting, often leading to dissatisfaction as well as to the detri

ment of the productive process.

This was so true in many cases that in the attempt to produce

a fine system of accounting, one that would balance all expendi

tures to a cent, the feature of production was entirely lost sight

of, and the productive forces were hampered to an almost incon

ceivable degree by a method that led nowhere.

This attempt to make production conform to the ideals of an

accounting system perhaps reached its highest perfection in the

departments of the Federal Government, where the manufacture

of records ( paper work ) , which nobody uses goes on with an

activity and continuity which cause the productive forces to

seem insignificant by comparison. Congress is blamed for much

of this , but members of Congress would never have legislated

Efficiency Society Journal, Vol. 6, No. 9, September 1917, pp. 460-461
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such schemes on to the departments if those schemes had not

been devised and advocated by men of accounts who were sup

posed to know but , as experience proves, did not . We cannot

get true efficiency until the whole scheme is changed and manu

facturing records are devised with the primary object of promot

ing productive effectiveness.

Some civilian engineers are today feeling the irksomeness of

the Army and Navy accounting methods. They are complaining

that too much stress is put on figures and documents. The

written records loom large when actually the thing itself is what

the nation needs . Battles are not fought with figures in a book

but are lost or won by guns and shells .

The biggest national task of recent years was the building of

the Panama Canal. It required organizing and engineering ability

of the highest order. Two eminent civilian engineers successively

undertook the responsibility of its direction , and both resigned

after a few months because of the hampering restraints of red

tape, General Goethals followed them, met the same difficulty,

obtained executive permission to violate governmental regula

tions where necessary and built the canal :

The great war into which we have so recently entered also

teaches us most emphatically that power no longer belongs to

those whose principal ability is making figures, but to those who

can produce the goods. If we would do our part in the struggle

which is before us , we must organize on a basis entirely different

from the one which now prevails, and devote our efforts to

supporting the man who knows what to do and how to do it ,

rather than dissipate our energies in making records which serve

no useful purpose.— ( Reprinted from Industrial Management.)

Copyright, 1917 , by the Engineering Magazine Co.



Scientific Management was seen by Frederick
Winslow Taylor and some progressive business
leaders as a substitute for unionism. By around
1912 Scientific Management began to run into
severe criticism from union labor leaders and
politicians, as illustrated by this group of seven
articles. Their interest, of course, was to maintain
the status quo; to assure that traditions prevail
over advancement and preserve vested
economic and political interests (local
optimization). To this day, labor unions largely
remain opposed to progressive (Lean)
management, though some politicians at the
state and national levels in the U.S. have been in
favor of it in recent decades. Could Lean
management be a substitute for the emerging
unionism we see today among tech and gig
workers? Not if traditions prevail. If you want to
know why traditions prevail, please
see https://bobemiliani.com/wonder-no-more/

https://bobemiliani.com/wonder-no-more/


Organized Labor's Opposition to Scientific Management*

By HORACE B. DRURY

Member

INTRODUCTORY

The following is the first of a series of four articles to appear in

GREATER EFFICIENCY upon the above subject . They constitute a sum

mary of facts gathered and of opinions formed by the writer during

the course of an investigation which was conducted according to the

following plans: First, a general impression with regard to what

scientific management claims to be , was obtained by looking into books

dealing with the merits of the system . Second, a measure of the

hostility of organized labor to it was attempted through the seeking

out and interviewing of various representative labor men , in and about

New York City . Third, visits were undertaken to the strongholds

of scientific management in the city of Philadelphia, on the occasion

of which the authors and operators of the system were given an op

portunity to reply to the attacks on scientific management, and the

writer was able to make some personal observations. And fourth , the

inspections and interviews having been completed , the investigator's

own ideas , together with those of various impartial and competent

critics, were rearranged as a system of conclusions regarding the rela

tionship between organized labor and scientific management . It has

seemed best to make this same four- fold division of the subject the

plan of arrangement in presenting this series of articles .

PART I. AN OUTLINE OF THE THEORY OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT

Whenever the term " scientific management" is used in this paper ,

it must be understood that the thing in mind is simply that form of

industrial organization which has been sometimes styled the “ Taylor

System .” To mention a pertinent fact or two in the history of scien

tific management, it was about thirty years ago that Mr. Fred W.

* This series is being published in Industrial Engineering, to whom we are

indebted for this article.
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Taylor began to form plans designed to make more efficient the or

ganization and management of men engaged in manual work. Mr.

Taylor, in the course of time, devised many methods which , it is

claimed, were put into successful operation in various shops , and

which were fully described by him to the public in an article called

" Shop Management,” which was read before the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers at their 1903 meeting . Having risen by his

efforts along these lines from a position as mechanic to a position for

a time as president of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

Mr. Taylor now purposes to devote the rest of his life to the spread

ing of scientific management. There are also several other men,

mainly Mr. Taylor's followers , who have distinguished themselves

in the same field . Among these might be mentioned Harrington

Emerson, H. L. Gantt , Carl Barth, Frederick A. Parkhurst , Sanford

E. Thompson, Frank B. Gilbreth , Morris L. Cooke, H. K. Hathaway,

and many others .

Having thus limited the meaning of the term scientific manage

ment, and having made this mention of the origin of the system , let

us now take up one by one the various theories underlying its appli

cation.

( a ) ELEMENTARY TIME STUDY AS A MEANS OF DETERMINING WAGES

The first and perhaps the most widely advertised feature of scien

tific management has to do with the problem of determining wages.

As is well known, under ordinary management, wages are commonly

determined according to one or the other of the two following

methods. According to the day work method , a man is employed at a

fixed rate per hour. This rate the workman receives whether he turns

out in the course of the day a small output or a large output. The

chief stimulus towards industry and efficiency is the fear of discharge

or the hope of promotion . According to the piece-work method , this

custom of paying in proportion to the amount of time put in , is aban

doned, and each man is awarded according to his efficiency, as meas

ured by the quantity of work which he accomplishes . It is also well

known that because day work is said to rarely result in a workman's

doing his best , piece-work has been introduced by many employers

wherever possible .
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Now scientific management , when it considers the usefulness of

these two wage systems , does not hesitate a moment before pro

nouncing the day work system inefficient and almost unworthy of

discussion . Turning next to an analysis of the merits of the piece

work system, it declares that the theory of piece-work is excellent .

However, the methods to-day employed in determining the rates are

so pernicious as to vitiate the usefulness of the entire system .

According to the advocates of scientific management , an employer

who has made up his mind to introduce a piece-work system ordinarily

manufactures it in the following way : He, on the one hand , reaches

a decision as to how much per hour he wishes his workmen to receive ;

and he , on the other hand , makes a rough guess as to how long it

should take a good man to finish the work. The piece -work rate he

then fixes at such a figure that an able man by rapid work will just

about earn the predetermined wage .

So far everything is fair enough. But suppose, now , that an able

or enterprising workman , urged on by the lure of big wages , makes a

material increase in the volume of his output. For a time he will

make big profits, let us say 35% more than his fellows . But after a

season the employer looks over his pay roll , and he notices that on a

certain job a workman is earning 35% higher wages than was his

purpose when fixing the rate . There was a mistake made here , he

thinks, and so the rate is ordered cut .

Now in actual life the lowering of piece-work rates has occurred

over and over again . The workmen know that if they can succeed in

restricting their output they will continue to be paid at rates which

will net them the average income for their trade , in return for a

moderate exertion on their part . But piece- workers are in general

convinced that if in hope of greater gain they work harder and do

more, the time will eventually come when their rates will be so cut that

in spite of the increased output , their earnings will be no greater than

before. It is for this reason that labor unions sometimes fix a

minimum wage for their members, and he who insists on earning more

is heavily fined. And it is because of this same aspect of the situation

that a workman will sometimes go to considerable trouble to study out

how he may work slowly and yet maintain the appearance of in

dustry. So it is that the charge is made that the piece-work system
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has fallen short of accomplishing its principal aim, which is to per

suade the workmen that it is to their interests as well as those of their

employers that the output be at a maximum .

Now , say the advocates of scientific management, the root of the

above trouble is this : That under ordinary management the piece-work

rate is not based upon exact knowledge, but instead , that which it

ought to be is simply guessed at by the boss . The men, in order to

be given rates that are fair and favorable to themselves , are practically

compelled to deceive the boss regarding the difficulty of the work.

But if the difficulty of each job could be determined by methods whose

accuracy was unimpeachable, then the possibility and the necessity of

these ruinous tactics would be eliminated . Such a solution , scientific

management announces that it has discovered through the working out

of the science and are of elementary time and motion study.

The fundamental point to be grasped in making an examination

into elementary time study is this : That its conclusions are based upon

a painstaking analysis of work into the elementary movements of hand

and body, which when followed one by the other, accomplish the de

sired end. On the following page has been inserted a list of the

elements into which a certain kind of excavation work has been di

vided . It should be said that in many cases the analysis is carried

much more into details , this particular example having been selected

mainly because of its simplicity. Nevertheless the record illustrates

very well the all -important fact that in elementary time- study the

results are based not upon the timing of the work as a whole, but

rather upon the timing of little work elements, little individual mo

tions , which enter into the job .

To clear up this idea further, an analogy will be here introduced

from the field of chemistry. Imagine a chemist with 1,000 compounds

before him , whose molecular weights must be determined. If the

chemist is good at analysis , the simplest way for him to perform his

task will be to analyse each compound into its elements , and then by

consulting his tables of atomic weights he can calculate the weights of

the molecules . Let the chemist in this illustration become by analogy

a time-study man . The 1,000 chemical compounds whose molecular

weights are to be determined are transformed by analogy into 1,000

factory jobs whose times of performance are to be calculated . Now
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note that just as the chemist can analyse his 1,000 different com

pounds into some 70 like elements , so an expert time-study man can

analyse the 1,000 jobs which enter into any trade, into a surprisingly

small number of like elementary movements. One element might

consist in the throwing of a shovel full of earth, another in the grasp

ing of the handles of a wheelbarrow , another in the striking of a blow

with a hammer, and another in the picking up of a file. And so it

clearly follows that just as the chemist , by working backwards from

his table of atomic weights, can determine the molecular weight of a

compound, so the time study man , by working backwards from the

time which it takes to do various elementary movements, can calculate

how long it should take to finish an entire job .

TIME STUDY ANALYSIS OF WHEELBARROW EXCAVATIONS

Detailed Operations Time Per Barrow

( in Minutes )

a . Filling barrow with sand ..... 1.24

b . Starting .182

c . Wheeling full , 50 feet . .225

d . Dumping and turning. .172

e . Returning empty, 50 feet .. .260

f . Dropping barrow and starting to shovel .. .162

a . Filling barrow with clay ..

2.241

1.948

Total Time

( in Minutes )

Time Complete Operations

A. M.

7:00 Commenced loading sand ..

9:02 43 loads wheeled 50 feet ..

9:50 Picking hard clay ...

11:39 29 loads wheeled 50 feet ..

11:46 Picking clay again ...

12:01 4 loads wheeled 50 feet ..

I 22

48

109

7

15

1
5

301

NOTE.-Comparison of " Detail" with " Complete" operations shows that

about 27% of the total time was taken in rest and other necessary delays .

About the same quantity loose as at the start . ( Data taken from F. W. Tay

lor's " Shop Management,” page 15*. )
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This elementary time study seems correct in principle . But per

haps the question arises , why go to all this trouble ? Why not time the

jobs as a whole ? To this query there might be given two answers

In the first place, a job as a whole is too complicated to make of it a

single measurement. The accuracy of a record obtained in this

unanylitical manner would depend very largely upon the honesty of

the workman studied . It is in fact precisely because of the un

certainty creeping into such lump observations , that in fixing ordinary

piece-work rates a premium has been placed on deception , with all

the disastrous results which deception brings . But it is the beauty

of thoroughgoing analysis into details , that it is thus possible for the

time-study man to keep an effective check upon the man studied . In

tegrity of results may always be easily obtained , because the time

study expert can make use of his previous experience to determine

just about how long any elementary motion should take. Thus by

elementary time-study, and by this means alone , can unimpeachable

data be obtained such as may be used as a basis for fixing uniform

piece-work rates .

A second very important reason for the introduction of detailed

analysis into time-study is said to be the fact that in many shops

there are entirely too many different jobs to time each one separately .

Especially in a machine shop where the product is made to order and

according to no one standard plan , the jobs are always varying one

from another in some particular, so that two jobs are not ordinarily

alike in all respects . Yet if a new operation be analyzed beforehand ,

it is found to consist of old elements which have occurred over and

over again in slightly different combinations in connection with other

jobs . So in such shops the expert who has spent several years in

making a time-study of the ordinary work elements is able by simply

going to the proper tables to calculate beforehand the total time which

it should take to do a new job.

Now the sum obtained by the addition of the times allowed for

the various work elements is increased by a fairly liberal margin ,

which is supposed to allow sufficient time for rest and other necessary

delays , and then the resulting product is regarded as the standard time

granted for the performance of the job. The promise is then made

that whoever gets done with his work within the time set will be paid

the ordinary rate of wages for the trade, plus a bonus, which varies
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from 30% in some cases to 100 % in other cases, over and above the

regular wages. * To this standard every workman is expected

eventually to rise . If he does not , then he is like the lawyer who does

not make good , or the business man who fails in his business. Such

a workman is asked to quit and give place to some other man better

suited by nature for the work.

The shops which have introduced scientific management claim that

a piece -work rate once established by this standard method has never

been cut. Even should a mistake be made, and a workman find him

self able to make much more than had been expected - even then the

rate would be maintained . Thus the workman has no fear of rate

cutting, and it is to his interests to get out as much work as industry

and ingenuity will permit .

( 6 ) THE STANDARDIZATION OF WORKING CONDITIONS

When wages are obtained in this manner there is one other step

which it is extremely essential to take , namely, the conditions of work

must be standardized . For, if a certain amount of time is allowed to

do a certain piece of work on the supposition that the workman will

use a sharp tool , whereas he really has a very dull tool , or perhaps no

fit tool at all , then he will lose out in the race against time , and the

entire system will be branded as unfair . So it is that scientific man

agement assumes the responsibility of seeing that the conditions that

are met in performing the work are equivalent to those under which

the time-studies were made. Tools , factory conditions , materials and

all other things must be of strictly uniform character . While the

primary purpose of this standardization of conditions is to render the

bonus system just, it will be readily seen that in addition it has an im

portant direct effect in the way of increasing efficiency.

( c ) SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT AS A MEANS OF DISCOVERING EFFICIENT

METHODS OF PRODUCTION

It has been pointed out that the first principles of scientific manage

* The bonus system is only one of several piece-work wage systems

from among which the scientific management expert is free to choose

that one which is the best adapted to the situation at hand . Mr. Taylor

himself favors a somewhat different arrangement.
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ment deals with the wages question , and aims to promote efficiency

through instilling into the workmen a desire to do their best to increase

the output . We have now come to the second and opposite side of

scientific management, which aims to secure results through more

effective activity on the part of the management. Let us now consider

how the trained minds of the office enter the shop and place a fund

of scientific knowledge at the disposal of the workmen .

An idea of how this is accomplished can best be obtained by ex

amining an instruction card, such as that shown on the opposite page .

It will be noticed that this illustration is a blank card , so ruled as to

be ready to be filled out with detailed instructions for the use of a

workman who is to turn a tire . On the left-hand column notice the

list of operations , and on the extreme right the time which may be

properly taken for each one . This much of the card would be entirely

sufficient to give the necessary information regarding the piece-work

rate . But there are several other columns . Column 2 tells a workman

what pattern he should use, column 3 to what size he should cut the

tire , column 4 how deep the cut should be made, column 5 how the

belt should be fixed, and so on . Now what are these various columns

for ? It is evident that columns 2 , 3 and 4 give instructions connected

with the design which the draftsman has planned for the tire . But

columns 1 , 5 and 6 go much further than this . Column i informs the

workman in just what order it is most economical of time to arrange

the operations , while columns 5 and 6 indicate just how this machine

should be adjusted so as to proceed at maximum efficiency.

Now what is the reason and justification of all these instructions?

Does not the workman know his business ? Is he not competent to de

cide in what order things should be done, and how fast his machine

should be operated ? Scientific management answers, no. It says that

the individual workman is a man of limited experience, of limited

training , not to mention limited ability, and that there are many things

which he can not efficiently manage. For instance in a machine shop

it takes more than mere good judgment to decide how a machine should

be operated . There are certain technicalities which only a trained

engineer can properly decide, and even he must have made a long

series of experiments . Into what shapes the tools should be ground,

how fast the machines should run , how deep the tools should be set,
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these are details that can not be learned once and for all , but which

must be changed again and again according to the nature of the work ,

or to the hardness or softness of the metal to be tooled . Only by the

use of complicated mathematical rules , and only by methods that are

entirely beyond the understanding of the untrained workman , can

the work be efficiently planned.

TIRE - TURNING INSTRUCTION CARD

Machine shop ..

Order for .... Tires ...

Do work on tire No ....

As follows and per blue print ...

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) (4 ) ( 5 ) (6 ) ( 7 )

Templet
Size to be Depth of

cut to Cut
Driving
Belt

Feed Rate

Time this

operation
should

take

Surface to be machined ...

Set tire on machine ready

to turn

Rough face front edge ..

Finish face front edge ..

Rough bore front ...

Finish bore front...

Rough face front I. S. C...

Cut out filled ....

Rough bore front I. S. C ...

Rough face back edge ..

Finish face back edge .

Finish bore back ...

Rough bore back ..

Rough face back I. S. F..

Cut out filled ....

Cut recess

Rough turn thread .

Finish turn thread .

Rough ' turn flange.

Finish turn edge ..

Clean fillet of flange...

Remove tire from machine

and clean face-plate .....

( Taken from F. W. Taylor's “ Shop Management," page 86.)
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It is claimed, moreover, that many valuable discoveries with re

gard to the most expeditious ways in which to handle work are re

vealed by the time-study. The man with the stop -watch makes a

record of every minute motion made and puts down the amount of

time consumed. Then an expert looks over the records and says to

himself : " What is this motion for ? It does not seem to do any good.”

Or he makes a comparison, and asks : “Why is it that this workman

performs only a few motions and gets done quickly with the work,

while that workman makes so many more motions and takes such

a long time ? Somebody is using a clumsy method in his work ."

Thus it is said that the searching analysis of time-study detects in

numerable little wastes and many big wastes in the manner of doing

work . In short, work is a science, and only men who have unusually

keen powers of observation and analysis are capable of planning it in

an efficient way.

Hence it is that under scientific management, before an operation

is entrusted to a workman, the job is carefully studied in the office.

On an instruction - blank directions are then written out, which

state just how the work may be done most conveniently for the

worker, and most economically from the technical standpoint. These

cards are put into the hands of the workman, who is expected to

carry them out to the letter .

(d ) SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR

Another theory of scientific management which has really been

implied in what has just been stated , but which is of such great im

portance that it merits separate mention, is this, that under scientific

management there is supposed to be a great extension of the prin

ciple of the division of labor. Under the ordinary system of man

agement each man is given work to do. If he succeeds , alright; if he

fails , he is discharged. No great amount of help is given to him,

but he is left to such devices as he may pick up for himself . But

under scientific management, we have seen that the office makes itself

responsible for every side of the work . It is largely to meet this

responsibility that a division of labor is extended into the supervising

function . The different sides of a man's work are separated in

thought the one from the other, and for every phase of work thus

distinguished there is employed a professional supervisor who spends
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all his time looking after this one line of activity, wherever it may be

found in existence about the shop . One specialist looks after the

belts on all the machines. Another oversees the routing of work

from man to man, so that no operation is neglected . One man has

charge of all the stock bins . Another makes a long study of the art

of cutting metals . One man makes a time-study analysis of motions.

Another polices the shop, and another is a teacher of the workmen .

Thus a workman may be working under half a dozen different bosses

at one and the same time . The boss need not have greater general

ability than those whose work he supervises , but along the line in

which he has specialized he is fitted to direct .

( e ) SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT AND THE HARMONIZING OF THE

INTERESTS OF THE EMPLOYER AND THE EMPLOYE

The final place will be given to that one basic theory of scientific

management, from which as a starting point the entire system claims

to have been developed. Scientific management sets up as its deepest

principle the ideal that employers and men are copartners in one

work. It is to the interest of the man that the management suceed .

It is to the interest of the management that the men succeed . There

fore by mutual helpfulness, rather than by pulling in opposite direc

tions, will the interests of all be best served . Under ordinary man

agement the thoughts of the men are centered very largely in the con

test between the employer and the employee. But under scientific

management there is set up this one all-embracing ideal—settle the

rate of wages scientifically, then forget about the wage question once

and for all, and let all cooperate in devoting every effort to the one

really important task, that of increasing the output .
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PART II

We now enter upon the second stage of our investigation , that is, a

study of the attitude of the leaders of organized labor with regard to

the system whose theory has just been set forth .

JOHN MITCHELL

Probably the most favorably known of American labor leaders is

Mr. John Mitchell — he, who was President of the United Mine Work

ers during their heroic and successful strike of 1902, and who has

since served as a Vice-President of the American Federation of

Labor . Mr. Mitchell kindly consented to talk over the questions

connected with scientific management , and we present in the fol

lowing paragraphs a summary of his views .

In beginning to speak about scientific management, Mr. Mitchell

starts out in a manner so calm and impartial , that we are almost un

certain for a time as to what is his position. But, after a while, his

words begin to take on color, and it becomes evident that he is to be

placed on the side of the opposition . More and more forceful grows

the form of his speech , as he brings out fact after fact which seems

to tell against the new system. By the end of the interview one

has come to feel that there is absolutely no possible solution of the

problem of relationship , that the interests of labor are utterly irre

concilable with the interests of scientific management.

By way of analysis , it might be first said that Mr. Mitchell touched

upon a point very vital to the controversy, when he laid down the

principle that organized labor is opposed to piece -work. We have

piece -work in coal mining, Mr. Mitchell explained , because it is in

evitable . The conditions of mining are such that men work in iso

lation and adequate supervision is impossible . Hence, payment accord

* This series is being published in Industrial Engineering, to whom we are

indebted for this article.
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ing to the amount of coal mined is the only practicable stimulus

towards industry. But outside of such special cases , piece-work is , in

general , not to be desired , and the great reason for this is that the

present wage system is good enough . The average workman is an

honest man, and wants for two dollars worth of pay to do two dollars

worth of work. The exceptional cases , which are sometimes to be

found, are not numerous enough to justify a resort to piece -work .

The whole matter would be different, Mr. Mitchell says, if the Ameri

can workman were unduly slow . But, instead , he is , in fact , the

speediest laborer on the face of the earth . Piece-work, whose sole

aim is to make men work harder, is , therefore, for the American

workman undesirable in its very principle , for our laborers already

work as hard as they should .

Again , taking up another side of scientific management, that of

increasing efficiency through the establishing of a planning department,

and the employment of a force of motion-study experts , Mr. Mitchell

doubts very much whether real gains can be made in this way. To

prove that scientific management does not , considering everything,

results in ultimate economy of energy, he criticizes , by way of illus

tration , the motion-study and subsequent reorganization of the trade

of brick-laying. By this often-quoted experiment, the number of

movements incidental to brick-laying was apparently reduced from

18 to 5. For instance , instead of a workman stooping every moment

to pick up a brick , the materials were all placed in the handiest

possible position by an assistant , who, moreover, looked over the

bricks and placed each brick with its best side up, a little apart from

the rest , so that it could be easily seized . Thus the bricklayer's

work was made easy. But , asserts Mr. Mitchell , all the original

movements still had to be performed . What has happened is simply

this : that under the new system , the greater part of the same old

movements are performed by low-priced , unskilled helpers . Thus ,

even should a financial saving be made, it is purchased at the cost of

lowering the tone of the trade , and forcing many skilled mechanics out

of employment. In much the same way, Mr. Mitchell declares , that ,

generally speaking , there is no saving in distributing about a shop

a lot of foremen , whose function it is to constantly oversee workmen

and enforce instructions regarding their minutest movements. The
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creation of a science of working is too costly , and , considering every

thing, work can be done no cheaper than according to the older

method. After noting the effects of the introduction of scientific

management in various places , Mr. Mitchell has reached the con

clusion that as a system of production it is of doubtful efficiency.

A third objection of Mr. Mitchell's , and one that bears down

upon the listener with more weight than either of the others, is this :

That in laying a heavy hand on the shoulder of the workman , and

requiring of him absolute conformity to laws of motion established

by others, scientific management is taking the soul out of work and

making man's life in the shop, not the life of a human being , but that

of a machine. Mr. Mitchell explains that a normal act is but the

outward expression of a more vital inward thought . In transferring

the thinking to the office, and from that point directing the act in

the shop , two things, which ought to go together, are unnaturally

separated . The worker should not be deprived of his right to think .

At this point, the suggestion is offered that there are times when it

is agreeable to perform simple mechanical work, typewriting, for

instance . Mr. Mitchell replies that when he was President of the

United Mine Workers he had a large amount of clerical work done ,

but that he noticed that what interested the clerical force was not

the act of typewriting, but rather the subject matter of the letters ,

that is , the work was endurable and pleasant, not because of the

mechanical side , but because of the thinking .

Among the other criticisms which Mr. Mitchell makes are these :

Scientific Management sets a pace so fast that many of the workers

are not able to keep up . Especially are the native -born driven out

of the shops and their places taken by the foreigners. Is such a

result to be commended ? Again, Scientific Management deprives

many men of an opportunity to become skilled in a trade, and reduces

workmen to a lower rank in the industrial world . Again, while

wages may be for a time slightly higher than under the old system ,

this raise is only temporary, and in the end the laborer , for all his

trials , will receive no greater income than before. Finally , Mr.

Mitchell remarks, “ I suppose you know that Mr. Taylor is opposed

to trade unions . He won't say so in public , but it is well known

that he is . "

-
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As Mr. Mitchell talks , his actual words, reinforced by the per

sonality of the man , seem to work their way into the listener's

mind, and there give rise to certain feelings and to certain fancies . As

the great labor leader speaks, the listener already sees before his

mind's eye an industrial world towards which Scientific Management

is leading. In this repulsive industrial world genuine freedom does

not exist , for up above the heads of all there towers a grim giant

called Scientific Management, a power which confines the vital activi

ties of men within very narrow channels. Indeed , the workman's

movements are not his own , nor is he a free agent , but all his acts

are merely the acts of the great inhuman system , of which he forms

an inconsiderable part . We notice , too , that all pleasant and normal

ways of life have been cast ruthlessly aside , and on all sides there

is only rush .

Then, as Mr. Mitchell continues , there appears a contrasted vision ,

a picture of the ideal industrial world. This ideal organization con

sists of a group of men who have joined themselves together for the

purpose of accomplishing some common end . There is within each

a feeling of responsibility for doing his proper share , and a feeling

of trustfulness towards others pervades the entire force . The indi

vidual worker, left largely to his own initiative , is finding real pleasure

in surmounting the various little obstacles which rise in the course

of the day's work. In short , in this ideal industrial world men

engage in serious work much as children prepare for giving a party .

Genuine industry must indeed be present if anything is to be accom

plished . But yet the pace is never so hot , or the striving after

efficiency so intense as to prevent the general diffusion of a spirit of

joyousness. When fatigued , the workers stop to rest and talk , and all

the time life is enjoyed as it passes .

Now , of course , these pictures do not correspond exactly to any

thing which Mr. Mitchell actually said . However, they do express ,

as nearly as can be expressed, the listener's impressions of the labor

leader's ideals . We go away feeling that Mr. Mitchell is an apostle

of the worth of life as opposed to the worth of mere wealth , a

defender of mankind against those who would introduce into life the

sordid and the mechanical at the expense of the beautiful and the

human.
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H. T. KEATING

Let us take another trip to a fountain head of labor opinion, this

time having for our destination the Labor Temple, New York City. It

is a Friday night, when the Central Federal Union is holding its

regular meeting. This union is a kind of congress of the New York

branches of the American Federation of Labor, every New York local

being entitled to representation . The main subject under discussion

to-night is whether or not the union should endorse the employers'

liability bill before the State legislature, and arguments are presented

for and against . After adjournment, the assembled body of men is

treated to a stereopticon lecture, in the course of which are thrown

upon the screen the various union labels that the members should look

for in buying clothing, tobacco, printing, etc. The lecturer is a

union organizer, and seems to be an unusually active and capable ex

ponent of the creed of trade unionism . So às he comes down from the

platform and into the crowd, we stop him, express our interest in

scientific management, and ask him what he thinks of it.

The answer is instantaneous and vehement. Scientific manage

ment is a bad thing. Trade unionism is altogether opposed to it .

Scientific management injures the worker who is not a fast man. It

judges men according to their ability to fit in with certain mechanical

conditions of work , and discriminates against the unfortunates who

cannot adapt themselves to these conditions . Then , too, scientific

management throws a lot of men out of employment .

Mr. Keating, for that is his name, is a man from the firing line.

He is one of those labor leaders who go out and organize unions and

on occasions take charge of strikes . Many a time has he worked for

many hours at a stretch , and at least once he was so badly injured

that he had to be taken to the hospital . Mr. Keating's opinion may,

therefore , be taken as that of a man who is well acquainted with the

rank and file of the labor army. His main point seems to be that

scientific management is wrong, in that it measures the worth of a

man by considering how well he fits into a place as a cog in a great

industrial machine , rather than because of his personal worth as a

human being. For this reason , between organized labor and scientific

management , there can be no compromise.
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F. S. TOMLIN

Our next interview is with a labor man of the very opposite type .

Mr. F. S. Tomlin was formerly President of the Glass Blowers'

Union , and is still a man active in the labor circles of his borough

and city , being at the time of the interview the Secretary - Treasurer

of the Joint Labor Legislative Conference of Brooklyn . When inter

viewed at his Brooklyn home, Mr. Tomlin declares that he is in

sympathy with scientific management . He believes that whatever

system is most efficient must, in the end , succeed . If scientific

management is more efficient than the older forms of management,

then if America does not adopt it , France , Germany, and Japan will,

and we shall be left behind in the race with those nations . Therefore ,

the American Federation men are short- sighted in opposing it . Presi

dent Gompers , John Mitchell, and the others are moving in the

wrong direction . For, just as machinery has succeeded , so must

scientific management succeed . Improvement in methods helps the

worker. Then Mr. Tomlin cites numerous examples from his own

trade of glass-blowing which illustrate the effect of the introduction

of machinery. Improvements in methods have brought increases in

wages, so that the glass-blower of to-day is making big money. It

is true that machinery and scientific management make it unnecessary

to employ so many men to produce a given output . But Mr. Tomlin

says that he tells the other labor men that as the cost of making

glass bottles is lessened , there is a corresponding increase in the de

mand , so that the result has been that all the old men have been

needed in order to take care of the growing business .

In judging of how far Mr. Tomlin's opinion may be regarded

as typical of labor thought in general, it is necessary to take two things

into consideration . First , this man is an independent thinker . He

speakes for himself principally, and not as the mouthpiece of any

definite party among the union men, unless in so far as he may have

built up a personal following, or as his thinking may have chanced

to develop along the same lines as that of his colleagues . In the

second place , as regards the relationship between labor and the rest

of the world, Mr. Tomlin is not a man of strict partisan type. Though

his younger days were given over to glass-blowing, and though as

a union man of long standing and high rank , he declares that industrial
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relations should be determined through the instrumentality of the

trade union , yet Mr. Tomlin is first of all a public man and only

secondarily a union man. He has an interest in the welfare of the

community at large, and even sees good in the employing class . We

are all very much alike , he believes , laborers and employers as well.

The employers are doing just what we would do if we were in their

place . Mr. Tomlin is one of the few labor men who are actively

identified with the National Civic Federation , and he was the first

labor man who saw fit to join the Efficiency Society. And so it is

that when Mr. Tomlin declares that scientific management is both

necessary and desirable, he is expressing simply a personal opinion .

It is possible that some day his point of view will be adopted by

other important labor men . But he himself does not deny that at the

present time the majority of labor leaders are arrayed on the opposite

side of the scientific management contest .

HUGH FRAYNE

Our next trip will be to the New York headquarters of the

American Federation of Labor on Twenty -third Street , opposite Madi

son Square. We enter this office on about the second day of the

great clothing strike , when the New York representative of the Fed

eration , Mr. Hugh Frayne, is so busy that one would not think of

asking for an interview . But when someone chances to mention

the magic words , scientific management, he at once forgets all about

the strike , and begins a spirited harangue . System is alright , he

declares . He himself tries to run things efficiently about his own

office. But for the side of scientific management, which has to do

with the handling of men, Mr. Frayne has no use whatever. Piece

work is wrong , and he is opposed to it . It is suggested that in some

instances piece-work might not be entirely bad , for example, in pick

ing strawberries by the quart . But no, Mr. Frayne stands firmly by

his trade union traditions . He will not admit that piece-work is ever

right. Mr. Taylor, he says , is a very nice man socially. He him

self has been invited to Mr. Taylor's home, but not happening to be

in Philadelphia, he did not take advantage of the invitation .
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MR . DUFFY

Mr. Frayne hurries out , but we stay a while and talk with other

men , of whom we will mention Mr. Duffy. Mr. Duffy is a mechanic

who has become a union organizer, and he states that he led a strike

which was successful in keeping scientific management out of a certain

shop . He recounts the arguments which he has presented when

addressing crowds of men on the subject . He declares that by scien

tific management, the employers are trying to squeeze the last drop

of blood out of the bodies of the workers. They are trying to carry

the policy of getting much work for little money to the bitter limit .

However, there is one employer whom Mr. Duffy heartily commends,

and that is Secretary of Commerce Redfield . Mr. Redfield has a plant

over in Brooklyn which it is claimed is very efficient. But he is fair

to labor, and has no trouble with his men . Secretary Redfield, we

know , attends efficiency conferences , but is not committed to the

Taylor methods of increasing output .

In concluding this part of the paper, it should be mentioned that

the opposition to scientific management has in some quarters taken a

very aggressive form . It is said that in a Western state , a law has

been proposed which aims to make its introduction illegal ; while by

the National House of Representatives , a special committee was ap

pointed to investigate the Taylor and other systems of scientific man

agement. This committee, under the leadership of Congressman W.

B. Wilson (now Secretary of Labor ), a labor man , wrote out a report

favoring efficiency in a general way , but disapproving of the more

distinctive methods of scientific management , decrying especially the

use of the stop-watch . The principal conclusion of the committee was

that there is nothing distinct enough about scientific management to

entitle it to be called a " system ."

PART III

AN ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL INTERVIEWS WITH THE AUTHORS AND OPER

ATORS OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT , AND OF VISITS

TO THEIR SHOPS

There being no instance of the introduction of scientific manage

ment in New York City , it will be necessary for the third stage of our
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investigation that we go to the city of Philadelphia , where are situated

several shops which have introduced this system . At Philadelphia

also lives Mr. Fred . W. Taylor, often called the originator of scien

tific management, and to -day the leading figure in the field . It is to

Mr. Taylor that we will go first.

( a ) FRED. W. TAYLOR

We had asked Mr. Taylor in a letter whether he still held the same

views as he held at the time “ Shop Management" was written . So this

matter comes up first, and Mr. Taylor replies that he has made no

change of mind far from it . “ Shop Management, ” he says , is not

a theory, but it is a history of a system which has been in use now

for thirty years . This book is not composed of opinions . It is a

record of facts . And the shops are running to-day. You can go out

this afternoon and see them for yourself .

Mr. Taylor then proceeds with a spirited defense of scientific man

agement . He attacks the idea that men are overworked, or that their

health is injured . “ I will give you fifty dollars, ” he says, “ if you can

find a single man in these shops who is overworked." Then Mr.

Taylor mentions the names of several great magazines whose repre

sentatives called and investigated the scientific management shops.

They came expecting to find men imposed upon, and they were looking

for signs of overwork . But they, one and all , went back saying

that there was no injury to workmen. Mr. Taylor criticises the labor

attack , which he characterizes as founded upon misunderstandings and

upon deliberate falsehoods. There has never been any trouble between

employers and workmen under scientific management. In thirty years

there has been but one strike and that was while a system was being

introduced, and when the men did not yet understand it. It lasted

but a few days and ended in a peace that has been unbroken . It is

with a tone of indignation , springing out of a sense of deep injustice,

if not ingratitude , that Mr. Taylor recounts how, after these thirty

years of pleasant relationship, suddenly the New York group of labor

officials came along and began to try to create hostile public sentiment ,

to make the public believe that he has been guilty of injuring his men .

And this , he says , after he has given his whole life over to helping
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workmen . This is the first time in history that the workmen's interests

have been regarded in the improvement of industrial methods. Always

before, when machinery or other improvements have come in , the

innovators have cared nothing for the good of the men. Mr. Taylor

says that he has invited the labor men to come down and go through

the shops , but that they will not come. They would learn things that

they do not want to know.

When Mr. Taylor is asked whether he believes in trade unions ,

he replies that he does . When asked whether it would be possible

to permit the trade unions to have something to say in establishing

the condition of scientific management, he asks in turn : " What could

they do ?” Scientific management is a science , and the workmen do

not understand the principles upon which it is based . But, we again

inquire , could not the unions agree with the employers as to the

rate of pay which a first - class man should receive ? No, he answers ;

the rate of wages , too , can only be determined scientifically. Experi

ence has shown that if men receive more than 60 % higher wages than

their fellows , it does them injury rather than good. They dissipate

and do not benefit by receiving the greater pay. Wages are to be

determined by the management scientifically. What, then , we inquire ,

is the proper function of the trade union ? The trade union , Mr.

Taylor replies , should look out for the welfare of the workmen , help

make them better men, and cooperate with the management in edu

cating them industriously . Under the old system unions were very

necessary, but under the new system the men do not need protection ,

scientific management looks out for their welfare .

( b ) THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO .

The first shop to be visited is that of the Tabor Manufacturing Co.

This company is engaged in the making of molding machinery, belt

benches, lifting and carrying trucks, the Taylor-Newbold saw, the

Taylor grinder, and other more than ordinarily complicated products .

The shop is a small one, employing about 100 men , a fact which makes

it in some ways not quite a fair place to use as an example. For

in a small shop relations between employer and employes are naturally

simpler than in a large shop . The great advantage in making a study

of the Tabor Manufacturing Company is this ; that here , as nowhere
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else in the United States , scientific management has been introduced

thoroughly. It has been installed in all the departments, whereas most

shops have introduced the system only partially. But , on the other

hand, the Tabor plant is a very unfair place to see scientific manage

ment, according to the labor men. For they claim that it is not typical .

Mr. Keating says that it is the one place in the country where scientific

management has the appearance of working. Mr. Mitchell says that

it may be compared to an exhibit of big apples , such as the exploiters

of a new country are wont to put on display at a fair. The apples

are two or three times as big as ordinary lands will produce, even in

the wonderful new country. Nevertheless , let us go inside and note

the conditions .

In looking through the Tabor manufacturing plant, it is evident

that the complicated nature of the product requires the employment

of a large drafting and planning force . About 20 out of the 100

employes are in the planning department. The drafting force , as

soon as an order comes in for a special machine, makes a detailed

set of drawings showing all the parts which must be assembled together

in order to fill the order. Next a man skilled in the technicalities of

the business fills out for each part an instruction card indicating just

what operations must be performed on that part , what is to be the

order of the performance of the operations , what is to be the general

method of going about the work, and what is to be the piece -work

price . Then, under the supervision of the production and route clerks ,

the time when work on each of these parts shall be done is fixed, it

being the special duty of these clerks to see that every part is finished

at the proper time . By means of files, called bulletin boards, work

is regulated in its journey about the shop with much the same pre

cision as are the movements of trains on a railway. It is almost as

unlikely in this shop that a job will be neglected , or that a man or

machine will be idle , as it is that there will be a collision on the New

York subway.

Now , when one looks about to see in what particular manner the

economies of scientific management are realized , he notices dozens of

ways in which wastes are eliminated . At one point, it is by ingeniously

arranging the bins in the stock room. Another detail is the care taken

to see that nuts attached to tools are so lubricated that they may be

- -
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worked by the fingers. Again, regular inspections of belts are made to

see that their drawing power is within certain limits of efficiency.

These and many other ideas might seem to be rather due to the

ingenuity of the management, than to the merits of the system . Yet

this would not be entirely true . For many of these improvements are

directly due to methods which are peculiar to scientific management.

For instance , here is a great lathe , which stops rotating at the proper

time very quickly, because of the attachment of a brake . Formerly

there was no brake, but when the job was timed with a stop watch ,

and the different elements entering into the work analyzed , it was dis

covered that in the aggregate a great deal of time was lost in waiting

for the lathe to stop revolving. Hence, the attachment of the brake .

Again, we see great machines which seem to be cutting metal at an

unusually rapid rate, so that the machine reminds us of a man sweating

at his work . Then as one looks at the toiling machine, he remembers

that the exact depth of the cut , the shape of the tool , and the number

of revolutions per minute, all these details are fixed at that maximum

of efficiency which only the scientific planning of work is able to

correctly determine . Again , there seems to be no useless running

around the shop after tools, as it is a principle of scientific manage

ment that all these shall be supplied to the men before the work on

which they are to be used is begun.

The savings which have been thus far mentioned are mainly due

to the perfection of technical details, and the influence of a high

standard of efficiency on the part of the management. But the chief

objections of organized labor were not to such savings , but rather to

the introduction of the piece-work system, and to the control of the

movements of a man by other men higher up .

Now, what were the actual conditions with regard to this side of

scientific management, the human side ? As regards speeding up, the

guide explained that the increased output per man does not depend

at all on movements being made faster than before . Under scientific

management, a man is not expected to grab a monkey -wrench any

quicker than under any other system. It is due to the elimination of

certain movements altogether, coupled with the elimination of loafing,

that the gains are made. These statements of the guide were , as far as

could be observed, borne out by the general atmosphere of the shop.
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As regards the control of motions , our guide pointed out that in this

particular shop , no effort is made to go into minutia in instructing

the men as to how they shall work. A man is allowed to hold a

hammer at the end or close to the head as it suits him best , and he

strikes as he sees fit. Of course , if an ignorant workman should

handle himself clumsily, someone is ready to advise him. That these

claims were true , every appearance indicated . In this shop, at least,

there did not seem to exist that undue interference with the freedom

of workmen which our interviews with the labor men had lead us to

expect . If there was one general impression left by the shop it was

this : that here was a rather small body of men working together rather

steadily towards the accomplishing of some end in which they were all

interested . Relations between the men and the management seemed to

be very healthy.

According to our guide, the Tabor Manufacturing Company is now

turning out three times as large an output as it manufactured before

scientific management was introduced, and this without increasing the

number of employes . The men, we are informed, make about 35%

higher wages than similar workers employed in other shops .

( c ) THE LINK BELT CO.

The other factory which is to be inspected is that of the Link

Belt Co. This shop has about 400 employes, and its system is said

to be essentially the same as that of the Tabor Manufacturing Co. ,

though scientific management has not yet been extended to all kinds

of work. We enter this shop at a time when the men are cleaning up

their machines preparatory to quitting for the night. As in the case

of the shop just described , one notices here no evidence of hurry.

We are shown a man who has worked under scientific management

for about thirty years, and apparently he is now none the worse for

his exertions . The superintendent takes us down into the basement

where the men are now washing. Each man is using a separate wash

basin , provided by the company, and as the men move about, they

joke and talk among themselves , seemingly not over - fatigued by their

day's work .

The most striking feature of this shop is the cordial feeling existing

between the management and the men . The Superintendent and the
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President of the Company, as well , known all the men by name. And

as the Superintendent walks about , there is evidently the friendliest

sort of feeling towards him on the part of the workmen. Mr. Adams

has taken a personal interest in the welfare of the individual men ,

trying to help them to good positions , and sometimes apparently taking

more interest in the men's welfare than do they themselves .

Mr. Adams is of a philosophical bent . He wonders why it is

that some men receive so much pay, and others so little . He has asked

this question of some very prominent economists without getting it

answered. When asked whether the men might have some control

over scientific management, he says that he thinks that they are not

capable. He says that scientific management would be as abstruse to

them as a lecture on celestial mechanics, which he had recently at

tended, was to himself .

Thus, at the Link Belt works, one finds most excellent condi

tions, under a type of management which might be called pater

nalistic . The management probably takes better care of the workmen

than they would take of themselves . At a cost of many thousands of

dollars and several years of hard work, scientific management was in

troduced . The company now pays its men about one -third higher

wages than they would receive elsewhere for the same kind of work .

The company does not need to be compelled to make liberal payments

to workmen who have received injuries . It does so voluntarily . The

factory building is modern and the conditions of work are pleasant .

The company is making money, and the troubles of the outside world

are hardly felt . Everybody is better off than they would be elsewhere,

and the whole force seems to constitute a kind of happy family .

It is realized that the inspection of these two shops is too narrow

a foundation upon which to base safe conclusions with regard to the

character of all scientific management. Possibly these two shops might

be models of excellence, and yet the labor men might be correct in their

judgment that scientific management is objectionable. For the labor

men might be speaking, not of these factories , but of others where

a lower order of scientific management has been introduced . It is ,

in fact , not open to dispute , that in going through the works of the

Tabor Manufacturing Co. , scientific management was seen at its best .

Mr. Emerson and Mr. Taylor would themselves admit it .
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However, in judging scientific management, is it not proper to

judge it at its best ? Should one not note the tendencies where the

system conforms most closely to the ideals of the founder ? It is very

likely, moreover, that many of the same conditions which have been

noted in these two shops, prevail also in numerous other shops

where scientific management has been installed , especially when Mr.

Taylor or one of his direct followers was the systematizer. As for

systems inaugurated by outside parties , who adopt the methods but

reject the spirit of scientific management, Mr. Taylor himself has

declared that they have done much harm, but he would not classify

such systems as scientific management, but rather as its perversion .

This important point , however, should be noted . If scientific man

agement should indeed tend to degenerate when it gets out of the

sight of Mr. Taylor, then perhaps even the beautiful manifestations

of it which have just been described, have lurking, beneath the surface,

potential evils . If the labor men are right in scenting such danger,

then the whole outcome of the matter might be that Mr. Taylor's

methods of organization are at present working well , but that if the

stability of his high ideals is to be guaranteed under any and all

circumstances , certain safeguards should be added.

However, this is not a side of the question , which is being brought

out at this point . The important thing to note at this stage in our in

vestigation is this : that the evils which the labor men declare to exist

under scientific management are not present in those shops where the

system has been fully worked out according to the ideals of the

founder.

It is desired to quote just two more statements on the employers '

side of the question , and then that will close this part of the investi

gation . The first statement is that of Mr. Harrington Emerson.

When questioned with regard to whether scientific management is as

suitable for large shops as for small shops where the employers are

acquainted with the individual workmen, Mr. Emerson replied that

the same principles can be carried out in large shops , but that the

results must be obtained by means of the cooperation of foremen ,

who come in between the men and the management.

The second statement is that of Mr. Frank B. Gilbreth , one of
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Mr. Taylor's most devoted followers . Mr. Gilbreth says that he has

never been in any trouble with workmen or with unions . Only once

was there a misunderstanding and a strike of a few days ' duration .

At present , Mr. Gilbreth is working in harmony with union officials .

“ The ideal industrial community would be one in which every

member should have his proper daily task and receive a corresponding

reward . Such a community would represent the condition of which

Kipling says :

'We shall work for an age at a sitting

And never be tired at all . '

“ This is what Scientific Management in its best development aims

to accomplish , for it aims to assign to each , from the highest to the

lowest, a definite task each day , and to secure to every individual such

a reward as will make his task not only acceptable, but agreeable and

pleasant . Whatever we do must be in accord with human nature .

We cannot drive people ; we must go with the current . ” —H. L. Gantt.

" I find in many factories that the amount of work in process, mov

ing in a desultory way through the factory, is two or three times as

great as there is any necessity for, if its course were properly planned .

It not only takes up factory space , but it ties up a large amount of

capital where work is not properly planned . The ordinary stock

keeper or foreman always wants to give himself about two or three

times as much time as is needed to get the work done.” — H . L. Gantt .

MILES M. DAWSON

Consulting Actuary

Advice upon service pension , relief or ajd plans , with computations

of yearly cost based on actual experience and standard tables .

141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK



Scientific Management Between Two Fires

By BRIGADIER-GENERAL WILLIAM CROZIER*

There is a difference between government industrial work and

private industrial work, with regard to the difficulties that we both

have to meet . As President Eliot called to your minds, we differ from

private establishments in that we have no profits to make and no

profits to share , but we differ in other ways also . I take it that a

private employer , if he satisfies the men in his establishment and pro

duces a contented shop , so that the men are not only stimulated but

are pleased at being stimulated , are satisfied with their compensation

and are trying to earn it intelligently , considers that his relations are

satisfactory. He does not have to care what outside people may

think. He is secure in his relations with his own employes . That

is not always the case with the government, as illustrated somewhat

by our experience in the introduction of the system of scientific man

agement which Mr. Taylor has given us, in the arsenals . These

arsenals , as Col. Wheeler has told you, are six in number. They

employ altogether between 5,000 and 6,000 workmen at the present

time . Of course they are not running at full capacity , they very

rarely do in time of peace , but the number is sufficient to be of some

importance and to give rise to industrial questions .

You may form an idea as to whether or not we are conducting

these establishments in the interest of our workmen as well as in the

government interest , when I say that at the Watertown arsenal , where

we have carried this system farther than at any other arsenal , al

though we are gradually introducing it at others , in the seventeen

months which expired a few months ago , up to which our records ran

at the time that our figures were made up, we had paid out in the kind

of premiums that Mr. Taylor and Col. Wheeler have spoken to you

about some $ 22,000, which was over and above the regular pay of

these workmen , which is regulated by the wages in the vicinity. The

government does not engage in the system which might possibly be

* Delivered before Boston Efficiency Club branch , February 11 , 1914.
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described as a pull and haul system between labor organizations and

employers, but it takes the result of the efforts that are made by such

a system as exemplified in the wage scale of the vicinity and it pays

that to its workmen ; and all these premiums are over and above the

regular wages that result from that scale . I have made to me every

inonth from the Watertown arsenal a report of all the workmen who

have done any work under the premium system . We are trying to

increase the number all the time , but owing to the fact that time

studies are sometimes difficult to get on certain jobs , because some

jobs are not to be repeated and therefore it is useless to make a time .

study of them, and because previous records may not suffice to set a

rate for those particular jobs , and for other reasons, all of the shop

cannot be working on the premium system ; but we are increasing the

percentage all the time of this kind of work that is done . These re

ports show that the men working under this system make an average

of from 25 to 30 per cent . , and have been doing so for something

over two years in which we have had the system in operation , over

and above their regular wages.

I have tried oftentimes to ascertain whether these men are satis

fied. It is not easy to find out . I have talked with some of them ,

and I have been told by some that they are very well satisfied ; I have

been told by others that they are not . The labor organizations do not

like the system . There are some reasons why we can see that they

might not like it . Labor organizations have always fought anything

that increased the productivity of the individual. They commenced

years ago by fighting labor-saving machinery. They do not now op

pose the introduction of that kind of machinery as such , but they op

pose these labor-saving methods. One reason , I fancy , is that there is

a belief that there is only a certain amount of work to go round, and

that if it is done by a smaller number of men , some men will lose their

jobs . That that condition is not likely to obtain in a government

factory results from the fact that the work is not usually appropriated

for specifically, but by sums of money. We have a certain amount

of money for rifles, we have a certain amount of money for ammuni

tion, and if we can produce the rifles or the ammunition more cheaply,

we do not at the time we have manufactured as much as we had

expected to manufacture at the beginning of the year turn the balance
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of the funds back into the treasury. We are in the habit of saying

we don't get enough money anyway for these purposes, and we simply

use the additional money to do more work and employ more labor.

That reason , therefore, does not obtain . At the Watertown arsenal ,

since the introduction of the present methods, there has been no

diminution in the number of workmen employed , and of course as

we have followed always the wages of the vicinity there has been no

diminution in the rate of wages of the employes.

Another reason for which we might suspect that the labor leaders

would not like this method may be that by these percentages of in

crease of pay you will see that we do far more for the men than their

leaders lead them to hope they can do by their methods . We are

familiar with the violent agitation in favor of a 10 per cent . increase ,

whereas we think nothing of a 20 or a 25 per cent . increase . It may

possibly be that a labor leader will see that a workman would be led

to suppose that these methods would do more for him than he could

do, and might possibly find his own job threatened , and not enjoy it .

The workmen are of course strongly under the influence of the unions .

We have no objection to labor unions . Personally I have no objection

to labor unions . I recognize that they have done a great deal for

workmen in the past . If I were a workman in the present state of

industry , I should certainly belong to a labor union . But while we

promise, and while we are fulfilling our promises , having a record as

long as our record has become, to do so much better than the labor

unions promise for the men, it is reasonable that we should ask that

should hold their efforts in abeyance.

I am satisfied that , owing to the advantages under which our work

men pursue their employment, some of which have been stated to you

by Col. Wheeler, the labor unions cannot follow the usual method

of opposition to us with success ; they cannot conduct a successful

strike , which is the ultima ratio of the labor union - its final weapon .

I have no belief that they could hold their men against the advantages

which the government offers to them for any length of time , in a

strike . We could fill the places without difficulty. The men them

selves would not leave . They are , therefore, driven to employ an

other method . There is another method open to them. They can
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bring political pressure upon the administration , and they can bring

political pressure upon Congress.

Congress must necessarily pay attention to organizations of the

constituencies of the members. They are subject to influence by all

kinds of organizations . They are influenced by the National Guard

very properly ; they are said to be influenced by the Women's

Christian Temperance Union, very properly, and they are undoubtedly

influenced by the labor organizations , in many instances I have no

doubt, very properly ; I don't wish to be understood as criticising

Congress. It would be unbecoming in me to do so. It is forbidden ,

and I have no disposition to do so . I have had a good deal of experi

ence with Congress, having been for a number of years the head of

a bureau and having to appear before committees of Congress a

number of times every year, and my observation of them is that they

are generally, if anything, a little more advanced than the average

constituency ; a little better inclined to give intelligent ear to reports

of methods by which their responsibility can be better discharged .

But they are human beings , and they have to give ear to what seems

to be the sentiment of the communities which send them there , or

they cease to exist as Congressmen.

We have recently had from the Watertown arsenal a petition for

the discontinuance of the time study and premium features of the

Taylor system of management, signed by something over half of the

employes . It is very much of a question whether these signatures

represent the real sentiments of the employes. I doubt it very much .

It is highly desirable to find out what they do feel . Some men who

have signed these petitions are making regularly, and have been

making regularly for two years and more, $ 15 , $ 20 , $25 and $ 30 a

month over and above their regular pay. They are not working over

time; they are working only eight hours. None of them have com

plained of being overworked ; none of them have stated that they know

of any other individuals who have been overworked. But they signed

those petitions . It is something of a question as to whether they may

believe that the system is not going out anyway , and that they will

have the opportunity to continue to earn the premiums, and they can

keep themselves in good with their labor organizations by signing

petitions against the system , so that no harm is done.
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I recognize the difficulty upon the part of Congress of acting on

such petitions , and that action is possible , and has to be reckoned with,

is evidenced by the fact that before the last Congress there were two

resolutions introduced , one in each house, for abolishing these features

of this system . Both were reported back favorably to the respective

houses by the committee on labor of the House of Representatives

and the committee on education and labor of the Senate, to which they

were respectively referred , with the recommendation that they should

pass ; and I have been informed by a number of members of both

houses that if either of those resolutions should come to a vote it

would pass like a shot . Now , I am very much inclined to believe that

many of the members would not like to see them pass , and I believe

that many of the members who might vote for them might consider

that they were compelled to vote for them , would not like to see them

pass ; but they are urged to vote for them by certain elements in their

constituencies, and they receive no counter impulse from any other

element. The resolutions are before this Congress. They are before

committees to which they have been referred , but they have not yet

been reported out .

In commenting upon this petition which was submitted to the Sec

retary of War, of which I have just told you, I recognize the necessity

of having before Congress the result of some kind of an impartial in

vestigation of the system as it is in operation at the place which I have

chosen for the principal experiment station , namely, the Watertown

arsenal , and where we are carrying on what one of your citizens has

described , I think rather aptly, as a laboratory experiment ; in that it

is carried on under very good conditions and is entirely open, as all

government work must be . The power of the administration can be

had by any properly accredited body to require that all the operations

as they are carried on shall be laid bare for investigation. In order

that such an investigation might be had there that would satisfy the

administration , would satisfy Congress, I recommended that the sub

ject be referred to the Commission on Industrial Relations, which was

created by an act of Congress of August 23 , 1912 , to which the per

sonnel was appointed by Mr. Taft , but were not confirmed, and were

afterwards appointed by President Wilson and have been confirmed ,

so that they are now in office. This commission consists of three mem
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bers representing the employer class , three representing the employes'

class , and three representing the general public; and it has taken up

this subject . Of course we know that it will make a thorough investi

gation . It has the evidence that was taken by the committee of the

House of Representatives that was appointed two years ago and car

ried on an investigation , and received the testimony which has been

printed in the rather formidable volumes which Mr. Taylor has men

tioned, which evidence of course this committee will master, and it

will take such other evidence as it sees fit.

This committee being a judicial body, its report , its conclusions,

should not be anticipated . It will of course have every opportunity

to inform itself completely as to what we are doing. If the report

shall be in favor of what we are doing , it will be something which

Congress can be guided by ; but I fancy that individual members of

Congress, being persons still subject to pressure from their constituen

cies , ought to have the encouragement to follow the report of the com

mission , in case it should be favorable to the system , which would

come from an evidence of appreciation of the justice of that report

from some element in the districts which they represent . I cannot

think that the industrial community will remain indifferent to the fate

of as conscientious an effort as has been made to improve the condi

tions of employment in an establishment which is in its midst. The

Watertown arsenal is very near to you all here. If the government is

not permitted to carry on the work there efficiently, if it is prevented

from diminishing the cost of manufacturing while at the same time

increasing the wages of labor and preserving the agreeable conditions

now existing under which that labor is carried on, it cannot be other

wise than prejudicial to every other industry which is carried on in

the neighborhood. While watching us, as we recognize that the public

has a right to watch us, I trust that you gentlemen who are interested

in this subject will remember that we need some encouragement; that

those who have the fate of this kind of an effort in their hands,

namely , the political forces of this government, are entitled to receive

expressions of opinion from those who are interested on one side of

this question as well as from those who are interested on the other

side of the question , particularly when the active element of those in

terested on the other side is not the element which is directly working
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under the system , but an aggregation of organizations outside of our

own employment, who consider that the methods which we are using

carry some remote threat in regard to the conditions of organized labor

as it is carried on outside of government employ, and which therefore

produce the kind of pressure which it is very difficult for Congress to

stand out against .

I have had now some four or five years ' opportunity to observe in

our own establishments the operation of this system . I am , perhaps

naturally, personally convinced that it is good. I hope that you will

pay enough attention to it to reach a conclusion yourselves , and having

reached such a conclusion I would be glad if you would allow those

who are in authority to know it .
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING and

The Labor Union , Scientific Management and the Government

The efforts of the labor unions to prohibit the use of mission has reported on the subject. Furthermore, it is

Scientific Management upon Government work have at notorious that Government work , as a rule , is a splendid

last borne fruit . Although the efforts of the labor union example of inefficient methods and high costs, and the

leaders to accomplish this prohibition by means of direct Watertown Arsenal by its high efficiency and low pro

legislation have proved unsuccessful for the past four duction costs has made the common inefficiency in Gov

or five years, they have finally succeeded in having a ernment establishments all the more conspicuous . The

rider attached to the Army Appropriation Bill , which reports of the Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, under

prohibits the use of the stop watch , time study and the whose jurisdiction is the Watertown Arsenal , have con

payment of all premiums or bonuses for work performed stantly shown that the product of the Watertown Arse

in Government Arsenals . The Army Appropriation Bill , nal has cost the Government much less than it did before

with this rider attached , has passed the House of Rep Scientific Management was used , while at the same time

resentatives and if it succeeds in the Senate, there will the workmen benefited to the extent of greatly increased

be an end, for the present at least , to modern and eco pay. It is lamentable that at a time when the country

nomical methods on Government service . is suffering from heavy burden of increased taxes , that

Two things stand out prominently in this connection . Congress should take a step which will still further in

One is that the labor unions have succeeded by trickery crease the cost of operation of one of its most impor

where they have failed by direct methods. The rider
tant departments.

as a means of securing undesirable legislation has been It is to be expected that the passage of this legislation

severely condemned and a series of propositions have will be the first step in a campaign by the labor unions

been made from time to time to prohibit riders to appro- against the use of any methods requiring efficient per

priation bills as a means of securing legislation upon dif formance by men in Government work. Doubtless some

ferent subjects. The rider method of securing legisla- such procedure will be followed as was the case with the

tion is despicable , as Congress, as a rule , will hesitate to eight-hour law , which first prohibited Government work

jeopardize the fate of an appropriation bill for the sake shops from operating more than eight hours a day, and

of a more or less minor question . It is interesting to which prohibition was later extended to establishments

note also, that the efforts of the labor unions in the past supplying material to the Government. Manufacturers

few years to secure this legislation have heretofore failed doing Government work were prohibited from work

to succeed in having the bill reported out of committee. ing their men more than eight hours per day, the result

Another thing that stands out is that the employes being that many manufacturers withdrew from compe

of the Watertown Arsenal, the principal station affected tition for making supplies for the Government. It is

by this legislation , are opposed to the action . In the to be expected that having achieved their initial suc

earlier days of Scientific Management at that Arsenal, cess , the unions will now attempt to prohibit the

they were lined up against it . It has now been in opera Government from purchasing any material which has

tion at Watertown about four years , and during that been made under any efficient system of management

time the employes have learned that under Scientific whatever. Tax-payers and manufacturers generally

Management their burdens have been lightened and their should take immediate steps to have this pernicious leg

pay increased from 30 to 50 per cent over their former islation killed in the Senate before any further mischief

wages . Nevertheless , to satisfy the ambition of a few is done .

labor union leaders the higher wages and extra earnings

of these employes are to be sacrificed . This sacrifice has

already taken place, for premiums and bonus payments One of the largest traveling cranes in the country

were suspended at Watertown Arsenal immediately is being built by the Shaw Electric Crane Co. , for the

upon the passage of the rider by the House. Employes Smith's Cove pier at Seattle , Wash ., at a cost of

of the Arsenal have already learned that they are the $ 50,000. The crane will be installed on a municipal

ones who will be the ultimate sufferers through the pier and will be used for handling lumber and struc

political activity of labor union leaders who have been tural steel . The crane is of the double cantilever gantry

promoting their own interests at the expense of the type, having an over-all length of more than 200 ft . , and

working men . a travel of 800 ft . along the pier . The ends of the

It is doubly unfortunate that Congress should allow crane bridge will project over the water , one end being

itself to be deceived in this manner at the present time. hinged to permit the placing of vessels for unloading.

It has a Commission on Industrial Relations which is Special gripping devices have been arranged to handle

studying the whole question of Scientific Management the lumber. The opening between the gantry legs will

in Government work, for the purpose of making a re be wide enough to permit the passage of material 32 ft .

port on the subject to Congress. Good business would long without turning. The crane will travel at the rate

require that Congress should wait until this new Com of 400 ft . per min.

Industrial Engineering and The Engineering Digest, Vol. XV, No. 1, 1915
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FIRST DAY — Thursday Morning Session

CIVIC CENTER AUDITORIUM ,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. ,

November 4 , 1915.

Pursuant to law, the regular meet

ing of the Seventh Annual Convention

of the Metal Trades Department of the

American Federation of Labor was

called to order at 10 o'clock a. m., by

President O'Connell.

President O'Connell introduced Mr.

F. P. Miller, President of the Metal

Trades Council of San Francisco, Cal.

PRESIDENT MILLER . ( In part. ) In the

name of the Metal Trades Council of

San Francisco, Cal. , I extend to you a

hearty welcome to our city. I know

you will have plenty of work to do, but

I hope you will be able to arrange to

visit the Fair. I regret that our Coun

cil is not in a position to do much

entertaining, but the general commit

tee will look after you. Again I wel

come you and hope your stay will be

pleasant, and your work beneficial to

the Metal Trades.

Chairman Miller introduced Congress

man John I. Nolan.

CONGRESSMAN NOLAN. ( In part . ) I

can assure you that it is a great pleas

ure to be with you. We of San Fran

cisco feel particularly proud of the

name the Iron Trades Council of this

City has made for itself. We have

here the first solid Metal Trades Council

that was ever organized. It is the out

come of the Machinists ' strike some

years ago. We realized after this strike

the necessity for a closer affiliation . You

know the result of this closer affiliation

in this city, a general eight-hour day,

I say again that we are particularly

proud of the accomplishments of our

Metal Trades Council . I want to call

your attention to the fact that this

building you are meeting in is the gift

of California to the exposition and was

built entirely by union labor. On be

half of the Metal Trades Council of

San Francisco, Cal., I welcome you to

our city.

Chairman Miller introduced President

Murphy of the San Francisco Labor

Council, and Secretary O'Connell of the

same organization who delivered ap

propriate addresses of welcome.

CHAIRMAN MILLER. Before I hand

over the gavel to President O'Connell I

want to say that I believe this is going

to be the most important meeting the

Metal Trades Department has ever held .

We have been watching the press of the

country and we believe that the next

two years is going to offer many op

portunities to the Metal Trades. I

trust the East will get an eight-hour

day, so that we will find it less difficult

to hold our own.

PRESIDENT O'CONNELL. I am sure I

voice the sentiments of the delegates
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or

mitted their members to do the erect

ing. We endeavored to prevent this,

but failed in our purpose.

The Machinists finally decided, af

ter representatives of the organization

had conferred with officials of the York

Manufacturing Company, to declare

this company fair and entered into

an understanding with the company

whereby it would discontinue refusing

to handle or erect the machinery, in

return for which the company agreed

to give them a free hand to organize

the machinists at the factory, but did

not agree to unionize its plant or to

use its influence in that direction.

We are, therefore, in the position of

having the one organization that could

really be of invaluable service in aid.

ing our Department to bring about the

unionizing of this plant, withdraw its

co -operation and declare the firm fair,

while it is held to be unfair by our

Department. It is , therefore , useless

to continue this contest with the York

Manufacturing Company unless we

have the united support of all our

affiliated organizations.

President Johnson and I interviewed

Mr. Shipley, general manager of the

company, at York, Pa. , October 13 ,

1915 , and went over the whole situa

tion with him . He declared that he

was not opposed to the organization

of his employees, would not in any

manner indicate to the men that he

did not want them to organize, and

that he would instruct those in charge

of the various Departments that they

must not indicate in any way their

likes or dislikes, friendliness or oppo

sition to the men organizing, but that

he would not compel the men to join

the various unions. He expected the

organizing work would be done on the

men's own time so that their relations

with the company as workmen during

working hours would not be interfered

with .

Naval and Army Appropriations Com

mittees , which was added to the ap

propriation bills covering these two

Departments, which reads as follows :

“ Provided , That no part of the appro
priations made in this Act shall be avail

able for the salary or pay of any officer,

manager, superintendent , foreman ,

other person having charge of the work

of any employee of the United States

Government while making or caused to

be made with a stop watch or other time

measuring device a time study of any job

of any such employee between the starting

and completion thereof, or of the move
ments of any such employee while en

gaged upon such work ; nor shall any

part of the appropriations made in this

Act be available to pay any premium or

bonus or cash reward to any employee in

addition to his regular wages, except for

suggestions resulting in improvements or

economy in the operation of any Govern .

ment plant."

We learned after Congress had ad

journed that a large sum of money had

been appropriated in the Fortifications

Appropiation Bill for the manufacture

of various materials for the use of the

War Department at the Watertown and

other arsenals . We endeavored to have

the Secretary of War make the same

restrictions apply at Watertown and

other arsenals . in connection with the

operation of these plants when work

under the Fortifications Bill was be

ing done. We failed , however, in hav.

ing the restrictions observed. It will

therefore be necessary for us, during

the coming session of Congress, to

have the same restrictions added to

the Fortifications Bill as were applied

in the Navy and War Appropriations

Bill .

We endeavored to have the exception

to the Naval and War Appropriation

Bills construed to mean that piece

work was not to be introduced or con

tinued where it was in operation . The

Attorney General , however, ruled

against us on this point, holding that

the amendment to the Naval and War

Appropriation Bills meant only the so

called Taylor systems.

A very large amount of the money

appropriated by the Appropriation

Committee for the War Department is

expended at several of the arsenals

under a piece -work and bonus system .

If it is the wish of the convention .

the officers of the Denartment should

be instructed to have the appropriation

bills amended so as not only to pre .

vent the so-called Taylor system , but

also the discontinuing of all the sys

tems now in operation except that of

the straight day's pay.

The United States Commission on

Industrial Relations made a most ex

Scientific Management.

Scientific management is understood

to mean the various systems devised

by Taylor, Gantt, Harrington, Emer.

son , and others.

During the last session of Congress

we had introduced a bill having for its

purpose the regulation and method un

der which Government employees were

to work . The intention of this law is

to prevent the introduction of the so

called Taylor or similar systems. The

bill never came to a vote, but instead

we had a resolution adopted by the
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haustive investigation in connection

with Scientific Management. Three

men were selected to make the investi

gation-Mr. Robert T. Valentine, rep

resenting the employers ; Mr. John P.

Frey , representing labor, and Professor

Robert F. Hoxie, of the University of

Illinois . The investigation covered a

period of more than one year. A large

number of shops were visited . Scien

tific managers, leaders, experts, em

ployers, and employees were examined .

This committee submitted a unani.

mous report to the D. S. Commission

on Industrial Relations.

The report has not been printed in

full by the Commission , but has been

submitted to Congress with other

papers and documents, with the hope

that all of the material not printed by

the Commission will be put in print

by Congress.

I herewith quote from the report of

the committee, which will give you

some idea as to the result of their in

vestigation and the conclusions reached

by them. The report of the committee

was unanimously adopted by the Com

mission itself and ordered sent to Con

gress for its disposition .

“ Scientific management in its direct re

lation to labor is not devoid of beneficial

aspects , inasmuch as it is to a large ex

tent an attempt at immediate standardi

zation of labor conditions and relations.

It may also serve labor by calling the at

tention of the employer to the fact that

there are other and more effective ways

to meet severe competition than by 'taking

it out of labor .'

“ Conditions in actual shops do not con

form to the ideals of the system , and

show no general uniformity. Actual field

investigation demonstrated bey nd rea

sonable doubt that scientific management

in practice is characterized by striking

incompleteness and manifold diversity as

compared with the theoretical exposition

of its advocates. This incompleteness and

diversity in practice apply not only to

matters of detail, but cover many of the

essential features of scientific management
even among those shops designated by

Taylor, Gantt and Emerson as representa
tive of their work and influence. The fol

lowing particular defects were observed :

“ a . Failure to carry into effect with any

degree of thoroughness the general ele

ments involved in the system , This may

take the of ignoring either the me

chanical equipment and managerial or

ganization , adopting simply a few routine

features, such as time study and bonus
payment, or the adoption of all mechani

cal features with a complete disregard of

the spirit in which they are supposed to

be applied.

“ b . Failure to substantiate claims of

scientific management with reference to

the adaption , instruction and training of

workers. Scientific management shops in

general depend upon nothing in the way

of occupational adaption of the workers

except the ordinary trial and error meth

od . Investigation reveals little to sub

stantiate the sweeping claims of scientific

managers made in this connection , except

that in the better scientific management

shops many workmen are receiving more

careful instruction and a higher degree

of training than is at present possible for

them elsewhere. The most that can be

said is that scientific management as such

furthers a tendency to narrow the scope

of the workers' industrial activity , and

that it falls far short of a compensatory

equivalent in its ideals and actual meth

ods of instruction and training .

" c . Lack of scientific accuracy , uni

formity and justice in time study and

task setting. Far from being the inva

riable and purely objective matters that

they are pictured, the methods and re

sults of time study and task setting are

in practice the special sport of individual

judgment and opinion , subject to all the

possibilities of diversity, in accuracy and

injustice that arise from human ignor

ance and prejudice.

“ d . Failure to substantiate the claim

that scientific management offers excep

tional opportuntities for advancement and

promotion on a basis of individual merit .

While scientific management undoubtedly
separates the efficient from the inefficient

more surely and speedily than ordinary

methods, it was shown by the investiga

tion that scientific management often fails

in the development of functional foreman

ship and in the elimination of favoritism.
It tends to create a multitude of new

tasks on which less skill is required and

lower rates can be paid . It has developed

no efficient system for the placing or

adaption of the workers. It is inclined

in practice to regard a worker as adapted

to his work and rightly placed when he
succeeds in making the task. It tends

to confine the mass of workmen to one or

two tasks, and offers little opportunity,

therefore , for the discovery and develop
ment of special aptitudes among the

masses. It tends to divide the workers

into two unequal classes--the few who

rise to managerial positions and the many
who seem bound to remain task workers

within a narrow field .

“ e . Lack of democracy under scientific
management. As a result of the investi

gation , there can be little doubt that sci

entific management tends in practice to
weaken the power of the individual

worker as against the employer, setting

aside all questions of personal attitude

and the particular opportunities and meth

ods for voicing complaints and enforcing
demands. It gathers up and transfers to

the management the traditional craft

knowledge and transmits this again to the

workers only piecemeal as it is needed

in the performance of the particular job
or task . It tends in practice to confine

each worker to a particular task or small

cycle of tasks . It thus narrows his out

look and skill to the experience and train

ing which are necessary to do the work,

He is therefore easier of displacement.

Moreover, the changing of methods and

conditions of work and the setting of

tasks by time study with its assumption

always of scientific accuracy puts the in

dividual worker at a disadvantage in any

attempt to question the justice of the de .

mands made upon him . The onus of

proof is upon him and the standards of

judgment are set up by the employer,

covered by the mantle of scientific accu

racy.
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" It would seem also that scientific man

agement tends, on the whole, to prevent
the formation of groups of workers with

in the shop with recognized common in

terests , and to weaken the solidarity of
those which exist. Almost everything

points to the strengthening of the indi

vidualistic motive and the weakening of
group solidarity . Each worker is bent

on the attainment of his individual task.

He can not combine with his fellows to

determine how much that task shall be.
If the individual slows down he merely
lessens his wages and prejudices his

standing without helping his neighbor.

" Scientific management as a movement

is cursed with fakirs. The great rewards

which a few leaders in the movement have
secured for their services have brought

into the field a crowd of industrial ‘patent
medicine men. ' The way is open to all.

No standards or requirements, private or

publie, have been developed by the appli
cation of which the goats can be sepa

rated from the sheep. Employers have

thus far proved credulous. Almost any

one can show the average manufacturing
concern where it can make some improve

ments in its methods. So the scientific
management shingles have gone up all

over the country , the fakirs have gone

into the shops, and in the name of scien

tific management have reaped temporary

gains to the detriment of both the em
ployers and the workers.

“ Fake scientific management experts,

however, are not alone responsible for the

lack of training and intelligence which

contributes to the diversity and imma

turity of scientific management in prac

tice and its failure to make good the

labor claims of its most distinguished

leaders. The fact is that on the whole,

and barring some notable exceptions, the

sponsors and adherents of scientific man

agement--experts and employers alike

are profoundly ignorant of very muchthat
concerns the broader humanitarian and

social problems which it creates and in

volves, especially as these touch the char

acter and welfare of labor.

" To sum up, scientific management in

practice generally tends to weaken the
competitive power of the individual

worker, and thwarts the formation of

shop groups and weakens group soli

darity ; moreover, generally scientific

management is lacking in the arrange

ments and machinery necessary for the

actual voicing of the workers' ideas and

complaints , and for the democratic consid
eration and adjustment of grievance.

Collective bargaining has ordinarily no
place in the determination of matters

vital to the workers, and the attitude to

ward it is usually tolerant only when it
is not understood . Finally unionism ,

where it means a vigorous attempt to en
force the viewpoint and claims of the

workers, is in general looked upon with

abhorrence, and unions which are looked

upon with complacency are not the kind

which organized labor, in general, wants ,

while the union co -operation which is in
vited is altogether different from that

which they stand ready to give. In prac

tice, scientific management must, there

fore , be declared autocratic in tendency
a reversion to industrial autocracy, which
forces the workers to depend on the em
ployers' conception of fairness, and

limits the democratic safeguards of the

workers."

New Federation of Government

Employees.

During the year the employees at

the Norfolk Navy Yard , located at

Portsmouth, Virginia, organized what

they called the Navy Yard and Arse

nal Employees Federation, which for

the time being was to admit to mem

bership all employees at Government

navy yards, naval stations and arse.

nals.

A local branch of the Federation was

organized at Portsmouth , Va. A con

stitution and by-laws were adopted and

submitted to the international organi

zations for approval .

When we heard of the organization,

I immediately corresponded with our

organizations and called attention to

the fact that the organization was a

rival one to our Department and that

we were perfectly capable of looking

after the interest of the Government

employees which were to be covered

by the new organization. As an evi

dence of this, it is only necessary for

us to point to what we have already

accomplished in the interest of the me

chanics and others employed at the

navy yards, arsenals, etc.

So far as I know , none of the inter

national organizations gave their ap

proval to the new organization. Later

we learned that it was the intention

of this Federation to establish a na

tional organization and to apply to the

A , F. of L. for a charter as a depart

ment having jurisdiction over Govern.

ment employees.

We had several conferences with rep

resentatives of the organization . Sec

retary Berres visited Portsmouth on

two occasions to explain to the men

that it would be impossible for them

to secure a charter for a new depart

ment in the A. F. of L .; that our De .

partment and its affiliated organiza

tions held complete jurisdiction . At

the meeting of the Executive Council

of our Department, held at Washington

in August, we invited the President

and Secretary of the Portsmouth or

ganization to come to Washington and

meet with us , which they did, when

the subject was fully discussed .

Later I addressed a letter to the or

ganization , setting forth the work that

had been accomplished by our Depart

ment in the interest of Government

employees, pointing out to them that

they could co -operate with each other

in the same manner in a council under

our Department with much greater

prospect of success and secure for
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Management

By R. A. Feiss.

HERE is before Congress legislation which proposes

to make it a criminal offense to make time study or

to use any other means to measure the time of work

ers in government shops. It is further proposed to

make it a crimnialoffense to pay premiums or bonuses to workers .

To the average layman this legislation may seem to be rather

limited in its effect and of very little importance. As a matter

of fact, it is of most vital interest not only to industry as a whole

but also to the future of the American workman in particular and

the American nation in general.

While this legislation purports only to affect government

work, it must be taken for granted , that what applies to the man

agement and efficiency ofgovernment workers, not only is of vital

interest to management and efficiency elsewhere, but is also of

great importance to the American citizen who is the real employer

and owner of government shops. If the use of certain methods

or principles in government work is criminal and should be pro

hibited , then it is criminal and should be prohibited in private

industry .

The economic question is of importance second only to the

moral question involved . As to the economic question, it is not

only admitted but well proven that scientific management, as first

propounded by the late Frederick Winslow Taylor and as applied

in the government shops in question and elsewhere , has meant an

increase per capita of output averaging 100 per cent or more. It

has also been proven and admitted that under scientific manage

ment not only is the output increased, but costs are lowered and

wages are raised . This means efficiency. And efficiency in both

government shops and industry at large is a matter not only of

vital necessity in the question of preparedness for war, but also

in the ever present question of preparedness for peace.

There is no part of the community to whom efficiency is more

vital than the worker. He can never hope to better his status

without that proportionate increase of production which results

only from increased efficiency. The most radical theorist, as well

1.s the general run of practical economists, will assert that the

Efficiency Society Journal, Volume 5, No. 6, June 1916, p. 286-291
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worker's prosperity and ultimate salvation depend upon his op

portunity to receive a fairer, and, generally speaking, a larger

share of that which is produced. It therefore follows that he is

not only interested in large production, but in the largest possible

production in order that his fair share is forthcoming.

If it is admitted and proven that scientific management in

creases the production and is a valuable asset to the worker and

to the community, neither it nor any of its methods must be dis

carded unless their ultimate effect is shown to be permanently

injurious. It is claimed that time study and bonus payments are

injurious, as they constitute a " speeding up” process , which re

sults in injury to the workers . It is therefore necessary to con

sider what time study and bonuses or premium payments con

sist of

Management, in order to be scientific, must act only upon

accurate knowledge based upon scientific investigation. The

stopwatch and other time measuring devices are absolutely essen

tial for scientific investigation and the establishment of facts

regarding all the conditions under which an operation is or should

be performed, as well as of the performance itself . Some kind

of time study is performed in a crude way at all times by every

worker for himself . So called time and motion study aims to

bring in the best possible scientific methods in order more ac

curately to determine facts for both the worker and the manage

ment. Neither can make any accurate deductions without some

scientific assistance . Their deductions will be accurate in propor

tion to that extent to which scientific methods are applied .

There is a great deal of misunderstanding about scientific

time study ; first, because it is a new science ; and most men are

suspicious of anything new — especially of anything that is not

readily comprehended by them ; and secondly , because time study

has been in some instances applied for unworthy ends . It would

be absolutely preposterous , however, to do away with time study

for this latter reason , altho this is the one that is constantly

quoted in opposition to it. There is hardly a known science

which is not used as a means of abuse in the hands of some men .

For example, chemistry, which has been responsible for such

wonderful contributions to human knowledge and comfort, in
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the hands of some men enables them to produce poisons for the

purpose of destroying others . Can it therefore be said the prac

tice of chemistry shall be prohibited as a crime ? If a science is

capable of abuse, it seems preposterous to legislate for the pur

pose of abolishing it entirely . Legislation , should there be any,

should aim to remedy the specific abuse .

As a matter of fact , no greater contribution to industry has

ever been made than that of scientific management in its applica

tion of scientific methods to the problems of production . Scien

tific time study , in the first place , is used to analyze and stand

ardize the conditions of operation. The most efficient tools, the

most efficient speeds, the least tiresome and most efficient motions ,

as well as other conditions are established by time study and can

only be established by time study methods. After the conditions

of operation have been standardized, time and motion study are

the scientific means for establishing a fair performance.
In

establishing
a fair performance

, at no time is it possible to accept

the best performance
of an exceptionally

skilled worker. This is

safeguarded
by the fact that if such performance

were taken , time

study would immediately
defeat its own ends .

Time study itself is the greatest known safeguard against

overspeeding and the setting of injuriously high or impossible

tasks . In making a scientific investigation , it is not only possible

to divide each operation into its component parts and to deter

mine the proper time allowance for each motion, but , as a part

of this science, it becomes a practical necessity . It is essential to

study the causes of delay, safe and proper allowances for unavoid

able interruptions and the proper allowances for fatigue. In

other words, time study would amount to nothing and no sane

man would waste his time on it unless his object were to study

all the conditions relating to efficient operation in detail.

Thru time study speed has not only been increased , but has

been regularized. Very little, if any, increase in speed is obtained

thru faster movements of the operator, but is obtained thru im

provement and standardization of conditions and the elimination

of waste motion and effort of the operator, made possible only

by time study . In many cases the output has been doubled when

thru the assistance of time study the necessity for standardization
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of materials has been realized . When time study has shown the

necessity and means for standardizing conditions, steadying the

flow of work and otherwise improving the service to the opera

tor , output has often been doubled and tripled without the slight

est addition of effort on the part of the worker .

Time study has another function of equally vital importance

to both the worker and industry at large . It lifts practically every

field of human endeavor, no matter how lowly , from the plane of

unskilled to skilled . This is not only because scientific manage

ment recognizes every field of human endeavor as a science, but

also when thru time study , the skill required to perform any task

in the most efficient way has been studied and established , it

recognizes the necessity and the responsibility, thru time and

motion study , to analyze the shortcomings of the individual,

worker in order properly to train him and make him efficient.

Time study, therefore, is a scientific means to accomplish that

mutual end in industry, viz . , the producing of trained men.

Scientific management itself recognizes that while the means

for studying the work of the worker is essential, management, in

order to be scientific, cannot end when it has merely established

the means to produce skilled men . It is true that scientific man

agement, thru time study and other scientific methods , has , where

applied , increased the welfare of the worker by making him

more skilled , by giving him a steady supply of work, by regular

izing employment, by shortening hours , by standardizing and im

proving other conditions , but scientific management has not

stopped there . It has secured for the worker, as a part of that

science, a larger and fairer share of the fruits of production than

has ever been obtained for him before . Scientific management

not only recognizes as an economic problem that the worker is

entitled to a fair share, but it has laid down as a principle that

not only a fair but a very large return must be permanently

guaranteed to him, not only as a reward , but as a necessary in

centive toward efficiency . Whether this additional reward is

paid to him by means of a premium or bonus, piece rate or any

othermethod makes no difference . The form that is used depends

upon the specific conditions . In some cases one and in some cases

another form is more applicable . The result is the same . Scien
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tific management insists that a large reward must be assured the

worker for a scientifically determined standard of accomplish

ment. This principle is essential, altho the greater part of addi

tional accomplishment is entirely due to expenditure of money

and effort on the part of the management alone.

Altho many of the most essential and beneficial methods of

scientific management have sometimes been used for abuse, never

theless, wherever scientific management has been established in

private industry, the workers have thrived not only materially,

but also physically and mentally. Any impartial investigation

would not only show the beneficial results, but would prove con

clusively that the workers themselves almost unanimously will

uphold scientific management and would object to returning to

old and traditional methods.

At the Clothcraft Shops of the Joseph & Feiss Company, in

addition to this having been time and again proven by investiga

tion, some of the results can be quoted as further and irrefutable

evidence . During the five years from 1910 to 1914 the average

annual income of all workers has been increased 37 per cent.

During the same period the cost of production has shown a slight

decrease. No better proof of its effect on the worker can be

had than the fact that complete medical and other records show

that no one within the last seven years has ever left the employ

of this company because of overwork or breakdown. Although

70 per cent of the workers are women, over one-third of the

workers have been in the steady employ of the company for a

period of five years or more . Not only would this be impossible

if time study and scientific management methods overspeeded

the workers , but, if this were true, the labor turnover would

show a material increase . As a conclusive refutation of this fact,

the labor turnover of this company is here given :

LABER TURNOVER 1910-1914 .

Year. Stand . Payroll . New Hands. Per Cent.

1910 1,044 1,570 150.3

1911 951 807 84.8

1912 887 663 74.7

1913 874 569 65.1

1914 865 291 33.5
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The manufacture of ready-to-wear men's clothing is a most

complicated proposition , involving a tremendous number of va

rious kinds of operations. Since the introduction of time study

and other scientific methods the usual continuous haggling over

production and rates has been entirely eliminated . In its place

exists only the friendliest relationship and a spirit of co-operation .

Time and motion study, by substituting scientific investigation and

fact for dispute and opinion, removes the greatest source of irri

tation and the greatest obstacle to mutual co -operation between

management and men .

With the welfare of the worker primarily at heart, legisla

tion should not be introduced to abolish time study and other

scientific management methods, but should be introduced to en

force their use in government shops, if not in all shops.

A business in difficulty is like a person who is ill . Each needs

a physician , a real one , who can diagnose and treat the case.

Even now, with all our experience, the real reason for failures in

business are so little known and acknowledged as to astonish one

familiar with such matters . Few concerns would ever come to

grief if the proprietors and creditors would take the trouble either

to act on the knowledge they have or to secure competent advice

and help when the first symptoms appear . Here is a large and

inviting field for preventive work , but it requires experienced ,

wise, sympathetic practitioners. - Willard P. Barrows, Journal

of Accountancy .

An accounting system is a co-ordinate set of records designed

to show in detail the physical and financial transactions of a busi

ness , as they take place , and to combine or summarize such data

in appropriate groups or classifications, so as to give the man

agement reliable information as to the current operations and

the resulting physical and financial condition of the business.

E. Elmer Staub , Journal of Accountancy.

The Factory Medical Department of the Ford Motor Com

pany treated 206,324 cases during the year ending August 31 ,

1915 .



Opposing Anti-Efficiency Legislation

HE committee of ten has been doing much active and

effective work in opposition to the bills now before

Congress that are aimed at the introduction and use

of time studies for the promotion of efficiency in

government work.

Realizing the serious effect of such legislation upon industry

in this country a large delegation, composed of the following

well known individuals , representing a large percentage of the

country's principal business interests , met members of both houses

of Congress and presented arguments in opposition to these bills :

THE DELEGATION.

George R. Alden—Pres . The Norton Co., Worcester, Mass.

L. P. Alford-Editor American Machinist , New York.

Howard E. Coffin - Chairman Committee on Industrial Pre

paredness of the Naval Consulting Board , New York.

Morris L. Cooke-Acting Director, The Utilities Bureau ,

Philadelphia , Pa .

Allen M. Cook-Norfolk, Va. former Executive Officer of

the Battleship IDAHO.

F. B. Copley-President The Royalton Co. , New York.

John Driscoll — Machinist, Watertown, Mass.

Boyd Fisher - Vice- President Executives Club , Detroit Board

of Commerce.

Gerome R. George-Morgan Construction Company, Presi

dent Worcester branch , National Metal Trades Association , Wor

cester, Mass.

H. A. Goddard—Export Manager Perfection Spring Co. ,

New York.

W. Herman Greul - Otis Elevator Co. , Secretary Committee

of Ten, New York.

John W. Higgins - President Worcester Pressed Steel Co. ,

Worcester, Mass.

H. P. Kendall-Treasurer The Plimpton Press, Norwood ,

Mass.

David Kirshbaum - President National Assn . Clothiers, Phila

delphia , Pa .

O. B. Kritchfield - Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. , Akron , O.

F. C. Lawton-Cadillac Motor Car Co. , Detroit , Mich .
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Wilfred Lewis-President Tabor Manufacturing Co. , Phila

delphia , Pa .

William Lodge-President Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool

Co. , Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fred . J. Miller - Manager of Works, Remington Typewriter

Co. , New York.

H. D. Minich-United Shirt & Collar Co. , Troy, N. Y.

E. A. Muller - Secretary The King Machine Tool Co. , Cin

cinnati , O.

Albert E. Newton — Manager Reed-Prentiss Co. , Worcester,

Mass .

E. B. Passano-President Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore, Md.

R. A. D. Preston—Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. , Akron , O.

H. H. Rice — The Waverly Company, Indianapolis , Ind .

W. B. Richards — Vice -President Gunn Richards & Co. , N. Y.

Oberlin Smith - President Ferracute Machine Co., Bridgeton ,

New Jersey.

J. L. Sydnor - Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. , Akron , O.

Donald Tulloch - Secretary Employers Assn. and Secretary

Worcester branch , National Metal Trades Assn. , Worcester,

Mass.

John G. Utz-Chief Engineer Perfection Spring Co. , Cleve

land, O.

W. A. Viall - Secretary Brown & Sharp Mfg. Co. , Provi

dence , Rhode Island .

C. Wood Walter - Vice - President Cincinnati Milling Mach.

Co. , Cincinnati , O.

W. R. Whitney–Naval Consulting Board, General Electric

Co. , Schenectady , N. Y.

On June 21 , the delegation called upon President Wilson and

explained the effect the pending legislation will have upon the

industrial development of the country. The argument of the

delegation were presented by Mr. H. P. Kendall who spoke in

part as follows :

The men composing this delegation come from New York ,

Virginia , Massachusetts, Michigan, Connecticut , Ohio, Rhode

Island , Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois and New Jersey . They

are men of high standing in their communities, the representa

tives of leading companies and associations in a wide range of

industries.
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They are leaders in that they represent the best that has been

attained in good working conditions, short hours and high wages

for the employees and low cost and high quality of output of their

mills and factories.

They represent annual expenditures of hundreds of millions

of dollars . They are members of no single organization but speak

for many industrial organizations and chambers of commerce .

They are the type of men to whom the country is looking to

advance our foreign commerce and to improve our manufactures

and domestic trade . They are men of broad vision and balanced

judgment and they came together on a moment's notice to protest

against legislation that all are agreed is vicious , and to explain

their reasons for their protest .

The legislation is opposed by this group, by manufacturers

generally and by practically all employees working in plants under

the form of management attacked by the legislation embodied in

the so-called Tavenner bill H. R. 8665. This bill provides :

“ That it shall be unlawful for any officer, manager, superin

tendent, foreman, or other person having charge of any

employee of the United States Government to make or cause

to be made with a stop watch or other time measuring device

a time study of any job of any such employee between the start

ing and completion thereof, or of the movements of any such

employee while engaged upon such work. No premiums or

bonus or cash reward shall be paid except for suggestions

resulting in improvement or economy in the operation of any

Government plant.

Sec. 2. That any violations of the provision of this Act

shall be deemed a misdemeanor and shall be punished by a

fine of not more than $ 500 or by imprisonment of not more

than six months, at the discretion of the court."

The Naval Appropriation Bill H. R. 15947 and the Fortifica

tion Bill as passed by the House have the following rider at

tached :

" Provided, That no part of the appropriations made in this

Act shall be available for the salary or pay of any officer,

manager, superintendent, foreman , or other person having

charge of the work of any employee of the United States

Government while making or causing to be made with a stop

watch or other time measuring device a time study of any

job or any such employee between the starting and completion

thereof, or of the movements of any such employee while

engaged upon such work ; nor shall any part of the appropria

tions made in this Act be available to pay any premium or

bonus or cash reward to any employee in addition to his

regular wages, except for suggestions resulting in improve

ments or economy in the operation of any Government plant."
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These rider bills are under consideration in the Senate and

will shortly be followed by similar measures providing funds for

the Army, Post Office and sundry deficiencies.

The clear purpose of these measures is to prevent the use of

any watch, clock or other timing device in connection with

Government work and to prohibit the payment of any money in

excess of a flat day wage as a reward for specific accomplishment.

The greatest progress in the science and art of industrial

management has been made during the last decade due to the

formulation of a new and different set of principles by an

American industrial engineer recognized as the leader in his

field by the entire industrial world . France, Germany, England,

Belgium, Switzerland are all paying their tribute of praise and

have adopted these principles in their industries. These principles

were formulated some 20 years ago and like all new ideas were

slow in adoption . The last few years however have seen them

rapidly gain headway until today hundreds of thousands of

workers are benefiting by them.

There are a number of very essential features of this form of

management, functional leadership, centralized planning, com

plete classification, definite routing of materials, job analysis and

some form of pay beyond the regular flat wage, based on quality

and production.

The stop -watch is an essential instrument in making an accu

rate job analysis and a job analysis is made of every hand or

machine operation for two distinct purposes :

First , to make such a thoro study that the best way to do the

job can be found .

Second , to form a basis of reward for special skill and accom

plishment

In a recent time study made to discover the best way of drying

cloth , the instruments used by the consulting engineer in a purely

scientific investigation of that particular operation , were hygro

meters , thermometers , a steel tape, graduated balances and a

stop-watch . The engineer is a man who had had no previous

experience in an industry operating under the principles of scien

tific management. The instruments were necessary to determine

how best to operate the machine and the study had reference

purely to the machine and its product . Later to complete this
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job analysis it will be necessary to study the motions and the

workman, times of changing from one kind of work to another

and of stopping and starting the machine.

Such a job analysis will be incomplete without a study of such

human factors as ventilation , lighting, fatigue, rest periods , etc.

With the analysis complete it will be possible to operate the

machine in a better way than at present and with less nervous

strain and wear and tear on the operative it will be possible to

produce a greater output with higher earning for the operator .

This is merely a single instance of the use of the stop-watch

as one of the precision instruments in constant use in the most

advanced industrial management.

It is not a theoretical case . It is typical of the search for facts

continually going on in industry .

Similar studies have been conducted over a period of years

in Government arsenals and navy yards and on our battleships.

Admirals and commanders of battleships have repeatedly told us

that the stop watch has been an absolutely essential factor in the

improvement of the fighting efficiency of our fleet.

The soundness of the principles is a demonstrated fact.

Scientific management, socalled , in which the stop watch is an

essential precision instrument has already increased production,

lowered cost and increased the workers' earnings. The increased

wages are a component part of the plan that has made lower costs

possible .

The popular conception of the stop watch as a speeding up

device, pure and simple, with its chief and only function that of

driving the worker to the limit of endurance is fast giving way

as the real knowledge of its use grows. The old popular concep

tion of the use of the stop watch , growing out of its association

with the race course , is only retained by those ignorant of its

proper function or those obstructionists who deny the value of

real cooperation between the worker and his employer. If the

old conception was correct those advocating the improved prin

ciples of management could neither square their position with

their ideals nor have the moral courage to oppose publicly legis

lation of this kind .

A brief description has been given of a single example of job

analysis . This plays but one part in the new scheme of industrial
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management. Eighty per cent . of the increased production made

possible by the application of these principles is due not to

greater effort of the worker nor even to the better direction of his

individual efforts, but to the plan of the management which accom

plishes ; first, complete standardization of materials ; second, the

proper control and movement of these materials in right quanti

ties , in the right direction , at the right time and to the right place

for their use ; third, the giving to the workers complete informa

tion as to the best way of doing a certain piece of work and as to

the best way of operating the machine ; fourth, the scheduling

thru the routing system and the planning room of all orders in

their proper sequence and to completely balancing production ;

fifth , the improvement in the care and in the design of machines

as a result of the analytical time study .

To make possible the scientific routing , scheduling and balanc

ing of product it is necessary to know in advance how long the

job is likely to take , otherwise preceding or subsequent jobs will

interfere . Time study is the only method of obtaining this in

formation without which uniform rate of production cannot be

obtained .

When this careful job analysis in which the operators co

operate , has been made it is the purpose and practice to pay the

workers who accomplish an easily attainable task in a given time ,

a premium or bonus running from 10 to 50 or 75% increase over

their basic earnings .

This greater earning capacity of the worker is made possible

by work of the management after it has organized itself properly

to perform the work which the management has to do, namely

to give proper information to the workman , to bring the material

and tools to him at the proper time and to give him a suitable

machine with full instructions as to the best way to use it .

The task or bonus time is determined very carefully and

results in an accurate knowledge of the time in which work will

be accomplished with the resultant possibility of better planning

and more uniform production .

It makes possible greater production from the plant as a

whole and thus makes possible larger earnings for the workers.

These larger wages are in fact secured with less wear and tear,

less nervous strain and under better working conditions than were

wont to prevail under earlier methods of management.
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These are not exaggerated statements They are facts borne

out by ample evidence . Such conditions can be seen in many

kinds of industry and in many plants over the country, tho not

in a large proportion of the plants because these principles are

relatively new. These plants as a whole represent the best

working conditions , the best industrial relations, the highest earn

ings, the smallest change in labor personnel and the best health

and happiness of the employees that can be found in the country

Without exception, the introduction and development of these

principles have resulted in a very marked improvement in each

respect mentioned above.

An example, not the least in importance, is found in the

Watertown arsenal where in the last few years has been demon

strated the improvement in wages, in lowered costs and in greater

output . Two present members of the Cabinet and a member of

the House formed a committee under a former administration to

investigate the methods in vogue there and reported it unwise to

pass legislation prohibiting the methods they found.

It has been said by the advocates of the legislation we oppose

that members of labor unions are opposed to time study and

premium payments . Wherever these principles have been applied

in industry there was quite as much cooperation on the part of

union workers as of any other and these principles are pretty

thoroly developed in some companies which have virtually union

shops . It is of interest to know that two labor unions in large

cities in different states are now employing industrial engineers

for the purpose of making time studies and job analyses as a

basis for fair and equitable rates for which they collectively bar

gain . The labor union officials in England proposed these same

methods of stop watch time study and premium payments as the

best security for the workers' interests under the increased output

demanded for their country's defense.

We contend :

First. That few of those who decided on legislation of this

kind have a clear idea of what is meant by time study and

premium methods of payment or of their place in modern indus

trial efficiency .

Second. That the Government of the United States should

be second to none in its grasp and use of the best methods of
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management, that to legislate against the use of any instrument

of measure or precision which may be used to determine the best

ways of doing work is not only unwise but extremely dangerous ;

that with the necessity for preparedness for peace as well as for

war, the United States should take the lead in seeking to develop

and increase the efficiency of its managers and its men .

Third . That those who would lead our legislators into believing

that the use of the stop watch and premium or bonus payments

are pernicious "speeding up devices " are either completely mis

informed as to the principles and practices of the form of man

agement of which these methods are a part, else, for their own

purposes, seek to prevent the Government from using the best

and most advanced methods that have been developed in private

industry in this country and abroad .

Fourth. That the only way of increasing earnings without

increasing costs is by improvement in industrial efficiency, that

the principles of scientific management have accomplished this

and that over 100,000 workers in this country have been and are

working in plants in which this method is used , gaining greater

earnings under better and more healthful conditions than existed

before this new form of management was developed .

We urge therefore :

First. That our legislators inform themselves as to the facts

regarding the legislation we oppose and its far-reaching influence

in both Government and private industry, and

Second. That if they find our statements are substantial

they oppose such legislation as is proposed in the Tavenner and

Van Dyke bills and such riders on the various appropriation bills

as seek the same ends .

We urge that they use their influence and legislative power to

secure in every department of Government activity the adoption

of these best principles and practices of industrial management

that has been developed, which have been found to further

the greatest production , the least waste , the greatest earnings , the

greatest safety , the greatest improvement in health , and the

greatest loyalty and interest of the workers ; and in its broadest

sense the greatest efficiency.



Many people say that Scientific Management was
not scientific. How wrong they are! They never
heard of Carl Barth. A key element of Scientific
Management was measurement and
standardization. As part of that work, Frederick
Winslow Taylor's close associate, mathematician
Carl Barth, created many different types of
compound slide rules (mechanical analog
computers) for various types of calculations --
and thus moving away from "rule of thumb"
(guesses) to facts based on science. Learn more
about Carl Barth and his ingenious work
here https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Georg_B
arth
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SLIDE RULES FOR THE MACHINE SHOP AS A PART

OF THE TAYLOR SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT

BY CARL G. BARTH, SWARTHMORE, PA .

(Member of the Society .)

1. In his paper on “ Shop Management, ” read at the Saratoga

meeting of the Society in June last , Mr. Fred W. Taylor referred

to certain slide rules that had been invented and developed under

his supervision and general guidance, by means of which it be

comes a comparatively simple matter to determine that feed and

speed at which a lathe or kindred machine tool must be run in

order to do a certain piece of work in a minimum of time .

2. These slide rules were also mentioned by Mr. H. L. Gantt in

his paper “ A Bonus System of Rewarding Labor ” (New York

Meeting, December, 1901 ) , as being at that timein successful use

in the large machine shop of the Bethlehem Steel Company, and

reproductions of a number of instruction cards were therein pre

sented, the dictated feeds and speeds of which had been deter

mined by means of these slide rules.

3. Mr. Taylor early set about making experiments with a view

to obtaining information in regard to resistances in cutting steel

with edged tools, and also the relations that exist between the

depth of cut and feed taken to the cutting speed and time that a

tool will endure; and he advanced far enough along these lines

in his early position as engineer for the Midvale Steel Company

to make systematic and successful use of the information obtained ;

but as this, of course, was confined to tempered carbon tools only,

it was not applicable to the modern high -speed steel, so that the

invention and introduction of this steel called for new experiments

to be made.

4. These were first undertaken under Mr. Taylor's directions at

* Presented at the New York meeting (December, 1903) of the American So

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, and forming part of Volume XXV. of the Trans

actions.

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. XXV, 1904, pp. 48-62
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Bethlehem , so far as the cutting of steel alone was concerned ;

and later on at the works of William Sellers & Co., Inc. , of

Philadelphia, at which place the writer spent fifteen months in

going over these experiments again, on both steel and cast iron ,

and with tools of a variety of shapes and sizes, and for which

nearly 25 tons of material were required .

5. However, it is not the writer's intention at this time, to give

an account of these experiments, or of the results obtained and

conclusions drawn from them , but merely to give some idea of

the slide rules on which these have been incorporated, and by

means of which a most complex mathematical problem may be

solved in less than a minute.

6. He will also confine his attention to the most generally inter

esting of these slide rules ; that is, the slide rules for lathes, and

he will take for an example an old style belt -driven lathe , with

cone pulley and back gearing.

7. Considering the number of variables that enter into the prob

lem of determining the most economical way in which to remove

a required amount of stock from a piece of lathe work, they may

be enumerated as follows :

I. The size and shape of the tools to be used.

' II . The use or not of a cooling agent on the tool.

III . The number of tools to be used at the same time.

IV . The length of time the tools are required to stand up to

the work (LIFE OF Tool).

V. The hardness of the material to be turned ( Class Num

BER).

VI. The diameter of this material or work .

VII. The depth of the cut to be taken.

VIII. The feed to be used.

IX . The cutting speed.

-- X. The cutting pressure on the tool .

XI. The speed combination to be used to give at the same

time the proper cutting speed and the pressure re

quired to take the cut.

XII. The stiffness of the work .

8. All of these variables, except the last one, are incorporated

in the slide rule, which, when the work is stiff enough to permit of

any cut being taken that is within both the pulling power of the

lathe and strength of the tool , may be manipulated by a person

who has not the slightest practical judgment to bear on the matter ;
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but which as yet, whenever the work is not stiff enough to permit

of this, does require to be handled by a person of a good deal of

practical experience and judgment.

9. However, we expect some day to accumulate enough data in

regard to the relations between the stiffness of the work and the

cuts and speeds that will not produce detrimental chatter, to do

without personal judgment in this matter also, and we will at

present take no notice of the twelfth one of the above variables

but confine ourselves to a consideration of the first eleven only.

10. Of these eleven, all except the third and tenth enter into re

lations with each other that depend only on the cutting properties

of the tools, while all except the second, fourth and ninth also

enter into another set of relations that depends on the pulling

power of the lathe, and the problem primarily solved by the slide

rule is the determination of that speed -combination which will at

the same time most nearly utilize all the pulling power of the

lathe on the one hand, and the full cutting efficiency of the tools

used on the other hand, when in any particular case under consid

eration values have been assigned to all the other nine variables.

11. If our lathe were capable of making any number of revolu

tions per minute between certain limits, and the possible torque

corresponding to this number of revolutions could be algebraically

expressed in terms of such revolutions, then the problem might

possibly be reduced to a solution, by ordinary algebraic methods,

of two simultaneous equations containing two unknown quantities ;

but as yet no such driving mechanism has been invented, or is ever

likely to be invented, so that, while the problem is always essen

tially the solution of two simultaneous equations, or sets of rela

tions between a number of variables , its solution becomes necessa

rily a tentative one ; or, in other words, one of trial and error, and

involving an endless amount of labor, if attempted by ordinary

mathematical methods ; while it is a perfectly direct and remark

ably simple one when performed on the slide rule .

12. The slide rule method of solution may, however, also be

employed for the solution of numerous similar problems that are

capable of a direct and perfect algebraic solution ; and it will, in

fact, be best first to exhibit the same in connection with the sim

plest imaginable problem of this kind.

13. In the first place, the solution of two simultaneous equations

may be graphically effected by representing each of them by

a curve whose coördinates represent possible values of the two
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unknown quantities or variables, for then the coördinates of the

point of intersection of these curves will represent values of the

unknown quantities that satisfy both equations at the same time.

14. Example 1. Thus, if we have y + x = 12 and y - x = 3,

these equations are respectively represented by the two straight

lines AB and CD in Fig. 3 ; and as these intersect at a point ( 1)
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whose coördinates are x = 41 and y = 73, these values will

satisfy both equations at the same time.

15. Example 2. Suppose again that we have w.y = 18 and I = 3,

and these equations are respectively represented by the equilateral

hyperbola EF and the straight line GH ; and the coördinates to

the point of intersection of these (2) being respectively x = 2.45

and y = 7.35, these values will satisfy both equations at the same

time .
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16. Example 3. Similarly, if we have y - x = 3 and y.x = 18,

these equations are respectively represented by the straight lines

CD and the equilateral hyperbola EF; and the coördinates to the

point of intersection of these (3) being x = 3 and y = 6, these

values will satisfy both equations at the same time.

17. The slide rule method of effecting these solutions — to the

consideration of which we will now pass ----will readily be seen to be

very similar in its essential nature to this graphical method,

though quite different in form .

18. In Fig . 4 is shown a slide rule by means of which may be

solved any problem within the range of the rule of the general

form : “ The sum and difference of two numbers being given, what

are the numbers ?”

19. The rule is set for the solution of the case in which the sum

of the numbers is 12 and their difference 3, so that we may write

y + x = 12 and y - x = 3,

which are the same as the equations in Ex. 1 above.

20. In the rule, the upper fixed scale represents possible values

of the sum of the two numbers to be found, for which the example

under consideration gives y + x = 12, opposite which number is

therefore placed the arrow on the upper slide.

21. The scale on this slide represents possible values of the

lesser of the two numbers (designated by x) and the double scale

on the middle fixed portion of the rule represents possible values

of the greater of the two numbers (designated by y) ; and these

various scales are so laid out relatively to each other, and to the

arrow'referred to, that any two coincident numbers on these latter

scales have for their sum the number to which this arrow is set ;

in this case accordingly 12 .

22. The bottom fixed scale on the rule represents possible val

ues of the difference of the two numbers, in this case 3, opposite

which number is therefore placed the arrow on the bottom slide

of the rule, the scale on which also represents possible values of

the lesser of the two numbers, x; and the double fixed scale in

the middle of the rule representing, as already pointed out, pos

sible values of y, the whole is so laid out that any two coincident

numbers on these latter scales have for their difference the num

ber to which this arrow is set ; in this case accordingly 3 .

23. Fixing now our attention on any number on the double y

scale in the middle of the rule, we first note the values coincident
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to it in the two x scales on the slides; and this done, we readily

discover in which direction we must move along the first scale in

order to pick out that value of y which has the same value of x

coincident with it in both x scales. For the case under consid

eration this value of y is 74,and the coincident value in both scales

is 44. Evidently, therefore, y = 74 and x = 41 are the num

bers sought.

24. In the same manner we may make a slide rule for the solu

tion of the general problem : “ The product and quotient of two

numbers being given, what are the numbers ? ”

Such a rule would differ from the above described rule merely

in having logarithmic scales instead of plain arithmetic scales.

25. By the combined use of both arithmetical and logarithmetic

scales we may even construct rules for a similar solution of the

general problems: “ The sum and product, or the sum and quo

tient, or the difference and product, or the difference and quotient,

of two numbers being given , what are the numbers ? ” and a

multiplicity of others; and the writer ventures to suggest that

slide rules of this kind, and some even simpler ones, might be

made excellent use of in teaching the first elements of algebra ,

as they would offer splendid opportunities for illustrating the rules

for the operations with negative numbers, which are such a

stumbling block to the average young student.

26. We now have sufficient idea of the mathematical principles

involved , for a complete understanding of the working of the slide

rule whose representation forms the main purpose of this paper.

27. This slide rule, in a somewhat ideal form in so far as it is

made out for neither steel nor cast iron , but for an ideal metal of

properties between these two, is illustrated in Fig. 5. It will be

seen to have two slides in its upper section and three in its lower

section , and it is in so far identical with the rules made for the

Bethlehem Steel Company, while in the rules more recently made

it has been found possible and convenient to construct it with only

two slides in the lower section also.

28. It is shown arranged for a belt -driven lathe (No. 43*) with

five cone steps, which are designated respectively by the numbers

1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5 , from the largest to the smallest on the machine.

This lathe has a back gear only, and the back gear in use is desig

* The main frame of the rule is used for a number of lathes, and is arranged

to receive interchangeable specific scales for any lathe wanted, as may be seen in

the illustration .
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nated by the letter A, the back gear out by the letter B. It also

has two counter shaft speeds, designated respectively by S and F,

such that S stands for the slower, F for the faster of these speeds.

29. The SPEED COMBINATION 3 - A - S thus designates — to

choose an example — the belt on the middle cone step, the back

gear in, and the slow speed of the countershaft ; and similarly, the

combination 1 - B - F designates the belt on the largest cone step

on the machine, the back gear out, and the fast speed of the coun

tershaft; and so on .

30. The double, fixed scale in the middle of the rule (marked

FEED) is equivalent to the y scale of the rule in Fig. 4, and the

scales nearest to this on the slides on each side of it (marked

SPEED COMBINATION FOR POWER, and for SPEED, respectively )

are equivalent to the x scales on the rule in Fig. 4. The rest

of the scales represent the various other variables that enter into

the problem of determining the proper feed and speed combina

tion to be used, fixed values being either directly given or as

signed to these other variables, in any particular case under

consideration.

31. The upper section of the rule embodies all the variables that

enter into the question of available cutting pressure at the tool ,

while the lower section embodies all the variables that enter into

the question of cutting speed ; or, in other words, the upper section

deals with the pulling power of the lathe, the lower section with

the cutting properties of the tool ; and our aim is primarily to

utilize, in every case, both of these to the fullest extent possible.

32. The example for which the rule has been set in the illustra

tion is :

A 4 inch depth of cut to be taken with each of two tools on a

material of class 14 for hardness, and of 20 inches diameter, and

the tools to last 1 hour and 45 minutes under a good stream of

water.

33. The steps taken in setting the rule were :

1. The first scale in the upper or Power section of the rule,

from above, was first set so that 2 in the scale marked Number

OF Tools became coincident with 4 inch in the fixed scale marked

DEPTH OF CUT FOR POWER.

2. The second slide in this section of the rule was so set that

20 inches in the scale marked DIAMETER OF WORK FOR POWER

became coincident with 14 in the scale marked Class NUMBER

FOR POWER.
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3. The first slide from below , in the lower or SPEED section

of the rule, was so set that the arrow marked WITH WATER be

came coincident with 1 hour 45 minutes in the fixed scale marked

LIFE OF TOOL.

4. The arrow on the lower side of the second slide in this

section of the rule was set to coincide with 4 inch in the scale

marked DEPTH OF CUT FOR CUTTING SPEED.

5. The third and last slide in this section was so set that 20

inches in the scale marked DIAMETER OF WORK FOR CUTTING SPEED

became coincident with 14 in the scale marked Class NUMBER

FOR CUTTING SPEED.

Let us now separately direct our attention to each of the two

sections of the rule.

34. In the POWER section we find that all the speed combina

tions marked B (back gear out) lie entirely beyond the scale of

feeds, which means that the estimated effective pull of the cone

belt reduced down to the diameter of the work, does not represent

enough available cutting pressure at each of the tools to enable a

depth of cut of į inch to be taken with even the finest feed of the

lathe . Turning, however, to the speed combinations marked A

(back gear in) , we find that with the least powerful of them

( 5 - A - F ) the e feed, which amounts to the inch = 0.039

inch, may be taken ; while the f feed , which amounts to it

inch = 0.05 inch, is a little too much for it, though it is within

the power of the next combination ( 5 - A - S ), and so on until

we finally find that the most powerful combination ( 1 - A - S )

is nearly capable of pulling the i feed, which amounts to to inch

= 0.1 inch.

35. In the SPEED section of the rule we likewise find that all the

B combinations lie beyond the scale of feeds, while we find that

the combination 5 — A - F (which corresponds to a spindle speed

of 11.47 revolutions per minute) , can be used in connection with

the finest feed (a) only, if we are to live up to the require

ments set for the life of the tool ; while the next combination

(4A - F ) will allow of the e feed being taken, the combination

3 - A - F of the f feed, and so on until we finally find that the

combinations 3 - A - S is but a little too fast for the coarsest (0)

feed, and that both of the slowest combinations ( 1 - A - S and

2 - A - S ) would permit of even coarser feeds being taken, so far

as only the lasting qualities of the tools are concerned .

36. We thus see that there is a vast difference between what the
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POWER section of the rule gives as possible combinations of feeds

and speeds for the utilization of the full pulling power of the

lathe, and what the SPEED sections of the rule gives for such com

binations for the utilization of the tools up to the full limit set.

However, by again running down the scale of feeds we find that,

in both sections of the rule, the i feed ( ty inch = 0.1 inch), is

but a trifle too coarse for the combination 1 - A - F , while the h

feed ( inch = 0.078 inch ) is somewhat too fine in connection

with this speed combination 1 – A - F , both for the full utilization

of the pulling power of the belt on the one hand, and for the full

utilization of the cutting efficiency of the tools on the other hand.

37. In this case , accordingly, the rule does not leave a shadow

of doubt as to which speed combination should be used, while it

leaves us to choose between two feeds, the finer of which does not

allow us to work up to the full limit of either the belt or the tools,

and the coarser of which will both overload the belt a trifle and

ruin the tools a trifle sooner than we first intended to have them

give out.

38. The final choice becomes a question of judgment on the part

of the Slide Rule and Instruction Card Man, and will depend upon

how sure he is of having assigned the correct Class NUMBER to

the material or not ; and this latter consideration opens up a num

ber of questions in regard to the practical utilization of the rule,

which for the lack of time cannot be taken up in the body of

this paper, but which will be fully answered by the writer in any

discussion on the subject that may arise.

39. Having decided upon the speed and feed to use, the Instruc

tion Card Man now turns to the TIME slide rule illustrated in Fig.

6 , and by means of this determines the time it will take the tools

to traverse the work to the extent wanted, and making a fair

allowance for the additional time consumed in setting the tools

and calipering the work, he puts this down on the instruction

card as the time the operation should take.

40. For finishing work the pulling power cuts no figure, so that

this resolves itself into a question of feed and speed only ; and for

the selection of the speed combination that on any particular

lathe will give the nearest to a desired cutting speed, the SPEED

slide rule * illustrated in Fig. 7 is used .

41. It will readily be realized that a great deal of preliminary

* Described in the American Machinist of November 20, 1902.
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work has to be done before a lathe or other machine tool can be

successfully put on a slide rule of the kind described above. The

feeds and speeds and pulling power must be studied and tabulated

for handy reference, and the driving belts must not be allowed
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to fall below a certain tension, and must, in every way, be kept

in first-class condition .

42. In some cases it also becomes necessary to limit the work to

be done, not by the pull that the belt can be counted on to exert,

but by the strength of the gears, and in order to quickly figure

this matter over the writer also designed the GEAR slide rule *

illustrated in Fig. 8 , which is an incorporation of the formulæ

established several years ago by Mr. Wilfred Lewis.

* Described in the American Machinist of July 31 , 1902.
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43. For the pulling power of a belt at different speeds, the

writer has established new formulæ , which take account of the in

creasing sum of the tensions in the two sides of a belt with increas

ing effective pull, and which at the same time are based on the

tensions recommended by Mr. Taylor in his paper entitled “Notes
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on Belting, ” which was presented at the Meeting of the Society

in December, 1893.

44. These formulæ have also been incorporated on a slide rule,

but as the writer hopes at some future time to prepare a separate

paper on this subject, he will not go into this matter any further

at the present time.

45. Having thus given an outline of the use of the slide rule sys

tem of predetermining the feeds and speeds, etc. , at which a

machine tool ought to be run to do a piece of work in the shortest
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possible time, the writer, who has made this matter an almost ex

clusive study during the last four years, and who is at present en

gaged in introducing the Instruction Card and Functional Fore

manship System into two well-known Philadelphia machine shops,

which do a great variety of work in both steel and cast iron, will
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merely add that, in view of the results he has already obtained,

in connection with the results obtained at Bethlehem , the usual

way of running a machine shop appears little less than absurd.

46. Thus already during the first three weeks of the application

of the slide rules to two lathes, the one a 27 inch, the other a 24

inch , in the larger of these shops, the output of these was increased

to such an extent that they quite unexpectedly ran out of work

on two different occasions, the consequence being that the super

intendent, who had previously worried a good deal about how to
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get the great amount of work on hand for these lathes out of the

way, suddenly found himself confronted with a real difficulty in

keeping them supplied with work . But while the truth of this

statement may appear quite incredible to a great many persons, to

the writer himself, familiar and impressed as he has become

with the great intricacy involved in the problem of determining

the most economical way of running a machine tool, the applica

tion of a rigid mathematical solution to this problem as against

the leaving it to the so-called practical judgment and experience

of the operator, can not otherwise result than in the exposure of

the perfect folly of the latter method.
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LABOR TURNOVER"

A MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION

By

Carl G . Barth ?

D ELIEVING that some kind of mathematical anal- reached is in a broad way in favor of the total separa

D ysis might be made to throw light on the main tions as against the replacements only, regardless of

point in the controversy about how labor turnover whether the total force is increasing or decreas

ought to be calculated , I recently set to work on such ing. Incidentally it has also led me to believe that, as

· analysis as the mathematics within my reach would a matter of consistency, the average total payroll

enable me to make; and having obtained some inter- should bemade the denominator as against the average

esting results , I now wish to present them to the Tay- total attendance only ; for the workers that do not

lor Society. attend during the period considered are not separated

So far as I know labor turnover is by everybody so long as their names are retained on the payroll.

presented as a percentage arrived at by dividing the In this analysis I consider a working force that is

denominator of a fraction into the numerator of that increasing according to some simple mathematical law ,

fraction, and the controversy centers on what ele- through the hiring ofmore workers than the increase

ments should enter into the two terms of this fraction of the force directly demands, on account of the sep

Thus, one set of advocates seems to contend that arations that constantly occur and which must first be

the average working force for the period considered, replaced . These separations I have divided into two

as ascertained from the number of workers on the classes; viz ., separations from the force as it was at

total payroll, should be made the denominator of the the beginning of the period considered ( the original

labor turnover fraction , while another set contends force) and separations from among the new workers

that the working force so to be used, should include since hired. To be sure, the new workers soon become

only the average number of workers actually in at more or less amalgamated with the remaining workers

tendance during that period . of the original force so that no definitely determinable

As to the numerator, some advocates contend that distinction can long be made between a new and an

this should consist of the total number of separa- old worker; but by assuming such a division, and also

tions during the period considered, while others con - assuming a different rate of separation for each, I

tend that only the number of actual replacements of figure that I am closer to what actually takes place

the separated workers should be used . This makes than by assuming one rate of separation for the total

possible altogether four distinct ways of calculating working force at all intervals during the period con

labor turnover, all of them probably in use ; and it is sidered ; and when this period does not exceed that

needless to say that until only one of these is adopted usually employed in periodic labor turnover calcula

as a standard, general comparisons cannot bemade of tions of the one kind or the other, the assumption is

labor turnover in different plants or industries. Of legitimate enough for a mere mathematical theory.

course, as is no doubt universally recognized , when the Mathematically considered there is no essential dif

average working force either remains constant or in - ference between an increasing and a decreasing force.

creases during several periods, these alternative num
a rate of decrease being simply a negative or minus

erators are alike, for then all separations are replaced .
rate of increase, and a constant force at the same

My mathematical analysis is entirely confined to
timebeing one whose rate of increase is 0 , or the divid

throw light on the question of which of the two altern ing line between the positive and the negative rates

ative numerators should be used, and the conclusion of increase . For this reason , any truly mathematical

expression for labor turnover that may be agreed
1A paper presented at the annual meeting of the Taylor

upon as being correct for an increasing force, must
Society, New York , Dec. 5 and 6 , 1919.

2 Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia , Pa. necessarily also hold good if the rate of the increase

Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. V, No. 2, February 1920, pp. 52-58
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gradually diminishes ; first to 0 , when the force then

momentarily becomes stationary or constant ; next, be-

comes negative, or, what is then the same thing, be-

comes a positive rate of decrease , and, with it, the

force becomes a decreasing one.

would evidently take place in just 100 = 10 months.

This, however, would be an absurd law of depletion

of such a force, for it would mean that all of the 100

workers remaining at the end of the 9th month would

be separated during the 10th month .

h
o
t

Fig. 1

100

90

81

In the diagram Fig . 1, the vertical line ac = F . rep - Let us then assume, on the other hand, that the rate

resents the working force at the beginning of the of 100 leaving the first month out of an original total

period to be considered (the original force ), and the of 1000, keeps up indefinitely in the same proportion

vertical distance ef= F , represents similarly the re- only , then we would have:

maining portion of the original force at the end of the
TABLE 1 .

period of time t (days, weeks or months) which is

represented by the horizontal distance de along the At beginning of Size of Force Separations during

base line ab, while the vertical distance fg = S , then 1st month 1000

represents the separations from the original force dur 2nd month 900

ing the same time t. The first question is then : 3rd month 810

Whatmathematical law can we assume to express near 4th month 729 72 . 9

enough correctly the relation between the timet and the and a complete depletion of the original force would

decreased force F , in view of the fact that no sta- never take place, which again is an impossibility, for

tistics have probably ever been compiled to show , for ultimately the workers must all separate at least

even a single plant, how an original force gradually through death .

decreases to O through a term of years depending on These two extreme, and hence absurd , assumptions

the degree of “mutual employment satisfaction ” and are respectively represented in the diagram Fig . 1 ,

on such unpreventable causes as death , protracted ill- by the straight line ch and the curve ci, both of which ,

ness, etc . ? to begin with , coincide quite closely with the curve cd

Let us assume, for example , an original force F of which is located between them in a manner to repre

1000 workers, and that, to begin with , these separate sent more nearly the correct law of depletion of the

themselves at the rate of 100 each month . Then, at force .

the end of the first month , there would be left a force It will now be realized that, as a mathematical law

of 900 workers. If this rate of 100 per month should of depletion can only be an approximate one ( just as

keep up until the force is entirely depleted, this is the mortality law used by life insurance companies ),
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the mathematical expressions for the straight line ch We must next determine upon some law in accord

and the curve ci will both , for a short period , represent ance with which we will wish to increase the original

quite closely the approximate law of depletion of the force by hiring new workers ; first , to replace the sepa

force, as this has been illustrated by the curve cd. rations from this original force as fast as they occur ;

Further, if we knew the extent to which an original and secondly , to increase the thus replenished original

force would deplete itself through a somewhat longer force to the point desired at any one time, in spite of

period, but still one far short of the entire depletion the separations that also take place from among the

period , a curve of the nature of ci in Fig . 1 might be newly hired workers. Of course, a law to govern the

drawn to coincide with the true curve of depletion at increase of a working force must either be in accord

the point representing such period of partial depletion , ance with some decreasing rate of increase, or else in

when it then , most undoubtedly , would also be found accordance with some constant or even increasing rate

to coincide very closely with the true curve oi de- of increase, which must then , sooner or later, come to a

pletion between this point and the starting point, as more or less sudden stop ; for it is inconceivable that

illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 2. a force might increase indefinitely under even themost

- T -

Fig . 2

Hence , for the purpose of this discussion, it will be favorable conditions of industrial expansion .

assumed that the curve representing the gradual de o F ,

pletion of an original force may be approximated by 8 Fe = F ( - 1)8t, and — = - rot
Fr

a curve representing a law of depletion similar to that
сдх

on which Table 1 was constructed . This curve is a Integrating, we then get. - = loge x + C ,

logarithmic curve? whose equation is
loge Fr = - rt + C .

F .

( 1 ) To determine the constant of integration C we have F

for t = 0 , which makes C = loge Fo, and

E being the base of the Naperian system of logar loge Fs = - rt + loge Fo ; and further

ithms, r the rate of depletion (separation ) and t the F .

period of time during which the original force F . is loge Fo - loge FR = loge - = rt,

reduced or depleted to F ,

F =
= F .

Ert

F ,

nal which again gives et ; and finally,1Formula (1 ) may be derived as follows: The original

force F . having been reduced to F , at the end of the time

period t, and the decrease taking place at the rate r as figured

on the magnitude of Fr at any time, the decrease (negative

increase) during the time element öt following the end of the

time period t, may be written

F =

F .

_

ert
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In view of the circumstance that labor turnover , ab = T . This curve is then , to begin with , quite closely

while usually converted into the equivalent of an an - approximated by its tangent cm at the point C , and

nual rate, is always calculated for shorter periods represents the general mathematical law of increase

only , almost any general law of force increase that of the working force that I have assumed for the

we may assume and which will readily lend itself to present purpose.

the mathematical treatment contemplated, will answer, If i designates the rate of increase of the force F as

just the same as we have already concluded that the figured on the original force F . , the increase of the

law assumed for the separations from an original force at the end of the time period t will be

force must be near enough correct for use in our

A = F . it

analysis .

In the diagram Fig . 3 , let the curve ck represent an
n

a
and the increased force will be

ideal law of increase of the original force ac = F , to F = F . + A = F . ( 1 + it)

the final desired force during the period of time

( 2)

- t

T
J

_
T

Fig . 3
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So= F. (1- ).

N = F.(it+ 1- 1 ) (5)

In Fig . 4 all the elements that enter into our analy - If we now calculate the total labor turnover for the

sis have been represented. Thus, besides the ele - period of time t by the universally accepted method

ments already referred to, we have
for an increasing force , viz ., making the numerator

So = F . – F , = number of separations from the
of the labor turnover fraction equal to the total sepa

original force, and by substituting the value of F , in
rations for the period (which for both an increasing

formula ( 1) , this becomes
and a constant force equals replacements) , and using

the average force as given by formula (6 ) as denomi
( 4 )

1 Ert
nator, we get

Total labor turnover

N = A + 5 = total number of new workers on
n - r

the increased force F , and by substituting the value of
(9 )

Fa nt - - S .

A in formula ( 2 ) and the value of S . in formula (4 ) , Str n - S .

this becomes Lt = - = - = nt - - .

( 5 ) F F r F .

N = F . ( it + 1 - - which divided by t finally gives the labor turnover for

Ert the unit time period ( rate of labor turnover for the

F . = average force during the time period t.
period t ).

n - r S .

For the simple straight line law of increase assumed L = n - - : (10 )

for the force, we have rt Fa

F . = 72( F . + F ), which, when we substitute the In this formula all evidence of its having been de

value of F in formula ( 3 ) , becomes rived by considering an increasing force only , has en

tirely disappeared . To be sure , for an increasing

Fa = 12 [ F . + F . ( 1 + it) ] = F . ( 1 - force the average force Fa during the time period t
2

would be greater than the force at the beginning of

If by n we now designate the rate at which separ- the period (original force ) , and for a decreasing

ations take place from among the new workers N on
force it would be smaller than F . ; but in nominally

the force , the total number of such separations during

the time period t can be shown to be?
applying the formula we need to know only the mag

nitude of the average force F .

Sn = Fant - - S . ( 7 )
Hence, as I see it, this formula compels us, for the

sake alone of the respect we owe mathematical logic

Adding formulas ( 4 ) and ( 7 ) we finally get the and consistency, to figure labor turnover by consider

total number of separations that have taken place, to ing separations and not replacements, in the case of a

be decreasing force also.
n

If in formula ( 10 ) we make no attempt at distin

S = S . + Sn = S . + Font - - So =
guishing between the average rate n at which new

n - r workers leave, and the average rate r at which work

Fant - - S . (8 ) ers of the original force leave, it reduces itself to

Li = n = r ( 11 )

Further

H = A + Si = total new hires during the period, and

P = F . + H = total number of names on the payroll
Integrating wethen get,as fo* 8 =64 + C,

during the period.

1Formula (7 ) may be derived as follows : Let & Sn = num

ber of separations from the new workers N which takes

place at the rate n during the time element ot following the

time period t, then

So = F.[ni ſtor+nfot+-% * * +0] !

= F.[min+n + 6 +] =

= F. [a+ )n+- (1-2 )]

By formulas (4) and (6) this reduces to

Sn = Font - S..

8Sn= Nn&t=F.(it+1-et)not

= F. [nit8t+ n8t-ne-Tt 8t]

=F. [nit8t+ndt * 81– rt)]. ( 7 )
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The labor turnover is then only the average rate at tion and adopted by the Employment Management

which workers separate from a force for all other Association is theoretically wrong ; — they figure turn

reasons than laying off due to lack of work , whenever over on the basis of attendance and not of payroll. It

such a condition exists . seems to me that payroll must be the basic factor. Of

But when all is said and done, I cannot see that any- course the payroll should be cleared periodically.

thing very valuable is to be learned from figuring the Moreover there are other things desirable and neces

total labor turnover by any method, for it showsmerely sary to calculate, — for instance absenteeism ,-- and I

in a broad and superficial manner whether the labor believe that should be calculated on the basis of the

situation is good or bad . So many different causes payroll.

combine to produce the total effect which the rate of S . H . SlicHTER ? : I am not a mathematician and

labor turnover measures, that it would seem as if the
would not venture to discuss Mr. Barth 's mathemati

effect of each of these causes should be studied entire - cal argument. There are, however, two points I wish

ly apart from the others ; and particularly so , as I can - briefly to bring up. Like Mr. Crum , I question wheth

not see that this would involve a great dealmore labor er there can be discovered a law of normal turnover.

and expense. Thus it would seem that separations there are such variations by cycles of prosperity and

due to such unpreventable causes as permanent dis- depression , by seasons, by industries, by regional con

ability , death , etc ., should not be merged with those ditions, by plant conditions, by occupations within

due to dissatisfaction on the part of either employer each plant, or region or industry. Wemay in time

or employee ; and also that separations due to this pre- accumulate data sufficient to give us a formula , but the

ventable cause should be studied in classes of employ- progress of management during the period of accum

ees grouped according to length of service, nationality , ulation may render it non -representative ; also we

etc . must remember that the more dispersed the data the

F . S . Crum ' : While studying the turnover prob - less significant the average and the formula .

lem for the Emergency Fleet Corporation last year, With respect to the preference for replacements or

I didn 't realize it was so mathematical; — otherwise I for separations as the measure of turnover, my con

might not have attempted it. viction favors the use of separations, even during peri

I simply wish to emphasize a question which Mr. ods of a decreasing force. The use of separations,

Barth has raised,— whether there is a law of normal for instance, prevents the management from hiding

turnover . I doubt it very much, whether for an in - from itself the facts that jobs are becoming extinct ;

dustry or for a given plant, because the human ele - the necessity of replacing a man is simply a question

ment plays too large a part. It seems to me that the of time, not tomorrow , perhaps, but several months

essence of the problem is to reduce preventable sep - hence. Something is lost by losing a man. It is part

arations to a minimum by every possible means. The of a manager 's job to keep his eye on jobs necessary

purpose of the records and the calculations is to give to be performed in the long run , and not to allow them

themanager information to that end. Even crude rec - to become extinct. Separations which require ulti

ords, if they give reasons for separations, are greatly mate are as important as those which require imme

helpful. diate replacement. And, if you stop to think , from

While on my feet I should like to say that I believe the worker's or from the public standpoint, separations

that the formula proposed at the Rochester conven . are much more important than replacements.

1Asst. Statistician , Prudential Insurance Co., Newark , N . J. 2Princeton University, Princeton , N . J.



Too many Lean practitioners incorrectly think
Scientific Management was about driving people
harder and dehumanizing them. These are the
words of Richard Feiss, president of Joseph &
Feiss Co. (clothing business). "Although this may
be contrary to popular conception, scientific
management, nevertheless, obtains increased
individual output, not by drive, but by the
elimination of waste." Learn more about Mr.
Feiss here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_A._Feiss

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_A._Feiss


SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT AND ITS RELATION TO
THE HEALTH OF THE WORKER.

RICHARD A. FEs8s,
The Clothcraft Shops, Cleveland, Ohio.

Presented before the Section on Industrial Hygiene of the American Public Health Association, Cincinnati, Ohio,
October 25, 1916.

S

SCIENTIFIC management, as the
name suggests, applies the sci-

entific method to all the activities
of management. This means that-the
management assumes the responsi-
bility for thorough investigation and
procedurebasedon accurate knowledge.
Not only are materials and equipment
scientifically studied and methods for
their use and up-keep established, but
the human effort expended in their
use must also be studied from the point
of view of continuous up-keep. In
fact, scientific management is the
management of conservation. As such
it must deal primarily with the con-
servation of human effort. This is
true not only from the humanitarian
point of view, but also from the eco-
nomic. Taking the pure business
aspect, there is nothing more profitable
nor more essential.

2. In considering conservation of
human effort the steadying of employ-
ment is of the greatest importance.
The loss both to the management and
to the worker through the constant
change of personnel one finds in the
ordinary industrial crganization can
hardly be conceived. It has often
been estimated that the cost in dollars
and cents of replacing an old employee
by a newone amounts toanywhere from
fifty to two hundred dollars. The
loss to both the organization and the

worker in effort, morale and efficiency,
while less tangible, is far more impor-
tant. A manufacturing concern in
Detroit, employing fifteen hundred
men, employed some thirteen thousand
men, or over 800 per cent. of its total
standing payroll from the spring of
1915 to the spring of 1916. *A brass
foundry in New England employing
three thousand, employed during the
first eight months eight thousand.
The latter replacements would be at
the rate of twelve thousand a year, or
over 400 per cent. A large rubber con-
cern in Ohio employing over ten
thousand men and women is said to
have a labor turnover of 150 per cent.
*At the Clothcraft Shops of The Joseph
& Feiss Company an attempt has been
made to approach this subject from the
point of view of scientific management.
The percentage of replacements during
1915 was 48 per cent., and for the first
nine months of 1916 was no greater.
This result comes from a realization
of the importance of conservation of
human effort, and of the fact that
employment is not a mere matter of
hiring and firing but, from the scientific
viewpoint, is a matter of hiring and
keeping.

3. For the purpose of scientific em-
ployment The Joseph & Feiss Com-
pany have established an Employ-
ment and Service Department. The
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Scientific Management

functions of this department are con-

ducted from the point of view of keep-
ing every position in the organization
filled with fit men and women. The
fitness of the worker involves primarily
his health. It is apparent on the face
of it that a worker under the handicap
of even a minor ailment is going
to suffer materially in his steadiness
and efficiency. His health, therefore,
must be conserved in the most scrupu-

lous manner. For this purpose an

adequate medical department is con-

sidered an essential part of the em-

ployment and service function. A
medical examination is not only es-

sential for the new employee but a

periodical reexamination and follow-up
are also an integral part of the work.
In this way alone can the results of the
work upon the health of the worker be
properly checked up and a course con-

sistent with the best health of each
individual worker be followed. Some
of the details of this work and its
effect have been touched upon else-
where *

4. In connection with the health
of the workers in industry, home con-

ditions are of vital significance. No
real educational or constructive work
can be done without keeping this fact
constantly in mind. The carrying of
educational work into the home is of
inestimable value. For a very capable
description of this kind of work refer
to an article entitled "The Relation of
Home Conditions to Industrial Effi-

* "Personal Relationship as a Basis of Scientific
Management." A paper read by R. A. Feiss before
the Society to Promote the Science of MIanagement,
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 23. 1915.

ciency "t by Mary B. Gilson, Superin-
tendent of the Service and Employ-
ment department of The Joseph&Feiss
Company.

5. The poor health of a worker is
commonly laid at the door of industry.
Conditions contributing to the ill
health of workers, however, are not
inherent in industry, but are the re-
sult of unintelligent or unscientific
management. While it is true that
the conditions under which people
work are responsible in somne instances
for ill health, a thorough investigation
of the facts in each case would often
disclose the ill health of the worker
to be entirely due to personal habits or
home conditions. It is common not
only for the layman, but, also, for the
physician to jump at conclusions in
this matter. Physicians are often
only too ready to lay the cause of an
ailment to a man's work and to advise
him, without any real investigation,
to quit his job or not to work in a fac-
tory. It is very easy to make sweeping
assertions as to factory work and to
advise workers to leave their jobs on
the slightest pretext of ill health, but
professional men, above all, must real-
ize not only the difference that exists
between industries but also between
various establishments in any one
industry. The giving up of a job,
even temporarily, is a matter of very
great moment to the worker, and we
question the right of any one assuming
the responsibility of giving such ad-
vice without thorough investigation.

tAppearing in The Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, Philadelphia, May,
1916. Publication No. 1009.
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6. By reason of the tremendous
increase in the productivity of the
worker which results under scientific
management it has been accused of
injuring the health of the worker.
Scientific management not only rec-

ognizes the basic value of continuity
of employment and longevity of the
worker, but represents the only scien-
tific attempt to increase production
through the conservation of his health
and effort. Although this may be
contrary to popular conception, scien-
tific management, nevertheless, ob-
tains increased individual output, not
by drive, but by the elimination of
waste.

7. It is erroneous to assume that
speed affects the health of the worker.
Speed in itself is not injurious. Under
scientific management it is the result
of improving conditions of work which
under ordinary management tend to
contribute to his ill health. There
are conditions under which operating
at half the best possible speed is more
fatiguing and more injurious to the
worker's health than operating at the
best possible speed under proper con-

ditions. As a matter of fact when
conditions have been properly stand-
ardized and operations are taught by
an adequate system of instruction,
motions become reflex. It is well
known that reflex motion is not only
essential to the best possible speed,
but requires a minimum of physical

and mental exertion. We call your
attention in this connection to the
statement of the eminent psychologist,
William James :*

*James, "Psychology," Vol. 1, p. 102.

"Habit simplifies the movements
required to achieve a given result,
makes them more accurate and dimin-
ishes fatigue. "

8. The enormous saving of time
effected under scientific management
not only results in increased achieve-
ment, but also makes it possible and
profitable to bring about that generally
desirable end,-the shortening of hours.
Greater achievement makes possible
the payment of the higher wages of
scientific management and at the same

time the shortening of hours without
increasing the cost of production.
Fatigue is not only minimized by the
reduction of the hours of work, but
also by the conservation of effort
while at work. Scientific manage-

ment directly concerns itself with the
elimination of all factors of fatigue.
To quote from a recent work on fatigue
study:t
"Even where fatigue is not materi-

ally cut down during working hours,
because measurement shows that the
worker is not getting overfatigued,
the general health is apt to improve
because of greater regularity in habits
of work, and because of better physical
and mental habits, while doing the
work. The path along this line is a

continuous, never-ending, upward
spiral. Fatigue is eliminated by es-

tablishing proper habits. Proper
habits improve health. The improved
health allows of more work with less
fatigue, etc. "

9. Under scientific management not
only the physical condition of the
worker in relation to his work, but also

t" Fatigue Study," by Frank S. and Lillian M. Gil-
breth, p. 143. Sturgis & Walton Co., 1916.
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the physical conditions under which
he works are made subjects of scientific
study. A study of proper v-entilation,
lighting and sanitation results in a
direct effect upon the quality and
quantity of his output. The manage-
ment must not only assume the re-
sponsibility for standardizing and per-
fecting these physical surroundings,
but all other conditions relating to the
work before it can proceed with the
standardization of the job itself with
a view toward setting a fair task for
the worker. Standardization of tools
and equipment by means of time study
and other research methods-of which
the primary object is to eliminate un-
necessary effort on the part of the
worker-is an essential step in the in-
crease of output. Materials also
must be controlled bymeans of a proper
routing system in order to insure an
uninterrupted supply of work. By
these means alone it is not uncommon
under scientific management to effect
an increase in output of 100 per cent. or
more, while lessening rather than in-
creasing the effort expended by the
worker. Finally when time and mo-
tion study is applied to the job itself,
the efforts of the worker are still further
conserved by the elimination of wrong
or unnecessary movements and by
setting of a definite accomplishable
task. No one realizes the amount of
hopeless effort which is expended by
the worker, nor the amount of time
and output which is lost because of
neglect of these important factors under
irresponsible management.

10. Speaking of scientific manage-
ment, Josephine Goldmark, in her

exhaustive study on " Fatigue and
Efficiency, " says:
"The new organization of work has

brought also a new emphasis upon the
workers' physical surroundings. All
those physical inconveniences which
waste human strength and comfort and
which are common rather than un-
common characteristics of our work-
shops,-such as -bad air, bad light,
overcrowding, dirt, and insanitary
conditions,-are all marks of ineffi-
ciency in the management. They
are intolerable to the system which is
based essentially on the observation
and study of cause and effect. Where
the ordinary management sees in the
crudest so-called 'welfare work' (better
light, air, sanitation and comfort)
merely concessions to the labor force,
the engineer sees them as indispensa-
ble parts of the equipment. They are
the mere commonplaces of efficiency,
without which the accomplishment of
predetermined tasks cannot be ex-
pected.

"Scientific management obtains its
marvelous results not only by teaching
the worker the best possible way of
accomplishing his task with the least
time and effort, but also by removing
all possible external obstacles. The
management has, in advance, perfected
his equipment and sees that it is always
in perfect order and that the worker
is regularly supplied with material in
perfect order and condition. ..
"One of the chief aims has been

precisely to regulate the flow of work
so that it shall be even and continuous.

Compared with such a regime,
the crudity and chaos of ordinary sys-

*Pp. 201-202-203. Russell Sage Foundation.
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tems stand out in glaring contrast. A
revolution has been effected; a terrible
waste has been checked, of that capital
which alone is common and equal for
all mortal beings: of time....
Hitherto hours, days and weeks of em-
ployment have been habitually lost
to the workers through no fault of their
own, but through the sheer incom-
petence of the management in per-

forming its obligations and supplying
materials and equipment fairly. No
page in industry's history is more

dreary and disheartening than the
'time lost' by competent and willing

workers, waiting, unpaid, for employ-
ment which might be fairly regularized.
Indeed, the daily delays and irregulari-
ties of work involve more than the
direct loss ofwageand earning capacity.
They are more subtly interfused into
the day4s work; and the psychological
gain which springs from the elimina-
tion of such daily annoyance and
friction is undoubtedly an important
factor in heightening working capacity
under scientific management."

11. Tbis brings out another impor-
tant factor relating to the health of
the worker. The psychological result
which springs from the elimination of
daily annoyance and friction is, as

Miss Goldmark states, of vast impor-
tance in heightening working capacity;
but is of even more significance in its
effect upon the health of the wdrker.
Sdientific management replaces the
old system of bosses with its petty
annoyances and injustices by a system
of functional foremen who are re-

sponsible for the development and
training of the worker in all of his
various functions. This functionaliz-

ing implies. the assumption of direct
responsibility by the management for
all conditions and activities, including
the important one of personal relation-
ship. This, as Miss Goldmark has
said, assures to the worker the "elim-
ination of daily annoyance and
friction" of paramount importance
both to his good spirits and his good
health. In the words of the late
Frederick W. Taylor, "More than all
. . . close intimate cooperation
and constant personal contact
will tend to diminish friction and dis-
content. "*

12. Mr. Ganttt not only shows by
graphic charts how the capacity of the
workers is definitely increased under
scientific management, but also points
out a marked improvement in right
habits of work, self-respect and good
health. Too much stress cannot be
laid upon the connection between
mental and physical well-being. For
this reason, alone, scientific manage-
ment can be credited with being one
of the most important forces contrib-
uting to the health of the worker.

13. Every one who has visited a
plant where scientific management has
been practiced for any length of time
is immediately struck by the apparent
good spirits and good health of the
workers. If the individual records of
the workers. at the Clothcraft Shops
of The Joseph & Feiss Company were
investigated, they would reveal not
only consistent evidence of good health,
but also in the majority of cases a

*"1Principles of Scientific Management," p. 143.
Harper Bros., New York.

tGantt, H. L. "Work, Wages and Profits." En-
gineering Soc., 1911.
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marked improvement. As evidence
of the good effect of scientific manage-

ment upon the health of the workers
of this organization attention is called
to the comparative stability of its
working force as shown above. Al-
though a large majority of the workers
are women, over one-third have been
in the continuous employ of this or-

ganization for a period of five years or

more. During the year of 1915 with

an average standing payroll of seven

hundred sixty-two, the average daily
absences for all causes amounted to
less than seven and one-tenth persons,
or about nine-tenths of one per cent.

14. Scientific management has as its
object the maximum of prosperity for
both management and worker. This
object is attained not only by safe-
guarding, but also by directly contrib-
uting to the health of the worker.

RED CROSS SEALS RAISED A MILLION.
Red Cross Christmas seals raised in the 1916

sale $1,000,000 for the tuberculosis campaign,
according to the National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, which
announced recently the results of the recent holi-
day campaign. All reports are not in, but care-

fully revised estimates of the few yet outstand-
ing indicate that more than one hundred million
seals were sold.

All the proceeds of the sale, amounting to a

tax for health work of one cent on each person

in the country except the insular possessions, are

devoted to preventive tuberculosis work in the
states and communities in which the seals are

sold.
The National Association points with gratifi-

cation to the fact that it realized its slogan "one
seal for each inhabitant in the United States."
Seals have been sold annually at the holiday
season, beginning with 1908. They have been
the means of raising a total of $4,206,051 for
tuberculosis work. In addition to the thousands
of tuberculosis beds which this sum has made
possible, the seals have also aided in the estab-
lishment of hundreds of open-air schools, em-

ployment of thousands of tuberculosis visiting
nurses, and have been an indirect cause of tre-
mendous advances in the whole field of public
health work.

Tuberculosis committees have been organized
in practically every community of any size in
the country. Every state in the union now has
a state society engaged in state-wide anti-tuber-
culosis work. Hundreds of thousands of open

win(1ows, letting in unwonted quantities of fresh
air to sleepers, may be traced directly to the
public health educational effect of the Red Cross
Christmas seals.

Last fall agents sold seals in every state and
territory of the United States, except Guam,
Tahiti and Samoa. Counting the school chil-
dren, some 300,000 the total number of agents
of the country approached 500,000. These in-
cluded club women, school teachers, merchants,
bankers, postmasters, and in fact, every kind of
business man and woman.

The educational features of the seal campaign
were developed in 1916 on a larger scale than ever

before. School teachers received and read to
their pupils one hundred and fifteen thousand
story talks on tuberculosis. During Tubercu-
losis Week in December three hundred and fifty
thousand pieces of educational literature, con-

taining suggestions for sermons on tuberculosis
and recommendations for medical examination
of employees were distributed.
"Without the cooperation of the press of the

country unstintedly given, as it always has been,
these tremendous results from the Red Cross
seal sale would have been impossible," said Dr.
Charles J. Hatfield, Executive Secretary for the
National Association, in making public the re-

sults of the sale. "Both directly and indirectly
the newspapers of the country have, through the
Red Cross Christmas seal sale, contributed to
the alleviation of human suffering and to the
total of human happiness, to a greater degree
than any other single agency."
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Demonstrating the illogic of politicians who were
opposed Scientific Management, as told through
the parable of "The Stop Watch and the
Lawnmower" (1916). Someone should write a
parable about CEOs who oppose Lean
management -- "The Spreadsheet and the
Operator." It likely will not change any minds, but
it would be a touchstone of our times.



The Stop Watch and the Lawn Mower

To the Editor :

HE great danger of the Tavenner bill now before

Congress is the almost complete lack of popular

knowledge concerning premiums and bonus systems

of wages , and concerning time studies , the hated

symbol of which to the opponents of progressive management is

the stop watch . This bill would prohibit in all Government shops

the payment of bonus or premium in addition to regular wages,

and the use of the stop watch or other time-measuring device. It

might be made to apply also to private establishments undertaking

contract work for the Government. Fully as important is the

influence which would extend in some degree to all industrial es

tablishments, in retarding the extension of systems of manage

ment which have proved to be profitable both to employer and

employee and which are held in high favor by good workmen,

skilled and unskilled, who have had experience with them .

The whole subject may be illustrated in a familiar way, to

bring its principles home to those who have not made their ac

quaintance, probably including some members of Congress . At

Mr. Tavenner's home, or that of some other Congressman, is a

large lawn which is mowed, at 30c . an hour, by Thomas , who

also takes care of the grass in the yards of various neighbors .

One afternoon the Congressman notices that the noise of the

mower, which has been clicking away since early morning, gets

on his nerves . He goes to a window and watches the laboring

Thomas. The pace up and down the lawn looks to be unneces

sarily slow , and a closer observation discloses the further fact

that the width of the cut, the feed of the machine , so to speak,

is pretty narrow.

So the Congressman , unjust and unnatural though it be , pulls

out his watch and times Thomas on a trip across the grass . It

may or may not be a stop watch . It tells him that the trip con

sumed 3 min . 40 sec . A further timing shows that 20 sec . is

consumed at the end of each cut in turning and resting, giving a

total of 4 min . The Congressman does not feel stingy about it,

but he resents the extra hours of irritating noise.

When Thomas goes home he leaves the mower behind him ,

Efficiency Society Journal, Volume 5, No. 8, August 1916, p. 441-444
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and the Congressman decides to make a few tests . Had the work

man known what was to happen he would have gnashed his teeth

with rage, according to some of the labor leaders. However,

his employer pushes the mower at what he considers a fair pace

the length of the lawn , timing the trip , mind you , and does it in

2 min . 50 sec. Then he times the turn and decides that 10 sec. ,

including a few moments for a deep breath or two , is a proper

allowance . His total is 3 min . The width of the lawn is 100 ft .

Why not a broader swath ? he asks himself .

So he gets out another instrument of precision , a yard stick .

He finds that the cutting blades of the mower are 18 in . long,

while the cut made by Thomas was but 8 in . Now he is really in

terested . He experiments and finds that , allowing a suitable

lapping over of swaths , a 15-in . cut would be about right .

The Congressman, little realizing that he is making a scientific

time study , continues the investigation in his library, with paper

and pencil : " Thomas has been taking 150 trips ; the 15-in . swath

would mean but 80 trips . Thomas takes 4 min . a trip ; he could

do it easily in 3 min . The broader cut would mean very little

additional muscular exertion . His total time is 4 min. x 150

equals 600 min . , or 10 hr. My time would be 3 min . x 80, equals

240 min . , or 4 hr. At 30c an hour the saving of 6 hr. would be

$ 1.80, to say nothing of the wear and tear on my nerves , while

I am preparing my bill to prohibit the use of the stop watch

and the payment of premiums for labor in Government shops. "

The Congressman knows Thomas to be no intentional laggard,

but rather a man who has established his labor in an ambitionless ,

unthinking rut . He is mowing lawns according to the customs

established by his trade . His employer does not wish to discharge

him , and so he works out a neat little plan which should be of

benefit to both of them, he believes . A day or two later the

monthly bill is presented , and one item reads : "Labor mowing

lawn at 30c. per hour, $ 3."

When the Congressman pays it he broaches his idea to

Thomas : " See here , your bill is all right and here is a check for

it . Now you know I hate the clatter of that mower, so I'll tell

you what we'll do . I'll pay you the same 30c. an hour for your

time and I'll divide with you the wage for all the time you save

9)
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from 10 hr. We'll call that the standard time. If you cut the

grass in 8 hr. — and do it well , of course — you'll get 30c. an

hour for the Shr. and also 30c. for one additional hour. If it takes

you only 4 hr. , you'll get 30c. an hour for that and the same rate

for 3 hr. additional, half of the 6 hr. you have saved. So you'll

receive 7 hr . pay for 4 hr . work, which is $ 2.10, or 52c . an hour.

Pretty good isn't it ? I'll save 6 hr. of noise and the difference

between $2.10 and $3 . You can put in those saved 6 hr. on some

other lawn, which at 30c . an hour will give you $ 1.80, making

your total for the 10 hr. $ 3.90 . That's better than $3 . Get the

idea ? ”

Thomas thinks it over and figures it out , and finally says :

“ It seems a pretty good plan, but supposing the grass is wet or

something else is wrong and the job takes me 12 hr. What

then ?" " Oh , ” replies the Congressman, “ that would be all right.

You would get your 30c. an hour anyway. I guarantee you the

hourly wage."

Inspiration comes to Thomas under the spur of a new ambi

tion . He works out speeds and feeds of his own. The trip time

he reduces to 2 min .; he clips the lapping to 1 in . , and borrows

a neighbor's lawn mower having 24 in . blades , giving him a 23-in .

swath and reducing the number close to 50. His total time is 2

min . x 50, or 1 hr . 40 min . He receives his wage for 5 hr . 50 min. ,

which is $1.75 , or more than $1 an hour for his actual working

time. He feels well contented with himself , but is a little shy

about telling the Congressman about it , because he does not know

what will be said concerning that 24 -in . lawn mower.

The Congressman laughs at him. “ You're all right, my boy.

The idea was yours . You're entitled to the results of it. And

you've reduced my bill to $1.75 . The broader the cut the better.

Get a 24- ft . mower, if you want to, or a horse mower. We're

partners, you see.”

Then a neighbor , who is perchance the president of the Lawn

Mowers' Union , hears of the arrangement and goes to the house

holder. " Look here, Mr. Congressman, you ought to be ashamed

of yourself . The idea of holding a watch on an honest American

workman ! And paying him a premium for his labor ! Shame!
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There ought to be a law on the statute books to protect men like

Thomas against such an outrage."

And the Congressman , as any sane lawn owner would, tells

his critic to go hence. What right has a neighbor or any one

else to interfere in a strictly private transaction . " Thomas is

pleased ; I am pleased so they can all go hang ."

Thomas's viewpoint of industry has been changed . He has

found that it pays in dollars and cents to do his best work . He is

using his brain to better advantage . He is trying to get his other

employers to adopt the same system . And the wise ones ( to

conclude the parable ) are doing so .

JOHN NELSON .

Worcester, Mass., June 1 , 1916 .

The Iron Age.

Need of Health Protection

GREAT health movement is sweeping over the entire

world . Hygiene has repudiated the outworn doc

trine that mortality is fatality and must exact year

after year a fixed and inevitable sacrifice. It aims

instead to set free human life by applying modern science . Science,

which has revolutionized every other field of human endeavor, is

at last revolutionizing the field of health conservation .

The practice of medicine, which for ages has been known as

the " healing art," is undergoing a gradual but radical revolution .

This is due to the growing realization that an ounce of preven

tion is worth a pound of cure . As teachers and writers on hygiene,

as trainers for college athletes , as advisers for the welfare of large

industrial plants , and in many other directions, physicians are

finding fields for practicing preventive medicine . Even the

family physician is in some cases being asked by his patients to

keep them well instead of curing them after they have fallen sick .

Furthermore, the preventive methods of modern medicine are

being applied by the people themselves, as witness the great vogue

today of sleeping out of doors ; the popularity, not always de

served , of health foods and drinks ; the demand for uncontami

nated water supplies, certified milk , inspected meat and pure



Final article (1/4). A speech by Frederick Winslow
Taylor from 7 April 1914. He brilliantly explains
Scientific Management and presents the
rationale for it based on human behavior (worker
and managers) and the needs of business and
society. Remember, the early 1900s in the U.S.
was a time of increasing consumer demand that
was not being met adequately by industry, as
well as a general state of unrest between
management and labor (which is recurring
today). Hence, the need for Scientific
Management, to the benefit of owners,
managers, workers, customers, and society.



SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT

By Frederick W. Taylor .

The most important fact which is connected with the working

people of this country, in fact of all civilized countries now, is the

great fact that the average workman - not the average workman ,

but that nineteen out of twenty workmen all over the country, all

over the world , feel that it is for their interest to go slow and not

fast . They are firmly convinced that they are serving their best

interests when they do as little work as possible for the money

which they are receiving instead of as much as possible .

Now this is the most serious , the most vital fact which faces

the working people of all civilized countries, and I say it without

any hesitation . There are two causes for this fallacy, two promi

nent causes for neither of which , in my judgment, the working

people themselves are to blame . For one of these causes perhaps

the men of our class and the labor leaders are to blame, but cer

tainly the rank and file of the working people are not at all ; for

the second of these causes no one is to blame.

In speaking of working people I have in mind only that class

of working men who are engaged in co -ordinated industries , or

who work in groups. I have not in mind at all the isolated worker,

the coachman, or the gardener or the man who works by himself ;

so that in any centralization that I made of working men I have

in mind men who are working in groups . I want that clearly

understood ; that is very important to bear in mind because what I

am going to say is only true of men working in groups ; not the

isolated worker.

If you are to go to any set of workmen ; if you go to the mem

bers of any trade union ; if you go to any group of men who are

working at any trade and suggest to them that it would be to

their interest and for the benefit of their trade to turn out more

work per man—we will say double the output of each man in the

trade—there would be but one answer by those men . Ninety -nine

out of one hundred would say, " Well, I do not know anything

about men who are engaged in any other trade than my own , but I

just happen to know something about my own trade, and there

The Journal of the Efficiency Society, Vol. 3, No. 8, September 1914, pp. 13-19 and 22-35
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could be but one result following an increase in the output in our

trade , if we were to double the output in our trade; the next two

or three years, half of them would be out of a job ; that would he

all there would be to it." Now there would be no reasoning with

them ; there would be no arguing with them—it is an absolute cer

tainty in the mind of the average man . He would say, “ In my own

trade I know the business and you do not know it ; there would be

but one result following an increase in output in our trade ; half

would be out of a job . ”

Now this seems absolutely self-evident . It certainly seems

self-evident to every workman and I find that perhaps nineteen

out of twenty intelligent, well-educated men appear to believe the

same thing ; a good many of them think the very opposite, but in a

general way they firmly believe that there can be but one result

following an enormous increase in output, that it would throw a

lot of men' out of work. The labor leaders are — all those connected

with the labor unions are all , practically without an exception,

legislating in the direction of restriction of output. It is almost

universal.

And yet the fact is that directly the opposite is true - directly

the opposite. I defy any man to give to me an instance of a single

trade in the country in which directly the opposite has not been

true , any trade where, for instance, labor saving machinery has

been introduced which will give , twice , three times , six times, ten

times , twenty times the work that was formerly done by hand.

Invariably the result of this introduction of labor saving ma

chinery, never mind how efficient that machinery may be, is to

make work for more men in that trade - never to throw men out

of work.

Now, gentlemen , look back in the history of any trade and you

find that absolutely so . I find the labor leaders all over this coun

try do not know it , or if they know it, they won't act on it, they

won't take it ; they still restrict output. Most of them I really

think do not know. it ; or if they have heard of it they do not

believe it. I find all that you have to do is to go into any trade, it

makes no difference what that trade is, you will see the same thing

to be true.

It is well worth while to take one — to give at least one illus

tration of it because this is such a fundamental fact; it is a fact of
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such vast importance that I look upon it as the most important one

now facing the civilized world ; and that is the danger of the

restriction of output.

Let us take the cotton trade ; that is a very common one ; we

all know something of cotton goods. In 1840 the power loom

superseded the old hand loom. Of course, we all know that the

power loom was invented some fifty years ago , but that it came

into use very slowly and it was only about 1840 that the men who

were running the hand looms in Manchester, in England, realized

that the power loom was going to come. Now those men knew

beyond the shadow of a doubt—there were five thousand of them

in Manchester — they knew that when this power loom was intro

duced that it would do three times the work that the hand loom

did, and that instead of there being five thousand weavers in

Manchester, England , that there would only be fifteen hundred of

them left. And those men did just as you or I would do under

similar circumstances — I do not mean to say literally — but when

you realize in those days the great immovability of labor, the

impossibility for the workman in one trade to go into another

trade, the impossibility in many cases for the workman to move

even out of his own country — an immovability inconceivable to us

now—then you see what these men faced ; they and their families

were confronted with starvation or they believed this to be true.

So when they saw the introduction of this power loom come, they

did what one can hardly blame them for . Of course, I am not

defending arson, murder or anything of the kind, but they did

what you or I would do ; they fought the introduction of this new

scheme which was to drive them out of their livelihood ; they

fought it to the limit . They broke into the establishments where

the power looms were being introduced ; they smashed them up ;

they burned them down ; they beat up the scabs who were running

them ; they did everything in their power to prevent the introduc

tion of the power loom . But the power loom came right straight

along ; all of their fighting, all of their opposition hardly retarded

its introduction, and that is the history, gentlemen, of all labor

saving devices ; whatever may be the opposition to them if they are

real labor saving devices nothing stops them ; they go right ahead

and the poor working people of generation after generation have to

find that out at their cost ; in every trade and in each generation they
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have had to go through the same bitter fight to find out the impossi

bility of stopping any device , whatever it may be, which is really a

labor saving device .

The power loom came. I am not sure that its introduction

was not accelerated by that opposition ; I rather think it was, I

am very sure that the opposition to the introduction of Scientific

Management is accelerating its introduction, and that opposition is

founded exactly on the same ground that has caused the opposition

to all labor saving devices ; they are opposed to Scientific Manage

ment merely because it is another labor saving device, fighting it

to the limit and the more they fight the faster it will come.

Now let us see what happened in the case of the power loom .

In 1840 there were five thousand weavers in Manchester, England.

For every man in the trade in Manchester, England, where there

was one yard of cloth produced in 1840 there are now ten yards

of cloth . The improved machinery, the improved methods have at

least multiplied the output by ten for every man engaged in the

trade. Now surely that ought to have throw a lot of men out of

work.

In 1810, less than a century ago, there were five thousand

weavers in Manchester, England. There are now two hundred and

sixty -five thousand and each of those men turning out ten yards

of cloth where a single man in 1840 turned out one . Now multiply

that up and you will see that for every yard of cloth that came

out of Manchester, England, in 1840 there are now at least five

hundred yards coming out, and the population of England hardly

doubled .

Now what is the meaning of that ; what is the meaning of it ;

what is the fundamental meaning. The real meaning of it is that

all that you have to do is to bring wealth into the world and the

world uses it ; that is the real fundamental meaning of it . Wealth

comes from two sources , that which comes out of the earth , and

that which man produces, and all that you have to do, properly

speaking, is to bring wealth into the world and the world uses it.

Now, of course , there must be a fairly even balance of the

wealth that is brought in ; we could not all make cotton goods ; we

could not all make hats. We have got to gradually feel our way

to a fairly even balance in this new production of wealth . We all

know that there are periods of over-production due in almost all
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cases, due ninety -nine cases out of one hundred , to the fact that

the world goes too fast , that the world attempts to start more new

industries, more new establishments than there is liquid capital for,

than there is available capital for, and we get then a diseased

state , and have a condition of over production , but that is no

excuse for any set of men , whether of manufacturers or workmen,

to adopt as a permanent policy, restriction of output.

Any set of men who adopt as a permanent policy restriction

of output are nothing but robbers of their own kind, the worst kind

of robbers — as a permanent policy , gentlemen , I am not speaking

of a temporary policy, but any set of workmen or any trade union

or combination of manufacturers who adopt restriction of output

as a permanent policy are the worst enemies of mankind ; they

simply stop the good things that ought to come into this world

from coming into the world , and particularly the poor laboring

people , or combination of labor leaders, whether in the form of

trade unions or whether they are merely a great public nation of

the general workmen of the country, any such men—any men who

restrict their output in their trade , who try to hold down the

output of the men in their trade are merely robbing their own

kind, their own people because : Remember, nineteen - twentieths of

the real wealth of this world is consumed, not by the rich people.

but by the poor people , so that the men who restrict output, the

workmen who restrict output, are merely robbing their own kind .

Now I am dwelling on this because it lies at the very root of

scientific management . Scientific management has for its object a

material increase in the output without materially increasing the

burden of the men . If it is a bad thing to increase the output of

men, then Scientific Management is a bad thing , and vice versa .

Now the second reason for the restriction of output, the work

men are in no way to blame, not in the least to blame . If you are

manufacturing any article—an article of any kind, we will say a

pen or a spoon , whatever it may be, let us assume that it is a spoon

and this can be made by a single man , that is a process of operation

to be performed by a single man ; that a man is making ten of

these a day and is receiving $2.50 a day. Now if he has any kind

of a foreman, if he has a foreman that amounts to anything, his

foreman will suggest to him that it would be very good for him to

manufacture these spoons by the piece and instead of being paid
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$2.50 per day, and to make them for twenty - five cents a piece. The

workman thinks that is very good, and at the end of a year say,

through his own efforts, through the help of his foreman, through

the help of his friends and through his own ingenuity he finds him

self instead of turning out ten spoons a day , he finds himself turn

ing out twenty a day, and instead of earning $2.50 per day he is

earning $5 a day.

Now the workman is happy over that ; he is delighted , and his

foreman , if he is any sort of a man, is delighted , too , because with

the same establishment , the same number of men , the foreman is

turning out over twice as much work as he was before . But right

here come the men of our class—it is merely an unfortunate condi

tion in industry. Some member of the Board of Directors is sure

to ask to see the pay roll if he is doing his duty ; he is not doing

his duty if he does not ask to see the pay roll of his company, and

that member of the board finds to his horror that his workmen are

paid $5 a day whereas the workman in other similar establishments .

are only getting $2.50 per day. “ Why,” he says, “ this won't do

at all ; we are simply ruining the labor market in our part of the

country. This won't do ; we cannot pay $5 to a man when other

people are paying only $ 2.50. " And then the foreman is sent for,

and in a no uncertain way is informed that he must stop ruining

the labor market. And the foreman with sadness is obliged to go

and cut that piece work price down so as to allow his workmen to

earn perhaps at the outside $2.75 a day. or $3 a day ; at the very

outside a limit of $3 a day.

Now, gentlemen , there is a very great difference of opinion as

to what the working people of our country are now. One set of

men think they are getting to be a set of infernal scamps, loafers

and all that sort of thing ; another set of men think they are little

demigods, but whatever your views on that point as to what the

workmen are, as to whether or not they are rascals, or the other

way, there is one thing I can say that the working people of this

country are not ; the working people of this country are not fools ;

put them down for anything else , but they are not fools, and all

that it takes is just one lesson of that kind to make a workman

soldier for the rest of his life ; after that he carefully watches the

clock and he says to himself, “ These people limit my earnings to

just $2.75 a day. I might easily, where I am now turning out five

pieces , I might easily turn out twenty , but what good would it do

me to turn out twenty. I will watch that clock with the greatest
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care, and just finish my fifth piece when the day ends.” And that

soldiering is practically universal throughout this country, through

out the civilized world . And you cannot blame the workmen for it.

Just you try having your wages cut down because you have been

exceptionally efficient — what would you do — soldier - soldier just

as I did when I was serving my apprenticeship, and as every in

telligent workman does - every time .

I am not blaming the manufacturers for it ; I am not blaming

the workmen for it ; it is simply a misfortune of industry ; it is a

great misfortune . It represents simply one of the blemishes of

industry .

I want to emphasize the fact that the first step that was taken

toward the development of that set of principles which have come

to be called the principles of Scientific Management, the very first

step that was taken, was taken in an honest endeavor to remedy

that fault of soldiering; that is how Scientific Management had its

first start—in an honest endeavor to remedy the necessity for

soldiering, the necessity for cutting prices in that way. And,

gentlemen, every other step that has been taken in the develop

ment of the principles of Scientific Management has been taken in

exactly the same way, has been taken in an effort, an honest effort,

to remedy some perfectly palpable defect that existed in the

former management.

I want to emphasize the fact that Scientific Management has

been from the beginning to the end an evolution ; that it is not an

invention ; that it is not some scheme or other that some one, or

some one set of men or one man proposes or that is being tried

out to see whether it is good or whether it is bad . I want to

emphasize the fact that at every step it has been an evolution , and

so much so that no one ever took the pains, until within the last

few years , the last eight or nine years, to analyze in any way the

principles of Scientific Management. The thing existed ; it was a

fact ; it had to come.

These principles had come because they were the survival of

the fittest; because they had fought their way against the principles

of the older management and had won out. I want to emphasize

that fact because personally I am profoundly suspicious of every

new invention , of every new idea , profoundly suspicious of it .

We are perfectly safe in saying that nineteen out of twenty

new inventions are worthless, or next to worthless. Nineteen

twentieths of new ideas are wrong, whether they be in the zoologi
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cal field or whether it be in the field of invention, nineteen-twen

tieths of the new things are wrong. I want to take Scientific Man

agement entirely out of that class. It is no new invention — it is an

evolution .

Scientific Management exists in a large number and variety

of companies. I think now, something like 200,000 men are work

ing under the principles of Scientific Management-a very insignifi

cant number when compared with the workmen of this country,

but to those companies which are working under Scientific Man

agement it is safe to say that on the average the output per ma

chine or workman has been doubled through the introduction of

the principles of Scientific Management ; that is the result, in very

materially diminishing the cost of manufacture and therefore in

increasing the profits of the manufacturer and also in many cases

where it has been in operation long enough, in lowering the selling

price and giving the general public the benefit of the new scheme.

The greatest good, however, has, without doubt, come to the

workmen who have come under Scientific Management. These

men, automatically, when they come under Scientific Management,

receive from thirty to one hundred per cent . higher wages than

are paid by their competitors right in the adjoining buildings . And

yet this great increase in wages — I say it without any hesitation ,

is the smaller of the two gains that has come to the workmen who

come under Scientific Management; it is the lesser of the two gains.

The greatest gain that has come to the workmen of any trade who

have come under Scientific Management, is that they have come

to look upon their employers as the best friends they have in the

world . That enmity has been replaced by friendship , that war has

been replaced by peace ; that , without the slightest shadow of a

doubt , is the greatest good that has come to the workmen under

Scientific Management, far greater than the increase in wages

which they have received .

Now that sounds like rather a broad statement, it sounds a

little difficult to believe , and yet, gentlemen , I think you will

believe it when I state that in the thirty years in which Scientific

Management has been going, and during that period it has been

introduced into industries of the most competitive kind, not in

isolated industries free from competition, but in all kinds of indus

tries subject to the most severe competition, in all those years there

has not been a single strike of men working under the principles

of Scientific Management, not one. There have been strikes of
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men who were coming under Scientific Management, who were

starting to work under Scientific Management, but never a single

one after they were working under Scientific Management in thirty

years, never one.

When we consider this we know that there must be some

reason for it , and the reason for it is just what I have stated ; that

they have come to believe , they have the firm conviction that their

employers are the best friends that they have in this world.

Now what is Scientific Management ? Before starting to say

what it is I think I can clear the deck probably by pointing out

what it is not . I find that ninety-nine out of one hundred people

have a misapprehension as to what Scientific Management is.

Scientific Management is no efficiency device , nor is it any group

or collection of efficiency devices of any sort . It is not a new pay

system , it is not a bonus system, it is not an award system ; it is no

new scheme for paying men ; it is no new cost system ; it is not

motion study, nor time study ; it is not the functional or divided

foreman, it is not any of the devices with which they are associated

in the minds of men, nor is it all of these devices together,

Now I am not sneering at a new cost system , nor am I sneering

at new schemes for paying men , bonus systems , nor piece work

systems, nor am I sneering at divided foremanship, nor at any of

these things ; they are all useful, but they are equally useful under

Scientific Management, under other types of management.

What I want to emphasize is that Scientific Management is

not any of these schemes, nor all of these schemes combined . It

does not exist – Scientific Management does not exist until there

has been a complete mental revolution on the part of the workmen

who come under it as to their duties towards themselves and to

wards the companies that they are working for, and a complete

mental revolution on the part of the management in their duties

toward themselves and toward their workmen, and until this great

mental change has been brought about on both sides Scientific Man

agement does not exist.

Now the woods are full of men who are introducing Scientific

Management, who will say that they can introduce Scientific Man

agement in three months or six months or a year : that is simply

an absurdity - ridiculous to think that you can change the mental

outlook of any set of workmen in a year or any set of men on the

management side in a year. The introduction of Scientific Man

agement is a matter of years, two to five years at the very least,
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and there is no possible hope of completely changing the mental

outlook of a set of workmen in six months or a year. It is pre

posterous, and those men who are claiming to introduce Scientific

Management in any short time are unintentional or intentional

fakirs --most of them unintentional fakirs. They do not under

stand the subject that they are dealing with.

I do not want to say hard things, but it is such a difficult

matter to make this change, that it is unjust to any set of men , to

any set of workmen , to any management to assume that it is pos

sible to make any great change in three months or six months or a

year. It can't be done .

Now I quite understand that the assertion that there is a great

mental change is probably meaningless to most of you . What I am

going to try to do is to point out the exact nature of that mental

change that takes place ; to show you the mental revolution that

takes place ; that is my chief object . But before going on I want

to point out, I want to make it clear, to give at least one illustra

tion of what I mean by this mental change which takes place .

Again if you are making an article like the spoon , into it will

go a part of the cost of the material , the raw materials that go into

it , and if you will take the cost of those materials and then add to

that, the cost of the overhead expense , that is the general expense,

the taxes, insurance , depreciation , power, light , heat, salaries of

general officers , the proper share in other words of the general

expense , no part of which touches or forms any part of this spoon ,

if you add to the cost of the materials a proper share of the general

expense and then subtract that from the selling price , you have

what is called the Surplus, and it is over the division of this Sur

plus that all labor disputes have occurred in the past .

The workmen naturally want all they can get of that surplus

in the shape of wages and the manufacturer wants all he can get

in the shape of profits; the eyes of both sides of all industries in

the past have been directed toward the proper division of that

surplus. And , gentlemen , anything that goes to either side, the

side of the manufacturer or the workman , it is perfectly evident

must come out of that surplus. Shorter hours come out of that

surplus ; better working conditions , larger profits, higher wages,

anything that goes to the workmen or goes to the management

must come out of that surplus, and the eyes of both sides have

been centered on the division of that surplus, mark you , the

division .

-
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Now under Scientific Management this great revolution takes

place , that both sides come to see that if instead of pulling apart

and fighting for each other's scalp over the division of this surplus

(their interests in the past have been opposed to one another in

the division of this surplus; there is no question about that) they

come to realize that if instead of pulling apart if they turn around

and work together and co-operate they can , by working in the same

direction , make that surplus so enormous that there is no occasion

for quarreling .

That is one of the great mental revolutions that comes under

Scientific Management, when both sides see that the division of the

surplus is not the important thing, but the really important thing

is to make that surplus so large that there is no cause to quarrel

over it . This is a great mental revolution ; it is one of the great

mental changes that comes under Scientific Management. I do not

want to leave that subject of this mental revolution without giving

you a clear mind of what I mean by the mental changes that take

place ; that is one of them ; I hope to point out the others, or many

of the other changes later on .

Now I am still far from saying what Scientific Management is .

I want to try to make clear to you what it is by pointing out what

I believe you will recognize as the best of the older type of man

agement, and then contrast Scientific Management with this

best of the older types . If you have an establishment with say five

hundred or a thousand men you will have at least fifteen or twenty

trades in that establishment . Now all of the men in those trades

have learned what they know practically through tradition . They

have learned — they have not gone to school ; they have not read

anything about it ; they have learned what they know merely by

watching other men who are around them ; their foreman perhaps

has taught them a little—not very much ; they watched the man

who is next to them ; they ask a few questions of him ; their neigh

bor makes a few suggestions, and I suppose the same thing still

exists, you can gradually pick up a trade ; that was the expression

almost universally used , you literally picked up your trade. You

pick up a trade ; you find it wherever you can get a piece of it .

You are not taught a trade . That is about as true now as it was

forty years ago, when I served my apprenticeship. I served an

apprenticeship in two trades , one as a pattern maker and one as a

machinist , and during that time I think my reading was confined
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to about two and a half hours, and that is about all I could read,

and I rather think the same thing is true now.

I saw a number of young friends lately who have gone in to

serve their apprenticeship — I am not saying to be taught a trade

my own boy among them, and I made him a present of a whole

lot of books relating to his trade, good books, the best books that

I could get , and so far as I could see he never opened them ; he had

no time to open them, he was too busy to look up things ; he was

picking up his trade just as I did forty years ago.

Now, in spite of the fact that this knowledge is obtained in

the rankest rule of thumb way, just as it was in the middle ages,

it does not make the trade any less valuable . The trade now is the

workman's greatest asset just as it was in the middle ages. It is

his greatest possession and any manager or any foreman who knows

anything about the game, who amounts to anything, must realize

that his first duty, that the most important thing for him to do, is

to get the initiative of his men, is to get those men who have this

knowledge to use the knowledge for their benefit, to work hard, to

use their ingenuity, to do the best they can , to turn out as much

work as can be done . If any manager amounts to anything he

must realize that is the biggest problem that faces him. But if

that manager has been living with the men, if he has been a work

man himself, he knows, no one knows better than he , that it is the

object of every workman under him not to give him his best work,

but to do just as little as he can for the money which he is getting,

and the only way he has of getting his workmen to do a fair day's

work is to deliberately set out to give those workmen something

more than his competitors are giving to them, something better

than , something more than they are giving to the ordinary work.

man.

Now the manager who deliberately sets out to do that , and if

he will keep it up long enough, if he will stick to it-keep to the

determination to treat his men better , to give them higher wages,

better working conditions, do more for them than other managers

are doing for their men in every case , if he will keep it up long

enough, the workmen will respond in the nicest kind of a way - in

the most loyal kind of a way, and they will give him a great deal

more net return than is given to them ; that is my experience .

My experience with workmen is that they are as generous, as

decent , and as nice a set of fellows as any class in the community.

Of course , there are a lot of mean fellows among them , but so there

- - -
-

- - -
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are in every class in the community, but my experience is that they

are just as trustworthy and just as fine a set of men as you will

find anywhere. They are naturally suspicious; they are naturally

slow to change their ways, but all that you have to do is to show

them that you propose to do better by them than other people are

doing by them and they will respond in a most loyal way.

Now, I think that represents the highest type of management

of the old school, that is the type of management in which the

manager deliberately proposes to do something more for his work

men than is ordinarily done, give them something better than other

men ordinarily give their workmen, and they give their employer

more and a great deal better service than is ordinarily given . I

think you will all recognize that as the best of the older type of

management.

This type of management would not be backed up by the Board

of Directors. They could not see why their men should be paid

more than the men employed by their competitors and they cannot

see why they should be treated any better than the men employed

by their competitors. It is a rare type of management, and I think

you will agree with me that it represents the highest and best of

the older types of management, and I am setting that type up

because I wish to contrast it, the best of the older type of manage

ment, with the principles of Scientific Management, and I want to

try to prove to you the utter impossibility, even of that high type

of management, competing for an instant with the principles of

Scientific Management ; I hope to try to prove that to you — the

utter impossibility of this type of management competing with the

principles of Scientific Management.

Why, because properly speaking under Scientific Management

in the first place you get the initiative of the men, that is their

hard work, their good will ; their determination to do everything

they can for their employers is obtained with absolute certainty.

The workmen always work faithfully and well under Scientific

Management, regularly, whereas under even this older type of

management they are rather spasmodic in their work . They become

doubtful every now and then as to whether it is best for them to

work hard ; whether they should give their support to it ; whether

or not it is some trick . But under Scientific Management you

obtain the initiative of the men with absolute regularity, but with

out hesitation I say that that is the least gain that comes under

Scientific Management. The great gain that comes under Scientific
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Management comes from the new and absolutely unheard of duties

and burdens which are voluntarily assumed by those on the man

agement side ; the new things which are voluntarily done by those

on the management side constitute the great superiority of Scien

tific Management over the other, and these new duties have been

divided into four groups and have been rightly or wrongly called

the principles of Scientific Management, and it is to the principles,

the new duties undertaken by the management, it is to the prin

ciples of Scientific Management that I desire to draw your

attention.

The first of these principles, the first of the principles of

Scientific Management is the deliberate gathering in of this great

mass of traditional knowledge which in the past has been in the

heads, not only in the heads, but in the knack, in the body, in the

habit , the daily habits of every workman throughout the estab

lishment, the gathering in of this great mass of traditional knowl

edge and recording it , tabulating it , reducing it to laws, to rules

and in many cases to mathematical formula, so that when these

laws and when these rules and formula are applied through the

co-operation of the management to the everyday work of the

workmen they result in an enormous increase in the output of the

worker. Now this represents the devolopment of a science to

replace the old rule of thumb knowledge of the workman . This

represents the co -ordinating of knowledge, the classifying of knowl

edge as against the old antiquated , the old rule of thumb knowl

edge which is in the head of the workman .

A great many people object to the use of the word “ Scientific

as applied to management. They feel that it is a very high

sounding name. Now I want to defend the use of this expression

of Scientific Management because so far as I know it is as appro

priate a name as you can have for the new management. The

worst people who have attacked Scientific Management, perhaps

the worst, are of two classes ; one the professors of our universities,

and the other the labor leaders, and one of the professors who has

attacked it perhaps more vigorously than anyone else , the head of

one of our large scientific colleges, himself has given perhaps one

of the very best definitions of the word “ Science. " His definition

of the word " Science " is classified or organized knowledge, and I

want to know what it is except classifying and organizing this

knowledge to gather in all this great mass of traditional knowledge

which was heretofore in the heads of the workmen , and classifying

-
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it and then using it . If that is not the development of science

according to that definition I do not know what it is.

Now the second new duty undertaken by those under Scientific

Management, the second principle of Scientific Management, is the

scientific selection of the workman , and then his progressive train

ing and development. It becomes the duty , the deliberate duty, of

every man , every manager under Scientific Management, to study

every man who comes under him ; every one of the ten thousand

men in their establishment becomes the subject of individual study.

That man becomes a problem ; his abilities are studied ; his disabili

ties are studied , and then it becomes the duty of the management

to deliberately set out to train that man so that he can rise to a

higher, a better class of work than he was able to do before , and

' after he has risen and is able to do better and higher class work

he is then paid higher wages. Now that becomes one of the regular

new duties assumed by the men on the management side , the

deliberate study, training and development of every man in the

establishment, and after he has raised that man to a higher state

than was in before , to a state of higher efficiency, to pay him

higher wages.

The third is the bringing of the science and the scientifically

selected and trained man together , because you may have the

science , but unless there is something to make those workmen

work in accordance with the laws of that science they will work

the same old way.

Now " making” is rather a strong word ; that perhaps is a

little too strong . There are many ways of making ; perhaps the

most important is to offer that man , deliberately offer a premium

of thirty percent . added to his wages whenever he performs his

proper day's task ; that is a very powerful make. You tell a

man that when he is raised to such and such a level of efficiency

you at once increase his wages thirty per cent., that is a powerful

make. Then constant teaching, supervision , the knowledge that

every day he has to measure up to a certain standard is a make.

I find, however, that the labor leader is very much excited

whenever I speak to him about the efficiency make. “ We have

been doing the making for the last thirty years ; I want you to

understand no one is going to make us do anything : we have

been the fellows that have been doing the making." But the

thing is softened in the eyes of the workman when you say we

need them in our business.
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Every resistance throughout the world to the new type of

management-nine-tenths of our trouble comes in making those

on the management side do their duty ; only one-tenth - we have

no trouble practically with the workman, but we have infinite

trouble in making those men on the management side take their

new duties and do them right ; that is the great difficulty under

Scientific Management.

Now the fourth principle of Scientific Management is perhaps

the blindest of all. Unless one has seen life in a shop under

Scientific Management you can hardly believe that it is there, the

work is so nicely divided. The work is divided in two large parts ,

and one of those parts is deliberately handed over to the man

on the management side ; that is, work which in the past has been

done by the workmen is taken over and done by the men on the

management side. And it is this great team work, it is the

actual division of the work between the management and the

workmen which makes for the fact more than anything else that

there has never been a strike under Scientific Management.

There may have been strikes when the men were coming under

Scientific Management, but when both sides are working as a

team, when the success of the men every time depends upon their

doing their work, and when the men realize that it is impossible

for them to earn their premium of thirty to sixty per cent . with

out the co-operation of the management, without the help of the

management, they cannot be enemies ; you cannot be against a

man on whom you are absolutely dependent for your increase in

wages. Of course the management realizes that it cannot get its

increased profit unless it has the co-operation of the men. So

you cannot fight; there is no such thing—you have got to co

operate under Scientific Management.

Under Scientific Management there is no more bickering and

fighting, a condition which under the older type of management

you are sure to have. That is entirely ceased under Scientific

Management. You have an entirely new condition in which the

workmen themselves have just as much interest in the success

of the establishment as the men on the management side have.

Now I am through with the theory of Scientific Management.

I want to try to prove to you the power of these four principles

of Scientific Management, the immense power that they have

when they are applied to a variety of work, and to different kinds

of work. I am going to try to show this by a series of illustra

tions, but in these illustrations I hope that what you will see is

-
-
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not something that may merely interest you, but I want you to

see the power of these four great principles.

I begin with the most rudimentary form of labor that is

known, absolutely the simplest kind of labor that I know of. I

want to show that these principles are absolutely universal in

their application ; that they are just as applicable to one kind of

business as to another — to any kind of human endeavor where

men work in groups. Therefore, I begin with the most elemen

tary form of labor, the handling of pig iron. It is the only kind

of work in which an absolutely uniform piece of metal, a pig

weighing 92 lbs. is taken in the hands of the men without any

other implement. If I had time I would go into this matter and

prove to you beyond a doubt that science does exist in the hand

ling of pig iron .

Now I am going to take for the first illustration shovelling.

I suppose you will say that there is no science there. I am sure

that if a problem of shovelling were presented to you and it was

your business to analyze it and find the science of shovelling, that

inside of two days of thinking you would have laid out enough

work to last three or four months.

When I first went to the Bethlehem Steel Works there was

a lot of laborers shovelling rice coal . They were splendidly

occupied at their task . When they got through with the shovel

ling of rice coal they were directed to go to another part of the

yard , to a pile of ore from the Messabarange, about half a mile

away, and the same men with the same shovels were directed to

handle that ore . When they were shovelling rice coal they had

a load of 334 lbs. on their shovels , and when the same men with

the same shovels on the same day were shovelling ore from the

Messabarange they had from 38 to 39 lbs, on their shovels.

It does not take very great reasoning power or very great

brilliancy to see that if a load of 334 lbs . is right, a load of 38 lbs.

is wrong.

Under the old type of management which one of these two

ways was correct was settled in two ways : One way was to sit

down and write letters to your friends who knew about it , and

when you got that information in , that became the standard ;

that is the fact. The more common way is to send for the fore

man , and put the question up to him as to what is the proper

load for a shovel . He probably does not know anything about

the subject , but that does not make any difference to him. He
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answers 1212 lbs .—and 1212 lbs . becomes the standard— “ Pat said

so . ” That was the old way.

Now I want to show you the new way. We sent for two

big, powerful shovellers and set them to work with a clerk to

keep tab on their accomplishments. They were told that there

was to be no shirking or loafing on the job ; that they had to

play straight. The laborers accepted and they played straight .

We started them in two different parts of the establishment

to shovel a pile of material which was very heavy on the shovel .

All the details of the job were carefully written down ; among

other things the number of shovelfuls thrown during the day,

and then at the end of the day the materials shovelled were

weighed up and by dividing the number of pounds into the num

ber of shovelfuls we found that they were shovelling between 38

and 39 lbs. as a load . After two or three days of experiment

we found what the proper average was. We found that more

was shovelled with a 36 lb. shovel that with a 38 . We cut the

shovel off again to 30 lbs. , and again the quantity shovelled went

up . We cut it again and again until we reached 211/2 lbs., when

the amount of material shovelled reached its maximum . We cut

it to 18 and the amount shovelled fell off ; to 16 , 14 and so on

down , but the amount fell off — the 2112 lbs. shovel gave the

maximum results ; therefore that was the scientific shovel.

At one of the steel works we built a large shovel and tool

room , and we kept from eight to fifteen different kinds of shovels

-I have forgotten just how many. There were employed at that

plant from four to six hundred men , and each man was treated

as a unit and had his own tools . There were statistics kept oi

the amount shovelled by each man during the day, and when a

man came in in the morning he was told whether he had been

a success or not on the day previous. We insisted that no man

could work in our establishment who did not earn more than was

ordinarily paid laborers in that neighborhood.

If their work was not satisfactory they were given a yellow

slip , and those men realized fully that when they had three or

four of those yellow slips that something was going to happen.

Under the old system of management he would have been fired ,

but under the new system he was reasoned with and shown how

to shovel properly. In fact the workmen did not wait , when they

had three or four of those yellow slips they knew that something

was going to happen and they generally called upon the office for

help . If they were sick they were given an easier job for the
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time being. If not they were told to go ahead and shovel under

the supervision of some one from the office .

Time after time we found that the man was doing something

wrong ; he had forgotten something of the instruction which had

been given him ; instead of shoving with the weight of their body

behind it they were shoving with their arms. That is merely one

of the twenty ways in which a shoveller can go wrong.

He is told the right way and under Scientific Management

the workmen look upon the management as a friend ; that is what

I want to emphasize to you tonight . The great function of

Scientific Management is to give each workman a task which is

entirely within his capabilities and therefore suited to his job .

At the end of three and a half years we had a very good

chance to see whether Scientific Management at the Bethlehem

Steel Works had met with success, for at the end of that time

we found that one hundred and forty men were doing the work

that was originally done by from four to six hundred men , and

these one hundred and forty men were all receiving more than

sixty per cent. higher wages than were paid to any men in that

part of the country. They were living better ; they were the most

happy and the most contented lot that could be found anywhere

in that part of the country . So much for the men .

On the Company side we found that under the old system of

management it had cost between seven and eight cents to handle

a ton of materials, and there were several million tons handled

every year in that yard . This is a low cost , if you gentlemen

know it ; it usually averages between nine and ten cents in the

average yard. Now after paying for all these extra salaries , for

the tool room and all the various expenses connected with it , we

found that the cost was reduced from between seven and eight

cents to between three and four cents — and that justifies Scientific

Management, and only that will justify it . The actual saving to

that Company in the last six months in that labor department

alone ran between $75,000 and $80,000 a year ; that was the profit

that came to the Company and that justifies Scientific Manage

ment.

Now, I just want to give you one more illustration . I am

sorry that I cannot give you eight or ten of them , because

that is the only way that you can convince people of the value

of Scientific Management - by showing them a great variety of

cases. I want to show you what happens in the case of a high

class mechanic. I want to make it perfectly clear to you that it
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is impossible for a high - class mechanic who is fit to work at his

trade to understand the principles of his trade , because if he did

understand them he would cease to be a mechanic at once. I

want to make it clear to you why that is so and therefore take

the machinist's trade.

Now a machinist has perhaps an average education of three

years ' schooling. He has been a man running the same inachine

for many years. Now he presumably would become especially

skilled in the running of that machine ; that is the general

impression. I want to show how far wrong that impression is.

Again I want to give a concrete illustration . In a large machine

shop there were some three to four hundred men turning out

machines. They had been in this same department for about

twelve years, and therefore the men had become very skilled in

their work, and each man of the three to four hundred who were

working there had his particular job .

Now under these circumstances you have a high - class

mechanic running the same machine year in and year out, and

having the opportunity to become so intimate with the machine

that there is very little hope of any science helping that man.

That would be the general conclusion ; that was the opinion of

the owner of the establishment . My friend Barth told him that

he could double the output. My friend Barth started out to

develop the science of running those machines .

A record was kept of just how long it took to do every piece

of work and that was then used as a basis for developing the

science of running that machine.

There is a little implement that will tell you just what press

ure , just how many pounds pressure it takes with any size tool,

any shape tool , and this implement will tell you how fast you

can run your tool without burning it out .

By the means of those implements Mr. Barth was able to

analyze the machine, make a study of it, and in about two hours

he was able to respeed that machine. And this seems like an

extraordinary statement to make—but I made it before the Tool

Builders' Convention at their Third Annual Convention . They

asked me to speak and I made this assertion before them that

I make to you, that nineteen out of twenty machines in their

own shops, those tool builders who were building the machine

tools of the country — I said nine out of ten of your machines

are speeded two or three hundred per cent . wrong. Why, because

-
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the machine tools of the country have been speeded by guess,

without any science . They were speeded years ago by guess and

have never been changed.

In 1881 I was at the end of a long fight of three years with

the machinists of the Midvale Steel Works. I went with the

concern in 1878 because I could not get work elsewhere, and I

had after a good deal of hesitation consented to take the fore

manship of the shop. It was a long dragged-out fight to drive

those fellows into doing a decent day's work. The men had been

soldiering very successfully , and I cannot say that I blamed

them for soldiering under the circumstances. We finally suc

ceeded in about doubling the output of that machine shop.

Another problem we undertook was the study of the laws

of cutting metals. We experimented with locomotive tires

weighing about 2,000 lbs. of uniform fine high-grade steel. For

the nine years that I was at the Midvale Steel Works we experi

mented right along cutting up metals into pieces and investigat

ing the laws of cutting metals. Those experiments went on almost

without interruption during a period of twenty years and

$200,000 were spent in 'wages. Fifty thousand experiments were

recorded and 800,000 lbs . of metal were cut up in investigating

the laws of cutting metals.

We found that there were twelve great variable elements

that go to make up the laws of cutting metals . Our first discovery

of great value was, if you just throw a stream about as big as

my finger of cold water right on the chip as it comes off from

the tool it will enable you to run forty per cent. faster cutting

speed than if you did not.

Grand Central Palace,

New York City, April 7, 1914.
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1. INTRODUCTION agement to relieve those who are laboring under mis

HERE have been and still are — several mis - apprehension .

1 understandings of the Taylor philosophy and To correct the first inference — that scientific man

system of management current among plant managers agement was a new and untried philosophy and sys

which have profoundly influenced their attitude to- tem of management at the time it first received public

wards it and restricted that open -mindedness and re - attention , in 1911, — it may be said that it had been

ceptivity of new ideas and things commonly believed worked out in its fundamentals by Taylor during the

to be characteristic of the American business man . period 1880 — 1889, and further developed in most of

These misunderstandings first appeared about 1911, its details during the decade 1890 – 1899 ; and that

when scientific management was brought to public at nearly all the story subsequent to that time is a story

tention by the Eastern Rate Case hearings. The of refinement which resulted in no fundamentalmod

first incorrect inference was that scientific manage- ifications .

ment was at that time something new , something re- With respect to the second incorrect inference,

cently conceived and suddenly promulgated, a theory that scientific management originated as a theory, in

which had no background of thorough trial; the support of which mechanisms were subsequently de

second was the inference that scientific management vised, — the fact is that the mechanisms resulted from

had been first conceived as a theory and that the sys- a series of attempts by a shop foreman to solve prac

tem was simply a body of mechanisms hastily worked tical shop problems, as they appeared one after an

out to support the theory ; the third was the inference other, with no thought of a " system ;" and that the

that scientific management, the Taylor System , was a coordinating of the mechanisms into a system , the

mechanistic thing which could be contracted for - philosophizing about them and the formulation of

transported , so to speak , through the medium of an principles were later inspirations.

engineer — and installed as a fixed mechanical contri- Of the third incorrect inference, — that scientific

vance ; and the fourth was the inference that scientific management is a transportable mechanism , subject to

management, during whatever vague past it had en - reproduction in detail in different places with the rap

joyed, had induced labor opposition in many of the idity involved in mechanical installation , - it should

plants in which it had been “ installed . " All of these be observed ; that in its origin scientific management

misunderstandings, inferences made about 1911 when was a development and not an installation , that every

the public first heard of scientific management, have genuine instance of its appearance in a plant has been

had an astonishing survival in an industrial commun a development, and that dependable engineers today

ity of apparently open -minded, boldly experimental undertake to give plants the benefit of it only as a

and hard -headed executives . matter of development; and further, that such develop

Denials of everyone of these misconceptions have ment is on the whole a problem of adapting proven

been made by those informed concerning the early principles and well-tested mechanisms to local condi

history of scientific management, but these denials tions, physical and psychological.

have been general and unsupported by systematic evi- Concerning the fourth incorrect inference, — that

dence, and have on the whole been discounted by the scientific management has experienced the opposition

misinformed as partisan statements. The purpose of of workers in the plants in which it has been de

this article is to tell enough of the story - high lights veloped, it should be said , first, that distinction

only — of the beginnings and growth of scientific man should be made between plants in which there has

'Managing Director, Taylor Society, New York . been an honest undertaking to develop it patiently , as

Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. V, No. 5, October 1920, pp. 191-199
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required by its nature, by competent engineers and eer, — no ordinary accomplishment; and at the same

executives, and plants in which incompetent engineers time ( his eyes having improved ) he earned by even

or get-rich -quickly executives have tried to appropri- ing work the M . E . degree at Stevens Institute , and

ate parts of its mechanism under the label “ scientific developed, as the concrete results of his method of

management” (a term which cannot be applied to any attacking the production problem confronting him ,

separated element of its mechanism ) ; and second, ac- the fundamentals of the system which came to be iden

cepting the above distinction , that in no plant repre- tified with his name. Obviously the accomplishment

senting the serious and genuine development of scien- of an extraordinary individual !

tific management has there been a strike, or abnormal In fact, Taylor possessed the combination of

friction arising from dissatisfaction of the workers. four strong qualities . The first of these was an ex

The following fundamental truth concerning scien - perimental and inventivemind (he was the holder of

tific management should be kept always in mind ; an numerous patents in a wide and diversified field ) . An

honest undertaking to improve management in the authentic story informs us that at the age of five or

spirit of scientific management and by the method of six , being troubled with unpleasant dreams and having

patient development and adaptation , even though many come to the conclusion that it was caused by sleeping

of the conventional mechanisms are modified and on his back , he constructed a harness which held an

some of them lacking, is genuine scientific manage- obstacle against his back and made it impossible to lie

ment; while the effort to copy the mechanisms with on it with comfort; again , when he came to learn

minute accuracy, without the proper spirit, and by golf he studied the best form , and then constructed a

the method of get-rich -quickly installation, is not harness in which by practice he coordinated eyes and

scientific management and almost invariably leads to muscles, much as a pacing horse is developed ; and so

trouble . on .

A second strong quality was a mental quality which
II. TAYLOR 'S EARLY YEARS AND PERSONAL CHAR

enabled him to understand and perceive the necessity
ACTERISTICS

of the scientific method — the keeping of all variables

In Table I is presented a chronology of the out under control and the recording of all conditions sur
standing events in Mr. Taylor's life and general state- rounding an experiment. Early in the series of ex

ments concerning “mechanisms” and “ principles” of periments which lasted through many years, he

what came to be called scientific management, accord grasped this essential nature of the scientific method ,

ing to his attention to them at different periods of his and thereafter all experiments and investigations con

life . His early life was not different from that of ducted by himself or under his direction were precise

the average boy, except that several European trips ly controlled and recorded . One has but to refer to

of the family gave him , while still a boy, reasonable “On the Art of Cutting Metals” to be impressed by

command of the French and German languages. En- this fact.

tered at Phillips Exeter Academy, he soon had to In the third place he had bulldog tenacity and infin

leave on account of a serious weakness of his eyes. ite patience. Having decided upon a line of experi

Realizing an inclination for engineering work, he ap - ments he followed them through after others about

prenticed himself to the Enterprise Hydraulic Works him had abandoned all expectations of satisfactory

of Philadelphia , first to learn pattern-making, later results ; the perversity of inanimate things, the indif

the machinist's trade. At the Centennial Exposition ference - even the frank opposition of individuals,

in 1876 he had charge of the exhibits of several mach served as a stimulus for him . Of his metal- cutting

ine-tool builders, after which he, during the dull times experiments it is recorded : " He expected that these

that followed , secured a job as a laborer in the mach - experiments would not last longer than six months. . .

ine shop of the Midvale Steel Company . However, with the exception of a few comparatively short per

he was soon graduated from this job, and a brief iods, however, they have continued .. . through a term

sketch of his subsequent career at Midvale is indeed of about 26 years.?"

impressive . Between the ages of 22 and 32 ( 1878 - Finally — possibly the factor which made the other

1888 ) he was time-keeper, machinist, tool-keeper , as- qualities effective— he was a man of common sense ,

sistant foreman, foreman , master mechanic, director of hard-headed practicality. He had vision , but was

of research , assistant engineer and finally chief engin - 10n the Art of Cutting Metals, p . 33.
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TABLE I.

PRINCIPAL EVENTS IN THE LIFE OF FREDERICK W . TAYLOR .

MECHANISMS PRINCIPLESCHRONOLOGY

Taylor born .1865

1878 Entered Midvale Steel Co . ; suc

cessively laborer, timekeeper, ma

chinist, tool-keeper, assistant fore

man , foreman, master mechanic,

director of research , assisant en

gineer and in 1888 became chief

engineer. By night study earned
M . E . degree at Stevens Institute.

During the ten years at Midvale busy on

the problem of production , and in that

connection devised many of the methods
and mechanisms of scientific manage

ment.

1885 Joined A . S. M . E

1886 Towne's A . S . M . E . paper " The
Engineer as Economist.”

1889 Left Midvale ; during next ten

years miscellaneous work culmi- |

nating at Bethlehem Steel Co.

During the ten years leading to and in -

cluding Bethlehem , improved the earlier

and devised new methods and mechan

isms, and began coordination of them

into a more or less controlled system .

The formulation of principles and of a
philosophy seems to have been inspired

by A . S . M . E . contacts, by Towne's

paper of 1886, and by Taylor's belief

that a young engineer should contribute

to his profession . The first statement

of Taylor's philosophy of management

was his paper of 1895 ; the same philos

ophy was presented with different em

phasis in the paper of 1903 . During

this period he ceased to " work for

money" and devoted himself to exposi

tion of principles .

1893 A . S . M . E .
Belting."

paper "Notes on

1895 A . S . M . E . paper “ A Piece Rate

System ."

At Link -Belt and Tabor the system was

developed into a more complete , logi
cal and coordinated whole than at any
previous time, by younger engineers un

der Taylor's supervision .1903 A . S . M . E . paper “ Shop Manage
ment."

1904 Started work at Link -Belt Co. and

Tabor Mfg. Co .

1911 Eastern Rate Case and Water

town Arsenal investigation .

Publication of " Principles of Sci

entific Management" ; republica

tion of " Shop Management."

Continued development and application

of the Taylor methods by the younger

engineers who had served with Taylor

in this work . Taylor generously gave

counsel without remuneration .

Spent the later part of life in expound

ing philosophy and principles before

general public .

1915 Taylor's death .
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neither dreamer nor theorist . He was a doer . Most tion . He adopted, naturally, the then usual fore

things he asked of a worker he could do himself with man's methods, — suasion of the drive type (it was

sufficient degree of skill to establish that he knew 1880 and the steel industry !) This led only to bit

what he was talking about; and occasionally for pur- terness, occasional physical violence, no improvement

poses of instruction he relieved a workman at a mach- in production and apparently no possibility of ini

ine. The mechanisms he advocated or the principles provement. Taylor thought hard about it and con

he formulated had either actually been proven by ex - ceived a reason for the difficulty and a way out ; he

periment or experience, or they were reasonable de- decided he was at a disadvantage because the workers

ductions from experiment or experience. knew more about their skill than he (or management)

This was the kind ofman who at the age of twen - did ; he would learn to know more than they collect

ty- four became a foreman at Midvale . ively did ; then perhaps by advantage of that superior

knowledge he could secure what he wanted by its

III. THE FIRST ELEMENT OF TAYLOR 'S PROBLEM use in negotiation with them . He had no " systern ;"

DETERMINING THE BEST WAY OF DOING EACH JOB no philosophy ; he had simply a not unusual practical

" In the fall of 1880, the machinists in the small problem of a foreman ; and he set out to solve that

shop of the Midvale Steel Company, Philadelphia , problem .

most of whom were working on piecework in machin To learn the content of the workers' skill, he be

ing locomotive tires, car axles, and miscellaneous gan what has come to be known as job -analysis by

forgings, had combined to do only a certain number the method of unit time study . He did not set up a

of pieces per day on each type of work . The writer, laboratory , but did what amounted to the same thing ,

who was the newly appointed foreman of the shop, selected a machine and a worker or workers, controlled

realized that it was possible for the men to do in all the conditions around the machine, - power delivery

cases much more work per day than they were ac- (which led to “Notes on Belting" ) , uniformity and

complishing . He found, however, that his efforts to availability of materials, control of feeds, speeds,

get them to increase their output was blocked by the depth of cuts, etc ., (which led to “On the Art of Cut

fact that his knowledge of just what combination of ting Metals” ) and made precise and thoroughly scien

depth of cut, feed and cutting speed would in each tific (variables under control) observations and rec

case do the work in the shortest time, was much less ords. In a short time he had sufficient data , for

accurate than that of the machinists who were com - certain operations, with which to determine how long

bined against him . His conviction that the men were a given operation should take under specified condi

not doing half as much as they should do, however , tions.

was so strong that he obtained the permission of the He also observed that if operations were performed

management to make a series of experiments to in - under these conditions the output would be increased

vestigate the laws of cutting metals with a view to per unit of cost ; that there would be a net gain , part

obtaining a knowledge at least equal to that of the of which could be added to the wage rate, thereby

combined machinists who were under him ,?” . .. ." the securing an incentive for increased output to re

original object, for which in 1880 the experiments were place the conventional ineffective and disagreeable

started (was ) taking the control of the machine shop foreman 's method of suasion .

out of the hands of the many workmen , and placing Thus was the first element of the problem solved ;

it completely in the hands of the management, thus specifications for operations based on precise know

superseding 'rule of thumb' by scientific control.2" ledge of the best methods and of times necessary for

These words from Taylor's own pen , adequate for their performance, and an extra possible profit, part

a scientific article , do not tell the whole story . He of which could be used in a higher wage rate to se

had been worker with the workers and carried into cure the cooperation of the workmen . He sold the

his foremanship positive knowledge that there was idea to enough of the workers to begin to try out the

systematic restriction of output; also he believed his new method of work according to specifications which

new duties required the securing of better produc- indicated the " best way" of performing an operation ,

the participation in the experiments on the part of
' Ibid , p . 33 .

'Ibid , pp. 39-40. some workers and the watching of them on the part
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of others having interested the men and cleared the boards the differential piece rate® ; and the following

ground for harmonious relations. elements of functional foremanship - time clerk , in

struction card clerk , inspector and disciplinarian (the

modern employment manager ), each of whom had
IV . THE SECOND ELEMENT OF TAYLOR 'S PROBLEM

supervision over workers which was direct and not
STANDARDIZING CONDITIONS IN THE SHOP

through the gang boss ?. In general terms Taylor

Taylor had apparently seen from the beginning
says there were “ all the fundamentals of task manage

that there was a second element of his problem , and
ments,” “ the best way of managingmen on day workº,”

that a solution of it was necessary before the new
and the idea that the big losses of poor management

methods of work could be inaugurated . The methods
came from " incidental delays10,” to remove which was

and the times embodied in the specifications were a principal obiective of good management. There was

based upon particularly favorable conditions surround
as yet no planning department, separately organized" ,

ing the machines on which the investigations had been
for the shop was so small and the machine work so

made. If those specifications were given to men on
simple that the planning function did not have to be

other machines, machines not operated under the pre
functionalized . For the same reason probably , there

cisely controlled conditions of the machines upon
was no functionalized routing and route sheets. It

which the experiments had been performed , then
should be borne in mind that the shop in which scien

work in accordance with the specifications would be
tific management had its beginnings at Midvale was

impossible . Here was a bigger problem than that
engaged chiefly on turning out locomotive axles and

of learning the content of skill, and Taylor did not
tires, and there was none of the complexity and min

refuse to face it . He at once attacked the problem
uteness of scheduling of the machine shop which does

of standardizing the conditions in the shop. He would
miscellaneous work. It was the application of scienti

give every worker the perfect opportunity.
fic management to this latter type of shop which later

To give every worker the perfect opportunity was,
he perfect opportunity was, compelled refinement and coordination of the mech

therefore, to bring the conditions throughout the anisms.

shop to the same standard as the conditions surround

ing the machines on which the standard methods had

been worked out. Before Taylor left Midvale in V . THE THIRD ELEMENT OF TAYLOR 'S PROBLEM

1889 he had devised most of the fundamentally im MAINTENANCE OF STANDARD CONDITIONS

portant mechanisms of what came later to be known It is well known to experienced executives and

as scientific management; — not in their subsequent foremen that good conditions do not automatically

finished form and not coordinated into a system , but " stay put.” A shop or office well tuned up today will

merely to an extent necessary in a shop of large begin to become slack next week . So it was in Tay

machines on which the operations were relatively lor's experience with the standards established

simple and took considerable time. But more impor- throughout the shop at Midvale . Immediately he had

tant than the mechanisms is the fact that the point of before him the third element of the problem , - the

view , the spirit, which inspired this development was maintenance of the standards set. It should be ob

as thoroughly scientific management as it came at any served that, in fact, although these three elements of

later time to be. the problem were both logical and chronological, they

We know from the records that during that period were more logical than chronological. All were

there were developed : unit time study,' ; elementary crowded upon Taylor practically at the same time.

rate fixing? ; " tables ” for tasks and the assigning of The maintenance of standards is a much more com

tasks3 ; standard conditions for belts * ; tools5 and plicated element of the management problem than

machines ; planning in advance, “ lists ” of work ahead either job analysis or the establishment of standards,

and " chasers” to follow -up work ; the shop bulletin for the obvious reason , among others, that the latter

' A Piece Rate System , $44 .

' A Piece Rate System , ( Introduction )

3Notes on Belting, $ 43.

4Notes on Belting, $ 42, 111.

5Reported in interviews with persons now living who

were acquainted with conditions in Midvale.

8 A Piece Rate System , ( Introduction ) .

Shop Management, p . 107.

*Shop Management, p . 44 .

9 A Piece Rate System , ( Introduction ).

10Notes on Belting , $ 4 .

Shop Management, p. 118 .
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are subject to certain precise scientific procedure and to insure better standardization of the castings which

may be entrusted to specialists — professional experts came to the shop . For the same reason — the simplicity

— while the former is a matter of setting up a com - of the materials and of the processes — mechanisms for

plex group of devices to insure maintenance and the the formal recording and analysis of the progress were

effective operation of these devices is dependent upon not devised , but apparently the function was per

the entire personnel of the organization, and their formed without the formality of special mechanisms.

varying individual interests and capacities for “ play- The more elaborate devices for the maintenance of

ing the game. ” Also , the maintenance of standards standards which are in use today were developed later,

may be said to be more important than either of the when scientific management came to be developed

other two elements of the problem , for the reason that in plants having more complicated operations and

the ultimate object of job analysis and of the estab - conditions .

lishment of standards, - results in accordance with We find , therefore, that during the decade 1880

calculations through precise control— is directly de- 1889, as the result of efforts to solve the practical

pendent upon it . Job analysis and the setting of problem of securing greater production , and without

standards afford the basis for operating control ; the preconceived principles or a preconceived philosophy

control itself is embodied in the actual routine of op - of management, Taylor worked out in more or less

erations in which also is embodied the maintenance crude form the fundamentals of scientific manage

of the standards. ment. There was job analysis by the method of

Planning, routing, order of work , instruction cards unit time study and the setting of tasks with instruc

and the tickler system ; the minute specialized super- tions for their performance ; there was the standard

vision and teaching in functional foremanship ; in - izing of conditions so that operations in the shop

spection ; progress and cost records; - all play their could be performed under the same conditions as

part in the maintenance of standards. those under which the tasks and times were deter

Many of the devices already enumerated as devised mined ; and there was, to the extent required by the

by Taylor in the decade 1880-1889 for the establish simple processes of the shop, provision for the mair

ment of standards were concerned as well with the tenance of the standard conditions .

maintenance of the standards. The assignment of There was not yet, of course, the smooth coordi

a “ task ” involved inquiry for reasons why a task was nation of those elements into a logically beautiful sys

not met, if it was not met, and the straightening out tem , and especially the formal separation of func

of the improper conditions which were usually the tions, — one group in a planning room and another in

cause of the failure to meet the task ; likewise with the shop . But the functions were recognized and

respect to the differential piece rate and any failure provided for, and , looking back, one can see the

to make it . The functional foremen, each with di- planning room in embryo. It was not until later

rect contact with the worker and responsible for the that Taylor was in a position to develop scientific

performance of a certain function, was a device for management carte blanche and as a logical whole, in

maintaining as well as establishing standards. The any plant.

separate inspection of the first of a lot of pieces in a

run ( first as distinguished from final inspection ) con VI. A PHILOSOPHY OF MANAGEMENT

tributed its part. The automatic grinder for tools In 1885 Taylor had joined the American Society

and the tool room established at that time looked to- of Mechanical Engineers. In 1886 Henry R . Towne

wards maintenance of standard conditions of tools . read his noteworthy paper before that society, “ The

The tickler system was established to insure the peri- Engineer as Economist ." The new contacts and Mr.

odic inspection and conditioning of shafting, belting Towne's address, added to Taylor's belief that it is

and machines, and gradually this mechanism was ex - the duty of a young engineer to add to the knowledge

tended to cover other recurrent inspections and other of his profession , appear to have stimulated Taylor

recurrent procedure. The modern stores rooms of so that the man who had been concentrated on solv

carefully classified, inspected and conditioned stores ing different practical problems in the shop began to

and worked materials was not established , for the give greater attention to the meaning of what he was

reason that the materials used were too few to re- doing .

quire it - huge castings, chiefly ; but efforts were made Beginning with Mr. Towne's "Gain Sharing " in
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1889 and Rowan and Halsey's “ A Premium Plan one of them is an adequate exposition . Taylor was

for Paying Labor” in 1891, there followed in the not primarily a publicist ; he was engineer-executive.

A . S . M . E . discussions of methods of wage pay

ment. Taylor conceived the idea of getting his ideas VII. DEVELOPING COORDINATION

of management before the society by participation Taylor left Midvale in 1889 and for a number of

in this discussion, and in 1895 he presented “ A Piece years was engaged in developing management meth

Rate System .” The coating of the pill was too heavy ods in various plants, in which were presented the op

for the medicine within to be effective. What to portunity and the necessity for refinement, but in

Taylor's mind was relatively unimportant — the de- none of which was presented the opportunity for a

vice of a differential piece rate— was adequately dis- complete development. In one plant one phase of

cussed ; but what he considered of major importance his system of management, in another plant another

the methods and conditions of management funda phase, was emphasized . In 1897 his services were

mental to any sound method of wage payment — was engaged by the Bethlehem Steel Co ., and again for

hardly touched upon in discussion. Taylor always re three years he had an opportunity , with a competent

gretted this particular excursion into the field of dis - force of younger engineers, to develop his methods.

cussion of wage systems, for it attracted attention This is the period of great discoveries in metal-cut

to his differential piece rate at the expense of com ting, and with respect to his management methods, a

prehension of his methods and philosophy of manage- period of the development of additional mechanisms

ment; and it gave rise to the incorrect tradition held and of partial smoothing -out and coordination . “ The

by many that scientific management grew out of large machine shop of the Bethlehem Steel Company

attempts to devise a satisfactory method of wage pay was more than a quarter of a mile long, and this was

ment. It had, as we have indicated , grown out of successfully run from a single planning room situated

attempts to solve the practical problem of gettingof getting close to it.1"

production in a shop, and the contributions to the

wage problem were only incidental. VIII. THE FIRST COMPLETE DEVELOPMENTS :

Disappointed in his venture with “ A Piece Rate

In 1902 Mr. James M . Dodge, president of the
System ,” Taylor decided to present another paper

Link -Belt Company of Philadelphia , inspired in part

which should emphasize management and consider
by listening to Mr. Taylor's discussions before the

methods of wage payment as incidental— as a phase
A . S . M . E . and by what he had seen on visits

of management. Eight years later, therefore, ( 1903)

to Bethlehem , and particularly by the threat to his
he presented “ Shop Management;" and then in 1905

business on the discovery of high -speed steel, per
his greatest contribution , — “ On the Art of Cutting

suaded Mr. Taylor to begin the development of bet
Metals.” In 1911, when the Eastern Rate Case hear

ter methods of management in his plant . About the

ings had aroused public interest, he republished
same timeMr. Taylor became interested in the Tabor

“ Shop Management” as a book , and published also
Manufacturing Co ., directed by his life-long friend,

a popular presentation of his philosophy of manage- Mr. Wilfred Lewis, and in that plant also undertook

ment under the title of " Principles of Scientific Man- the development of the new methods. While it might

agement." be said that, compared to whathad preceded , the earlier

Excepting “ Notes on Belting” and “On the Art of opportunities in the Steel Motors Company of Johns

Cutting Metals," admirable scientific treatises in town, Pa., and in the Bethlehem Steel Company, had

which Taylor made no attempt to present his philos- been relatively complete, it is undoubtedly correct to

ophy of management (although the discerning reader state that in the Link -Belt Company and the Tabor

can find it there ), but including Taylor's public ad - Manufacturing Company were found what proved

dresses, it is not wide of the mark to assert that Tay- to be the first clear fields for the development of

lor never made more than one statement of his phil- scientific management, with practically complete co

osophy of management. “ A Piece Rate System ." operation . Since then many plants have accepted

" Shop Management,” “ The Principles of Scientific
and developed scientific management, but these two

Management” and occasional addresses are essentially
plants will always be distinguished as the pioneers

one and the same, differing only in emphasis. No
1 Shop Management, p . 110 .
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in undertaking the course of logical and complete de- and there resulted the famous investigation by a

velopment. committee of the House of Representatives in 1911.

Taylor gave his services to these companies with The report of the committee on the results of the

out charge, and worked chiefly through younger en - new management methods which were being devel

gineers, secured upon his recommendation for the de- oped was not unfavorable and no legislation was re

tail work . Mr. Carl G . Barth and Mr. H . K . commended .

Hathaway were his responsible representatives, and However, a few years later, without further in

both - particularly Mr. Barth, the elder — made their vestigation , restriction was placed upon the use of

mark upon the development of the Taylor methods. time study in government institutions by the so

Mr. Taylor remained in the relationship of unpaid called Tavenner rider to an appropriation bill. This was

consultant and supervisor. Assured of a modest in response — not to importunities of workers in

competence as a result of his inventions, he had be- plants where scientific management had been de

come able to declare that he was “ too busy to work veloped ( their testimony was apparently disregard

for money ." ed !) but to the political pressure of the national

organization of labor in accordance with what ap

IX . LATER ACTIVITIES – LABOR 'S ATTITUDE pears to have been their then larger strategy . As the

About the time of his interest in Link-Belt and writer has stated elsewhere ?: " An almost incompre

Tabor he began a career of conferences and public hensible phase of the history of the scientific manage

speaking concerning his philosophy and system of ment movement is the existence, side by side, of im

management which continued until his death in 1915. proved industrial relations in those plants in which sci

“ He gave his time and his means freely to showing entific management has been developed and strong op

its operation in the Philadelphia plant to conscien position on the part of the management of the Ameri

tious inquirers. In many instances he traveled far can Federation of Labor. The opposition of the man

at his own expense to address associations and meet- agement of organized labor seems to have been in

ings of manufacturers and managers. Out of his spired by fear of the impairment of a fundamental

own pocket he contributed to the expenses of young element of their strategy (that their organization must

and ambitious engineers who were serving their ap- be increased in membership and held intact, for the

prenticeship in Philadelphia .?” accomplishment of their large objectives) by one of

Although Taylor 's career as foreman in the Mid - the least important mechanisms of scientific manage

vale days had begun with serious controversy with ment, the differential wage system . Inspired by this

the workers under his foremanship , under the then fear, and taking advantage of certain opinions held

prevailing methods of management, it should be re- by workers (such as the opinion that increased out

corded that in the subsequent development of man - put will cause unemployment) and certain infelicities

agement in accordance with his own philosophy and of speech and illustration on the part of expounders

methods he experienced only the most gratifying co - of scientific management (such as the famous

operation of the workers . The first friction which Schmidt case ), and presenting statements concern

developed was at Watertown Arsenal about 1909 and ing the actual operation of scientific management not

1910 , due to over-zealous and improperly measured based on critical investigation and not conforming

steps of development by local authorities, especially ( to facts (that workmen are speeded up and worn out,

to the extension of time study to a shop in which that time-studies are secret, that rates are cut, etc . )

the conditions had not been properly prepared . Vorthe management of organized labor undertook a cam

serious internal trouble developed , but the occasion paign of education of its membership which resulted

was seized upon by organized labor as an opportun in an almost solid opposition by the rank and file as

ity for organized opposition from without the Arsenal, well as the officers of organized labor to scientific

management. In public discussion, to the opposi

Thompson, Theory and Practice of Scientific Manage tion of organized labor was added the opposition of
ment, p . 25 .

many social scientists who, without information de
2“ The danger from strikes comes from the false stepsri

often taken by men not familiar with the methods which rived from either experience or investigation , asserted

should be used in introducing the system . The writer has

never had a single strike during the 26 years he has been

engaged in this work .” On the Art of Cutting Metals , p . 54. 'Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. IV , No. 5, p . 13.

one per ingen er seg som er interneto rived from either experienceorinvestigation, asserted
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that scientific management would make impossible the standing and to have made possible an appreciation

achievement of any ideal of industrial democracy of the value of scientific management as an instru

Throughout all this controversy the natural confusion ment for the increase of the productivity of human

of polemical discussion was worse confounded by effort under wise administration ."

absence of critical investigation of facts, inadequate

information , and particularly by a failure to distin X . CONCLUSION

guish in the discussion of scientific management as a To summarize: Scientific management (first called

social problem , between management and administra- by that name about 1910) was begun to be worked out

tion . In this controversy the arguments against by Mr. Taylor as long ago as the decade 1880-1889,

scientific management as a system of management and has been steadily developing since that time; it

technique were ineffective because not supported by arose not out of a preconceived theory but out of

the facts ; on the other hand the arguments against the attempt to solve practical problems of produc

scientific management with respect to its social impli- tion as they appeared one after another ; theorizing

cations were significant and of influence, but they and the formulation of principles cameafter the mech

were really arguments concerning administrative pol- anisms had been thoroughy tried ; in the course of de

icy governing the use of management technique, and velopments which represented a smoothing out and

not more pertinent to scientific than to any other form coordinating of the system there was experienced

of management. Superficial critics failed to per- only the minor and normal friction with workers— in

ceive the point that the effective working of the general a splendid cooperation .

scientific management mechanisms in particular de - In addition it should be observed that in the story

pends so vitally upon sympathetic cooperation be- there is a lesson for executives and engineers of to

tween planner, supervisor and operator, that anti day . The steps through which Taylor first developed

social administrative policy is inconsistent with its scientific management are essentially the steps neces

development and technical effectiveness. . . The status sary for any successful specific development today.

of scientific management has been profoundly influ - Experience has taught that the only practicable order

enced by the war. Three influences are noteworthy: of development in any specific instance is: preliminary

( 1) Although the prejudice of workers engendered analysis as a basis for standardization of conditions;

by the sharp controversy preceding the war has not standardization of conditions; provision for mainten

disappeared , open and active hostility of labor has ance of the standardized conditions; and then the

been discontinued and apparently will not be resumed ; detail job analysis and the setting of rates

(2 ) the demand for output during the war, supported by the method of unit time study in the environ

by labor, compelled a wider extension of efficient pro - ment of standard conditions . Out of the job analy

duction methods, in some instances of the methods ses which follow standardization of conditions may

of scientific management, not only in the United come instruction cards, precise scheduling, bonus or

States but also in Europe, and both labor and manage other differential wage systems, - a precise general and

ment have learned by experience that scientific man - specific control . Any other order in the improvement

agement technique is not inconsistent with wise, hu - of management in accordance with Taylor principles

mane and cooperative and administrative policies ; ( 3 ) is almost sure to be ineffective and to lead to trouble.

labor and management have observed that during and

following the war managers of scientific management ATTENTION of members of the Taylor Society

A is called to the session of Wednesday afternoon ,

in the van of those inspiring and directing the estab- Dec. 8 , of the annual meeting of the A . S . M . E .

lishing of the most humane and cooperative admin - (New York, Dec . 7 - 10 .) At that session will be of

istrative policies, in accordance with the most far- fered , under the jurisdiction of the Management Sec- .

sighted principles of industrial relationship . Wartion of the A . S . M . E ., a program on the construc

seems to have cleared away prejudice and misunder - tive work in management of the late Henry L . Gantt.



Final article (3/4). Frederick Winslow Taylor
passed away unexpectedly on 21 March 1915 at
the age of 59. These two articles memorialize Dr.
Taylor, highlighting his work and what he was like
as a colleague and person. Also have a look at a
monograph containing speeches delivered at his
funeral by more than a dozen luminaries who
were instrumental in advancing progressive
management https://www.google.com/books/ed
ition/Frederick_Winslow_Taylor/hdcpAAAAYAAJ

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Frederick_Winslow_Taylor/hdcpAAAAYAAJ
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THE

The

Foreword

HIS is the first issue of the JOURNAL OF

EFFICIENCY SOCIETY in the new form .

number is devoted principally to the apprecia

tions of the life and work of Frederic Winslow

Taylor, the father of scientific management. It

has also been necessary to publish the prospectus of the

Society so that new members may have a better understanding

of the aim and purpose of the movement. The succeeding

numbers of the JOURNAL will furnish a well-balanced table of

contents covering the many interests and activities of the

Efficiency Society.

We are arranging for a short series of articles on scientific

management of the Church .

We have asked the Life Extension Institute for several pa

pers on physical efficiency. These papers are to discuss the

conservation of health from the point of view of the business

man.

We are planning to have short, pithy articles each month on

such topics as Scientific Management, Personal Efficienay,

Office Efficiency, Welfare, Distribution, Production, Account

ing, Time Study, Fatigue, Standardization , Organization and

Management. These papers are not to be reprints of speeches,

but practical " tell how ” talks from men who are actually con

ducting efficiency methods in their shops and factories. The

body of the magazine will be given over to these scientific dis

cussions of methods .

While the JOURNAL will be kept a scientific periodical for a

scientific society, it will try to reach out to the young men in

business who have not identified themselves with the efficiency

movement. The JOURNAL will expect the active coöperation

of members of the Society in this work.
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Mr. Taylor as I Knew Him

By H. K. HATHAWAY

REDERIC WINSLOW TAYLOR, a great Amer

ican, a great engineer, a leader in the forward

march of civilization, has passed away. Through

his untimely death the world has suffered a great

loss , but he has left behind him a priceless heri

tage to mankind.

His attainments as an engineer are known in every corner

of the world into which civilization has penetrated . His writ

ings have been translated into virtually every language ; and

from every section of our own land, from every country of

Europe, and even from far-away Japan, learned men and stu

dents came to him for guidance.

Among his admirers and friends were numbered those from

every rank of society ; his passing is a source of sorrow to men

in the humblest walks of life as well as to those who through

merit have attained the topmost ranks. Mechanics, laborers ,

scientists , and statesmen were proud to possess his friendship,

as he was to possess theirs .

His attainments as an inventor and an engineer alone were

enough to make him famous ; by his invention of high -speed

steel and the process of its treatment, enabling the cutting of

metals at five times the speed before possible, he gave tothe

engineering world a boon of untold value . For this he will be

long remembered and praised by those engaged in the indus

tries which this great discovery helped . This invention, so

simple in its nature , yet of such importance as to revolutionize

an industry, was no chance discovery, but was an outcome of

his never-ceasing search after truth .

His experiments on the use of leather belting completely

sụperseded all previous conceptions, and the resulting laws

came to be regarded as the authority. Such work as has since

been done in this field has served only to emphasize the sound

ness of his conclusions, which the later experiments of others

simply amplify and bear out.

Mankind will for all time be indebted to him for having

shown the way to the ultimate attainment of those things which

make for greater happiness . He was the first to expound the

doctrine that management is a science as true and exact as.

chemistry. He was the first to show the path by which indus- .

trial peace may be reached , and that by bringing to bear the:

light of truth upon the gloom of ignorance in which industry

i
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Efficiency had been shrouded the mutual distrust, deceit, and hatredthat

had grown up between employer and employee must be dissi

pated . He made the employer assume responsibilities which

he had never dreamed of, and made the square deal a necessary

part of management.

Strong, resourceful, and patient , difficulty and opposition

only spurred him on to greater effort ; and it is to the quality

for which he was criticized most frequently—that of unwaver

ing adherence to the principles which he believed to be right

that today the industrial world owes the science of manage

ment. During his early work he received little sympathy from

workmen, and less from employers . All through life he might

have made his own path smoother had he been willing to com

promise with his opponents, yielding here and there to public

sentiment and current opinion. Even at times ridiculed and

always harassed, not only by those who could not see far

enough ahead to understand and appreciate, or whose selfish

interests did not accord with his ideas, but by those from whom

he should have received sympathetic support, yet he kept cour

ageously onward, undaunted and undismayed. So great was

the opposition he encountered that at a certain stage of his

career he was unable to find an employer sufficiently hardy

to permit the working out of the Taylor theories in his plant ;

but it is a consoling thought that before his untimely death

he was accorded in a large measure that recognition to which

his work and character entitled him .

My own association with Mr. Taylor dates back to 1902, at

which time the Taylor system was being installed under the

direction of Mr. Carl G. Barth in the works of the Link-Belt

Company, where I was assigned by Mr. Barth to looking after

certain features of the system's development. I can well re

member my first meeting with Mr. Taylor and the profound

impression that his personality made upon me.

previous , while an apprentice at the Midvale Steel Works,

I first heard of Mr. Taylor, who had been away from Midvale

for a number of years but whose spirit had been so thoroughly

infused into the organization that its effect was still quite ap

parent. Mr. Taylor's work at Midvale gave that company an

impetus which it has never lost.

During the Spanish War, while acting as an inspector on

Government work in a plant in northern New York State, the

manager of that works, Mr. D. W. Payne, himself a pioneer in

the field of engineering, presented me with a copy of Mr.

Taylor's paper on the “ Differential Piece Rate ,” which inter

Some years
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Efficiencyested me greatly, and which must have made a far greater

impression upon me than I realized at the time, as a few years

later when I had become a foreman I found myself using the

principles of elementary time study in making estimates of the

time work should take and fondly imagining that I was doing

something original .

A little later on I became superintendent of the shop in

which I had served as an inspector, and a copy of the paper

on “ Shop Management, presented before the A. S. M. E. by

Mr. Taylor, came into my hands. I well remember sitting up

night after night with the manager of the company studying

this paper . How ridiculous our efforts to apply the things

which Mr. Taylor advocated now seem ! Later I found, after

having had the privilege of working and studying under Mr.

Barth, that we had misunderstood more of Mr. Taylor's writ

ings than we had understood.

During those years before I met Mr. Taylor I had come to

regard him as being almost a demigod in the field of engineer

ing and management, and to my utter amazement when I met

him I found him to be a kindly and sympathetic man who evi

dently did not regard himself as being in the slightest degree

better than the rank and file, and who did not appreciate him

self nearly so much as he was appreciated by others . He had

a faculty of placing himself on a common level with those with

whom he came in contact, or rather of raising them up to his

own level . The effect of this was that at times I found myself

regarding him as being a quite ordinary individual and losing

sight of those attainments for which he was even then cele

brated . From this condition of mind I was on more than one

occasion startled into quite a different point of view by his

displaying a profound knowledge concerning some subject

or branch of engineering that I had never suspected in the

slightest degree. I remember now my surprise at learning

that Mr. Taylor was regarded as an authority on concrete

work.

Looking back upon my first responsible work in applying

the Taylor system, I have a vivid picture of the disheartening

and discouraging difficulties which I encountered, and I greatly

fear that without the sympathetic support which I received

from Mr. Taylor at that time I should never have had the

strength to carry the work through. During this period I

was amazed to find how often Mr. Taylor was right in mat

ters where the judgment of others as well as my own was to

the contrary. I learned that by following absolutely his advice
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Efficiency and instruction I could confidently count upon the successful

cutcome of an undertaking.

Those of us who have had the great good fortune to regard

him as master and as friend, and who have been associated

with him in the carrying on of his work, will all feel imbued

with a sense of the great responsibility which his passing lays

upon us , and will be spurred on to greater effort and inspired

by his example so to carry on our work and so to lead our

lives as to reflect credit upon his memory and the movement

which he regarded in the light of a sacred mission .

" Habit is habit, and not to be flung out of the window by any

man , but coaxed down stairs a step at a time. ” — Mark Twain

As a Seeker of Truth

By H. S. PERSON

Director of the Amos Tuck School , Dartmouth College

INVARIABLY when I have thought of Mr. Tay

lor and attempted to value his services to man

kind, an impelling desire to compare him with

Darwin has seized me. I am conscious of the

bias resulting from personal acquaintance and of

the lack of historical perspective , and would not presume to

push a comparison too far . Mr. Taylor's profession was that of

a seeker after truth . His epoch-making discovery of a new

tool steel, his greater discovery of a body of consistent princi

ples of organization and management, his hundred or more

minor discoveries recorded in the patent office, all were but

incidental to his profession.

His accuracy in observation , infinite patience, and capacity

for analysis were manifested in the twenty -six years of careful

experiment before he considered the results worthy of an

nouncement. His constructive imagination was manifest in the

vision he had of the benefit to industrial society of the proper

and not perverted application of his principles of manage

ment ; and the intensity of his conviction was declared in his

resolve to dedicate himself to the inspiration of a group of

young men who should succeed him as leaders in a great work .

As a man he was modest, friendly, lovable, just, and the em

bodiment of practical idealism . He has laid the foundation of
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a great and continuing city wherein many men and women Efficiency

may live, and wherein work may be but a phase of living.

"The dreams of those who faithfully labor are

the only ones that ever come true. ” — Dick Sand

Mr. Taylor's Real Contribution

By JOSEPH FRENCH JOHNSON

Dean of the School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance

New York University

REDERIC W. TAYLOR is known to the indus

trial world as the father of scientific manage

ment. The scientist will remember him as the

inventor of epoch-making improvements in ma

chinery to increase the cutting efficiency of tool

steel. The public at large will identify him with his heroic

discipleship of the religion of efficient working and living.

As a schoolmaster, as a working partner of boys and men

who are being directly prepared to go out into Mr. Taylor's

great world of shop and factory, I have come to look upon his

life and work from a very personal viewpoint. I have always

liked to think of Frederic Taylor as the first man to show us

how to take the tremendous machines and overwhelming rou

tines of the later nineteenth century and put them in their

proper relation to life . In that first stupendous era of the

machine it seemed to some that there was grave danger that

the mechanical power might subordinate the human welfare.

I can well remember my first scrutiny of Mr. Taylor's work

ing philosophy . My thought was that here was another move

ment to force human procedure into mechanical paths . But it

did not take me long to realize that at last we had found the

man the industrial world had been waiting for . Here was the

genius to show us that if work were done according to scien

tific methods, if machines and routines were really scientifically

conducted, they would automatically create, for man, time and

opportunity for the pursuit of those " durable satisfactions” of

life for which men originally fashioned tools of stone and

bronze .

It will be impossible for this generation to appreciate Mr.

Taylor's work. At best we can only recognize the first stirring

of revolutionary forces in the evolution of man toward the

mastery of his hand and mind .
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Mr. Taylor as an Economist

w By LEE GALLOWAY

Professor of Commerce and Industry , New York University

AYLOR SYSTEM " and "scientific management"

appear to have become permanent additions to

the vocabulary of the economist who would speak

of the industrial development and the organiza

tion of business enterprise of this century. Yet so

far as Mr. Taylor was concerned, neither of these terms re

ceived his entire approval. He objected to the first because it

did not express enough, and to the second because it suggested

too much. Persons who appealed to Mr. Taylor to describe his

system were always told that he had no system, meaning of

course no cut-and -dried formulas of filing letters, keeping ac

counts, etc. Furthermore, he could never see why the public

should connect his name to a system which, as he often said ,

was simply applied common sense. As for scientific manage

ment, Mr. Taylor only accepted this term to express the move

ment for better business organization and greater production

efficiency because it seemed to lie between this and the word

" efficiency " ; of the two, he chose the former . " Yet," as he told

me once, “ what a pompous word to designate so simple a proc

ess as ( 1 ) finding out what has been done, ( 2 ) what is being

done, and (3 ) what should be done in a factory !"

This last phrase, “ in a factory," is resonant with meaning in

interpreting Mr. Taylor's point of view as an economist ; for

although he saw the applications which could be made of his

principles in other directions, he seldom tried to defend or to

illustrate themin other terms than those of his own experience,

and this was largely confined to industrial and engineering

firms. It is not surprising, therefore, to find little in Mr. Tay

lor's writings or speeches which bears upon anything outside

of the field of production. Here he did a big inductive work,

and he stands out in bold contrast, both in methods and em

phasis, to the academic professors who have found more play

for their imaginations in the field of distribution. Mr. Taylor

spoke of production in terms of tools and men and material.

Academic professors prefer productivity theories and abstrac

tions based on static conditions . Mr. Taylor was dynamic in

life and thought.

He was always fond of telling how he began his studies in

scientific management. As a day laborer, by using a little

thought he saw that savings could be made for himself as an
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individual . When he becameforeman he saw that these same Efficiency

common-sense methods could be used to increase the output of

his department. As a manager, he rounded out these ideas into

a system of “ functional control” with the purpose of increasing

the profits of the firm . Even to the very last he declared that

no scheme of management was worth a continental if it didn't

pay the proprietors a fair return upon the money invested .

But by this time Mr. Taylor had moved a long way from his

original point of view . And it was this broader outlook which

made him so impatient with those who insisted upon speaking of

his methods as the “ Taylor system .” Before he died, Mr. Tay

lor saw that more efficient production only touched one-third of

the closed circle of economic life . There were problems of dis

tribution and consumption which his scheme did not embrace .

However, he did not leave these fields untouched, and in his

purely practical way he attempted to demonstrate inductively

that a workingman should be given advances in wages accord

ing to a predetermined scale of increases, since it affected his

consumption. He proved to his own satisfaction that certain

classes of laborer only degenerated when their wages were in

creased suddenly and out of proportion to their accustomed

standard of living.

In the field of economic distribution he did not get much

farther with his economic doctrine than the proposition that the

proprietor could not expect to compete successfully nor to sus

tain his accustomed profits unless the losses due to bad organ

ization and poor management were corrected, and that the

laborers need not look for any substantial gain in their income

if they persisted in the trade-union doctrine of restricting

output.

To trace the growth of Mr. Taylor's economic ideas from the

time he began as a day laborer to the time he became the rec

ognized leader of a great social movement would disclose for

us a general tendency found in all business men who take the

trouble to ask themselves, What is the meaning and purpose of

all this work and worry over business ? Mr. Taylor at first

looked at economics in the light of a business man seeking big

ger personal income, but as he gained a broader vision and saw

that no real
progress could be made without the coöperation of

the laborer and the public, he discovered that the true purpose

of industrial enterprise rests on the same basis as all human

activity. He saw that functional and specialized management

could not be explained satisfactorily in terms of more product

alone. Society must be taken into account, and this change of

view also makes a change of attitude . When Mr. Taylor saw
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Efficiency scientific management lessening the hours, relieving the bur

dens and drudgeries, and raising the standard of living of the

workingman, then he began to feel the enthusiasm known only

to those who put social service above private gain . The man of

science became a great industrial evangelist. No man ever met

F. W. Taylor during the last few years of his life without feel

ing that he had come in contact with a great and sincere man

a man with a vision.

The “ Taylor system ” had grown into an industrial program

and “ scientific management” had become a substitute for trade

unionism . Mr. Taylor is entitled to be known as the greatest

of those nonacademic professors through whom the business

world is giving some real meaning to our political economy.

" Unless a man undertakes to do more than he possibly can

do, he will never do all that he can. " - Henry Drummond

As an Analytical Investigator

1

By HARRINGTON EMERSON

IN Mr. Frederic Winslow Taylor I found the

initiative and energy of the American, the im

agination and logic of the French in whose

schools he was partly educated, the painstaking

scientific investigations of the Germans, and the

dogged persistence of the English . No wonder that he made

one of the biggest marks on the face of the modern world !

Mr. Taylor was known the world over for his epoch-making

work in high-speed tools for cutting metals . In America he

was additionally known as the father of scientific management

in machine-shop practice. In French the word for steel shav

ing or chip is limaille ( literally , a filing ), and we have

scarcely to go back more than one hundred years to find that

filings were all the metal that could be removed , filing weighing

a few ounces an hour. Advances were gradually made, su

perior qualities of steel were tempered so as to cut metals, and

even as late as 1900 twelve to twenty pounds an hour weight

of chips was considered good machine-shop practice. Owing

to Mr. Taylor's researches, inside of a few years twelve hun

dred to two thousand pounds an hour were possible . It is

little to say that the ability of man machine has been increased

tenfold . Mr. Taylor's method was to watch, to observe, to
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pick out the exceptional, to find the reasons for the exceptional, Efficiency

and, if the exceptional was bad, find a remedy ; if the excep

tional was good, make it permanent.

A boy of fourteen, I once found an English knife rusted

beyond recognition. With excess of honesty I carried it to

the teacher in the German school. He looked at it contempt

uously, took it and hurled it far away as useless . I hunted

it up and this time felt free to keep it .
I soaked it in oil,

cleaned it, sharpened it ; it proved to be the best steel I ever

possessed. With it I made successfully my first attempts at

shaving, but also I used it to carve cocoanut shells . I held

onto it, fearing I could never find again another blade so good.

It never occurred to me that all blades might be made as good

as this one.

Before Mr. Taylor's time, rarely superior tools would oc

casionally be found, and they were appropriated and carried

around as a reason for employment. It never occurred to any

of these tool sharps that all tools might be made as good .

When such a piece of exceptional steel came to Mr. Taylor's

attention, he was not content to thank Allah and blindly

wait for other streaks of good luck.

Mr. Taylor started out to find why and then consciously to

produce the superior quality . He found the secret partly in

the alloys used but chiefly in heat treatment, and he explored

and found reward in heat regions hitherto considered taboo.

The rare good pieces of steel that had previously occurred

were those that had been negligently overheated and been sud

denly cooled . Mr. Taylor discovered that he could make all

pieces equally good, and he discovered this fact because it was

the habit of his mind to know and to control .

By submitting all the tools , all the machines, all the ma

terials worked on, all the workers, to critical analysis , it was

revealed that enormous and preventable wastes were occurring,

and after they were revealed the next step was to eliminate

them, which he did with influential and uncompromising thor

oughness. Nothing was too big to defer attempt, nothing too

little to be overlooked.

The world always needs some spectacular demonstration.

Mr. Taylor had been preaching to deaf ears until he began

to carve pieces of steel as big almost as broomsticks from the

bar, but then all the world sat up and took notice, its eyes

were opened, and all around, everywhere, similar wastes were

discovered, so that Mr. Taylor's methods were multiplied many

fold, not only by his disciples but by those wide- awake out
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Efficiency side of his circle. He gave an immense stimulus to analytical

investigation of American industrial methods and plans . It is

fortunate that his researches and industrial skill early brought

him wealth and leisure, still further to push his investigations

and to promulgate the theories of scientific management.

-

"God bless the man with a scheme, an idea ! It may

be visionary, but in any case it certainly must be better

than to be resting all the time. -Leslie M. Shaw
>>

The EfficiencyMovement in American Cities

By BENJAMIN P. DEWITT

Author of " The Progressive Movement" *

N no other department of government in the

United States has there been such marked im

provement in the last twenty -five years as there

has been in the administration of cities . This

improvement in municipal government has been

partly due to the tendency to give to cities greater freedom in

the exercise of their functions under constitutional home-rule

provisions . The home-rule movement which has brought con

stitutional home rule to cities in twelve states has tended to

diminish the interference of state legislatures with city affairs

and thus to give cities the opportunity to adopt needed re

The improvement in municipal government has been

partly due also to the so-called charter movement which has

resulted in the adoption by over three hundred cities of the

commission form of government and in the adoption by a score

cr more of an even more advanced type of government known

as the city-manager plan . These new forms of city govern

ment, eliminating as they do the cumbersome checks and bal

ances of the former types of government, make it possible to

place city administration on a sound businesslike basis .

There has grown up in recent years , along with the home

rule movement and the charter movement and as a kind of sup

plement to them in the work of municipal regeneration, a

movement commonly known as the efficiency movement. The

movement is incapable of any concise definition, and in fact

of any definition at all , because it is itself a protest against

The Macmillan Company
*
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understand, is his capacity for dreaming. I believe of all the

dreamers of the ages, that here in America we are the greatest.

( Applause .)

For we have dared to dream the great dream of democracy ,

the dream which joins all mankind into a social and political sys

tem, built upon the notion of brotherhood ,—not of special priv .

ilege ;-and as a part of that great dream, some of us have

dreamed of the application of democracy even to the prisons,

and we are trying to materialize that beautiful dream into reality,

and we want you to help us . ( Protracted applause . )

THOMAS MOTT OSBORNE.

The foregoing address was read and approved by Dr. E. Stagg

Whitin of Columbia University, Executive Chairman of the Na

tional Committee on Prisons and Prison Labor, who has been

closely associated with prison reform in New York State, and

has co-operated with Warden Osborne in his work at Sing Sing.

Dr. Whitin is Secretary and Treasurer of the New York State

Commission on Prison Reform, and has served as an expert in

work for the New York City Department of Correction , and the

Wisconsin State board of Public Affairs. It is interesting to note

at this time that Columbia University is giving a course covering

the work done at Sing Sing Prison , as well as other peniten

tiaries in and about New York City, under the direction of Dr.

Whitin .

Frederick W. Taylor Memorial Meeting.

The Society to Promote the Science of Management held a

meeting in Philadephia October 22nd and 23rd , that took the

form of a memorial to the late Frederick W. Taylor, the pioneer

in Scientific Management.

It is worthy of note that every speaker gave emphasis to the

personal relationship of employer and employee as fundamental

to successful application of Scientific Methods of industry.

Efficiency Society Journal, Volume 4, No. 8, November 1915, p. 43-46
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Among the speakers was Louis D. Brandeis, noted lawyer and

economist.

" It is greatly to be regretted," said Mr. Brandeis, " that labor,

the class which Mr. Taylor strove to benefit by his systems of

scientific management, should be the one to appreciate him the

least.

“ It was the ambition of this great man to devise methods

whereby labor should be enabled to increase its productiveness

with less waste , not only of materials and time, but of energy.

It was his hope that labor would eventually be made so attractive ,

through shortened hours and direct effort, that work would be

come the greatest pleasure of life.

“ Mr. Taylor was a man years before his time . We see in

dustry today striving to reach the level which he established

a generation ago . And it will be another generation before the

prejudices , born of misunderstanding, give way to a deserved ap

preciation by organized labor of the real motives of this man ."

Mr. Brandeis' eulogy followed an address by Mayor Blanken

burg, who paid a glowing tribute to Mr. Taylor as one of the

great men of the present day who brought fame to Philadelphia.

" Frederick Winslow Taylor," he said , " was to me a paradox.

On one hand we find his rugged intellect blazing its way through

layer after layer of conventions formed by prejudice, tradition

and ignorance until he became recognized as the world's greatest

industrial leader, and on the other hand his gentle-mannered, gen

erous and courtly nature.

“ We of Philadelphia who have seen him come and go as our

friend and neighbor only dimly comprehend that the world has

been listening to his teachings for years as one of the master

minds of his time. Today his fellow-townsmen, as the entire

world is coming to be, are alive to his principles and methods.

" Mr. Taylor had a keen desire to help everyone to larger in

tellectual pursuits. This was one of the ends he hoped to attain

in struggling against the waste of energy and time, which ac

company not only industrial labors , but those of everyday life.

“ The essence of his doctrine was 'To better the conditions of

the laboring classes , and to increase the general pleasure in work. '
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He did not get tired of pleading with both sides. The war-torn

world has lost a great leader in Mr. Taylor at a time when it

needed him most . "

Other speakers were Provost Smith, Carl G. Barth , James M.

Dodge, Henry L. Gantt, Harlow S. Person , and Sanford E.

Thompson.

Many original records of Mr. Taylor's work were on exhibi

tion at " Boxly," his beautiful home in Chestnut Hill . There also

the members and guests of the society were interested to learn

from Mr. Harold Van Du Zee of Mr. Taylor's application of

his methods to the study and experiments on the growth of

grasses. Admiral Goodrich , formerly Commandant of the Brook

lyn Navy Yard, gave full credit to Mr. Taylor for many of the

improvements in the operation of that yard , he having freely

given much of his time and thought to that work. His attitude

is perhaps best expressed by the opening paragraph in his original

notes for a lecture on Success, where he says, “ The best road to

success lies not only in doing the thing that needs to be done,

but in adding something nice that is not required and is unex

pected .”

The paper by Mr. Richard A. Feiss, Manager of the Cloth

craft Shops, on “ Personal Relationship as a Basis of Scientific

Management, ” created much discussion at the Saturday evening

meeting

This paper ascribed the wonderful results secured by the

author to the fundamental conception of the shops as a place to

make men, the manufacture of high grade clothing being con

sidered as a means to that end.

The fact that 28 per cent. of the floor area is given over to

service to the employee indicates that Mr. Feiss believes and

practices what he preaches.

With 40 per cent . increase in output, 33 1-3 per cent, increase in

the average weekly wage, 10 per cent. reduction in cost and a

change from 150 per cent . to 33 per cent. in the floating portion of

the payroll , it is hard to question the fundamental soundness of the

author's argument. Mr. Noyes, manager of the German Ameri

can Button Co., and Mr. Carl G. Barth , consulting engineer, each
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took exception to the phraseology in the paper which inferred

that the proper relationship was the BASIS of Scientific Man

agement. While each gave full recognition to it as an element,

and an important one , they looked on this as the goal rather than

the basis . As the latter expressed it, the basis is hard, grinding,

digging work, unearthing and classifying facts and standardizing

equipments and conditions.

Reported by W. HERMAN GREUL .

Monthly Meeting, New York.

The first regular monthly meeting of the season was held at

the Merchants ' Association rooms, Woolworth Building, October

21st . The topic .was Preparedness in Business, Commerce and

Finance, and the speakers Mr. John Calder, President of the

Manufacturers ' Equipment Company of Boston, and Mr. Arthur

S. Marsh , editor of the Economic World , New York. Mr. H. M.

Sweatland, President of the United Publishers ' Corporation,

was chairman .

Mr. Calder's address was a study of the scientific basis of

the efficiency of preparedness in business . His paper will later

be printed in full, but a few keynote paragraphs should be quoted

here. He said :

The new element in preparedness is the use of the “scientific

method ” in attacking problems. The scientific method, however,

is not any particular system nor is it a tool that you can keep

handy on the shelf for occasional use only.
It is essen

tially an attitude of the mind which influences our business con

duct , plans and decisions , and causes us habitually to observe,

describe, analyze and classify with accuracy the phenomena which

recur in our daily round . The result is that we apply these

analyses and experiences to regular later affairs and shape all our

records so that they are interpretative
and constructive

.

The first element in business preparedness is to start right,

trusting to no adventitious aid from capital or influence to attain

that for which we have not laid secure foundations.



Final Post (4/4). What have we learned from my
recent postings on management history? We
have learned, first and foremost, to respect and
appreciate our past innovators in management
thinking and practice; that Frederick Winslow
Taylor was not the evil man people think he was;
that Scientific Management was not an evil
system driving and dehumanizing workers; that
that people's understanding of Taylor and of
Scientific Management are almost entirely the
opposite of the facts; that the history of Scientific
Management is uncomfortably similar to TPS and
Lean management with continuing difficulties to
gain acceptance among CEOs in 2021 -- the
causes for which were not fully understood until
a just few years ago. If you want to learn why
please see https://bobemiliani.com/wonder-no-
more/

https://bobemiliani.com/wonder-no-more/


Learning From Management History
Over the past several days, I have posted a carefully curated sample of articles and links to seminal
works in Scientific Management written by industry leaders and management consultants in the then
new field of management science. These are primary sources dating from ca. 1903-1922. • Why was it
important to do this? Four reasons: 1) Provide facts to correct rampant misinformation about Frederick
Winslow Taylor, his colleagues, Scientific Management, its “installation” in companies, and the outcomes
to company, managers, and workers. 2) Demonstrate to Lean community leaders and practitioners that
TPS was built on the foundation laid by Scientific Management (which was global in its reach). 3) The
problems we see today in efforts to advance progressive management are uncomfortably similar to
those more than 100 years ago. 4) Most secondary and later interpretations of the work by Taylor et al.
are unreliable, partially wrong, or completely wrong. • It is often said that “Lean is all about learning.”
Thus, the value of these primary sources is that you obtain information directly from people who
developed the ideas and who did the practical work of improving management thinking and practice.
It allows you to learn, without any filters, their assumptions, facts, intentions, methods, and outcomes –
struggles, successes, failures, controversies, and so on. • Flawed interpretations of Scientific
Management abound, driven by many causes singly or in combination: 1) Lack of understanding of
business. 2) Lack of understanding of manufacturing. 3) Lack of understanding of the relationship
between process and results. 4) Not understanding the problems that Scientific Management was
seeking to solve in relation to varied business, worker, and social needs. 5) Unintentional
misunderstanding. 5) Intentional misrepresentation driven by business or political interests. 6) Relying
on what others say rather than putting in the effort to seek out primary sources of information. • There
are five lessons to learn: 1) The importance of checking facts yourself, not blindly accepting what
people say because they are or appear to be an authority. 2) Rising to the challenge of thinking for
yourself. 3) Much of what happened 100+ years ago remains relevant today and is a source of
improvement ideas. 4) Be open minded; learn from others 5) Learn from the past and improve. Then,
maybe, Lean won’t go the way of Scientific Management.

© bob emiliani www.bobemiliani.com
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Classical Management  Ancient Origins  Still Globally Dominant Today

Systematic Management  1870-1900  U.K. and U.S.

Scientific Management  1890-1940  U.S.

Toyota Management  1937-Present  Japan

Hopefully, You No Longer Believe that Scientific Management
is the Opposite of TMS or its Derivative, Lean Management

What Comes Next? When?  From Where? The Facts are That
Systematic Management and 
Scientific Management Were 
the Evolutionary Foundations 

on Which TM and its Derivative
Lean Management

Were Built

Scientific 
Management

Toyota 
Management 

and Lean 
Management

Evolution, 
Yes

Opposites?
No.

Learning From Management History
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Learning From Management History
Next Time You Hear Someone Say Things Like…

In the lean movement, Frederick Taylor continues to cause us trouble
101 years after his passing. Fredrick Winslow Taylor was a con-man
that peddled pseudoscience. The guy falsified his data. He should
never be considered as “progressive.” His work has led to the
increasing dehumanization of workers. Taylor was neither a scientist
or engineer. Taylor literally accomplished nothing but build a cult of
personality. His methods have nothing to do with science. His
theories are unfalsifiable. Nothing Taylor postulates corresponds
with the actual modern scientific understanding of how human
beings work effectively. His work proves that he had no fundamental
understanding of either the scientific method or basic engineering
principles. Super Taylorism is to blame for Lean’s problems.

Ignore it or Fight Back with Facts from
Primary Sources of Information
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